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INTRODUCTION
The Judicial Customs of Nepal, of which this Part I, was begun as early ae August
4, 1958 in a tentative attempt to tell in a continuous narrative the development of the
concept of Dharmma ( Law ) in the Himiilayan cross-roads of Asia on the basis of authentic documents and monuments. The book had rough selling when five hundred copies
were tentatively cyclostyled, because some sectarians objected to the historical development of the comparative legends of Sita and Riima contained in this book. For a while
the project had to be abandoned, but I persisted in my studies under the conviction that
Gc
religion was a great force-the only motive force ", as G.B. Shaw would have it, " proWith due deference,
vided you get a man through his religion and not through yours
therefore, to the faithfuls of the epic of RiimPyana indited by the KauSik saint BHlmiki,
my readers will presently see that I have quoted the legends of Sit5 and Riima from the
Buddhistic birth-stories known as RPmajHtaka and Dasaratha-jitaka, which, however,
have nothing to do with king Janaka's daughter Sit5 of the kingdom of Videha and
her consort Rgma belonging to the adjacent kingdom of AyodhyP. This is a comparative
study of the early legends of the KauSiki and Gandakl HimHlayan states against the overall background of the Sumeru-culture-complex stemming from the primordial concept
of the Great Mother Goddess and PaSupati of the Indus-valley-civilisation in the interest
of science. This book has nothing to do with the religious susceptibilities of the orthodox
of any religious sect.
On the other hand, a comparative study of the chronologies of the Kidntas, the
S5kyas, the Kolis, the Ljcchavis and the Vedic Brihmins against the background of the
Inscriptions of Akhaemenian kings, the Indo-Greeks, the Sakas, the Saka-~ahlavas,the
Kasas, the Kushiinas, the Abhiras and the Hugas in transitional PrHkrit language and
B r a m i scripts of the northern class would help us to realise the great human truth that
a people will endure much, will put up with much and will sacrifice if they have become
convinced that they are suffering in a great cause. If the Yaksa-god Siikyavardhana
and the historical Buddhas had been able to instil in their peoples through their concepts
and teachings a sense that we should rise above our normal conveniences and desires to
the great plane of historic necessity and destiny, it was the immaterial glory and greatness
that DvaipHyana, Aunparama-gupta Gomi, Mina-Deva, Bhiravi and the Saugatas gave
to the Kirgtas and the allied mixed races which made them behave like supermen in the
battle for existence.
We find abundant references in the epigraphical records of the fifth through the seventh centuries how the conflict in the minds of the Saugatas and the Abhiras ( Arars )
led to some of the most thought-provoking prayers that inspired masses of mankind with
a feeling for the attainment of the ultimate best in the direction of human affairs. It is
now known that the Abldras and the Hunas were not the barbarians that the world believed
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them to be. Seeing how the Hunas believed in " upPyakauSalya " ( skill in means considered to be one of the ten perfections of the Bodhisattva ), their conquests appear to have
lifted the downtrodden humanity out of humiliation and depression though they did not
preach their religion. Equally the records of the Abhiras and the Licchavis in the heart
of Nepal show that, out of their crisis conscience, they added the immaterial plus of the
ancient cult of the Great Mother Goddess and her consort, which not only bridged the
chasm that was yawning to engulf Vedic BrPhmannism and Buddhism, but also showed
people by the examples of " Kirana-pujP " how every individual could be larger than
life and attain universal salvation. With the passing out of Sanskrit as a universal language for international understanding, the Inscriptions of the Malla kings partly in Sanskrit
and partly in Nepali and Ncvari and the records of the Gorkha kings down to our own
day seem to be held toegther by the thin thread of Nepalese chronology and the Saka
Samvatas ( Eras ) and Sumeru culture complex. As my researches progressed, I had the
growing conviction that no study of the Nepalese laws and customs would be adequate
without having recourse to the source materials dealing with the development of the concept of Dharmma ( law ) by reference to the tradition and life of the common people concerned.
My personal experiences in India, China, South-East Asia and Nepal have been a sort
of revelation to me as to the impact of the Sumeru-culture-complex and the Nirvina and
$aka Millennias on the Chinese, the Japanese and the South-East-Asiatic peoples as far
as Indonesia. This book has been rewritten in the light of my present experiences to show
how the development of our judicial customs as a whole seem to be amenable to a broader
and more comprehensive handling than is the development of favoured nations and their
growth. I t was most fortunate that I was commanded to accompany the first official tour
of His Royal Highness Crown-Prince Birendra Bir Bikram Shah Deva on the tenth anniversary of the Bandung Conference to Indonesia as far as the isle of Biili where I availed
myself of the opportunity of pointing out how the Balinese Hindus had preserved the
Indus-valley cum Sumeru-Culture-complex under the hope that the Sakas were going to
fulfil the promise of their Millennia despite the depradations of the successive waves of
invaders and ever-active volcanoes. Our outlook broadened with this contact, and the
clustering multitude of confused events, following in the wake of the Nirvina and Sakasamvatas, condensed into a sharp focus the concept of " Saddharma " ( true law ) as different peoples understood and practised it under different cultural backgrounds. I
have added all the materials that I gathered in my official sojourn through Burma, Thailand,
Laos, Cambodia and the adjacent countries to show how the peoples in those ancient
lands absorbed the Sumeru-culture and the Saka-samvata as Sakar%jaand ~ahii-Sakariija
Eras in their own particular way. The invaluable reports of the excavations of Professor
G. Tucci in Western Pakistan, Afghanistan and Iran, Professor R. Gnoli's Nepalese Inscriptions in Gupta characters and Professor L. Petech7s " Chronology of the Early Inscriptions of Nepal " as well as the researches of Yogi Narahari-nitha and the editors of Sams-

krit-sandcgah, Abhilekha-san~grahaand POrqimi have been of immense benefit to the production of this Volume.
Although the report of the excavations of Kapihvastu and the adjacent sit- a b e d
out by the Department of Archaeology of His Majesty's Government of
h u not bten
published so far, the materials on display prove conclusively that the Gndnkl,
..
valleys in the basin of the Himilayas were the cradle of Asiatic civilisation. Indeed, the
name Himalaya was given to A-nou-ta by the first Indo-Aryan invaders of the I d w valleys when they sang in their Rgveda ( 111, 33) the sublimity of the river Sindhu (Indus)
which roars down from the lofty snow-fields. The echo of the Himilayas finds exprasion in the Buddhistic text of Suttanipito, where Sikyamuni, born in the G q d a k l valley
at the foot of the Dhauligiri and the Annapurni mountain chains, tells king Bindusgra
of Rijgrha as to the location and the delimitation of his affluent kingdom of Kapilava~tu
from Magadha. The Indo-Greeks, the Sakas and the Pahlavas and their contemporary
European relatives were thrilled by the HimPlayas as the sources of their religious inspiration. It was the great Nepalese poet Bhiravi who introduces Arjuna t o the Kir5tas and
makes the transport officer Yaksa Guhyaka conduct Arjuna through the lovely sights of
Gandaki mountains ( G v d a Saila Sobhi ) so that he may cross into the valley through
the familiar mountain pass of Silocca on his way to Indra-Kila. With Kili&sa's opming
line of Kumarasambhava the Himilayas enter the mental vision of the Gupta kings as the
abode of the gods. I t is not, therefore, difficult to interpret the significance of the word
" Sumeru " or " Meru " which was regarded by the ancient peoples as the axis-muadi
where lived S~k~avardhana,
ISvara-deva or Bhava with their consorts Umi, Stri-i~vari
or B h a v ~ din his abode of Kaiksa.
The life of Sikyamuni has it that the custom of the Sikyas provided that every newborn was taken to the temple of such gods and the baby was made t o bow down to the
statue of the Yaksa-god known by the name of Sikjavardhana. The Chronology of
the $skyas give many accounts of the Buddhistic Janapadas ( peoples' feet ) of Srivuti
Kapilavastu and &magima situated on the banks of Airavati ( Revati or western Ripati )
Bba-gaiigi and Ghaggata ( Gogriha, Ghaghra or simply Gogta which is a common name
for river beds which dry out in summer and swell with the rains carrying all before them)
and Aciravati (eastern Ripati). The report of the discovery of the pillar of ASoka in
March 1893 attracted the attention of international atchaeologists and orientalists towards
this part of Nepalese Tarei, so that in March 1895 Dr. A. Fuhrer took the stamping of the
pillar Inscription dedicated to the memory of the historical Buddha Kanakamuni by the
bank of a large tank known as Nigali-sagat in Niglihavi. Unfortunately, the unnecessary dispute between Dr. Fiihrer and Vincent Smith defeated the scientific aspects of the
exploration undertaken on the basis of the historical documents and the travel accounts
of the Chinese Buddhist pilgrims Fa-hsien and Hsuan-tsang who also wrote about the
Aiokan pillar Inscriptions dedicated to the memory of the Buddhas Kakucchanda ( KraliuScqda), KaSyapa and Siikyamuni in the vicinity of Kapilavastu. It was by an accident

Of history that Aioka's Inscription of Lumbini was discovered in 1899 so that Dr. Fiihrcr
‘auld identify Buddha Kakuccanda's town known as Ksemavati with the mounds between
Kudan and Gottihava where there are evidences of a buried ASokan pillar. Then, too,
Fiihrer traced Buddha KanakamuniYsnatal town of SobhZvati and identified the site of
Kapilavastu between 27a32'38" North and longitude 38'3'E in the midst of a dense Slla
( Sl~orea-robustus) forest in Tilaurakot on the banks of BHnagafigl.
Dr. Fiihrer was once again commissioned in December 1897 to supervise the excavations of Chautariya Birjung which started on the twenty-seco~dday of December, 1897
and lasted till the beginning of March 1898. The major part of the excavations was
carried out on the banks of large tank, called Siigar, where Fuhrer discovered eighteen
square rtupas enshrining the mortal relics of the eighteen Slkyas including Mahiiniima
who fell fighting against Viriidhaka. The names of the 18 S%kyas,unlike the PiprahaviiBuddhist-vase-epitaph, were, in these cases, reco~dedwith the names of the individual
saints on golden leaves in the earliest Brahmi scripts and enshrined in the vases and buried
under the Thuvas ( stupas ). Mr. V.A. Smith, who seems to have started with the prejudice that the civilisation of the Him~layasbegan with the religious missions of ASoka,
appears to have paid a suspicious and surprise visit during the excavation and stopped
further scientific researches by Dr. Fuhrer. The fissipatous nature of the reports of the
Archaeological survey of the North-west Provinces and the Oudh Circle ( 1897-1898 ) and
the equally conflicting prefatory note to Mr. P.C. Mukerji's report on his tour of exploration of antiquities in Nepalese Tarai at the turn of the century ( 1901 ) laying all the blame
as to the disappearance of the eighteen reliquaries and the destruction of the etupas on the
cupidity and vandalism of their Nepali-counterparts and on Dr Fuhrer seem to have deprived us of the historical link with the Piprahavii-Buddhist-vase-epitaph exposed by PeppC.
In Chapter V I have corrected the misinterpretation of the ASokan I n s c ~ i ~ t i oofn Lumbini
~
and Niglihaviby Mr. V.A. Smith and the Oxford editors against the religious background
of the Nepalese Inscriptions in Prlkrit and Sanskrit languages and Northetn Brihml
characters which seem to be a development from the pictorial symbols of Mohefijodiro
and Harappa.
.Thus whatever limited work was undertaken by Dr. Fiihrer and the Nepalese excavators was undone by Mr. V.A. Smith and his party who appear to have coloured the vision
of the enthusiastic workers with their own particular prejudices and distortions. Although
the British and the Indian excavators treated the works of Dr. Fuhrer and his Ncpalese
counter parts lightly, yet the three articles of General Khadga Shumshere appearing in
Pioneer dated first, sixth and twenty-sixth February, 1904 identifying the village of
Sainl-main2 with Deva-daha (the lake of the gods where MHyl-devi the mother of
Skyamuni was born ), Lori-kudan where he held his athletic sports and Tilautakot with
king Suddhodhana's capital of Kapilavastu by the bank of rivulet Kaill, have been
accepted as the signposts to guide our present excavators. Of the streams which come
down from the catchment area of the Sivalik-hills to join BiingafigP, the name Kaild
seems to be reminiscent of the name of Kapilamuni who composed the Simkha

system of philosophy. It is, therefore, easy to tthe influence of raint &pila*s
philosophy on and from Sikyamuni down to BhPravi.
Among the important discoveries in our prezent excavation of Kapilavastu may be
mentioned a large number of coins inscribed with four-spoked and eight-rpoked whccb
and with the earliest BrHhmi scripts, and seals bearing idcntical symbols of the seak of
Moheiijo&ro which show that this civilisation followed in the wake of the civilisation of
the Sindhu ( Indus ) valley. According to a general report of our Director ( while the
excavations are proceeding yielding new and sensational discoveties ), " altogether 70
coins were discovered. Extensive circulation of coins indicates a syatcmatiscd trade. "
Among the surface findz, the coins of Agnimitra and of Kanishka in the village of Si~nia
within the area of Kapilavastu by Shrce Ramnivas P ~ n d e yseem to be rcmarkable. Beturccn
these two limits, some coins showing curious symbols of our fish-tail b r r stamped
with the symbol of the sun on the obverse and the Caducean rod on the reverse, are
characteristic of the temple banners and the Royal standard even to our own day. Humpcd
bull, elephant, deer, hare, multi-arched symbol, crescent: svastik, three leafed tree within
railing, Nandipada, five-leaved tree within railing and taurine symbols by and large show
that the Licchavis directly borrowed these symbols on their coins. Among the inscribed
coins from the rampart filling of Kapilavastu, the oblong cast coin bears on the obverse
a trotting elephant ( so popular with Licchavi carvings on their potteries ), facing right
before our traditional banner crowned by the phallus of Siva. Above the elephant are
traces of four letters giving the legend, which has not been deciphered so far. On the
reverse is a somewhat elaborate tree within railing like the symbols above the pre-Mauryan
Briihmi scripts of the Sohgaura Copper Plate Inscription (Ind. Hist. Quart., X, 54 f f )
in the Gorakhpur District, which describes the judicial customs of the locality under the
direct rule of the Mahatos ( Mahamatana ) of the ancient city of Sr~vastisituated in the
Nepalganj district of Nepal.
To turn to the worship of the peoples of Kapilavastu, the plinths of the temple of
the Yaksa-god Sakyavardhana seems to be provided with a sanctus-sanctoium of Striiivari ( the Great Mother Goddess ) for the practice of the esoteric worship (Agama)
accompanied by a stepped well. The discovery of the bones of animals amidst the debris
of the well is a proof of the fact that the esoteric worship of the %kyas was accompanied
by animal sacrifices. It is now clear that ASoka explained his concept of Dharma ( law )
in his commemorative pillar Inscription of Lumbini against these sacrificial practices on
the authority of the Aryan eight-fold-paths preached by SHkyamuni. The sizes of the
baked and carved bricks at Kapilavastu and the adjoining localities, the smooth-chiselling
of the facing bricks in order to make the joints invisible to our gaze and damp-proof and
the skilful use of the mud-mortar to cement the bricks and brick-bats used in the core,
all these seem to be common heritage of the Koliyan architects which were continued on
to the Licchavi period. The group of temples consisting of the Holy of Holies and compartment porch immediately after stepped wells with each of the terraced pyramids carved

elegantly with floral, plant and animal motifs prove conclusivel~that the period of Sikyamuni and of the historical Buddhas was of considerable prosperity and marked by a vigorous creative vitality in every field of human activity. The vast number of antiquities in
the form of terra-cota human and animal figurines, glass objects, paste bangles and miscellaneous ornaments and gems bear testimony to the material prosperity and the aesthetic
vision of the S5kyas and the Kolis which were further developed with the reorganisation
of the eighteen artisan guilds during the Licchavi period under the progressive concept
of Samyak Sambuddha and Saddharma (true law based upon human experience). I
am now confident that our comparative study of the four-spoked, eight-spoked and twelvespoked wheels of Law, if their religious significance is interpreted in proper historical
perspective against the background of the Saka-millennias, may interest the entire human
community with their scope inasmuchas they have appealed to diverse races in creating
human values under their innate scheme of Kiranapuji which has no frontiers.
It is not difficult to interpret the significance of the primordial Indus-valley culture with the symbols of the phallus, ringstones and the four spoked wheel of Law if we
know that Slkyamuni's Aryan Eight-fold-paths followed as a sequel to the worship of
the Yaksa god S~k~avardhana
and his consort which were the names given by the Sikyas to PaSupati and the Great Mother Goddess of the city of the dead. In the first confrontation between Saivism and Buddhism it is S5kyamuni who encounten Virdpikga
in the forest of Kapilavastu. After the Great Passing and the Piprahavi-Buddhist-vaseepitaph recording the enshrinement of the mortal remains of Sikyamuni and his next of
kin, the religious atmosphere became confused specially when Upili broke away from
the fold in the first Synod of Rijgrha with his questionnaire known as Upilipariprcchi
which was adopted by the teachers of the Hemavata schools. I was most interested to
discover the earliest translations of these "PariprcchH-literature" in China. The Nepalese Inscriptions refer to these works of Hemavata-school and to Upili who was a pupil of Sikyamuni noted for his question and doubts about the general instructions on the
establishment of the community of Hinayiina-Buddhists. It is remarkable that UpHli
figures prominently as far as the second Buddhist Council of VaiSili which proves that
the legend of the death of S5kyamuni and the record of the Piprahavi-Buddhist-vaseepitaph were the main subjects discussed in the earliest two Buddhist Councils as the
most important component part at the end of the Skandhaka works. But already with
the Slitrapitaka (basket of long aphorisms) we find the effects of a foreign intrusion in
the biography of Buddha Gautama. All the subsequent Vinaya-schools followed the
same stream of tradition though they developed the biography of Sikyamuni to suit their
particular doctrines. With the Third Buddhist Council of Pitaliputra, ASoka claims in
some of his bilingual Pillar Inscriptions and epistles to have interpreted Sikyamuni's
concept of Aryan Eight paths among different peoples while the Missions of the Third
Buddhist Council were scnt to different countries. The muddled interpretation of
ASokan Inscriptions in Nepal and Afghanistan makes dismayingly clear Vincent Smith's

and the Oxford Editors' inability to grasp the historical development of the concept of
Dharma (Law). The babel tended to betray, on many sides, narrowness of perspcctive and confusion of principles. These confusions of thought are not academic a b tractions. Long before Aioka appeared on the scene the mixed tribes of the Kiritas,
Sakas, Saka-pahlavas and the Kolis had rcaliscd the truth that peace among mankind
demanded, in the first place, reconciliation among the multi-ethnic races who lived in
the Himilayan Janapadas (People's Republics) under the common Suvarnagotra (goldrace-origin) principles. The gifted Indo-Greek king hienander assimilated the developing concept "Sam-Buddha" in the wake of the Nirvina-Era with the passing of Sikgamuni. Then, the Saka and the Kushina kings started the
(Eras) in order
to interpret the progressive development of the concept of Dharma (law). Finally, when
the Licchavi kings of Nepal adopted the Saka-era in 78 A.D., we find passionate debates
among the Saivites, the Vedic Brihmins and the Buddhists about the relative merits
of their cults till such time as king Mana Deva I introduced his Era to herald the transition to Bhairavicakra from the astro-psychic system of KPla-cakra. Thus we see that
S ~ k ~ a m u n iturning
's
of the Eight-spoked Wheel of Law from the four-spoked wheel of
the Indus-valley culture, and the subsequent symbol of the twelve-spoked wheel of
the astro-psychic system of KPlacakra, and finally M b a Deva's introduction of the great
Samyak Society on the basis of Bhairavi-Cakra, are developments from the same root....
This is the scope and the limit tf the Judicial Customs of Nepal Part I. It is regrettable that
Scholars and dogmatists, who have thought in a disorderly way, have hampered the
scientific assessment of the development of the concept of Dharma (law). If the early
arenas of the development stay muddled in our minds, our religion at once becomes
"a religion of sensualist exuberance, and a religion of self-torturing asceticism; a religion
of the Lingam and of the Juggernaut; the religion of the Monk, and of the Bayadere".

Saka- amv vat as

In view of the magnitude of the work we have interpreted the concept of Saddharma
(true law) in Part I1 on the basis of authentic documents, which we have quoted chronologically from original sources, in the form of explanatory notes to Part I. Since R.
Gnoli's publication of the Nepalese Inscriptions in Gupta characters, our research workers
have brought to light a vast number of materials from theit excavations of Kapilavastu,
Lumbini and the adjoining regions which have their bearing on the Indian, Pakistani,
Central Asiatic, Chinese, Tibetan and South-East Asiatic documents. Then, too, we
have added a large number of Licchavi Inscriptions from Sankaradeva to Vijayadeva as
supporting materials for the study of Nepalese history and culture accompanied by summaries and notes which will speak for themselves. I have taken advantage of my long
stay in People's Republic of China and of my tour from Mongolia down to Indonesia
to verify the results of my historical researches in countries where the Sumeru-culturecomplex and Buddhist civilisations have dovetailed and merged against the background
of the Saka-Millennia. Though the documents of the different countries were independent studies of their own particular social situation, they illuminate from different angles

the problems of the contact of that complex of Asiatic cultures and interpenetration of
ancient ideologies and n5.aysof life which from the dawn of history have been linked
arith North-Africa and Europe by enduring bonds. The SPkyas, the Kolis, the Kiritas,
the KauJiks, the Licchavis, the Sakas, the Indo-Greeks, the Abhlras and the Hunas appear
to have forged the bonds of Afro-Euro-Asiatic unity through their war-like activities,
and cschangc of progressive ethos of war which Bhiravi concretises in his
Kirgtirjunia. It is precisely because of the quest for the amelioration of the spiritual impulse and cohesion of the Saivite, Vedic and Buddhistic concepts of Dharma that the
greatest adventures of these peoples appear to have taken place.
In Part 111 we are planning t o examine the epigraphical reccrds of the ancient Stri~ i j y a(Kingdom of women) compliscd presently by western Nepal and a large part of
Central Asia and the kingdom of the Mallas which opeiated from their capitals in Jumla
and Kathmandu respectively during the mediarval period. These Mallas of weitein Nepal
and Kathmandu seem to be playing the same role with the meteoric rise of the Mongols
as did the Kirntas, Licchavis and the Abhiras with the rise of the Hunas. In Part IV we
would examine the Inscriptions and documents of the Gorkha Dynasty of Shah kings a7ho
appear to have based themselves on the tradition of their predecessors in the codification
of the judicial customs into proper laws with the changing tide of time and circumstance.
After a mature comparative study of the p.eoples and documents of our nejghbours,
it is my growing conviction that the concept of Dharma (law) among the mixed tribes
of the Vngvati, Gandaki and KauSiki river valleys bears the stamp of the tradition of the
Indus valley culture in progressive confrontation with Vedic Brihmanism 2nd Buddhism.
Seeing how this forlorn country lying on the laps of the hoary Himilayas has peopled
herself with the KirPtas, the Videhas, the KauSiks, the S5kyas, the Kolis, the Licchavis,
s an ever simmering caulthe Sakas, the Khasas, the Abhiras, the Mallas and the G o r k h ~ in
dron of internecine strifes, and also how the tribal cults, legends, symbols, scripts, languages and institutions have by natural degrees transformed themselves at different epochs
of history marked cleafly by the Nirvsna, Saka, Kanishka and Mina Deva Eras as landmarks in the ever-shifting sands of time, I am sure this exploration has retraced the long
road of time with the aid of science and imagination and restored to light the lost horizon
of our quest for the permanent human values which made men timeless in the midst of
time.
This discovery based upon comparative study of men and events should interest
the entire human community since it has brought t o light the hidden spiritual impulses
and the natural laws of Saddharma (true doctrine) which, so far, undeilay the confused
men of events as the concept of the Samyak Society struggled across occans and continents gathering local corruptions in its ptogress thiough unknown lands and peoples.
Our present excavations have proved that Nepal is not suspended in a void, but that she
deserves credit for having preserved a chain of facts among the living breathing peoples
that seem to be interconnected and capable of bridging the intellectual vacuum that is
agitating mankind to-day.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Born in a well-to-do middle class family on January 11, 1907, Mr. Kaisher Bahadur K. C. had the unique experience of travelling with his father at a very tender age
through the deep gorges of the Kaufiki rivcr systems at the foothills of Surneru comprised by the Rolwiling and the Mahilangur Himslayan ranges as far as the village of Bhojput lorded over by the king of Mountains Sagarmithi (Mt. Evercst). He took his first
lesson of Sanskrit in the village school of Dingli which offered him the unique opportunity of growing up with the Kiritas, the Sherpas and the other mixed tribes amid a
gigantic Himslayin scenery endowed with the most variegated fauna and flora at ditferent
altitudes. It never occurred to the author that this journey in the untrodden wilderness
of mountains, t.sikulas (Brahmannic boarding school) and monasteries was in the nature
of a reconnaissance which enabled him to deal with the problems of the Inscriptions
with reference to the multi-enthnic peoples and their inter-cultural contact situations.
Back to Kathmandu after the death of his father, Major D i n Bahidur K. C., his late
mother, Jagat Kumiri K. C. had him admitted into the St. I'aul's Mission School at Calcutta where he took his English lessons under kind lady teachers of British origin. After
taking his school-leaving certificate, the author joined the St. Xavier's and Presidency colleges respectively till he took his M. A. Degree in English literature in 1929.
The author joined the Nepal Government Service as a translator-cum-lecturer in
1940, and as a Gorkha he concurrently received compulsory military training in the
Nepal army where he rose to the rank of a Major. Round 1941 the author published his
first free compilation of the countries and peoples of the world in Nepali language on
Government assignment against the background of the World War Two. Devoted t o
the study of the materials for the history and culture of Nepal under the able guidance
of the eminent historian BfiburPma Adrya, he made researches in the various Manuscript
libraries and also discovered many Inscriptions and dated images and monuments of
the different epochs of Nepalese history with reference to the oral traditions and day-today worship of the tribal peoples concerned. During this formative period of the author's career, he came into contact with the Italian savant, H. E. G. Tucci who encouraged
and published the Nepalese Inscriptions in northern B r a d characters in the overall
scheme for the study of Nepalese history and culture.
Deputed to Lhasa as the Resident of the Government of Nepal in 1946, the author
availed himself of the opportunity of carrying out his researches on the impact of Nepalese religion and culture on Bhoffa (Tibet) which are incorporated in this volume.
With the overthrow of the feudal Rani regime after the revolution of 1949-1950, the
incoming popular Government led and headed by His Majesty King Tribhuvan Bir Bikram
Shah Deva appointed the author as one of the members of the newly established Public
Service Commission where he further studied possibilities for bringing about a coordi-

nation between the ancient and the modern order of things in examination and interviews
so that the candidates may stand up to the challenge of the new situation.
It was only in 1953 that the historical researches of Mr. Kaisher Bahadur K. C.
attracted international notice and he was invited by the Italian Institute for the Middle
and the Far East (IsMEC) to deliver lectures on ''Ancient and Modern Nepal" which have
been quoted by international authorities as the groundwork for the study of Nepalese
history and culture. In recognition of his devotion to the past glories of Nepal,
H. E. Professor G. Tucci dedicated the "Nepalese Inscriptions in Gupta Characters" to
the author in 1956. On and from this year His Majesty's Government retained the services of the author as the Secretary of Education, Health and Local-self-Government.
Late in the same year the author was deputed as Nepal's Delegate to take part in the Eleventh Session of the United Nations Organisation in New York where he effectively
sponsored in the Plenary Session the Resolution for the seating of the People's Republic
of China. Before he returned to his country, the author extensively toured the United
States of America and was most impressed by the evidences of oriental religious influences, specially of Buddhism, on the western shores of this brave new world.
Back to Kathmandu in the first half of 1957 the author collaborated as ciritic member with the educational adviser, Dr. H. B. Wood, in compiling the "Report of the Nepal
National Education Planning Commission. This bilingual report has been regarded
as a landmark in Nepal's educational history and His hlajesty's Government have accepted it as the basis of their educational policy which has contributed to the breath-taking
educational development of resurgent Nepal after the slump of one hundred and four
years. On February 1960 His Majesty's Government deputed the author to take par:
in the UNESCO Seminar on School publications held in Wellington, New Zealand where
he was most impressed by the material progress of this small country. In recognition
of his devotion to duty in the various services of His Majesty's Government of Nepal,
the Sovereign was pleased to confer on the author the first class order of Gorkhas.
In 1961 His Majesty King Mahendra Bir Bikram Shah Deva appointed the author
as the first resident Ambassador to the People's Republic of China and accredited him
concurrently to the People's Republic of Mongolia, Republics of the Union of Burma
and Indonesia and as Minister to the Kingdom of Laos. The author's term of office
coincided with His Majesty king Mahendra's historic State Visit to the People's Republic
of China which led to most friendly and fruitful relation of our ancient Kingdom with
this equally ancient country which had preserved the traditions of the Saivite and Buddhistic civilisations chronologically. In the field of culture King Mahendra's State-Visit
to the Cloud Terrace near the Great Wall and the Museum of Sian yielded bilingual and
six-lingual Inscriptions showing the progressive popularity of Usnlsa-vijaya-dhirad
sfitra which the Nepalese Pundits Sigara-jivah and AySuvajra to the court of the Tang
Emperors and Pundit Mati-dhvaja to the court of Mongol Emperor Kublai Khan,-interpreted during the 7th-8th and the thirteenth centuries respectively. The author has

also adequately discussed the contributions of Nepalese history and culture made by the
Sakyas and Kolis on their first overland travels from Kapilavastu to China with the Chinese Envoy, to the Yiie-Chin during the second century B. C. on to the famous Nepalese
artist, A-ni-ko (Polapao Valavahu 1249-1318) during the reign of the world-conquering
Mongols.
After the successful conclusion of His Majesty's State-Visit, the author availed
himself of this great opportunity of four years and three months in China and South-EastAsia t o make a deep study of the religious systems, culture, manners, customs, social institutions and their evolution against the background of their ancient forms and history
vis-a-vis their confrontation with the Sumeru-culture-complex and the succeeding impact of the Nitvina and Saka Millennia. The author resigned from the chairmanship &
the Public Service Commission on January 15,1970 and is most happy to present this enlarged volume of the Judicial Customs of Nepal Part I which will give a unity, drive and
purpose t o the spiritual dimensions in depth to our lost horizon of religion against the
background of the mental stature of the modern man in his own scheme of Time and
Space.
Finally, the author acknowledges his indebtedness to Mr Bhuban Man Singh Pradhan for providing the pronouncing index and the maps. Without Mr I'radhan's indefatigable effort in checking references, hunting u p illustrations and keeping in order
the whole mass of materials for this volume, its completion would have been impossible.
The author owes a word of thanks to Mr Chiniya Man Sakya for his unceasing labour in
typing and retyping the drafts of the various chapters as they were being constantly revised and amended.
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THE JUDICIAL CUSTOMS OF NEPAL
Assessment of the J~~dicial
cu~lomsof Nepal through inrcr;Ptioras and
authentic documents
Mr. B. H. Hodgson's interesting papers giving " some accounts
of the system of law and police as recognised in the state of Nepal " will
be found in Volume I1 section XI1 of his " Miscellaneous Essays " which
present a reasoned, though partial, account of the judicial customs prevailing in the ancient Kingdom of Nepal specially after the hloslem invasion
of India which wiped out the last methods of Hindu legislation and government. Subsequent to the works of Mr. Hodgson, all the important western
writers have made the mistake of looking at Nepal through the coloured
spectacles borrowed from their sectarian knowledge of the religion and
culture of the neighbouring countries. The many religious and scientsc
leaders of the basins of the Vigwati, the seven KauSiki, the seven Gandaki
and the Karniili river sjrstenls of the central Himdayan mountains together
with the early kings of Nepalese chronologies from the Kirintas, the
Sikyas, the Kolis, the Videhas, the Licchavis, the Sakas, the Kasas, the
Khasas, the hbhiras, the Western Mallas of Khasa origin, the late hlallas
of Kathmandu and the House of the GorkhPs ruling even to our own
day-have tried to make radical reforms of the judicial customs and the
laws ( Dharma) obtaining in our country with the changing tide of time
and circumstance at the transitional phases of the history of hTep1.l No
study of the judicial customs and the laws of Nepal would be complete
without a scientific study of the various documents handed down to us in
various scripts and languages and, in some cases, orally from generation
to generation.
was presented to the recognised legal
hit. Hodgson's
Authorities of Nepal at a time when no reforming influence along modern

Western lines had changed the essentially and prehistorical1 primitive
nature of the Law of Perception based primarily on the earliest cult of
Paiupati-the Master of t h e Brute creations and of Oeml (Ami-umi of
i\jimi)-the Nude Mother Goddess of Fertility, and subsequently on the
Br~hrnanicRevelations of the Vedic Aryans and finally on the Buddhistic
rules of life known as " Skandhakas " prescribed by the revolutionary
Tathigatas (thus gone). The earliest Kirintas of the Chronology of
~ e ~had
a tcei;
c
~ e o l l e c t i o n s.( Srnytis ) perceived through their bitter
experiences in " The city of the Dead,"-all
of which they had preserved
in their Yogas ( self-control ) side by side.with their Yajfias sacrifice^).^
There was a schism among the invading Aryans as they went along in their
career of conquest; some of the Aryan tribes intermingled with the indigenous inhabitants; and some others modified their Vedic Revelations
( shrutis ) as much as to trace the source of their knowledge ( Jfiina) to
the recollection perceived through the practical self-control (Yoga j.
-In process of time the Aryans
also identified the Shepherd god Paiupati with
the Vedic storm god Ruara and made the Aryan gods of the sky partah
of the Vali ( animal offerings ) in the Saivite sacrificial altars ( Y , j a ~ ) ?
.

.

~

T h e early authors of the Vedic Revelations point out that, although Recollection or Recopition presupposes a previous perception of the subject,
it was not decaying sense as was contended by Hobbesag According to
_the Vedic BrZhmins, the Smrtis were recollections of objects which had
already been perceived through the supra-sensual sense of the authors of
t h e Vedic Revelations. On the other hand, the Saivite Yogk ( the Professors of practical psychology ) seem t o ageee with Reid5 in holding that
Recollection as the source of-new knowledge is to be distinguished from
perception, although both of tllem refer to the same object. It
basic conflict between the ~aivitdpsychologists and the protagonists of the
Vedic Revelations, that paved the way for the revolutionary Buddhs who
evolved scientific theories and the Buddhistic laws and rules of life to guide
human behaviour. Certain traditions apaa, it is a remarkable testimony
to the shrewd vision of the early Nepsli legislators that they comprised
almost every aspect of the judicial customs of the Himdayan highlands.
And it is to them, almost more than to any other source, that we turn instinctively for an understanding of the early parctices and custollls of the

Indus Valley Civilisation, of Persia, of Central Asia, of Tibet and of India
in this Himiilayan cross-road and hub of Asia.

The Ordeal and the Oracle
What appears to have amazed the Western writers most was the ordeal
called " N y 5 ~ a " ~as follows : " The names of the respective litigants
are inscribed on two pieces of paper, which are rolled up into balls and
have ' PBji ' ( with sprinklings of vermilion, flower-petals, ice-grain,
watet and incenses ) offered to them. From each party a fine or fee of one
Rupee is taken : the balls are then affixed to stafFs of reed and two annas
more are taken from each party. The reeds are then entrusted to two of
the Hiivildars ( executive officers slightly above the rank and file) of the
Court to take to the Queen's Tank known popularly as ' ~ i n t ~ o k h a r P '
and with the Hiivildars, an examining officer of the Court, a Brihmin and
the parties concerned proceed thither, as also TWO MEN OF C H A M KHALAKA ( LEATHER WORKER ). On arriving at the ~Znipokhari,
the examining officer again exhorts the parties to avoid the ordeal by adopting some other mode of settling the dispute, the merits and demerits of
which are best known to themselves.''

" If the litigants continue to insist on the ordeal, the two Hhildars
enter the water +bout knee-deep, one to the East and the other to the West,
and set up the two reeds in the tank. After an invocation to V u u ~ (the
a
Vedic god of rain ), the Briihmin in-charge gives the Tiki ( circular red spot
made out of vermilion and rice-grain ) on the foreheads of the two
miikhalakas saying 'Let the champion of the truth win and let the champion
of untruth lose.' The Chhiikhalakas then separate, each one proceeding
to the reeds, and enter the deeper water of the pond. A signal is given and
both the men dive at the same instant. Whichever of them rises from the
water, the reed nearest to the diver is instantly destroyed together with the
paper attached to it. The other reed is carried back to the Court, where
the ball of the paper is opened and the name of the victor read. Several
public and private taxer are then paid, and the Court registers its decisions."
Ordeals and Oracles are common in the Himdayan Highlands of Nepd
2nd Tibet.'

Air, Perceval Landon observes : " It will be noticed that this form
is in its way an advance upon those practised in Europe in the
of
Middle Ages. No question of physical superiority of eithet claimant can
influence the decision. The names are secretly written on the papers,
and neither of the two Chiimiikhalakas has any idea of the litigant, for
whom he is trying to secure the watery triumph (by his ordeal in diving).
It is, therefore, a pure gamble, dependent neither upon skill, nor strength
nor endurance, and though it has been abandoned, the obvious even chances thus offered of a rightful verdict appeal, perhaps, more to those accustomed to Oriental justice than to ourselves."

Distinctiorz between the carter of PO&JJS,Shirkis and Chimikhalakar.

It appears to me that Mr. P. Landon misses the entire mark of our
Nepalese social system, when he identifies the Chzmiikhalakas ( sweepers)
and Podeys ( scavengers ) with the leather-workers known as the Shirkis
who form part of the unbroken villages perching precariously on the
precipitous pockets of our Himilayan country. As untouchables, the
Shiirkis can eat beef from the carrion of dead bulls and cows in pursuance
of the Vedic sanction for the partaking of beef and for killing animals in
Sacrificial Altars ( Yajfias
On the other hand, the Chiimiikhalakas, until the radical judicial reforms carried out by His Majesty King Mahendra, belonged to the lowest
caste of untouchable sweepers ; they spoke Neviiri dialect of Tibeto-Burmese origin and were very closely allied to the community of Neviirs. hnother lowest caste of the scavengers known as the Podeys officiate as caretakers and priests in the Tintric pithas ( psychic temples). Both the
Chiimikhalakas and the Podeys, though they appreciate a diet of meat
fermented liquor, do not like to have beef as an article of their menu.
Judging from the large number of important basreliefs and Licchavi inscriptions occurring in what are known to-day as Liicchi and ~ u l 2 n c hTolas
i
( ~ocalities) inhabited largely by the Chiimiikhalakas and the Podeys, I am
inclined to feel that these interesting community of people at the lowest
rung of our ladder of society to-day were actually the Licchavi rulers and
the Koli-priests at some decisive transitional phases of our distant paste
I have observed in the Capital of India that some of the present descendants

of the ruling NabPbs, when they lost their predominant position and their
profession of ruling by the sword, are usually relegated to the position of
beggars, as their pride and prejudice prevented them from adapting themselves t o the new scheme of society.
Kathmandu appears as KoD-grdma or in other words, the village of celebrated
KO/; people it1 our Licchavi inscriptions :

The facts of history are stranger than fiction. Our latest research
reveals that the historical name of Kathmandu-and its immediate suburbs--,
was " D a k ~ i n aKoli-griima " or in other words, the southern village of the
celebrated Koli people, from whose stock was born Miyi Devi-the wife
of King Suddhodhana of Kapilavastu and the Mother of Gautama Buddha.
Subsequent to this event, YaSodharii-the wife of Gautama Buddha and
the mother of Riihula-was also a Koli Princess. The Sikyas and the
Kolis during the Licchavi period appear among the 18 classes of artisans
as religious leaders, literati, artists, stone-cutters and sculptors, who are
responsible for much of the glory that is Nepal to-day. Evidently they had
considerably gone down in the scale of society and were, no longer, regarded as the scion of the Solar Dynasty as in the palmy days of King
Suddhodhana and of the historical Buddhas.
The history of Buddhist Himdaya tells us that before the dispersion
of the celebrated tribes of the Sikyas and the Kolis from the cities of Kapilavastu, Deo-daha and Riima-g-a-situated
presently between the districts
of Butwal and Chitaban d o n g the Gandaki basin of Western Nepal, they
( namely the Siikyas and Kolls ) were regarded as the purest blooded aristocracy of the Himiilayas and of Jambudvipa during the fifth and sixth
centuries before Christ. It was also in these clans of the Sikyas and the
KolIs that most of the revolutionary Buddhas and also Saint Kapilamunithe author of the evolutionary Siimkhya system of philosophy-were born.
But after the defeat of the Siikyas and the Kolis by T'ir~l~b~~ka
( Vir~t& a n ~ v a )they
~ appear to have migrated to the sheltered valley of Kathmandu under the protection of the political power of the Kiritas, to found
the village known as Koligriima. But while the Sikyas appear with such
prosperous names as Deva-piila, Dharma-p~la,Priya-pila etc. in our Licchavi
inscriptions, the Kolis appear to have effaced themselves anlong the potters,

brick-layers and stone-cutters known as the KumhPs ( Kulala loka) song
the NewHrs and the Patharkattiis among the Thirus even to our own day,
Who were the S ~ k i a said /he Kolis ?
We find the first reference to the glorious tribe of SHkyas in the verses
422-423 of the ancient Buddhist text, SQttanipHtodating back to the Sixth
century B. C., in which our Seventh Tathigata kkyamuni tells in his own
Pr-ktit language about himself and his country of origin to King BimbiSara in the latter's capital of RajgyhaQAas follows. :
"

Ujum janapado RZja Himavantassa pasato

. . . . . ..

)9

To render the two entire verses into English " Up there, 0 King,
there is a republican country at the foot of the Himavant dowered with
strength and wealth, on the border of kohlt.1° ~ r b mthat people I
descend ;I am b~ birth a S~kya. I have renounced that home, and long no
more for enjoyment. I have seen that enjoyment is suffering and I try to
avoid it. I go forward fighting and in this my soul rejoices."
The edicts of Emperor ASoka in the forests of NiglihavH dedicated
to our fifth historical Buddha KonPgamana and in Lumhini to our seventh
historical Buddha Sakyamupi are mere$ . commemorative.
'

'

Professor Rhps Davids in her Buddhist India (pp 190-191) observes
that two more edicts of ASoka were seen by the Chinese travellers in hivast! and R~ma-grima.~~
According to the Pzli text of MahHparinirvPnasQtta of Dighanikiiya a village known as Rimagiima, -in what is Ripat!
( ancient Aciravati ) valley to-day, was the home of the Koli people. We
also know from the earliest Buddhist sources that M H YDevi,
~
Prajipati
( PrabhZvatl or Gotaml) and YaSodhari were ~ 6 l princesses
i
from the
adjacent small principality of Deo-daha presently comprised in the
Nepalese district of Butwal in Western Tarai.
Tracing the origin of the ancient tribes of Kolis the Buddhistic commentary known as Attakathii of the Ambattha-shtt a of Dighani kHya says
that the then King of V~uiinasi( the city of Banaras in the United Provinces
of India) known by the name of RZma became infected with leprosy.
Dethroned by his son because of the disease King RHrna proceeded for
medication to the foothills of the Himilayan Kingdom of Kapilavatthu

which was founded by the %kya followers of the free-thinking saint Kapila
responsible fur the Siifikhya system of philosophy. Unable t o fmd a quar-.
ter in the city, he made a hut in the forests of what is Chitavan today ;a n 4
as luck would have it, the eldest sister of the then ruling Sikya King of
Kapilavatthu was also smitten by the scourge of leprosy ; she was conducted to the same forest where King Riima was .living and was placed in
a deep pit for segregation. Fortunately for the Princess, King Rima had
cured.himself of leprosy by the application of the healing herbs of the
fcrests, for which the. Himiilayas had already become famous by the time.'2,
30, King RPma rescued the Sikya Princess and cured her by the same process of treatment as h e had cured himself and made .her his mate in life.
But as his son was firmly established on the throne of Banaras, King Rima
decided to clear the forests, put up a few houses in the midst of the clearings
and settled down with his %kya wife for good and all, This village became
known as Rha-gPma. It was in this village that King R h a and his
S!kya Pxincess gave birth to a number of children who became known asthe Kolis of ancient history.
T h e entire story seems to be extremely interesting from the point of
view of our social history in the cross-road of the Himavant ( the Himilayas).13 Then, there were intermarriages between the tribes of the
k k y a s and the Kolis. It was from such a marriage between the %kya King
~uddhodhanaof Kapilavastu and Koli Princess hIiy5 Deri of Deo-daha
that the world famous Sikyamuni Siddhirtha ~ a u t a r n a ' ~ u d d hsaw
a the
light
of. day
- , . in L14ybi1zi.l~
, ,

Eminent scholars from all parts of the world have cherished the
memory of these haloed places and Buddhist pilgrims have left records of
their visits to them from period to period. Among the Western researchworkers Professor T. W. Rhys Davids has put this on record that it was
in Deo-daha (.the lake of the gods ) that Alnyi ( hlahi AIIyP Devi )-the
Mother of Sikyamuni was born and the name of her father is given as
ANJANA-the Sikya. When, therefore, we find in much later records
such statements as that hliiyi was of Koli family and that Prince Deo-dahaafter whom the village of Deo-daha was so named-was a Koli chief, the
explanation may well be that the Kolls were a sort of subordinate division

of the Sikya clan. During the period, when hkyamuni was living in
Sr~vasti,the Sikya and Koli chiefs were on the verge of war over their
dispute about the distribution of canal water, and it was SPkyamuni who
brought about a reconciliation between his kinsmen through negotiation,
We have already pointed out how, according t o ancient Nepili records,
YaSodharg-the wife of Sikyamuni was a Koli Princess and a cousin of
Gautama. Under the circumstances the name Koll-gtima for Kathmandu
occurring in the Licchavi inscriptions assume very great significance. It is
only against the background of the chronology of Nepal that we can explain the miscegenation of the many races and the regal title of Hing for
the Kiritas and of Ding for the Dafioria Thir~rs.15

Geographical division of the states of Himavant daring the B~~ddhistic
period :
Professor Rhys Davids has not been able to fix the exact location of
Deo-daha for want of adequate geographical knowledge of the locality.
Generally in page 14 of her Buddhist India she makes the following observation: 6 It was, no doubt, in this plain, stretching about fifty miles from
east to west, and thirty to forty miles to the southward from the foot of
the Himdayan hills ( Dhaulzgiri ) that the majority of the Sikya clan were
resident." All the Buddhistic Janapadas ( Republican states ) lay between
the Gandakl ( Hizanyavati-Niriya~i) and little Ripati ( Aciravati) river
basins compxised by the districts of Butwal and Chitavana to the west of
Kathmandu. Talking about the judicial customs of this ancient race, Mrs.
Rhys Davids on page 15 of the same volume records as follows : " The
Kolian central authorities were served by a special body of peons or police
and :hey were distinguished by a special uniform and headdress usually
seen in very old Buddhistic basreliefs, from which they took their name.
These particular policemen had a bad reputation for extortion and vialence. In the words of Sikyamuni this land was " dowered with st1ength
and wealth." The real cause of the economic and material prosperity of
the Gandaki river valleys was due to its situation on the trade route between Central Asia and the Gangetic India. Before the age of steamships,
railways, internal combustion engines, jets and rockets, the journeys across
the Himilayas to their sheltered vales seem to have been more practicable
(
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upon her, and facing the East with the sun-rise, she grasped the branch of
2 Slla tree above her in a state of utter agony, and so, Gautama was delivered prematurely on the seventh month from her right flank. This
prematuse delivery was the.direct cause of her death seven days later due to
lack of proper 'medical facilities t o take care of the overtaken mother;
And because Gotaml ( Prabhlvati or Pr.ajlpati ) adopted Sikyarnuni, he
acquired his first name of Gautama. Now that the city of Kapilavastu has
bken identified with Tilaurlkot by our Archaeological Department, there
is no difficulty in identifying the location of RPma-gPma or Deo-daha
which lay another fifty li to the North-East of Lumbini between what is
little Rapatl ( Achiravati ) valley and Kathmandu along the Midland
mountains of Nepal.
Profes~orT: W. Rhys Davids on page 16 of her Buddhist India mentions the following tribes and their countries :-(I) The Slkyas of Kapilaiastu; (2) The Bulis of Allakappa; (3) The BrFihmins of Vethadipo; (4)
~ h e . K o l i s.of RBma-@ma; (5) The hburyas of Pipphalivana; (6) The
Mallas of KuSinPra; (7) The hiallas of P%p%( PHvP ) ; (8) The Videhas of
MithilP; (9) The Licchavis of V~iSili;(10) The BHjis of the Republic of
Bajji. The Videhas--from whom v in^ Janaka and his daughter Sitl were
descended and Bajjis are bracketed to show their common origin. (11)
The Kingdom of Magadha with its capital of Rajgr-a was the first kingdom
in Jan~budvipathat Sakyamuni visited beycnd the pale of Himavant.
With the specific place names in our Licchavi inscriptions and literature,
it is not difficult to translate the dynastic periods of Nepalese chronclogy
into ge~graflky.!~

T be Gerzesis of.the HihriIiyuvz tribes
-

:

Authoritative international scholars have admitted the authenticity
of the original chronology of Nepal except where they have becil
to add to the " boast of heraldry " by interested dynasties. Subsequent
to the KirPntas, the Sikyas and the Kolis, before their dispersion from
Kapilavastu and Riima-gima; were considered to be the purest blooded
aristocraq of the solar dynasty. From the various accounts of DaSaratha
Jltaka and of the mixed marriages of the Seven Brahmanic &is ( saints )
with such low-caste women as Arundhati and Satyavatl, there was free

choice of partners. The beautiful northern Yaksis, Bulls, and Kinnuts
of Allakappa-( the legendary capital of Kuvera who is mentioned by
BhPravi as the King of the Yaksas) had no difficulty in choosing their
mates from among the Siikyas and the Kolis. The BrZhhmins appear to be
in the minority and were not in a position to assert their superiority. f i e
PgSupat cult of preoption and the early scientific Buddhism with which
all the Himiilayan tribes were concerned were the popular creed of the
common people seeking happiness and able to enjoy the good things of
life. The beautiful Yaksls, the Kinnaris and the Savarls represented in o u t
early sculpture and bas-reliefs garbed in their trefoil dresses,-had no difficulty in marrying the members of these sub-Himilayan tribes and in procreating the Sakas, the Kasas, the Khasas and theMiilava tribes who c i l l d
themselves Aryans. But when Gautama attained Buddhahood, his disciples
appear to have prohibited the local sculptors from carving the image df
Siikyamuni in his likeness, so that n o life-like sculpture was handed down
to posterity. On the other hand, he was represented by his foot-print in
a village known as " Paderia " a name which traces its origin to the Priikrit
word " Paudiiri " meaning the holy place of thefoot-print. This'fashion
was followed by all the trans-Himiilayan and the 1ndian tribes, sd that ;'he
historical Buddhas were either represented by the Sttpas or by the foot-prht
of Siikyamuni. Later legends made Sikyamuni take the first seven mystical
steps even with his birth; and it is this image of Gautama standmg to take
the steps beside his Alotker Miiyii, that were taken up by some of our earliest artists to represent him.

The epitaph of the celebrated Pi~rabau~-Buddbist-~a~e-Itlsm;Pti~
marks a revo/ivtionf rom the Dfiddbi.rtic as/ro-pbyriral idea o j cosmo~to tic a r ~ d psychic cyde of Death knowtt as Xila-cakra :
Although it is commonly assumed that the early Briihmi script follows
as a practical sequel to the brief pictographic inscriptions of AI~herijodao
( the city of the Dead ), yet no scholar has been able to decipher and integpret the latter. However, from the whole coiltest it is evident that the syabols found in the Indus valley are religious symbols of PaSupati ( Master
of the brute creations ) and of the nude Mother Goddess of Fertility,-iJ1
of which find adequate representations in our early religious symbols of

the Lifigums ( phallus ), Yonis ( female members ) and of animals. so
far we have found no inscriptions to throw light on the pre-Nirviina Era
of Siikyamuni. The first written record is the Piprahav~-Buddhist-~a~~
Inscliption in Briihml script and Priikrit language within half a mile of the
Nepal border, on the north-eastern extremity of the Basti district of the
United Provinces of India. The Buddhist vase records the enshrining
of the mortal remains of hkyamuni, of his brothers and sisters and of his
son and his wife. The inscription in two lines reads as follows :

" SUKITI-BHATINAM SABHAGINIKANAM SAPUTADALANAM" YIYAM S A L I L A N ~ D H A N ~BUDHASA BHAGAVATE
SAKIYANAM." T O TRANSLATE THIS EPITAPH INTO ENGLISH :
"THIS IS THE RECEPTACLE OF T H E CORPORAL REhMINS
OR RELICS OF LORD BUDDHA SAKYAMUNI, O F THE BROTHERS OF SUKITI (WELL RENOWNED O N E NAMELY BUDDHA
HIMSELF ), OF HIS SISTERS AND O F HIS SON ( RAHULA ) AND
WIFE (YASODHARA )."
The language used is very early Przkrit and the script used is of
Circa third century B.C. at the latest if not round 464 B.C. when Siikyamuni
passed away. Absence of signs for lengthened vowels, except for the engraving of the word " YANAM " above the last word of the second line,
led international scholars to be!ieve that this epigraphical record is considerably earlier than thc inscriptions of ASoka.
Mr. Thomas recognised in the irregular metre of the record an example of a very old Aryan stanza, while Fleet scanned the two lines as
" UPAG~"I'" OR " UDG~TI
"-which is the most ancient form of the
Aryan song. The mysterious expression of "YIYAM SALILANIDHANE"
MEANING "THIS IS THE RECEPTACLE OF CORPORAL REMAINS " forms the fundamental link in the long religious chain of the
PBgupat principles and practices of Perception, the Vedic Revelations of
the Aryans and the Buddhistic concept of the orderliness of cosmos and
the steady evolution of the Universe. The historical Tathigatas were the
earliest scientific thinkers of the world, who propounded the theory that
every man or object belonged to the solar system and the stars, and that
man was related to them in just a manner of intervals. In short, man's

~~
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object was continuity in the astrophysical space in the scale of Time uld
that the path of man's deliverance lay in the pursuit of the Eight-Fold-Path
represented by the Eight Spoked Wheel of Law known as '6Dharma-cakta,"
The Himilayan psychologists who pursued the path of perception, contended that the Piprahavi-Buddhist-vase-Epitaphrepresented the record
of guilty memory and, therefore, that the pursuit of the Eight-Fold-Path
was totally inadequate to explain the astropsychic cycle of Death,-which
alone was inevitable and permanent. This basic conflict led on to the
further quest into the field of the astropsychic cycle of Death known technically as Kda-cakra represented in its earliest phase by the symbols of
the Phallus and female member and more politely by the symbols of the
JEWEL AND THE LOTUS. With the Br5hmanic revival after 78
A.D., they exploited the restless compound of beliefs and practices that
grew out of this melange, so that King hlana Deva I had to resort to Bhairavi-Cakra-pravartana ( transition to the cycle of the cult of Bhairava ) in
order to reconcile the contradictions of the Saivite, the Vedic and the
Buddhistic faiths involved.

Place tjames in Nepalese Inscriptiotjs are importantfor under~tatldingtbe
ear4 judicial customs of the Himdayas :
The name " Gaqdaki " for the western river system and the Ajokrn
inscription of Niglihavi dedicated to the memory of the fifth historical
Buddha Konlgamana ( Kanakamuni ) open up interesting fields of research
with reference to the pre-Nirvana period of history. The name " Gandaki"
seems to trace its origin to the Persian word " GAZN " meaning treasure,
derived by metathesis from the more common word " GANG. " The
word " G m D " for treasure appears in very early inscriptions of Northern India." The term " KONAGA " for the Sanskritic synonym
" KANAKA " for gold and the name of Konigamana ( Kanakamuni or in
other words the Golden eyed saint of Gandakl the gold bearing river)
seems to be extremely significant specially with reference to the Brahmanic
legend of Hiranyaksya and the Third Incarnation of the Almighty Visnu
as Vgriha (Man-Boar).l8 On the admission of ASoka himself, the
st6pa dedicated by the Himalayan people to the memory of Buddha Kanakamuni was discovered about six years earlier than the birthplace of

S5kyamuni and that the former, inspite of one earlier repair, had grown
so old and dilapidated that he had to have it repaired for the second tims,lg
There is no Abokan inscription to commemorate the enshrinement of
the above quoted inscription of Piprahavi with the relics of the Seventh
Historical Buddha Gautama together with those of his near and dear ones.
The Buddhistic custom of enshrining the ashes with the name of the dead
inscxibed in a piece of golden leaf in some cases, and generally with a
piece of gold in a Stttpa, seems to derive itself from the ancient practice of
the Himclayan people to get their bones fossilised into a sacred "Sdigrima "
(ammonite stone) by dropping their skull into the sacred water of Gandaki, This very ancient custom forms part of the filneral practice of the
people of Nepal even to this day. The Indians knew this sacred river as
Hiranyavati, which was the Sanskritic transcription of the original word
Gandaki. At about the same period the wcrd " Hiranyavati" is being
translated as Hsi-lan-na in the annals of China by the transcription of the
Prlkrit form of Hiranna. With the erection of the temple of Niriyana
at the confluence of Kali-Gandaki and TriSuli ( Tribul-Gandaki ) the same
tiver also assumes the name of Niiriyani. Down in India Gandaki becomes known as Sarayu or Mahi.
Professor G. Tucci in his " Preliminary report on two scientific expeditions in Nepal ( Sections 11 and 12 pp. 92-109) identifies the Himilayan
sources of the Seven Gandaki river systems with the country of " The
Gold digging ants ( Herodotus 111, 102 ) known in ancient Sanskritic texts
as Suvarnabhttmi. This country was the home of a people who claimed
their golden origin known in history as Suvatnagotra. We find the Chinese transc1:iption of the same word in Su-fa-la-nak'iu-ta-lo. The learned
Italian Professor furthez identifies the Tibetan place name "sh'zng-Sh'ung"
with the so far little known country of Ziifi-Z~fiwith its capital in what is
a small village known as Semjii in western Nepal. Zfi-Zufi bordered on the
Indian Himilayas, controlled most probably Ladakh, stretched as far as
Baltistan and Khotan, and extended its control over the highlands of Changthang covering a vast stretch of territory of western, northern and northwestern Tibet and Central Asia. Its southern provinces comprising
western Nepal with its capital in Semjii was ruled by a class of Khasa rulers
known today as Sijjiipatis ( Semjiipattis ) and known vaguely to the Indians
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as SuvarnabhOmi, Strirajya and chiefly as Cina, when it passed under the
rising power of the Tibetans in the Seventh century A.D. It is interesting
to note that the early tribes of the Kirintas, the Sakas, the Kasas and the
Khasas of ancient history claim " Suvarna~otra" for their origin. O m

LATEST RESEARCHES H A V E ESTA HLIS'HE D ANOTHER INTERESTING FACT OF FUATDAMELVTAL IMl>ORTANCE, A N D
T H A T IS T H A T T H E SAKA, K A S A A N D KI3ASA AKE SYIL'ONY-&I0US TERMS.
What do the Aklraemenian Inscriptions Indicate ?
About the time when Sakyamuni saw the light of day in Lumbini,
t h e first Aryan King Cyrus of Persia ( 550-539 B.C. ) had occupi;d the
Semitic city of Babylon after its " 4,000 year cnreer."lo With the rise
of Cyrus I, who conquered the kingdom of Gandhira, the Pirsavas ( the
early Persians who were the forefathers of the Iranians of today) appear to
have ; o w a n d e d the caravan routes of Central Asia by bringing under
~ e m p o r a rsvbiection
~
the S a h s ( Kasas-present Khasas of Nepal ) that
connected them with Central Asia, Noah-West India and the adjacent
lands of the Middle East.
Sir Henry Rawilson in 1837 A.D. discovered on a rock-cliff overhanging the main road from Mesopotamia to Persia ( Iran ) through the
Zagtos a huge Tablet ( Hall, A.H.N.E., 7th edition p. 57 ), on which Darius I, in order to commemorate his victories, had represented himself
as a victor with conquered rebels bound before him. The accompanying
inscription in cuneiform script and old Persian language describes the campaigns of Darius and gives the glory of his achievements to his God
Ahuramazd~. Ahuramazdd meaning the Giver Omniscient is the Avestic
name of God. In a very old list containing fifty-four names of God, these
Avestic names are mentioned separately.
Then King Darius I ( C. 522-486 B. C. ) gives his genealogical table,
where all the names of his ancestors show Aryan affinities. Gandhira
finds mention in the list of countries in this as well as in the SusQpalace
inscriptions as much as to say that the teakwood for the construction
of the magnificent palaces of Susi and Ekbatani was brought from

Gandhiira. A man from Gandhlra is mentioned among the list of subjeas
in the south tomb inscription of Persepolis attributed to Arta-Xerres
(C 404-359 B* C.).
According to the Hindu epic of Mahlbhiirata the mother of Kaura.
vas was Gandhlri or a woman from Gandhiira while the mother of the
Pdndavas was a PZncdli or a woman from Piinclla which forms part of the
Uttar Pradesh ( northern provinces of India ). Roughly the boundary of
ancient Gandhiira is comprised by the present district of Peshlwar, Rawalpindi and the stretch of country to the south-east of Ghazni between
Pakistan and Afghanistan ( Ariana ). The country as far as the district of
Sind on the bank bf river Sindhu-the seat of the Indus valley Civilisation
of Mohefijo-dire 'in Pakistan, seems to have been conquered later than
the first record OF Darius I. Of the twenty countries conquered Darius I
mentions the present province of Kandahar under the Avestic name
Haraivati known also as White India under the later Parthians in the first
century A.D. It is interesting to note that the name Aciravati, Airavati
Vig.gwati, Satyavati occur as names for the rivers and women in our ancient
literature and subsequently the word " Vati " is transcribed as " Yueh)'
by the Chinese people.

u

Most important in these Akhaemenian inscriptions is the mention of
the tribe known as the Sakiih ( Sakas ) who increasingly play a great role in
our history as the pecple who created the Eras for Nepal, India and all the
countries of South-East-Asia. The Persepolis Inscription of Xerxe~
( KhshyPrshL-modern KhLr Khan Circa 486-65 B.C. Herzfeld, h.hI.1, ppa
56-57, Kant, Language, XIII, pp. 292-305 ) mentions categorically as
follows : " Gandhiira Hinduish Katpatuka Dahl SakB hatlmauergd "
meaning the Amyrgian Skythian Sakas claiming lunar origin and al~o
" S a k ~ htigrakhaud~h" meaning the tribe of the sakis wearing sharp
armour. Evidently, the Sakas wearing sharp armour were tending to become K~hatriaswith the cognomen Varmrna while those following peaceful calling were tending to assume the cognomen of Sharmma. Equally
as interesting is the mention of " Paruvam Daiva " ( ptrva Deviih ) with
reference to the rulers of North-eastern India and the adjoining Himslayas which had contacts with the Empire of Xerxex. For the next two
centuries, the Persian kings appear to have ruled as far as the river Sindhu

( Indus ) through their K~etrapas( Satraps-viceroys ). Against this background, we can very well see that after the overthrow of the first and the
second dynasties of the KirPntas, the people who appear with the cognomen
Varmma in the quaint chronologies of Nepal, are these Saka people. One
cannot fail to notice that the Kings of Nepal have retained the title of
Deva from the earliest period even to this day.
The long rule of the Akhaemenians had its influence on the Saka,
Mdava and Maurya Emperors of India. King VindusPra-the father of
ASoka recognised the Sakas as K~hetrias. With the downfall of the great
Persian Empire at the hands of Alexander the Great, the Persians and the
Greeks appear to have replaced the Assyriail builders of yore. If Cyrus
received the influence of Babylon, his successsors transmitted the pomp and
splendour and architectme to the Mauryan court of Magadha.
So far as the language, on which the ancient P r ~ k r i (t of which we
find translations in the Central Asiatic and Chinese documents ) is based,
namely the dialect, as it was spoken by the Aryan immigrants in the northwestern countries of India, they seem to be very closely related to the
Indo-Iranian languages recorded in the Akhaemenian inscription under
review. According to Winternitz ( History of Indian literature, I page
41 ) the difference between the language of the Vedas and this primitive
Indo-Iranian language seems to be less, perhaps, than that of the early
Indian languages of PrPkrit, PPli and Sanskrit. It is now getting increasingly
clear from the ancient Prlkrit, Licchavi Sanskrit and the early Nepali
inscriptions of the Khasa kings of Western Nepal, that the language and
the judicial customs of % ~ - z u fwere
i
derived directly from the Vedic and
the Indo-Iranian languages and practices.

The resurge~rceof the Eldropear1 grot@ of Ldo-Aryat,s 1111derAlexander the
Great and their first contact with the political power of the Sakos :
With the victory of Alexander the Great over the Akhaemenians of
Irano-Aryan origin, the Greek historian Herodotus says that the King of
Macedonia turned northwards to fight King Bessus
ruler of the
lutzar dynasty known as Nimisa) in Bactria followed by a successful campaign in Trans-Oxonia immediately on reaching the foot of the Hindukush

aka
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mountains. Only later on, when, his rear was safe from the attacks of the
Sakas, did Alexander return on his steps to the south of the Hindukush
mountains in order to lead his Macedonian phalanxes into the vast plains
of the Punjab, where lie encountered King Pururava ( Poros ). This is
not the place to trace the historical vicissitudes in this cross-road of Asia
and Europe except for briefly outlining the basic facts that, with the separation of the Indo-European Aryans, 1rano-Aryans and the Indo-Aryans
following religious and social schisms at different periods of history after
their migrations from their common homeland in Central Asia, the main
movements in the second phase were those of expansion fxom the Iranian
tablelands, and that the Akhaemenians as well as the Greeks were opposed
by the most gifted and war-like tribes of Scythians known in our history
as the Sakas who were destined to play a great role in the history of Asia.
After the 1rano-Aryan hegemony of about two hundred years, the IndoEuropean conquests followed by the weak de-jure Selucid sovereignty
lasted a couple of centuries, in which the defacto rulers were the Sakas with
the cognomen Varmma. In addition to the Hellenic contributions in the
fields of liberal arts, architecture, sculpture and culture, the present Afghanistan at the time had also become the meeting ground of the religious
influences of Mazdaism, Manichaesm and Christianity on the one hand and
of Hinduism, Jainism and Buddhism on the other. Before we take up the
cumulative contributions with the coming together of many peoples and
their faith and culture to the renaissance of Afghanistan, north-western
India and Hindustan proper, it would be necessary to examine in the next
chapter how far the revolt of the historical Bouddhas and the Jainas were
factors in changing the pattern of Hindu society represented by the Indus
valley cum Indo-Aryan civilization.

It must be clear to all serious students of history that Mahivira and
Gautama Buddha were but the last series of the teachers who had held up
their doctrines in ages past, and that the Jaina and the Buddhist teachers
were as old as the teachers of the Vedas. It is absolutely wrong to think
that our philosophy of life began with Vedic speculations or rather Vedic
Revelations about the Creation and our existence. The ~ndo-Aryanswere
w u l y and war-like seminomads who had wiped out the Indus valley
civilisation. They venerated Heavenly Deities and considered them as
vigorous, boisterous and war-like as themselves. So far they had no concept of the cult of PaSupati and of the nude mother Goddess of Fertility.
They overran and stormed the " Piiras " ( fortified towns ) of the Indus
valley, and gradually spread eastwards in the wake of the conquered peoples who retired to the safety of the Himllayan vales. But during this
career of conquest, there was further schism among the 1ndo-Aryans as a
result of the impact of the PiSupat cult of perception and Yoga ( self-discipline). But while the Jainas completely identified themselves with the
Hindus in many of their historical developments, the Buddhist revolutionaries deserve credit for breaking away totally from the shackles of Vedic
and Brihmanic Revelations of the 1ndo-Aryans.
In our Chapter I we hare referred to the Eleven Republican States
of the Buddhist and Brihmanic Himdayas. Politically, the kingdom of
Koiala with its capital of Sriivasti ( presently identified with the village of
Khajuri to the north of Nepdganj )formed the boundary with the kingdom
of Kapilavastu ( presently identified with the ruins of Tilaurikot of Taulihavi in the district Butwal in Western Nepal). The historic Srivasti
associated with the memory of Slkyamuni lies at a distance of about 96
kilometres to the north-west of the present city of Ayodhyi where Rimathe hero of the Hindu epic of Rimlyana-is believed to have been born
and dicd on the banks of the river Sarnyu ( Gnndaki ).

During the life-time of ~ i i k ~ a m u n~riivasti
i,
was the capital of I<ing
Prasenjit. He was married to an illegitimate daughter of a Siikya chief
known by the name of hlahlniima who lived in Kapilavastu. Frcm this
wedlock was born Viri&aka21 who became responsible for the defeat
and dispersion of the h k y a and Koli clans from their homeland despite
the admonition of Gautam Buddha. After the middle of the sixth century
B. C. the Kingdom of Magadha with its capital of Riijagriha was getting
powerful under the reign of King Bimbisiira ( 544-493 B.C. ) and his
successor AjiitaSatru ( 493-462 B.C.). But the MHlava tribes of Avanti
( Malwa ) under King Pradyota were rising as factors to try conclusion with
Icing AjiitaSatru of Magadha for political supremacy. These very Maliva
tribes have been known as the Mallas of ancient history. The Buddhistic
accounts have it that King AjiitaSatru, after fortifying his capital of Rijagriha against the possible depredations of the hlallas and the Licchavis
went ahead to subdue KoSali and made Ayodhyi ( ~iiketa) the capital in
place of Sriivasti. Situated on the banks of Sarayu formed by the confluence of Gandaki, Karnili and their tributaries, the new capital of Ayodhya
became a natural centre of communication and trade between Piinciila
( Uttar Pradesh or U.P and GPndhira ( Punjab ) on the one hand and the
Gangetic cities of Viiriinasi ( Banaras ), Riijagriha and Piitaliputra ( Patna )
situated presently in the United Provinces and North Bihar of India.
The enterprising merchant classes and the intellectuals of the city of Ayodhyii, with great opportunities for travels and studies in such ancient Universities as TakshaSilP ( Taxila ) in Giindhiira had become powerful enough
to defy the Revelationary injunctions of the Vedic Briihmins and lend their
support to the scientific teachings of the Revolutionary Buddhas, which
gave them freedom from the thraldom of Briihmanic caste-system.

Videha ( presertt district of Mahotari ) with the city of Janakpllr ond Ve{hah) a h ( the Dharzkzrtd district ) in the arms of the Searr ICl~riik;( vz&o Kosz )
rivers in East Nepal were the fortes of Vedic BrZhmins :
We have already seen how the Indo-Aryans had slowly migrated
eastwards conquering the whole of Northern India between 1400 and 1000
B.C. But while there was a religion's schism jn the Himiilayiis with the impact of the Saivite cult of Yoga and the rise of the revolutionary Buddhas,

of northern Indiahad been greatly influencedby the Ravedic thoughts

of such Brlhmanic saints as hlanu, Basista and DhPrad\rija. l'hc Buddhistic Agganna S 2 t t a t ~ t aadequately
~~
describes the preoccupation of the

Vedic BrPhmins. But under the impact of the Saivite cults of perception
the Saptarsis ( the Seven Vedic saints ) had taken unto themselves a common
wife known by the name of Arundhati who has been accepted as the model
of womanhood. Equally Queen Sivlli-the wife of King Janaka seems
to be deeply influenced by the thoughts of the Gandaki Buddhas. Another
woman known by the name of Gargt Lop3 had distinguished herself as one
of the greatest philosophers of her age.
These celebrities introduce us to the highly intellectual court of the
philosopher King Janaka,-the father of SitP who was married to King
RPma of AyodhyP to become the heroine of the Hindu epic of RiimPyana.
But the palace of King Janaka seems to be dominated by the Brihmanic
priest Ysjtiavalka and his Kauiik followers, who compiled the Three Vedas
and preached unquestioned devotion to the Vedic gods by the repetition of meaningless " Mantras " ( incantations ) and hymns in their
honour.

The origin of Upanishadas
King Janakays court of hlithili is famous for the origin of the Upanishadas. According to the Rgveda ( 1. 155.5) the Vedic God Vishnu
measured the uriiverse with his THREE WIDE STRIDES, of which
THE THIRD STEP passed beyond the astrophysical cosmos ; and this was
above human perception and discernment. This conception of the immeasurable THIRD STEP of Vishnu, as something beyond the finite cosmic
space had obviously much to do with his elevation as the Supreme Being
above Siva and the Buddhistic theories of the nature of the universe. In
the Hindu epic of the AlPhPbhirata composed by saint DvaipPyana this Supreme Being is addressed as Vishnu, T?isudeva and NPrPyqa and identified
with Hari. It was this concept of V i ~ h n uas the Supreme Being, that enabled
the Vedic Brahmins to conceive of such incarnations of Vishnu as Viriha
( Man-boar ) and Narasirnha ( Man-lion ) to destroy Hiranyiksya and
Hiranya-KaSyapa in the Golden Age+" and as RPma to break the old
Pinika Bow of Sitvi24.

With this achievement to theit credit, the next step was to flatter the
sensibilities of the philosopher King and his rich and powerful courtiers
by inditing prayers and eulogies which signified nothing. In return, the
King and his courtiers supported the Vedic sacrifices by calling for unquestioned devotion to the incomprehensible Vishnu and by giving away thousands' of cows, horses, and moveable and immoveable properties to the
Br~hmanicvictors, so that they may encourage slavery among the indigenous population for mutual exploitation without having to produce an
example of objective observation and good behaviour. As a result, the
Videha clan of Mithila, -under the inspiration of the KauSikan Brihmins
(of Vethdipo) living in the basins af the Seven KauSiki river system at the
foot of the Himavant ( the Himalayas ) lorded over by the Mount Everest,appear to have become protagonists of Vedic Revelations vis-a-vis Saivite
psychologists and Buddhist cosmologists.
If the basins of the KauSiki river systems inhabited by the Videhas,
BZjjis and the Briihmins represented the purely Vedic revival of the IndoAryans, the basins of Viigwati inhabited by the Kirintas, the Maineyas and the
Kolis pursued the cult of Siva PaSupati and of the nude Mother Goddess
of Fertility represented by their worship of phallus and ring stones to the
accompaniment of Yoga ( self-control ) and Yajfia ( sacrifices ) as enjoined
upon them by their early tradition. After the destruction of the Indus-valley
civilisation by the 1ndo-Aryans, the Finno-Dravid Kiriintas had retired
to the Viigwati basin of midland Nepal in order to establish their early
cult of perception and influence the thoughts and practices of the IndoAryans in course of time. Evidently the impact of this cult of perception
had forced a schism among the Indo-Aryans; and this led to the rise of the
historical Buddhas who believed in the Jewel and the Lotus Theory of
Creation vis-a-vis Vedic Re~elatiolzs.~~
The basins of the Seven Gandaki river systems were the homes of the
historical Buddhas namely Kakusandha, Konigamana ( Kanakamuni ),
Icapilamuni and KaSyapa. For Sikyamuni has himself admitted the esistence of the Buddha's Kakusandha, IConZgamana and KPSyapa among his
predecessors. Kapjlavatthu ( Kapilavastu )--the capital of King Suddhodhana-was named after Kapilamuni who was the author of the Slmkhya
system of philosophy. Both Jainism and Buddhism presuppose thc exis-
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Tbe basrelief of Narasirpha (Man-lion) tearing the entrails of H i w p K d p p within tbc e~SbRlmOf the ~k of WgrmdPfPL

tence of the atheistic Siimkhya system ofphilosophy which, in effect, is a
theory of evolution vis-a-vis the cosmic theory of Buddha Koniigamana
( Kanakamuni ). All the historical Buddhas were free-thinkers. But the
Vedic Brihmins were opposed to the scientific theories and the practices of
the Buddhas. However, it was one of the Briihmins known by the name
of Drona who was responsible for the acceptance and the disposal of the
ashes of S i k ~ a m u n iafter the Great Passing.

Facilirier for tratqort atd communicatio~ta l o r ~the c o m e of Gandaki river
vaZ1y.s during the Dz~ddhjsticperiod :
Even a casual glance at the modern maps of Nepal will show how the
Gandaki river systems flow down principally from their sources in and
through the Gosainthiin, the hliinaslu, the Annapurn2 and the DhaulPgiri
mountain massifs, which are the trade routes between Nepal and her neighbouring countries to our own day. The popularity of Nepal for the migration of very ancient tribes of historical importance was due to the fact that
they could conveniently choose the climate and environment from the
frigid snow-clad Himilayas down to the tropical lowlands known as the
Bhiber and the Tarei within a radius of about 140 miles. Owing to the
special structure and relief and sharp variations of slope, altitude and drainage of the Himdayan mountains and her foothills, nature of rocks and soil
conditions vary within very short distances thus affording early travellers
and emigrants facilities to grow the sort of food they desired and also command variety of advantages of the fauna and flora to make their life happy,
healthy and comfortable,
Long before the appearance of ~ik'amuni in his Himavant ( Himiilayan country, the tantalising roads of the Gandaki river basins, like the
stretches of the roads of Arjana ( Afghanistan ), joined through the Stririjya or the Kingdom of Women, the Tibetan, the Central A~iaticand the
Chinese world on the one hand, and such ancient seats of culture as Gind h a a and the Indus-valley on the other. The ~outhernroad crossing from
Champiiran to KuSinirP ( Kasia--the place of Buddha Gautama's passing
in the district of Gorakhpore in the United Provinces of India ) at Chitaunighit of Gandaki was the only ancient highway leading to Nandanngar and
to VaiSiili wherc the celebrated tribes of the Lichhavis held their sway.

The vestiges of pottery with the haloed customs of Budd.histic burial ceremony in the stfipas of Lut!lbini ( the birthplace of Siikyamuni ), Tilaurikot
(ancient Kapilavastu in the district cf Bhairava) and Koli-grima (in the heart
of Kathmandu valley ) prove conclusively that the Buddhistic city-states
of the Gandaki, little Riipati (Aciravati), and Viigwati river basics had
very much more in common with the Mallas ( of Miilava origin ) of Paw5)ia
near Miilwa in Central India on the one hand, and the migratory Mallas of
KusiniirZ and Pavi and the Lichhavis of VaiSili on the other, than with the
Kingdom of Magadha and her satellites until the political supremacy of the
Mauryas of Pipphalivana.
During the slow migration of the 1ndo-Aryans east-wards after their
subjugat ion of the Finno-Dravid Kirintas of the Indus-valley, the northern
roads specially of the Gaqdaki, the Revati ( ancient Airavati) and the
Karniili river systems appear to be very active for the movements of the
indigenous population. Through the gorges of the Karniili, Revati and
Gandaki river systems the northern roads climbed up to the capital of
Strirqya ( Kingdom of women ) known today as Semjii in the district of
Jumlii and then continued up to the celebrated lake Miinasarovara and
branched off to Giindhiira, Katpatuka and the Indus-valley on the one hand,
and to Central Asia, Central and Western Tibet and beyond to China on the
other.

Strirqya or the Kirrgdom

of

zrvomen :

We have briefly described the Kingdom of Women in Chapter I.
As this question is a matter of fundamental importance to show the miscegenation of the Finno-Dravidian and the Indo-Aryan tribes, it would be
absolutely necessary to describe the special feature of this Kingdom of
Women or of the Gold-digging-ants as the Greek historian Herodotus
knew it. If the Akhaemenian inscriptions show the rise of the political
power of the Sakas with the cognomen Varmrna, then equally we have
seen the rise and spread of the Milava people from Pawiiyi to the northeastern plains of Hindustan with the cognomen Malla. When the first
f u q of the Indo-Aryan flood had settled down to its normal course, it had
also brought many peoples together and generated new ideas. It is interesting to note that the earliest of the Saka as much as the MBlava peoples
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=]aim their descent from kvarnagotra as do the Kirintas. One of the eatliest Buddhist texts of AbhidhartnabhPsa ( BEFEO, 1905, p. 207 ) and the
Hindu epic of RLmPyana ( Sylvain Levi, pour 1' histoiredu RimPyana JAS
1918 Tome XI, p. 25 ) describe the MPlavas of what is Mllwa ( ancient
Pawiyi) today as the Himalayan tribes. The earliest of the Chinese writers also knew this country as Mo-lo-so following the Tibetan original
Mar-13o-pul. The special feature of the Kingdom of women was that it
was a valley lying in the folds of the Himilayas, and that it produced gold,
winter-wheat, cattle, rock-salt and wool. Such names as hlar-yul or Malyul or Mafijul for the bordering districts of Kyirong in the seventh century
A.D. may have preserved the original form A121 from the hlllava tribes.
The agrarian taxes of MPlpota in modern Nepal derives from the "Mallapotakara " of ancient inscriptions. Judging from the records of Tibet,
which say that the Tibetan nobles of Nepal came to receive Princess Bhykuti Hari T i r i believed to be wedded to King Srofisingimpo of Tibet?"
at the border of Man-yul ( hlal-yul hlan-jul ), it appears to me that the origin
of the name has no relation to the rise of the hfongols to power, who, in the
thirteenth century, are said to have extended their nominal suzerainty over
this part of the world 27. Neithes has the name been used in the last context by the world famous Tibetan poet Milnrepi, who wrote some of the
most beautiful lyrics in his peregrinations along these regions of morning
calm and ineffable beauty.
All these facts seem to me very important in understanding the real
spiritual significance of the epitaph of PiprahavP-Buddhist-vase inscription and some of the earliest Vedic and the Buddhistic records, the Akhaemenian inscriptions, the commenlorative inscriptions of ASoka to the
second repair of the stdpa of Buddha KonPgamana (Kanakamuni or the
golden saint) and to the birthplace of S ~ k ~ a m u nthe
i , early concept of
Himavant and the origin of the Himdayan tribes and the origin of the word
Gandaki for the river systems of western Nepal. The upland countries of
Gandaki-Himavant seems to be vaguely known to the Indians as Allakappa along the northern sources of Hiranyavati or as Suvarnabhfimi
( Gold-country ) and Stririijya ( Kingdom of Women ) because of the
beautiful Kinnaris, Yaksis and the Savaris who hailed from those myste4

rious and implacable regions. Judging from the ancient monuments in
the many folds of the G a ~ d a k i ,and the large and little Riipatis ( Airavati
and Achiravati ) and Vlgwati river valleys, where the most interesting communities of the Khases, the ThHrus and the Newars live with the quaintest
of customs under most primitive conditions today-I have no doubt that
the traditions of the pre-nirviqa period of the Buddhist-vase-epitaph hover
around and the vestiges of the successive waves of civilization lie stratified.
We have seen how the earliest sources of the Buddhists, the Indians,
the Greeks, the Central Asiatic, the Tibetan and the Chinese documents
agree that the Gold Country ( Suvarnabhfimi ) inhabited by the people with
golden origin ( Suvarnagotra ) or the Country of the Gold Digging Ants
o r the Kingdom of women ( StrlrHjpa ) are synonymous terms. Against
this solid historical set-up such historical names as Buddha Koniigamana
(Kanakamuni), Kapilamuni, Buddha KaSy apa for the earliest of free-thinkers
at the southern extension of the Gold country and the purely Persian nomenclature of Gandaki for this particular river-system of Nepal gain added significance. With the visit of the famous Chinese pilgrim Fa-hsien the annals
of China mention this part of the country stretching from Banaras as " Moho-lai " and the river as Mahi, which may be explained as the Kingdom of
Miils or the Mallas descended from the ancient Miilava tribes. It was these
Mallas, whom King Mana Deva I of Nepal claims to have conquered in
464 A. D. ( Nepalese inscriptions in Gupta characters by R. Gnoli \To1 I,

PP 1-51
Ear4 strzrggle between the Vedic Bmhmins and the revol~tionaryBzlddhas

:

Although the pretty daughters of the Himslayas had played their
part in the catharsis of the semi-barbarous Indo-Aryans, yet the religious
atmosphere was far from easy. We have seen how the KauSikans of
Vethadipo and the Videhas of Mithilii had supported the theory of Vedic
Revelations and prescribed the singing of hymns to the Vedic gods of heaven
and hell like Indra, Varuna, Marutas and Ushns and Yama and in maintaining contact with them through the offering of thc oblations of Soma ( a
kind of fermented liquor made out of Ephcdra Gerardina ) in their Vedic
sacrifices. The social equality prescribed by the PiSupata Yogins and propagated by the charming and intellectual womcll of Strirsjya " gave way
"

to a rigid gradation of rights, duties and lead status of t l ~ early
c
versions of
"Mgnava Dharma-irEstra ".as
In the absence of theology, the Vedic
Briihmins changed thcir cults into a magic by which thc priests could force
the Vedic gods of the sky to comply with their demands ; so that the Brihmanic Upani~hadasof the court of King Janaka in hiithilii were like so
many beautiful houses, which were without a path, 3 gate or even a window,
They rccognised the Vedic Revelations with the Three Steps of Unfathomable Vishnu as absolute and beyond challenge ; and they preached
unquestioned allegiance to the LTcdichymns and spells by encouraging
belief in the inevitable Law of Fate ( Karma ) and in the cyclic resumption
of life according to the merits and demerits of the pursuit of Brihmanic
laws, Moreover, the Briihmins laid great emphasis on the Vedic rituals
and elaborate sacrifices as aspects of salvation from the misfortunes and
sufferings of life. It is thus evident that the PISupat-yogins had not been
able to influence the thoughts of the Vedic 1ndo-Aryans till the time of
Pdtanjali.
However, there was a schism among the ~ndo-Aryansvery much earlier than the time of Pdtanjali, and the first 1ndo-Aryan to admit the cosmic
theory of Lotus was also the first historical Buddha Vipassi. This was the
first signal of the revolt of the historical Buddhas. For, SikFamuni himself, as already stated, admits the existence of his predecessors in Buddhas
Kalcusandha ( K r a k u ~ c q d a), KonHgamana ( Kanakamuni ) and Kassapa
( KaSyapa ). The Buddhist doctrine of Dharma is held out as being wellfounded in time or rather in human experience of the predecessors of Gautama ;and the Seven historical Tathiigatas are very well established in early
Nepalese hymns, literature and sculpture.
As the first historical Buddha Vipassi supported the theory of Lotus
and its stem from the pond of Cosmic water propagated by the PdSupat
Yogins, the quest for its key occupied the thoughts of the susequent historical Buddhas. SbkpamuniJs Buddhism presupposes the atheistic
khya system of Kapilamuni, after whose ilame the hometown of Gautama
was founded. On the last analysis, the Siimkhya system of the philosophy
of Kapilamuni was the earliest version of the theory of Evolution as a logical
sequel to the faith of one of the earliest cosmologists, namely, the fifth
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historical Buddha KonPgan~ana( Kanakamuni ) with his galaxy of atheistical ExiStet~finIists
.29 The Gqdalci " Piedmont " challenged the theory
of foundationless illusions of Vedie Revelations and the capricious gods of
the sky built up by the " Upani~hads" in the adjacent city-states of Mithi]~
and by the Briihmanic hermits of Vethadipo ; and that these earliest of free
thinkers threw the gauntlet by brandishing the branches of the " Jambu "
tree and by planting them at the important fortes of Vedic reaction. Thus
we see that the scientific theory to the effect that there is an underlying order
to the seemingly chaotic and capricious cosmos of the Vedic 1ndo-Aryans
dates back to Buddha Konagamana. For, this fifth historical Buddha of the
Gandaki valley had in that early dawn anticipated Dalton by conceiving of
the atomic theory as follows :
" Every visible object is composed of the " Pudgala " ( the K q a or
the atom ). The " Pudgala " is indivisible and indestructible. The earth
and the whole universe was composed of invisible atoms. It was by the
of masses of atoms that different visible objccts formed themselves, and that they went on acquiring new forms and also became endowed
with new qualities. Like all 'primitive theorists, Buddha Kanakamuni
conceived that the mind and soul were also composed of atoms and when
these various atoms consolidated themselves, then the objects formed by
their juxtapositions acquircd consciousness by the very nature of the
" Pudgala, " rather than by the steady process of natural selection and evolution. According to Kanakamuni, the Earth, the water, the light and the
air were composed of different types of the " Pudgala. " The " Pudgalas "
going into the formation of the earth had the qualities of form, stickness,
smell and touch. O n the same assumption, Kanakamuni held that the atoms
going into the composition of water had three qualities, the atoms going
into the composition of light had two qualities and the atoms going into the
composition of the air had only one quality. "

The exact locdtion of the borne of B~~dnl,a
K/rz~zkn~/z~~rzi
and the p orsible per-ion
of h is existe~zce :
According to the Buddhistic and the Brahmanic scriptures of Nepal,
the fifth historical Buddha Kanakamuni lived in an arbour known as
Sobhitarima close to the city of Sobhgvati. The commemorative inscrip-

tion of ASoka in Niglihavii ( along the Gandaki valley close to the city of
Kapilavastu ) proves conclusively that Kanakamuni and Kapilamuni were
close neighbours. As to the period when Buddha Kanakamuni occurred
the Nepalese legends say ctyptically that he visited NPgavba ( prcsent
valley of Kathmandu ) in DvZ$aray~ga," and, after visiting the shrinc of
Samyengu ( where the first historical Buddha Vipassi is said to haves own
the seed of Lotus ) and the Agama ( esoteric worship ) of the Great Mother
Goddess, Buddha Kanakamuni ascended to Heaven, where he caused
Indra-the
1ndo-Aryan King of gods--to practise DHARMA ( t h e
Buddhistic laws ) and then returned to his Vihiira. \Xre have already said
how Sakyamuni himself admits Buddha Kanakamuni as one of his predecessors. On the basis of the commemorative record of ASoka in Niglihavl, the st6pa of Buddha Kanakamuni had grown so old that he had to
have it repaired for the second time about seven years before he erected a
pillar inscription in the village of Lumbini, where the people had reverted
to the path of " Vali " ( sacrifices ) to the neglect of the Eight Aryan paths
preached by Gautama Buddha. T o the real initiates, who pursue the path
of Dharma as the ancient Himdayan people understood it from their conferrio fidei, an analytical study of these commemorative inscriptions of
ASoka show a very deep cleavage between the theory of the Eight spoked
wheel of Law known as Dharma-Cakra and the astropsychic cycle of Death
known as Kiila-cakra. On of the earliest Buddhistic scriptures known as
" MahBSamaya Sattanta " clearly indicates this cor~jLict.~l

Criticirnz of the cosmic th eory of Bvddha Katzakanttit~i :
Like all primitive theories based on optical astronomy, the cosmic
theory of Buddha Kanakamuni was defective; for he could not say what
invisible force generated the necessary energy and urge ( motion ) to unite.
He could not also account for how such animate objects as the trees, the
birds, the animals and men went on developing in the steady process of
evolution and how they acquired consciousness. If, like Albert Einstein,
these early astro-physicists did not believe that the Almighty God played
dice with the Universe, then, certainly and scientifically they had to account
for the contradictions of life and also find the distinctions between the
FINITE and the INFINITE out of the jumble of Revelationary myths,

psychological theories of the Lifigums and the Yonis and the astro-physical
theories of the Cosmic Univexse. Like Empedocles, Buddha Kanakamulli
does not seem to be conscious of space without which the four elenlents
could exist.
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Another sub-Himilayan saint known by the name of Kapilamuili
lived in the city of Kapilavastu, which was named after the founder of the
atheistical theory of evolution known as the Sirikhya system of philosophy.
Kapilamuni tried to fashion a mathematical model for the Universe and
for the creation and the evolution of the species. Like Plato he had the
concept of " Space " and added it to the four elements of Kanakamuni.
Eminent scholars have tried to trace the origin of the name Kapilavatthu
which was the capital of King Suddhodhana and Queen hliiyii. They have
now come to the conclusion that the city was so named because the followers
of Kapilamuni lived in it. As such the earliest Prikrit forin of the city was
Kapilaviidi or Kavilavali corresponding to Sanskrit Kapilavati. It was
from the original Priikrit form that the Chinese scholars transcribed Chiawei-lo-wei for Icapilaviidi ( Kapilavatthu or Kcrpilavast,c ).32
Kapilamuni claimed to solve the riddle of the atomic theory of
Buddha Kanakamuni by introducing the equally atheistical theory known
as the Samkhya system of philosophy based upon mathematical calculation
to show the evolution of the species and of the cosmic universe. Kapilamuni disputed the atomic theory of Buddha Kanakamuni in the same way
as Lemark and Darwin disputed the atomic theory of Dalton by introducing
the theory of evolution of the species and of the cosmos and also by proving that the atom was not indivisible. The only difference between Kapilamuni's Simkhya system of philosophy and Darwin's theory of evolution
lies in the fact that, whereas the former recognises Satva, Rajas and Tamas
as the three principal elements of the Matter, the latter recognises Energy,
Heat and Gravitation. Thus we see that the dynamic period followillg tile
invasion of the 1ndo-Aryans was also one of the most prolific periods in
Asiatic history, to which the most ancient books of B~hadiiran~aka-upani~ a d aand the Brahma-jiilas~itta~~
bear cloquent tcstiil~ony.

The adherents of Buddha Kanakamuni and Kapilamuni were regarded
as agnostics by the KauSik Brahmins, as they totally broke away from absolute dlegiance to the Vedic principles and practices enjoined upon them by
the Vedic Revelations. To the horror of the orthodox KauSikans, quite a
number Vedic Brihmanas known by the names of Kesa-kamvala, Ajita,
Lauhitya and PPyiisi,-to name only a few of the followers of the scientific
theories of Buddha Kanakamuni and Kapilamuni in the Gangetic India,
became converts to the new theories. A northern woman philosopher of
the new school known by the name of Giirggi Lopb went so far as to plant
a branch of the Jambu tree with two basic questions of Sparia ( Perception )
and Dharma ( Cosmos ) as a challenge to the Brihmanic leader Ybgyiivalka
and totally defeated him by her powerful arguments to the effect that examples from the real life and death of men and of the universe would be much
more useful than the precepts of the incomprehensible Three Vedic Steps
of Vi~hnu. Unable to find a practical answer the priestly leader Yiigyiivalka
admonished her from proceeding furthex with her unnecessary questions
under the threat of beheading Gbrgi Lopii. She had no option but to sit
down and mask her hatred of the arrogant Briihmanic patriarch under the
feminine cloak of sufference. How that heated scene has survived with us
even to this day,-the brilliant argument of the woman philosopher and the
angry voice of th e Brihmanic saint, who threatened to kill those who did
not agree with him !

Eminent writers of all nationalities over the world have written
voh-mes about the life, character and philosophy of Gautama without
realising that he was born in the Gandaki basin of Nepal under the satin
of the shimmering Annapurni, hlicchipuchre ( t h e Fish tail ) and the
Dhauliigiri Himday as, and that he was deeply influenced by the above-said
Buddhist free thinkers in his native city of Kapilavastu. He was born out
of the wedlock of King Suddhodhana of Siikya origin and Queen hIiiyP
of Koli origin. Early in life he was married to his cousin Yasodhari who,
like her mother, was of Koli stock, and lived with her amid birds and flowers
and gazelles along the slopes of the blue midland mountains chasing cloudscapes which created a chiaroscuro of light and shade.But as a fighter, he

did not seem to believe in the existence of God and in the immortality of
soul, and he pursued his happy life for what it was worth in his capital of
Kapilavastu under the influence of the revolutionary ideas of Buddha
Kanakamuni and Kapilamuni. Like all the adherents of the philosophy of
Buddha Kanakamuni and Kapilamuni, Gautama believed that things spring
into existence and disappear like the " flicker of a flame, " and that the
Universe was not so much the quintessence of soul under a hysterical God
in the sense that the protagonists of the Shrutis ( Vedic Revelations)
would have the world believe, as it was a current of evolution and of historical events.
Then, too, Sikyamuni had realised that the hard core of dialectical
materialism that Buddha Kanakamuni preached was a Buddhism of despair
and further that there was not a gleam of spiritual hope which held men
together. All the same it was an attractive theory, as it promised an escape
from the shackles of Brihmanic hopes and fears and beliefs based upon
the Vedic Revelations, and as it claimed to do away with the invidious distinction between the rich and the poor encouraged by the priestly order for
their own interest. But these Buddhistic theories did not appeal to the
Brihmanic priests of Mithili, Bethadipo, Siketa (the new capital of KoSali
aftei Sr~vastion the bank of river Sarayu ) Kausimvi and Rijgrha, which
were fast developing in political and commercial importance. The merchant classes ( VaiS yas ) were gtowing in importance, but they too tightened
theis purse strings against the growing strength of the new theories among
the coloured inhabitants, which threatened the faiths and beliefs of their
Indo-Aryan masters, as they depended upon the ruling hierarchy of the
Brihamins and the K~atriyasfor their pelf and power. It was with a view
to make the Buddhistic theories attractive and adaptable to the peoples of
Jambudvipa that Gautaman had decided to leave his homeland of Kapilavastu on the slopes of Himavant and practise penances under the Bo-tree
in Bodhgayi near Rygrha, so that he may go forward fighting in the cause
of what he believed to be

As already stated in Chapter 11, the cosmic theory of Buddha Kanakamuni and the evolutionary theory of Kapilamuni gave a rude shock to the
religious feelings of men accustomed to Vedic speculations as to creation,
and the cyclic recurrence of existence in accordance with the inexplicable
laws o f c cKarma " ( our deeds which determined our fate ). The rebellious
Buddha Kanakamuni and Kapilamuni did not feel it necessary to suppose
that any particular life resumed again, and that it was subject to the laws
prescribed by the Brihmanic authors of the Vedic Revelations. History
never repeated itself and change was inevitable and inexhaustible by the
very nature of evolution and its processes of transformation.
It is a matter of interest to the whole of human community over the
world, that the small city-states abutting upon the banks of the VPgwati,
the KauSiki and the Gandaki river systems along the slopes of the hoary
Himnlayas have played the greatest role in shaping the lives and the careers
of the earliest of PiSupat Yogins, the Vedic Aryans and the revolutionary
Buddhas, who have influenced the thoughts and actions of masses of mankind for milleniums of recorded history. Particularly on two small terrii
tories of the Kingdom of Videha and Vethadipo lorded over by the Sumeru
or Meru (Mt. Everest ) along the folds of the KauSiki river systems and
" Gandaki naga mdikii " ( Gandaki river garland of such Himdayan giants
as the Annapurn5 and Dhauligiri ), as conveniently restricted as a few small
laboratories, the religious schism among the 1ndo-Aryans appears to have
taken the most serious turn.
Unlike India, Nepal does not believe that Sikyamuni's enlightenment
dawned upon him in a flash under the Bodhi tree and that he was the first
historical Buddha. On the other hand, Sikyamuni's illumination was
founded on his own personal struggle and on the historical experiences of
the sir Tathlgatas ( also known popularly as the Minushi or the Swibhivika
Buddhas ) namely the Buddhas Vipassi, Sikhin, Viswabhuva, Kakusandha
( Kraku~canda), Kanakamuni ( Konlgamana ) and Kassapa ( KaSyapa ).
5

sikyamuni himself admits the last three historical Buddhas as his ptedecessors, and there are archaeological evidences in Nepal to bear testimony
to their existence. Then, too, we find ample evidence of the influence of
Kapilamuni's Siimkhya system of philosophy upon the life and work of
Sikyamuni. No less an ancient book than the Lalita-vist~ra,which was
the very first Sanskritic text to be translated into the Chinese language as
P'u-yao-ching, is prepared to admit that Sikyamuni was the only Buddha
of history. ilt Bhiirhut and kinchi the seven historical Buddhas of the
Nepalese canon are found symbolised by their Caityas and their respective
trees.
Nevertheless Siikyamuni deserves credit for having given a geographical expression of " Himavant " to the ancient form of " A ~ o z f t "35
a
and also for giving a definite form and systematic force to the concept of
the three characteristics of life, namely Atta ( Ego ), Anatta (non-ego or
non-soul) and suffering and pain, which had been agitating the minds of
his contemporaries. Upon this broad base, he founded the doctrine of the
four noble truths as follows : 1. Suffering exists ; 2. Ignorance and
desire are the causes of pain and suffering ;3. It is possible to get a release
from the pain and suffering of life, to which we are subject ; 4. and the
means of release are the Aryan Eight Paths, namely, right knowledge, right
aspiration, right speech, right conduct, right living, right endeavour, right
mindfulness and right meditation. In this important respect ~iikyamuni
appears as a foil to the galaxy of Himiilayan Yogins and the ~uddhistic
free-thinkers, even as the Briihmanic saint Dvaipiiyana emerges with his
concept of Bhiirata and his Bhiigavata-dharma as the defender of the Vedic
speculations. As both the Yogis and the historical Buddhas did not admit
position on the whole is
the existence of Atta ( Ego or soul ), ~iik~arnuni's
inclined to be atheistical vis-a-vis the Vedic Brihmins.
So far the mixed tribal peoples of the Himiilayas believed in what they
perceived through their Yogas and followed it up in their ritual practices
of the Yajfias (Sacrifice ). As there was no place for logic and philosophy,
it suited the Vedic Brihmins to absorb the Himiilayan God Siva as their
Storm-God Rudra and associate Him with Vedic rituals. The Yogic principles and practices were the populat creed among the Himiilayan men and
women, seeking happiness and enjoying then~selves. And as the Goverll-

merit and the people did not limit the expression of ideas and actions after

the subsidence of the first fury of the Indo-Aryan invasion, we can safely
attribute the notion that there was an underlying order to the seemingly
chaotic and capricious ccsmos of the Vedic Brihmins to the Lotus theory
of the first historical Buddha Vipassi. We have already seen how the quest
of its key occupied the subsequent historical Buddhas. In this brilliant
dawn of hope for mankind every shade of opinion of the atheists or the
agnostics and even of those who regarded life as an end in itself seems to
be respected.
The transition t o the Symbol of Dharma-cakra with fhe Eight S M e d wheel
of Law in about 505 B.C., whicb became universal it1 its scope and appeal :
Sikyamuni had to contend as much against the mental complexities
of the PPSupat Yogins as he had to build a bridge of understanding between
the Vedic BrPhmins and the revolutionary Buddhas. With this object in
view, Gautama gave a new di~ectionto the astro-physical theories of the
historical Tathiigatas in order to bring the Buddhistic thoughts in line with
the authors of the Upani~adas,who had influenced some of the powerful
states of the Gangetic India. According to the universally accepted tradition S~kyamuniwas born in Luqbini on the eight day of Lunation of the
month of Vaishiika( April-hlay ) 544 B.C. and left his home town of Kapilavastu at the age of 29 years of age, obtained the Bodhi at his 35th year and
set the Eight Spoked Wheel of Law in motion on his 36th year, which
would work to aboit 505 B.C. He constituted his doctrines into this simple
" Dharma-cakra " and made it the symbol of the Aryan Eight Paths of
plain-living and high-thinking, which aimed at the extinction of futile personal aims that make life unnecessarily complicated and dreadful. Gautama preached that there could be no basis for social order, no security, no
sound religious leadership until men lost themselves in the pursuit of something, which was greater than their personal self-seeking.

Perrod experiences of .fikyamu,ri
Gautama traced all the miseries and discontents of life to our insatiable
selfishness. He did not, therefore, believe in laying down sand-towers of
laws only to be destroyed by the changing tides of the ocean of time. If
sdeting is due to the torment of our geedy desire, all the laws conceived

by men were violations of the laws of nature and would defeat their ow
ends, until a man has overcome all personal cravings like the gratification
of our sensual pleasures, the never-dying desire for the good thinRs of life
and the sinful desire of personal immortality, though born to be dead and
forgotten. But once born man was perpetually in the Promethean chain of
petty desires. There could be no real freedom for man until he broke the
handcuffs of his own desires. The good and evil moves within ourselves
even as the day follows the night. But when the shadow of desire fades
away and no longer rules a man's life, and when the first personal pronoun
vanishes from his private thought, then the light that lingers is the serene
and unstained light of NirvPna without becoming a shadow to another
dawn of insatiable cravings.
During his six years of penances under the Bo-tree in Bodh-gayi,
Gautama had braved the dreadful storms, thunders and lightnings to realise
that the frail frame of man could not match the might and passions of nature.
Reason had impelled him and that to the chagrin of his companions-to
ask for food and shelter, so that he may survive the fury of nature and share
the peace and serenity of the world of working men, and yet break the painful
that shackled human understandings through self-knowledge and
the consequent unfolding of his Atta ( ego ). Throughout his life he was
a loving and lovable man, who did not claim to be a Buddha like unto his
predecessors, but whose worth he had recognised. Neither did he claim to
teach anybody except for leading his contemporaries through the pursuit
of the Aryan Eight Paths to the threshholds of their own minds, so that they
may improve and unfold themselves by killing their futile personal aims
and xising to nature's great schemes under her own conditions.
CriticiJm of Gatltama's jhiloso~hyof

life

in his own time :

No doubt, we have in Gautama's teachings the most complete an2
lysis of " Dithi " ( empirical opinion ) for the attainment of " Panna"
( true wisdom ). But the doctrine of wise renunciation neglected the cu1tivation and regulation of will through " Yoga " ( self-control ). Gautama
had claimed the renouncement of his wordly heritage in search of truth ;
but its weakness lay in his doctrine of total withdrawal from the universal
impulse of bringing up a happy family through love of women and children

and the constructive efforts of building houses and cities and of linkins them
by roads, of improving the yields of our earthly fields by redoubled effortJ
and by application of sciences, of spreading the knowledge of better health
md hygiene and of encouraging political ability with a real passion for improving the conditions of suffering humanity, so that they may live the more
happily .
Both Gautama and Mahivira (Vardhamina) had to contend with
the views of several well-known Yogins and teachers. They held that
Gautama did not ennoble duties and responsibilities, but as an escapist,
he sought the seclusion of meditation in preference to the tender sight of
his new-born son Rihula lying so innocently and peacefully in the arms
of his wife YaSodharH with immense possibilities of life before them. Then,
too, he had not experienced the ecstasy of sleeping with the eternal prayer
of Omn (
) for YaSodhari in his heart and of waking with the morning
matins of Himalayan birds for the beauty and harmony of what love in the
sublime Himllayan scenery had to offer. Like the big " Peepul " trees in
the Himdayan subregions, Gautama had destroyed the temple of love he
clung to without allowing the least scope for the growth of the rhododendrons of YaSodharl's care and affection in their shadows. He had seen it
clear that his son Rihula had seen the light of day out of his wedlock and
caresses with YaSodharP, but he had denied to his son the right to fulfil
life's longing for further procreation through his wilful act of renouncement. The schools of the Siivas and the Brihmins equally attacked
Sikyamuni to the effect that it was easier to cut his princely lock of hair,
deliver his favourite horse Kantaka to the care of his charioteer Channa
and seek shelter in the monastic seclusion of the Saiighas on the charity of
his pious devotees, than buffet the bellows of the world and face the
rigours of life like a man. Much of the adverse criticism did not seem to
take note of Sikyamuniyspersonal experience, which had enabled him to
emancipate himself spiritually. The disciples of his newly created Saiighas
appeared to have absorbed the doctrine of Gautama at their ebb-time to
slip from the idea of renouncing their giant self to the idea of renouncing
active life. And none of his early disciples h ad been through the floodtime
of his ecstatic experience to appreciate Gautama's advanced theory of Ego
or Non-Ego. In their utter ignorance, they interpreted his concept of

Nibbana as an aspect of salvation from the sufferings and the misfortunes
of life and from the tortures of hell after death.
Against such a religious background Gautama's followers found it by
far the easier to intexpret the term " Dhamma " in the context of the Vedic
religion to exact their toll of alms from their pious donors as an insurance
against the torments of hell, rathex than in the real Buddhistic implication of the cosmos and its evolution. These thankless impositions helped
the disciples of Gautama to flee the trials and tribulations of our work-aday world and fritter away their lives in the seclusion of their monastic
Safighas at the expense of the credulous devotees, to whom, however, life
was full of sweat and tears and toil. Conceived in a spirit of ingratitude for
the donors,-the disciples of Gautama rendered the lives of the field workers
dark and empty without the urge of curiosity, knowledge and love to bind
them to the piece of earth they cultivated with distaste, because work for
them was a curse and life a misfortune, till such time as the monks gave them
a passport t o Heaven in the name of the Divine Buddha.
Dharma-cakra-pravartand " or the tramition to the vnlbol
of the Eight-Spoked- LfG eel of Law :
Although S ~ k ~ a m u had
n i to contend with the different views of the
galaxy of preachers of his own time, yet the transition to the Aryan Eight
Paths symbolised by the Eight-Spoked-Wheel of Dharma ( law ) represents
basically the sum total of man's answers to the problems of the HimPlayan
society and the Universe way back in the sixth century B. C. We have
already seen how the VPgwati and the KauSiki-city-states had given a tremendous perspective to the brilliant dawn of the Buddhistic civilisation in
the Gandaki states of the Himllayas. Through one channel or another
the fruits of the accumulated experience of the Indus-valley civilisation had
survived with the KirHntas as a living and tangible force of PaSupati and the
nude Mother Goddess of Fertility to remind the Indo-Aryans that the best
approach to the Almighty God was through Yoga ( Self-discipline ). The
conqueror and the conquered alike had not encountered the Almighty God,
though everybody felt his immanence. It was increasingly realised that
the Indus-valley phallic and ring-stone symbols were supposed to gather,
in physical form, that life-force, which the early PaSupat Yogins expressed
by the first vowel Omn ( ). This was a coinage derived from the union
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of the Phallus and Yoni( female member ) and the resulting orgasm, which
in the Yogic practices of self-control was defined as the highest form of
bliss and the first step to Yoga ( self-discipline ). The six-syllabled Mantra
( spell ) namely " Omn Mani padme hum " meaning " I am in the jewel
and the Lotus " is an enlarged and improved version of the first vowel
Omn ( 3i ) which became universal in its meaning and its application.
This sex-affirming Indus-valley culture had its astro-physical and astropsychic aspects, which appear to have forced a schism among the invading
lndo-Aryan themselves. And if the KauSikan BrPhmins absorbed PaSupati as their storm God Rudra to explain their Vedic Revelations, then
equally the Tathigatas ( the seven historical Buddhas ) accepted the life
force of the first vowel Ornn ( .Va ) to explain the cosmic theory of creation
and the evolution of life. But both the Vedic Briihmins and the revolutionary Buddhas had come to a dilemma, because they could not explain the
mystery of Death.
Against such a background Sikyamuni9sturning of the Eight Spoked
Wheel of Dhamma (law) and the founding of the cult of the THREE
JEWELS independent of the Lotus as the right way to Nibbina assume
tremendous significance. And so far as the Eight-fold-path implied the
improvement of human conduct and behaviour, it was to that extent an
advance upon the Vedic religion of observances and rituals, which justified
cruel sacrifices at the altar of their deities of the sky as an act of worship and
communion. The HinayZna Buddhism, in so far as S ~ k ~ a m uconceived
ni
and
preached it, did not take notice of the laws of h4anu and of such Semitic
Revelations as the Ten Commandments in order to make them binding upon
its adherents to obey specific laws of their Revelations and pay their obeisance to the sacred order of priests. On the line of the teachings of the
historical Buddhas, Gautama's concept of Dhamma seems to be strictly
scientific without any scope for the feelings of joys and sorrows usually
associated with sectarian religious beliefs.
Neither did Gautama have any theology to assert or deny the existence
of the various spirits, deities and goblins that were believed to inl-iabit the
cosmos invisibly. The boundless and the bondless wheel of his Dharnmacakra turned round and round with his concept of Nibbbna-pada under
the canopy of the sky studded with the sun, the moon and the stars. But

if nature is boundless and bondless, she is equally a stern task-mistress with
her own demands of hunger and thirst of our everyday existence. For a
while Gautama had succeedcd by his own unparalled example in kindling
among his disciples the longing for emancipation from their giant selves.
But all of them could not be a party to his personal experience ; and even
among the disciples that he was sending out from his headquarters in
Mrgadava ( Siiraniitha ), there were many, who did not grasp the idea of
emancipation from self ; and they broadcast their teachings with a view to
advertise Gautama as the opener of the path of Heaven and the Saviour from
the torments of Hell. When Gautama shunned his home to go forward
fighting, he appears to have believed that part of the creative energy of the
Tiithagatas had sprung from their ability to postpone the venal aspect of the
sexual awakening of the Jewel and the Lotus theory and apply the Lotus
theory in the scheme of creation with the interpretation of Dhamma in its
scientific sense. The Tiithagatas had concentrated on the study of Prakrti
( nature ) and the development of mental faculties. Sfkyamuni had discouraged his monks from using scents and having anything to do with
women, because sex had been an obsession during his time ; so that his
followers may develop their higher faculties of reasoning, judgment and the
accumulation of knowledge for their own personal advancement and consequently the progress of man in his scheme of a peaceful civilisation. In a
way, Gautama had provided a moral leadership to his free Janapadas (Republican States ) where men had not the wisdom to differentiate between freedom and license. It is only today that we are in a position to grasp the
magnitude of Siikyamuni's thinking and the implication of his transition
to Dharma-cakra, which is a milestone in the spiritual development
of man.
But the Vedic theories of the transmigration of soul and the inexplicable laws of Karma had encaged the minds of Siikyamuni's disciples to such
an extent that they found it impossible to look to the future with the hope
of better days ahead by improving themselves under the guidance of Eight
Aryan paths. In an atmosphere like this, we can well imagine why the
Indian disciples of Gautama presumed to preach because they were not at
peace with their own mind. More because, Gautama did not have to bother himself with the ideas of crime and punishment, as he proceeded to the

very root of justice by aiming at the change of desire, which entwined the
p o d and evil in the silent heart of man. But the followers of (;autama
were made of a different stuff.
It is a mysterious complexity of our nature that the sight, sound,
smell, taste and tactile sensation modify our experience to such an extent
that human response becomes personal in every man's own particular way.
And because nature is a stern task-mistress, Gautama's disciples went emptyhanded to the house-holders and the tillers of the soil, so that their needs
may be sati~fied. They did not have to cultivate the fields nor produce
goods nor money to buy their necessaries or barter with. All they did
was to pray for the people in their distress and in their need whether God
listened to their petition or not. The current Vedic belief of the tree of
existence with its roots in the air and its branches spreading out to thc world
of men under three incomprehensible Vedic steps of V i ~ n uhelped the nlonks
to support all the most fantastic figments of the peoples' fancy by the sickliest forgeries of their brain as to their deliverence, not so much from our
giant self, but from the tortures of hell hereafter. The psychosis of death,
which all primitive religious practices played up to the advantage of the
priests, was brought into play full of thoughts of the pleasures of the
paradise and the innumerable torments of hell to the total neglect of the
principles of cosmic existence and its evolution preached by such leaders
of thought as Buddha Kanakamuni and Kapilamuni.
Those of Sikyamuni's pupils, who claimed like the Vedic Briil~mins
to define their conduct by their own code of ethics, imprisoned the unfathomable domain of their mind by making a marvel of their blaster and by
preaching,through the limitations of their own narrow vision, that the birth
of Sikyamuni was immaculate and that his life and death were supernatural.
There were no limits to the lies the stupid disciples of Gautama were telling for the glorification of thenlahiiihramana ( S ~ k ~ a m u)nin
i competition
with their Briihmanic contemporaries whose basic interest was their personal emolument within the recesses of their heart while outwardly they
claimed to deny their pleasures. This state of affairs encouraged the lapse
into monastic seclusion at the cost of the householder. At the outset, the
sunshine, the productivity of the Indian soil and the underpopulation favoured the monks. But like the reckless honey-gatherers, the disciples of
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Gautama plucked the surrounding flowers of Dharma-cakra that supplied
the honey to the bees as much as to destroy the parent hive.

Political o~zdfocinl history of G o ~ gtic
e I ~ ~ d di a ~ ~ the
i ~oge
g of Sikjdmtllli
While the religious ideas went on gathering cortuptions, the political situation in the Gangetic India during the age of Gautama Buddha in
the middle of the sixth century B. C. seems to be in a state of flux. In our
Chapters I and I1 we have written about the origin of the Sikya clan of
Kapilavastu and the Kolis of Rimagima, who were considered as the
cream of nobility of the Himilayan highlands and of the Gangetic basin of
northern India. Srivasti was the capital of the Kingdom of KoSali and
King Prasenjit ruled it. As the next door neighbour of the Kingdom of
Kapilavastu King Prasenjit had married one of the daughters of a Sikya
chief, who was known by the name of M a h i n ~ m a . Unduly proud of his
heraldry, Mahinima had cheated King Prasenjit by getting one of his daughters from his Vrsali ( concubine ) married to the latter. Out of this
wedlock was born Viredhaka ( Virudambha or Virudhava) the crown
prince of KoSall. The principality of Virinasi had become a bone of contention between the rising power of the Mallas, the Lichhavis and King
Bimbisira of Magadha, but King Prasenjit had obtained control of the
principality of Kisi after bettaying the Mallas. It was natural for the
Sikya queen of Prasenjit and the ladies of the court to be influenced
deeply by the teachings of Sikyamuni. It was a custom in those days to
make a call on the house of the maternal uncle when such relations attained
maturity. So, VirQdhaka, the heir apparent to the throne of KoSali as the
son of King Pxasenjit and the Sikya princess, went out in state to pay his
respects to his maternal grand-uncle MahHnima in the city of Kapilavastu.
The Sikya chief received his grand-nephew with great pomp and ceremony
and treated Vircdhaka like a Crown Prince that he was.
But when VirQdhaka took leave and was on his way back to Srivasti the aristocratic house of the Sikyas of Iiapilavasru had to be purified
and disinfected after its occupation and defilement by the illegitimate Prince
of KoSali and his retinue. Thus while the maid-servants were grumbling
for having to carry out the ceremony of purification, one of the life-guards
of VirQdhaka had returned to fetch back thc spear he had left behind in

the house of MahPnPma. This person heard the story as to the origin
of the Queen Mother and of the spurious birth of VirQdhaka from the servant girls and reported the secret to his master. At this I r i ~ d h a k became
a
furious and vowed vengeance upon the Siikyas and the Kolis as well as
upon his parents.
At this interesting period, Siikyamuni had been living in Srivast?
with his kinsman Ananda and other disciples, and intervened thrice personally to wean Virddhaka from attacking the Siikyas of Kapilavastu, but
d
l to no purpose. The Mdlasrivastivida-Vinaya gives a very realistic
account of the climatic condition of the midland valley of Nepal at the
time of the dispersal of the Sikyas and the Kolis, and how they migrated
and lived there after the attack of VirQdhaka.
This book also says how Sikyamuni sent his kinsman Ananda to visit
the Siikyas in the valley of Nepal and what the religious atmosphere was
like up there. The Nepalese chronicles confirm that during the reign of
the Kiriinti King Jitiidasti, Sikya Sirjla Buddha came into Nepal along
with Ananda. The occurrence of the word Koli-grhma and the organisation of the Siikyas and of the Kolis into eighteen guilds-( as sculptors,
painters, literati, wood-workers, smiths, ivory-workers etc. ) in our Lichhavi inscriptions conclusively prove that the conditions before, during and
after the passing away of Sikyamuni were practically the same. with the
dismemberment of the Kingdoms of the Kolis and the Siikyas the political
power of the Kiriintas of the hills appears to have increased considerably.
Despite the garblings at the hands of the Buddhistic and the Brihmanic
scribes with their own prejudices, the Kirintas play increasingly big role
in the political horizon of the Indo-Aryan epics of Rhmiyqa and hlahiibhzrata.
T o return to the political condition of the Gangetic India,Virtdhaka
had also vowed vengeance against his parents because of their unequal
marriage and for giving him a spurious birth. King Prasenjit had nowbecome old and had also lost the backing of the Rlallas. The defection of
the Crown-prince Virddhaka had weakened his cause still further. In his
desperation, King Prasenjit thought of Siikyamuni and proceeded to meet
him in Sr~vastiaccompanied by his so far faithful commander-in-chief
Kiiriyana. As the old King approached the hermitage of Shkyamuni, he

divested himself of his crown and sword and also left his wife and retinue
behind, when he proceeded all by himself to have a conference with the
MahdSramana on the political situation that had suddenly developed,
Back from his conference with Sikyamuni, King Prasenjit was sorry to find
his wife deserted and sorely grieving all by herself. For, KPrPyana had
observed the brand of Vrsald ( illegitimate issue ) on the arms of his Queen
and had deserted them to join the rebel forces of their son VirGdhaka. In
pursuance of this ancient custcm the tribes of the Thdrus and their women
in the Tarei region of Nepal brand themselves on their arms with hot iron
bearing special markings as a matter of their tonsure even to our own day.
Defeated by his growing age and by the desertion of his followers, King
Prasenjit decided to throw himself under the protection of his nephew
King Ajdtaiatru, who had presently succeeded to the throne of King
Bimbislra in Magadha.
It is necessary for us t o remove the basic and far-reaching errors,
distortions and half-truths that have crept into the history of Nepal written
largely by the aliens and sectarians. While the sdkyas and. the Kolis had
settled down peacefully under the protecting arms of King Jitddasti in the
midland vales of the HimPlayas, the old King of KoSali and his Siikyan
wife walked for miles and miles under the heat of Indian plains on their
way to RHjgrha. There was rivalry between King AjPtaSatru and King
Pradyota of Avanti ( present M d w l ) with the steady rise of the political
power of the hlllava tribes. There was vigilance all around and AjdtaSatru
had found hiinself forced to protect the capital of Magadha by additional
defences and night cuxfews. On the day King Prasenjit and his Queen
reached Riijgrha, the main entrance to the capital was closed for the night.
The old King succumbed to the rigour of the journey and with the dawn
of the day on the following morning, when King AjdtaSatru and his Vaidehi Queen Vajrii received the news of the august arrivals, it was already
too late. When King AjPtaSatru and his wife proceeded in state to receive
their old uncle and aunt, they were shocked to find the h k y a n Queen weeping bitterly over the lifeless body of King Pxasenjit. There was nothing
there but to erect a wooden pyre and cremate the body of King Prasenjit,
who had all the secrets of the rising Mdlava tribes ( hfallas ) and his own
dissident son. We thus sce that the dismemberment of the Kingdom of

Kapilavastu and of KoSala had a far-reaching effect upon the history of
Northern India. The defeated Kiriintas were rising as factors in the
Himilayan highlands. King Ajitaiatru took advantage of the quarrel
between King Prasenjit and Virtdhaka to occupy KoSali and move its
capital from Srivasti to Siketa ( present city of hyodhyi ) on the bank
of river Sarayt. The AZdava tribes with the cognomen Malla were now
threatening Magadha while the &kas were rising as political factors
in Seistan, who were defacto rulers in lieu of the de-jure Persian
sovereigns. Strategically situated the new city of Siketa on the banks of
Sarayii formed by the confluence of the rivers Gandaki and Karnili
became the converging point of the East and the West in place of Srivasti.
And all this had happened while Sikyamuni was still alive.
Before the Great Passing of ~ i k y a m u nthe
i Nepalese chronicle quaintly
remarks without giving any reason that, as R2jP Jitidasti did not return from
the wars recounted in MahZbhirata, his son G d i ascended the throne.
But more important than the accounts of the dynastic struggles among the
various rival tribes for their supremacy of the Gangetic India, are the
Y a k ~ alegends of Virfipik~haand HQ-?a and the Jitaka Attakathgs
..
that
were building up in the HimIlayas against the mental attitude displayed
by VirQdhaka and such persons who called themselves Indo-Aryans.
These stories bring to light the concept of society and the mental struggle
between the Aryan and the non-Aryan world, specially because the Greek
tragedian Sophocles had also indited the legend of Oedipus and Jocasta in
revulsion at the knowledge that such a mother-son relationship was not
frowned upon in non-Aryan Egypt. It is most interesting to note that,
after the epitaph of the Piprahavi-Buddhist-vase, the story of HB-sa and
Virfipik~habecomes absorbed in the cult of Paiupati and of the Great
Mother Goddess in its scheme of the astro-psychic cycle of Death known
as Kila-cakra vis-vis Dharma-Cakra. It is for this reason that the Nepaskip over the political achievements of the Kirinti kings
lese
Pu~hka,Suyarma, Parba, Bunka and Swananda till they come to King
Thunko ( Sthunko ), who was the contemporary of ASoka.

There are the Saivite, the Blida'histic a11d the h d o - & y m zwsior,s of the Y&sn
$tory of VirripZk~hnas fo//o~~~s
:

1. The Saivite version

A very ancient half-figure of Virhpik~ha triumphant,-with

the
Third Eye of Inner Illumination and with his erect genital level with his
navel in the presence of a squatting Myga ( gazelle ), and his mother HB-!a
dressed in skin ZHbmP ( skirt ) sitting upon a lotus throne and holding the
adamantine jewel on the open palm of her right hand as a T ~ ~ ~ , - o c c u ~ s
in a temple known as Mrgasthali by the bank of river Vagwati t o the northeast of the main temple of PaSupati.
Our legend has it that this Virfipiksha was born out of the womb of
the ogress Hfi-?a with long ears following the curse of the Himalayan
gods. For, Hfi-sa had the evil habit of alluring merchants visiting Suvarnabhfimi for their trade in gold, of enjoying their company and of
killing them as soon as new merchants appeared on the scene. This
practice of Ha-$a angered the Himalayan gods and they cursed her to the
effect that she would beget a son, who would cohabit with her. When
Virfipiksya was born and grew up to be twelve years of age, the Himilayan
God Siva out of compassion for him, foretold his destiny. At this VirCp i k ~ h awandered away from home in order to avoid the venality of the
curse. But.after years of wandering in foreign lands, the dictate of destiny
brought the mother and the son together under the roof of an inn and the
two committed adultery unwittingly. And when they woke up the
following morning, they discovered their mistake. Stung with compunction they visited several Piihas and Siva-lifigas, practised Yogas and performed Yajfias for years and years together, but all t o no purpose. One
day they wandered into the forest of Sleshmzntaka, where they saw a Golden Gazelle frolicking with his herd. At the sight of VirDpiksha the
Golden Gazelle returned to its heels and the guilty Mother and her son
followed till they reached the brink of a deep well. The Golden Deer
jumped headlong into the well followed by Hfi-:a and Virfipiik~ha. As
they reached the bottom of the well, the Mother afld the son were absolved
from their curse and all the three became petrified to be there for ever, so
that they may redeem mankind ever afterwards. Thus the squatting
Gazelle, the above-described V i r b p ~ k ~ hand
a his Mother HD-!a as the
T i r i represent for us the eternal principle in our sttuggle for liberation

from the bondage of the Golden Gazelle and from the Virbpiksha ( Oedipus) complex whether in our life or after our death.
We have briefly taken up historically the origin of the race of Suvarna-gotra ( Golden race ), of the Suvarna-bhGmi or Stri-rijya ( Goldcountry and the Kingdom of women ) in Chapter I. This information
would be of tremendous significance for explaining the origin of the Golden races of the K i r h t a s and the Sakas and how they formed themselves
progressively from period to period.
Mention of V i r ~ p ~ & hina mme of f h e earliest D~rddhistict t x t ~:
One of the earliest Buddhist texts known as MahP-samaya-suttanta
( Rhys Davids Dialogue of the Buddha ii. 284 ) describes how all the gods
of ten thousand world-systems gathered themselves to pay reverence to
Sikyamuni in the forest of Kapilavatthu, which is now identified with the
ruins of Tilaurikot ( not PiprahavL ) in the Bhairavi district of Western
Nepal at the foot of the Micchiipuchri ( the famous fish-tail mountain)
and the Annapurn2 HimPlay as. Dhattaratha--King of the East, VIRULHAKA--king of the South, V I R ~ P A K S H A - ~of~ the
~ ~ west, and
K U V E Uof-the
-~
North
~~
arrive
~ with their Yaksha hosts and all their
vassals to pay respects to Sikyamuni. Another list of the same descrip
tion is to be found in the still more ancient Buddhist text of Atanatiya.
These priestly attempts to gather Virulhaka, Virupakgha, Dhattaratha
and Kuvera at the feet of SPkyamuni so early only point to the conclusion
that immediately after the Great Passing the astropsychic cycle of Death
known as Kila-cakra had become operative. We have already seen how
the story of Hfi-$a and Virfip~kshahad been absorbed in the cult of PaSupati. Finally, when the idea of the four kings had been exported to SouthEast-Asia and China, these very kings had been represented in all shapes
and sizes as Dikpilas ( the guards of the four cardinal compass corners )
and venerated as such.

The occzlrence of Viriinip$ha as t h e Kirg
of Alahribhar~~ta:

of denjonr in the I,,d0-~4ydrt epic

The Indo-Aryan epic of Mahiibhirata ~ i i n t i ~ a r v a(mApaddharmmaparvLni 170124 and 171119, 20, 21 and 22 ) mentions Viriipiiksha as one of

the most powerful kings of the Rakshasas ( demons ), who belonged to
the Golden race of the Gold country. V i r t p i k ~ h had
a such a vast quantity
of gold in his Gafija ( treasury ) that he gave away the golden utensils,
on which he feasted the close-fisted Briihmina, t o carry with them home
in the way of his gift. Then, too, VirGpaksha occurs in the inscriptions
of the South Indian Kings, but we do not find the story of his transformation through the cult of Hfi-:a, Gka-jat~and Tiirii, as in the case of Nepal.
The stories of Virtdhaka and Viriipaksha reveal how new marriage
and family relationships had emerged with the miscegenation of the protoAryan Gold races and the 1ndo-Aryan sons of androgynous Brahmi.
Marriage and family relations are component parts of a given social order ;
and the ancient Himilayan countries seem to be obsessed by sex. For, the
early Buddhist scriptures, in addition to making references to the eighteen
guilds of artisans, also impose punishments on sexual intercourse with the
images of the goddesses. We have already seen how Sak~amuniprovided
a moral leadership, but the conundrum of Pyakyti ( Nature) and Purusa
( the Supreme Being ) or whether the bird came first or its egg, still remained
unsolved and until this contradiction of our existence was solved, it was
impossible to get rid of the sin-complex inherent in man. The story of
Vircpaksha and Hfi-sa, such as we have related, does not seem to imply
just a sex taboo, which accounts for the specific venality of Sophoclean
tragedy of Oedipus and Jocasta. None of the thinkers, whether they pursued the ancient cult of Yoga and Yogic perception, or believed blindly
in the Vedic Revelations or in the mathematical model of the Sfimkhyasystem of philosophy were able to give a complete picture of the astrbphysical Universe, or explain the mystery of the astropsychic cycle of
death. No body seems to have encountered the Almighty God in course
of his life, nor anybody was resurrected from Moheiijodiro or from his
corpse to tell us what lay beyond the pall of Death. We have already
pointed out how the BrahmajHlasGtta gives a true picture of the dilemma
of the period. But PaSupati and the nude Mother Goddess of Fertility
had survived with all the symbols of the Phallus and the " YonE " to give
their message of the first vowel Omn ( 6) as the basic concept of " Yuganaddha " (Two in one).

Unable, like the modern scientists to account for the birth and the
death of the stars by their theory of nucleogenesis, the PiSupat Yogins,
after the Great Passing of Sikyamuni, appear to have seized on the PiprahavH-Buddhist-vase-epitaph and turned inwards to rationalise the story
of VirGpiksha and Hii-sa by associating it with the psychological vision of
fikajatii and TirH for a further research into the mysteries of the astropsychic cycle of death in about 480 B. C. It is necessary to point out in
this connection that this cult of T i r i or Ekajati ( Ardhanirilvara ) is not an
androgynous Hermaphroditis nor a homosexual Brahmi, but a Tbri with
the adamantine jewel, who helps us to cross the river of existence.
Cornjarison of t h e Buddhist Daiaratha ja'taka contained in the P d i A?!akothd
Ja'taka Story N o . 461 and the Indo-Aryat~epic of RaRamiya#acomposed by the
Katriihn srzirjt Va'Ifiziki :
Both the Buddhistic Jitaka stories and the Kaubikan epic of RilnHyana composed by the Brihmanic saint Vilmiki agree that Rirni and LakSmana were the sons of King DaSaratha. But while the Brihmanic epic
writer W m i k i shrouds the origin of the heroine SitP in mystery by making
her the daughter of the philosopher King Janaka of Videha by adoption,
the Pili Attakathi says that Sit: was also the daughter of DaSaratha and,
therefore, King Riima's utterine sister. According to the version of
Attakathii, the junior Queen ( Keyaki in the case of Vilmiki's epic of R b ~ 3 yana ) in fulfilment of the vows of King DaSaratha to her, asked the King
twice or thrice to crown her junior issue King in lieu of the first born heirapparent Rima. At this insinuation of the junior Queen, King DaSaratha
confided in Rima that he apprehended intrigues from his step-mother and
that he should retire to the forest till such time as the old king passed away,
and then return to assume the reins of Government in the capital. Following their father's advice, Rima and Laksmqa betook themselves to the forest
accompanied by their sister SitP. And after the death of their father, the
three returned t o their kingdom as advised, Rima married his sister Siti;
and Riima and Sitii reigned as King and Queen happily till they lived.
According to the version of Piili Attakathl
..
Rima and Siti seem to be born
from the same parents. This is only a quotation from P d i Attakathi and
not from the epic of RlmZyana by saint Valmilci. There are ample evidences

of consanguineous marriage among the Koli and Sikya tribes on account
of the Semitic influences on their culture. We have already seen how the
story of Virdpaksha and Hfi-$a tend to the same conclusion.
Judging from the marriage of Amndhati to the seven Vedic saints
( Saptarsis ) and of Pincili ( Draupadi from Pincila presently comprising
the Uttar Pradesa of India ) to the five Piildavas of the epic of Mahibhirata,
polyandry and inter-caste marriages seem to be common in Northern
India. There was nothing unfair or irrational in marital and family relationships. A comparative study of the Buddhistic Jitaka story and the
Brillnlanic epic of Rimiyana will show how the marriage and family
system changed in process of time.
A conqnrative stzidy of the Rima-jitaka of the Attakathd n t ~ dthe story oj
S i t i aud R i / n a ilr the ErZh~~zanic
epic of RZ~~za-ynt~
:
Like Sophocles in Greece the KauSikan saint VHlmiki appears to have
regarded with revulsion at the brother-sister marriage among the upper
castes, though-he seems to have looked with equanimity on the polyandry
of Tnra with Sugriva and Bili and also in the case of Mandodari with
Rivana and Vibhi~ana36 : The Rima-jitaka, as we have already seen,
does not relate the story of Riima's adventure to the south of the Dar~daka
foreets (Dandakiranya), his friendship with the monkey chief Sugriva
and Hanumina and Rima's battle with Ravana-the ten-headed demon
King of Laiikii ( Ceylon) for the rescue of Sits. The antiquity of the
Jitaka story may be realised from the fact that it is depicted in bas-relief
No. 14 of the stGpa of Bh arhut ( c. 150 B.C. ). Writing about this Jitaka
story, Mr. Maurice Winternitz, in his " History of Indian literature Val.
I1 p 143 says : " The consolatory verses of Rima in the Dagaratha Jitaka
No. 461 were probably taken from the old Rima ballad ( Read Vol. I page
508 ff. on Chinese Buddhist versions of Daiaratha Jstaka and the Rims
story Val. I Page 513). The Rirna-jitaka of the Attakathii
..
No. 540 shows
how the son of a forest-dwelling hermit was committing adultery with a roedeer 2nd how King Daiaratha killed him by mistake and how finally the
Young boy was resuscitated by the truthfulness of his sorrow-stricken
parents. On the other hand, in the epic of Rimiyana, King DaSaratha
tells on his dcath-bcd aftcr his separation with Rama how he killed the

~rihnlanicboy Shravana Kun~iirain the act of his adultery with a n,edeer and how the parents of the boy cursed him to the effect that the King
was doomed to die from the pangs of separation from his son. In all tllcse
ancient stories we find sex hunger as the strongest motive in inducing
a sense of guilt and conflict, for which the Briihmanic remedy was worse
than the disease. I have personally seen the Thiru community of the
Morang district of Eastern Nepal sing and perform the story of the old Riima
ballad with great gusto and that the old Alanda ballads seem to be as popular
as the Rima ballads with them. 1have been told that the Dafioria and the
ChitabaniP ThPrus of the Gandaki river valleys sing and act thc Riima and
the Nanda ballads with grcater faithfulness to the pristine themes than the
T h i n tribes of other parts of Nepal.
Mr. Oldenberg has compared the epical tales of RiimPyana with the
JPtaka stories of RZma ballads to show that the Buddhistic JPtakas have
related the stories with greater simplicity and less subtlety and that the
epical stories of R i m i y ~ were
a
composed much later than the stories of the
DaSaratha Jiitaka. However, there is no doubt that the Rima ballads were
composed very much earlier than the period of the historical Buddhas.
For, R2migama, the home of the Kolis, is nlentioned in Mahiparinirviinasctra and lay, according to Fa-hsien and Hsiian-tsang, at 200 li ( knl. 80 )
to the east of Kapilavastu. How that the ruins of Tilaurblio~have been
identified with Kapilavastu and that Lumbini stands midway between
Kapilavastu and Riimagiima, all the disputes as to the situation of Rii~nagbma
can be shelved for good and all. More because, the name Koli-grbma for
Kathmandu and the specific mention of their eighteen guilds of artisans
in the Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal also settle the question where the
illustrious tribes of the Sbkyas and the Kolis went up for protection after
the attack of Virddl?aka, which again confirms the story of hifilasarvbstivsdavinaya. But the fact remains that the KauSikan saint Viilmiki appears
to have wrenched the original story of the Rama ballad to the advantage of
the Brihmins by shrouding the origin of the heroine Sits in mysterl- and
by laying the scene of the marriage of Sitii and Riinla in hIithili ( Janakpur ), which was the forte of Brahmanic reaction. The breaking of the
Piniika bow of Siva-Tripuriintaka by Rima as the sercnth incarnation of
Viihnu is mother Icauiikm fabrication to advance the c'iuse of their cult
I

at the expense of the cult of Siva Tripurintaka. The story of the KauSikan
epic of RHmPyana is a standing example of how the ancient Rima-ballad
of the Gandaki
. . valley was metamorphosed by the magic want of poet
Vilmikito change the socialhistory of theKauSikans. Onthewhole,the
Riksasas ( demons ) and Raksasis ( demonesses ) of the Brihmanic epics
and legends are more sinned against than sinning.

The Great l'ashg ( Mahdparinirvina ) of S&,,arnuni

:

According to the universally accepted tradition, Sikyamuni was
born in Lumbini on 544 B.C., left his home-town of Kapilavastu at the age
of 29, obtained the Bodhi at the age of 35 years and passed away at KuSin i r i ( Kasia) in 464 B.C. when he was returning home to Kapilavastu after
life's long journey of eighty years. Peoples of all countries have preserved the haloed memory of the Great Passing by sculpturing images of the
Sleeping Buddha according to their understanding of the Mahiparinirv$asfitta in their own particular way. After the demise of Gautama, the traditional accounts of the death and cremation grew up from simple beginnings to the legendary tales of later texts as time rolled by. When the news
spread there was a dispute among the Sikyas of Kapilavastu, the Bulis of
Allakappa, the Kolis of Rimagima, the Brihmins of Vethadipo and the
Mallas of KuSinagara and PAVA for the possession of the ashes of sikyamuni. At this, a Brihmin known by the name of Drona intervened in the
quarrel and divided the ashes into eight equal parts andhad them enshrined
in eight stDpas at the following places :
1. Rijgrha, 2. VaiSdi, 3. Kapilavastu, 4. Allakappa, 5. Rimsgfima, 6. Vethadipo, 7. Pivg, 8. KuSinlri.
According to the Mahfiparinirvinasctta of Dighanikfiya the ashes of
Sikyarnuni enshrined in the stGpa of Rimagima were removed to Ceylon*
The Dipa-vamia, the Mahivamia, and the Thupavamia in Pili language
contain the following story :
" Under the instruction of Sthavira hlah&igyapa, King AjitaSatru
unearthed the mortal remains of Gautama from Vaigili, Kapilavastu, Allakappa, Vethadipaka, P i v i and KuGiniri and had them enshrined by build'~
of Rijglha. " we
ing a major stQpato the south-east of M a g a d h ~capital
liave seen how the first Indian King that Sikyamuni met was Biybisira
-

( 544-493 B.C. ) and how his son Ajitagatru ( 493-462 B.C.) had built
great halls, AlahiviliHras and Buddhist rclic-slirincs in 11 is capital but nonc
of them exist today. For, S~kyamunihad often stayed in the Gridhrakfip
(Vulture's Hill ) east of the old town. This ancient city is so full of the
memory of S ~ k ~ a m u n ilife
' s that the Chinese people have preserved its
memory in China as well. So far as the advice of MahH-KiSyapa to King
AjitaSatru is concerned, it is necessary to point out here that, according
to most of the texts, Mahi-KPSyapa came from PipP or PiivH ( Paur5yP)
to KuSinagara, whcn he heard of the death of Gautama. According to
Fa-hsien's version of the AfahHparinirv@asGtra, MahP-KPSyapa was at
Daksinagiri, south of RPjgrha; according to the Vinaya of AiahPsPmghikii,
followed by the Mahivastu ( Waldschmidt pp 285-289 ), hlahii-KSSyapa was
on the Gcdhrakuta ( LTulture Hill of RHjgrha ). No ancient tests seem to
agree. In our Nepalese tradition KBSyapas can be bracketed with the
Sakas and the Khasas. The KhPsti or the Khasa-caitya ( vulgo Bodha-nath )
is dedicated to the memory of Buddha KBSyapa.
Both Fa-hsien and Hsiian-tsang claim to have seen ASokan pillars at
RHmagiima and Sriivasti, but they have not been discovered so far. Of the
greatest historical importance, if we take everything together, is the record
of the PiprahavP-Buddhist-vase-epitaphas a practical sequel to the landmark of the Eight-spoked Wheel of Dharma-cakra, which heralded another
millennia of the astropsychic cycle of Death known as Kiila-cakra.

CISAPTER
SV

The irzwsion of Alexander the Great and the ~prendof the Greek ir{lurnct
oi1el- T~zdia.
At the end of Chapter I, we have referred to the invasion of Alexander the Great ( 327-326 B.C. ) on Trans-Oxonia immediately on reaching the
foot of the Hindukush mountains. Only latex on, when his rear was safe
from the depradations of the rising power of the Sikas, did Alexander return on his steps to the south of the Hindukush mountains to lead the
Macedonian phalanxes into the vast plains of the Punjab. The victories of
Alexander created a new world situation, but the real political power that
was rising in the horizon of Asia was that of the Sikas and the Saka- ahl lavas, of whom we have given adequate account in our assessment of the
Akhaemenian inscriptions. The duration of the Greek rule after the
invasion of Alexander in what is constituted by the Kingdom of Afghanistan and the bordering satrapies is a disputed matter. There are wide
differences of opinion on this matter, the Indian historians believing that
it lasted a couple of centuries and competent international scholars believing that it lasted only a couple of years. The choice is between the Greek
sovereignty and Indian sovereignty, both of which were, perhaps, nominal.
The confusion was created by the interpretation put by scholars to a
passage occurring in Pliny (Hist. Nat VI 20) giving a list of the Hindu peoples and serving to justify the statement that some of them are on the right
bank of the river Indus ( Sindhu ). Secondly, no political body is mentioned
as confronting the Hindus, but mention is made of the Aryans. This may
be either a population of the Indo-Aryans or the mention of the country
of Ariana for Afghanistan, even as the Afghans do it even to our own day.
This brief statement does not offer a reliable element for forming a judgment. Evidently, Pliny is not writing of a political division, but rather
of a geographical and ethnical division. For one thing, after the invasion
of the Indo-Aryans they had imposed their language on all the peoples,
whether purely of Aryan or mined-Aryan origin, and all of them styled them-

. . afigiko
selves as Aryuls. Sikyamuni speaks of his teachings as " A.ri ya atta
muggo " ( Aryan eight paths ). We liave already pointcd out in previous
chapters how the expressions " Himavant " for the Himilayas and '' Aryivarta " ( country of the Aryans ) owe their origin to Sikyamuni.
We have also seen how this boast of Aryan heraldry among the
Sgkyas of Kapilavastu led to the attack of Viradhaka and the dismemberment of the kingdoms o f t h e Sikyas and the Kolis. History repeated itself in the case of King Chandra Gupta Maurya who had t o flee from his
home of Rijgrha because the legitimate members of the Nanda dynasty
under the inspiration of the Vedic BrHhmins rejected his claiin t o the throne
of Magadha on account of his spurious birth from hluri whom thev branded as Vysall ( impure or illegitimate woman coming from outside the
pale of Brihmanic heraldry ). After the death of King Ajltalatru in about
462 B.C. King Udayin and King hlunda and the prominent members of the
Nanda dynasty appear to have reverted back to the boast of Vedic heraldry
and to the pomp of purely Vedic and barbaric sacrifices such as ASvamedha
and Mahipurusayajfia in which e17ery limb of the sacrificial horse or the
human victim was spread on the Vedic altar to add to the long life, pros).la
All the
perity and glory of the Chakravartin ( the world corrq~~eror
good works of Sikyan~uni,Kings Biinbislra and AjitaSatru were forgotten
on the morrow. Disgusted with these developments Chandra Gupta
Maurya collected an army of the Himilayan Kirintas ( Arattas of hlegasthenes ) and proceeded to liberate the Punjab from the Greek conquerors.
Claiming his origin from the Himilayan Aloriyas(hlauryas ) of Pipphalirana,
he made himself popular as a nationalist leader in North India and returned to have his revenge on the last Nanda King of hlagadha ( c. 323 B.C.).
111the contest of the geographical and ethnical division of the tribes
and Chandra Gupta's subsequent relations with Selucos Nikator the following passage from Strabo seems to be decisive :

" The order of the peoples is the following

: near the Indus the

Paropamisadae, above whom looms hlount Parpamisus; then, in sequence
the Gedrosians
all the others, who inhabit thc sea-coast to the south ;
the Indus flows by all these in the horizontal direction of the countries
( mentioned ). The Hindus detain some of these ( lands ), paas of which

are in the vicinity of the Indus and which formerly belonged to the Pn.
sians. These lands were taken by Alexander from the Arians, who madc
( there ) some stettlements of his own, and Selucos Nikator gave them
to Sandrokottus ( Chandragupta ) entering into nuptial ties and receiving
in exchange five hundred elephants. ,
Thus we see that Ariana ( Aria) and the other satrapies were inde
pendent countries under the nominal ruleof Macedonian Satraps(Ksetrapa.
Viceroys ) Scholars of international standing and fame of the basis of numismatical and othex archaeological evidences obtained in Ghazni and
Bagram have established that these countries were ruled by the
Pahlavas, and, in all probability, the last Greek King Hermeus was succeeded by Azes I, who was a Saka-~ahlavaKing. It was a branch of these
Saka peoples who became masters of the Himdayas with the cognomen Varmma aftex the second dynasty of the Kirzntas, mentioned in
Nepalese chronologies.
To return to the Empire of Chandra Gupta Maurya after the abovequoted treaty with Selucos Nikator I in 304 B.C., we find a great broadening of the intellectual horizon. The mighty Akhaemenian Empire of the
Persian Emperors had disintegrated, but the Greeks and the Indians continued to associate Imperial pomp and power with everything Persian. A
Greek princess sat upon the throne of Piitaliputra and a Selucid Embassy
was established under Megasthanes, who left behind immortal records
for the understanding of the Mauryan Empire. Although the Brahmanic
writers give the credit of the success of Chandra Gupta Maurya to the
BrPhmanic diplomat Vizhnu Gupta Chanakya-who was himself educated
in the University of Taxila-yet the works he has left behind does not show
the vision and breadth of Aristotle who contributed so much to the success
of Alexander the Great. From the Greek princess and the Greek statesmen, Chandra Gupta Maurya appcars to have learnt much of his statecraft.
Persian emigrants, political refugees, scholars and artists appear to
have vied with the Greek artists, artisans, merchants, dramatists 2nd
dancers for their pride of position at the Imperial court of P~taliputfa.
The shrewd Kautilya appears to have organised special Government Department with adcquate secret service servcd by women for the accon~n~oda9

tion and supervision of the foreigners. As for the genesis of the Mauryan
style of architecture, Strabo reports that the palaces of Pitaliputra compared
very favourably with the Royal residenccs of the l'ersian kings at S u s i
and Ekbatanii. The excavations of Waddell and Spooner have brought
to light the remnants of a hall, similar to the Hundred Pillar Hall of Darius
I at Persepolis. Eminent excavators and research-workers have written
volumes on the art, architecture and sculpture of the period to need further
mention in our brief sketch of the Mauryan court.
It is not possible to accept the wild speculation of some historians
to the effect that Chandra Gupta Maurya extended his kingdom, firstly
from Magadha to Taxila, and after defeating Diodochus Selucos Nikator I
( Sailiiksya ) in the battle of the Hindukush mountains, he occupied Herit
to carry his boundary as far as the river Amu-Daria. There is, also, no
evidence to show that he had conquered any part of the Himavant ruled
by the Kiriintas. The Nepalese chronologies are silent on the subject.
The evidences of htegasthenes and Kautilya prove that the Kirfintas were
the allies of the Mauryas. Definitely, the Jambudvipa of the Mauryas did
not embrace the Himavant of Sikyamuni. We have already seen how the
Sikyas and the Kolis took refuge under king Jitiidasti in Nepal after the
dismemberment of their kingdoms of Kapilavastu and R I m a g h a at the
hands of VirQdhaka.
Chandra Gupta Maurya reigned for 24 years. As a far-sighted statesman he had realised that Gautama Buddha had given a cultural unity to
northern India. Although we find prominent Briihmins in his court, yet
he does not seem to be inspired by the Briihmanic ideas of caste to denounce
the Greeks as Yavanas, and the K i r h t a s and the Siikas as the Mlecchas
(people coming from outside the pale of Vedic culture ). If the Vedic
BrZhmins worshipped Vishnu, he did not reject the non-Vedic Gods of the
KirZntas and Sakas like Siva, Skanda and ViSHkha. He had translated the
nationalistic dreams of Kings Bimbisiira and AjiitaSatru into a concrete
reality from the narrow atmosphere of the Vedic Indo-Aryans.
Chandra Gupta Maurya was succeeded by his son Vindusaa. If
Chandra Gupta married a Greek princess, Vindusiira appears to have
married a Saka Princess by recognising the Sakas as f i h a t r i ~ a ~ .Though
this act of VindusZra gives a slight edge to the rise of Brihmanic influ-
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ence in his court, yet he does not appear to have shunned his Moriym
( Mauryan ) heraldry in favour of the fantastic BrPhmanic genealogy
from the four-headed and-rogynous creator Brahmg. But the most im,
seem to
portant element is the rise of the political power of the ~ a k a s who
be contending with the Mauryas and the subsequent Indian kings for their
supremacy in India. The Indian historians are of the opinion that Vindus ~ r atransmitted his sceptre to his son and successor ASoka in 273 B.C.
But still wc cannot account for the gap of foul: years between A S O ~ ~ ' ~
accession and his annointn~ent. Some historians think that the death of
Kin? VindusHra was followed by a civil war. Mr P. L. Eggermont explains away this interval as an attempt on ASoka7s part at l~armonisingtwo
conflicting traditions.
In order t o dramatise ASoka's self-reformation the Indian and the
Ceylonese chronicles grossly exaggerate in depicting ASoka as a monster of
cruelty, who took special pleasures in animal and blood-thirst sacrificial
rituals as a follower of the Vedic creed and who blindly followed the
metaphysical spell and the Vedic hymns, and who waded through the
blood of all his brothers, except the youngest one on his way to the throne.
They also say that, in his early years, he was a devotee of the Himdayan
God ~ i v even
a
as the SH1cyas had been of I Svaradeva (Yaksa SHkyavardhana).
It is the common practice of all sectarians to advance the cause of their faiths
and beliefs at the expense of the others for their own particular interest.
We might, therefore, attribute these stories to the partisan-spirit of the
Pali-scribes of the kingdom of Magadha, who tried to advertise the superiority of HiilayHna faith above the ~ a i v i t eand the Vedic religious principles
and practices.

The ~Ziqz'ons
,_
and rocid cortditior~of bn'ia d,rr.ing the reiS,, of the Mrirrr-y~r:
Before we take up the achievements of ASolra the Great, it is necessary to make a brief review of the religious and social atmosphere of
Northern India 2nd the adjoining countries from thc standpoint of huinail
values, which appear to me very much more important than the architectural
monuments the Mauryan Emperors created during their regime. In an
atmosphere surcharged by the religious norms of many races, ASoka deserves credit for huil~anisii~g
the conduct of his administration by a queer

of spirituality, politics and morality which were not understood by the masses of the coinmon people. Aioka's war in Kalifiga
( Orissa) was a conflict in the minds of men, and he became profoundly
impressed by the horrors which proved necessary in suppressing a revolt
engineered by men with adifferent frame of mind from that of the Mauryan
,--an. He now saw it clear how wrong it was to try to suppress the will
of people by militaryconfrontation and returned to Sakyamunils transition
to Dharma-cakra-pravartana for the real solution. He preachcd the ethics
of Sakyamuni9sAryan eight paths in twenty-five edicts, engraved on rocks
and pillars, appointed DharmamahPrnitras ( special ministers ) to look
after the moral condition of the people, to discourage the Vedic sacrifices
and to encourage charitable institutions with a real will to ameliorate the
conditions of the people. ASoka is also credited to have built 84,000 religious foundations of all descriptions known as Dharmariji k i ; which seem
to be entiiely different from the Dhiirmarijikis in Nepal's scheme of the
cycle of the cult of the stcpa. ASoka took advantage of his foreign relations to send Missionaries to Ceylon, Burma and even to the Hellenistic
kingdoms of the hfediterranean where Buddhism became a civilising force
side by side with other religious beliefs. But while the foreign countries appreciated and assimilated the five points of Buddhism, the Vedic
Briihmins in his own homeland vehemently opposed ASoka by misinterpreting the title of " Piyadasi " as being tantamount to that of a foo1,and
by inventing the legend that the Vedic God Tri~hnu,in response to the
supplication of the Vedic God Indra, had approached this king of their
Daityas ( demons ) for the gift of THREE STEPS of land and defeated
the latter by his magic-mystic subterfuge. As already pointed out, this
aberration of the Vedic Three Steps was the most powerful instrument in
the hands of the intelligent Briihmins to impose upon the credulity of the
Indian peoples for their own selfish interests. During the reign of the
last hIauryai1 kings, the Briihmnnic priest PPtanjali appears to see the virtue
of the Yogic practices, to the neglcct of the historical background of the
Yaksa legcnd of TTirBpakkha ( \ T i r f i p ~ k ~ l ~who,
a ) , likc all the deities of cther
faiths, was condemned to be the King of Riik~hasas( demons ). In order
to make the contradiction more glaring, it is this protagonist of Yoga ( selfdiscipline namely, Piitanjali ) who has accused the last of the Mauryan Kings

for having sold the Saivite images. With all his interest in Yoga and Yogic
practices, P5tailjali also betrays the ignorance of the basic principles the
astropsychic cycle of Death known as Kila-cakra.
We have already seen how the Brihmanic world had manipulated
the story of the DaSaratha-jltaka to bring about irrational marital and family
relationships based on the combined conttol of theocratic state power, castepower and the power of the patriarch and the husband over his wives as
sinful and inferior beings t o the utter neglect of the interests of the legitimate and the illegitimate children. The KauSik Briihmins, who represented Vedic orthodosy, were opposed to the adoption of Buddhism by ASoka
who propagated the idea of " Dharma " as the Buddhistic world understood
it in and through his various edicts. As in the case of VirQdhakaduring the
age of Gautama Buddha, the Brihmins attacked the Mauryas for their illegitimate birth from Muri on the condemnation of the Nanda dynasty. On
the other hand, the Mauryas tried to enhance their social prestige by tracing
their origin to the Himdayan tribes of the Moriyas of Pipphalivana, who
were equal in social status to the Sakyas of Kapilavastu and the Kolis of
Rimagiima. They also tried to broaden the basis of human society by
marrying a Greek Princess, whom the Brihmins attacked as an " Yabani. "
We have seen how the Yaksis, the Kinnaris, the Sabaris and all the beautiful Himdayan Saka and Tartar girls had no difficulty in entering into marital
relationship with the members of the Indo-Aryan families. In the family
relationship of the Himdayan tribes we have also pointed out how it was
being influenced by the Semitic concept of consanguineous marriye system. In fact, all the Himilayan tribes, such as the Kirintas, the Kolis, the
Sikyas, the Moriyas, the Sakas, the Kasas, the Khasas and the Abhiras
were the offsprings of mixed marriages between Indo-Aryans and the nonAryans. The uniting bond was the Aryan language. ~everthclcssthe
pronomenalised languages of the ancient tribes of thc Kiriintas and the
Thiiru community show that they ate the present descendants of the ancient
Himalayan tribes.
The Riipatl valley on the banks of River Gandaki
. . is the home of the
purest breed of the Thiirus, and it is among them that we find,-even to
our own day,-girls with the most classical feature, haunting almond eyes,
golden hair and wearing ornaments, which answer to the ancient basre,

tiefs of Girijii, hiahimiyi, Yasodharii and 311 the llostcsses of tile
and the Kinaaris of the ancient world. Condemned to be segregated u
low castes by the Brihmanic laws and customs, the lowest castes of the
Himilayan peoples have preserved the purity of their breed better
than the upper castes, the lines of whose feature betray their ethnic
origin.
The historical perspective gets clear, when we lcmk into the religious
social and political picture of the Jambudvipa of the most reactionary Suiiga
dynasty after the downfall of the glorious house of the progressive hlaurya
dynasty of India. P u ~ h y ahfitra was a commander-in-chief of the last of
the Mauryan kings. This man betrayed the dynasty of the Mauryas, overthrew the latter and made Siketa ( Ayodhyii ) the capital of his kingdom of
Magadha in lieu of the Mauryan capital of Pitaliputra. It is believed that
poet Vilmiki-the author of the later version of Rhiyana,-was a preceptor at, his court. It was this person, who used the immortal name of Rima
and Siti in the context of a feudal Indo-Aryan society, which left no scope
for free choice of partners in Hindu India and thus defeated Aioka's noble
attempts to harmonise the two conflicting traditions of the E;auSiG and the
Gandaki river valleys.

The testit~zonyof Nepalese chrottology :
We have pointed out how the midland valley of VPgwati had preserved
the most ancient tradition of PaSupati and of the Great Mother Goddess of
Fextility. During the period of the enlightened Buddhas the ancient cult
of PaSupati had absorbed the cult of Virhpakkha and Hli-!a with its own
theory of Kila-cakra for a further research into the mysteries of the human
mind. The reign of the K i r h t i King Jitidasti is associated with the period
of Gautama Buddha and Mahibhirata. It is interesting to note that both
the Buddhistic literature and the Indo-Aryan epic of AlahPbhirata recognise
the existence of VirOpPksha, while the epic of Rimiiyana also refers affectionately to the Kirintas as the allies of King RPma.
The visit of ASoka is associated with the reign of King Thunko
( Sthunko ) and the Nepalese chronology records the event as follows:
" I n the reign of this Riiji ( Thunko Sthunko ), Aioka, the R i j i of
Pgtaliputta, having heard of the fame of Nepal as a sacred place, and having

obtained the permission of his spiritual guide, Upa Gupta, came on a pi!grimage to Nepal, accompanied by his family, and followed by a large
number of his subjects. He visited every holy place, bathed in every sacred
water, and worshipped at the shrine of Samyangu ( the Chaitya dedicated to
the first historical Buddha Vipassi ), the symbol of the Mother Goddess
and Eight Buddha Vitariigas ( the Eight Buddhas representing Dispassions).
His daughter Chirumatl, while playing one day, saw an iron arrow-head turned into stone by a god ( PaSupati-the presiding god of Nepal ), and determined to remain in Nepal, having concluded from this that it was a land
of miracles wrought by the gods. The Riijl, therefore, gave her in marriage
to a descendant of a S ~ k y aknown by the name of Devaplla, gave them
600 measure of land ( sanniin~Satiniim bhiimih ), and every other requirement ; and then returned to his own country. O n the way back, his Rinni,
Tikhya Laksmi, gave birth to a son, and suckled him on the ground ;
whence the spot and the child were both named Mahipiina. After this,
Chiirumati and her husband Devaplla founded and peopled Deva Patan
( a very ancient town to the west of the main temple of 13aSupati )."
They were then blessed with a numerous family and becoming
aged, they deteriuined to pass the rest of their lives in retirement. They,
therefore, resolved each to build a Vihiira. That of Chiirumati was first
completed, and she died in it, after living a life of Viksuni ( a nun ). Devapila died in great distress, from not being able to complete his Vihlra before his death. All this happened in the reign of the Kirlti Riijl I'hunko
( Sthllt&0 )."3
It is difiicult to identify the exact site of Ch~rurnatiVihPra in tlie
village of Chlvahi, which seems to be named after Charumati. The moonwise cut stones and the ancient bricks with which the forecourt of the
StCpa of Bhagaviin-Vahll seems to be paved, show that the original foundation is very much anterior to the period of ASoka. DharmapHla, l'riyapzla etc. appear as the names of the Siikyas in the Licchavi period Nepal,
and Devaplla does not appear to be an exception to the rule. And although
the Indian protocol has discounted the fact that Chsruinati was one of the
daughters of ASoka, yet the name very well accords with the illustrious
$skyan wives such as Prabhiivati, Mana~natietc. occurring in the anciellt
Nepalese documents and i/~sc~.$tio~is.~"
CC

We have already seen how Sikyamuni's theory of Dharrna-cakra gained
Royal recognition with the rise of Aioka to power ; and how the monastic
institutions and the religious foundatioils based on the theory of the Three
Jewels ( namely : Buddha Dharma and Saiigha ) went on gaining wealth
m d power. The invasion of Alexander the Great had shaken the foundation of the old order of things as far as the l3unjab, but, with his prenuture
death, some of his Generals ruled his vast empire with the backing of the
Sakas and the Saka-~ahlavas. As a shrewd diplomat, Chandra Gupta
Maurya had claimed his descent from the hIoriyas and the Sikyas of the
Himavant in order to win the support of the warlike Kirintas ill his adventure against the Greeks. Fortunately for Chandra Gupta this adlrenture happily ended in his matrimonial alliance with the daughter of Selukos
Nikator. After this event we find the Persian and the Greek influences
so predominant in the monuments of the hiauryas that they do not inspire
us with the spiritual feeling of the Indus valley civilisation or with the new
drive and force of the story of Hhsa and Virhplksha after the PiprahaviBuddhist-vase-epitaph. We have briefly referred to the excavations at the
ancient site of Piitaliputra, which have brought to light part of a polished
pillar, fragmeilts of polished stone, a fragment of gilded vine and have
revealed a plan of a great stone-pillared hall based on Achaen~enidarchitecture to confirm the remarks of Strabo. Except for the figure of a native
bull on the abacus of the capital of the ASokan pillar of Siranitha, the
horses, the lions and the other animals appearing on the monuments of
ASoka are purely Hellenistic. Frankly, we do not find the influence of the
Indus valley civilisation on the art of the hlauryas. After the destruction
of the sculpture and architecture of the ancient capital of 125jg!ha, we do
not find many relics or the iinages of Sikyamuni or of his disciples to inspire the Persian and the Greek artists with the models of the statues of the
historical Buddhas, so that they had to be s~mbolisedby the sttpas of

Nig1ihavii, Luiybini, Kapilavastu and Kimagima in Nepal, whither
had gone on a holy pilgrimage to worship. There is no way out for us but
to acknowledge this basic fact in order to understand the character and
development of the stiipa during the reign of ASo ka. Evidently, G a ~ t a m ~ ' ~
Hinayiina Buddhism appears to have found strange bed-partnet with
the humanism of Plato and the objectively scientific observations of Aristotle against the pretensions of the Vedic Briihmins to their Revelationo.
The art of writing appears to be fairly widespread at this period, so that
ASoka could now appeal to the peoples of friendly countries through his
edicts and epistles. It appears from his inscriptions that ASoka had begun
to issue his rescripts on SiikyamuniYsconcept of " Dhamma " after the
war of Kalinga. But unlike the concept of the historical Buddhas of
" Dhamma " in the sense of the " cause of cosmic existence and its power
of sustenance, " the order of " Dhamma " in the edicts of ASoka is not so
much physical or astro-physical laws of the self-sustaining " Pudgala or
Kana " ( atoms ) with their own innate qualities, as it is the reign of religious law. It is a norm o r rule of life that gives everything its own place.
The word " Dhamma " ( Dharma ) appears t o be essentially a " gta "or
" Satya, " which means truth on the line of the Vedic Brihmins.
Some of the important edicts of ASoka have been discovered in
Girnar ( Juniigarh State, Kzthiiwiid ), Kalsi ( Dehradun district, U.P. ),
Dhauli ( Puri district, Orissa ), Jaugada ( Ganjam District, Orissa),
Mansherii ( Haziirii District, N. W. F. P.), Shiibhiizgarhi ( Peshawar District,
N. W. F. P. ) and Yerrangudi ( Karnul district, Madras ). A fragment
containing the records of his faith on the eighth Regnal Year has been discovered at Sopiirii ( ancient Suxparaka) in the Thana district, Bombay.
The inscriptions of ASoka in Niglihavi and Lumbini are inerely
commemosative. On the authority of Fa-hsien and Hsiian-tsang, there
were other monuments of ASoka to commemorate Buddhas ~akusandha
and KaSyapa in the vicinity of Srivasti and Kapilavastu and also in the
home of the Kolis known as Riimagiima. We have indications that these
monuments may be discovered in the near future. It is regrettable that
these commemorative inscriptions of ASoka in Nepal have been so misinterpreted as to lose their connection with the ~i~rahavii-~uddhist-vase-epitaph aild with the historical current of the legend of VirOpakkha, which had

been absorbed in the cult of PaSupati in its astropsychic cycle of Death
known as K~la-cakra.However, the spirit of ASokan commemoratir,y!
inscriptions confirm the record of the Nepalese chronology to the effect that
he had gone there to worship, and not definitely to preach Buddhism in the
land of the historical Buddhas themselves, except for allirrning in general
terms his faith in the Aryan eight paths preached by ihddlu Sdkyczlm,li 2nd
his aversion to Yogic practices and sacrifice: in all their ~ a i v i t cand Vedic
forms and manifestations.
It is this self-contradictory attitude of ABoka to the Buddhistic concept of " Dhamma" ( Law ) that led him, in his Girnir Rock Edict (Hultzch, Corp. Ins. Ind., I. p. I f ) of Juniigarh State of KPthiiwir,-to ban all
forms of sacrifices ; and this brought him into direct conflict with the
Vedic sanctions of killing animals and of offering oblations to the Vedic
gods of the sky for a place in their Heaven, which the historical Buddhas
as well as the Slmkhya system of philosophy had discounted on scientific
grounds. If the pursuit of " Dhamrna " was a " rta or Satya " ( truth ) the
question arises what was the correct path to attain this truth. The BrPhnins
had indited " Upanisadas, " but they were like beautiful houses without the
requisite gates and windows. No body had encountered the Vedic gods nor
anybody resurrected from their graves to inform the world what lay beyond
the pall of death. Against such a background, it is well for us to examine
the Vedic concept of truth, as it actually occurs in the Vedic literature :

The Vedic concept of the L.~zirer~e

afzd

of

"

yta or Saga " ( trziih ) :

Since the time of Indo-Aryan Vedas and the Brihm@as, creation was
the opposite of chaos ;it was order ;it was a scheme and a limit, essentially
a Law by itself. Chaos which preceded creation was the reign of water,
which inundated the universe. The creation of earth out of this chaos
meant the beginning of order : in fact, the earth is called in the Rgveda
( , 2 5 ) Drdhi (
) meaning the " steady one. " \t711en a house
was built, it was believed that the earth was ideally recreated. As such, the
earth was invoked and oblations and sacrifices offered to her as the steady
and steadfast object of human worship.
As soon as the Alan-boar incarnation of Bisnu rescued the Earth
from cosn~icwaters, the Almighty ITisnu also fixed her and made her
9

obey a settled order based upon his Three Incomprehensible StepS of the
Three Vedas, which represented " ;ta or Satya " ( truth ). In the ntharvaveda ();II, 1 ) the Earth is invoked as " GREAT EARTH, FORMIDABLE
RIGHT. " The text of " Satapathabrihmana " ( VII, 4, 1, 8 ) adds
" This earth is established on truth; hence " TRUTH IS THIS EARTH,
for, this earth is the most certain of worlds. " In the same book ( VII, 1,
1, 3 ) the supreme ruler of this Earth is said to be " Yama "-the Dharmarija, who is the King of the Law. Yama hath given the settlement on this
earth, and it is, therefore, he who grants to the performers of the Yajiias and
sacrifices their alloted settlement upon this earth. Evidently, this very
concept inspired ASnka to establish the " eighty four thousand Dharmarijikis, " which are entirely different from the " Dharmarijikis " of Nepal.
Unaware of the Piprahavi-Buddhist-vase-epitaph, the Buddhists
under the influence of the Vedic Brahmins of India make the Earth bear
witness to the attainment of the supreme enlightenment by Sikyamuni. It
is the Earth that is made to bear testimony to the fidelity of Sitn, when
she " shuffles off her mortal coil "; so much so that some Buddhistic stGpas,
discovered in Lauriya-Nandanagar near Bettiah in the district of Champaran
on the basin of river Vigawati, have yielded small gold leaves stamped with
the image
of the earth-goddess ( Prithvi or Urvi ) referred to in the Vedic
hymns. Competent archaeologists have identified these relics with the
Mauryan period, which again testifies to the Vedic influence in the vicinity
of the Gandaki river valleys. The earth preserves the same characteristics
of the " STEADY ONE, " as she is described in the Vedas, when she
listens to the Aryan Eight Paths preached by Sikyamuni. It is a pity that
the Brihmanic concept of " Dharma " ( Law ) appears to have influenced
ASoka to such an extent, that the " Dhamma" as the cause of creation, sustenance and cosmic existence in the real sense of the historical Buddhas
and the Simkhya system of philosophy, had been made into the means of
attaining the Brihmanic concept of the " Svarga " ( Heaven ) rather than
the attainment of the state of Nibbina here and now. Indeed, there was
a confusion in Gautama's theory of Atta ( Ego ) in the scheme of cosmic
creation versus " Anatta " ( non-ego, non-soul) and his acceptance of the
Brahmanic theory of the recurrence of life under the dictation of Karma
( Retribution for accumulated deeds or acts ). SikyamuniYsBuddhism had

received Royal recognition but both the Buddhistic and the Br;hmanic
world of Jambudvipa had failed to grasp the basic difference between
cult of Perception as it was being developed by the PiSupat Yogins md
the cosmic theory of evolution as it was developed by the historical Buddhas.
~t is interesting to note that ASoka issues his injunctions against the \Tedic
sanction of sacrifices while he contents the appetite of his princely palates in
the Imperial kitchen of Piialiputra by the killing of two peacocks and
one male deer every day. Evidently, these contradictions and the consequent challege of the PiSupat Yogins with their quest of the permanent
state of " Anidinidhana " ( Timelessness ) here and now by the practice
of Yog? ( self-cImtrol) and J'ajiias,-arpear to have led to the world famous
Buddhistic confessio fidei as follows :
"Ye dhammi hetu pabhavi hetu tesin Tathigato Phi TesPm cayonirodho yevam vidi MahiSamano"
To translate this Buddhistic confessio fidei into English: "The
Tathigato (the historical Buddhas) have explained the causes (of the physical and the astrophysical origin) of all sentient esistence in this versatile
world" ........................... Line 1.
The eminent pilgrim (Sikyamuni) hath (likewise) explained the causes of the Extinction all such mortal existence." ..................Line 2.

Hi.rtol.ical. assesstne~ztof the B~Iddhi.rticcotlfe.r.rz'o finei

:

The above confessio fidei is to be found in the Pili tests of the Abhidhamma-pitaka indited by the Sthaviravidins or Theravadins ( Orthodos
school elders ) sometime in the third century B.C. after the split in the
Hinayinist community in the Third Buddhist Synod of Pitaliputra.
Judging from the inscriptions of ASoka and the records of the Theraridins
and the Lokottaravidins, the life and teachings of Gautama Buddha had
passed into a legend by their time. All of them believed in the supramundane idea to accept the view that s i k ~ a m u n i ,even before he entered the
womb of hlPy5, had attained his perfection and that his life 011 earth was a
mere display in various incarnations and manifestations for the benefit of
all human beings. ASoka's visit to Nepal, as recorded in the Nepalese
chronology appears to have stunned his family by the miracle of XlahipPna and the "Arrow-head" miracle of Kiila-cakra. Against such a reli-

gious background this confcssio fidei apears to show conclusively that the
peace of NibbHna by the Aryan Eight Paths based upon the Three Jewels
implied the destruction of something real in themselves. We have given
the reaction of the PiiSupat Yogins t o the record of the PiprahavH-Buddhist
vase-epitaph in Chapter 111, where they made a fresh attack on the weaknesses of human nature by the pursuit of the path of Yoga ( self-control)
to get rid of our guilty conscience. The Buddhist texts of Atanatiya and
hlahii-Samaya-Suttanta already take note of Virhpakkha. Then, too the
Y a k ~ a~ ~ k ~ a v a r d h is
a nthe
a god of the S%kyas. We have also seen how
the Yaksa cult of Hii-?a and Viriipakkha becomes absorbed in the cult of
PaSupati at this period in its scheme of the astropsychic cycle of Death.
There is no denying that ~ i i k ~ a m uhad
n i visualised the future for man,
but the contradictions of life demanded a more practical approach through
the path of perception rather than of renunciation. This Buddhistic confessio-fidei recognises the validity of the theory of Kila-cakra and tries to
find a reply to it by stating that, if the historical Buddhas had explained the
causes of the origin of the Universe, the Great Pilgrim ~ ~ k ~ a mhad
u nalso
i
explained the mystery of life and the astrosychic cycle of Death beyond the
pall of our mortal existence. I have examined all the different reading of
this confessio fidei in PHli as well as in Sam~krit,and the way in which the
different versions were being translated into the Chinese language, to see
how the Buddhist world had tried to explain themselves to the changing
doctrines of different schools of votaries from period t o pe~.iod.~l

The develo~mentof the p ~ u - I ~ ~ d o - A pgchic
ry~n
Goddess :

r ~ d t0f

the Great Mothr

We have already described with reference to the Vedas how the idea
of the Earth Goddess developed with the Indo-Aryans. But the pre-Aryan
and the non-Aryan Indus Valley Civilisation, as seen in the seals of Mohefij o d ~ r o( the city of the Dead ) showing the images of the Great Mother
Goddess or of the female deity from whose"1otus"a tree of life bursts forth,did not seem to have an idea of moral order based upon the Revelationary truth of the Three Vedas as the Indo-Aryans conceived it. Among
them we find a constant dread of the mystery of life and the inevitability
of Death in the cycle of our existence. Nature creates but she kills as well-

69
~f there is a life force represented by the phallus and the fcmale member,

there is also a death-force. We do not notice a moral order in the prcAryan concept of creation among the Dravidian, the XIundl and the
Mongolian tribes even to our own day. Apart from some of the earliest
symbols of the "Lidgum" and the "Yoni" obtaining in Nepal, the plaque
of Nandanagar in the district of Champiran represents the same idea during
the Mauryan period.
In the midland Vigwati valley of Nepal the Mother Goddesses represent a general pattern of hlotherhood according to the religious experiences of the worshippers in their "Agama7'(esoteric worship confined to the
initiates of a family vis-a-vis the Nigama meaning the sun-worship of the
Indo-Aryans ). Thus we can trace the whole gamut of the intricate development of the esoteric cult of Great-Afother-Goddess in all her different forms
and manifestations as Oemii, Urni, Xma, iijimg, Parvati, Himagiritanayi
Bhavani, Giriji, HB-sa, Tiiri, Sapta-kannagais ( the Seven virgins ) the
Astamitrikb ( the Eight Mother Goddesses), the Nava-DurgPs ( the Nine
Durgis ), the Kumiiri ( the virgin ) and Prajfiiipiramitis ( the perfections
of Wisdom usually as Dispassions ) in the scheme of the Life-forces represented by the Pranaba ( the first vowel & pronounced as Omn) . Then,
too, the Mother Goddesses are represented in skeletal forms, such as Kubjiki, Kaiikili and all the other blood-curdling goddesses as Death-forces.
Here these Death-forces are not just h f l r i in the sense of illusion or the
myth of appearance.

Thc itztercharge or the idea of tl,c Great Mother Goddesr asd the Alotber
Earth letweerr the nos-Atyans asd the At-yarjs :

If we read the famous hymn to Earth contained in the Atllarva-Veda
(XII, I),-a book, which is tainted by the ideas of the pre-Aryan world
as and when they came into contact with the non-Aryan people after their
conquest of India,-we notice that many ancient elements became intermingled with the idea associated with the Earth on which we live. We have
already referred to the assimilation of the funeral practices of the Gandaki
valley in the funeral mound of the Aryans in Nandanagar or in the district
of Champiitan close to the Gandaki
. . valley, where a gold leaf was found
stamped with the image of the Mother-Earth. To the non-Aryan world,

the earth was a vast stretch and the support of everything; and the spirit
of the Earth is invoked for granting success and prosperity, for giving food
and nourishment to men and plants and yielding treasures to men as vPSU.
mati. She is the milk-giving cow and a protector from rivals and enemies,
It is for this reason that the Podeys and Chamskhalakas have aversion to
the eating of the flesh of the cows while the Shiirkis of Aryan origin have
not the same complex as pointed out in Chapter I.
According to a famous hymn of the Rgveda ( A.V. XII, 1,34 ), the
Earth shelters the body of the departed with tenderness and affection. In
Atharva-Veda ( 111, 49 ) the dead man is thus advised :
" Approach thou this Mother-EarthThe wide-expanded Earth, the very propitiousThe Earth soft as wool to him who hath sacrificed gifts :
Let her protect thee on the forward road in front. "
We can, therefore, guess the ambiguity and the multivalance of the
primeval archetype; it shows a complexity of the Indo-Aryan myths concerning the Earth referred to above. The idea of order or moral order
embodied in the Indo-Aryan conception of the Earth, as opposed to chaos,
is the outcome of different spiritual and cultural environments from those
of the Kiriintas of the Indus valley. We can clearly see in it the notion
the Vedic " rta " ( Satya),-Truth as the Indo-Aryans understood it. On
the other hand, the intuitions, as expressed in the seals of Mohefijodiro
showing the Great Mother Goddess from whose body the tree of life bursts
forth-betrays an emotional complex as to the inexhaustible productiveness
of Nature, rather than the rational reactions of the Indo-Aryans to the change
from growth to decay. There is the inherent fear in both the Aryan and
non-Aryan man of the ever recurring cycle of life and death. But with the
introduction of the story of Virttpakkha and Ht-:a to the Indus Valley
cult of Paiupati and of the Great Mother Goddess of Fertility, we steadily
find the redemptive attributes through the path of Yogic perception. If
the Indo-Aryans sought to take comfort from the horror of death in the
cosy bosom of Mother Earth, the non-Aryan Himalayas sought to get rid
of the sin complex through the performance of Yajfias ( sacrifices ) and the
practice of Yoga ( self-control ) by man and wife under Nature's own
conditions,

The idea of Motherhood immanent in the pre-Aryan India is not a
protecting and human Motherhood as it is expressed in the Vedic hymns
quoted above. The Indo-Aryan image of the hlother Earth persists in
Gautama's attitude of touching the Earth (BhQmisparSamudrP) and calling
her to bear witness to his attainment of enlightenment, or of Siti's disappearance in the bosom of the hlother Earth in order to avoid the aspersion
of a washerman. On the other hand, the non-Aryan conception of hlotherhood in Moheiijodsro and in the Himllayas is a wild impusle,-a chaotic
blending of undefined emotions, hopes and fears, which, as Sakti and
Mlyi, is independent of the organic growth of history as much as to need
psychological solution. It is also interesting to note that the Greek tragedian Sophocles had the same revulsion at the idea of hlotherhood prevalent in the non-Aryan world as the authors of the Rimlyana and hiahibhiirata. But the Aryan language had become the greatest unifying factor
among the Aryan and the non-Aryan world. The multiplicity of names
given to the Himslayan deities or to the same type of deity, such as the Sun,
the moon, and the earth represent the diverse reactions of the pre-Aryan
and the Aryan mind and their attitude to their objects of worship. All of
such names are either imaginative and deocriptive of the primitive conceptions, which were moulded by the capacity of creating new terms, so peculiar to the Samskrit language of the Aryan people. The current use of those
terms has weakened, but not completely effaced the images, which the root
of the word evokes in us. As for examples, the hlother Earth is "Dharitri " ( the supporter ), Dhitri ( the nurse), Ksemi ( the patient forgiver ),
Medini ( the helper ), Bh6mi ( soil ), Gau ( the cow ), Vasumati or Vasundhari ( the holder or container of the mineral wealth ), Vistnpam ( the
inverted cups, because according to some old cosmogenic ideas the Heaven
and the Earth were imagined as two inverted cups one above the other,
which were later separated ). Finally, Pghvi or Urvi ( the wide one or
the broad one ) was considered to be a very wide expanse stretched out by
the Vedic god Indra, and into which, according to the RaghuvamSa of
poet Kilidiisa the solar dynasty of Northern India known in the south by
the dynastic name of the IkS&us ( ~ k k i k u ),
s had delved the ocean in their
search of the sacrificial horse hidden away by Kapilamuni ( the celebrated
author of the SPrpkhya system of philosophy ) in the subterranean world.

In the Vedas the Universe as space is divided into three parts, nanlely
the Earth, the Antariksa ( atmosphere or the intermediate space ) and the
sky. But each of these planes was again divided into three sections. Consequently, the earth, too, is triple; it is not separated from the sky, but it
forlns with this a unity through its quality o f " SAD Urvih" meaning the
six expansions consisting of three stratifications of the sky. As to its shape,
it is conceived of as round or square, surrounded by the Seven oceans of
the Vedic Cosmography. Judging from the images of hhther Earth representing a female with swollen breasts and marked sex on places famous
for Vedic revival, the heritage of pre-Aryan Himalayas was being adopted
in the Brahmanic world. The primitive tree, forest and river spirits of
" Anouta " ( the old name of the Himllayas ) have also a very long history.
Like the conception of the Mother Goddess or of the Mother Earth, the
multiplicity of the names of the deities abiding in the forest, under a widespreading Peepul tree, in and through the running brooks, over the mysterious rocks and waterfalls also represents the religious experiences of
the worshippers belonging to the ethnic groups who inhabit the many vales
of the Himalayas and the plains of India. In Nepal several tribal deities
represented by the stones and ring-stones at the foot of a holy tree and respected in the hollow of the tree's trunk is still known as the " A m i "
( Mother ) with no other specification.

The religious festival of Dasain :
The agricultural and the forest communities of Nepal have been celebrating since a very long time their festivals in autumn, when harvesting
is over and before the mists and chill of wintej: blasts the smile of summer.
This period known as the Dasain ( Dussera in India ) is a peculiar conjunction of the universal rhythm, when the prolific forces, exhausted by the season of mellow fruitfulness, will have to be recuperated and restored by
sacrifices, so that the soil may be sown with fresh seed in the coming spring.
The tribal rulers chose this particular time after the rains to go out on military campaigns, so that they may take prisoners of war to offer as sacrifices
in their " Purusamedha " in order to strengthen Earth's fecundity. After
the campaign the " Aml " ( the Mother ) is invited from her secluded home
in the Himalayan mountains to accept the worship offered through the leaves
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of nine ir~~portaat
trees n n d p l a ~ t s . And
~ ~ the marriage is celebrated symboli-

cally between the King,-who is believed to be the representative of God
on earth and the spirit o f " An1ii " during the festival of Phulpiiti ( flowers
and leaves ) staged with regal pomp in Kathmandu even to our own day.
Here we find a blending of the pre-Aryan and the Indo-Aryan concepts of
the Great Mother Goddess and of the Mother Earth in the common bond
of fertility.
The riverine, the agricultural and the forest communities, among
whom the concept of the Mother Goddess and the Earth Goddess developed, continued to center their religious rites on the sacrificial rituals intended to restore the fecundity of the soil. Bloody sacrifices became an
essential part 3f the Yajfias, which propitiated all the vegetation goddesses,
so that she may regenerate the seeds. This idea is associated with the third
KirZnta King Daksa ( Duskam o r Skandhara in some chronologies ) and
his daughter Sati, whose story is told in a book known as Svasthiini with
great gusto in the month of Aiigha ( January-February ) ambng the invisible nlen of the Himilayan Highlands in one form or another even to this
day. Daksa had many daughters and they were all given away in marriage
to the Himalayan gods. Sati-the eldest daughter had conceived a passion
for the Himslayan God Sankara, but her parents objected to the marriage.
So, Sati in desperation threw herself into the sacrificial h e . I n retaliation
Sankara chopped off the head of his father-in-law, and bore the body of his
dead lover on his shoulders till it decomposed and dropped out. Sati
was reborn as Umn to become the consort of ~ a n k a r aonce again thus showing that life needs to be fed by death and that death ensures rebirth.
The world of men would be overwhelmed by a11 escess of population
growth, were not death to restrain human and animal proliferation with his
timely intervention. The Indo-Aryans incorporated this truth in a story
of the Alahiibhirata ( VII, 54,48 ), in which it is told that the earth was oppressed by the multiplication of life, and death was created to relieve her.
She appeared in the form of a beautiful girl unwilling to accept the dreadful
job of killing the creatures whom she herself created. But unable to avoid
the will of the Omnipotent, the lovely maiden shed tears of despair which
turned into the pale forerunners of death in the form of diseases. The intuition of a pastoral and agricultural community, impressed by the alter10

,

nation of birth, growth and decay, can be explained by the terms a Samsirs " and " Rliiyii. " Both the terms mean that every visible object comes
into existence, survives for a while and disappears in one form to reappear
in another. It is as good as saying that matter is indestructible and that, if
we destroy it in one form, it will appear in another form. But judging from
ASoka's inscriptions under review, we find his weakness for the Vedic concept of "Svarga " ( Heaven ) and consequently the recurrence of life according to the law of " Karma. " We do not find here the understanding
of the Yogic practices of the PPSupat Yogins t o the effect that the best
approach to God and man was by improving our human nature and by
creating the most perfect behaviour in our Samsiira by self-discipline and
sacrifice here and now. This also shows that ASoka had not learnt how to
move into the higher plane than that of Heaven and Hell by the pursuit of
the Eight-fold Aryan path to attain the state of " Nibbiinapada " or
" Amrta " ( the adamantine state of perfect bliss and timelessness) here
and now. Evidently, his teacher Upa-gupta had not succeeded in ridding
ASoka of the notion of time on the Great Pilgrim's progress to attain human
and spiritual value.
We have already described how this was true-even in the case of all
the disciples of Gautama, who had uildrestood their Master imperfectly
and who presumed to preach, because they had not been at peace with their
own minds. With the Great Passing of Gautama, the astropsychic theory
of Death ( Kiila-cakra ) had been put up by the PaSupat Yogins vis-a-vis the
Aryan Eight-fold-paths as the right way to the state of" Aniidinidhana"
( state of petfect bliss and timelessness ) beyond the pale of Death. The
atmosphere was now far from easy. As in Tibet, where Buddhism
superseded Bon religion but could not cancel it, so also in the Jambudvipa
of ASoka, he had no option but to accept and preserve Indo-Aryan concept
of Heaven and Hell by adapting the lofty Eight-fold paths of ~iili~amuni
to the stunted religious stature of Piiialiputra according to the limitations
of his own time. At least, in one of his inscriptions, A4oka claims to have
falsified the Vegetation Goddesses and the local gods, but he does not claim
to have cancelled them. Like all the immature thinkers, who have taken
the ills of their own times as a test and their own prescription as a panacea
of universal application, the Himiilayan " religion of sensualist exuberance

and of the Lifigum " and " Yoni" appears to have disturbed the religious
thinkers alld moralists of the time of ASoka. Consciously or unconsciously,
the conflict between some of the loftiest ideals of " Dharma-cakra" and
" K~la-cakra" appears to be going full steam ahead inspite of the attempts
of the Buddhistic priests to gather Virepakkha at the feet of Sikyamuni
or of the Vedic BrPhmins to brand Virtpikgha as the King of the Demons.
The invisible revolutionaries of the Himilayas have preserved the spiritual
impulses and human emotions in their confessio fidei and their festivals,
which had their influences on the silent nature of the Universal men at different stages of mental development.
The pre-Aryan festival of Phulpiti with its emphasis on ploughing and
of regenerating the seeds and of cross-breeding appears to have had its
effect on the non-working Vedic and the Buddhistic priests. For, according
to the Satapathabrihmana( VII, 2,2,5 ) " It is for the seed that the womb
and the furrow is made. " The field in Nep3li language is " U e t a " a
neuter name meaning a field or a wife derived from the Samskritic word
" Kgetra ." The marriage then takes place between the Great blother
Goddess and the King, who brings her gifts from the battles in the shape
of sacrifices to become her husband as the representative of God on earth.
It is the King, who begins the ploughing with certain ceremonies, which
are similar to those of some of the ancient Chinese Emperors who lent their
hands to the field-works during the spring.
According to one of the earliest Buddhist " JPtakas " " the King celebrated the ploughing festival. On that day they adorn the town like a
Celestial abode.. ... ... On that occasion the King takes hold of a Golden
plough, the attendant ministers of a hundred and seven silver ploughs and
holding them they plough this way and that. The King goes up and
down. " We thus see that the dignity of labour in the fields was more
important than the acts of war or of asceticism. These little pastoral Kingdoms and communities do not seem to be contaminated by distinctions
of castes and slavery. The solar complex of the Aryan boast of heraldry
was slowly giving way to the golden origin of the races of the Gold Country.
But as each state was different from the other country, these ideas differed
from one principality to another according to the conditions of nature and
environment amid which the people lived over the Hiindayas.

. ...

If Buddhism and Brghmanism had to accon~modatemany of the preAryan customs, the purely nomadic and pastoral society and lack of agricultural lands in Tibet and Central Asia had also to accept the BonpoSa-bdags ( Masters of the Earth ), who are entirely different from the village
and town deities of Nepal except, of course, in those regions of Nepal where
the Bonpo con~munitiessurvive to our own day. These Sa-bdags, unlike
their Indo-Aryan couilterparts of the sky, abide under the g o u n d and seems
to be identified with the individual clan. The myths, mysteries and hard
realities of the pre-Aryan and the Indo-Aryan races have been the preoccupation of the Nepalese chronicles, the Brahmanic and the Buddhistic literature and epics, and as such they have been the deepest of puzzles for foreign
writers and a matter of astonishment for the entire world. The foreigners
must shed their illusion of " The Green Eyed God to the north of Kathmandu " in order to penetrate the secret springs of our ancestors' motives
and actions. And because Nepal has been able to preserve a complete record of the crippling, unacknowledged guilt of the invading races, it deserves a real hard study of the curse of the Iildus valley massacre, and the inner
conflict of the Aryan and the non-Aryan races. The obsession of the ancient
races in their combats, their crisis of conscience in victory and defeat, and
the attempt at justification of the racial crimes by the composition of literature loaded with the accounts of naked injustice, brutal sins in the name of
Truth and God and the sorrows of the down-trodden are the deepest of
secrets, which these village deities and Sa-bdags hold in their bosom.
To quote Professor G. Tucci, " Theoretically, each piece of land has
its own Sa-bdag, just as each spring, each river, each lake has its owl] Klu,
Nlga or a dragon; and as a matter of fact, the two notions-that of Klu,
Niga and that of a Sa-bdag-cannot be distinguished. The Klu have a
definite connection with water, but they can also be found under a dry land.
These Sa-bdags are ambiguous, indifferently good or bad; their attitude
toward man being adequate the behaviour of man himself. They are
quick to react to any offence made to them, it does not matter whether
consciously or unconsciously. They are not coilcerned with the will of
man, but with his actions : whatever might be injurious to them brings
about their vengeance, an imlnediate one. All sorts of diseases and
epidemics, which afflict man and cattle, depend upon their
The Bon

religion, therefore, developed, and Buddhism accepted, a large propitiating
liturgical praxix and literature, in which the Sa-bdag arc asked for forgiveness or placated. When one crosses a bridge, a river, a mountain pass,
a prayer is addressed to the Sa-bdag presiding over the place, and one should
aslr for his forgiveness; his domain, it does not matter whether small or
large, has been violated by man, and man must placate the hlasters of the
soil, with which they are identified. In the Tibetan society of nomads
and shepherds, gods are preeminently masculine; but, in India, the work
chiefly resting on women the goddesses take the upper hands of the gods :
they are Mothers. The conditions of life being different, the Tibbetans
and the aboriginal inhabitants of India reactcd in a diffcrcnt way to the relation felt to exist between man and soil. Then the Indo-Europeans carried
with them a new idea, morphologically different, be it Pfthvi, or Aditi,
the Mother who emanated all gods, being and things. . Later, in the course
of time, she became rationalised and became the embodinlent of Earthhood,
the witness of truth, unable, inspire of her boundless patience, to bear untruth by the breakers of RTA or DHARMA or in a word, evil, quite in
accordance with the prominence given by Indo-Europeans to the idea of
order conceived as truth. "
We have given adequate examples of how the Kirintas of the Indusvalley civilisation understood, the cult of the Great hfother Goddess and
of PaSupati and how the concept was developed with " Yoga " (self-control ) and the " Yajfias " ( sacrifices ) in the Vigwati valley. The invading
Indo-Aryans did bring their own concept of truth based upon their Vedas
and their Revelations of the Gods of the sky. But the Yogic practices and
the Lotus theory had worked a schism among the Indo-Aryans, so that the
historical Buddhas stood up to dispute the theories of their indo-Argan
forefathers. But inspite of the sublime teachings of ~ i k ~ a m u nthe
i , race
theories propagated by the Indo-Aryans produced VirOdhaka and ChandraGupta-Maurya to point out the weakness, the fear and the reality of miscegenation and the danger of sexual hysteria. And what these great men
seemed to hope was that, out of the non-Aryan and the Indo-Aryan heart
in conflict and out of their crisis of conscience could come a new concept
about human values, a new reverence for their country of origin and all
its people irrespective of caste, colour or creed and a voluntary recognition

by the individual Indo-Aryan of the spiritual development of the
nous non-Aryan inhabitants. The appearance of VirDpkkha along with
the Kings of the North, the East and the south to meet Siikyamuniin Kapilavastu proves conclusive^^ that the history was racial. Consequentlythe
absorption of the story of Ha-?a and VirBpiiksha in the cult of
is another proof of the fact that the advanced thinkers of the Gandaki
. . and
the V ~ g w a triver
i
valleys were seeking a psychological solution to the obsession of the Indo-Aryans. In the history of Virfidhaka, we can see the arrogance of the solar dynasty of the Indo-Aryans, who could summon the nonAryan girls to their beds, their obsession with purity of blood and their
branding of the offsprings as Vrsalas ( cross breeds ) so that the illegitimate
children had to deny their own birthright and never be able to say " My
Mother, My Mother " so dear to the children's hearts. This is the tragedy
of VirBdhaka,-the Crown Prince of KoSali who treasured human values
and commanded a naked will to flout the paranoiac fear of the Indo-Aryans
as to the mixing of bloods. Even the vengeance he wrecked upon the
Siikyas of Kapilavastu did not expunge this guilt of " identity crisis ";
and the expiation needed psychological approach to the problems of human
existence. This was provided by the legend of VirBpakkha. Against such
a background, let us turn to the commemorative inscriptions of Aioka
dedicated to the memory of Buddha Kanakamuni and Buddha Slkyamuni
in Niglihavl and Lumbini respectively to find out how they are fundamental
in helping us to understand the religious trend of thought in the Himglayan
Piedmont of the Gandaki river valleys during the age of ASoka.

The pillar inscriprion of Aioka in NigZihnvZ along the basi~zof Ga~&ki
river ill western Nepal :
We have adequately described in Chapter I1 how the early Buddhistic
trends of thought represented by the fifth historical Buddha ~anakamuni
and saint Kapilamuni of Kapilavastu departed totally from the Vedic Revelations and the Brzhmanic law of Karma. The NepZlese chronology and
the Indian opinion differ entirely on the life and work of Buddha Kanakamuni. According to the Nepiilese chronology, he was the fifth of the historical Buddhas, who occurred in Dviiparayhga. Then the chronology records cryptically and sarcastically that he came from the city of ~ o b h i i ~ a t i
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and visited the stripa of the first historical Buddha in Sarnyany and the
Agama, and ascended into Heaven, where he caused Indra-the KinR of
the vedic gods-to practise Dhamma and returned to his Vihira ( SobhitirPma ). The inscription of ASoka lies close to the village of NiglihavP in
the district of Bhairavi in Western Nepal. In the usage of India, Buddha
Kanakamuni is a Pratyeka-Buddha meaning a Buddha who attained
knowledge necessary to Nirvina, but did not preach it to men. In the
usage of Nepal Pratyeka-Buddha is a Buddha of self-perfection and this
category of nameless Buddhas are entirely different from the historical
Buddhas, who are variously known as the Tathigatas or hiinushi or
Sw;bhivika Buddhas with specific names. They are mortal Buddhas.
The fact that Buddha Kanakamuni preached the Buddhistic concept of
" Dharma " to the Vedic god Indra and further that he paid his obeisance
to the stDpa of the first historical Buddha Vipassi and the Agama ( esoteric
worship ) is a further confirmation of how the historical Buddhas were
looking down on the Vedic Nigama ( sun-worship or the worship of the
gods of the sky ). It was Buddha Vipassi, who cast the first seed of
Lotus on NPga-daha ( NPga-hrada ) that flowered into a lotus over the
hill of Go Srifiga ( Sarayangu ) hill. This legend of Buddha Kanakamuni
can be taken to mean that he made theLotus theory of the first historical
Buddha Vipassi his base for examining the cosmic theory as to the origin
of the universe rather than taking the Vedic Revelations for granted as
the quintessence of creations from the androgynous Brahmi.
As shown by the inscription of ASoka, he had information on the fourteenth year of his anointment that the stCpa of Buddha Kanakamuni was
a place of worship and it had become so old that he had to have it repaired
for the second time. The stCipa was so important that ASoka paid a visit
to it on the twentieth year of his anointment and erected a commemorative
pillar inscription. As a sacred place of Buddhistic worship, this stDpa of
Buddha Kanakamuni was visited by the celebrated Chinese pilgrim Hsiiantsang who also noticed the ASokan pillar with an inscription. The ASokan
inscriptions reads as follows :

1. ( A ) Devinampiyena Piy*adasina Lijina chodasavasibhisitena
Budhasa Konikamanasa thube dutijvam vadhite
2.

3. ( B )
4.

............ siibhisitena
............ piipite

cha atana iigicha mahiyite

The Oxford editors have translated the inscxiption as follows :
( A ) When King Devaniimpriya ( beloved of the gods ) Priyadariin ( fair-looking or friendly looking ) had been anointed
fourteen years, he enlarged the stlipa of Buddha Konigamana ( the fifth historical Buddha ) to the double of its original size.
( B ) And he had been anointed twenty years, he ( also ) came
himself and worshipped this spot and caused a stone pillar
to be set up.
The italics are mine. Air. V. A. Smith is in slight disagreement with
the Oxford translation. In his opinion " dutiyan~" means that ASolia,
six or seven years before the erection of the pillar, enlarged for the second
time, the stfipa of Buddha Kanakamuni implying that it was ASoka, who
also repaired it for the first time. The fact is that ASoka did not erect the
stfipa, but had what was already there, repaired for the second time. As
already stated the stfipa of Buddha Kanakamuni had grown so old by the
time ASoka knew about it that he had to have it repaired for the second
time. On the 20th year of his anointment, he came to worship at the place
and erected a commemorative pillar inscription. Judging from the dread
with which the epic of the Mahiibhiirata looked upon the " Edukas " ( st;pas ) it is inconceivable that the stfipas were the contributions of India to

hTepd.43
What is most significant is the fact that there is no mention of" Bali "
( sacrifices ) or the Aryan-Eight-fold-paths in connection with the sthpa
dedicated to the memory of Buddha Kanakamuni. This confirnls the fact
that Buddha Kanakamuni did not seem to be touched by the religious
feelings, which inspired the multifarious sects at his time. He had a scielltific
bent of mind, and as a scientist he considered that whatever happens in
this cosmic sphere is caused by the operation of a scientific law ( Dhamma ).
The Budhistic world had a good knowledge of the elements of nature
( Prakrti ). Like all cosmologists he tried to comprehend the shape and
destiny of the Universe according to the inherent law of nature defined br
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the word " Swabhgva. " Because the historical Buddhas believed in the
law of Nature, they are also known as the " Swiibhnvika " Buddhas.
Against the background of these cosmic theories of the historical
Buddhas, and particularly, Buddha Kanakamuni, Kapilamuni tried to compile a mathematical model of the Universe. In fact, the term Slmkhya
means mathematical calculation. Both these celebrated saints did not recognise the existence of the gods, the goblins and the ghosts. The followers
of the Swiibhiivika Buddhas representing the naturalistic schools came to
be known later as Niistikas (atheists), Chiiravgkas ( who believed that life
was an end in itself) and Lokzyata ( existentialists ). They became the
forerunners of scientific investigation. For them the earth was not a
Mother Goddess as the Vedic Brihmins believed, but she was composed
of the five elements known as Paficatatva, namely fire, water, wind, ether
and space. However defective their concept of the five elements, they were
bold enough to uphold the theory that the earth was formed by elements,
which were characterised by smells as their peculiar quality. This is where
they made a mistake, for smell can also be found in other substances. But
they reconciled their error by making the assumption that the smell in other
substailces were acquired by their contact with the Earth and did not therefore from part of their intrinsic quality.
These precursors of science do not seem to be aware that, side by side
with the fundamental quality of the smell ( gandha ), the earth possessed
other qualities of colour, taste, ~ o u n ddimen~ion~separateness,
,
conjunction,
disjunction, number, priority, posterity, weight, fluidity, velocity, elasticity
and weightlessness in her own orbit of the solar system, as the modern
scientist would understand it. According to them, the material elements
of the Earth were of two kinds namely, eternal in the form of the indestructible " Pudgala " ( atoms ) and non-eternal in the form of their products.
Each material element was a substratum of a corresponding organ, not in
its physiological entity, but as its superpysical background. In this system of equivalences, the earth is the substratum of the organ of smell.

It appears that ASoka's vision was coloured by the limitations of the
above said scientific thinkers. He does not seem to understand the concept of Dharma-cakra as the way to Nirvina or the theory of Kda-cakra,
11

which used Smell ( Gandha ) along with Sight ( RGpa) , Sound (Sabda ),
Taste ( Rasa ) and Tactile sensation ( Sparia ) to prove into the mystery
of Karnahrandhra and Brahmahrandhra ( the gap between the ears and the
brain ). Judging from his worship of Kanakamuni, ASoka's understanding
of the saint's theory was still useful for executing beneficent activities on
the basis of the half-digested scientific theories as follows :

" This man is composed of five elements;
And when he dies, earth returns to earth,
Water to water, fire to fire,
Wind to wind, and the senses go back to Ether. "
This was a popular theory i.n ASoka's Pitaliputra to the effect that,
when a man dies, his body dissolves into the five elements : it returns to
its constituents and each one of the five elements disappears into its cosmic
atomic equivalents. But the Earth and the Heaven are separate entities.
In fact, in his ninth rock edict of Mansheri ( Buhler, Ep. Ind 11, p. 458 )
ASoka follows the dictum of Dhemmapada ( v. 126 ) to the effect that
" Svarga and not NibbHna" was the goal of his Dharma.
Thus we see
that he did not understand the real implication of ~ i k ~ a m u n i Dharrna's
cakra calculated to improve the nature of man by the Eight fold Aryan paths
of plain living and high thinking. Against such a narrow religious background it is too much to expect from ASoka that he ever understood the
astropsychic theory of Kila-cakra, which tried to transform our earthly
space into a Heaven by improving our behaviour in and through the Yogic
practices of self-control.

The commemorative Pillar itucription of Aioka in the village of Luybini
in the Gagdakt region of Westem Nepal :
This most interesting inscription was discovered by Dr. Fuhrer as
early as 1894-95 and published by the eminent scholar Dr. Biihler (Ep,
Ind., V p. 1 A). This inscription reads :

( A ) Devina( pi ) yena Pipadasina Lijina lTisativasibhisitena Atana
(B)

(C)

igiicha mahiyite hida Budhe Jate Sikyamuni ti
Sili vigadabhi cha Kilapita sila-thabhe cha usapiipite hida
Bhagabam jite ti
Lummini-gime ubalike kate Athabhagiyecha.

The Oxford group of editors have cut the inscription into three parts
and accepted, subject to further rescnrches, the following rendering of the
above quoted inscriptior :
( A ) When King DevHnampriya Priyadariin had been amointed
twenty years, he came himself and worshipped ( at this spot ),
because the Buddha Sikyainuni was born here.
( B ) ( He ) both caused to be made a stone bearing a horse( ? )
and caused a stone pillar to be set up ( in order to show ) that
the Bhagabam ( the Blessed One) was born here.
( C ) ( He ) made the village of Lummini free of taxes, and paying
( only ) an eighth share of the produce.

Criticism :
Much confusioil has been created by the misinterpretation of the last
two lines (C) of the above quoted inscription bv the Oxford editors. Mr.
Perceval Landon has devoted his very first, rather discursive but unconvincing Chapter on " The Early Dawn " in his Nepal Volun~eI, and some unsupported chapters on the imaginary visit of ASoka to the midland valley
of Koli-grima ( Kathmandu) basing himself entirely on the two closing
lines of the above quoted inscription, as they have been rendered by the
Oxford Editors. Then, too, he has speculated without valid ground
for his conjecture as to the origin of the five sttpas of the city of
LaliVz1r.44
There would be no sense in supposing that ASoka made the village of
Lumbini free from taxes or religious cesses, and in the same breath compelled the villagers of Lumbini to pay an eighth share of their produce in the
way of collective fine for their pursuit of the astropsychic practices of Killcakra. I wonder how the evident contradictions of the two closing lines
escaped the notice of the Oxford editors. In the inscriptions and the usages
of Nepal, the word " Bali " is used in the sense of offerings or sacrifices
made in the " Yajiias " ( Sacrificial altars ) associated with " Yogic " practices. We have already explained how " Yoga ", " Yajfia " and " Bali "
are the contributions of the Indus-valley civilisation. From very early
times we find the word " Pota " for land revenue and the expression
"Ubalike, " therefore, is here used
" Kurd "for t a s e ~ . ~ 5The expression

Bali " ( Vedic sacrifices ) at the birth-place of ~ i i k y a n ~ ~ ~There
n i . is 110 political significance
here, but entirely religious. If the Prskrit expression " Ubalike Kate
were the synonym of the Sanskritic expression " Udbali ka k ~ t a h" in the
sense, as the Oxford Editors have accepted it, of making the villag of
Lumbini "free of taxes " the meaning cannot be reconciled to the expression
Atha bhiigiyecha " in the sense of " paying an eighth share of the produce.
H~~ could ASoka make the village " free from taxes " and also
make it "pay an eighth share of the produce ?" It is impossible to reconcile the contradiction.
O n the other hand, if we take the expression " Bali " ( sacrificial
offerings ) in the religious sense, the contraditions can be reconciled very
easily. What ASoka actually did was to persuade the villagers from offering
" Bali " ( Vedic sacrifices ) at the birthplace of Sjkyamuni and made the
villagers share his own conviction of the virtue of pursuing the Eightfold
path (namely, Ariya Attha Aiigiko muggo or in other words the Aryan
Eight fold path known as A ~ t i n g a) preached by the MahiShramana. What
is most significant is the fact that we do not find the same expression in
ASoka's pillar inscription dedicated to Buddha Kanakamuni in the adjacent
village of Niglihavq which only means that ilobody in Nepal felt any
objection to Kanakamuni's cosmic theory or to Kapilamuni's Siimkhya
system of philosophy. As already pointed out, the ~ i ~ r a h a v b ~ u d d h i s t vase-epitaph was the cause of the dissension between the theory of Dharmacakra and Kda-cakra. " Bali " or Vedic sacrifices as we have explained,
had become a part of the practice of "Yoga " ( self-control ) and " Yajiia "
( sacrifices ) advocated by the astropsychic theory of Death known as Kdacakra.
System of taxation of the Ma~ityas:

to show ASoka's revulsion with the performance of

"

G6

On the authority of the accounts of the Greek Ambassador, Megasthanes and Kautilya, the Mauryan state was entitled to receive one fourth
share of the produce and not one eighth share as indicated by the Oxford
Editors. According to Mr. Ghosal's Hindu Revenue system (p. 58 ) the
normal rate was half of the produce and the rates of interest were esorbitant
and varied with the castes of the people in Br~hmanicIndia.

l',$e
.yjteu/ of laad-tenlire ~ ) t dr~vetzf~e
in ancient Arepal :
The same was not true of Nepal. It is said that the Sikyas of Kapilavastu and the Kolis of RImaglma were on the verge of a battle on the question of distributing channel water in a fair way; and it was S%kyamuniwho
negotiated a peaceful settlement. Judging from the early inscriptions
of Nepal, the canal systems seem to be very well organised and the land was
divided into three categories namely-Awal ( First-class ), Dwayam
( second class ) and Sim (Third class ). The lands were measured and
taxed according to the productive capacity of the land. There is no record
in the inscriptions of Nepal to show that the principles and practices of land
tenure and taxes ever having conformed to the codes of Manu, which entitled the state to one sixth, one eighth or one twelveth of the share of the
produce. We find a terrific struggles in the Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal,
when the Brshmanic dictum of hfanu was being introduced during the
Licchavi period. .a6

Difference of opinion among the E.rropeon editors on the interpretation of t i e
A h k a n hscr$tion of Lripbilti :
The Oxford group of editors and hlr. Vincent Slnith had their difference on the interpretation of the ASokan inscription under review. Mr.
Smith interpreted the grant with which the inscription closes " free of
religious cesses and declared entitled to the eighth share ( of the produce
claimed by the Crown ). The Oxford editors agree with Thomas ( Journal
of the Asiatic Society, 1914, pp. 391 f. ) in believing that " Bhsgiya " must
mean " pay a share " and not, as Messrs Fleet and Smith thought, " entitled
to a share.
In conclusion, all the European critics are one in their inability to guess what ASoka himself intended and the Oxford Book satiricafly
remarks that, in the case of Lumbini, bureaucracy prevailed against chuity.
It is a sad commentary on the credulity and gullibility of human nature that
the misinterpretation of the two closing lines of the ASokan inscription of
Lulllbilli should totally obscure the deeply religious conflict implied and
make the symbols, chronoIogies, millelmias, inscriptions, basreliefs, sculpture and architecture obtaining in Nepal,-totally unintelligible to mankind.
There are other points of differences and they are firstly, that Mr. V. A.
Snit11 gives a slightly different trai~slatioilof the ASokan inscription, of
9,

which the improtant variation is to the effect that the expression " siliui.
pdabhi chii " indicates " A great railing of stone. " The excavation of
Lumbini has not revealed any railing of stone. O n the other hand, a very
ancient copper-vase, like the Piprahavi-Buddhist-vase, has been unearthed,
but most unfortunately, there were no letters on it. Evidently, there were
stiipas of Gautama's time of unknown saints, when ASoka visited Lumbini,
The Oxford interpretation admits that the translation of "bearing a horse"
still needs some definite proof that " Vigada " means a horse. Messrs
Carpentiar and Hultzsch have translated the sentence " siliividabhi cha "
as a " stone bearing a horse.
9,

The pillars of ASoka were crowlled by representations of the Elephant, the Lion, the Bull and the Horse on Persian or Greek models. From
the religious point of view, the Lion and the Bull are the Vihanas ( mounts )
of the Great Mothex Goddess and of PaSupati respectively so well represented in Mohefijodiro. Equally, the Elephant is a symbol of strength and
power. The horse is an Indo-Aryan animal and figures prominently in
the Vedic sacrifices of " ASvamedha." These animal-pillar-capitals of ASoka
have been widely commented by international scholars to need a detailed
s t ~ d y47.

The record of Baddhist chronicles 012 the visit of AiooRa

:

We have already quoted the chronicles of Nepal as to the visit of
Aioka to Nepal during the reign of the Iciriinti King Thunko. The Boddhist chronicle records the same visit as follows :

" Accompanied by old and venerable Upa Gupta (ASoka's preceptor )
who was thoroughly versed in the tradition of the faith, ASoka visited
Lumbini in great state. Four battalions of troops followed him, and the
perfumes, flowers and garlands were not forgotten. Arrived at the garden
( of Lumbini ), Upa Gupta extended his right hand and said to ASckl,
" Here, 0 Great King, the Venerable One ( ~ i k ~ a m u)nwas
i bo~-11,
" adding
" At this site excellent to behold, should the first lnonunlent be consecrated
in honour of the Buddha. " The King, after giving one hundred
thousand coins to the people of rhe country, raised a pillar and retired."
Both the Nepalese chronologies and the Buddhistic chronicles agree
that there was no imposition of taxes. A comparative study of thc Nepalese

chronicles, the Buddhistic records and the Brihmanic accounts of the
period reveal that while the Brihmins of Jambiidvipa make a vile use of the
title of DevPnimpiva ( beloved of the gods ) as being tantamount to that
of a fool and villify ASoka the Great, the Nepalese and the Buddhistic
records are true to the kindred spirit of Heaven and Home.

The accou~ztrof ATeJulere chronicler after Kitg Thniko ( Stht-4% ) :
After having described all that had happened in connection with
the visit of ASoka during the reign of the Kiriinti King Sthufiko, the Nepalese chronicle proceeds to say that King ThuAko's son and successor was
Gighri. Then the names of the following K i r k t i Kings are mentioned
namely, NiinC, Lck, Thor, Thoko, Burma, Gujii, Pushka, KeSu, Sugi,
Sansa, Gunan and Khimbu. These Kiranti kings lived in an inaccessible
Durbar, built in the jungles of Gokarna. The Nepalese chronology, then,
quaintly remarks that these KirPntis began.to kill the jackals which infested
the place, and these animals took refuge in Gtqtes'vara on the banks of the
river Viigwati; they raised a small mound, which was called Jambuka
Dobhaiti or the hillock of the Jackals. The Kirnnti King Patuka (Patika )
is believed to be the son of King Khimbu. It was during his reign that
the Somavarn4is ( t h e descendents of the SakPl? Haumavarg* of the
Akhaemenian inscriptions ) appear to have attacked the Kirinti Rijis from
the West. As a result of this attack, King Patuka appears to have left his
fortress of Gokarna and fortified himself at a distance of four Kos ( about
15 miles to the south ), across the Sankhamcla.

King Gasti-the son and successor of Patuka, was very hard pressed
by the ~omavam4iSakas and fled from his new Durbar. Then, the Somavamii Sakas subdued the KirPntas. Before we take up the history of these
as a political power in the next chapter, it is well for us to examine
the religious development from the point of view of Nepalese chronologyThese were the same gold race (Suvarnagotra)
peoples who introduced the
.
collcept of Eras in lieu of dynastic rules and consummated the negative
aspects of Nirvina Era by the positive introduction of K i l a - a k a and
Bhairavi-cakra in historical sequences. In fact, the Saka Era founded in
78 A.D. was the contribution of these Somaramsi Sakas and Kushinas.
It is remarkable, however, that the Bfihmanic influence seems to be growC

ing with them, so that the chronological tradition of the Dharma-cakra
( 505 B.C. ) and the consequent NirvPna Era and the implication of the
Kiila-cakra-Era ( 480 B.C. ) seem to be getting mixed up with the fantastic
concept of Kali-Yfiga( 3102 B.C. ) in the name of Yudhi~thiraEra. Nevertheless the millennias of 78 A. D., 467 A. D., 576 A. D. and of the 879
A.D. have survived the Brlhmanic impact to emerge as authentic factors
in the inscriptions of Nepal. Professor L. Petech is of the opinion that
the Nanda, Maurya Yudhi~thiraand ~ u d r a k aeras do not seem to have
exi~ted.4~
With the conflicting interests of the three principal religious adherants,
we do find a great deal of garbling during the dynastic period of each and
every king. Though their reigns may have been brief or long, yet with the
thread of chronology our mind can stretch out to the unlimited life of the
past. We can think of the great men who have made history. Still more
striking is the fact that the Himslayan peoples have been aware that the
Great Mother Goddess and PaSupati live with them. ~ o h e i i j o d s r obrought
happiness and also death and destruction. For ages different peoples
under special circumstances have ruled the weaker among them and some
of them have done a lot of good and others have done a lot of evil. Had
there been no Mohefijodsro ( the city of the Dead ), there would have been
no Mother Goddess and no PaSupati to be our Saviour. As the locomotive
needs a motor to move it, so the Great Mother Goddess and PaSupati have
been the motive of the actions of all the Himslayan tribes. The Sakas lnay
have defeated the Kiriintas, but PaSupati appears to have become the bond
of friendship between them. Although this event is espressed in a Kaligats Era, I am sure the Era referred to is the $aka Era of 78 A.D. Let us
for a while pursue our chrollology to see how that happened.
'The first king of this lunar dynasty of the h k a s was Nimisa. Although we find a lot of garbling by interested sectarian scribes yet it was
during the reign of his great grandson PaSupreksa Deva that the temple
of PaSupati, which had been dilapidated, had been rebuilt. No iiilportallt
event has been attributed to the reigns of Nimisa's son RIitiiksa and his
grandson Kska Varmma. Historically, the name Nimisa bears very close
~esemblanceto the mysterious name of the aka king Bessus who opposed
Alexander the Great in the lattcr7s campaign of Bactria.

King Bhiskara Varmma-the son of l'aiuprekga Deva appears to
have gone out at the head of a vast army to the four quarters of the globe
and conquered the countries as far as the ocean. By the assistance of
paSupati Mantras ( spells ) he subdued many countries, and brought back
gold, which he dedicated to PaSupati. He also caused PaSupati to
be bathed with water containing gold, which ran down to the Vigwati.
He is said to have enlarged into a town the village of Deva Pattana which
was founded by the Sbkya Deva Pbla. This town he named Suvarnapuri
( the golden town ). He entrusted the daily worship, and the ceremonies
accompanying it to married Aciryas ( Deqree holders ) of the Buddhist
fait'h.
The rules and ceremonies to be observed he caused to be engraved on
a copper-plate which he lodged with the monks (Bhiksus ) of Chbrumati
Vihira. He dedicated Suvarnapuri ( Deo Patan ) to PaSupati and prayed
to PaSupati that he might have no children. He, therefore, appointed as
his successor one BhOmi Varmma, a Ksatriya of the solar dynasty of Gautama
Gotra, who had been one of the followers of the Sikya Simha Buddha of
Kapilavastu, and had remained in Nepal after his departure. Shortly after
this Bhiskara Varmma died.
It is remarkable how, by a few deft strokes of their pens, the Nepalese
chronologists make the invading lunar dynasty of the h k a s accept the indigenous cult of PaSupati within a matter of four generations, how they
describe the vast conquests of the rising power of the Sakas under the inspiration of the cult of PaSupati, how they bind the Lunar Dynasty of the
Sakas in bonds of dynastic tradition with the solar dynasty of the Sikyas of
Kapilavastu and how they preserve the Saivite and the Buddhistic religious
tradition of Nepal.
With these achievements to their credit, the Nepalese chronologists
proceed with some of the names of their national heroes namely B h h i
Varmma, Chandra Varmma, Barkha Varrnma, Sarva TTarmma, J yesrha
Varmma, Hari Varmma, Kuvera Varrntna, Siddhi Varmma and Haridatta
Varmma. As their names indicate, it was during the reign of these Kings
that the cult of Vishnu and of BhPgavata-dharma appears to be established
on the broad and ancient Lases of the four Dikpilas (rulers of the four
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cardinal compass corners ) namely, Dola-Sikhara Svlmin (Vulgo-changu
Niriyaqa ), Sikhin NPriyana, Ichangu NPrPyana, Bisafikhu NPrPyanaand
Ananta JalaSay ana Niiriiyana.
The chronology proceeds to menti011 Basudatta Varmma, Pati
Varmma, ~ i v a - v T dhid Varmma, Vasanta Varmma, Siva Varmma, and Rudrl
Deva Varmma, whose names reveal that Saivism and Brahmanism were
having consubstantiation at the expense of Buddhism. The VaiSnavite
monuments attributed to the reign of these lines of kings, still extant, are
standing examples of the growing influence of Vedic Brthmanism. We
can read the perturbation of the Bud.dhist scribes and the importation of
the Buddhist preachers, till King V c ~ aDeva Varmma seems to be reconverted to the path of the Saugatas. At this stage we see the attempt of
the Brihmanic scribes to take him to hell according to the story of Kiranda
Vyiiha and bring Vrsa Deva back to life in order to prove the authenticity
of the Brahmanic concept of Heaven and Hell. We can read the heat
and bustle of the period in the reign of King Shaiikara Deva and Dharmma
Deva till the latter died in his battle for " Dharmma, 3 s
The inscriptiom of King Alas Deva I.
King hIBna Deva was the son of King Dharmma Deva through his
queen Riijyavati. Though the Brahmanic chronologies neglect his achievements, his inscriptions have survived to give us the dimension in depth of
his concept of Bhairavi-cakra and of the Miina Deva Era. We now take
one of the illscriptions of King hliina Deva I to show how he reacted to
Vedic Brahmanism and Buddhism in his new scheme of Bhairavi-cakra,
which he started in Sarpvat 389 of the aka Era corresponding to 467 A.D.
A cottzf'nrafive st~cnj,of the Aiokas irzscription of L u t birti
~ and the &scriptior
of K i q hlitzn Devn I i t 2 Trigarig~t o the sozrth-east of the tenzple of Paizgati :
The inscription reads :
Samvat 300 80 9 :

1. Matul~Shri RBj yavatyi llitak~tamanasal! sarvvadg punyav~ddhyai Rij i Shri AIinadevah
Subhavimalamatil~
p~tradiinimbuvlrsi(1)
VaiSiikhaSukla diva 2.
&mivat
karayitva bhavanam iha Subhaln
sthapayimisa samyak Visnum VikrintamBrtti@ suramunimahitarp sarvvalokai kanitl~am(/I)

;ii

1

d'.

King MHm Deva's d a d baarelief of Vhonst (the fifth inaunation
(dulenue
of Vishpu as-9 Midget ixP t h e e We& Steps) in Tgi
ofthree rmets to,
~ou*-eaat Qb 91G &ermp1~
gb M
.

T~ render the above inscrition into English :
Sapvat 389 (467 A.D.) 1. For the perpetual increase of the ( spiritual )
merits of mother Shri Rijyavati, King Shri
M h a Devah of pure and progressive conscience and donor of gifts to the deserving like
water.
2. Has caused to be built this beautiful ( archiThe month of
tectural ) structure of good auspicion and has
Vaiiikha ( April-May )
Bright fortnight 2 :
equally set up this basrelief of Visnu in the
dreadful pose( of taking the Three Vedic steps )
worshipped by the gods and saints ( as ) the
sole Master of the Lokas ( the three Lokas
namely, the Heaven, the Earth and the Netherworld of Hell ).
Location :
This interesting inscription forms part of a basrelief of the fifth incarnation of Visnu Vikrintamlirtti as a TTimana, at the confluence of a
small rivulet flowing in through the Gauchar airport and the river VPgwati
known locally as the Tri-gang5 ( Tri-junction ) about one furlong to the
south-east of the temple of PaSupati. This inscription is identical with
that of Liijanpit ( Levi's Le Nepal Vol. I11 Inscription No. 2 ) which is
presently preserved in the new building of the National Archives. This
particular basrelief still lies in a very bad state of preservation in the midst
of a field equidistant between the Podey-Tola and Rijeivari-Ghiita and is
served by a small pool of water known as Viimana-Kunda, where the Nepalese peoples flock for their ablutions on what is known locally as Vimana
Dvldaii (second day of the lunation as indicated in the inscription) of the
bright half of the month of Bhidra ( August-September ) two days in advance of Ananta-chaturdaji specially dedicated to the worship of this particular incarnation of Visnu
. . in the pose of taking the Universe in three inconlprehensible strides. The relief represented, as is shown by the attestation, is the image of Visnu in his frightful aspect of the Rgvedic Three
Steps, who is being worshipped by the gods and the saints, as the sole Lord
of the Brihmailic three worlds nalllely Heaven, Earth and the Nether

world of darkness or Hell. This image of Visnu, who is crowned by a
mitre, has eight arms, one of which holds the SudarSana-cakra (in lieu of
Dharma-cakra ), another holds the bludgeon, yet another a fly-whisk and
other implements of war, while one hand rests on his thigh gripping the
Jewel sent up to his hand by his consort Laksmi through the stem of a Lotus
in order to augment his power. O n the whole, the eight arms of Visnu,
represented by this image in semi-profile, express violent movement and
striking power, as it suits a god who tries to cover the three worlds in
two steps with the Third Incomprehensible step stretched up to no body
knows, where ? This is the fZth incarnation of Visnu in succession of the
Matsya ( the Fish ), of the Kacchapa ( the tortoise ), of the Viiriiha ( the
man-boar ), and of the Narasimha (Man-Lion), who are very well represented in the Saka and the Licchavi sculptures of Nepal.4s In strict accordance with the convention of early Nepalese art, the tree of life sprouts from
the body of the Mother Goddess lying at the foot of Visnu on the left,
along with a figure who holds the Lord's feetto drag Him downtothe
Nether-World after the Second Step. The Garuda is seen to trail behind
L a k ~ m iin a state of trepidation with folded palms. The right foot of
V i ~ n uis directed upwards kicking a grisly leonine face in the sky, who is
seen to gape and yawn at the impact. There are two big holes beside the
two years of V i ~ n uto show that the image is based on the Rgvedic
Revelation of Kari~ahrandhraand not definitely on the Yogic path of
Perception represented by Brarnahrannhn~.5~ The image wears ear-pendants, necklets and armlets along with a Yajiiopavita ( sacred thread ) to
show Brahmanic influence.

The Legend

:

To explain the allegory of this basrelief, we can read the prologue
of the miracle in the right angle, where we see King Bnli ( vis-a-vis the expression Ubalika contained the ASokan inscription ) pours out the libation
from his jug to consecrate the gift of the threc steps of land on the hands
of the dwarfish Vamana, who has asked it from King Bali to the latter's
amusement. Behind the King we see his wife and two servants, one of
whom leads a horse while the other ducks down
to defend the horse
( on the horse Baliiha read Divy5vadiina p. 120 8;Alnhiivastu I11 73 vis-a-vis

the " sill-vigada " or the statue of horse put up by ASoka on his pillar
inscription of Lumbini ) at the sudden miracle. The manuscript of i(irandav$ha deals extensively with the question of the horse " Baliha '' with
a veiled reference to the Brihmanic sacrifice of " ASvamedha " or horse
sacrifice. This subject has attracted the attention of eminent western research workers namely, Golubew ( De cheval Ballha, BEFEO, 1927, p.
223 8.) and Finot in his Etudes Asia antique ( 1. p. 229 ). Abo\re this interesting horse we find a somersaulted person, whose attitude is expressive
of his downfall from the high-kicking miracle of Visnu.
..
All in
we
can clearly read the allusion in this basrelief to the effect that King Bali,
who visited the village of Lumbini to make it " Ubalika " ( free from saaifice ) and set up the equestrian statue in commemoration of " Dhamma
vijaya " ( victory of the Eight spoked wheel of Law ) was overthrown
from power and himself made into a Bali ( sacrifice ) by the trick of the Vedic
God Visnu whoapproached the powerful King under the disguise of the
dwarfish Vimana.51 But the story does not end there.
This basrelief is equally a scathing criticism of the dictum of Rgveda
( 1. 155. 5 ), which upheld the theory that Visnu covers the Three worlds
in two strides and the third step is unfathomable. Here the Leonine figure
is a limiting factor to Visnu's Third Step, because the world of King h f k a
Deva seems to be aware of the vastness of space and asterisms so that the
cosmos was far too wide and mysterious to be covered by the Three vedic
steps of the Almighty Visnu. So King Bali seems to regain his composure
from the somersault to hold the foot of revolutionary Visnu and to force
him to descend down to the Hades to live together with him (King Bali).
This basrelief, therefore, holds the most tremendous secret of the history
of Nepal, inasrnu;has it attacks both the Rgvedic Revelations of Vis~u's
Three Steps and the Hinayhist concept of the Buddhistic Three Jewels.
It is a signpost to heed and warning to guide us to the new concept of
Bhairavi-cakra.
As the'letters "L" and "R" are interchangeable in the Priikrt and the
Sanskrit languages, the similarity of expressions in the taroinscriptions under
review namely " RljP " fox " L?ijina, '' " K ~ ~ ~ ~ i t"- ifor
t r P" Klllpita, "
" Muni " for " Muni and " Mahitam " for " hIahiyite "-is SO striking
as to lead as to believe that King hlina Deva I had the ASokan inscription

of Lu~libiniin view, when he undertook to parody the Rgvedic Revelation of T7i:n11 against the background of the astropsychic theory of l<ilacakra. Inspite of his physical beauty, Mana Deva does not consider himself requited unless he has a clear conscience and he is ready to pay only
those who deserve it. This means clearly that it is not the Brahmanic
sacred thread nor the Buddhistic saffron robe but their example as good
men of clean conscience that would command his respect. This precisely
is h4Zna Deva's definition of a " Piitra. " Bea17s Buddhist record of the
Western world (1 884, Vol 11, p. 24) contains the account of Hsiian-tsang,
who visited Lumbini eight hundred years after the visit of ASoka to the
same haloed spot as follows :

" By the side of the stiipa ( of Lumbini ) is a great stone pillar; on the
top of it is the figure of a horse, whi;h was built by the ASokan Rijih.
Afterwards by the contrivance of a dragon, it was broken off in the middle
and fell to the ground. But Hsiian-tsang ignores the contents of the
ASokan pillar inscription for the simple reason that, eight hundred years
after the execution of the script, no body in India could read them. But
Nepal had preserved the legend of King Bali and the surreptitious Vamatla,
who outwitted him, in the voluminous manuscripts of KiirgndavyGha and
we find the influence of this celebrated work on the basrelief of Icing
Deva. The tell-tale horse " BalPha " gives as much a clue to the missing
horse of the capital of the ASokan pillar as to vainglorious sacrificial performance of ASvamedha by the victorious Indo-Aryans. y )

The millenm'a of the tran~itionto 3hairavi-cakra :
A clear and precise date emerges on the frontons of the Nepalese
inscription of King Maria Deva I on the wake of the PaSupati Bhatfiraka
Era known as Krtayliga started by Icaniska in 78 A. D. after their official
acceptance of the cult of PaSupati in the scheme of Siva Ravi locana or
Vairo cana ( ~ i v and
a Buddha ). So, the Saka Era of 78 A. D., the
Deva Era of 467 A.D., the AtpSuvarrnHn Era of 576 A. D. and the Nepali
Era of 879 A D . are the continuation of the same Era under progre~si\~e
religious circunlstances. Before the appearance of the gifted tribes of the
Suvar!lagotra
over the Himalayan horizon as defacto rulers, there
was no concept of Eras and the passage of time was recorded in dynastic

periods. But the turning of Eight spoked Wheel of 1 . a ~by Sdkgamuni
roughly in 505 B.C. and the record ofthe P i p r a h a v P - U ~ d d h i ~ t - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
&er the Great Passing started the major search for human values and the
millennias were recorded by the Siikyas and the Sakas in specific historical
periods ;and this is of tremendous significance. The evidences of the Saka
~ ~ ~ l p t u r ecoins
s,
and Nepalese chronologies are fundamental in
assessing the rise of the Sakas as factors in the political horizon of
the Himslayas.
The historical perspective gets clear, when we look into the political
pictue of Northern India under the rule of Pushya hlitra,-the commanderjn-&ief of the last of the Mauryas, ( about circa 184 B.C. to 148 B.C. ) who
overthrew his liberal Master in favour of a Briihmanic revival. The fizst
action of P u ~ h y aMitra of the Sufiga dynasty was the founding of
the capital of Siketa in the Kingdom of AyodhyP in lieu of the hlauryan
capital of Piialiputra. What political relation the dynasty of PushYaXfitra
bore to the Greek King Milinda ( Menander 130 B.C.-I 10 B.C. ) and how
he reacted to the steady rise of the political power of the most interesting
tribes of the Sakas, who founded the Eras seen on the fronton of the Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal, would form part of the following Chapter 1'1.
For one thing, P u ~ h y Mitra
a
encouraged his poet laureate Viilnliki to write
the present edition of the epic of RPmiiyana, which had a tremendous influence in the then known world. We find the growing influence of the epic
of Rimiiyana on Nepal. This was a great contribution in the field of culture.
But with the usual Brihmanic ingenuity, the Kaujikans with their
own interest in view, tried to undo the good works of the Sakas by introducing false eras, foundationless dynastic histories and caste systems, so that
the vision of the nationalist India that the hlauryan Emperors had set up
was defeated. However, much the Brahmanic revivalists eulogised their
Sufiga Masters, the Empire of the hlauryas disappeared and the extent of
Pushya Mitra's kingdom did not extendbepond his immediate neighbourhood. The whole of the Punjab went under the direct rule of the IndoGreek King hlilinda ( Menander ). On the authority of PPtanjali ( one
of the priests of P u ~ h ~ a r n icourt
t ~ ~ who
' ~ had accepted the Yoga system of
the Piiiupat Yogins ),-the Greek King went so far as to invade Siiketa-

the new capital of the Sufigas. For a conlparison with the Mauryan E ~ pire, ASlIkaysinscription of Shiib2~-garhilocated in I'cshawar in Prihrt
language and Kharosthi script ( Biihler, Ep. Ind., 11, p. 246f ) on the eighth
yeat. of his anointment ( c 262 B.C. ),-claims
only one victory over the
Kingdom of Kiilifiga comprised within the present districts of Purl and
Ganjam. Among the Pratyantas ( Kingdoms or States on the frontier of
the Mauryan Empire ) are mentioned AparPnta comprised by Nonhern
Konkan, the so far unidentified tribes of the Niibhaka and NPbhapamtiof
the Himiilayas, the Yavanas, Kambocha, the inhabitants of G a n d h ~ rthe
~,
Choliis and the Piindyas. Among the foseign kings outsidethe bounds of
the JambGdvipa are mentioned Antiokhos I1 Theos of Syria and Western
Asia (261-246 B.C.) and four kings beyond his border namely Magas of
Kyrene in North Africa ( C. 282-258 B.C. ), Ptolemy I1 Philadelphos of
Egypt ( 285-247 B.C. ), Antigonas Gonatas of Macedonia ( 277-239 B.C. )
and Alexander either of Epirus ( 272-255 B.C. ) or Alexander of Korinth
( 252-244 B.C. ).
But the wodd has not forgotten the beneficent w o ~ k sof ASoka. He
stands as a solitary military monarch in the history of mankind, who took
to the Eight-fold-path of the victory of " Dhamma " after the sickening
carnage of his war with Kiilifiga. H e was disgusted by
he saw of
the cruelties and horrors of war and devoted himself to the attainment of
" Svarga" (Heaven) by right aspiration, right effort and right livelihood.
He organised a big campaign for the digging of wells and the planting
of trees by the road-sides of sultry northern India for givingshades to
the weary travellers from far and near. H e founded hospices, hospitals
and herbal gardens for the growing of medicinal herbs and endowcd
scientific research in the field of medicine. He shunned religious
fanaticism and devoted himself to social welfare by creating a
Ministry for the care of the aboriginals and the down-trodden pew
ples under the inspiration of the historical Buddhas. He made provision
for the education of women and his people along scientific lines, so that
they may have a common outlookoll life. He appointed competent
officers to supervise all charitable activities. He reorganised the B L ~ dthist order, so that the monks may spread the teachings of Sikgammi
beyond the bounds of his Empire.

joins the late Mr. M.G.Wells in paying tribute to this c d The
nent Emperor as follows :
a For eight and twenty years ASoka worked sanely for the real needs
of men. Amidst the tens of thousands of nanlcs of monarchs that crowd
the columns of history, Their Majesties, and Graciousncsses and Serenities
and Royal Highnesses and the like, the name of ASoka shines, and shines
alone, a star. From the Volga to Japan his name is still holloured. China,
Tibet and even India, though it has left his doctrine, preserve the tradition
of his greatness. More living men cherish his memory today than hare
ever heard the name of Constan tine and Charlemagne."

The rise of the $aka peoples in the political horixor, of Asia and fheh conbd~
with the Indo-European, t h e Tibeto-13lrmese and the Chinese jeojles.62

The religiol~sdilemma of ASoka :
We have pointed out in Chapter V how ASoka's concept o f ' Dhamma"
( Law ) as expressed through his edicts in India proper contains hardly
any theology or philosophy. But if the import of ASoka's commemorative
inscriptions in Niglihavii and Lumbini in the kingdom of Nepal is religious
that of the recently discovered bilingual inscription in Kandihir
seems to be political. For, ASoka lays emphasis on the Aryan Eight-foldPaths in the inscription of Lumbini in order to ban Vedic sacrifices and the
practice of " Yoga " ( self-discipline ) to the neglect of the " Yogklra "
doctrine of Upili and the earliest Buddhistic literature of " Khandhaka"
and of the Haimavata ( Himilayan ) school, all of which seem to have come
into existence more than one century before his accession to power. Similarly the peculiarity of the ASokan inscription of Kandihiir in Afghanistan
is that, after 10 years of his practices of justice (Dhamma) he is imbued with
the idea of ridding the Greek-Speakingpeoples of their mental complexities
so much so that the Greek version precedes the usual Aramaic versio~i.~~
O n the other hand, judging from ASoka's advocacy of " Porana Pakiti "
( the ancient laws of nature ) in his Brahmagiri Edict, he does not appear
to be a theologian or a philosopher but a scientist on the line of Buddha's
Kakusandha, Kanakamuni, Kijyapa or Kapilamuni. We also find many
non-Gautamic and anti-Vinaya elements of the pre-canonical period in the
concept of " Dhamma " broadcast by ASoka, to which Professor Schayer's
" New contributions to the problems of pre-Hinayhist Buddhism " bears
eloquent testimony. Except for the solitary mention of the Aryan-Eightfold-paths in the inscription of Lumbini, we do not find in ASokan inscriptions the mention of the deeper tenets of Buddhism in the shape of four
noble truths, the chain of causation and the idea of '< Nibbgna " in the sense
of emancipation. ASokaysbelief in the gods of Heaven and in the existence

ofsoul are logically and metaphysically inconsistent with a faith which denies
the existence of " Atman " ( soul ).
In previous chapters we have adequately discussed the Saivite legend
of VirQpakkha ( Vitbpiksha ) and Hfi-sa in the spiritual scheme of the
astro-psychictheory of Death known as '' Kbla-cakra " even during the lifetime of Sikvamuni as the psychological factor in cultivating and regulating HUMAN WILL in order to get rid of our " Atta " in the sense of Ego
and of the original sin complex in the frail nature of man. There is nb
mention in the whole gamut of ASokan inscriptions of the Piprahav5~~ddhist-vase-epitaph
or of the religious dissensions of Upbli based upon
the Yogicira doctrine of Haimavata ( the Himglayan ) School. According
to Frauwallner the reason for the non-inclusion of the Haimavata schooi
in the very first Buddhist Council of Rbjagrha held under the leadership
of AlahiikiSyapa is the fact that it went its own way in the dogmatic field
and accepted, alone among the Sthaviras ( the elders ), the five theres which
caused the split of the hlahiisimghika from the Sthavira. This is the
KiSyapiya group whichwas not handed down; and we do not find the Vinaya
( monastic rule of discipline ) of Ka'gaPPa in the Chinese translation. But
again a very ancient much quoted tradition enumerates five Vinaya Schools
namely Mahisimghika, Sarviistivbdin, Ki3ppa, Dharmaguptaka and
AlahiSisaka. The author establishes as to the Vedic sources for the earliest
Vinaya Schools to the neglect of the Yoga School which however, appears
to have caused the schism. The archaeological remains of the earliest
Saivite symbols and relics among several villages in the vicinity of Niglihavi and Lumbinl and the worship of Yaksa Sakyavardhana as ISvaradeva
by the Sikyas of Kapilavastu are standing examples to testify to the fact that
the psychological cult of sensory perception and the legend of Virtpakkha
and the Great Mother Goddess of Fertility were there before the Vedic
impact of the Indo-Aryan invaders. We cannot deny the influence of the
Asura ( Assyrian ) prince Pahirido on the Asurasttra attributed to Sikyamuni. The trend of the heretical opinions invariably concerns the hindering element of ses in the scheme of Pritimokpa after the NirvQa and the
Piprahavi-Buddhist-vase-epitaph; and the protagonists of the different
schools of Vinaya manipulate Sikyamuni7sdiscourses or quote his 'pupils
or his next of kin to their own advantage.6' On the basis of the scientific

works of the French Savant Sylvain Levi and his Scllool, E. Frauwallner
deserves to be congratulated for the most efficient treatise on " Thc earliest
Vinaya and the beginnings ofthe Buddhist literature " and he has quoted
all available authorities and has rendered this work invaluable by giving
the Chinese translations of the Priikrt, Samskrt and Plli originals though
he does not seem to have studied the contents of the Source materials. Then,
too, he has indicated how the human problen~safter the Great Passing had
taused dissensions among S ~ k ~ a m u n ifollowers
's
and how there were revolutionary developments under the leadership of UpHli. The author has
established with a fair degree of certaintythat theKhandhaka texts belonged
to the first half of the fourth century B.C. about 100 or 110 years after the
Njrvi?m E r d 5 But due to religious dissensions and dogmatism among
the various Brahmanic and the Buddhistic schools of India, there is so very
little mention of the Haimavata School that we have to go to the early Saivite sources of Nepal or to the Chinese sources of " P'i-ni-mu ching " for
the salvaging of the basic concepts. Much has been written about the
Second-Buddhist-Council-of-VaiSili which appears to have been organised
between 100 and 110 years after the Nirvina and the ~iprahavi-Buddhist
vase-epitaph. " With the aim of bestowing the greatest possible authority
upon the elders ( patriarchs ) of the Council," proceeds Frauwallner
in several versions all sorts of monks ( namely Sabbakiimi, Sambhiito
Siinaviisi and Revato ) are made-into pupils of Ananda, of Aniruddha and
of Upiili who were the contemporaries and the pupils of S ~ k ~ a m u n iThen
.
we are told that at that time there lived in VaiSiili an old monk, the oldest
of the whole community, namely Sabbakiimi, and that Yaso and his helpers
deemed it expedient to approach him too. The esteem with which
Sabbakiimi is surrounded reposes upon his grand age and his rank as the
oldest monk in the community. There is therefore a chance that he night
still have been a personal pupil of Ananda. And thus we gain quite credible
picture of the situation. It is possible, that at the time of the Council of
VaiSlli there lived a very old monk, who in his young age had been 2 disciple of Ananda. But this is a particular case and an
The
others, SambhBto, Siinaviisi and Revat o, were energetic and active heads
of schools and they were no decripit old men. We can thus see how the
entire Church history was fabricated during the Second Buddhist synod*

~t is impossible to believe that they could be the disciples of Ananda by any

of our imagination. We reach thus the conclusion that Sinav%i
in all likelihood was no pupil of Ananda, 'but was arbitrarily placed in relation with him by the author of Church history."
The Third Buddhist Cowlcil of Picaliputra appears to have been organised 236 years after the Nirvwa Era under the leadership of Tissa
kfoggaliputta. But we must remember that the data of the Sinhalese chronicles are uncertain on this point. For ASoka speaks of peoples whereas
the hlissionary accounts speaks of countries where the hlission were
deputed :
1, Taking into account the peoples,-mentioned in the Inscriptions
of Agoka ( XI11 Rock Edict ) on whom he has obtained Dhammavijaya
( victory of the teaching ) are 1 Yona-Kamboja the Nibhaka-Nibhapayti
(Nabhiti or in other words the self generating new tribes of the Himilayas),
the Bhoja-Pitinikya ( Pitinika), the Adha ( Andhra )-Palada, the Greek
kingdoms of the Diodochs in the West and the Coda and Pandiya in the
south as far as Tambapanni( Lan ka-ceylon ). Thus we see that the Jlissions
of ASoka extended to the peoples of the frontier provinces to the north,
west and south of the hlauryan Empire. It is noteworthy that the Eastern
neighbours of the hIauryan Empire including the newly conquered peoples
of Kalinga are not mentioned.

11. The Missionary account ( No. 7 ) speaks of hlission of Kassapagotta to the Himilayan country, the hlission of hfajjhantika ( No. 1 ) to
Gandhira and Kashmir, the Mission of Rlahirakkhita (No. 6) to the Yonaka
country, i.e. the Iranian frontier. Yonakadhammarakkhita (No. 4) worked
in Aparintaka, i.e. Gujariit and Kiithiivid; Mahadhammarakkhita ( No. 5)
in hiahirattha, the Maritha Kinara. It is uncertain where to look for
Rlahisa, hiahsdeva's ( No. 2 ) mission country. To these we can add the
Mission territories of hIahinda ( No. 9 ) and Sona ( No 8 ) in Ceylon
with this difference that the Buddhists hfissionary account attributes
the conversion of Ceylon to Tissa Moggaliputta whereas the tradition
attributes it to the initiative of ASoka. It is interesting to note that there is
no mention of Buddhistic Missions to the Eastern countries as, indeed, in
the inscriptions of ASoka.

If, in fact, we try to ascertain more exactly the ( original ) honle of
these Schools ( namely the early schools of Vinaya ) " proceeds E. Frauwallner " no doubt is possible concerning the Hain~avata." Then, too,
this is confirmed by H. Luders by the discovery of epigraphic evidencein
B r ~ h m script
i
of the relics of the Haimavata Dudubhisara, of hiajhimaand
of Kassapagotta in Sonari and Stapa No. 2 at SPnchi in Bhopal. We know
from the statement of SPkyamuni as to his country of origin fronl our
religious tradition and from the general consensus of archaeological discoveries in Nepal, that the seats of the earliest Buddhistic schools of Vinaya
were in the Himilayas.
Generally speaking the Church history of India, or for the matter of
that of any country, is so distorted that we have got. to go to the origin, the
rise and the gradual spread of the Suvarnagotra and KPSyapagotra peoples
from Suvarnabhfimi o i StrirPjya in the laps of the HimPlayas and beyond to
the Iranian, the Greek and the Pahlava frontiers through the Saka intermediaries who claimed Suvarnagotra or " Goldrace origin. " In a way
the idea of Kingship obtaining in the early chronology of Nepal seems to
be very much more progressive than the various dogmatic Revelationary
religious theories or the KauSikan Devakulas or even of the earliest Buddhistic schools of Vinaya which were tending t o grow on their roots. But if
the last of the liberal Mauryas still claimed to be the descendents of the
h k y a n solar dynasty of Kapilavaitu their all-powerful commander-inchief P u ~ h y ahlitra, with the backing of his court poet and historian Viilmiki
of KauSikan origin (namely KauSikagotra), had cut off his lineal connection
from the hkyas, the Kolis, the Mauryas and all the Suvarnagotra and
KPSyapagotra peoples of the Himiilayas and linked his projeny to the socalled Solar dynasty of KPSi. Thus when the dynasty of the Suiigas under
the religious leadership of the KauSikan religious leaders were cutting themselves away from their Himalayan moorings, the Suvarnagotra and KiSyapagotra Sakas, Kasas and Khasas with their growing faith in Mahiiyillic
Buddhism from its base of psychological Saivism,-had found their allies
with the peoples of north-western countries and Central Asia long before
ASoka, and with the peoples of China aftex the first century A.D. If the
celebrated Mauryan Kings had profited by the liberal doctrines of Plat09
Aristotle and Isocrates, hlahPyPnic Buddhism tended to develop universal
"

&aracter on the moral and scientific principles of Suvarnabhtrni ( Gandakl
..
river valleys ) and NPgadaha ( Vigwati river valleys ) as the contact increasedwith time. For, Gautama himself, after hisdifficult mortifications under
the bo-tree in Bodhgayii, had experienced the melancholy of aloofness from
his kith and kin and returned to nature so that he may from his character
and his personal views on the wisdom of his ancestral Yakga god Sikyavardhana and his predecessors namely Buddhas Kakusandha, Kanakamuni
Kapilamuni and Buddha KaSyapa who had conceived of ten thousand worldsystems and who had confronted the question of social stability through the
channel of objective observation and science. But because some of Sikyarnuni's teachings were to some extent coloured by the unscientific Kauiikan
theories of the recurrence of life and the inevitability of the law of Karma
( Fate ), the dissensions in the various Schools of Vinaya and the contradictions in the Edicts of Aioka and the Buddhistic hfissions abroad were inevitable.

Who were there Saka peoples ?
It should be a matter of universal interest to the whole of human
community that the Vagwati, the KauSiki and the Gandaki river valleys on
the laps of the HimPlayas altogether have played such a great role in shaping
the thoughts and careers of the KPSyapagotra, of the KauSikagotra and
of the Suvarnagotra peoples, who have produced among them the Saivite
psychologists, the Vedic saints and the revolutionary Buddhas, who have
influenced the thoughts of masses of mankind for milleniums of recorded
history. This is fundamental in understanding the contribution of the
Himilayan summit of the Sumeru, as the cradle of Asiatic civilisation, to
the then known world through the emergence of the ever-growing, evergreen and inexhaustible " golden race " of the Sakas who had the unique
capacity of absorbing what was best in human relations, in human values
and in human knowledge, so that they could mix freely with peoples of
other nationalities and forge ahead in an interdependent world.
It might be said in passing that these hybrid Suvarnagotra and
Kaiyapagotra peoples accepted the Saivite and the Buddhistic teachings,
which were more in tune with the Persian, the Greek, the Central Asiatic,
the Tibeto-Burmese and the Chinese way of thinking than the orthodox

schools of the KauSik Brahmins and the Buddhistic Missinns after the
Third Council. Inspired by the psychological thoughts of Saivism,Mahi
yina Buddhism formed the basis and the point of departure of all the mixed
tribes who are known at different periods of history as the Sakas, the K~~~~
the Khasas, the ~aka-Pahlavas,theIndo-Greeks, the Yue-chih, the Kushinas
the Kidiiras, the Hepthalites or by whatever other names they were called
as and when they came into contact with more virile tribes than themselves,
Working on the theory that no tribe is an island and that every man and
woman is a piece of the ocean of existence, these ever-developing Suvarnavotras ( Gold race ) with their unwritten Judicial pyramid of Pancha~et
h
system became the spearmen for establishing a real intellectual and moral
community among the Persian, the Indo-Greek, the Yiieh-chih and the Central Asiatic tribes on the one hand and the Indian and the South-East Asiatic
tribes on the other.
It would be useful at this stage to recapitulate briefly what we have
already written about this Gold race and the Sakas in our first chapter.
Long before they distinguished themselves as conquerors, these hybrid
Gold-race peoples of all and sundry denominations seem to be forming
themselves on the fringes of the Himilayas in isolated pockets. Like all
primitive peoples they had a very human and eclectic faith in Sai~rismand
scientific Buddhism of Haimavata School. Judging from such early place
names as Sistan, Limbuiin, Khasiin and Jadiin,~"hey appear to have held
dual sovereignty over the various Himalayan principalities with the Kiritas
as their Brother-Kings (Dviriijya). Already with the Akhaemenian inscriptions we find the Sakas of various origins standing in opposition to the
first Aryan Kings Cyrus, Xerxex and Darius. The mysterious King
Bessus, who opposed the Macedonian King Alexander the Great in his
campaign of Bactria may be King Nimisa of the Lunar clan of the Sakas
known in the Akhaemenian inscriptions as the matriarchal clan of the
" Sakiill Haumavargah " vis-a-vis the solar pretension of the Sikyas. Then,
too, we have pointed out how the long list of Kings appearing in the
Nepalese chronicles with the cognomen Varmma ( as for esanlples B h h i
Varmma, PaSuprek~yaVarmma, Kitka Varn~ma,Kuvera Varmma etc. )
are really the Saka Kings of the Lunar dynasty, and not definitely the Sakyas,
the IColis and the Licchavis of the Solar dynasty as the Br~hmanicand the

Buddhistic chroniclers of Nepal have presented them to be. But because
in many chronicles of Nepal, these Saka kings have been described as the
Licchavis of VaiSiili Professor Sylvain Levi has erroneously identified the
" Krta Yuga " ( Sika Era ) the Sakas introduced in 78 A.D. as the Licchavi
Era of 110 A. DS5'
Opposed to the KauSikan race theory of descent from the mouth of
the fourheaded androgynous Brihmanic god of creation Brahmi vis-a-vis
the common origin of man from the Yaksa VirOpiksa and HGsa these
various peoples of the Suvarnagotra ( Gold-race ) had already made a tentative effort to found the Nirvina-Era based on the astropsvchic theory of
Kila-cakra after the Great Passing of Sikyamuni. But the" do not appear
to have succeeded in giving a scientific expression to the Kda-cakra Era
till they came into contact with the Indo-Piirthians and the Indo-Greeks,
whom they influenced with the concept of the Himilayan God ~ i v a(Oesho).
As a result a syncretistic culture appears to have developed in these seminomadic Empires, which, according to Professor Hermann Goetz, was
" Iranian-Greek, then Iranian-Indian in daily life, Zoroastrian or Buddhist
in religion and culture, Greek in art. " The same author points out that
all the great trade routes ( silk, gold and spices ) of Asia, from China and
India to Iran and Rome passed through ~akasthiinaso that the commercial
towns there grew rich and recovered from all political crisis. Professor
hlberto hl. Simonetta has nicely reconstructed this aspect of the history
of the Indo-Greeks, the Sakas and the Pahlavas with reference to the Eras
they founded on the basis of their coins, though the two authors do not
seen1 agree on the dates.5@
Against such a background, it was easy for the Gold-race-peoples
to interpret their eclectic cult of ~ i v and
a A I a h i y ~ ~Buddhism
ic
in its own
scheme of Haimavata civilisation, as and when they came into contact with
the Iranian, the Hellenistic, the Imperial Roman and the Chinese cultural
forces. A comparative study of the early chronicles of Nepal and the chronology and lineal relationship of the various short-lired aka dynasties and
their coins provides a rich harvest of datas. During this formative period
of Asiatic history the art of ~akasthlna( Sistan or Seistan ) and Gandhira
appears to have developed and followed rules, in which all the above ele14

ments met and clashed with the result that they have become subjects of
heated debate among the historians and expert international art-critics. The
Saivite and the Indo-Aryan gods, who trembled for contact in the Vsgwati
the KauSiki and the Gandaki river valleys found a common ground for
fusion along with the Iranian and the Greek gods and goddesses who had
practically a common origin with the Indo-Aryan deities of the Sky. We
will see how this syncretism actually occurred in the coins of the Kushinas
which ushered in the Kiila-cakra Era vis-a-vis the Nirviina Era after the

~iprahav~Buddhist-vase-Epitaph.
Due to numerical superiority, the Saltas absorbed the Iranians and the
Greeks. hiore because the broad religious factor of early Saivism, enriched
by the Y a k ~ acult of VirOpiksha, had imparted universal character to Buddhism in its scope and appeal. Under the influence of the theory of Kilacakra, the Saka artists very early became interested in the synthetised expression of form and its spiritual and stylistic stance both in the field of
sculpture and architecture. In both fields they broke away from the tradition of classical art and asserted themselves as deeply original creators and
innovators. From the humble beginning of the sttpas of Nepal-Himilayas,
the infinite pagoda of Kaniska at Purushapur ( Peshawar ) soar endlessly
up the sky, which, on the last analysis, embody the idea of the permanence
of Himilayan folklores and their irrepressible creative Clan to reach the
highest peaks. Equally in the field of sculpture we find evidences of this
breakthrough into a new world with the Saivite superscriptions over the
$aka coins, as well as in the stucco head of a Buddha at Hadda near Kibul
where the Third Eye of VirCpiiksha takes the place of Usni~aor Urna
( circular locks of hair over the heads of the Buddhas as marks of enlightenment ) to indicate his inner illzi//~irntion.5~
As already described in previous chapters, the Indo-Aryan language
of the Vedic saints and the historical Buddhas were fast developing into a
perfect vehicle of universal expression in the form of Sanskrit. So, Sanskrit
steadily became the lingua-franca of this new society in this cross-road of
Asia. What started from the early Himilayan arc of the Kirinta and Yaksha
civilisation found support from some of the KauSikan geniuses from the
Gangetic end of the arc comprised by the followers of the Yoga schools of

Psiupat Yogins and Pgtanjali and both converged once again in the magnificent courts of the Sakas.
Notwithstanding this brilliant dawn of hope for mankind all the mixed
tribes of the Sakas were not saints and sages. There were others like Hepthalites with the predominance of hot Tsrtiric blood coursing in their
veins, who tried to carry fire and sword into this brave new emerging world.
Then, too, there were progressive forces among the many tribes of the Sakas,
the Kasas and the Saka-~ahlavas. One of the most progressive tribes
among them were known as Kushwas who appear to have stood in the
way of the Hepthalites from interrupting the cun~ulativetradition of this
developing civilisation which went ahead to influence masses of mankind
of different nationalities in process of time.

The rise of the most itjterestitag tribes of the Kt&i!laar in the laud ojthe S a h

:

The dynasty of the Kushnnas formed by one of the five tribes, into
which the Yiie-chih Tartars were divided, was led by rulers of very wide
sympathies. The Annals of North-western China in 128 B.C. state that
the Imperial Court of the Yiie-chih lay to the north of the Osus river, while
the kingdom of Bactria to the south of the river, though still independent,
was in process of accepting the former's suzerainty. However, Rfahiyina-Buddhism had become the point of contact against the background
of the Himdayan world-view presented by the Gold-races. The archaeological excavations carried out by the Government of Nepal have yielded positive results as to the development of the Haimavata civilisation before the
sixth centgry B.C.60 We have adequately described in previous chapters
how the artery of the ancient roads spread out from the heart of the Gandaki-river-valleys to the South, East, North or West as far as Central Asia
and beyond. The Sskyas and the Kolis appear to have followed the beaten
tracks of the Himdayas travelled by the Yaksas, Kinnaras and Kirintas in
their perigrinations to and fro the Gold-country. Judging from the ins. . Gupta in the vicinity of the village of Kevalpur in
criptions of S k i Jishnu
Nepal West No. 1 aild subsequently of the Khasa Kings Sarigrima hfalla
and Ripu Malla on the Aiokan pillars of Lumbini and Niglihar~,the Licchavis, the Alallas, the Sakas, the Abhiras and the Khasas seem to have used

the Gold-country as their base for successive waves of migrations to the
North-western and the North-eastern ~ozr/ltries.~l
The chequered history of Gangetic India enters a new phase with
the rise of the Iiughlnas to power. If the Indo-Greek king AIenandeI
shook the tottering foundation of the Empire of the Sufigas, the Central
Asian nomads namely the Indo-Parthians, the Scythians and the Kuglljgas
under the influence of the liberal Suvarnagotra ( Gold-race ) peoples put
an end to the Divine-race theory of KauSikans. Of the ~aka-tribes,the
Kidlras had become the devotees of Siva. Though an absolute Godhead
was never established, yet it was natural for the Central Asian nomads to
be attracted by the ~ a i v i t eShepherd God PaSupati and Mother Goddesses side by side with the Irano-Aryan gods of the sky like Mihira-Mitra
( the sun god under the name of Indra ), the hlao ( the moon god ) and with
a few Zoroastrian abstractions like Kingly Glory and Perfect Rule without
a name or specification. Some of the Greek gods like Zeus, Heracles and
Serapis were being synthetised with the local gods. But of all the miscellaneous pantheons the Shepherd God ~ i v (a Oesho ) standing, a trident in
hand, in front of his bull ( Nandi ) or two-handed Siva with a live deer and
KHla-PPsa ( noose of time ) or Siva Ravi-locana or Three-headed Siva
Vairocana with the hlother Goddess as his consort were most popular.
There were also individual preferences for nameless hlahiiy2nic Buddhas,
and Yakshas in the form of Atlantids and Yaksis to represent the beauty
and wealth of the Earth Goddess.
It is most interesting to note that the Y a k ~ h acult of VirtpPk~ha,which
already was a factor in changing the basic contents of Buddhism in Kapilavastu and in the very first Buddhist council of Rajiigrha with its doctrine
of Yoga ( self-discipline ) on the basis of the Lotus-Jewel symbolism represented by the first vowel Omn (a), --appears to have exploited the Hellenistic-Egyptian symbolisln of open Lotus flowers and the Iranian Light
Deities and finally absorbed it in the Saivite scheme of Bhrq$ireSvara ( the
Master of the closed Lotus and the Black-bee ) against the background of
the life of the ideal ~ a i v i t eascetic B h ~ f i ~ iThis
.
unique dcvelol~ment
can only be understood in connection with the political, social and cultural
environment of the many different races of people involved in this milieu,

&ich was expressed and interpreted by the introduction of the millennia
of Krta-yuga ( Saka Era ) in 78 A.D. This mystical date appears on the
frontons of the Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal as Krta-yuga, in the literature
of Tibet as the Era of AmSuvarmma and in the calendars of the countries
of South-East Asia as ~ahi-SakarPjaJ - i r ~ Before
. ~ ~ we discuss the relie
6ious significance of this Saka Era, it would be well to outline the political
significance, and that is that the K u ~ h i n a s overthrew the Indo-Parthim
Empire between 65 and 78 A.D. and made themselves masters of a vast
Empire from Lake Aral to Northern China.
We have already seen how the Gold-race of the Gandaki rivcr valleys
a tentative effort to found the NirvPna-Era after the Great Passing.
had
Subsequent to this event, the KauSik Briihmins had attempted to found the
Kaligata, the Yudhi~thira,Nanda, hfaurya and Sudraka Eras in order to
justify the dynastic histories indited by the Vedic Brihmins, but a11 to no
purpose. The reason why they failed is very simple. The Gold-race
people had longed for a change of history. Such history, as the Vedic
Aryans had, told us of the Divine origin of the Vedas and of the boastful
heraldry of good and great men who conquered the non-Aryan Asuras
( the demons ) of the Indus valley. The historical Buddhas revolted against
the Vedic theories of Revelations and put up their own theories of how the
cosmos came into existence from the tiniest of fragments (Pudgla-paraminu ) and how man acquired his consciousness by the natural process of
evolution. hkyamuni came out with his theory of Eight-Spoked-Wheel
of Law as the way to Nirv~na. But after the Great Passing, the PiprahaviBuddhist-vase-Epitaph produced a fly in the ointment. Upili-the favourite
pupil of Sik~amunidissented and came out with the 170giciira doctrine
based upon the PPSupata cult of the defeated non-Aryans of the City of the
Dead. Nevertheless, Vinayas were indited on the base of the theories of
the Vedic Aryans. Emperor ASoka reemphasised his faith in the Aryan
Eight paths to the opprobrium of the cult of Yoga and Yajfia propagated
by the PiSupat Yogins who believed in the cult of perception. Half a
millenium had passed after the Great Passing, but there was no evidence of
the emancipated man or of the new horizon that was promised. Indeed,
the past was of real interest, but man's intellect had only woven the spiderweb of dogmatic beliefs which lost themselves in their own messes.

si&z;ficanceof K r t a p g a ( L k n - ~ r a) 0f 78 A.D. :
The Nepali Samvats ( Eras ) appearing in the Licchavi inscriptions
Thr r81+rrs

and literature of Nepal had exercised the ingenuity of eminent international
scholars for more than the last seventy years. Lately Professor Luciano
Petech has published the " Mediaeval History of Nepal " and " the Chronology of the Early Inscriptions of Nepal" on the basis of the Nepalese Inscriptions in Gupta Characters as materials for the study of Nepalese history and
o~lt~lre.63Further to this, Professor Giuseppe Tucci has produced his
" Preliminary Reports and Studies on the Italian Excavations in Swatu
( West Pakistan ) and also in Afghanistan in passing from Nepal and Tibet,
all of which throw light on our own researches in Nepal.64 We agree
with Professor L. Petech that the Saka, the MPna Deva and Nepili Samvats
are one and the continuation of the same Era. However, we ought to
know more about the religious history and social life of the Suvarnagotra
or Kisyapagotra peoples of the Gandaki river valleys, and of the ICauSikagotra people of the KauSiki river valleys to understand why the Saka Era
has been accepted as the calendar year by all the Asiatic peoples even to
our own day. Indeed, some historians have interpreted the expression
" Kyta-yuga " as the Era of the Slaves, but the spelling, as it occurs in the
Nepalese inscriptions, conclusively prove that the Era refers to the acceptance of the theory of K~la-cakrawith the change of symbols in the hands
of Siva-~rttiviisaor in other words, the form of nude Virlipik~hawearing
tiger-skin and holding the symbols of hlrga ( deer ) and Kiila-pisa ( noose )
in his hands. After a very long religious struggle, the new political power
of the Sakas, for their own special reason, appear to have clothed VirBpakkha in tiger skin, like his Mother HQsa in skin skirt and endowed h a Kyttivlsa's hands with the Buddhistic symbol of the live deer to indicate
its infinite longings for the good things of life and the " Klla-pisa " or in
other words the noose of time which binds all mortals with the spell of
Death. We have already discussed the impact of the legend of VirOpiikgha
on the record of the Piprahavii-Buddhist-vase-epitaph,which the Buddhist
world tried to interpret by the various schools of Vinaya and by the cycles
of the cult of the StQpavis-a-vis the Yo~P-ciradoctrine of Upili. We have
also explained how ASokan Buddhism was more in the nature of the pursuit
of Platonic humanism than the psychological quest of human values behind
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the "Tragic Faultsw under lying the Aeschylian tragedy of King Oedipus
and his Mother Jocasta.
During the conflict the Therivadins of the third century B.C. came
out with the Buddhistic confessio fidei of " Ye dhammg hetu pabhavi "
in their Abhidhamma piyaka, which the Hinayina Buddhist world interpreted in its own particular waya5 in order to explain their spiritual dilemma.
1f we turn to the Dialogue of Sikyamuni in the Brahmajzlasfitta we find
that the period of the Upanisadas and of the historical Buddhas was most
complicated both mentally and morally. The notion that there was underlying order to the seemingly chaotic and capricious cosmos propagated by
the Vedic Brihmins was challenged by the historical Buddhas who had made
a scientific approach as to the origin of the world. The Briihrnanic saint
Pitanjali had by now recognised the weakness of Vedic contention, and
he came out with his Yoga system on old Saivite roots. As a result, the
Vedic Briihmins had absorbed the Himdayan god Siva as their Storm-god
Rudra of the Vedic pantheon; and PLanjali went even so far as to rebuke
the last of the Mauryan Emperors for their sale of the Saivite images.
If we critically analyse the teachings of Sikyamuni with reference to
his theory of Atta ( Ego ) versus Anatta ( Non-ego, Non-soul ) in the scheme
of Buddhistic ~kandhakasand SPrpkhya systems of philosophy, none of
early Schools of Vinaya could justify Gautama's theory of Nibbina against
the occurrence of the expression " Salilanidhana " ( corporal remains )
in the PiprahavbBuddhist-vase-epitaph. There must be some other way
to attain the state of " Anzdinidhana " ( state of permanent beatitude )
than by the Aryan-Eight-paths prescribed by Sikyamuni. During the lapse
of time between the Piprahavi-Buddhist-vase-Epitaph and the steady rise
and progress of the political power of the ~ a k a s ,Saivism and Buddhism
appear to have converged into a symbiosis on the sacred shores of the river
Viigwati in 78 A.D. Thus we see that to the Sika Samvatsara of 78 A.D.
was introduced to proclaim the transition to the astro-psychic theory of
Kilacakra from the Nirvina Era.

Shri Pas'zgati Bhattiraka Sayvatatsara ( Era ) :
Although local legends attribute the foundation of the Shri-pa4upatiBhatt~raka-Sa+vatsarato a merchant Sakhavii honoured by a kneeling statue

with a conch-shell in an attitude of supplication before the
of the temple of pa$upati, and although Professor L. retech in his hlediaeval
history of Nepal, claims to have discovered authentic documents to attribute the Nepala-Samvat of 801 A.D. to King Rlghavadeva, yet, judging
from a badly-Scarred Saka-statue in Visnu-tirtha by the bank of rivulet
ViSnumati attributed to the founder of the Sika Era in Nepal, it would
be difficult to dispute S. Levi's contentions on purely technical grounds
that Shri-~aSupati-BhattHraka Samvatsara or the Nepala-samvat is not
a continuation of the Siika-samvatsara officially started by the Sika kings
in 78 A.D. The climatic and custonlary differences between Central
Asiatic countries and the hinterlands of the Himalayas account for the seasonal changes in the observances and celebrations of the Buddhistic Rain
Retreat or of the New Year Festivals associated with the Schemes of Kilacakra and Bhairavi-cakra. However, the learned Professor observes : " All
this is purely negative criticism, and I am in the awkward position to have
nothing positive to suggest. We can, at any rate, surmise that the espression
Sri-~a~u~ati-~hattiraka-samvatsara
implies that the foundation of the era
was due to some religious event connected with the national shrine of PaSupati NZth. But nothing more can be hazarded on this subject. " The
PaSupati-praSasti ( protocol ) in the inscriptions of AmSuvarman, the commemoration of VijayasvZmini ( Dhruvasvamini ) by the phallic symbol
known as VijayaSvara in Sdryagh~tadedicated by her daughter ITijyavati
dated Samvat 427 ( 505 A.D. ), the immersion of the grey-matter of our
forehead in the water of Gandaki and our confessio-fidei opening with
haloed expression of " AnPdinidhana " in lieu of " Salilanidhana, " independent of our ancestral worship,-all these are living examples of
fact that the h k a calendar was calculated to transform the basic concept
and content of NirvHna-era which followed as a practical sequel to the
Pipraha~GBuddhist-vase-epitaphafter the Great-Passing of Siikyamuni*
We have already explained how the Yaksa legend of Viriiplkkha was introduced by the Saiva-yogins in order to give a new psychological dimension
of " Yoga " ( self-discipline ) to the dogmatic Vedic Revelations and the
Buddhistic Skandhakas. Against such a reliqious backgrouild the attribution of Shri-paSupati-~hattiraka
..
Samvatsara 'to King Riighavadeva would
be as purile as the inclusion of Kathmandu ( Koligr8ma ) in Yiimbi-krama

concerned with the religious scheme of Bhairavi-cakra in a manuscript
dated during the reign of a very obscure king Lak~mik~madeva,
notwithstanding the image of Indra-nlma-divPkara ( with Siikyarnuni on its crown
to represent the sun under the name of Indra ) dated by Guhamitra in the
scheme of Bhairavi-cakra in the heart of our capital as early as 4 0 A.D.~"
A comparative study of the early Nepalese chronicles including the Buddhistic chronicles preserved in Ceylon and the subsequent Brlhmanic Vamgivalis tend to show how the original concept of creation went on gathering
corruptions at the hands of the sectarian scribes. Our latest researches in
China have yielded adequate materials to show how the early contact of
the Chinese peoples with the Yiie-chih brought about a fundamental
in their mystical Taoist and politico-religious Confucian pattern
of thitzkit~g.~'

Inf~ienceof the H a h a v a t u School of B~lddhir,~~
011 China

:

We have already referred in passing to the existence of Yiieh-Chih
Empire in 128 B.C. as mentioned in the Annals of China. The Chinese
explorer responsible for the statement was Chang Ch'ien who was sent to
the country of Yueh-chih to open up the west as early as 128 B.C. His socalled " report on Buddhism " mentioned in later works is found in apocryphal form to be considered in historical se~zse.~' Neither is there any
historical basis for Chinese contact with Buddhist Missionaries at this period.
Many historians have regarded " the famous golden statue of the Hun King,
which in 120 B.C. was captured by the Han General Ho Ch'u-ping in the
region of Kara-nor " as being a Buddhist statue. But judging from the
account of the earliest of sources to the effect that " the Golden Man was
used by the King of Hsieu-ch'u in sacrificing to Heaven " the said image
seems to be more in the nature of Brshmanic Kgla-purusa than a Buddhistic
image.
Much confusioll has been created by the record of Yen Chh-t'ui
( 531-595 A.D. ) in his Yen-shih chia-hafin XVII to the effect that the Bodhisattva MafijuShrl preached the doctrine of Sikyamuni to the five hundred
Tirthikas ( pilgrims ) in the HimPlayas four hundred fifty years after the
Nirv~nawhich would be roughly 30 B.C. Tao-shih, the compiler of the
Fa-yGan chu-lin, then identifies these " snow-mountains " with the Ts'ung15

ling ( the Pamir plateau in Afghanistan where five frontiers converge to.
day ) and coilcludes that the Tirtllikas mentioned here were inhabitants
of Central Asian countries, which lay to the east of Ts'ung-ling and whose
fame had spread to the east when " Former Han times " had established
relations with these countries. The legend of AIaiijuShri is of particular
interest to Nepal because we have concrete evidences of early inscriptions
2nd sculpture to show the development of this interesting hIafijuSllri.
dharnla.6"
nlural painting in Cave No. 220 of the Alakao Grottoes
of Tunhuang depicts the story of Vimalakirti discussing the hlahivana
gllosticism of Prajiiapiraita with Mafijuihri Bod.hisattva as related in tile
Vimalaktrti-nirdeia-sfitra. This is a proof of how this treatise becaflle
popular with gentry circles in China. It is interesting to note that Vimalakirti belonged to VaiSfili and according to S. Levi the famous Chinese Envoy Mang Hsuan-ts'e to the court of the Nepalese King Narendra Devah
had measured the dimensions of the house where Virnalakirti lived in the
ancient city of VaiSili.'O Then, too, there is a statue of ~ a i i j u i h r Bodlii
sattva riding on a Lion and with his Mukuta ( Crow11 ) bearing the image of
Buddha Amitfibha in the main shrine hall of the Shuhsiang monastery on
Mount Wutai. As the monastery was built during the reign of Ming
Dynasty ( 1368-1643 A.D. ), this legend of hlaiijuihri can only be taken
as a link in the chain of Alahiyiinic development during this period in China.

We have seen how the Chinese people were getting in touch with the
western world of the Yiie-chih in the last quarter of the first century B.Cg
At this period of transition the Chinese seem to be vaguely aware of the
NirvW-Era in connection with the cult of AlaiijuShri which appears to
have penetrated to Central Asia and Tunhuang. Then, too, there are
some concrete indications in the Chinese documents of the period to show
that there was considerable mental and intellectual activity before and after
the introduction of the ~ ~ Era
k which
a
stimulated happy exchanges between the principles and practices of Yoga (self-discipline) and the exercises
prescribed by the Taoist School. Lao-Tse was regarded as a revolutiollafy
and an anarchist in China in the same proportions as the revolutionary
Buddhas were hated by the Vedic Brihrnins. Thc psychological cult of

yoga " (self-discipline) provided a bridge of understanding between the
Himilayan and Chinese revolutionary schools. We have already seen how
the cult of AlaiijuShri intiltrated from Piimir, via the two branches of
the intercontinental silk-road of Tunhuang, and from there through the
corridor of Kansu to the plain of North-China as far as the old capitals of
Ch'angan and Loyang.
According to a very old tradition, a Chinese Envoy to the court of
Yiieh-chihin Central Asia was initiated into the mysteries of Buddhist sfitras
by the Crown prince of a K u ~ h w aKing. This Chinese Envoy was known
by the name of Ching-lu. International scholars have written volumes on
this strbjctm71 The chapter on geography of Han-shu mentions a number
of foreigners, who bear names of their country of origin during " Former
Han " period of Chinese history. Then, too, we find mention of Yiiehchill and Kuchean ( K u ~ h w )a immigrants. hlost of the prominent
Aciryas ( professors ) like the Parthian An Shill-kao and Dharmaratna
( Fa-hu or Dharmarak~Z) were born in Tunhuang. China has preserved
the statues of KlSyapa Miitang and Dharmarakg; at the White Horse Monastery at Loyang, Honan Province; and Nepal has preserved the Stiipa of
Chandakavartana with the basrelief of the " Aniigata Buddha " Messia
mentioned in Lalitavistlra.72 But the language used by all these foreign
teachers was Priikyt, which is another proof of the influence of Mahlyiina
Buddhism. The earliest Buddhist scripture conunonly believed to be
translated into the Chinese language by Chu Fa-lan ( Dharmaratna or
Dharmarakgg) appears to be the " SBtra in Forty-two sections " way
back in 67 A.D. Eminent international scholars have worked hard to solve
the mystery surrounding the origin of this treatise, but its quotation in
Hsiang K'ai's memorial of 166 A.D. proves that the work was translated
between the second and the third century of the Saka Era.
Judging from the large number of Kharogthi and the Chinese documents discovered by Sir A. Stein a Niyl, half-way between Khotan and
the Lop-nor region, and the occurrence of such Koliyan and Siikiyan name
as Budhamitra ( Buddhamitra ), Dhamfiapbla ( Dharnlapda ), Puwadeva
( PBrnadeva ), Anamdasena ( Anandasena ) together with Prikrt idioms
in the KharoSthi documents, the ancient language of Suvarnabhunli ( Goldcoulltry ) was still the lingua franca ill Central Asia. The numerous remaills
t6

of the stQpas show that MahiiyHnic Buddhism filtered into China through
these regions; and the Chinese people received the first knowledge of ~ ~ d

&ism through the medium of Priikyt. The reported dream of the Chinese
Emperor and the consequent translation of the " Siitra in forty-two settions " from original Sanskritic texts appears to be apocryphal in view of
the fact that this language was developed by the ICauSikans, and as already
stated, it was carried by the KauSikan Brahmins to the Imperial Coua of
K b i S k a from the Gangetic end of the arc. Neither do we have the or@.
rial text of the " SGtra of forty-two sections " to find out in what language
and script it was written. Such translations as we have in Chinese, Korean
etc. do not seem to agree, and the works have none of the characteristics
of a " SGtra. " It seems on the other hand, to be concerned with the fitst
steps of " Yoga " ( self-discipline ) and " Dhyiina " ( concentration )
which has much more to do with Saivism and hlahiiyiina Buddhism than
with Hinayiina Buddhism. Among the scriptures attributed to the Han
translators, the early Vinayas, such as we have discussed in connection with
ASoka, do not seem to be represented. However, the mention of KBSyapa
Miitanga so early is interesting for the simple reason that this particular
name is associated with the Gold-race (e.g. Suvarnagotra, KaSyapa-gotn )
people of the Himiilayas who are concerned with the early Haimavata or
KiSyapiya school, which we have already discussed. We have also stated
how Siikyamuni has admitted Buddha ICaSyapa as one of his predecessors;
another MahP-KiiSyapa played his part in the first council of Riijgrha; in
the BrZhmanic parlance Hiranya KaSyapa is an atheistical demon-king of
the Gold country ( SuvarnabhGmi ); in China Buddha KaSyapa is represented as the Buddha of the past, while the White Horse Monastery has preserved a statue of KHSyapa Matang ( She-mo-t7e/3).'a
Judging from the occurrence of such basic terms as Sang-men or
Shamen for Shramana ( pilgrim ) Pi-ch'iu for Blliksu ( monk ), Shami for
Shramaneta ( novice ), A-ch'ili for Aciirya ( Professor ) and ~odhisattva
for both monk and lay devotees, we get the impression that the ~uddhist
teachers were barely making themselves understood to the Chinese people
of Loyang and the con~mercialcities around it in the first century A.D.
The translation of the Buddhist texts into Chinese does not appear to have
begun in earnest till the arrival of the Parthian missionary, An Shih-kao at
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Loyang in 148 A.D. Most unfortunately biographical information of the
missionaries are lacking, though the legendary material during the FormerHan-period tend to accord with the religious development over the Him&
layas. The earliest extant Buddhist Bibliography namely Tsung-li chung&ing mulu ( comprehensive catalogue of sttras ) indited by Tao-an in
374 A.D. begins with the translations ascribed to Lokakgema and An Shihkao. International scholars have taken Tao-an's works as authoritative
specially when dealing with Han time tror~~Iafiotis.~~
The first book
translated by Lokakgema and his Chinese assistants appears to be " Aptasihasriki-prajfiapiiramitii " ( W Z T T $ ~ ;TXRP~RIT
~
) from a colophon dated
November 24, 179 A.D. While the " UgradattapariprcchP" after " Upili
pariprcchi " is attributed to An Shih-Kao. ( I have found the word Ksema
both as first name and cognomen in Nepalese inscriptions and early
literature ). Both are hlahiyiinic works based o n Saiva Tantras. According
to the same author's catalogue these works are the exposition of the twelve
inner and twelve outer NIDANAS ( f m : ) entirely concerned with Yogic
practices. It appears from the record that ten Ac~ryas( Professors )
worked hard from the middle of the second to the first decade of the
third century A.D. to explain this exegetical scripture.
The basic works attributed to these masters are RlahQnidPnasGtra
( Jen pen yu-sheng c h i n g = v h m ~7 ), Xn~~inasrnytisttra
( Ta an-pan
shou-i-thing= m @r ~7), Skmdha-dhitvnyitanasttra ( Yin-ch'ih-ju
ching=mmwm
) and Y o g i c ~ r ~ b h f i m
( ~i a o - t i - c h i n g = q h m9 )
composed by Safigharakgii. Judging from the nature of the Priklt texts
translated, the two main themes of the works are :(i) Yoga ( self-discipline ) comprising such preparatory techique
of counting the respirations leading to mental concentration ( h i p h a sm~ti=~mmr;r
F?% ) and further to the system of mental concentration
known as " Dhyina " ( ch'an ) for the visualisation of internal and external
of our mortal coil
images of various colours vis-a-vis the
as being composed of impure elements, perishable and f d l of sufferings;
( ii ) short " Sfitras " devoted to the classification and the numerical
such as the six Ayatana ( ~nm;r), the five ~ k a n d h (a Fi;;B ), the
four rddhipada ( ~k q~ ), the five Bnla ( ~ F J), the four smytyupasthha
( T % T f q m ) etc., which are the first steps to the psychological practices

on the intricate path of the " Jewel and the Lotus. " Frankly, these practices, as already stated in our exposition of Lila-cakra, have very much
more in common with the Saivite psycholoaical practices of Yoga ( self.
discipline ) than with the Hinayiinic theory of abstinence and renunciation,
Unfortunately, some of the " Dhyiina " practices, notably the " Ani.
panasmyti," outwardly resembled certain Taoist respiratory techniques and
this must have largely contributed to the popularity of this aspect of the
psychological cult of the Tantras. This accounts for the employment of a
large number of Taoist expressions in rendering Tiintric terms into early
Chinese translations. Even Dharmaraksa's version of P'u-yao-ching
(Lalitavistiira ) seems to be lacking in the characterisation of the AnigataBuddha-Messia of Chandakavartana found in the Sanskritic and the Tibetan
texts of Lalita-vi~tara'~
due to proverbial Taoist adaptation. Thus while
the rare Buddha Messia of Chandakavartana in Nepal takes his Briihml-vow
before Indra and Brahmi, the meditative aphorism ( Dhyiina-sfitra) of
Dharmarak~z( Dharmaratna ? ) or Dharmatriita adapts itself to the atheistical philosophy of Lao Tse. In either case we find the impact of the " Yogiciira doctrine " of the early Haimavata School with varying racial emphasis.
The Missionaries and traders in Loyang, Ch'angan and other cities
of China appear to be formed of heterogeneous races namely Yiieh-chih,
Kushiina, Sogdigan and Parthian working hand in hand with such Himilayan Masters as %kya Dharmapila ( Tan-kuo = Dharmaphala ? ) and Mahibala ( Chu Ta-li=Ksatriya ) from as far away as Kapilavastu in the Kingdom
of Nepal. It is most interesting to note that Devapiila, Dharnlapiila, Priyapgla etc. occur as the names of siikya people in the early chronology and
inscriptions of Nepal, and Nepal still preserves the statue of hlahiibala,
who seems to have written the earliest extant account of the life of their
revered ancestor Siikyamuni in the Chinese language, The travels of these
early %kya and Suvar~agotrapeople from the G a ~ d a k iHimdayas ( Gold
country ) forms one of the most glorious chapters in the dissemination of
the knowledge of the Haimavata school. From the humble beginning of
KiSyapa hliitanga's " Yogiiciira doctrine, " Dharmarak~a( Dharmaratna )
appears to have crowned his life-long efforts by translating Lalitavistgra
and his pupil Lokaksema had carried Mahiiyiina Buddhism another step
ahead by his partial translation of A~tasiihasri
kii notwithstanding the natio-

rial upsurge and the consequent opposition to Buddhism stimulated by Confudanism. Great Missionaries like Dharmaplla and Mahibala appear to
have undertaken their arduous journeys from Kapilavastu across the Himiilayas through Central Asia in this labour of love and faith on the trial of
their Koll-ancestors after the dispersion of the Sikyas from their homeland
described in Chapter 111. With the help of the Sogdian K'ang Menghsiang they appear to have brought out the Chung-pen-ch'i ching and Hsiuhsing pen-ch'i ching concerning the life of Sikyamuni who had given the
Indo-Aryan name of Haimavata to the Himslayan mountains in lieu of the
earlier Priikrt name of " Anouta. " The hydrography of the Iiimilayas
appears to have been mapped out by the Sikyas, the Kolis and the Goldrace people long before the travels of the Chinese Buddhist pilgrims to the
home of the Buddhas which has drawn a great deal of attention from the
Western scholars. But it would be impossible to understand the basic
facts of history and geography until and unless we investigate the early
traditions of the Himilayas which influenced China long before the travel
of KaSyapa Miitang and his successors. As we take up the survey of the
hlalliyinic works of the Sikya Dharmapila and hiahibala and their successors, it would be well to see what sort of popular Buddhism had influenced
the Chinese people.

The accor~~~t
of Chai jr~~g's
monasferjr :

" Chai-jung erected a large Buddhist temple. From bronze he had
a human effigy made, the body of which was gilded and dressed in silk and
brocade. At the top of the building nine layers of bronze scales were suspended, and below there was a building of several storeys with covered
ways, which could contain more than three thousand people, who all studied
and read Buddhist scriptures. He ordered the Buddhist devotees from the
region and the adjacent prefectures to listen and to accept the doctrine. These
people he exempted from the other statute labour duties in order
to attract them. 'rhose who on account of this came from near and afar
to the monastery numbered more than five thousand. Whenever there was
the ceremony of bathing the Buddha, he had always great quantity of wine
and food set out for distribution, and mats were spread along the roads over
a distance of several tens of Li. On these occasions some ten thousand

came to enjoy the spectacle and the food. The expenses of such a ceremuny
amounted to many millions of cash."
According to the Chinese tradition Chai Jung was a notorious warlord who entered the service of the Governor of Hsii-thou in 193 A,D,
and waded his path through blood to power till he was defeated in 195 A,,D,
He is represented as an example of blind Bud.dhist devotion a r d moral depravity. But this text is extremely important as a historical report which
gives us a glimpse of the anthropomorphic concept of the Walking Buddha
( or in other words the Anigata Buddha in the attitude of describing the
future with a step ) in the day-to-day worship of popular Buddhism in Northwestern China at such an early date. We reproduce a basrelief depicting
the nativity and the bathing or baby Gautama by two Nagas of A-nouta
squirting hot and cold water, while hl;ysdevi as the Yaksi Bicchik; dings
to the tree in her pang of delivery and the baby Buddha prepares for the
first seven mystical steps. The earliest of such reliefs have been discovered in
Lumbini and it has been reproduced by Mr. Percival Landon and Professor
G. Tz~cci.'~ The Nepalese festival of bathing Matsyendra on the eighth
day of the fourth months of our calendar by inviting the Mother Goddess
c c Bicchik~
" from the Himslayan mountain seems to be derived from the
ancient concept to the effect that she was responsible for the rains and the
fertility of the Earth. Subsequent to this the idea seems to have spread
to Mathuri and Afghanistan against different cultural backgrounds under
the Kushina Emperors.77
But this form of popular Buddhism was not well received by the upper
classes of Southern China. Already in the second century the route followed
by travellers from Ceylon, Southern India and the Roman Oreint went via
Fu-nan ( the region of the lower Mekong ), Lin-i ( Charnpa ) and other sea
routes. There were Chinese people who had iconoclastic inclinations" When a Buddhist image was dug up in the park of the Imperial harem "
says Ziircher, c c Sun Hao had it removed to an urinal and personally Performed what he called the ritual of ~ a s h i n gthe Buddha to the great hilarity
of his courtier^.'^ " Between these two extremes of views the fanous
memorial of Hsiang K'ai dated 166 A.D., ( which already referes to the
Yogic practices contained in the famous Siltrn of 42 sectioils ). also s],eaks
about the joint, sacrifice performed by the imperial order to Lao-tzu alld the
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Buddha. Hsiang K'ai belonged to Southern Shantung province of China
and seems to be well acquainted with the astrological and cosmological
speculations current in his time. As such he was a spokesman of the
Confucian scholar-gentry class and opposed to the eunuch. and the " third
force " on which the Han Emperors relied to counterbalance the Confucians.
It would be interesting to quote the concluding part of Hsiang K'ai's memorial of 1400 words, in which he gave an extensive account of recent inauspicious portents by which Heaven showed its disapproval with the conditions prevailing at the Han court :
" Moreover, I have heard that in the palace sacrifice: have been performed to Huang-lao and the Buddha. This doctrine teaches purity and
emptyness; it venerates non-activity;it loves ( keeping ) alive and hates
slaughter; it serves to diminish the desires and to expel intemperance. Now
Your Majesty does not expel your desires; slaughter and the application of
punishments exceed the proper limit. Since Your Majesty deviates from
the doctrine, how could you expect to obtain the happiness resulting
from its observance ? Some people say that Lao-tzu has gone into the
region of the barbarians and there he has become the Buddha.
" The Buddha ' did not sleep three nights under the same mulberry
tree,' for he did not want ( by dwelling ) a long time to give rise to feelings
of affection : this is the perfection of spirituality. A heavenly spirit presented him with beautiful girls, but the Buddha said : ' These are no
more than bags of skin filled with blood,' and he paid no attention to them
any more. If one has reached this degree of Samidhi ( mental concentration ) then one is able to realise the Way ( path ). Now the lascivious girls
2nd the seductive ladies of Your Majesty are the most beautiful of all the
world, and the delicacy of your food and the sweet taste of your drink are
unique in all the world. How would you then become equal to HuangLao ?"
The mention of a joint sacrifice to Huang-Lao and the Buddha shows
that Taoism was tinged by the sacrifices associated with Saivisn~and Vedic
Brghmanism. It has nothing to do with the revolutionary concepts of
Buddhism. The theory that Buddha was an incarnation of Lao-tzu seems
to be more on the line of the Brahmanic incarnations of T7isnu than the
Buddhistic concept of the Bodhisattvas. Professor E. Ziircher is of the
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opinion that the two quotations obtaining in this memorial from the SQtta
in Forty sections " demonstrate the considerable difference between the
original test and even the most archaic cstailt version. " Evidently, the
quotation from the original " Sfitra " had much more to do with the Saivitc
" Yoga " ( self-discipline) and " Yajlia " ( sacrifices ), and the Vedic Yiga
practices than with the Hinayhist theory of renunciation. The learned
author continues " At the beginning of his memorial Hsiang K'ai also mentions the ' divine books of Yiie chi ' i. e. the original T'ai-p,ing clljng in
170 Chuan, transmitted by the Taoist magician Yii Chi to his disciple Kunoh
Ch'ung at Lang-yeh in Southern Shantung; under Emperor Shun ( 126-144
A.D. ) Kung Ch'ung had brought the work to the capital and had presented
it to the throne."
According to Professor E. Ziircher the T'ai-p'ing Ching became the
fundamental scripture of the ideology of the Taoist movement of the Yellow
Turbans in Southern Shantung region, and " this again testifies of the
close connection between Taoism and Buddhism in later Han f i ~ ~ ~ e s . " ' ~
But Tantrayiina or MahPyZnic Buddhism has nothing to do with magic;
the Yogic practices and sacrifices are calculated to advance mental discipline. I was extremely intrigued by the Buddhist legend of Saddharma
pundarika SDtra ( msri g y f r ~ f ;qq) or the scripture of the White Lotus
of the true doctrine carved on a small niche of the south wall of what
was described ill a small Chinese booklet as the " Water-lily cave " on
my visit to Loyang on October 8, 1961. Two figures were skilfully
carved in relief and the booklet explained them as ( 1 ) The Buddha pondering under the ( Bodhi ) tree; and ( 2 ) the Buddha teaching the black magic
arts under the ( Bodhi ) tree, which were illustrated and explained as such
in Plates 23 and 24 of the same. The water-lily was the Chinese version
of the White Lotus and the legend depicted was clearly the conversion of
the Buddha to the astropsychic theory of Kiila-cakra. 'I'he siva-lifi~a
( phallus ) displayed before the " pondering Buddha " and the " Kalasa "
( bottle to contain the five ambrosial libation in licu of Pafica-gila ) at his
back clearly depicted the synthesis of Saivism and Buddhism in our scheme
of the astropsychic theory of Death. The raging halo of flame and the
flying angels were suggestive of the emerging vision of the 'Third Eye
Inner Illumination. It did not occur to me till then that this sublinle SYn-

thesizing concepts of D h a r m a - a h and K5la-cakra were interpreted by
the Chinese artists to their Court Taoism under the impact of JJua hu
theon
80,
Finally, I have explained several other discrepancies in Chinese
..
interpretation of our spiritual culture in my " Universal value of Ne1,alese
~ ~ ~ t h ~ t i 81
c r . When
"
religious matters get out of hand, the right thing to
do is to find underlying, synthesizing and unifying ideas by a comparative
study of all the ramifications against the background of the source materials.
S&prnuni had met Virlipakkha and all the other guardians from the four
cardinal compass corners of the Earth in the forests of Kapilavatthu more
than twentyfive hundred years ago. Observing the diversity of the nature
and the mind of men, the Piiiupat Yogins, after the Pjprahavi-Buddhistvase-epitaph, had insisted upon the essential symmetry of universal valucs
behind the appearances of men and the facades of Nature. Every sentient
being in his fleeting life time, whether he be the creator or the created, is
an expression of the laws and the forces that govern this universe. How
could men of different races be made to understand the unity of NirvPna
in the developing religious scheme of Dharmacakra and Kiila-cakra against
diverse political, social and cultural situations ?
We have salvaged a few dedicated names of " invisible persons "
of Kapilavastu from the limbo of history. Then, too, are have encountered
a score of unidentifiable religious leaders, who seemed to have a discipline
far more demanding than loyalty to their racial and national group. Evidently, they had transformed their personalities to the same level as the tribes
they came into contact, so that they lost their own identity for the sake of
the all transforming idea of the Suvarnagotras ( Gold-race ). There were
other difficulties beyond the pale of PrPkritic and Sanskritic language and
culture " From the earliest times " says Professor E. Ziircher " the translators of Buddhist tests had to face the problen~of phonetic transcription
of Indian proper names and Buddhist technical espressions by means of
Chinese characters-a script which by its ideographic nature was ( and is )
much less suited to this purpose than any alphabetical writing system would
have
They had to evolve new idioms in order to be in tune with
the Taoist and Confucian Shibboleths after the gradual disintegration of
the Han Empire and with the period of the Three Kingdoms ( ZXl-280
A.D.). It would take us too far afield if we write at length the great social
J

and political cl~angesthat took place at this period. This may be said in
passing that, in contrast with the continental state of Wei, which was still
connected with Central-Asia, Wu was naturally directed towards the south
and the sea-coast.

Bzrddhism itz So~rthChilra :
According to E. Ziircher " Chienyeh became the seat of the State of
Wu, ( 220-284 ). This court received products and used labourers from the
regions beyond the mountains ( Kuantung, Kuangsi and Indo-China) ;
it was regularly visited by merchants and emissaries from the Southem
kingdoms of Fu-nan and Lin-i, and sent its own envoys as far as Southern
Cambodia." The two most important Professors of Buddhism in the Southern capital were still the Indo-scythian Chih Ch'ien and Sogdian K'ang
Seng-hui, both of whom were born in China and brought up under the Chinese classical traditions. They were joined by a Brahmin known by the
name of Vighna; and after the latter's conversion and ordination he became
a specialist in the esoteric worship of Agamas. Together they appear to
have translated the PZli Dhammapada ( tthakatha ) which has remained
as one of the most popular books in China. B3
Judging from his tra~slationof Dhammapada and his specialisation
of Agama, Aciirya ( Professor ) Vighna seems to be a product of the Haimavata School of Buddhism. Dhammapada is a Hinayana work very much
in vogue in Ceylon. If we scan the pages of the Dhammapada, the Priitimoksa and the Karmaviicani, we cannot but be impressed by the many
legends of the SuvarnabhQmi (Gold country) obtaining in them. Judging
again from the traditional records and the ancient relics of Kapilavastu and
the Pali translations of such early works as the Milindapafiha and Niddesa,
the connection of Ceylon with the Himalayan countries in and through the
ports of Bharukaccha and Surpiiraka appears to have remained very active.
As testified by Professor S. Levi and confirmed by Professor E. Ziirchet,
the legends of Dhammapada ( attalcathi ), bearing as it did the stamp of the
Northern School of Buddhism, were further changed to bring them up to
the taste of the still small Buddhist communities in South Chilm. 84 This
accounts for the difference bet\vcen local literature and the literature of the
parent country of origin.

We quote from E. Ziircher the following dialogue between Vighna
and his Chinese collaborators to show Vighna's personal attitude towards
his own scripture and the Chinese reactions to the same :
" At first I objected against the wording ( of this translation ) as being
unrefmed. (To this), Vighna replied : " As to the words of the Buddha,
we are concerned with their meaning, and do not need to adorn them; the
of the doctrine they ( contain ) is not effected by adding embellishmerit. Those who transmit the scriptures ( in another language ) must make
them easy to understand, and the meaning must not be lost-(only) then
the work is well done. "
" Lao-tzu has said :
" Beautiful words
" All those present said :
are not reliable, reliable words are not beautiful. " Likewise, Confucius
has said : " Writing does not completely express speech, nor does speech
completely express the ideas. " This ( correspondence ) clearly shows the
unfathomable depth of the Saint's thoughts. . . . . . .9985
This event appears to have occurred in 224 A.D. Side by side with
Acirya Vighna and his unidentifiable companion, their Chinese collaborators, namely Chih-Ch'ien was a Yii-chih and K'ang Sen Hui was Sogdian;
both the latter were born in China and brought up in Chinese tradition.
All of them seem to have belonged to the school of Lokaksema. Among
the other monumental works to the credit of these translators were the
Vimalakirtinirdeiasfitra and the SukhivativyQha concerned with the cult
of Amitibha, both of which played important role in far Eastern Buddhism.
They are said to have brought out a more elegant version of the famous
6C
Siitra in forty-two sections," a new translation of Astasiihasriki-prajnQirmit2 and a short version of LokaksemaYs~ ~ r ~ ~ a m a s a m i d h i s f i t r a .
Southern China had now contacts with the Ceylonese and South Indian
monks through the route of what is Hanoi in North Vietnam today; and
some of the Vinaya texts were gradually being introduced specially with
strong northern influences. ~ u d ~ from
i n ~the quotations contained in
Yin-ch'ih-ju-ching (Taisho issaikyo 1694) and Ta ming-tu ching (T 225) by
the Sogdian K'ang sen hui, the most popular books seen1 to be YogPcPrabhGmi, UgradattapariprcchP, Drumakinnararijapariplcchl, AjitSatrusQtra,
VimalakirtinirdeSasQtra, AstisPhariki-prajfiPp5ramitb, hIahallikPpariprcchP,
Tathigatajfiiinamudriisam8dhi and Dharmapada.
-

Except for Dharmapada, all the above works seem to be concerned
with the PnSupat cult of Yoga ( self-discipline) and Dhyina (meditative
practices) consequent upon the revolt of Upiili with his questionnaire
known as Upilipariprcchii and his doctrine of Yoga after the Great Passing
and the Piprahavii-Buddhist-vase-epitaph. It is impossible to agree with
western scholars that the Dhyiina School founded by the Yue-ch'ih An
Shih-kao is Hinayhistic. The changing confessio fidei obtaining in our
early inscriptions and the final state of "Aniidinidhana" (permanent state
of timelessness) in which we have it to our own day,-bears eloquent testimony to the spiritual development with Yogic practices after the impact
of the cult of VirGpakkha and H a - m s ? V e have briefly referred to the
sudden appearance of such Vinaya works namely, Dharmapada, Priitimokaa
of the Mahiisiinghika School and Karmavbcanb of the DharmaguptakaSchool.
We have already said that Dharmapada was introduced by Ac2rya Vighna,
whereas the latter two works have been attributed to the siikya teacher
Dharmakda, the Sogdian teacher Sa~ghavarmmaand the Parthian teachers
Dharmmasatya and Dharrqabhadra. All of them appear to have artived at
Loyang after 250 A.D. With them evidently some form of ordination of the
monks and monastic discipline were being introduced. Then, too, the
Chinese scholars seem to be getting inquisitive about the categorisatioll
of such order as Shrzvaka, Pratyekabuddha, Bodhisattva, hlahiShran~a9a
etc over and above what they already knew about the ~hraillanaand the
Buddha. Kao-seng shuan gives us a glimpse of the disorderly state of
affairs as follows :
"There were monks who had never been ordained and who only by
their tonsure distinguished themselves from the profane; when performing
the ceremonies of fasting and confession of sins they imitated the nonBuddhist sacrificial rites."
We now clearly get the impact of the hiahisiiinghika and the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya schools on the earlier Yogzcira doctrines represented by
the many Parip;cchis" (questionnaires) and the "AjitaSatrusGtra" on the
lines of the Up2liparipycchi which was associated with the Haimavata
school with the very first Buddhist council of Rijagrha. Strangely AIahiyina
and Hinayina, coming as they did from different routes and Sources seem
to have confronted each other in China. This was a period when the Imperial
(6

Court of Loyang seems to be having contacts with Sh~n-shan(Lop nor),
Khotan, Kuchl, QuaraSiihar, Kashgar and Ferghana in Central Asia, and
in-i (Champa) and Fu-nan (the region of the lower hlekong river) in
South-East Asia. The relative prosperity and political stability of China
favoured the development of international trade and traffic. The documents discovered by Sir Aurel Stein and Sven Hedin in the region of Niya
and Lou-lan in Central Asia bear testimony to this healthy exchci~ge. The
region of Tunhuang in western Kansu was the main gateway to China
and a commercial centre with a mixed Chinese-"Barbarian"
population.
It was there that the Buddhist travellers from China went to find the
scripture for the second time consequent upon the Hinayha-hiahiyaa
confrontation.

The visit o j the first Chbese t~zorzkChn Shih-hsing t o Khota~z
The journey of the Chinese monk Chu Shih-hsing to Khotan about
250-260 A.D. in quest of Buddhist scriptures from Loyang forms one of
the most interesting events in the history of Buddhism. So far he seems to
have read only Lokak~ema'scrude translations of the Perfection of wisdom
in Eight thousand lines ("Asti~lhasrik~~rajfi81~iramitl").
..
The works of
the Buddhist Masters of Law namely, Vighna and Dharmaklla had stimulated Chinese interests in the rules and discipline of the various Buddhist
Schools that had sprung up. ~ h ~ sChu Shih-hsing undertook his
difficult journey to India, he did so with the object of securing certain
canonical texts needed for the better understanding and practice of the
Buddhist Church in Loyang. But he did not have to go as far as India.
He found the "Perfection of Wisdomw (~rajiiiipiramitl)in 25,000 lines in
Khotan which, then, was the largest kingdom of the famous silk route of
Central Asia.
But more interesting than the discovery of the said Perfection of
wisdonl was the history of the introduction of hlah$ioa Buddhism to
Khotan by a monk known by the name of Vairocana under the reign of
King iTijaya-sambhavaway back in the first century B.C. Ravi-locana and
Vairocana occur as the names of our Shepherd God Siva in very early religious scriptures; and Viiayasarpbhava is the name of the person who spread
the knowledge of the Great hlother Goddess as Id8 and Pingal2 of the

Kaula (Koli) and Siikta schools during the symbiosis of the Saiva and. Buddhist tiintricism. \Ve are publishing the relative sculpture from Nepal to
show how the synthesis between Saivism and Buddhism took place from
Ravi-locana to ~ ~ a i r o ~ ~ m aSubsequent
.*~
to this symbiosis Vairocana,
Jaya, Vi jaya, Jayasundari, Vijayabati, Jayasambhava, Vijayasambhava,
Padmasambhava etc. appear as names of prominent men and women in the
scriptures and inscriptions of Nepal. The cognomen Sambhava associated with the name Vijaya may here mean the victory of the person who introduced the Pundarika-sQtra(the Lotus sQtra) as the true doctrine to Khotan
which finally infiltrated into China.

Professor S.Levi has discussed the famous Kharosthi manuscript of
a Priikrit version of Dharmapada (Journal Asiatique 1912 pp 213-215)
discovered in Ichotan. The importance of Khotan as a military power as
well as a centre of tradeand commerce has been attested to by the documents
available in China of the first century A.D. This must have formed the
the basis of Vighna's translation of Dharn~apadainto Chinese language.
K U C ~toHthe north of Khotan appears to haveentertained Hinaygnist texts.
The first Kuchean and Sogdian missionaries of Hinayha Buddhism together with Aciirya Dharmakiila appear to have translated only what represented the barest necessary of Priitimok~aand Karmaviicanii of the MahPsgmaghika and Dharmaguptaka schools of Vinaya respectively from the
Priikrit sources of Central Asia. The same may be true of SBtra-pitaka
as well. The vast collections of canonical literature from the Pgli
sources of Ceylon must have followed gradually very much later.
On the other hand, the first accounts of the Chinese traveller Chu
Shih-hsing's journey to Khotan mention the existence of hlahgyaa Buddhism
in Khotan about 250-260 A.D. Moksala-the author of the 25,000 lines of
the Perfection of Wisdom in 291 A.D., and Gita-mitra, who arrived at
Ch'angan with another copy of the same Prajfiiipiirarnitii in 296 A.D.,
were both Khotanese people. Chih Fa-ling towards the beginning of the
fifth century A.D. found in Khotan a copy of the hlahiiy5nic text of Avatamsaka; and the famous Chinese traveller Fa-hsien in his stay of three
months in Khotan in 401 A.D. has spoken about the large comm-

tens of thousands of M a h l y a a Buddhists who had the backing ot
the rulers together with some sprinklings of Hinayiinists from the
llorthern centre of KuchP.
unity of

The scriPl~.eojthe c~~zissiori
0f the raJs by the Ut~ddha:
The scripture of the emission of the rays by the Buddha as a prelude
to his preaching of Saddharmapundarika-sQtras ( the white Lotus sOtra
the true doctrine) and of the Prajdiipirarniti ( Perfection of wisdom)
seems to be the Kh0tane.e version of the Saivite legend of the incineration
ofVir-pik!a by the fire which belched from the Third Eye of Siva current
in theHimil ayan countries after the acceptance of the Shepherd-God PaSuin the Vedic pantheon as the Storm-God Rudra by the KauSikan Brihmins. According to Chu Shih-hsing's biography, the Khotanese adherents
of Hinayina Buddhism went even so far as to oppose the Chinese monk
from sending this pernicious "Briihrnanic book" to China, whereupon
the Bhfirjapattra (birch bark leaf) AIanuscript of the "Perfection of wisdom"
was subjected to and survived the fire-ordeal and was, therefore, taken to
China on its own merit. Though apocryphal, this legend is very chuacteristic of the fire-ordeal of the Sakas, which was having its effect on the
Chinese people. Professor E. Ziircher has given us a considerable amount
of accurate information concerning the vicissitudes of "The scripture of
the emission of rays" when the Khotanese monk Punyadhana took it to
China in 282 A.D. We have already quoted the ancient Buddhist texts
cf Atanatiya and hfahisarnaya-sfittanta to show how Sikyamuni had personally met Vircpakkha in the forests of Kapilavatthu. These are very
early sources which show the impact of the astropsychic theory of Kilacakra upon Dharma-cakra (the Eight spoked Wheel of Law) preached by
Sikyamuni.
Evidently the early synlbols of Phallus and ring-stones associated
with the Cult of ~ i v and
a the Great hIother Goddess, and even the Yogicira
doctrine of UpPli after the Piprahavb-Buddhist-vase-epitaphwere, perhaps,
too crude for export and for international consumption. We have also
referred to the supersciptions of the images of Oesho (%a) and his symbols on the Saka and Ku~hPqacoins. International scholars have commented
widely on the flamcs issuillg from tllc sl~ouldcrsof somc Ku:Ili~.u kjllgs7
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which may be connected with the fiery emanations of the Iranian kinga.
We have already seen with reference to the Akhaemenian inscriptions how
the Lranian Aryans were the first to encounter the ~ a k a sand learn about
their cult of the Yakgas (Yakkhas). In its country of origin Virtpiksa
tended to become the personification of hIadana of Kinla-deva ( god cf
love) and was finally absorbed in the pspchological cult of PaSupati.
Then, too, the early ~ a i v a Yogins appear to have invented many
spinbols of the sun and the moon to express the Time-nature of this
favourite Shepherd God in their scheme of the astropsychic theory
of KPla-cakra.
We have seen how the Taoist practitioners had used the optical illusions of the first steps of Yogic exercises to startle and amuse the Chinesc
people. On the other hand, the Saivite Yogis had realised very early that
our sensory organs were the only channels through which we could probe
the mystery of the human mind and gain an access to the world of visions
and reality beyond the bounds of the physical world. This spiritual factor
pertaining to the transition to the astropsychic theory of K~la-cakrafrom
the Eight-spoked-wheel of Dharma-cakra had to be assimilated into Buddhism, which by now had developed into a greater religious and cultural
force than the purely psychological practices of Saivite Tantras all b!r
themselves. In his "Preliminary Reports and Studies on the Italian excamtions in Swat"(Wester11 Pakistan), Professor G. Tucci had decisively demonstrated how "Buddhism became in a certain sense westernised and
translated into terms axtistical as well as dogmatical more universally
acceptable" than either Saivism or Hinayina Buddhism as they came into
co 5 act with major cultural forces in this crossroad of Asia.

If we were to follow the "Suvarr?aprabhPsasfitra," these fiery emanltionswere associated with the historical Buddhas when they revealed the1l1to their Bodhisattvas. Then, too, there was competition anlong the
various schools of Buddhism to metamorphose the great teacher of scientific and human laws into a God of Eternal reality so that they may revea1
the profound truth that "seeing is deceivingm and that the real world
could be perceived through the five human sensory apparatuses The
pattern of the legend of the Buddha preaching " ~ a d d h a r r n a ~ u ~ d a r i k a s M '
(thc white Lotus aphorism of the truc doctrine) to a chose11 audicilcc 01

the ~odhisattvasflown to him from the four cardinal compass cornets
seems to be similar to the inhitely earlier legend of Sikyamuni meeting
virhpakkha and the other kings from the four corners of the world in the
forests of Kapilavastu. Here the SrPvakas (the ordinary disciples) are
excluded from seeing the Buddha when a big light of Brahmavihiira ernanates from his Urna (circular bump of hair over Buddha's forehead) on the
eve of his announcement of the miracle of the Revelation of the white Lotus
aphorism, which, on the last analysis, is only an exposition of the astrotheory of Death known as KPla-cakra and the Third Eye of Siva.
1)rofessors G. Tucci and Mario Bussagli have commented in their own
way on the image of such a"Ha1oed Buddha of Gandhira with flames rising
from his sborrlder~."~~
It is against such a background of spiritual furore of Central-Asia,
that we have to consider the Chinese translation of Fang K u m g Ching
(the scripture of the emission of rays), which was given this significvlt
titlein accordance with the contents of the first "Parivarta" (chapter)
by the Khotanese monk Xloksala in 291 A. D. It was the Indo-Scythian
monk Dharmaraksii (Fa hu 266-308 A, D.) who appears to have made a
complete translation of the Saddharmpundarika sQtra (Scripture of the
white Lotus aphorism of the true doctrine), Prajfiipiiramiti ( The
perfection of Wisdom), Surafigama-samiidhi sttra ( the scripture of
mental concentration), Vimalakirtinirdeia ( the scripture spoken by
Vimalakirti), Sukhivativytha ( the caitya of pure and happy land)
and Lalita-vistlra ( t h e legend of Lalita describing Buddha hiessia
of hope) in response to the demands of the Chinese Buddhists.
The most important among the host of scriptures translated by Dharmaraksg was the Lotus sfitra with its doctrine of one Buddha vehicle and with
its emphasis upon the eternity and omniscience of the Buddha, w h c h to all
the believers opened the way to Buddhahood. As an esoteric Revelation
interpreted with exraordinary wealth of images and parables, Saddharrmpundarikasttra came to be regarded as the most venerated and fundamental
scripture in Chinese Buddhism.
For more than a century, the translations of Dharmaraks~remained
the most clear and comprehensire exposition of the doctrine of the
perfection of Wisdom, so much so that Tao-an in about 376 -4.D.

made a comparative study of the difirent texts, particdarly of
Fang-kuang ching (the scripture of the einissioil of rays) and made synoptic
cdition which widely circulated in the Chinese capital of Loyang. When
the celebrated Buddhist missionary Kumlrajiva appeared on the scene, he
put up the theory that the Saddharn~apundarika-setra differed from the
rest of the blah8ylna sbtras and pointed out the conflict. NO doubt,
Kumlrajiva was aware of the special character of this Lotus-sCtra as a secret
doctrine concerned with the esoteric ~ a i v i t eworship known as Agama.
For a considerable period the earlier works appear to have fallen into disuse
in the first decade of the fifth century when Kumarajiva's versions of the
Perfections of Wisdom in 8000 lines and 25,000 lines (namely Astasihasrik~
..
prajfiapiramitZ, Pancavimsatisihasrikl Prajti~piiramit~
) respectively
together with the enoxmous mass of hlldhyamika commentaries appeared
on the Chinese scene. It is most interesting to note that after a ding-donfi
struggle, the Scripture of the white Lotus-sctra came to be regarded as the
highest fulfilment of the Buddha's teaching by the T'ien-t'ai school of the
second half of the sixth century A.D., which appears to have found concrete
artistic expression in the Waterlily-cave of Loyang already mentioned
But before we resume our discussions of the life and the works of
Kumarajiva, it'would be well for us to look back to the Imperial court of
the Kushlna Emperors and to the Fourth Buddhist Council of ~dandhara
(Jullunder in West Pakistan) for the further development of the Yogicin
and the hIldhyamika philosophies.
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One of these aka ( Yiie-d~ihof the annals of China ) tribes went on
gathering strength and power till Kani~hkaI became the Emperor of Kabul,
Kashmir and thc north-western India. We ha1.e already noted how
Saka tribes had controlled all the trade routes of Central Asia, and fro111
this position of strength, they extended their dolllinions as far as hfathuri
on the banks of river Jamunl. From very early times the city of MathurP
situated on the cross-roads of Central Asia via Takkha~ill(Taxila), of
the Indus valley througl~AXlinnagar and of rhc gulf of Gurjdra country
( Gujarat ) through the cities of Ujjayilli and ,\lidllvanlilL5llcar ~hitong~r11,

had flourished as a rich mercantile centre on the flat North Indian plain.
For fairly long periods hlathuri had been ruled liy the Saurasenii, the Niga,
the Maurjras and the Sufigas. With successive rise of the Sakas, the IndoGreeks and the Saka-pahlavas, hiathurl had also remained the winter
capital of the north-western rulers.
Private inscriptions found in the Punjab and the Sind provinces of
India are dated from five to twenty eight years of an unknown Era. The
latest discoveries of the punch-marked coins, and the Yakha ( Yakaa )
andthe $aka tradition and sculpture in the Gandaki region and the Vanmachronicles of the Lunar dynasty of Nimisa in Nepal, make their migration
to the Himilayan Suvarnabhumi ( Gold country ) absolutely certain. Evidently, the Kushinas were operating from the northern and the southern
pincers in their invasion of Pltaliputra and Sgketa ( Ayodhyii ), which
had remained the capitals of the hiauryan and the Suiiga Kings respectively.
Shortly after his accession to power, King Kanipka adopted hlahiiyhic
Buddhism and spent vast sums of money for the construction of Buddhistic
monasteries and monuments all over his vast empire. It was under his
patronage that the Fourth Buddhist Council was held in the city of Jalandhara
( Jullunder ) under the Chairmanship of the Buddhist Savant Basu-mitra.
As a great patron of the Xlah?ij*Pnic religion and culture, Kwiska
patronised the eminent Buddhist writer ASvaghosa who had salvaged the
Yogicira doctrine of Upili from oblivion. This monk scholar had studied
for ten years in one of the monasteries known as ASokiiriima in the hlauryan
capital of Pntaliputra ( Patna ) after his initiation into the TTinayaSchool of
S~~.vi.rtir~ida.~~
During his student days, the epic of Riimiiyana indited
by the KauSikan poet 17nlmiki had become verv much more popular than
the treatises of the Vinaya works in Piili. Deeply influenced by the Sanskritic works of his KauSikan ancestors, ~ h a g h o p achose Sanskrit as the
medium of his expression to the rejection of the hfagadhan court language
of Pili,into which almost all the Tripirakas were con~mittedto writing by
the Missionary schools of Hlnayiina. At the hands of ~ZSvaghoaaand his
disciples, the Prikrit language, in which the ancient Himilayan teachers
including Sikyamuni delivered their sermons, was developed on the lines
of Vedic Sanskrit to serve as a bridge of understanding between the Central
Asiatic and the Indian peoples.

Thus we see that, if Piili Tripifakas made ~ i i k ~ a n ~ and
u n i dynastyof
King Suddhodhana the pivot on which to base the Hinayinist writings,
the Mahiyinists depended upon the Sanskrit language to espress and explain the Kiila-cakra traditions and the consequent Yoglcira doctrines
of the Haimavata School. Though both began from the same source, yet
the Vedic Sanskrit, as it developed among the KauSikans, appear to have
directly succeeded to the Priikrit languages of the Gandaki river valIevs
and carried the tradition to central Asia, while P d i became the vehicle of
expression to the south. This explains the mystery behind the earliest
occurrence of the PiiSupat Yogas in Priikrit as " Saddharmapundarikasfitra"
and its translation as the Lotus aphorism of the true doctrine into Chinese
so early. Even the Hinayinist texts of Dharmapada seems to be translated
into Chinese from the Priikrit and the Sanskritic sources. If, therefore,
Ceylonese Tripitakas and the treatises of some of the Vinaya schools were
recorded in Pdi, all the Saivo-~uddhisticliterature concerned with Mahiiyana
were recorded in Prikrit in all the countries of Central Asia from their
Himiilayan bases. It is remarkable that the " Pariplcchii " literature that
appears in Chinese translation so early does not form part of the Plli-Vinayas.
Against such a background of heaving Asia, the early tradition, relics, manuscripts, inscxiptions, sculpture and architecture obtaining in Nepal even to
this day assume tremendous significance.
The Imperial region of the Kushwa Kings was the turning poillt
in the mode of literary expression through the medium of Vedic Sanskrit
to the rejection of the Magadhan court language of Piili. This change in
the style of literary intercourse registered the triumph of the Haimavata
School, which ousted the Babel of dialects in favour of the i n d o - l ~ r y ~
Sanskrit language, which became the lingua-franca in the vast empire of
the Kushinas. With the rise of the political power of the Sakas, we notice
the steady process of the Sanskritisation of the unsanskritic Royal genealogies, names, cognomen, place-names and customs in the chronicles 2nd
inscriptions of Nepal till it becomes the most perfect vehicle of expression
with the Licchavi Kings who assume power about 350 A.D.
It was in the Fourth-Buddhist-Council of Jaland hara ( ~ ~ U u n d)e r
in West Pakistan today ) that the Three Commentaries on the ~handhaka
( Skandhaka ) canons of the earliest schools of Vinaya seem to be indited

bv the organisers under the title of " THREE TREATISES. " These
Three Treatises seem to be translated and variously interpreted in China
fairly early till it formed the most profound subject of philosophical discussions with Chin Tun's teachings in 350 A.D.gl
In view of the importance of the " Three Treatises " Emperor
Kadska had them thoroughly revised by the Kau6kan Master ASvagho~a,
got them inscribed on copperplate inscriptions and had them enclosed in
memorialmounds for their preservation. Although a student of the Vinayaschool-of-SarvistivIda in Sivatthi, yet Aivagho~aseems to have preserved
the Yogiciira doctrine of the venerable Updi and the other literature of
Pariprcchis " ( questionnaires ), which led to the religious schism and
to the isolation of the Haimavata-KPSyapiya-Schoolin the very FirstBuddhist-Council of Rijagrha. Under the impact of the astropsychic theory
of Kila-cakra, the basic question of the Upili-pariprcch~was that the AryanEight-Fold-Path to Nibbsnapada was a Nihilo and out of date, and that
Upili and his adherents called for a fresh start towards the Yogicira doctrine
in consideration of basic human requirements of sex to the total rejection
of the tyranny of abstract ideas in the concept of human emancipation.
This view is fundamental for a proper understanding of one of the most
important periods of Himdayan religious philosophy as to the transition
from the Nirvina-Era represented by the Piprahavii-Buddhist-vase-epitaph
to the Kila-cakra Era represented by the Yaksa legend of Virtpakkha. We
have adequatelv discussed this basic question with reference to ASokan and
Nepalese inscriptions respectively in Chapter V.
From the evidences of Chinese documents we know that the Buddhist
missionary Kumirajiva had written the biographies of the celebrated Yogicsra Masters namely, ASvaghoSa, Nigirgjuna, Aryadeva and Vasuvandhu
the elder. Professor E. Frauwallner " On the date of the Buddhist Master
of the Law TTasubandhu" has referred to an important statement of
Kum~ajivain connection with the White Lotus Siitra as follows : " When
I formerly dwelt in India, I travelled to the five parts of India studying the
MallVha. As a pupil of the great teacher Siiryasoma, I confessed that
formerl~',when I studied the Hiniyiina texts, I was like one who did not
fecognise gold and considered stone to be a wonderful object. At this
he Rave me the scripture of the Saddharmapundarikopadeia with great d e c -

tion and said : " The sun of the Buddha has set in the west. The remaining light will reach the north-east. Do diffuse it with all care. Onceupon
a time the great reacher Vasubandhu ( the elder ) had composed this
" UpadeSa " ( instruction ).
This represents the true Dharma ( L~ or
doctrine ). Thou shalt not accept nor reject its stanzas; and thou
not accept nor reject its texts.' I accepted it with great reverence and carried it in my book-basket when I came here " ( C l , h ).QZ
Frauwallner puts this tern1 of Kumiirajiva's pupilship under Strasoma in one of the five parts of India about 360 A.D., while K.ChYenmakes
SBryasoma a royal prince from Yarkand who meets and converts Kumirajiva ( 344-413 A.D. ) in Kashgar. Following Chinese sources K.Ch'en
says that " Kumiirajiva was born in Kuchi of a Brlhmin father and a Kuchean princess and followed his mother into a Buddhist order, and together
the two travelled to Kashmir where he studied the sacred texts under Bandhudatta for three years and went to live in Kashgar for one year, where the
conversion appears to have taken place at about the age of 11. According
to Ziircher KumZrajivaYsgreatest contributions to Chinese Buddhism was
the introduction of Mahiylnic scholastic literature, notably that of Midhyamika ( ~finyavida) which is said to go back to the semilegendary teacher
Niigiirjuna. But both the learned authors seem to overlook the fact that
it was KumZrajiva who had written the biographies of ASvagho~a,Nigirjuna, Aryadeva and Vasubandhu who were all KauSikan emigrants to PuruSapapura ( Peshawar in Western Pakistan ) at different periods of histoy.
The development of the philosophical-dogmatic school of Sarv~stivida
in Sravasti was greatly influenced by the Haimavata-KPSyapiya school of
Suvarnabhiimi ( Gaqdaki ) under the influence of the dissident Upili who
appears to have written the Piprahavl-Buddhist-vase-epitaph. According
to Hsuan-tsang, the decisive step in the fourth Buddhist Council was taken
by KZtyiiyaniputra ( Kltyiyana ) with the composition of ~fiiinaprasthIna,
which was translated by the KaShmirian teacher Safighadeva as Fa-chin-lun
( on the source of knowledge) in Ch'angan already in the last quarter of
the 4th century. This person was the President of the Council while Akaghoia, as the Vice-president, wrote the Three Treatises as its commentaries,
which culminated in the M a h i ~ i b h i i ~ i Sin~ the
~ t ~same
~
council under
Kaniska. What is of the greatest significance is the fact that these KauSiks
I

namely Nlgiirjuna, Aryadeva, Vasuvandhu and SCryasorna had become
convens to the 170giicira doctrine of Upili; and with one voice they acclaimed the victory of the astropsychic theory of Kila-cakra Millennia introduced by the Sakas in 78 A.D. Against the background of such a religious
transition, the life and work of Kumirajiva and Sikya Buddhabhadra of
Kapilavastu assume tremendous signlticance.

The lye atzd 1110rksof Pzqzdit I(r~mZrqjiva(344409 or 414 A.D.) :
Kumlrajiva was born in Kuchii situated in Western Turkistan. In
the company of his pious mother he appears to have visited the cities of
AvPntipBra, Parihiisaptra and hliirtand and studied in the San~istiviida
vinaya schools of Kashrnir under such illustrious teachers as Bandhudatta
and BuddhayaSas who later joined him at Ch'angan in Sian. \Ve have seen
how the Chinese documents bypass his visits to India. Before he had
reached his middle age his fame, as the master of the psychological Tantras,
astronomy, mathematics, Prajiii literature and Midhyamika commentaries
had travelled far into China. At this time there were wars between the
Chinese and the Central Asiatic rulers, so that " When in 384 A.D. FuChien's general Lii Kuang conquered Kuchi, he took the unfortunate
Acirya with him as a valuable piece of booty, using his services during his
further campaigns and making him at the same time the object of his verv
delicate jokes. " Nothing is known about the 17 years of Kumirajiva's
life at Liang-chou ( Kansu ) where Lii Kuang 11'zd founded an independent
state. In 401 the Tibetan ruler Yao Hsing defeated Lu and brought K m s rajiva to Ch'angan, where he was made the " Purohita " ( preceptor ) of
the ruling house and venerated by the religious leaders of several thousands
of Buddhist disciples from all parts of the Celestial Empire. It was by an
accident of history that Fa-hsien had left China for India in 399 about two
years before the arrival of Kum2rajiva in Ch'ang an. \Vhoever has read
the works of Fa-hsien and Kumirajiva know that these two masters, in
utter contrast with Hsuan-tsang, did not seem to have any particular religious
bias or philosophical prejudices. We can very well imagine the plight of
Kumgrajiva in an age, when the works of hIok~ala,Saiighadera and Lokaksema as well as those of the Chinese professors, reflected only that p m i cdar branch of learning in which they were skilled namely, Prajfiipw-
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miti ( mvstical philosophy of the perfection of wisdotl~), hbhidharma( SYStematic philosophy of Law ), Sfitras ( historical or quasi-historical aphorisils
attributed to S ~ k y a n ~ u nand
i other saints of yore ), Tantras (traditional
esoteric meditations of the Xgamas and their stark ritual practices known
as the Adhigamas) and a hazy knowledge of Vinaya ( monastic discipline
and logic prescribed by the sectarian schools of Buddhism ). The age
lacked that solid historical frame characteristic of our age of researches;
and if we, with all our facilities for studies and travels, find it so difficult
to trace the historical development of the concept of Dharma-cakra and
Kilacakra from the maze of the wheeling systems of sectarian literature and
philosophy, we can imagine how difficult Kumiirajiva and Fa-hsien nlust
have found to face the followers of orthodox schools who confined themselves to their narrow grooves at the expense of those whom they considered to be their opponents. According to K. Ch'en " the importance of
Fa-hsien in the history of Sino-Indian relations lies in the fact that he was
the first Chinese monk actually to arrive in India, study there for a lengthy
period, and then return to China with the sacred scriptures. He also made
significant contributions to the knowledge of Indian history and geography.
The Indians as a people do not appear to possess as keen a sense of history
as do their neighbours the Chinese. " If KumPrajiva by his biographies
of ASvaghosa and his successors unwittingly gave a historical frame to the
developnlent of the Northern Haimavata school of Buddhism, then equall!.
Fa-hsien undertook his arduous journey to the cradle of Buddhistic civilisation in Srivasti, Kapilavastu, ~ u m b i n iand Riimagiima, where he is said
to have met Sikya Buddhabhadra who initiated him into the mysteries of
the traditional Agamas. It is a matter of interest to the entire human community that the esoteric Agamas and the stark practices of the Adhigamas,
were accepted by the clan of the Siikyas including ~ i k ~ a m u as
n ithe fundamental article of the worship of their Yaksa god Sikvavardhana and were
interpreted as the Nikiyas by his followers.
On his way back, Fa-hsien appears to have obtained the FTinayasof
the Mahlsiiighika and SarvPstiv~daschools at PltalipDtra and of the hlahiSlsaka school in Ceylon, while Mah~parinirvPnasCtraseems to be popular
from the Gangetic India to Ceylon. Fa-hsien was back to Ch'angan in
414 A.D., when Kumirajlva had differences with Buddhabhadra; and the

f(Jnnerysfollowers had fabricated charges against the latter's discomfiture.
i\ccording to KumPrajivaYs biography, Kumlrajiva, before the arrival of
fjuddhabhadra and Fa-hsien, had got into a voluminous correspondence
with Hui-yiian who had rejected Confucianism and Taoism in favour of
the Prajfiii-literature, JfiipaprasthSna ( on the sources of knowledge ) and
~bhidharma-hrdaya( the heart of Abhidharma translated by Safighadeva ).
However, Hui-yiian does not seem to be satisfied with the abstract ideas
of Dharmakiiya ( Buddha's body as the essence of the Dharma ( Laws 1,
and was groping around for some concrete image, endowed with senson.
faculties, that he could grasp. If the Brihmanic world of India was confounded by the concept of the Three LTedicSteps of Vishnu, the practical
Chinese world seems to be equally disturbed by the concept of permanent
self in Samsgra ( endless round of rebirths in the world ) and Ninrha
which thekdian Buddhists do not seem to have realised. Like the follow&s
of the Yak~acult of the HimPlayas the Chinese questioned : How could
there be permanent self in Nirvwa, if there is no permanent self in our
Samsgra ? If there is no self what is it that enters into Ninrina to enjoy
the bliss of that state? We would now see how far the correspondence
between Kumiirajiva and Hui-yuan was successful in its approach to the
basic human problem in evolving universal values from the tangled maze
of religious treatises obtaining at their time. A model of purity of conduct
and religious devotion, Hui-@an had been notified of Kum?irajivaYsarrival
by a younger brother of the Ch'in ruler, Yao Sung; and the Exchange of
complimentary letters and the sacred scriptures between the two appears
to have taken place sometime in 405 and 406 A. D. In his second letter
Hui-yuan seems to be disturbed by the alarming news of KurnPrajivaYsplans
to return to his native country; and " hence he takes the liberty to submit
some summary questions about some tens of subjects, and he hoped that
the learned Kuchean Master would have spare time to explain these one
by one. Although the questions do not pertain to the major problems as
(we find ) in the sQtras, yet I should like to have them solved by you."
This was the beginning of the correspondence about the meaning of
the word " PrajfiP " ( gnosticism ) and about its relation to " Upvakauialya " ( expediency or skill in means ) and the Bodhisattva's " Sarvajiiatii "
( omniscience ) and the " anupattika dharma-ksati " ( equanimity towards

thc non-origination of the laws ) and the realisation of " Dharmat~')
nature of the law both human and divine ); about the " Dharrnakip
( Buddha's body as the essence of the law ) and its relations to the Thee
Irehicles of the Buddha, the Dharma and the Sangha; and finally about the
" Atta " ( soul ) and " Anatta " ( non-soul ) in the scheme of " Nirvka,"
" m a s " ( mind ), " Citta " ( mental functions that are faster than the
speed of light ) and Vijiiha (scientific concept of the origin of the cosmosu
as the historical Buddhas Kanakmuni and KiSyapa conceived it and as
Kapilamuni's Simkhya-system of philosophy explained the evolution,
Evidently this was a new age for China, but the ~ a i v a - ~ o ~ ithe
n s ,Vedic
I n d o - A ~ a n sand the revolutionary Buddhas had overleaped themselves
and fallen on the stumbling block of the Piprahavi-Buddhist-vase-epitaph
with the consequent revolt of Upili. What is most illuminating in these
discourses is the translation of Katy2yaniputraYs JBiprasthina and Abhidharma-hydaya by the Kashmiri teacher Saiighadeva, which rejected the
Hiniyhist confessio-fidei of " Ye dhammii hetu pabhavi " etc. attributed
to ~ i k ~ a m u by
n i the Theravgdins of the Pali Abhidhanm2-pitaka in contravention of the religious tradition of the Sikyas and the direct evidences
of the ~i~rahava-Buddhist-vase-epitaph
way back in the third century B.C.
I agree with Professor Ziircher that these Chinese translations may yield
some concrete historical results on the dark period of the intermediate
world. Out of the conflicts in the minds of these supermen from Kapilavastu, Kashmir, Kashgar, Kuchi and Ch'angan in China, we are now in a
better position to trace the links in the chain of the concept of Dl~arma,as
it developed from the Nirv%a-Era down to the Siilia-~raof 78 A.D. which
the Licchavi Kings of Nepal accepted against the common religious and
cultural background of Mount Sumeru. There is no way out for us but
to accept the decisions of Kiit ylyani-putra, ASvaghosa and Emperor Kanishka
as to the transition from Dharnla-cakra-pravartana to K2la-cakra-pravartana
in the Fourth Buddhist Council convened bv them.
There is no doubt that Kumiirajiva, through his translations, was responsible fox the establishment of the hfahPvina School of San-lun or the
School of Three Treatises on the foundation of the Three Treatises of Emperor Kanishka mentioned above. As a professor of Miidhyamika ( niddlepath ) phlosophy, Kumiirajiva seems to be aware of the special nature of

the saddharmapu~!darika-satra ( the white-lotus-aphorisnl of the true
doctrine). But judgiilg from the trend of thc questions of ZIJ-j-iim,
~ ; ~ ~ i ~ had
~ j ito\ rtake
a note of the moral make-up of the Chinese mind
to teach &-hand the traditional pri~lciplesof the esoteric u.orsllip of ,Agailla
alld the stark practices of hdhigama associated with the Yaksa cult of
Sakvavardhana or IrirfipPk~a. Ahre because K u ~ l l P r a j iwas
~ ~ a Royal
and provided with the pleasures of the inner apartments
he was
b
loath to shun for the principles and practices Kaula-mata as it was interpreted by Buddhabhadra on the ancient roots of the Yaksa cult of Sumeru.
This doctrinal difference between Kurniirajiva and Buddhabha&a was
responsible for the charge of heresy and the consequent banishment of the
latter from the capital. It is passing strange that Hui-Yiian warmly we[conled Buddhabhadra in Lushan for his reputation as a D h y b a master after
debacle with KumPrajiva. 111 the Tsaoteng monastery situated at the
foot of AIount Kuifeng, 20 kilometres t o the sout h-west of the city of Sian
in the province of Shensi, the Chinese people have preserved the " Sarirastiipa " of Kum3rajiva where he made a l l his translations and passed away
in 413 A.D. But Buddhabhadra survived as one of those " invisible men
of history " to preach his heresies of the transition to Bhairavi-cakra-pravartatla at its very inception." In the succeeding chapters we will esamine
the religious inlplication of the transition to Bhairavi-caba-prevartur?
with reference to the Nepalese inscriptions in archaic Northern
characters.

,,,it

CHAPTERVII.
The i r t f ~ ~ e ~of~ cthe
e 1-evob/ioi~u)ycoi1cept of the as:ro).ychic theory of &Irrcrrk~szof the e/~~e,le,giig
Jirkl~aad K~i.rhZ~a
tribee oof /i,e Kasa and K h a ~ ao).&b:
In the previous chapter we have made a general survey of the religious
and cultural influences of the new emerging tribes of the Sakas with panicular reference to the contribution of the Sikyas of Kapilavastu and the
Koli emigrants of R2maglma to the regions of central Asia and particularly
of the river Niyl after their dispersion from Suvarnabhiimi ( Gold country)
on the banks of river Gandaki consequent upon the invasion of Viriidhaka.
The chronicles of Nepal reflect the transition to the new revolutionary faith
of the astropsychic theory of Kila-cakra with the ascendancy of the matriarchal lunar dynasty of King N i m i ~ aand the vast conquests of his successors
under the banner of PaSupati. Thus we can see that it was more the triumph
of the Klla-cakra theory than the temporary successes of the ~ a k a sthe
, Kasa
and Khasa tribes who emerged as factors in different intermontane pockets
of the Himilayas under the rule of different dynastic or tribd leaders. It
would be useful at this age to discuss how the Saka rulers bequethed to
their Licchavi successors the ~ a k a - E r aand the system and the technique
of the Saka-coinage.
Before the ascendancy of the Sakas over the political horizon of the
I-limllayas, the KauSikan Kingdom of Videha ( with its Capital of Janakpur
in Nepal Tarei ) hated the Yavanas ( the Greeks and the Persians ), the Kasas,
the Khasas and the Abhiras as the hllecchas ( outcasts ) who came fro111 bevond the pale of the Brlhmannic society. But when the mixed tribes steadily
gained military successes, they came to be recoqnised by theKauiikan priests
as the equals of the warrior castes of the Licchavis and the hlauryas. It is
interesting to note that the drama of the advancement or thc recession in
the scale of caste-system was being played on the stages of the Vigwati,
the KauSiki and the Gandaki river valleys. And while there were great
vicissitudes in the political fortune of the Indo-Greeks, the Sakas and the
I'filllavas along the great trade routes and city marts of Central Asia, the

Varmma Kings of Nepal appear to have preoccupied themselves with puIcly
matters.
Judging from the records of Central-Asia, China and Tibet, there
seems to be a regular exchange of religious teachers between Kapilavastu
nlld Central Asia long before the Chinese people began taking interest in
the religion and the culture of the west. The names of the saliyas and the
Kolis obtaining in the early chronicles and inscriptions of Nepal seem to run
so close to the Priikrit names of the teachers contained in the Kharosthi
documents of Central Asia that their migrations to these regions appear t o
be absolutely beyond dispute. If the clash between the Greeks and the
blauryas led to the widening of the intellectual horizon of the peoples of
Gangetic India, the confrontation of the newly emerging forces of the Sakas
and the Kasa peoples with the Pahlavas, the Greeks and the Chinese peoples
seem to have brought about a greater widening of the human outlook t hail
heretofoie. Evidently this seems to have led to the Saivo-~uddhistreligious
and cultural conquest of China and through China on to Korea and Japan.
Our chronicles, works of sculpture, inscriptions and palm-leaf manuscripts
in transitional scripts and languages have survived in Nepal to bear testimony to the great change in human thinking, n-hich had, in one way or'
allother, exercised a lasting effect on masses of manland over the world.
111this labour of love and faith the Indo-Greeks, the Sakas and the Pahlavas
appear to have acted as the carrier of this Sumeru culture.
After the ASokail edicts, we do not find n~uchof revolutionary significance except for rare inscriptions of the Indo-Greeks, the ~ a k a sand the
KushPnas along the ~ n d o - ~ a n g e tbasins
ic
of India. ASoka began and ended
with Platonic humanism and the dimly understood concept of the AryanEight-Fold-Paths in his inscription of Lumbjni and Tasila, while the reactionary Sunga dynasty of KauSikan origin made a fool of the catholic
Jlauryan Emperor by making the title of " Deviin~n~pjya
" ( beloved of
the gods ) as being tantamount to that of an ignoramus.

The d i / e / ~ /Of
/ ~the
~ &II~%UN Ut.ibt/~il~.
of Gurtgclir Ifrdiu :
As great intellectuals, the KauSiks had writtell Upanisadas, and the
celebrated KauSik poet VPlmiki had now come out with the immortal epic
of Rii11i~a1.uby manipulating thc Buddhistic legend of thc Dasaratlla-

Jltaka to subserve Brahmannic ends. The clever Kauiiks shiftcd the venue
of the popular legend of ~ l m from
a
the Gandaki region to the new Sungacapital of Ayodhya and exploited the beautiful name of Rima to the dynastic
advantage of their AIaster Pushyalllitra. But while the determined and reforined Siikyas and Kolis were build-ingactive religious communities under
their respective Schools and vihiras in Central Asia, the KauSiks d.id not
seen1 to have identical religious organisations to hold their indiscriminate
beliefs in check. As for example, the ASokan inscriptions do not treat the
bovine species as sacred, but the sungas, for no valid reason, introduce
the caste taboo against the use of beef and fermented liquor. Thus while
the KauSiks of the KoSi regions of Nepal and Gangetic India claimed to
refrain from these sinful practices, the same KauSikan Brlhmins, when they
went to live in Gandhlra recommended the sacrifice of a calf and strong
drinks in Yajfias ( sacrificial altars ) and partook of the delicacies of their
" Yiigas " ( animal sacrifices ) in the name of their Vedic gods. In the
absence of strong religious con~munitiesconscious of their duties and responsibilities to protect their traditional doctrines, the intellectual caste of
the Kauiikan Brihmins seem to have found themselves at liberty to prescribe their doctrines to the varying need of their clients of different
climes.
In order to understand how such consequences followed in the wake
of the ~ a i v i t eYoga, the Vedic Revelations and the Buddhistic rel~olutions,
it would be necessary to make a comparative study of the basic nature of
the concepts involved through authentic relics, judicial customs, tradition
and inscriptions rather than from the sectarian writings of conflicting
schools,-which tend to show that the cult of the Great AIother Goddess
and PaSupati coming from the Indus-valley-civilisation of Hinduism
represent the affirmation of the hopes and fears of humanity, and that
Buddhism represents the denial of the psychological practices of the Yoga
(self-discipline), of the Yajfias (sacrifices) and of the Vedic Yigas ( sacrificial
offerings with clarified butter and wine) as a direct challenge to the veracity
of the Vedic Revelations and the Chronologies and of the magical capacity
o l the Tredic Mantras (Spells) to pacify, prosper, overpower and destroy
their opponents under the caprices of thc 330 million Indo-Aryan gods
of the sky.

It is interesting to note that, after the edicts and the monuments
hjuka, the PrPkrit and the Sanskritic inscriptions of the Indo-Greek the
Saka and Parthian war lords try to transplant their own tradition on the
soil of India. If the syncretism of the Yaksa cult of VirCpiksa and Buddhism
after the Piprahavi-Buddhist-vase-epit aph carried the new religious
furore to North-west and North-east Asia and through Central Asia to
China and beyond, the principal scene of the encounter of the north-western
conquerors and the KauSiks was the city of MathurP. During the reign
of the last of the hlauryas, the Kauiikan priest Pitanjali had absorbed the
Saivite Yoga system in the BrPhmanic philosophy of life and had gone
even so far as to criticise the last of the hlauryan Kings for the sale of
~aivitestatues. The Sungas and the KPnva &gs supported this Briihmannic revival, restored the Brihmanic customs suppressed by Chandra
Gupta hlaurya and ASoka and reinstalled the Brihman priests. However
the Sumeru culture of the North served as a bridge between the Bhigvata,
cult of Vishnu and hlahiiyinic Buddhistic cults of the HimPlayan countries,
and between them they absorbed the many cults of Light Deities that had
developed in the intermediate lands of the Sakas.

It is remarkable that the Indus-valley-cult of the Great Mother
Goddess and PaSupati with its principles of self-discipline and sacrifices
had acted as a bridge of understanding in the intermediate zones of Central
Asia and Gangetic India. Unlike the Chinese peoples with their atheistical
pllilosophy of Taoism and Confucian rules of life, the Indo-Greeks, the
~akas,the Pahlavas, the Kusl~igasand the KauSiks understood only theistic
cults with images of their gods, sacrifices to them through Tabiti (Firegod ) over an altar in their day-to-day worship and simple faith in their
Almighty Sun God Rlihira-Helios, whom the KauSiks also identified with
their Vedic God Siirya. And as the Great Mother Goddess and Oesho
( Siva with his bull ) had provided the point of contact between the sun
and the moon gods and goddesses and the Buddhas with the Third Eye
of Siva in the scheme of the astro-psychic theory of Kiilacakra, it wasnot
now dificult to convert the Indo-Greeks 2nd theelltirein termediate races
of the Yavanas to the faith of the Buddhas or to Bhigavatadharma introduced by the Knujik patriarch Dvaipiiyan~gl
10

The foreign invasions appear to have given a fresh impetus to the synthesis of rigid castesystem in Brihmanic India somuchso that the KauSika.
gotra and the KiSyapagotra had discovered a common platform of racial
identity with the Suvarnagotra peoples. This was true also of the orthodox
Kidambas in their hlathuri inscriptions, where they appear to have teconciled themselves to the lower caste of Ksatriyas ( warrior caste ) under the
impact of the Indo-Scythian cult of the ~ i v as
a hlaheivara ( God of gods )
in lieu of the Vedic gods of the sky. Although there are stray examples
of the trial by ordeal in the V i ~ n u k ~ drecord
in
of South India the change
with the Saka invasion appears to be spasmodic, so that we do not find a
closely connected account of the steady process of the evolution of religious
and social development as in the architecture, sculpture and inscriptions
of Nepal. It would be useful at this stage to sum up briefly the results of
the Akhaemenian inscriptions against the religious, cultural and political
backgrounds of the pre-Mauryan inscriptions in Brihnli script and Prikrit
language.

A brief survey of the i~iscription~
before Aioka :
We have already pointed out how the authentic references to the early
history of India opens with the inscriptions of the Akhaemenian kings who
have written about the rise of the Saka peoples under three denominations
living between the Empire of Persia and North-western India. Then, too,
we have made a historical assessment of the pre-Mauryan Piprahavi-Buddhist-vase-epitaph enshrining the ashes of Sikyamuni and his nest of kin
and also underlined the tremendous significance of its expression of " Salilanidhana " vis-a-vis the Yaksa cult of ~ i k ~ a v a r d h a nand
a Virtpiksa which
sparkled the greatest religious speculation with its concept of " Anidinidhana " in the three continents. The pre-hlauryan copper-plate-inscription
( Sohgauri, Gorakhpur District U.P. ) in Prikrit language and ~ r i h m i
script of circa 3rd century B.C. throws interesting sidelight on the rural
custom of storing the " fodder and wheat and loads of ladles, canopies and
yoke-pins and ropes in store-houses as protection against the draught under
the direct rules prescribed by Mahamagma (&iahamatana=vulgo
Mahato or Mahatasa ) of the capital of Sriivasti comprised by the district
of Nepiilganj on thc western Tarci region 011 Nepal. Thcse werc to be

usedonly in times of urgent need and with the advent of draught, and were
to be issued to the tenants of Tiyavani ( =Tryaveni= junction of three
roads for vehicles or three rivers for boats ). Above the lines are the symbols of three-storeyed structures together with the tree-in-railing, lotusbud and moon-on-mount. It is interesting that these symbols form part
of the ancient monuments of Nepal. Srivasti was the capital of the kingdoln of KoSali on the border of the kingdom of Kapilarastu, where Siikyarnuni spent a part of his life; and it is remarkable that the Indo-Greek, Saka,
pahlava and the Kushina kings have absorbed the title of lllahata in their
Another pre-Mauryan edict is the ,\fahisthin ( Pundranagara,
Bogra district, Bengal ) in Briihmi script and Prikrit language, which seems
to derive its authority from the hfahamatas of Srivasti for the donation of
oil, Gandake ( =gold tokens from Gai>daki) and rice in the treasury for
the emergency use of the pre-hIauryan community of the Buddhists known
as Samvagga ( Samvargas
But judging from the discovery of A6oka.n
inscription in Greek characters ( vide note53), the Taxila Fragmentary
Aramaic Inscription may be safely attributed to ASoka and the mention
of " Ayro atthangiko maggo ( Aryan Eightfold path ) lends mppoa to
the validity of our argument regarding the interpretation of the ASokan
inscription of Lumbini ( see Chapter V-).
)a

After ASoka the stapa of Birhut lying about a hundred miles to the
south-west of the present city of Allahabad, and the Birhut Buddhist pillar
inscription are standing proofs of the fact that Buddhism was a factor despite the Brahmanic revival under the reactionarj? sunga-kings who claimed
their origin from the KauSikagotra. Birhut was a much frequented highway during the Mauryan and the Sunga periods of Indian history as it was
strategically situated between Vidisi ( = BhilsP in Bhopal state which then
was the capital of Akara and Dasiirna of what is today the Indian district
of East hfdwii in Central India ) and the hIauryan and the Sunga capitals
of Pitaliputra ( =Patna ) and hyodhyi on the banks of river Sarayu with
side roads branching off to KauSiin~bi( =Kosam on the banks of river
Jumni in the district of Allahabad which was the ancient capital of the
Vatsa ) and Banaras on the banks of the Ghges. King Menander ( 155-140
l3.C- ), when he invaded Central India, appcnrs to haye taken this route and

personally witnessed the Buddhist stCpas of Biirhut which had scores of illscriptions mentioning donations to the Buddhistic foundations by wealthy
merchants, nuns, artisans and several queens of the hlitra-dynasty from
Piitdiputra, KauSiimbi, hlathurii, Nasik, Karhiid, Berar and practically from
all the states of northern and southern India. But if the Indo-Greek king
XIenander had adopted hIahiiylnic Buddhism, the Besnagar Garuda pilllr
inscription of Heliodoros shows that the eclectic Greek people had also
imbibed the influence of Dvaipiiyana's " Bhiigavata-dharma " ( the doctrine
of the holy Bhiigavata associated with the Vedic cult of Vi~hnu) at a time
when the concept of Bhiirata for Central India seems to be supplanting
the ASokan name of Jambudvipa : The GosGndi stone inscription in
the Chitoragadh district of Riijputiini and the Biirhut Buddhist inscripti011
of the time of the Sungas seem to be important for giving the origin of the
Vaishnavite Sarvatsta as the son of Piriisari and of the Buddhist Visvade~a
as the son of Girgi ( Lopa ) froin Vethadipo and hlithila respectively.
It is remarkable that Dvaipiiyana was the son of Parlsara and Satyavati,
and Gii~ggiwas a prominent woman philosopher at the court of King Janaka.
On the whole the Alauryan administration does not seem to be popular with the KauSik as well as with the peoples of Gangetic India. The
sons and grandsons of ASoka had variance among themselves for pelf and
power, with the result that the kingdom of Kalinga and the south becamc
independent under the Chedi and the Siitavahana dynasties. The Kauiik
h n g a commander-in-chief Pu~hyamitraof the hfauryan Emperors took
advantage of the deteriorating situation and assassinated, for his own interest the last Mauryan Emperor Brihadratha during a military parade in
about 187 B.C. and occupied what remained of the western provinces of
the Empire of the hlauryas. This tragic event synchronised with the steady
attack of the confederation of the Indo-Greek and the ~aka-Pahlavaleadels
on the KauSikan Sunga and KPnva kingdoms so that the once mighty ell1pire of the Mauryas disintegrated into a multitude of local kingdoms wit11
tribal religious notions, languages and loyalties
the divisive Mitra,
KoSala, NPga and other petty local dynasties which ultimately paved the
way for the $aka and KushPna supremacy in India.
The conf ronta tiort of the Karriikogotm, Kdiyn~l<qotm~rrd .Yr/wr??qotr~
peofihs t h e i/l/e~.//zcfirle
1.e2ioits (4' Ce/.~?~-(ll
,./lJ.hl
Ill& :

we have seen how the conflict in the minds of the KauOiks, USyaps
and Gold-race peoples had been prolific of a very rich culture at the junction
of China from the inter-Himslayan bases of Suvarnabhumi and Stri-rijya
( Kingdom of women ). Even though the Indo-Greeks and the Sakas dominated the political scene of India under the new concept of the " Brother Kings " on and from the second century B.C., yet, judging from his
shinkot-casket-inscription, King Alenander appears to have tried to fill
the intellectual vacuum by developing the religious theory of Samyak-Sambuddha in the name of Sikyamuni by reinterpreting the expression of
" SALILANIDHANA ", obtaining in the Piprahavi-Buddhist-vase-epitaph,
to mean that the sacred relics of the Buddha were ever-living entities, immortal and eternal. According to the celebrated texts of blilinda-paiiho
( Queries of AIenander conceived on the lines of the questions of Updi
after the Great Passing contained in a Prikritic book known as Upiiliparip~cchi) the Indo-Greek king appears to have become the disciple of
the Buddhist monk NPgasena and had adopted the social structure of the
h.lahiyinist community of Sarpvargas from the Gqdaki Janapadas ( democratic city-states of Gaqdaki
Then we notice the steady encroach
ment of the idea on the Ayodhyii-stone-inscription of KauSiki-putn ( son
of Kaujiki ) Dhanadeva who describes himself as being sixth-generations
removed from the cruel general Pushyamitra who appears to have performed \Tedic-Horse-Sacrifices twice in order to atone for his sins of
treachery to his master. It is remarkable that the cryptic expression
Ketanam " in the sense of containing the relics of his father Phalgudeva
over the crematorium erected by Dhanadeva, seems to smack strongly of
the Buddhistic funeral tradition of the Piprahavi-Buddhist-vase-epitaph
of Suvarnabhumi ( Gold country ).g6 Against the background of the
intense warlike activities of the Sakas, the Palhosii-cave-inscriptions
of the time of the Sunga king Ddika seem to be extremely important
and significant of human progress in the claim of KiSyapagotra and
matriarchal origin by Assdhasena who was a donor of the Cave-retreats.
It is remarkable that the metronome mentioned in these Sunga inscriptions seems to be suggestive of the growing influence of Striri~ya
( Kingdom of women ) and of the matriarchal clan of non-Aryan
Himilayan society over the orthodox KauSiks who claimed pure Aryan
(<

origin.': It may not be necessary to recapitulate what we have written
about the ethnic composition of the KBSyapagotra and SuvarnagOtra
peoples who appear to have gone ahead with their amalgam of new
social and political ideas to inspire the divisive tribal peoples speaking a
Babel of languages with new loyalties to the universal concept of Dharma
( Law ). The Sumeru culture was at the root of this transformation and
as the new races formed themselves under the confederation of the Brother Kings " they gathered power and momentum to influence the world
with their words and deeds to such an extent that the KauSikS were
compelled to admit their Aryan-Earth-goddess as KiSyapi.
In one form or another we find the growing influence of the Yaksa
cults of the Gold-country on the collosal Yaksa and Yak$ figures of Parkham and Besnagar and Patna, and Tree-goddesses Chulakoki and Sudarsang along with the non-Aryan Great Mother-goddess Siri-mi ( Oemi,
Ami, Ajimi or Shree-devi ) over the balustrades of Birhut. As a direct
result of the doctrine underlying the esoteric worship of ISvaradeva
( S~kyavardhana), Viriipiksa and Hii-?a, nude Yaksis, ~ithuna-couples
and ~acchanahanscenes are depicted frankly and freely in different pans
of Iniba. Then, too, the Pain2 Image Inscription published by Cunningham ( A. S. R., XV, p 2f ) introduces the Yak~anjudicial custom of
" Acachanibika " ( w ~ r Mtr
q
) permanent and irrevocable grant ) to
+Indiain order to give legal binding to charitable donations made by
Yaksa Savatanande ( Samvarta-nanda ) for the encouragement and protection of the religious system of Kilacakra.9' Like a ripple in a lake,
the idea assumes the shape of a Saka-millennia in the inscriptions and coins
of the Indo-Greeks, Sakas, Kushinas and Maukhiris. It is a sad irony
of history that the concept of Nirvina-era, which tentatively began with
the record of the Piprahavii-Buddhist-vase-epit aph and which sparkled the
greatest religious speculation of the astro-psychic system of ~dacakra
in Suvarnabhiimi, found a full and free scope for development in the
intermediate countries of the Saka-peoples and reentered India through
the backdoor.

The i?zscr@tions afzd coiirr of the $ d o , Kasn and Kz4.rhi?la Ki1g.s

:

We have seen how the religious and social ideas, that had entered the
ethnic evolution of the Suvarnagotra (Gold-race ) peoples, had succeeded

in changing the unpredictable moods of the conquerors that threatened the
political horizon of India with the thunder of invasion into a calm and
specless sky of tranquillity. We do not find among these transformed
tribes the tendency to perverse and sadistic atrocities and the expression
of a deliberate policy of terror calculated to justify the cruelties of the
conquerors under their claim of Divine origin or their notions of superraces. The KauSik generation of Niigasena, ASvaghosa, NPgijuna m d
the galasy of brilliant teachers seem to be entirely different from their ancestors. Under the influence of the YogPcira doctrines of the Haima\rata
schools they appear to have indited scriptures that were acceptable to the
multitude of races in these cross-roads of Asia and Europe. Born and
brought up under the parents of Aryo-Xlongoloid marriages such teachers
as KumPrajiva and his like taught their kiths and kins to rely upon their
closer religious and ethnic affinities with the allied races than with the
supercilious people who claimed descent from their local gods. We have
already pointed out how the words Saka (m),Ka-Sa (n. q), K~pa+a(w q)
and Kha-sa (v n) occurring in their inscriptions are : so dose, despite
the variation in their spellings, that we cannot draw a hard and fast line of
distinction as to their meaning. But as each successful tribe advanced
its political power and social prestige, it was absorbed and accommodated
in the scheme of the RlahPyPnist society which did not recognise the distinction of class, caste, colour or creed. The result of this has been a very
mised population and as much a mined cultural forces from Asia, Europe
and North-Africa. Thus though the majority of conquerors generally came
from Western and Central Asia and from Europe, they had no alternative
but to yield to the religious and social ideas of the Yaksas and the Kinnaras
as it was being understood by the masses in the intermediate countries.
We have already said that those of the Sakas who could ride, wear
armours and fight battles with distinction assumed to themselves the cognomen Varmma, and those who took to religious calling were endowed with
the cognomen Sharmrna irrespective of their caste, creed or of their origin.
Fortunately there was no " Vrsala " ( half-caste ) in this society of NorthWestern countries or of Central Asia, because the Sakas of all ethnic ComPosition and colour had accepted Alahlyinic Buddhism and developed it
against multifarious cultural backgrounds.

We have attempted in the previous chapters to show how the indicrenous beliefs of the Himilayan, the trans-Himdayan and the cis-Himib
layan peoples were tending to a synthesis even during the ageof S3kya.
rnuni. \Ve have also seen how the beliefs of the Mountain tribes were
permeated with heterodox elements of the worship of the Shepherd God
PaSupati and the Great Mother Goddess of Fertility with the offerings of
leaves and flowers. The KauSiks who based themselves on the Revelations of the Vedas, absorbed those beliefs, hopes and fears within the context of their own teachings till the revolutionary Buddhas of the Gandaki
Himalayas put up their cosmic theory of creation. It was, therefore, becoming difficult even with the period of Sikyamuni to tell whether the
various beliefs of the peoples were of Himdayan, trans-Himdayan and cisHimdayan origin. What is clear for all to see is the fact that, even with
the period of Queen Siviili and S~kyamuni,the mountain cairn of the
Himilayan shepherd god S ~ k ~ a v a r d h a nhad
a found symbiosis with the
Buddhist sttpas and Caityas. But while the PPSupat Yogis of the K g wati valleys developed the psychological aspects of pre-Aryan worship of
the Great Mother Goddess and her consort, the peoples of the Gandaki
valleys appear to have developed the architectural aspect of the stfipas and
the Caityas to explain their cosmic theory of creation. This accounts for
the architectural development of the Sttipas and the Caityas and the sculptural development of the images of Oeso ( Siva ) and the first steps of Yogasystem with some of the Saka tribes which the Chinese people appear to
have absorbed in their scheme of Taoism through the Sikya and Koli emigrants in the names of the historical Buddhas and Buddhism.
The chronicles and the living religious traditions of Nepal offer the
best clues in correlating and interpreting the real significance of the early
scripture and the monuments. These traditions are SO deeply rooted in
Nepal, that the changes in the scheme of religion or the pattern of life at
different periods of history, could not suppress them. Professor G. Tucci
in his " Oriental notes on The Tibetan ' White-sun-moon ' and cognate
deities " has confirmed by his scientific excavations and sensational discoveries what we have stated here.99 There could be no doubt but that
the ideas and monuments that were dimly forming themselves in the river
valleys of the Vngwati, KauSiki and the Gandaki Himdayas gathered a new
* .

independence and momentum in the midst of Persian and Greek
Ieligiou~and cultural impacts to propel itself into the Chinese world.
we see that, while the hybrid tribes of the Indo-Greeks, the
Saltas and the Pahlavas developed a new sense of human values in the free
atmosphere of MahHyinic Buddhism, the Hinayhist schools and the Alissions of ASoka concentrated upon the personality of Slkyamuni and explained the existence of the historical Buddhas as some of his previous
incarnations. It would take us too tar afield to trace the development of
the \Tinaya Schools in all their ramifications beyond what we halre discussed
in the previous chapter, which is adequate for our present purpose. On
the other hand, it would be useful to discuss some of the Saka, Pahla\ra and
Kushina inscriptions, and coins superinscribed with Saivite or Buddhistic
images, Kharosrhi scripts and Greek monograms to see how the process
of adaptation and amalgamation was being practised in India itself. We
have already discussed at some length the contamination of Greek and Iranian
Light Deities as well as the principles of Yoga with Saivite and Buddhistic
gods and thoughts in Sakasthiina ( t h e land of the Sakas ) and in China.
The Mahimiyuri gives a list of some of these Naivisika deities. \Ve
have already adequately quoted Chinese sources as to the occurrence of the
Buddhist temples of Nahiyina Tirthikas in the region of PHmir and how
they transmitted hlaiijuShree-dharma to the peoples of China.
It would not be out of place to say that the highest speculation afier
the Piptahavi-Buddhist-vase-epitaph seems to be sparkled by the Sailrite
cult of the Shepherd God PaSupati and the Great Mother Goddess which
had its roots in the crude and remote mythology of the proto-Aryan peoples
of hIohefijodiiro and HarappB. It was in the forests of Kapilavastu that
Saivism appears to have gathered new momentum, when it got amalgamated
with the Yakga cult of VirDpikpa and HO-sa which seems to have found
expression in the various statues of the Yakgas and the ~ a k g i s . The legends
and symbols of the same idea appear to have acted as a pilrot on which the
Indo-Greeks, the Sakas and the Pahlavas wove round the cult of their Light
Deities. The bathing of the baby Buddha by the two traditional Nsgas
of A-mu-ta and the " Scripture of the Emission of the rays by the Buddha "
obtaining in China so early-are but the offshoots of the early tradition of the
bathing of PaSupati by the NPga kings of the Himilayan lakes and the Third
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Eye of Siva. " Let us pass by the tow11 of Sivapura located somewhere
near Peshavar " writes Professor G. Tucci ( the descriptions of the
Siboi and their habits which led the Greeks to call thein descendents of
Heracles need not be mentioned because the Siboi were not in Gandhka );
more important are the images on the Indo-Greek coins which, though
purely Greek iconographically, are related to local gods, some of which
are homologous to Siva; on the other hand, fine pieces of the Hindu Shihi
period-consequently many centuries later-testify to the cult of Durgi and
Siva in the same regions. We can, therefore, thus safely assume that the
Devi and Siva in whatever shape and symbols were worshipped in Gandhira
and neighbouring countries, even if they had peculiar names; they might
have been worshipped as Yaksa, as naiv~sikaor laukika or grlma-godlings
and gods; but their presence there is certain. "Io0

The kscriptions and coittr

of the S a h s :

The first Saka coin to be struck with the superscription of the figure
of an elderly Qng SaubhDti ( Sophutou in Greek characters; Sophutes of
the Greeks ) does not seem to have any religious s i g n i f ~ a e c e . ~At~ the
time of Alexander's invasion this Saka King appears to have ruled a kingdom on the banks of river Akesines ( Cheniib ) during Circa 330-300 B.C.
Politically the Greeks appear to be too powerful for the then Kings or the
nomarchs of North-western India, so that thev were just about trying to
shrine in the borrowed feathers of Greece and to take pride in such titles
as Rajitirija, Mahirlja, hlahSrSjgdhirija etc. in lieu of the simple Prikrit
titles of Mahamagana ( hlahlmatana ) LSjina or R l j l or Nripa or H h g
or Ding obtaining in the early principalities of Vigwati, KauSiki and
Gandaki river valleys. On the last analysis, the Greeks themselves seem
to have borrowed these titles from the Akhaemenian Kings and their inscriptions.
For a scientific study of the dual sovereignty of the Sakas and their
ancient customs, we cannot underestimate the record of Nepalese chronicles
with reference to the dual sovereignty of the Saka King Parika with the
Kings of the second dynasty of the Kirlntas, till the total victory of the
lunar dynasty of Nimikha (Nimisa= f+fm) represented in the Nimi-jitaka.
Whatever the nature of the political power of the Persians and the Greeks,

the religious notions, customs and traditions appear to have survived the
vicissitudesof regnal authorities. It is only against such a wide background
ofreligious and cultural mileau, that we can study the stead~vtransformation
of the dynastic history, the changing tone of their inscriptions and the bilingual nature of their coins.
It would be useless for us to look into the boiling cauldron of interracial strifes and dynastic quarrels in Afghanist an, Taj ilustan, Central
Asia and of the Strategic countries bordering on what are the passes of
Pakistan and India today. All that would be of interest for our comparative
religious study is the growing use of the city Goddess of Puskalivati with
a lotus in her hand and the humped bull of Siva. Neither would we like
to link ourselves with the argument whether Strato preceded hlenander
or vice-versa or even which of them fought ITasumitraover the bank of
river Sindhu ( Indus ). With reference to the earliest Chnese documents,
we have already seen that they learnt the name of Buddha and the first
steps of Yogic practices from the Sikyas, Kolis, Yiie-Chihs, Sogdians,
Parthans and their like peoples of mixed origin. Their names and the
~cripturesthey exported seem to be more eloquent as to their origin than
the disputes of historians about their racial strifes for dynastic or for political
power. If these " Western Barbarians " or " semi-ci\rilised nomads "
could produce such Masters as NPga Sena, KaSyapa Aiitanga, Dharmapila, hlahibala and scores of nameless teachers whose works have survived
in foreign languages to tell us about their eminence, it would be difficult
for us to draw a line of racial demarcation between the Sakas and the YiiehChih ( Tochari ) as Professors Simoneta and Narain would have us believe.
Late in the fourth century, the Chinese describe the celebrated AIadhyamaka
hlaster Kumirajiva as a Yue-chih and scores of men with the cognomen
Jiva appear in the Nepalese, Central Asiatic and Chinese documents. For
our present purpose, it would be useful for us to take up the Greek King
Menander, whose cultural contributions seem to surpass those of the hiacedonian JQng Alexander the Great.

King Metlander (i\/iit~ed?r;l or Milindh or Affiidra c 155-140 B.C.) :
Because of his famous discussions with the Buddhist teacher, N2gasena contained in the celebrated work of hiilindapafho indited on

the line of Upiiliparip~cchfiafter the NirvPna and the Piprahavi-Buddhist.
vase-epitaph, King Menander forms a vital link in the chain of Euro-Asim
religious development. According t o the Ceylonese tradition of Mindapaiiho, King Menander has been identified with the Yona (=Yavma=
Greek) King AIilinda who became the disciple of the Buddhist teacher
NPgasena, 500 years after SPkyamuni's parinirviina (death) in 544 B. C.
(7). The Shinkot Steatite Casket Inscription spells his name as Minedra
while the Tibetan Tangyur-collections and the Sanskritic text of Avadbakalpalata of K~hemendramentions his name as hlilindra as a compromise
between the early PrPkrit and PPli sources.
According to Professor Simonetta, King Rlenander inherited the
throne of King Antimachus I1 at his death in circa 130 B. C., when the
Greek monarchy had probably changed from a purely hereditary one into
some sort of military or semi-elective system. The date of King Menander
has been the subject of heated debate among historians. But the composition of the Shinkot and Tasila Inscriptions of his time leave no ground
for doubt that the socalled Yavana (Greek) Era of Menander was founded
with the concept of "Sambuddha" as a direct sequel to the NirvPna Era
after the impact of Yaksa cults upon the Piprahavii-Buddhist-vase-epitaph
and the consequent Yogiciira doctrines of UpPli,which led to the dissensions
among the earliest of the Buddhist con~munitiesin the very first Synod of
RPjagrha. Taking the Tasila-Copper Plate Inscription with the mention
of Saka Moga (Maues) and with the date of Panemos (Ashiidha= ~uneJuly) 78 as his basis, Professor Narain has identified it with the Era of the
Greeks founded in 128 B. C. by King Rlenander. Professor Simoiletta
relinquishes entirely the hypothesis of the Yavana (Greek) Era of 128
B. C., but he does not like to change the date of the first Saka King Alojia
(Maues I) who is believed to be the founder of the aka dynasty and the
~aka-erasidentified by the Indians wit11 the Saka or Vikrarna Samvatas.
Simonetta insists on his own date of 130 B. C. for the accession of King
Alenander, which conflicts with the so-far accepted tradition of the Greek
King's rule. However, both the Greek and the Prikritic sources agree
that there was an expedition of the coalition of the Indo-Greeks, the Sakas
and the PlncPlas down the valleys of the Ganges and the Yamu~Punder
the leadership of King Menander, who appears to have ruled over the

punjab from his capital of SPkala (Sialkot). Three important episodes are
recorded in King hlenander's adventure namely, (1) the siege of Siketa
which had become the capital of the Kauiikan dynasty of the Sungas ;
(2) the siege of Alidhyamika-nagari ; and (3) the capture of I'italiputra
(patna)-the ancient capital of the celebrated Alauryas. l\ltogcther the
ground covered by the expedition would be about 800 air-miles. 'Phe
appears to have broken up after the capture of Pitaliputra
~ ~ i t h c uachieving
t
any permanent result. The Greek historians speak of
Greek conquests in Patalene and its neighbouring districts of Hydaspes,
Hyspanis, Saraostes, Sigerdis and Barygaza as far as the Aleclterranean
area by sailing down the Indus (Sindhu) river, because the intermediate
land-route to the AIediterranean sea was occupied by the Yiie-chih, the
~ a k a sand the Pahlavas. What historians have really overlooked is the
inention of the NirvPna-era in the test of Jlilinda-paiiho which calculates Rlenander's death in the scheme of the Great Passing. Judging
from the record of the Shinkot Steatite Casket Inscriptions of the time of
King hlenander, we are presently in a position t o understand that the
Buddhist teacher NPgasena seems to have developed the theory of SamyakS'ambuddha by qualifying the expression of "Salilanidhana" (mortal relics)
obtaining in the 13iprahav2-Buddhist-vase-epitaphwith the dictum of
Pranasarneda Sarira Bhagavato Sakamunisa pratisthipitam" and therby
starting the theory that the relics of Lord SPkyamuni was instinct with life
eternal. Evidently this concept of Sambuddha does not take notice
of the Hinayhist gospel of "Ye DhammP hetupabhavi" etc. (see note 41)
indited by the Therav2dins (orthodos elders) of the Third Buddhist Council of Pitaliputra in the third century B. C. and included in their haloed
scripture of Abhidhamma-pi~alia(Basket explaining the doctrine of the
cause and effect). It would be useful for our readers to study Notes 41,
43, 46, 50 and 59 and relative tests for the genesis of the various
confessio-fides consequent up011 thc impact of the astro-psychic theory of
the Yaksa system of Kdacakra and their practical application by the
Saivites, the Briihrnins, the Jains and the Buddhists on the deathbed of
their faithfuls and ill the following funeral ceremonies. According to
Sirnonetta "hfenander died probably in circa 110 B. C. which would be 30
years later thai~tllc so-far accepted date. The bilingual inscriptioil 011
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some silver coins of King Menander (Smith's Catalogue, p 22) sllowing
oil the obverse helmeted bust of the King, reads in Greek characters "Basileds Sdteros" (- of King the Saviour) hIenandrou (=hlenader). The
reverse shows the Greek goddess of prosperity, strength and wisdonl,
Pallas Athene to left, holding aegis in left hand and hurling thunderbclt
with her right hand while the inscription in Prikrit language and Kharosthi..
script reads "hlahlrajasa Tratarasa hIenadrasa" (= Great King Defender of
faith hIenander). The coins of Queen Agathokleias (Smith's Catalogue,
Plate IV No. 11) shows up Heracles (the Greek counterpart of the mountain god Siva) seated on rock and the inscription claims that she was true
to the gods. Evidently the Indus-valley cult of the Great Mother Goddess
and Paiupati was acting as a bridge between the Greek and the Yaksa gods
and goddesses in this intermediate zone. Professor Simonetta lists 11
Greek kings who imrnitate this coin type and monogranls and who reoarded themselves as the defenders of the symbiosis of this new faith along
b
the cross-road of Europe and Asia. Unlike ASoka, these Indo-Greek and
the Saka kings do not issue injunctions against Saivite Yogic practices and
Vedic sacrifices and sanctions for killing animals. If Heliodoros dedicated the Garuda-pillar inscription to Holy Vasudeva (see Note 94) Icing
XIenander appears to have subscribed to the concept of Sambuddha. It
is now clear that the transitional period of religious beliefs represented
by King Menander and Heliodoros appears to have gone a long way to fill
up to iiltellectual vacuum created by the warring sectarians of the Brihmannic and Buddhistic creeds for their own interest. Politically the
principalities of the Indo-Greeks, the Sakas and the Pahlavas seem to be a
very loose feudal system, in which the King's authority was about that
which his intrinsic qualities could cornland or find his "BiSa-Asi" (the
brother of the King) to hold dual authority. \Ye find this very title on
aka coins and "Dvirij ya" in Nepalese inscriptions which confir111 the fact
that the cauldroll of the Central Asiatic States were melting to assume the
shape and the stamp that the confederation of States co~ddgive them. The
concept of the Suvarnagotra origin of the yaksas of ~u~arnabhcrni
and
Strir2jjrawas at the root of the formation of these new rding circles of the
Sakas. Although very early religious documents of Central Asia do show
the evils of the classification of the Bj-ihlllallic caste, slayc and sati ~1.s-

the inscriptions of the Indo-Greeks after Alexander and of the
sahsprogressively rule out the Aryan concept of Divine birth or the solar
lunar Pretensions of the ruling castes under the impact of thc Suvarna(Gold-race) origin which the Sakas claimed. With the pn,gressive
formation of the hybrid Suvarnagotra peoples they appear to have occupied Sistan (Sakasthiina), Jadbn, Khasin, Khan~bubn, Bodin (Bhottbn)
as sister-states under the rule of "Brother Kings".
Professor Simonetta has adequately discussed the political and economicvicissitude brought about by Kuzula Kadphises with his invasion
of A ~ - h s(i~ ~ r t h iand
a ) Kao-fu (Kabul valley) by reference to the statement
of the Chinese test of HOU-Han-Shu as being the basic reason for the
establishment of the ~aka-~amvatsara
(Saka-~ra). But judging from the
direct evidences of the important inscriptions following in the wake of the
Shinkot Steatite Casket Inscriptions described categorically with the accompanying note, the real reason behind the establishment of the ~ a k a - ~ ~
seems to be the preoccupation of the Suvarnagotra-peoples with the
problems of life and death. The usual occasion for making such inscriptions was when there was death in the family. The tragedy of the Indusvalley civilisation seemed to be buried under the Death's d.omjnion of
Moheiijodbro (the city of the Dead). Against such a terrifying historical
background, the followers of the cult of the Great Mother Goddess and
PaSupati had to make a break with the Indo-Aryan tradition as to the divine
origin of the superrace and also of the treadmill of reincarnations visualised
by the Brihmanic priests and patriarchs. The occasion of death is the
only time in everyman's life when man can be enlotionally and psychologically most mature. The Chinese and the Egyptians have built necropolis, Socrates and Freud built intellectual and ps)rchological edifices, the
Indo-Greeks and the Persians synthesised their gods and goddesses with the
Buddhistic and Brihmanic pantheons with their concept of surrogate
forms of inlmortality in the continuity of history and art, Christian saints
and magicians have tried t o vanquish or exorcise death, the Jain Tirthankaras tried to expose the pornography of death by their concept of Kwkilis and the Buddhistic protagonists of the Greater and the Lesser Vehicles
-cameout with the concept of Sambuddha and of the theory of cause and
effect respectively hut Death remained unconquered. .lfter the great

,,,

passing and the Pipraha1.9-Bud-dhist-vase-epitaph,the Yaksa cult of Virtpiksa and Iifi-$aappears to have associated the biological force of sex with
the mystery of Death to evolve the theory of "Aniidinidhana" (state of
permanent beatitude and timelessness) so that man may conquer his thanatophobia and accept death as a companion while possessing his life here
and now without the prospect of the pleasures of Heaven or of the Purgatory he1eafter.ln2
AS we have discussed the religious aspects of the relative inscriptions
with our Note 102, let us now try to see how the coins of Kusula Kadphises reflect the gradual change in his concept of Dharma. From representation in Smith's Catalogue (Plate VI, No. 14) the inscription on
some bilingual copper coins of Hermaios and of the Kushina yavuga
Kuzula Kasa (Kadphises I) reads in Greek characters on the obverse "basil & . sterossu Eramaiou" with the bust of diademed Hermaios to right.
The reverse side shows up the diademed Heracles (the Greek counterpart
of Siva) holding in his right hand a "Gadl" (club) and lion's skin in his
left hand while the circular inscription in Prikrit language and Kharosthi
script reads : KuzGla-Kasasa KG~ana-yabugasadhramathidasya." Both
the Greek and the Kushina brother-kings claim to be the defenders of the
new faith and saviours. The circular inscriptions shows that ''Ku~da'' is
his first name and the word "Kasasa" (Kasasya or Khasasya) gives his
hybrid origin from Suvarnagotra (Gold-race) origin. "Yavuga" is a
Turkish word meaning a pricce of the Kushiinas while the word "Dharmathidasya" is Sanskritised in our Nepalese inscriptions as "Dharmasthitasya" in the sense of Defender of Dharma (Law). On Kuzula's own coins
we sometin~esgot the illscription "Saca-dharma-thitasa" which possibly
refers to his devotion to the "White Lotus SOtra of the true doctrine"
(Saddharma pundarikasGtra : see note 91). The image of the crowned
Heracle ( ~ i v a )in the biliilgual coin proves conclusively that King Herrnaios and Kuzula Kadphises believed in the astro-psychic theory of Kslacakra and claimed to defend the system. Historiails have overlooked the
ethnic composition of the Sakas, Kasas, Kapsas and Kushinas under the
new system prescribed by ~ a i v i s mas the real factor in the introduction of
the Saka-samvatsams. Judging from the Tibetan style dress, pleated hipbclt, lillee-boots and the sivords of the lleadlese-statue of Kanishkn i n the
(6

liuseurn of the city of hlathurg, the Saka, Kasa and );ushw kings seem
to be akin to the Khasa kings of Western Nepal in matters of their faith,
dress and ethnic composition. It is quite possible that the early Saka
and the Saka-Pahlavas were the offsprings of ancient Scythians with a
pronounced admixture of the Persian and Greek blood in their yeins and
seem to be the Central Asiatic counterparts of the Yaksas and Kinnaras
inhabiting the intermediate zonc of the Himdayas. The racial
of blood in the vein of these ancient tribes was a matter of degree and not of
kind and they were converging to a symbiosis under the like faith stexnrning
from the Sumeru culture-complex. But if the Yaksa cults of S~k~avardhana
or ISvaradeva lost its spiritual direction and drive to degenerate into Bacchanal excesses down in India, the same astropsychic system appears to have
led to the concept of Sambuddha and a better understanding of the revelaticn of the Lotus-sfitra.
The widening horizon under the new inspiration and faith and the
ethnic composition of these intermediate races appear to have helped them
to oust the purely Parthian and Greek predecessors from their sovereignty
of Kabul and the regions of the the river Sindhu ( Indus ). And because
they had closer religious, linguistic and ethnic affinities with the like tribes
of the Himdayas and the city of Alathurl, they appear to have gone from
success to success in their career of moral and physical conquest over such
a wide area and so early in history.

I~tscriptiotzsattd roi~lsof King AIqa ( Afat~esI ) the for~rtderof the faka-era :
At the height of the political powers of the Penians and the Greeks,
the Sakas ( Scythians ) were marrying, according to Herodotus, the Assp
rian princesses from the family of Nebuchadnezzar the Great and had become the allies of Semitic Assyrians against the Aryan Emperors. But
after the fall of the Babylonian Empire, the Sakas intermarry with the matriarchal clans of the ancient non-Aryan society and go on living their own
life in opposition to the 1~ersian.sand the Indo-Greeks till such time as &ng
hloga ( Maues I ) is successful in founding the Saka dynasty in the ~ e l i ~ i o u s
scheme of the Saka-samvata. This king is known to the Chinese under the
name of Yin-Mo-fu of Chi-pin which at the time may have formed parts
of North-western India and Kafiristan. Against the backgomd of the grief
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of Alexander over the death of his horse Hephaestion the Taxila, s W ,
and Mathurii Inscriptions ( see Note 102 ) reveal that the inortal remains
of this pious king hIuki ( hIoga or hIaues I ) and his horse were buried in
a stttpa bearing the relics of sikyamuni after the performance of religious
solemnities for their salvation. Then, too, we find the synthesis of the
Egyptian Isis and Horus with the Great Mother Goddess HPriti. This
fusing of the gods and goddesses under the doctrines of the Mother ~ ~ d . .
dess, Sambuddha and Siva are illustrative of the quickening human intelligence, while making them more reasonable and universal. From our religious point of view the inscriptions of the time of Menander and hIoga
sllow clearly that the Saka Eras of 57 B.C. or 78 A.D. seem to be founded
in succession to the Nirviina-era so nobly conceived by the Sikyas of
Kapilavastu after the Great Passing and the consequent PiprahavP-Buddhistvase-epitaph. In this new theocrasia of the Sakas the partiarchal and the
matriarchal clans were requiring deities with an outlook as wide as the different races they came into contact with, and except where the sectarian interests of powerful priesthoods stood in the way, a unique process of assimilation appears to have occurred within the infrastructure of the astropsychic system of Kiila-cakra. As for the coins struck to commemorate this
transition in the name of hloga, his governors namely, Liaka Kuzulaka and
his son Patika, seem to be striking coins in the mint of Taxila; and what
is most striking is the fact that the latter name forms part of the Nepalese
chronology of the second dynasty of the Kiriintas. Thus we see that the
.kingdoms of the Sakas with its concept of ~ i i ~ i i - h s(afraternal
s
kings )
was more in the nature of a confederation of the various states of the
Suvarnagotra peoples than a consolidated Empire under a despotic Persian
or Greek Emperor.
ikcording to Professor Sinonetta the death of Alaues I ( hloga ),
however, heralded a counter-offensive froill the Greeks who, SO far, had
been cornered in the districts of Pu~kalavatiand ~uchephala." The
Indo-Greeks do not appear t o be mature for these powerful ideas of a classless and casteless theocracia, so that they brought a counter-re\roluti(~llt o
demolish the structure of this great new society. This situation appears
to have lasted for a few years till Azes I (-Azon=Ajaya 36-30 I3-C )
dccided to collaborate with Spalirises ( 40-35 U.C. ) to attack Hippostmtus
"

( 40-35 B.C. ). The joint issue of the coins in the names of iizes I and Spalirises at Alexandria Arachosia bears testimony to this collaboration. The
,,ign of Azes I lasted a few years and during his reign AAplophanes ( 3533 B.C. ) appears to have succeeded Dionysius ( 45-33 B.C. ) and was in
tllrrl followed by Strato I1 ( 33-28 B.C. ) who soon coopted Strato 111. The
advent of Azilises ( 31-22 B.C. ) appears to have coincided with the downfall of the kingdom of the Indo-Greeks east of Hydaspes : however, Azili-

ses never struck coins in Buchephala : the issues of Strato I1 and Strato 111
being followed in order by those of the Saka kings Bhiidayass ( 28-26 B.C. ),
Rafijuvula ( Riijuvula 26-20 B.C. ), Arta ( 20-1 5 B.C. ) and his son Kharrosta
( Rarahoga 15 B.C. ) and finally by the small copper coins of Gondopharnes
( =Gondophares=Gandaprana 5 B.C.-25 A.D. ). This sequence of coins
shows that during the reign of the Greek King Azilises, the Sakas extended
their empire as far as Xlathuri, but ", according to Professor Simonetta,
" the dynasts ruling east of Hydaspes at most gave formal recognition to
the Saka king of kings but were in fact entirely independent. "
More interesting than the hair-splitting controversies of these historians
on the delicate dynastic and economic issues are the religious concept of
Sambuddha, the ethnic composition of the Sakas under the influence of
the matriarchal society and the association of the Persian regal title 'of
hIahiiriija with the title of Alahatasa ( =Mahatah derived from hlahamatana
obtaining in the ancient inscriptions of SuvarnabhQmi ) in the official designation of King Moga ( RIaues I ) in the Taxila-copper-plate-inscription
dedicated by Patika. If the title of Rij sdhirija ( = MahiiriijMhiriija-King
of Kings ) traces its origin to the old Persian title of Khshiiyathiyinim
Khshayathiya of the Akhaemenian kings, equally the title of hfahata or
Mahatah appearing in the inscriptions of the coins of King Xloga, traces its
origin to the royal title of the ancient kings of Kapilavastu and Sriivasti.
It is remarkable that the community of Thiirus in the same region have retained to themselves the title of " h[ahato " even to our own day. Such
names as ISvara, Sumeru, SuvarnabhQn$, Gandaki, Stririjya and Suvarnagotra associated with the names i f ~ i r a Buddha give unity and purpose
to the spread of the Sumeru culture complex and the Ninriina and the
Saka &as.lo3 We can read the dilemma of the Indo-Greeks, the S a h s
and the Pahlavas in their struggles, while the main spiritual stream to dis"

cover the human values flows on against diverse racial and cultural backgrounds.
" While these events were happening " proceeds Siinonetta other
Saka tribes advanced slowly down the h d u s valley to Patalene. The destiny
of the Sakas, who occupied the southern regions ( they spread even to
Hyderabad ), does not concern us. " Here again I should like to point out
that a branch of the earlier refugees froill the Indus valley had already prepared the ground, where the Sakas could sow the seeds of the same Surneruculture-complex against the background of the $aka-millennia which was
so readily acceptable to these ancient peoples. To continue with Simmonetta " Judging from his coinage the reign of Azilises lasted from 5 to 10
years ( c 30 B.C. to 22 B.C. ) and in due time rlzes I1 was coopted as joint
king and shortly afterwards became sole lung. The very long reign of
Azes I1 (c 22 B.C. to 5 A.D.) witnessed the gradual disruption of the $aka
kingdom and its subjugation by the Pahlavas. 7 7

The strtggle a~no~tg
the I~zdo-Greeks,the Jabs atzd the Pahlavas for pelf and
power :
During the reign of Azes I1 there was a steady debasement of the
coinage, which is, and we shall see the reason, exactly pardled by that of his
contemporary Hermaues. hloreover, there were strong centrifugal forces
at work in GandhSira : some years after the accession Azes 11, the satrap
of Taxila Zihonika or Zeionises, son of Manigul, began issuing coins in
his own name and ignoring his sovereign. It appears that Azes I1 managed
to reestablish order, but the new satrap, Indravarn~an,son of Vijayamitra,
was practically independent ( the corrupt Greek legend on his coins having
so far defied interpretation we do not know whether it was intended to
qive the name of Azes ). Indravarn~a's son " ASpavarnla issued coins in
his own name, but, when legible, the obverse legend gives us the llaine
titles of Azes (iljaya), whose suzerainty was at least formally acknowledged" In the meantime the Greeks of the Paropamisadae profited by the
disruption of the aka kingdom and took the offensive : Herrnaues ( circa
50 B.C. to 5 A.D.) who had succeeded Philosenus by marrying his daughter
( Calliope-Mother or Daughter ? ) attacked Azes by circa 10 B.C. was in
possession of thc whole of ~\rachosia.As Hcnllaucs foulld ~\rachosia filled
"

with debased coins of Azes TI, according to the known rule that bad money
rules the p o d one out, he was also forced to debase his coinage also in
~~rapanisadae.It is noteworthy that the debasement of the coniage of Hermaeus is the strongest argument to date him as the contemporav of Azes 11,
while his use of monograms used by Spalyris, Spalirises, Azes I, Azilises and
Azes I1 can only be explained by supposing that he took some districts
( Arachosia ) from Azes 11. Otherwise besides being forced to date Hermaeus incredibly high, we are forced to admit that the coinage became debased, then suddenly regained its quality, then became debased again, both
propositions being untenable.
" The revival of Greek power was nevertheless untenable, as in circa
10 B.C., Orthagnes became independent in Drangania. Whether he took
the opportunity of the new troubles in Parthian Empire ( by c. 10 B.C.,
a Mithridates had set forth as a claimant and Phrates IV found it advisable
to send his sons to Rome as hostages ) or whether he was rewarded for his
help in the civil wars against Tiridates 11, we cannot tell. Anyway he soon
engaged in a policy of expansion towards the East, which was entrusted to
his relatives ( almost certainly his sons ) Gondophares ( Gandaprana ) and
Gadana. The Parthian attack crushed the resistance ofeHermaeus,who was
forced to evacuate Arachosia. Orthagnes died circa 5 B.C. and Gondophares succeeded him as king of kings. Under Gondophares the Pahlavas
destroyed the last remnants of the kingdom of Azes I1 in the Indus valley,
and the satrap of Gandhgra, Agpavarma, hastened to recognise the suzerainty
of Gondophares. In the first Vears of Gondophares h s kingdom was organised as follows : Drangania under his direct sway, the territories formerly
of Azes I1 ( including those temporarily occupied by Hermaues ) under
Gadana, and East Gandhira under ASpavarma. This organisation did not
however last long, and coins, which only bear the name of Gondophares,
began to be struck also in Arach~siaand in Gandhira. The nest move of
Gondophares was the crossing of the Hydaspes and the annesation of the
territories which had formerly belonged to the Eastern Greek kings. There
he struck a number of Greek drachms. It was probably during the reign of
Gondophares that Pushkali\rati and \Vestern GandhPra were wrested from
Hermaues. Hermaws was thus sandwiched between the expanding E'ahlaVas and the Yiieh-chih, which was united by Kujula Kadphises to form the

Kushina kingdom. Exhausted as he was by the struggle against the pahlavas, Hermaues could not avoid union with Kujula Kadphises who, ofi;cially a foederatus and vassal, became peacefully the master of the Parapamisadae, so as to take the crown officially on the death of Hermalles in
the first years of our Era ( the Christian Era )."
Thus we see that Professor Simonetta gives us the clearest picture of
the political vicissitudes of the Indo-Greeks, the Sakas and the Pahlavas
which help us to put up the picture of the rise and spread of the KuSinas
in proper perspective against the broader background of the spiritual inlpact
of the astropsychic theory of Kiila-cakra. The city of Puskaliivatj with its
presiding city-Goddess, holding a Lotus Flower and the Bull of Siva appears
to have acted as a converging point for the syillbiosis of the faith of the IndoGreeks, the Sakas and the Pahlavas. Even NPna and Dionisus converged
to a symbiosis with Umi (Ama ) and h a . " In connection with the Pahlava
conquest of Pu~kaliivati" proceeds Professor Simonetta " ~t is necessary to
discuss a curious group of coins, found during the excavations at Taxila.
In a hoard, including a number of gold objects, some silver drachms of
Sasan, Sapedanes, Satavastra and aKadphises( probably Kujula ) were found.
As these coins were found a l l together and formed part of a hoard of precious metal, they cannot be assumed to have circulated in Taxila; on the
contrary, since the times of ASpavarma, silver had ceased to be minted in
Taxila. They must, therefore, have come from Puskaliivati, the only
town where the silver drachms must have continued to be used down to the
last years of Hermaues ( and apparently sometime later ) and which may
have been captured by the Pahla~as." At the same time Professor Alberto
M. Simonetta seems to be extremely worried over the misuse and misreporting of numismatic evidence by archaeologists.
Under the circumstances we may get far better results than the so far
recorded numismatic evidence if we supplement it by the record of available
inscriptions.

Comparative stz14 of the inscriptions and coirrs of Gapg'apl-Zp ( Gondophfi7.aes) ( circa 5.N.C.-25 A . D . ) :
The very surname of Ganda associated with the word ' Priina ' ( soul )
is a proof that the name owes its origin to the Shinkot casket inscription of

G~~~fenanderwhich had spiritual afinity with the Gold-race tradition of
Gandaki. At this particular period of history, he ruled r,lrer southern
Afghanistan, but later he conquered the countries of the Indus ( Sindhu )
river basin. According to the Christian tradition Gandaprina ( Gondophares ) was a contemporary of Saint Thomas. But the stone inscriptions
of GandaprTina in Takht-i-bihi ( about 8 miles north+ast of hhrdan in
Yusufiai ) in Prikrit language and Kharosthi script, does not reveal any
influenceof Chrstianity nor of the Christian Era. On the other hand, Mahiyinic Buddhism appears to have prevailed over him. This inscription informs us that Gandaprina ruled for at least 26 years.
What is of the utmost importance from Nepal's religious point of view
is the fact that this inscription is dated in the year 103 and the Era by which
this date is calculated has been a subject of heated debate among historians.
"After careful consideration " proceeds the thoughtful Professor Simonetta
" and so as to account in particular for its introduction in India by Gq&prina ( Gondophares ) ( previous inscription being dated with the Era of
Menander ) I incline to consider it as a Era proper to Drangania, and the
only starting point which I can see is the annexation of Drangania to the
Parthian Empire by Orodes I, between 87 and 80 B.C. This is a working
hypothesis which accounts for the known facts, but I shall not be surprised
if it should eventually prove wrong. However, accepting it for the time
being, the inscription of Gondophares urould be dated between 16 and23
A.D. This Era was also used by the Kusinas till the establishment of the
Era of Kinishka, and again after Visudeva I. To facilitate further discussion I shall hereafter refer to the Era to Takht-i-bihi inscription as the
Pahlava Era. " So far so good.
We have already discussed the Buddhistic tradition accepted by King
hlenander in his Shinkot-Casket-inscription which confirms the validity of
the Piprahavi-Buddhist-vase-epitaphwith specific amendment in the Scheme
of the Nirvwa Era. The name Gandaprina translated literally means the
soul ( of the tradition ) of Ganda ( Gold-race or Gold ) country of the
Gavdaki river basins. The mysterious word KAP-SA (SHA) appearing
with Gandaprina's inscription of Takht-i-bihi with reference to his hybrid
origin seems to be extremely interesting from ethnic point of view. This
inscription dircctly affiliates him with Kujula Kadphises whose Great So-

ciety of the Kasas did not accept the race-theory of the Indo-Aryans,nor
did it reject lineal claim of the children of mixed marriages as bastards,
The superscription on the coins of Gandnprina showing Pallas &helle
standing to right with spear and shield and the monogram in Kharostl1i
..
characters reading Mi ( fa )-tram ( 3 ) indicates that this city Coddcss
was being associated with the Vedic god Indra. It is dificult to know ~ 1 ~ ~
she was not identified with the mother Goddess with a Lotus flower,or
the aegis, usually represented as bordered with serpents and set with
Gorgon's head to signify life-charm in the hands of Pallas-Athene, was transformed into spear and shield. The inscription in KharoSthi scripts and
Prikrit language reads : ( above ) hlahiriija Rajatirija ( Icing of kings ),
Tratarasa ( Devavrtasa of in other words Defender of Faith ); ( below)
( G u ) dabha (?) rasa ( Gondopharnes or Gandaprzna w m w ) meaning
of or belonging or pertaining to Gandaprfina.
The other side has a diademed ( helmeted ) king on horseback to
right; Greek monogram to right; inscription in Greek characters read :
" basileos basileon megalou Undopherrou ". We are quoting this coin
type from representation in Smith's catalogue Plate IX, No. 8, p. 54., where
he gives the Greek and the Iranian version of his name, and we have supplemented it by the purely Prikrit-Sanskrit version of the name and title of the
gteat King of Kings Gondopharnes. Coming now to his faith, he seems to
have a particular predilection for Mitram(if the epigraphists have made the
correct reading of the monogram ), which is another name for hdra-the
King of 333 million vedic gods ;and who enters Saivism, Vedism and Buddhism as a subordinate deity to finally bind the faithfuls of the three faiths
in the common bond of the psychological cult of Tantriyiina. Unlike
ASoka, who styles himself as the beloved of the gods, ( referring, perhaps,
to the pantheon of Siva) whom his ancestors worshipped, Gandapriw
claims to he the defender of faith underlined by the cementing factor of
Mitram or Mithrus ( Indra ) who welds all the divergent faiths of the Greeks,
the Persians and the Sakas into a harmonius whole. Unlike Asoka, who
claims to have falsified the Indian gods, and who issues injunctions against
the Vedic sacrifices, Gondopharnes synthesises the p d s of divergent faiths
and does not prohibit Yogic exercises and Vedic sacrifices. His faith in
Mahiiyina Buddhism with its wide arms embraces all castes, customs and

creeds. Like all the Kasas and the Khasas his ancestors werc, no doubt,
perso-Aryans or Pahlavas who had married the Yaksis and Kinnaris of
indigenous origin.
After his long reign King Gondopharnes seems to be succeeded by
his nephew Abdagases with the claim of being the next of kin to Gondopharnes. In this strange jigsaw puzzle of the relationship of the King of
kings, brother kings, satraps and free-for-all kinship, Abdagases seems to
come up against Sasan (25-35 A.D. ) who claims to be the nephew of
Ajpavarma ( 10 B.C.-5 A.D. ) who was a contemporary of Gondopharnes
for more than ten years. Judging from his inscriptioas on drachms and
tetradrachms namely " ASpabhrataputrasa Goridramiasa Gudapharasa "
( am am ~q v - 7 zfqm yq e7a ) in Prdkrit language and Kharo~thi
scdpts, this nephew of ASpavarma claims to be descended from
Gondopharnes on the principles and practices of Gauridharma.
According to the rules of Gauridharma, a girl attains the Virgin state of
Gauri at the tender age of eight years, when she is wedded to a bel-fruit as
an insurance against widowhood. It is a prevailing custom among the
Newar con~munity,that a bevy of such virgins are wedded to the bel-fruit
before the temple of Gauri ( the consort of Siva ) on some auspicious days
every spring. Evidently " Goridrama " seems to be a Pahelvi-contamination of the Gauri-dharma obtaining in Nepal to our own dav. The transition in the concept of marriage and its laws is a remarkable feature in the
aka and the Nepalese inscriptions in Licchavi characters. As a result of
this curious claim of Sasan to the throne of Gondopharnes against the claim
of Abdagases ( 25-35 A.D. ) there was an internecinestruggle between the
two rival claimants so that Abdagases is able somehow to hold on to Drmgania and Arachosia while Sasan appears to have secured Gandhdra at the expense of the districts east of Hydaspes.
Simonetta adds " Sasan and Abdagases were followed in Arachosia
and Puskaldvati by Sapedanes and Satavastra ( 35-45 A.D. ), while Tasila
was obtained by Athanla in 40 A.D. The solitary gold coin of Atharna
may indicate that by his time the old debased coin had become so discredited
as to force the reintroduction of gold. Between 135-140 A.D. the KuBMas
conquered GandhHra while a king of unknown name with the title of
Dajapatigriija appears to have come to the throne for a very short time.
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.Is regards ~ u z u l Kadphises
a
(10 B.C.-40 A D . ) Simonetta seems to depend
upon what he calls the Pahlavic dates of 134 and 136 of Kalwin ( near Taxila
in Rawalpindi in West Pakistan ) and Chir stiipa inscriptions in PrPhit Ianguage and Kharosthi scripts between 47 and 56 A.D. International scholars have debated hotly about this era of Azes which he identifies with Pahlavic dates. " Then, while Pakores, who had succeeded Abdagases in
Drangania, captured Arachosia, Wima ( Bhima ) Kadphises became king
of the Kusinas and that mysterious personage known as " Soter Alegas "
began his career. We have overstrikes of Pakores on ' Soter Megas'
and of ' Soter Megas ' on Wima Kadphises between 35 and 50 A,D., which
certify that these kings were roughly contemporary. Though at times
' Soter Megas ' must have been exceedingly successful ( his coins being
plentiful all over Gandhira and being found even in Afghanistan, north of
the Hindukush ) he was eventually eliminated by Wima Kadphises ( 50130 A.D. ) who first got control of the Indian territories and then captured
Arachosia from Sanabares I (55-60 A.D.), who in the meantime had succeeded Pakores (35-55 A.D. ). What Simonetta overlooks isthe religious significance of the growing impact of the cults of ~ i v and
a Sambuddha which
really explain the cause as to the origin of these eras in the wake of the Nirvina Era after the Piprahava-Buddhist-vase-epitaph.The occasion for such
inscriptions is always the death in the family and there is either ~ i v or
a the
Sarira of Siikyam~mifor the deliverance.

To proceed with the economic and the political reasons given by Simonetta " Drangania remained in the hands of the Pahlava rulers for some time
longer; as we know of the two other kings : Sanabares 11, who judging by
the number of his known coins, must have ruled for quite a few years, and
Gondophares I1 whose coins, vice-versa, are extremely rare. According to
Pere hfenasche, the Pahlavi inscription of the coins of Gondopharnes I1
might be read in various ways, therefore the name of the king is quite uncertain. " International scholars have spelled the name of Gondopharnes
or Gondophares from Prikrit and Greek inscriptions as "Gudabharasa7'
and rendered it into transitional Sanskrit in the form of Gunduprana which
would be Gandaprana ( soul of Ganda or the Gold-race Suvarnagotra )
in chaste Sanskrit. Because international authorities have spelled the name

in various ways we have taken care to give the name as we have quoted it
from different sources.
Apart from their political and economic significance, we have tried to
trace to their sources the origin of the religious and social ideas at the back
of the inscriptions and coins in transition from the symbol of the Eightspoked-Wheelof Dharma-cakra to the revelation of the astropsychic system
of Kila-cakra which they recognised as the true gospel ( saddharma ). However, there is no denying that the religious and social situation appears to
have become very complex, specially when the tribal pockets of human settlements in Central Asia lost their relative independence as they were sandwiched between the Sakas and the Yiie-chis on the one hand and the Chinese
on the other. At this interesting phase of history, the tribes of Central Asia
appear to have begun t o consolidate themselves into a political unity under
the wider social concept of the Kingdom of women and political concept
of Biigi-asi ( brother of the king or brother kings ) borrowed from the
Persians.

The hscriptiorr on the cobs of IVitl~a( Dhima ) Kadphispr

:

This king appears to be the successor of Kuzula Kadphises and Kadaphes who claimed K u s h a a origin. We have shown with reference to the
coins and inscriptions of Gondopharnes I and Kujula Kadphises how
Pallas Athene and Heracles were converging to a symbiosis with the Mother
Goddess of the city of Puskalavati and Siva with the cult of Aiitram ( Indra )
as a bridge between them. Judging from the inscription on the overstrikes
of Soter Alegas and some gold-coins of Wima Kadphises ( from representation in Smith's Catalogue, Plate XI, No. 5 ), the Kushinas, before the
appearance of King Kanishka I on the scene, appear to have converted themselves to the revelation of the astro-psychic system of Kila-cakra under
the blessings of the ancient cult of the Great Mother Goddess and ~ i v a
( the Shepherd God PaSupati of Moheiijodaro represented with his phallus ).
Let us see how far the inscription on the gold coins of Wima Kadphises
reflect the transition :
First side
The King emerges from clouds without the usual AIacedonian helmet
( on some copper-coins we have the king wearing high cap and long coat );

flames rise from his shoulders ( for the revelation of the true doctrine
" ShDDHARhIA " ) : mace or club in right hand and Kila-pha ( noose
of time or death and not definitely elephant-goad) in the left hand; hereditary
monogram behind the head; inscription in Greek characters read "Basileos
Ooemo Kadphises ( on some copper coins we have Ooemo Kadphises Basil eus basileon Soter Alegris ).
Second Side

The coin has two-armed Siva, facing, head to left, with hair in spiral
top-knot, and a deer skin over his left arm or shoulder ( in order to justify
his name of Siva K~ttivZsavis-a-vis the nude Viriipik~a); grasping combined trident and battle-axe in his right hand ( on some copper coins we
have two-armed Siva holding TriSBla and standing and facing a standing
Nandi or Bull ) ; Kharosthi monograms in the exergue both right and left;
and the inscription in the Kharoghi characters read :-" Mahiriijasa Rijidiriijasa sarvaloga-iivaraSa Blma-Kathphisasa. Tratarasa "
From Nepal's religious point-of-view this is an example of how the
Yaksa cult of ISvaradeva ( Siikyavardhana ) had become a popular god in
the intermediate region and how Wima Kadphises had converted himself
or become a " RlaheSvara " ( follower of the cult of the god of gods)
by clothing the nude Hii-sa and Viriippitksa in tiger-skin zpitbmi (slashed skirt)
and Kachira ( loin-cover ) in the forms of Umi or Bhavini and KtttisPsa
respectively as a development from the more ancient concept of Paiupati
as Kapardin. We thus see that the Yaksa god ISvaradeva of Kapilavastu
becomes the supreme God ( hlaheSvara ) and it is in this form that the
phallus of ~ i v isa erected to commemorate and deliver the dead. The Kings
of Nepal assume the title of PaSupatibhattiraka
..
and Parama-MaheSvara in
their inscriptions as a testimony to the transition. The flames rising from
the shoulders of Wima Kadphises are calculated to show that he is trying
to make the revelation of the Saddharma ( the true doctrine ). We haye
adequately described in Chapter \TI how the transition to the astropsychic
system of Death was expressed by the scriptures of the emission of the rays
by the Sambuddha on the eve of delivering his sermon of the Saddharmapudarika-sQtra ( the white lotus aphorism of the true doctrine). It is
remarkable that Nepal preserves the earliest syn~bolsand images of the Great

blother Goddess and l'aiupati in transitional representations fron, Xlohcfijodiro to Kathmandu. If thc Sakyas of Kapilavastu enriched the mcie~lt
with the Y a k ~ acults f r ~ mthe kingdom of uwmen, the S a b s and
the KuShPnas appear to have synthesised the same system with international
religiousand cultural forces and broadened its base for uni\rersal consumption. However, there could be no denying that the revelation of the astropsychic system of Kda-cakra follows as a practical scquel to the Piprahavl~uddhist-vase-epitaphand that the Licchari kings of Nepal appear to have
reciprocated the compliment of the brother aka kings by accepting the
coin type of the KushPnas with the synlbols of their ancient religious faith
on the obverse and the two-armed ~ i v with
a
hair in spiral top-knot and holding a live-deer and Kila-pPsa ( noose of time ) as the triumphant symbols
of the Yaksa legend of Virtpikga on the reverse. Then, too, the Licchlvi
kings of Nepal accepted the ~aka-eraover the frontons of their inscriptions
till King hIPna Deval; introduced the new religious system of Bhairavi-cakra.
No doubt th; Indo-Greeks, the Sakas, the Pahlavas and the Kugh@as
deserve credit for giving an international outlook to the revelations of
Kda-cakra by interpreting and binding it in the system of a Saka era and
Sumeru culture which have become universal in their scope and appeal.
If the hlilinda-paiiho ( the discussions between Nigasena and King hfenander)
is a scientific exposition of Updi-pariplcch~ ( the querries of Updi)
which led to the schism in the very first Buddhist Synod, we
safely
attribute the early translatiotl into Chinese of such works as Drma-Unnararaja pariprcchi, Ugradatta-pariprccha, Slahallikii-parip~cchi,AjPtasatrukaukrtyavinodana and other such questionnaires, to the growing influence
of the Yoglcara doctrine of Updi as a practical sequel to the I'aksa cults of
Sikyavardhana and \JirtpPk~aafter the ~i~rahavi-Buddhist-vase-epitaph.
It is remarkable that these Pariprcchis do not appear in the Pili-literature.
figainst such a historical background the hazy Nirvana era assumes a concrete shape with the development of " Saddharma " ( true doctrine );
~ i v or
a Sambuddha are endowed with the symbols of the sun and the
moon in order to express their time-nature under the fresh impact of Greek
astronomy and astrology .
No doubt these statements appear strange to the modern minds; but
the s!-mbols of the Indus-valley civilisation, accotnpanied by their J*ogic

practices and rituals in their Agan1as, the Vedic worship of the gods of the
sky wit11 their spells and Adhigamas and the Buddhistic concepts as to the
creation of the cosmos and its evolution, all these were certainly blended with
the Greek models of beauty and astronomy, so that the old ideas were inspired with new significance that now spread from this intermediate zone ill
this age of theocracia throughout the then civilised world from Alesandria
to China and beyond. It is only today that a comparative study of the Prikrit inscriptions and the newly discovered Nepalese inscriptions, in which
most of the original sources were written and translated, has given the world
a real knowledge of the religious development after the death of S~k~amuni.
What is most important is the date, the framework of the confessio-fides,
the judicial customs and laws which regulate the pious donations and the
mental attitude of the donor obtainingin the Kushina inscriptions before the
appearance of Icanishka on the Indian fcenelo4. According to the interpretation of Silnonetta the dates belong to the Pahlava Era and that a number
of inscriptions dated with the inscriptions of King Kanishka follow the
same era. But as the Licchavi Era and the coins of Nepal follow as a religious sequel to the Saka and the Koshina eras, the evidences of the freshly
discovered Nepalese inscriptions in Northern Brihnli scripts and Sanskrit
language are decisive as to the transition from ~iik~amuni's
system of
Dharma-cakra to Kiila-cakra and from KAa-cakra to Bhairavi-cakra. The
essential ideas underlying this transition would have no significance unless
this new spirit became a factor in transforming the mind and the will of the
Inen bound in the common origin of Suvarnagotra and in the bonds of
the Sumeru culture with the Samvatsaras ( Eras ) as landmarks in the sands
of time.
From ethnic point of view the multifarious Scythian tribes and particularly the Kushiily~s, who ruled olrer India, appear to have belonged to
Balkh, while the Icucheans, who predominated in China with their mighty
thoughts, seen1 to belong to the small principality of Kucha. It appears to
me that the Chinese term Yiie-chih for the Sakas and the Kusllinas is
not a specific term for the hybrid tribes that were springing up with their
faith in ~ i v a ,V i ~ h n u or Buddha. Judging from the records of China,
the Chinese in the early period of their contacts, did not seem to know much
about thcsc " Barbarians from the west " wlu) hmught to them the knonV-

ledge of the Yogic esercises of the
name of the Buddha.

"

SGtra in forty-two sections " in the

~t is most fortunate that the conunercial and intellectual importance

of the caravanseris of Central Asia continued for many centuries for human

colltacts from vast and various countries. It was these peoples, who expressedthe vague ideas of the Nirvina-era, into a concrete system of dating
great transitional ovents in the mathematical scheme of Sainvatsaras so that
men may realise that progress is the law of life, no matter from whatever
sphere and station we might make a start. Under the influence of their
concept of Gold-race-origin, these tribes do not seem to be inspired by racial
or ideological prejudices. We find no injunctions in their inscriptions against
Yogic practices, Vedic sacrifices or the Buddhistic concepts of Samyak
Sambuddha, nor do we h d any attempt to conlmand the peoples of different races to follow specific judicial customs and rules laid down by the Vedic
Brihmins ox by the Buddhistic schools of Vinaya for their own sectarian
interests.
From a comparative study of the Prikrit inscriptions and literature,
we are now in a position to assess the nature of the complex religious situation that seems to be developing in the cara\ran-cities of Central Asia.
After the dispersion of the ancient tribes of the Sikyas and the Kolis from
Kapilavastu and R i n ~ a g i n ~described
a
at the outset of this book, they appeared to have carried with them the sacred scriptures of the Haimav~taSchool
which appear to have met and clashed along the great silken caravan-routes
wit11 international and cultural religious forces and intensified a great interchange of ideas, forms and contaminations. Nevertheless, this peculiar
geographical, historical and cultural situation does not appear to have cancelled the religious heritage of the h~dus-valleycivilisation which was developed through the ages against the background of the Surneru-culture
conlpler and the landmarks of the Nirviiqa and aka Sapvatsaras. We
have seen how the ancient Yaksa cults played their part in the transition.
In the following chapter it would be useful to see how the renascent ideas
reelltered India through the backdoor under the aegis of the aka and the
K u ~ h ~ nkings
a
and produced a double impact upon China, Korea, Japan
alld the countries of South-east-Asia through the southern seas.

The i~~scriptio~is
and ino/ito~zei?fs
of Kalz$l,ka :

We have said in previous chapters how the Scythian chiefs of mixed
origin were also marrying Assyrian princesses of Semitic origin and how
the Saka tribes of various denominations distinguished thenlselves by opposing the might of such Aryan Emperors as Cyrus, Darius, Xerres and Alexander on the one hand and the Chinese generals on the other. With their
Western prepossessions modern writers are prone to write about the rise
of the Roman Empire and its laws, the Eras of Christianity and Islam and
underrate the contributions of the Indo-Greeks, the Sakas, the Pahlavas
and the Kushwas to the civilisation of mankind, as they have not delved
adequately into the Priikritic, Sanskritic, Chinese and Tibetan scurces. We
have said elsewhere how Pundit Kumlra Jival; was an offspring of a Brihmin father and Kuchean mother. According to Chinese tradition Ambassador Ching Lii was instructed in the teachings of Buddhist sfitras by a
Yueh-chih Crown-prince in 2 B.C.; and if the recollstruction of the Weilueh test by Chevannes is correct, the scene is a Yiieh-chih court in Cential
Asia where the reigning K u ~ h i n aKing ordered his son to reveal the teachings of one or more Buddhist tests to the Chinese Envoy Ching-Lii. We
have also discussed the dynasty and the Era founded by King hloga( hlaues
I ) with reference to his coins and inscriptions and in what religious and social contest he reoriented the Saka Era in the wake of the tentative Nirvana
Era. After the occupation of Kabul the most in~portantmonarch of the
Kushiinas was King Kanishka I. ( c 78-102 A.D. ).
Professor Oldenberg has assumed that King Kanishka came to the
throne in 78 AD. which becaime the signal for the start of the Kushinaera. On the other hand Simonetta has tentatively suggested that the Era
of K a n i ~ h his a Pahlava Era. According to available inscriptions
Kani~hka'sdates range between 1 and 23 years which are identified by historians to coincide with circa 78 to 103 A.D. Although Simonetta takes the
Takht-i-b~hiinscription of Gondopharnes as the basis, for his conclusions,
the professor's s u g g c s ~ions, that the prcyious inscrip tioils arc all dated in

the Era of King Menander, seems to be very important from our religious
point of view. We have pointed out in previous chapter how the Shinkot-

steatite-casket-Inscriptions dated with the Era of King hlenander follows
as a sequel to the record of the Pipraha\r%Buddhist-vase-epitaph and Nirviva-era with the concept of Sambuddha consequent upon the impact of
the Yaksa-cults of SuvarnabhOmi. We have also discussed the religious
implications of the fourth Buddhist Council convened in Kashmir during
the reign of King Kanishka and what effect the three treatises of ASvaghosa
hac! on China and also how KumPrajiva compiled the lives of ASvaghosa,
Nigirjuna and their followers. The matter at issue with reference to
these Eras is not so much the iise and fall of empires or of the dynastic successions of king:; but what was the occasion and the reason for founhng
them in lieu of the regnal years of kings with which important events were
associated so far. The Prikrit, the Pili, the Sanskritic and the Chinese
sources seem to agree that there was a vague concept of the NirvQa Era
after the Great Passing of S%kyamuniand how the hlah+nists, Hinayinists, the Saivites, the Jainas and the Vaishqavites seem to be interpreting
the concept of Dharma ( Law ) in their own particular way. It is in the
inscriptions of the powerful Saka and K u g h ~ apeoples that we hnd the
mention of " Saddharma " ( true law or doctrine ) and what is of real
significance is that the Licchavi Kings of Nepal adopt it in their scheme
of PaSupati-bllatfa'rrlka-Era.lo5

Judging from the range of their religious monuments and inscriptions,
the KushPnas about 65-78 A.D. appear to have established themselves with
their Brother-kings as lords of an empire estending from China to Lake
Aral and most of northern and Central India where the area of their defacto
sovereignty was by far the larger than that of iiioka. Judging from his
basrelief depicting the nativity of S ~ k ~in ~Lutnbini
~ ~ and
~ nthe idiscovery
of his coins in the same region, I have no doubt that King Kanishka had
visited Kapilavastu and LulFbini. Some of his famous illscriptions and
images dated in the scheme of ~aka-sa~vatsara
with Kaqiphka's regnd Years
down in India and Palustan and his preference for the esoteric worship of
Yaksa Panchika and Hiriti, mirror his faith in the ancient Yaksa legends as
a factor in the evolution of the ideal of Bodhisattva and Sambuddha- E'idently the lunar dynasty of King Nimisa with the cognomen l'arman formed
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part of the KushPna confederation of Brother-kings ( Biigi-Asas ) so tlla
Kadghka seems to have visited the homes of the historical Buddhas as a
pilgrim to find the starting point for his Sal?lvatsara rather than transplant
his religious convictions and impose his rule. Against such a religious
background it is impossible to conceive that the basreliefs and the images
of Yaksas, Kichakas, twin Nagas of Lake Anavatapta, two-handed or fourhanded or three headed images of vairocana ~ i v aor Chhatracandeivara
( the CwdeSvara with a stone parasol ) and the images of the Buddha oi
the future with a parasol or umbrella over his head, were the impositions
of the Kushwas on Nepal from the wrong end of hlathuri. The chronological order of the sculptures, coins and inscriptions of Kanishka in Kapilvastu, Lumbini, Saranitha and other parts of India dated during the
Samvatsara of the Sakas in course of the regnal years of Kani~hkaand its
follow-up in the Licchavi-inscriptions of Nepal, prove adequately that the
transition is concerned with the change in the concept of Dharma ( Law ).
More because the constant contacts between NPga-sena and King Menander,
and of the Slkya and KauSik teachers with the Indo-Greek, the Saka and
Pahlava rulers show that under the impact of the Yaksa cults, ~aivismand
Buddhism appear to have acquired universal character in these intermediate
zones, where King K a ~ i s h k Ia became instrumental in disseminating the new
knowledge of Saddharma ( true law ) anlong the masses of ~nat&ind.'~~.
If ASoka tried to popularise the Aryan-Eight-Fold-Paths of sikyainuili coloured and limited by his beliefs in the BrPhmanic law of Karma,
Heaven and Hell, the Kurram-Copper-Casket Illscription dated aka
Samvatsara 21 ( = A D . 99 ?) seems to be unique for its quotation of the
well-known " Pratityasamutpida " formula of Milindapaiiho in the context
of the coilcept of Sanlbuddha which seeins to have a clear collnection with.
the psychological Yaksa-cults of Seilsory perception. Konow translates tllc
formula as follows : I n interconnection with delusion the Samskijras
( associated with the burial of SPkyamuni7smo\rtal relics in a stiipa ); with
the Sarpskiiras consciousness ( of the eternal existence of the concept of
San~yakSambuddha) ; with consciousness name and form ; with name and
form the six organs ( of perception ); with the six organs touch; with touch
sensations; with sensation thirst; with thirst grasping; with grasping life;
with life birth; with birth decay, dcath, lamentation, suffcrillg, dejcction,
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dispair. " It is remarkable that the impact of the Yaksa-cults of perception
had led also to the famous Buddhist confessio-fidei of cause and effect described in our note (41). Here this formula seems to have formed pan of
the basic text of the School of SarvPsti\r?ida while the Bl~agavadgitii( the
Celestial song ) in its dilenmla appears to have taken the same formula as
its starting point for its deliberations on the Vedic Revelations vis-a-vis
Siiykhya and Yoga systems of philosophy. The widespread scepticism
resulting from the Messianic confidence in the achievements of the Assyrian
and Greek astronomy and Yogic practices had reduced many revelations
to the level of mere system of ethics, so that man's uneasy introspection, retrospection and prospection led back to the quest of the essential character
of the astropsychic system of Death amid such a variety of peoples
from India, Africa, Europe and China. While astronomy vastly expanded
man's spatial horizon, it was equally realised that the survey of the astrophysical world did not lead to the goal of discovering the ULTIXIATE BEST
in human nature connected with the problems of his faith, sincerity and
honesty to himself and in his practical relations with other human beings
by conquering his Ego. Though no astronaut encountered God from hs
rendezvous in space and automatic interplanetary stations, yet nobody has
been able to outwit death. It is remarkable that the Sakas and the ~ u $ h G > a s
had appreciated the astropsychic system of Kda-cakra as being the correct
probe into the dimension in depth of the mystery of the human i n k d and
measure human progress by founding the Saka-era which could find its
echo in the country of every nun's heart for the deliverance of the common
people in the names of Siva or Sambt&a.lo7.
Seeing how men could believe in every myth or lie, an aberration of
the misunderstood love of truth has been the cause of sorrowful crusades,
religious and social wars and unhappy revolutions. In the name of truth
sectarians have tried to impose their convictions with absolute claim of
correctness on the credulity of other men, forgetting a fact no less fimdamental than the socalled love of truth,-that life, though short, was real,
worthwhile and earnest for everybody and that he could possess and make
it purposeful by daring to accept death as a companion in the spiritual
scheme of ISvaradeva or Sambuddha. Thus we see that the real drive and
purpose of the astropsychic system of Death was to produce a casteless,

colourless and classless society from its lowest strata of men who had alllPPp
family without the taint of heraldic complex, who had an uncOflquerabic
will without the Ego, who were totally fearless in the face of death, do
were absolutely free from credal, theological and ideological beliefs and
who were not afraid of being in the minority against the " spurns of tillie
an.d man's contun~ely." The funeral tradition and the confessio-fides of
the inscription under review bears ample testin~onyto the transformation.
Distrustful of the promise of Heaven or the torments of hell hereafter, the
formula
does not accept the Vedic treadmill of reincarnations as in the case
of the inscriptions of ASoka or of the Indian kings. The Kushiinas do no;
prescribe cut and dried regulations of dress, abstinences and rituals, and
there is also no unanimity as to the religious observances during the four
rainy months of retirement for the Bhiksus ( monks ), Bhiksunis ( nuns ),
Up~sakasand Upisikis (lay followers). The sum of the aka millennia
was the promise of universal salvation for the unanointed with the full realisation that the demands of nature are more compelling than the holy watcr
of the sectarians.

T h e inscriptions on s o m gold coirjr of Kagi;rhka I from represe,rtatioa
fmith's Catalogue, Plate XI, No. 9 :

iti

We have seen how the Persian Fire-god Athsho (=Atash), the
moon-god hlao, the sun-god Mihira, the Mother-goddess NZna, the Himilayan god Oesllo ( (Siva ), the Greek god Heracles, the Wind-god JTido
(=Viita ), the war-god Orlagno (Vltaghna or Bahram ) etc. were converging to a symbiosis in the coins of the Indo-Greeks, the ~ a k a sand the Palllavas. The coins of Kanishka follow the same model with the inscription
in modified Greek script and old Persian language reading " Kanishka,
the KushMa, King " while the bearded king, wearing peaked cap, coat,
cloak and trousers as represented in the Greek Electrum vase, stands to left
with flames rising from his shoulders as if he was now ready to make the
revelation of the astro-psychic theory of Kala-cakra. He holds the Kdaplsa ( the tloose of time and not definitely elephant p a d ) over an altar 2nd
a spear in his right and left hands respectively and wears a sword at his waist.
The second side shows the standing figure of a four-armed fiva holding in u l ~ l right
~ c ~hand a Daillaru ( l ~ a n d - d ~I<ala-pssa
~ ~ ~ ) , ( lloosc of time) ill

lower right hand, a TriSQla( trident ) in the upper left-hand and the lower
left hand on hip. The most significant feature of the coin is the representation of the antelope ( deer or gazelle ) on its hind legs which shows that
the legend depicted is borrowed from the story of \7irfipiksa'~pursuit of
the deer in the forest of Sleshmhtaka. The inscriptions in Greek
characters read " Oesho " ( Siva or BhaveSa ). It is remarkable that the
superscriptions on these coins are borrowed from the psychological cult
of PaSupati ( Conqueror of the Gazelle with its longings for the good things
of life and of the guilty memory of Oedipus complex ) as King Kanishka
. .
understood and appreciated the revelation of the astropsychic svstem of
~ila-cakra. Nepal has a large number of ancient images and basreliefs md
also some images with the leonine figures of the sun overhead or over the
crown of VirBplksa to show how the cult of the Light Deities was assimilated in the scheme of Siva-ravilocana to make this popular God the starting
point of the Samvatsaras from his abode of Kailisa believed to be situated
over the summit of Surneru.
Out of the conflict in the minds of mixed tribes of the Aivakiiyana
(horse-riders ), the fire ordeal of the Persians as well as the cruelties of the
refined Greek minds was smothered into an open community where there
was no Inquisition t o protect the faith and morals of the Askenois and the
Yiie-chih against whom Cyrus, Darius, Xentes, Alexander and the Chinese
generals fought their war of attrition without avail. On the authority of
the Annals of China we have pointed out how the Kushiinas were one
of the branches of the Yiie-chih and in what form the Kuchean Xiasters
broad.cast the ideas of the THREE TREATISES of the Fourth-BuddhistCouncil of Kani~hkaamong the peoples of China. A great patron of hiahay h a Buddhism Kani~hkaappears to have realised, amid the medley of beliefs of the peoples of his vast empire, that the partisans of special social
and religious interests were skilled in the advocacy of the particular branch
of knowledge they claimed to represent and that they tended to be dogmatic,
feudalistic and fanatical in their approach and outlook to the neglect of the
real quest for truth. He, therefore, took care that the symbols on his coins,
caskets and inscriptions were selected with such meticulous care as to
appeal to the spiritual impulses of the masses of mankind in the names of
the Great Mother Goddess Nina, Am8 or Hnriti or the Atyan Ea~h-god-

dess Anahiti and of Sira, Skandha, Buddha, Hcracles or the Sun-god suns
Anio or hiihira-mitra. Out of this never-ceasing evolution of religious
progress, the image of PaSupati, standing, a trident in hand, in front of a
deer or bull, sometimes two-armed like the shepherd god described in the
ancient text of Aiigavijji, sometimes four-armed as Sarpvatsara or as Ravilocana and sometimes three-headed as Vairocana to herald the approachi~:~
hiillennia, appears with his consort of Alohefijodaro to have provided the
basis for universal contact and concord. The majority of the Saka coinr
represent, on the obverse, the head., bust or the figure of the reigning monarch, standing or sitting with crossed legs on his throne, in thickly-padded
Tibetan style riding boots, wide-sagging trousers, a long stiff top-coat, with
a pointed Scythian cap or mitre over his head and holding a sceptre or armed
with a long spear, mace or bow. A halo surrounds his head and flames issue
from his shoulders to show that he is on the point of making a revelation
of Saddharma (true law) based upon the symbiosis of the medley of the
above-said gods and goddesses with the cults of Iranian and Greek Lightdeities on the reverse.
Already during the reign of King hfenander the construction of the
stopas with the " Sarira " ( mortal relics ) of S?ikyamuni and monasteries
of Haimavata schools of Buddhism appear to have begun. Under the patronage of the Ku~hgnaKings and the financial support of the wealthy merchants, the stiipas and monasteries appear to have multiplied over the hill
sides of Peshawar and the valleys of Swat, Kabul, Baluchistan and beyond
the Hindukush to Bactria ( Balkh ) and Bokhara. The early stttpas of
the Indo-Greeks, the Sakas and the Pahlavas still resemble the stOpas of
Nepal. We find the influence of Hellenistic mausolea with the Kushinas
till such time as Kanishka raised a 638 feet high stiipa, with a richly carved
wooden harmikg of thirteen storeys topped by an iron mast of 400 feet which
struck the Chinese pilgrims Fa-hsien and Hsijan-tsang with awe and wonder.
More inspiring than the size and the height of the stDpa is the funeral tradition and the representations of the Bodhisatwas Candraprabha ( the Light
of the hloon ) and SGrya-prabha ( the Light of the Sun ) over the famous
casket of Kwishka, which prove conclusively that the cult of Vairocana had
become a factor in Mah?iyinic Buddhism. We have already pointed out
how Siva-ravailocana or Vairocana plays an important *ole in the concept

of Siva as Samvatsara ( Master of the planets namely GRAHApAn mean-

ing the Lord of the planets ). The assimilation of the Iranian and Greek
Light deities to express the time nature of Siva is a remarkable featlue of
the Yogiicira doctrine, Tantrayha ( the path of the Tantras ) and their
physical and mental discipline. This new concept of Time as the limitations
of Siva-ravilocana or Vairocana leads to the most startling researches in
the field of human psychology with the Siddhas ( Perfect ones ).
The greatness and popularity of Kanishka I appear to have consisted
in his ability to address himself to the multiple races of his gigantic empire
with the conviction of the Saddharma ( True Law or doctrine) which
appears to have filled the intellectual and religious vacuum and bridged the
chasm that had opened up to divide men and nations. It is remarkable
that he could hold the attention of his peoples with the convening of the
Fourth Buddhist Council under the common bond of the Three Treatises
which appear to have sparkled and kindled the greatest of thoughts among
mankind. The victories of Cyrus, Darius, Xerxex and Alexander lose their
significance, when we compare it with Kani~hka'squest for the ultimate best
in human behaviour. With the fourth Buddhist synod of Kiqishka, the
concept of Saddharma (true law) vis-a-vis ASoka's concept of Dharma
(Law) assumes a new significance under the impact of the Yaksa-cults.
The very contents of the ~iprahavi-Buddhist-vase-epitaphare transformed into the concept of Sambuddha.
King Kanishka
. .
appears to have stood astride the Chinese and the
Indian worlds like a COllosus. The social and religious philosophy that
were shaping with the Indo-Greek, the Saka and the Pahlava Kings, appears
to have concretised in EZani~hka'~
. .
era in 78 A.D. which rekindled the torch
of YogPcPra doctrines with their universal scope and appeal.

We have extensively quoted Professor Simonetta in Chapter 1'11 and
adequately discussed the political, economic, social and religious implications of the Indo-Greek, Saka and Pahlava eras with reference to the era of
Kanishka I, and also how and in what contest his successors used them.
Historians seem to be divided in their opinion whether ITPsiska( LTiijjhiska,
Visuska or Jushka ), Huvi~ka( H u ~ h k a) and Iiaqishka I1 arere contern-A

poraries or if Kaqishka I1 ever existed. i\ccordillg to the doubtful e\ridences
of the A ~ (Pnear Attock in the Punjab ) stone inscription attributed
Kanisl~ka
. .
11, Indian tradition makes him the contemporary of the famous
A~lgdhyamakateacher N l g i j u n a of Kashmir. Very much unlike the titles
assumed by Vlsi:ka, Huviska and Viisudeva, Kani~hkaI1 in this inscription
assumes the Roman title of Kaiser ( Caesar ) side by side with the titles barrowed from the Persians and the Indo-Greeks. The dictunl of donation
m this chart shows his unhealthy belief in the Brihmanic concept of reincarnation in contravention toVisiska's chart dedicated to Slficlli Buddhist
image under the sanction of the Buddhistic dictum of " Deya-dharnla
for making voluntary gifts. On the other hand, the h l i t h ~ r i - S t ~ n ~ - ~ ~
cription of Huvi~hkais important for the adaptation of the Yaksan style
of permanent endowment known as Aksyayanivi for the use of the Btihmins
of the city of Mathurn in the United Provinces of India. This kind of permanent endowment was a legacy of the economic organisation of the Yaksas,
out of which the beneficiaries could make use of the interest without interfering with the capital. Among the Janapadas ( Republican states ) of the
Buddhist Himaayas, the banking and the trading organisation known as the
Srenis composed mainly of the VaiSyas, took care of financial matters and
commerce. When they knew about the use of money, they introduced the
punch-marked coins known as the Panas and PurPcas with weights and
measures to replace the ancient system of barter. This clearly was a great
advance upon the ancient systems of barter as long as men were not greedy.
However, a comparative study of the inscriptions of the above said kings
show that they were subject to diverse political, social and religious influences with the result that the original drive and power of the concept of Saddharma ( true law ) seems to have lost its fire. The Mathur2 image inscription of King Vssudeva shows that he completely identified himself, as his
name testifies, to the worship of Vlsudeva associated with the Brihmanic
cult of the holy Bhlgavata and also adopted Manusamhitii indited by their
patriarch Manu as the basis for their lazvs.lo8.

The coins of Killg Htlvi&

:

The inscriptions on the gold coins of Huviska make some departure
from the representation of the old pantheon of the Indo-Greek, Saka and

pahlava gods and their symbols. The new favourite is the four-armed
\Tedic god Vi?hqu ( Ooshna ). On a few specimen we have on the reverse the word " GaneSa " in Brihmi scripts, but the god represented under
the title is Si\ra-Tripmiintaka and not his elephant-headed son G ~ e s of
a
the later Hindu mythology. We are reproducing in Plate Number XV
the basrelief of Siva-Tripuriintaka resting on his Pinika-bow as long as
himself with strings inwards. According to an old Himdayan myth told
in the Vedas, Brihmanas and Agamas, the Asuras ( Assyrians ) defied the
gods from their three impregnable fortresses built by the Asura architect,
hfaya. The Aryan Earth goddess felt oppressed because these Asuras did
not perform Vedic sacrifices, and She appealed to the Vedic gods Jndra and
Brahmi who were badly defeated by the hsuras. Then the Vedic gods
approached the Himilayan god Siva in his abode of Kailiisa, who attacked
the demons in his chariot driven by Brahmi while TTi?hnu,Yama ( the god
of death ), Soma ( the moon ) and Agni ( Fire ) gave their power to the
arrow which alone could overcome the Three Fortresses. Our basrelief
depicts the legend of Siva-Tripurintaka's victory over Tripurisura, after
which he is leaning on his bow Pinika. The ~ e d i god
c Indra stands before Siva-~ripuriintakawith a plate containing articles of " Kimaptji "
while Bhavini ( the consort of Bhava or Siva and the counterpart in the
Himllayan mythology of the Great Mother Goddess ) fans her Lord with
a fly-whisk in order to cool him down and banish his fatigue. The IndoAryan Earth-Goddess kneels down in supplication to S i v a - ~ d ~ u l k t a k ~
for the great victory he has achieved over the Asuras ( demons ). In Nepaor GaqeSa is
lese sculptures and Licchavi inscriptions Siva-~ri~urintaka
the Lord of the Himiilayan tribes who are known as the " Gqas." It
is now evident that the early hfiilava peoples borrowed the concept of Ganar i j p s ( Peoples Republics ) from these Himilayan Ganas. The Licchavi
king Gana Devah of Nepal derived his name from his devotion to SivaTtipurintaka as the Lord of the Gwas and his consort Bhavini. I have
not discovered so far any inscription or literature with an invocation to the
elephant-headed son of Siva and P%vati as Ganega before the 7th century
A.D., though the Jiitakas ( Birth-stories ) mention Miyi's dream of a white
elephant before the birth of Sikyamuni. 011 the other hand, the epic of
RPmlyana makes the breaking of Siva-Tripurintaka's bow Piniika by the
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Suitors as the condition for winning the hands of Princess Sit2 and her
sisters in Alitbili. log
Other significant changes on the obverse and reverse of Huviskats
coins are the war god under various names like hlaaseno ( Mahhena),
Kirttikeya, Skando ( Skanda ), Komiro ( Kumiira ) and Bizago ( ViS&ha )
holding a Sikhin-standard surmounted by a Garuda with a crest. Evidently
the Assyrians were responsible for popularising the symmetrical groups
of mythical animals like the human-headed lion or sphinx, griffons and
human headed bulls which are to be found among the early sculptures of
Nepal. The tradition of the second historical Buddha as a Sikhin Buddha
and the use of ~ i k h i nor the human headed Garuda as the mount of Irishnu
in the temples of S i k h i n - ~ i r i ~ a nand
a GZngu-NPriyana seems to be the
contributions of the Babylonian civilisation to the Indus valley. With
the success of the Vedic Aryans and the spread of their Vai~navitecult, the
Lion bird griffon appears to have been conceived as the mount of Vishnu
in the forin of man-bird Vainateya. But the Sikhin represented on the
standard of Huvishka is a bird with a crest which may be Himdayan pheasants like DZphen or hloniil or a peacock according to the knowledge of
the peoples concerned. It is difficult to say how much of the representation is Assyrian or Hinlslayan or Indian or a combination of all the ancient
ideas. In any case, the transition of the Fish-tail banner of King Suddhodhana with the imprint of the sun and moon to the Sikhin standard adopted
by these kings and continued by the Iraishnavite Gupta kings of India seems
to be significant of the growing influence of the Bhiigavata-dharma. The
other gods on the reverse represent the old syncretism, though the king on
the obverse is represented with flames rising from his shoulders to show that
he is on the point of making the revelation of his basic faith.
With the last quarter of the second century and the beginning of the
third century, the Kushinas appear to have lost much of the Punjab,
United Provinces and other parts of Pakistan and India ty such local dynasties as the Niigas, S~takarni,Niihapiina, Ushavadita and their like. All these
petty kings tend to assume the titles of Riijan, Sviin~inand Satraps in place
of the title of "Brother Kings" to show that they are now independent of
the ccnfederation ok the Kushiinas. Evidently, the peak oh the power of
the Kushipas had passed by the time of the Greek geographer Ptolomey

( circa 140 A.D. ). According to the Indian records I'tolorney was the
contemporary of the newly independent kings Pulamvi and Chastana who
was the grandfather of King Rudradiiman. The evidences of the Greek
geographers as well as the inscriptions of the Saka and the Kushina kings
agree that the great society f ~ ~ ~ . n dbye dthem on the basis of ~addharma
( true law for mankind ) had ceased to exist; and India was divided into
the following feudatories with local loyalties :( 1 ) Akiiravanti comprised by the district of hlilwi which was the
home of the hIiilava tribes ; ( 2 ) A b r a ( East Jlalwa ) with its capital of
Vidisi ( Bhilsi ) comprised by the Indian state of Bhopal which is also
famous for its historical monun~entsof Siifichi; ( 3 ) Avanti in West A f i l u ~ n
with its capital of Ujiayini comprised by the state of Indore; ( 4 ) Anupa
with its capital of Mahimati comprised probably by modern hlaheivara
or Miindhita in the district of Nimar; ( 5 ) Anarta with its capital of Dviiraki
on the Western-ghats ( Arabian sea ) in what is north Khhiiiwir today; ( 6 )
Sauristra on the banks of the Arabian sea with its capital of Girnar famous
for its pillar of ASoka in South Kiithiiwiir and also for its celebrated
Saivite temple of Somnith; ( 7 ) Svabhra comprised probably by its capital
of Sabarmati where hfahitms Gandhi established his headquarters for his
fight against British colonial rule; ( 8 ) hlaru comprised by hiiimir in the
Indian state of Bikiiner in the desert district of Rgjputai ( Riijasthan ); ( 9 )
Kaccha with its capital of Bharukaccha ( Broach ) on the isthmus of the
Arabian sea in Western Ghats; ( 10 ) Sindhu comprised within the district
of Sind watered by the river Sindhu ( Indus ) in Western Pakistan where
the remains of the most ancient cults of the Great Mother Goddess and
PaSupati have been discovered ; ( 11 ) Sauvira situated somewhere to the
east of the lower Sindhu ( Indus ) river; ( 12 ) Kakura situated between
Sauvira and Anarta comprised by what is north K k h i i w a today; ( 13)
Aparbta with its capital of SophPrii or Surpiiraka situated on the banks of
the Western-ghats comprised by the district of north-Konkan in what is
today the Bombay Presidency of India. It is remarkable that a branch of
the ancient tribes of the Abhiras ( hvirs ) appear to have occupied this
stretch of country after the decline of the Kushinas ; and ( 14) Nishida
extending ( according to the epic of hfahibhirata 111,130, 3-4 and XII, 135,
3-5 ) from Vinasana to pariyatra comprised by what is today the west

\rindhva lnouritaills and Aravelly. Most of these maritime states appear
to llalre given an immense stimulus to int emational trade and commerce,
.Tocial arrd ecolron~icco~zditiofisild these states after the Kzl$vi?ias :

The history of north-Africa and Europe during this period was punctuated by the rise of yet another world religion of Christianity under the
leadership of Lord Jesus and his hiother Mary about five hundred yep*
after ~ikyamuni. If some of the Kushinas were tempted by the pompous
title of Kaiser ( caesar) and their system of coinage, Jesus was bringing
about a revolution in the thinking of the Pharisees by advising them to
" Render unto Ceasar the thing that are Caesar's and to God the thing that
are God's ". We have seen how the Saka kings had introduced the Saka
Era and how the K u ~ h i n a shad tried to reform the cash and credit system
of the West by making their money visible, so that it may represent real
values in terms of lands and goods. The patchwork quilt of states that had
arisen, after the downfall of the empire of the Kushiinas, seem to be inspired
by local and feudal loyalties and lost the fire and drive of the concept of
" Saddharma " ( true law ). And if the social and economic order of the
Roman empire could not survive the great fluidity of property that the
system of money had brought among them, the exactions of the priestly
order and kings under the sanctions of the laws of hlanu made the poor
poorer and the rich monks, priests and aristocrats richer with the abuse of
the system of Aksayanivika. The leaders and priests had learnt the international significance of the dangerous but efficient system of Roman coinage.
Individual of different castes and Sudra debtors had to pay 24%, 36%, 48%,
and 60% interests per annum respectively. The endless wars among the
newly independent local governors and rulers and the increasing economic
prosperity had given rise to a class of rich men who became creditors to the
rulers and officials of the Indian aristocracy created under the discriminatory laws of Rlanu. The immensely rich international traders on account
of their growing contact with the Roman traders had the power to call up
money without handling and administering any real wealth. Money became abstract on account of its fluidity and lost touch with the real values
it was supposed to represent. The evils of the monetav systems of Carthage
and Rome had travelled to these maritime states of India faster than the

illimitable words of the Prince of Poverty to the effect that " It is easier
the camel to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter
illto the kingdom of Chd.**llO. It did not now matter to these moneyed
internatiollaltraders who charged what interest and in what manner frolll
colmnon peoples, or who won or lost the local wars or even who was
sinlled against rather than siniling provided the currency of their individual
country gave them a favourable balance in the business contest of the almighty Roman Dinar. As a result the coalescences of the democratic states
of the aka and Kushiil~aconfederations of "Brother kings" seem to ha\re
broken down slowly under the impact of this new moneyed aristocracy who
justifiedtheir artificial prosperity on the base of international wealth, power,
luxurious refinement and ritualistic splendour. This aristocracy needed
a common lingua-franca, and Sanskrit served the purpose. During the
interim period between the downfall of the liberal Aiauryas and the rise of
the reactionary Guptas, the KauSik poets and writers had perfected the
national epics of Rhiiyana and hfahibl~iratawhichexerted agreat influence
upon the masses of Indian peoples. Wealthier and healthier, if not wiser,
than their ~ a i v i t eand Buddhistic predecessors, the newly rid1 aristocracy
was able to impart a vigorous stamp to the popular legends and idioms of
the Hindu epics and adapt the cults of the Yaksas and the Yaksis to the
orgies of Bacchanal worship to the rejection of the Yogic content interwoven with the texture of human minds. The cult of the Great Mother
Goddess, which at this period found synthesis with the worship of mother
AIary in the guise of Isis in the Eastern Roman Empire of Constantinople,
appears ill these states of degenerated India to have found vent in the popular entertainmefit of the Ganikiis ( courtesans ) and degraded illto sexual
excesses. These rich and elegant descendants of the ancient Yakgis were
now living in beautifully furnished houses and were tempted into eutravagant indulgences unlike their poor ancestresses who followed their
serene illlpulses of love to give birth to the Gold-race peoples. Because
of their accon~plishmei~ts
as singers, dancers and actresses the Gqikas
were accepted by the international traders and by the satraps and rulers,
alld they absorbed the aristocratic culture. From a great number of sculptures and basreliefs of the period, we are in a position to distil the back6fi'""d of thesc newly rich illen and women who were now tending to

become nlonsters of self-indulgence rather than Mothers Mbyb and Mary to
deliver ~ ~ a n R b ~ d . * ~ l ~ ,
From a comparative study of the literary languages of India and Central
Asia during the third and fourth centuries A.D. we find that the KauSik
priests and bard.s had conserved the Vedic language and transformed it into
a powerful vehicle as much to explain Brihmana and Upanisadas as the great
store of hlahiylnist literature. It is remarkable that the KauSiks and the
KPSyaps had popularised this Lndo-Aryan language of Sanskrit among the
~ a k a and
s the Kush%as , so that it became the medium of cultured cornmuiication specially among the foreigners of Aryan origin who visited and
inhabited the maritime capitals of the hlahiksetrapas ( the great governors ).
VVhoever wanted to be a member of this new society had to absorb its own
singularity of refinement of manners, art-interests, styles and Smrti laws
based upon hfanusmrti and upon the culture of the epics of Rbmbyana and
hlahibhirata which were similar to the story ~mderlyingthe Illiad.
We still wonder what impact Lord Jesus's preachings would have had
on such an imaginative king as Kanishka I, but the lesser kings, who followed in his footsteps, seem to be carried away by the evils of Roman
civilisation with no real passion for truth. In order to make this nlovenlent
intelligible to the Indian peoples, all the holy places of ablutiol~s( Tirthas )
and pilgrimages for the faithfuls of the Brbhmanic religion and culture
were located in Western parts of India to the neglect of Kapilavastu,
Lumbinl and the other centres of the Saivite and the Buddhist States at
the foot of the HimPlayas. The inscriptions of King Nahapbna, Chastana
and Rudradiin~antry to popularise many strange beliefs contained in the
Brlhmanic epic of Mahlbharata and the legends of Vishnusamhitl, Kurmapurl+ and Padmapuriina to the effect that the BrPhmanic priests held a
passport to Vishnu's Baikunyha ( Heaven ) and that services and material
endownlents as well as the gift of an accomplished GanikH or a beautiful
girl to the hlahiirbstrian Briihinins in such tirthas ( holy places of ablutions )
would bring infinite happiness to the donors on this side of the grave 2nd
also earn a meritorious place for him in heaven after they were dead. Then,
too, we find the misuse of a number of old taxes ( such as " Sulka-tars",
Tara-Sulka, Punga-tara and ASulkn-tara realisable from the common people
in order to provic1.c frec-food and lodging for the wandering phgsicjalls

known as Carakas in Xvasthas during the reign of Saka kings ) for the
benefit of the idle Brlhnlins who did not grow food for tbett,s~lues.*l~2.

The i/irci-$tio/~sof Ki~gK/ldrun6/l/d~:
The edicts and coins of Chastana and Rudradinlan tend to show that
these Satraps had recovered much of the territory of Western India that
l<.ing Nahaplna had lost to King Siitakarni. The daily life of the people
during their regnal years appears to have degenerated physically, morally
a ~ intellectually.
d
If the meaning of " Dharma " is preparation for a gooc!
life and fearlessness in the face of death, a fcw Buddhistic inscriptions stood
as lone reminders of the tradition of the Kauiiki and the Gandaki ci~tilisations.
The impact of the Roman civilisation of wealth and power on the maritimc
states of western I n d a beneath its political fragmentation, appears to have
brought about a social disorder where the common people were made to
forget their past and taught to act to the tune of the laws of AIanu with
the promise of heaven and fear of hell. They forgot the ~ a i v i t and
e Buddhistic
cvllcept of Dharnla to the effect that the gist of life does not lie in being
strangers to famine, plaguc, want, or in the blissful state of delusions, but
in facing life like a man and staring death in the face. The Brlhmanic
idea of horse-sacrifices and rituals had presented a spectacle of outward
splendour and luxurious refinement through the media of Sanskritic culture,
but beneath that pomp of wealth and power there was corrosive cruelty of
mind, stupidity of the selfish leaders and priests who did not see anything
beyond their noses, and the stagnation of the masses of peoples who were
just about beginning to understand the significance of " Saddharma "
( true law ). According to the " Decline and fall of the Roman Empire "
by Gibbon " The most renlote countries of the ancient world were ransacked
to supply the pomp and delicacy of Rome. The forests of Scythia afforded
some valuable furs. Amber was brought overland froin the shores of the
Baltic to the Danube, and the barbarians were astonished at the price which
they received in exchange for SO useless a conunodity. There was a considerable demand for Babylonian carpets and other manufactures of the
East ; br4t the ntost inlportost bmach of fore@ trade ulas carried of) tvith An~bia
alld indin. E v e n year, about the time of the summer solstice, a fleet of 120
vassals sailed froill hfyos-honll~os,a port of Egypt on the Red Sea. By the

periodical assistance of the monsoons, they traversed the ocean in about 40
days. The coast of Miilgbiir or the island of Ceylon, was the usual term of
their navigation, and it was ii?. those markets that the merchants from the
inore remote countries of Asia expected their arrival. The return of the
fleet to Egypt was fixed to the months of December or January, and as soon
as their rich cargoes had been transported, on the backs of camels, from the
Red Sea to the Nile, and had descended that river as far as Alexandria, it
was poured, without delay, into the capital of the empire. " Then, too,
there were Roman ware-houses in hIiilibir coast, where there was a temple
to the God Emperor Augustus Caesar. " Under the Roman Empire ",
Gibbon continues " the labour of an industrious and ingenious people was
variously but incessantly employed in the service of the rich. In their
dress, their table, their houses, and their furniture, the favourites of fortune
united every refinement of convenience, of elegance,and of splendour,
whatever could soothe their pride, or gratify their sensuality. Such reh.en~ent under the odious name of luxury, have been severely arraigned by
the nloralists of every age; and it might perhaps be inore coilducive to the
virtue, as well as happiness of mankind, if all possessed necessaries, and none
the superfluities of life. " During these centuries of stagnation, there were
no nomadic invasions either on Italy or on India to remiild them that the
frce illen of the mountains and the steppes were much more devoted to the
quest of truth than these favourites of fortune who believed that the Saka
Satnvatsara was an era of the Slaves and that Christianity was a " slave religion ", and that wise and scientific men as well as fighters could be bought
and bargained for in the slave markets when they were needed. The art
and science of the isles of Greece as well as the spiritual in~pulsesthat had
stemmed from the Gagdaki river valleys of Suvartlabhumi seem to be forgotten except for a few limp pillar inscriptions by unknown Buddhist SrPmaneras to commemorate the dead. On the other hand, we have described in
previous chapters how the Chinese developed a historical and critical literature out of the coiltributions of the iloilladic peoples fro111 the plains of
Tartary with the Sakas and the Ku~hPnas.~13
Neither Rome nor these maritime states of India seen1 to have progressed in any useful fields during these three centuries of econoinic proslxrit). \%th thc growing apatl~yof thc Indian population to political

events under the grinding systenx of debt, with the restraints imposed by
the laws of Manu on men and women alike and with the rise of Mithaism
vis-a-vis Briihmanisnh the Junagarh rock Inscription of Rudrad1
deserves credit for its attempt to regulate the relations among these petty
maritime states on the historical basis provided by the administration of
the liberal hiauryan kings as far as the period of the Yaudheyas. There
is an attempt to define the nature and the category of general and other
taxes ( e.g. Visyi= forced and free labour; Pranaya and Pritidina=Lenevolent
or emergency taxes ). There is also an attempt to specify job descriptions
of the Mahiksetrapa ( the great Satrap or Governor ), Mati-saciva or Dhisaciva ( Counsellor ), Ksetrapa (.Satrap or Governor ), Karma-saciva ( executive officer ) and Amiitya who concerned himself with manifold functions
of the state. But we find no mention of the Judges and no job-description
of the judicial functionaries of the State except in the solitary instance of
Shreedhara Varman's Kiinikherii stone Inscription, near Sifichi dated Saka
Year 201 ( =279 A.D. ) which mentions hiah8dedanSyaka ( great police
chief) who associated with himself the functions of a judge. Very much
like the contemporary records of Rome and China these inscriptions do not
distinguish between the Pahlavas ( Persians ), Parthians and the other nomadic Sakas who drifted to and fro in a great are between Inda, Europe
and China from their homes of Central Asia. Unlike the Roman and the
Chinese Emperors, who built great walls to protect their empires from the
incursions of the H w a or Hiung-nu barbarians, whom they identdied with
the Scythians and the Yiie-chih, these KushNa feudatories do not seem to
make any distinction between the Indo-Greeks, ~akas,Pahlavas, Piradas
and the H ~ a ofs mixed origin and treat them as foreigners. Unacquainted
with the inscriptions of the Indo-Greek, the Sakas and the Pahlavas, western
writers have been prone to use the words " Suvarna-gotra peoples" as Yuechih, Scythian or Huns ( Huns ) or the Abhiras ( Avars) as a sort of general
term for these mixed tribes who lived and flourished between the Himilayas, the h e n Lun, the Tien Shan and the Altai mountains where the
Semites, Aryans and ilIongolians intermarried, interbred and evolved a theemacia. It is only in the inscriptions of the reactionary Roman Emperors
and Gupta kings of India that the " Yavanas " Sakas, I(hasas, Pahlavas,
Piradas, Abhiras and Hunns are being treated as enemies of the Roman
25

Empire of slaves or of Manu's Aryivarta and condemned thenI as
outcastes.
With the inscriptions on the coins of Rudrasimha 111 dated Sakayear
310 ( = 388 A.D. ) the Greek characters cease to have any meaning,
there is a return to the symbol of three arches of ~rlvasti. Such accounts,
as we have about the Hunas from Kalidlsa or the Chinese and the Romall
writers, were written in periods of panic with a flare for self-justification
in their own narrow national interests. But if we analyse the history of
the Hunas ( Huns ) and the Abhiras ( Avars ), whether in Europe or Asia,
it was these peoples who assimilated different cultural forces, fought for
what they believed to be right and intermarried with the peoples they
invaded. Their nonladiclife was more highly developed than that of the
Roman, the Indian and the Chinese kings. It was these peoples who introduced the use of horses and the chariots to the ancient world. They were
frank, hospitable and free from religious fanaticism or racial prejudices
under the inspiration of Gold-race origin. Their nomadic life encouraged
their faith in the Shepherd god of Sumeru, Sambuddha and Saddharma
in the scheme of Saka millennia which stood in the way of caste
and class inequalities or colour prejudices in their socieety. Historialls
of all clinles have found it dificult to classify the Hwas, ~Ibhiras
and Hiung-nu, because these newly emerging tribes from ancient roots,
took little care to keep then~selvesdistinct from other peoples. Forerunners of the Gorkl~as,the Hullas first appear as the auxiliary' troops under
Stilicho and by the middle of the fourth century A.D. they eruptca upon
the decadent Europe and Asia as the soldiers of God to carry out social
revolution started by the European and Asiatic peoples under the lllask
of a superficial foreign conquest. Attila was the greatest leader of these
Hutls, whose empire stretclled from the river Rhine of Europe into Central
Asia and who llegotiated on equal terms with the Roman and the Chillese
Emperors. Gibbon mentions the love lctter of Princess Honoria wit11 her
ring to Attila calling upon him to deliver her after the invasion of C01lstaltlllople and become her husband. Gibbon has quoted Yriscus as to the nature
of the ever-moving court of zlttila in Europe where he lived in nomadic
simplicity114. Near about the rime when Vijayaiviimini courted JGllg
hljfia Deyal! tu dcli\rcr her from the tyranlly uf her wcali husband, the h i -

valry of these leaders of men seems to be inspired by similar motives.

iUter
the death of Attila in 453 A.D., the H w a s dissolved into the surrounding
populations because they had much in common with the local peoples according to the tradition of Suvarnagotra. About a century after the death
of Attila another mixed tribes of Hunnish origin known as the &r.r
(Abhiras) appear upon the European scene again from the East. Ever
since the time of ~ikyamuniand VirCdhaka, the Himdayan peoples have
evolved the Suvarnagotra principles for the possible social and political
unity of the human race. All the Saka, KushP~a,Huqa and Abhira Kings,
who raided through the sinful but vast empires of Cyrus, Darius, Xerxex,
Alexander, Caesar and their like, were capable of conceiving of some
mighty king of kings in Siva, Sdkyamuni or Jesus who were far greater than
themselves and who could give Saddharma ( true law ) for all mankmd.
Far above their own titles, which, however, they borrowed from the Persians, the Indo-Greeks and the Romans, they esteemed the Revelations of
the astropsychic theory of Kda-cakra and were ready to believe with flames
rising from their shoulders, that elsewhere over the summit of Sumeru and
its surrounding countries of Suvarqtabhumi there was Siva or Sambuddha
who could deliver the human race. It was in this faith that these mixed
races founded the aka eras so that the mental and intellectual progress of
manlund may be calculable in space and time.

The rise of t h e Abbiras ( Avars ) iri NqaZ and India :
We have already stated elsewhere how the chronology of Nepal gives
a long list of the Kirinta and Abhira kings before the Sakas and the Khasas
stepped into their shoes as brother Kings. The Licchavi inscriptions of
Nepal shows a new Sanskrit term Bhattiiraka
..
from Bhratri ( Brother) which
may be connected with the Scythian term " Biigii-gsa " for brother kings.
The records of India show that the Abhiras ( Avars ) lived near Vinasana
in the deserts of what is R ~ j p u t b itoday.
i
They next settled in the LowerIndus-valley and gradually spread themselves to the maritime states of
Aparhta in what is north-Konkan today with its capital of Sopaa or Surpgraka on the banks of the Arabian sea. The hbhiras held important jobs
in the Courts of the Saka kings till such time as ISvarasena occupied the
throne himself. The Gun&
. . Stone inscriptions of the time of Rudrasirnha

dated aka year 103 ( =I81 A.D.)
Abhlras in connection with the development of the c d t of the storm god
Rudra in its concept of " Saddharma
Unlike the ancient KauSikan
history which condemned the KirPntas, the Yavanae, the Sakas and the
Abhiras alike as those coming from outside the pale of Indo-Aryan religion
and culture, the influence of the cults of Rudra and " Saddharma " (true
l a w ) appears to have changed the outlook of the Mahiriistrian Brahmins
on the Abhiras. It is remarkable that the Abhiras of Nepal were responsible
for the celebrated record of the Pilaster of Harigbn115.
The dates appearing in the insctiptions of these kings show peculiarities which coincide with the dates of our Licchavi inscriptions md coins
and mark the exact definition of the PaSupati-Bhat~lrakaEra, as it developed
upon the stage of human affairs in the scheme of the Nirviina, Saka and
Kushina eras. It is necessary that we should call our reader's attention
to the profound differences between the dates and the superscriptions of
the Gupta coins and those of the inscriptions and coins of the Licchavi h g s
of Nepal against the background of these Kushiina and Abhira inscriptions.
We have adequately described in the foregoing chapters how the Buddhistic
" Sarira-stcpas " and monasteries had developed communities of monks
and anchorites who withdrew from the general effort and commerce of the
Persian, the Indian and the Chinese worlds, so that they nlay lead lives of
austerity and contemplation among the caves of the Himdayas and Central
Asia. Siikyamuni had repudiated these ideas with his " Eight spoked
wheel of Dharma " but had himself fallen a victim to the Brihmannic law
of Karma and the recurrence of life. The Nirvana Era was a landmark to
show that such withdrawals from the world of working men and history
would signify nothing to historians. We have also seen how the concept
of " Samyak Saqbuddha and Saddharnla " rnaterialised into the hkasamvatsaras. On the other hand, the impact of Roman civilisation on the
maritime states brought wealth and material prosperity to them from countries as far apart as Rome, Malaya, Java, Annalll, Burma and ~ e y l o n . The
prosperous maritime states became the bone of contention between the
Sakas, Ku~hHnas,H u ~ a and
s Abhiras on the one hand and the Sia\'illana
kings of southern Mahiiristra from many centnries. Unlike the eclectic
idea Of tl'c
I n d ~ - ( ; ~ ~ciyilisntion,
~l<
111c Latill civilisalion had brougllt

I in North Kii:hiiwiir

".

Roman law as the real law for mankind in place of " Saddharma ( the
true law ) and that the Caesars ( Kaiser ) were believed to be the King of
kings who gave such laws. The kings of India envied the title of Caesar
and immitated the Roman idea of being the conquerors of the entire earth.
The wars of the Saka and KushPna satraps and the contemporary Indian kings
were fought for the control of these cultural and commercial pons and their
conquests of these states were regarded as tantamount to the conquest of
the world. The immitation of the Roman model continued on to the Gupta
period. After the conquest of Miilwa and Kiithiiwar Chandragupta
Vikramiiditya claimed in his inscription of Udayagiri that the victorious
king quartered at the place on his military expedition to conquer the whole
earth. After his visits to these maritime states, Chandragupta Vikramiiditya
closely copied from the silver coins of these Satraps and impriited the
Garuda-symbols on his seals and banners in the name of Bramannic
religious and cultural renaissanceu'.
We have adequately discussed in Chapter VI of this book the changes
in the social, political and religious life of the Chinese peoples between the
Han and Tang periods consequent upon the impact of Buddhism. Except
for the Sino-Kharosthi coins, China had no general coinage like Carthage,
Kapilavabtu, Greece and Rome, and unlike the contemporary Semitic countries and India, she was not affected by the cash and credit system of Europe
or awed by the idea of the universal application of the Roman law under
the reign of the Caesars. Inspite of the political and the territorial divisions
of Gina, the Chinese peoples were bound in bonds of a common language,
culture, script and religion. Much of the business among the various
Chinese provinces were still done on the basis of barter, though they had
stamped ingots of silver and perforated zinc o t brass for some international
and petty local transactions respectively.We have also seen how the Hunas
established themselves as the rulers of China in the province of Shefisi
during the " Three Kingdom period" embracing large areas of northern
China, Mongolia and Tibet. As in Europe and India the Hunas fused with
the Chinese peoples to produce the Suy-dynasty which conquered South
China and which led to Chinese renascence. Thus we see that the mixed
tribes of the Sakas, Yiie-chih, K u ~ h i q a sand Huqas were factors in the
renascence of mankind in all parts of the then civilised world. Apahst

such a historical background it would be useful to make a conlparative study
of the early chronology and Licchavi inscriptioils of Nepal md the Gupta
Inscriptions of India to see how far they were responsible in bringing about
a transformatioll in the lives of the respective peoples concerned.

Compawtive st1j4 of the chronology of the Licchr,i 6Ng~of Arepl~I lIlllldfhC
Grpa Kiigs of 111dia :
Seeing how the Sumeru-culture-complex and Saka Samvatsara were
nltimately responsible for the great renascence of mankind, it is remarkable
that the Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal follow the Saka Sainvatsara of 78
A.D. while the Gupta kings of India claim to found their ow11 Era in the
scheme of Briihmannic revival. Though garbled at different periods of history by theinterested Buddhistic and Briihmannic scribes to suit the varying
needs of the peoples in power, the Chronology of Nepal seems to be based
upon a sound and well-founded tradition of the Kiriintas, S2kyas, Licchavis,
Sakas, Khasas and Abhiras who claim to belong to KSSyapa and Suvatnagotras. If Chandragupta Vikramsditya copied the decadent Roman models
in his inscriptions and coins, the Licchavi kings of Nepal continue the
title of PaSupati Bhattzraka as a brotherhood of kings in the name of PaSupati, fly the same fish-tail banner with the imprint of the sun and moon
flown by King Suddhodhana, pursue the geographical concept of Himavant
expressed by ~ i i k ~ a m u ncopy
i , the symbols of the ~ a i v i t eand Buddhistic
coins of ICapilavastu and of the Sakas and follow the funeral tradition of
the Piprahavz-Buddhist-vase-epitaph with the improved expression of
" Anzdinidhana " in place of " Salilanidhana " which provided the motive
force that moved the minds of the mixed peoples of Gold-race origin.
The earliest record of the Abhiras ( A ~ a t )s occurs in the chronology
of Nggahrada, which is a Valley on the southern side of the snowy range of
Sumeru. They dissolve with the shepherd kings under the light of Pahpati indicated by the udder ( stana ) of the cow Nimi. ~videntlythe legend of Nimi-Jiitaka or of Ne-muni appears to have stemmed from the
Himdayan myth of the cow Nimi and her udder which plays an inlportant
role in the development of the legend of Mahi-piina and KS-stana We
have also referred to the rise of the lunar dynasty of Kit~gNimisa and discussed the tendency of early scribes to link up his heir by adoption, ~ i n g

~humivarn~ill,
with the celebrated solar dynasty of the Siikns of Kapila\rastu described in detail wit11 the " Life of the Buddha. " Of this new
solar-cunl-lunar dynasty king Nirnisa of the chronology of Nepal lists the
names of the following kings and achievements to their credit : 1. &mivarmin : For reasons unknown he seems to have quitted his ancestral
home at the foot of Phulchoki ( Godivari ) and established his court at
Bgnenejvara famous for its Saivite temple of the name where we have discovered an ancient head of VirQpik~a( see plate XVI ) ; his son Candrawrmiin ; his son Barkhavarmin ( H~isavavarmin) ; his son S a n ~ a ~; r ~ ~
his son Pythvivarmiin; his son Jyesfhavarmin; his son Harivarrnin; his
son Kuveravarmin; his son Siddhivarmin ; his son Haridattavarmiin. \'That
is interesting in these names is the progressive syncretirm of the Hirniilayan and Aryan traditions. After the impact of the basreliefs depicting the
nativity of Sikyamuni, Hdsa becomes identified with Hiiriti; Kuvera or
17aksa Pincika are now interwoven with the pestilence goddess Hiriti
whom ~ikyamuniconverted and made subservient to hlother Miyi. HMti
presently takes the place of Isis and pairs with Kuvera or Yaksa Pbcika in
place of Horus or Heracles, to give rise to the cult of Kuan-yin and Kwannon
in China and Japan respectively and Stella Alaris as the queen of the seas.
In course of this religious transition, the TTaiSrvana coins of Kuvera become
a part of the Paiupati coins of the Licchavi kings of Nepal. Then, too we
find that, during the reign of King Haridattavarrnin the cult of holy
Visudeva seems to be woven into the net of lJy&a-literature with the introduction of the temples of Cifigu, Icaiigu, lTizaiikhu and Sikhin N S r i y ~ a s
on the four cardinal corners of the valley. A large number of the images
of l T i s b u sculptured on the four cardinal corners of a phallus seem to
follow the impact of the cult of Sthit?u-Siva or Sukhivati\$iha on the cult
of holy Bhigavata. The Nepalese chronology quaintly remarks that King
Haridattwarmin was in the habit of paying a daily visit to the four N3dyanas who in Dvipara-yQga disclosed themselves to an inspired devotee in
the Kathmandu valley. Judging from a large number of headless and badly
scarred Buddha images and basreliefs on the sites of the said \Tai:hnavite
temples and the conesponding introduction of the basreliefs of hian-boar
al1d Man-lion, I have reason to feel that the regnal years of these kings represented the nost destructi\re period of the lTedicmd Brihmannic reviral

in Nepal. Our Chronology further confirnls that a vast number of \ralaluable
Buddhist manuscripts were destroyed and inscriptions defaced during this
period of BrPhmannic resurgence. The scribe also attributes the serene
" Jalaiayana-image of Vishnu lying on the coils of Ananta-niga known
as Budhilakantha ( at the foot of Sivapuri-mountain to the north of Kathmandu ) to King Haridattavarmin. Judging fro111 our records and the
style of this primordial Godhead on the serpent of Eternity sculptured at
different places of the valley of Kathmandu and their mention in different
Licchavi inscriptions, the idea seems to be borrowed from the sculptures
of the " Sleeping Buddha " after the Great Passing. There could be no
doubt that the " Ananta-Sayana " images of Nepal are considerably anterior to similar complicated image of "Ananta sayanawof the Gupta temple
of Deogarh in Central Indial".
T o proceed with Nepalese chronology his ( Haridatta~armin'~)
son Basudatta~armln; his son Pativatmiin ; his son Si~av~ddhivarmin
;
his son Vasantavarmiin ; his son ~ivavarmln; his son Rudradevavarmh ,
Under the overpowering influence of Brlhmannic revival the scribes associate the ancient city of Kapila~astuwith the LPmaist tradition of Lhasa
and with the personality of Sunya~hree-misra,both of which are irrelevant
events for this early period. There seems to be a constant exchange of the
outward forms of writing the chronology and the common tradition of
worship among the ~aivites,the Buddhists and the Brahmins at this period.
Rudradevavarm~n was succeeded by his son Vrsadevavarrnin. With
the rise of King Vysadevavarmzn Briihmannic vandalism ceases in Nepal.
The Nepalese chronology quaintly remarks that this pious king fed Vajrayogini before taking his own meals, repaired the Caitya of Dharmadatta
and built several Vihsras for Bhiksus to live in. On his visit to one of the
four large StOpas built at the commencement of Satya-yOga, he appears to
have died, so that " the servants of Yama took him to their hiaster's kingdom but the God of Death chided them for having brought such a virtuous
man to Hell. He was, therefore, released, and restored to life again. He
then compared what he had seen in Hell with what was written about it in
the voluminaus text of Kgranda-vyiiha, and finding that they agreed, he
was pleased. He attributed his curious adventure to Padmaplni LokeS~ara,
who, as he learned from books, had caused by his presence the cessation of
"

Plate No. XVI3

The statue of a robust young man known by the name of Bala-bala
( M a b a l a or the man of great muscular strength better known
as Balbd among the conomon people).

the tortures of those in hell. He therefore erected inlages of Dharmaraja
LokeSvara, ~ a m haka-Agama
t
and five Dhyini-Buddhas. His brother
~ilircanadevais credited with the introduction of rice to the valley by a
robust young man known by the name of Balabala (hlahivala) whose statue
stands close to the field called Savayamateva-bhumi near the temple of
hfatsyendra to bear testimony to the great event ( See Plate. XVII ).
Some western and Indian scholars have interpreted \T~sadeva'~
sojourn to
Hell to mean his defeat at the hands of Candragupta I who was the founder
of the Gupta dynasty of India. But the identical story of Chu Shu lanps
descent into hell in China proves conclusively that the legends of Kiranda..
vyeha were getting popular in Nepal, Central Asia and China during this
transitional period of history. More because the adventures of Sikyas,
Dharmapila and Balabala (MahPbala) from Kapilavastu to Central Asia and
China help us to put the historical development in its proper perspectiveL1@.
It is difficult to imagine how the simple legend of KiirandavyGha could
in any way be related to the battle between our Licchavi king Vr$adeva
and Candragupta I. There seems to be no limit to the lies that these political historians will tell for the success of their propaganda which stultifies
the scientific process of the evolution of the " dharma " ( law ) of our life.
Samudragupta's mention of Nepal as a " Pratyanta " ( a country lying on
its border ), when we put it against the evidences of the contemporary history of the world and of our Licchavi inscriptions, does not detract anything
from the flood of international events which were transforming the minds
of men in such widely separated parts of the world as Nepal, India, Central
Asia and China. Our Licchavi inscriptions and monuments are positire
that King Vr~adevastood as a rock against the surging tides of B r h a n n i c
revival. Many people who have no intellectual grasp upon the meaning
of " Dharma " have, nevertheless, the ability to appreciate how its theory
grew step by step with the increasing nlultitude of teachers from Kapilavastu to KuchL after the downfall of Kushinas. The doctrines of the
Great Mother Goddess and Ijvaradeva and of the Eight Noble Paths and
how the concept of " Dharrna " developed through the ages, seem to be
more important than the vainglorious stories of conquests and massacres
where the masses of peoples are made to suffer. What is of real significance
is the fact that the Licchavi inscriptions, with their direct link-up with the
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Saka and Kushina
. . inscriptions, proride the illost useful link in the cllaill
of the concept of Saddharma " ( true law ) which appear to have sparkled
the profoundest of feelings amid a variety of peoples against different
cultural backgrounds11Q. According to our chronology, King Vfsadeva
appears to have passed away leaving behind his pregnant widow in the care
of his brother Bllircanadeva who, however, was much more eager to become a Bhiksu than hold the reins of government. Vlsadeva's queen in
due course gave birth to King Safikarad.eva. The Brll~mannicscribe of
our chronology, in his vain attempt to associate the south-IndianBrihmannic
revivalist Saiikarlc~r~a
of the 8th-9th century A.D. with King Saiikaradeva
of the 4th century, bridges the gulf of more than four hundred years by the
cheap resort to the fables of reincarnations so that he may sack BPllrcandeva
and the Buddhists of Nepal despite the intervention of Mani-yogini. But
the huge trident befcre the northern face of the temple of PaSupati, the
Nandi ( bull ) and the big phallic emblem of ViriiteSvara side by side with
the image of the walking Buddha on the western bank of river Viigwati
near the Mahendra-lock-bridge, stand to bear testimony to his faith. Then,
tco, the unearthing of the image of V i ~ h n ufrom the foundation of Vishnuksaya-~ihiraand its replacement by the image of Siikyarnuni in what is
Maurya-varna vihira in Lalitpur and the worship of Ida in Pingalsvihira
give us a glimpse of the tolerant and wide religious atmosphere of the Nepalese peoples during the regnal years of king Safikaradeva. The evidences
of the Buddhistic inscriptions of King Saiikaradeva in Svayambhu-stfipa,
and of Bhogini ( concubine ) Mrgini to the memory of her husband Dharmaplla taken together with the statue of Balabala ( hlahlbala ) and interpteted
against the background of contemporary international evente, open before
us a religious vista unforeseen heretoforel20. The names of the teachers
from Kapilavastu, namely, RIahibala (=Balabala) and Dharnlapdla (==Dharmaphala), to China run so close to the names occurring in the Nepalese
inscriptions as to be striking for the period they represent.
During the period when the Gupta kings of India rode on the tide of
Brihmannic revival, the rival kingdom of the Licchavis in Nepal appears
to have prevailed with her leaders of religion and culture over vast areas of
Central Asia as far as China. It is passing strange that the Hepthalite kings
Tormiitla and Mihirakula, who raided Gupta India from their central
"

establishnlent on the Oxus and dreaded by the Gupta kings during
6th century A.D., appear to have believed in Sthinu-Siva and &fan-boar incamation of Vishnu. Sthinu-Siva is another name for PaSupati and the
cult of the Man-boar incarnation of Vishnu provides a useful link in the
hain of the development of the cults of the Light deities in the scheme of
Saka-samvatsara. Like Attila in Europe, Aljhirakula has been brarded bjy
western and eastern scholars as the rlttila of India for his tough rnilitar\.
exercises and Tintric pastimes calculated to train our mental faculties. But
like all the Hunas of history, the Hepthadites represented the dire vengeance
of the Onmipotent over the erring world and finally dissolved in the Indian
population with the Abhiras ( Avars ) to transform themselves as the
chivalrous Rajputs who increasingly played a greater role in shaping the
destiny of the Indian states than the vainglorious Gupta kings of India.
But the downfall of these Hepthalite Hunas was not so much the work of
the Gupta kings of India as it was due to the growing might of the Turks
and the Persians and to the destruction of their headquarters on the banks
of the river Oxus in 565 A.D.

The dro~~ology
of the GI@ d y a ~ cqf If~dia:
While the petty states of the ruling clans of Rajput Thakuris were
forming themselves in Rijputini, the Gupta kings of India styled themselves
as the enemies of the Sakas and the Hunas. An orthodox section of the
KauSik intellectuals seem to be seething with unrest because the progressire
Suvarnagotra ( Gold-race-origin ) peoples were tending to bypass what
they claimed to be the cultural and religious heritage of the Vedic Brihmins.
These protagonists of Vedic Vai~hnavismwanted an Indian dynasty to
describe the Brihmannic renaissance under the inspiration of the epics of
RimZyana and hlahibhiirata which were getting popular with the peoples
of hlahirirtra and Indo-Gangetic basins. The Guptas had been an obscure dynasty which, during the days of the Saka supremacy, had gained
control of the AIauryan Imperial capital of Pitaliputra. Judging f r m the
contemporary Licchavi inscriptions, the PaSupati-bhattkrakas of Nepal %-ere
tending progressively to the astropsychic system of Bhairari-caha in the
scheme of ~aka-samvatsarawhich was a taboo to the :uper-race theory propagated by the BrHhmins. Unlike the Licchavis with a glorious tradition,

the Guptas were upstarts ready to be moulded and fitted into the illlagioary
chronology of Raghuvamia and HarivarnSa vis-a-vis the authentic chrono10,nies of the Kirintas, the Siikpas and the Suvarnagotra peoples stemming
from Kapilavastu and other Himilayan states of Suvarnabhumi12l.
The time was most opportune because the ancient seats of science,
culture, commerce and civilisation in the Gandaki \ra.llegs were now colrered
up by the overgrowing forests, while the chronology associated with the
Life of ~ikj?amuni
had remained objects of curiosity and wonder in far away
countries. And because the ancient tribes of Gaqdaki had identified themselves with the mired tribes of the sakas and their successors, the KauSikas
took advantage of the perplexing absurdities of the political situation of the
Gifigetic India to divide the peoples into a rigid compartment of caste
system by their cheap tricks of promoting and demoting peoples in the
scale of human values according to their whims. In order to bypass the
historicity of Dipavamda, Thupavarpia, Dulva and Buddhacarita ( the Life
of Siikyamuni ), which were becoming universal in their scope and appeal,
the Kaudikas took advantage of the elasticity of Sanskrit language to give
etymological explanations to such names as Manuja and Madhiit; instead
of historical and symbolical interpretation for the legends of Mahl-pina
and Kiistana. The KauSikas appear to have joined Chandragupta I in bonds
of marriage with the Licchavi-princess Kumiiradevi and taken advantage of
the event to start the Gupta Era vis-a-vis the Saka Era to linkthe ancient
race of the Licchavis with the Iksviku dynasty more by the trick of etymology than on the basis of the facts of history. They invented the legend
of Ky~nadvaipZyana and Suvarnadvaipiyana in place of Dvaipiiyana
( Vyiisa ) who was the son of the fisherwoman Sat~avatiand saint Parisara.
Contrary to the evidences of the inscriptions of the Pilaster of Harigaon
( see Chapter XIV ) the composer of the epic of hlahsbhirata was worshipped with Nlriyana and Sarasvati ( hlineiva ) in the Gupta inscriptions of
India. If king Samudra Gupta unilaterally claimed Nepal as a Pratyanta,
TTijayaswimini's inscription of Palinchowk dedicated to ~evi-bhagavatl
VijayaShree shows the search for the keys to super-real awareness of sexrelations against the supercaste theory and Xenophobia preached by the
reactionary Brihmins of the Gupta court. The potion of " ~ i r a n a p f i j i "
in the hands of TTijayaShree is superior to the intoxicating soma-juice
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and helllpseeds used by the Sakas in their hlahiiyi~lic Jlan?alas ( circular
symbolsof the universe ) of the " Sarhasttpas " representing the system
of Kila-cakra. If the Bhogini series of Mininkis ( coins of h l k a &va
struck to commemorate the victory ) carries the ancient tradition of the
coins of Kapilavastu on the progressive econoinic ratio pro~idcdby the
&ka and Ku~hPnacoins, the coins of the Gupta dynasty of India copy the
an-cum-Carthaginian concept of the world-conqueror ( prithvi-vi jeta )
in lieu of Caesar. For, on the coins Chandragupta I and Samudragupta
with the attributes of world-conqueror vie find figures of horses without
trappings before a " YOpa " ( stake ) exactly like those found on Carthaginian coins. But unlike the horses with riders of the Saka and Hethalite
kings, the riderless horses are categorically described as " Aivarnedha "
( horse-sacrifice ) horses in support of the Vedic tradition of " Cakravartin "
( world-conqueror ). After his conquest of KPthiPwir and hlslwi, Candragupta I1 ( VikramPditya ) assumes to himself the title of " \rijitPvanir "
( the wide earth conquered ), and his cornmenlorati~ecoins bear, on the
obverse, the head of the king in weak jnlnlitatioil of the head of Caesar
with inscriptions in Greek characters, while the obverse shows the lraishnavite mount Garuda, moon-crescent to left and star to right. The strange
ensemble seen on the coins of the Gupta dynasty of lndia reveals to us
their medley of beliefs which do not coilform to the traditional s i p s and
syrnbols seen on the variety of coins discovered at different levels in our
excavations of Kapilavastu and continued in the Licchavi collls of Nepal.
Against the background of the archaeological researches in Kapilavastu and
different historical sites of Suvarnabh-i,
Stririjya and N~gahrada,Nepal
seems to provide a tremendous perspective to the civilisation of Asia.
In conunon with the Sakas, the KushPnas,
. . the Abhiras ( h a r s ) and the
Hut?as, the Licchavi Bhattsrakas
..
appear to have carried the ancient heritage
and given the su11 of man's answers to the problems of our society and the
universe of pure matter through the sacramental performances of " Ka-apfiji " with the Five hls in King hliiila Deva's progressive scheme of
Bhairavi-cakra. What is passing strange is the indisputable fact that the
coins of Nepal from the palmy period of the Sikyas to the Licchavis bear
l~rogessivelgthe sig~lsand sylnbols as an aid to spiritual creativity and ex17ansio11 of inaretlcss of our self bc)~ondthe boulds of auditor)- 2nd ~ i s u n l

llallucinations. Judging froin the sensational discoveries of I<apila\rastu 1
ha~renow reasoil to believe that Kapilavastu was the cradle of Sumeruculture-conlples and the Nirvina, saka and hfiinadeva Sai?~vatsaras
as living
and tangible forces to our own day1".
Judging from the inscriptions and gold coins of Kumiragupta, the
eapansio~lof the Gupta empire appears to have reached its zenith. But the
masses of peoples seem to be living then under the delusion of the etymological jargons and cloudy-rituals that were " full of sound and fury " signifying nothing.

The rr~djtiolrof South Iildirr :
The judicial customs of South India begin with the records of the
Sitav2hana kings in the latter half of the first centuq- B.C. with their cave
inscriptions of the N k i k district of Bombay Presidency. \Ye have briefly
described in passing how the ~ltaviihanakings had risen in south-eastern
hlahir$tra on the decline of the political power of the Alauryas and the
Sungas sometime between 200 and 100 B.C. They had extended their
power to hiiilwii after their defeat of the Sungas, occupied hfadhyapradesa
( Central India ) and were responsible for the completion of the celebrated
st6pas of Siifichi, situated between the states of Jhiinsi and Bhopd, when the
Greek Icing Menalder visited the place in his campaigns of Central India.
The stGpas and gates of Siiiichi are counted anlong the greatest masterpieces
of Indian art and are a never-ending attraction to the devout and the tourists to our o ~ v nday. International scholars and artists have written volumes on the stGpas and the gateways of Siifichi and have also made comparative studies of the nlonuments and the sculptures of S z c h i and Bhiirhut,
so that our comments on them would be frankly superfluous.
Judging from their scanty inscriptions of tl3s obscure period, the
~itavihanaswere repulsed by the aka KShahariita ( satrap ) Nahapina of
Western India between roughly about 80 and 125 A.D. King Gautamiputra Siitakaqi appears to have recovered i\Iiilwi from the Sakas sometime
in the second quarter of the second century A.D. Then the victorious
Kushinas appear to have pushed them back to the Deccan, so that they
extended their power along the river valleys of Godiivari and K r i ~ b l
on the Eastern Ghits. We have already described the wars of the Saka
satraps with the ~ ~ t a v i i h a nKings
a
for the control of the rich maritime
ports and cities situated on the coasts of the Arabian seas. The real aime
of these rich maritime states was their material prosperity. From our
religious point of view, this was a blessing in disguise in that the rich, influential and devout Sitavihanas were able to supplement the rich Buddhistic llcritagc of Cej-loll alld hclp its elport to Bunil~a,hfalaya, Java, ibulaln

and China across the seas. In process of time, the sea route was found to
be shorter and more practicable than the silken trade routes of Central Asia
fox the export of the Sltaviihana culture. Even after the K?haharita and
later, the Kirddamaka Satraps of Western India annexed part of the $2,
viihana Empire, and sti!l later when the Empire itself disintegrated early
in the third century A.D., its religion and culture survived and was
cultivated beyond the bounds of India. It is tragic that in South-hdia
itself the Ikshvnkus and Brihatphaliiyans should be claiming their descent
from the Licchavi tribes of Northern India under the growing influence
of the epic of RBmiiyana, specially at a time when the Gold-race theory
contra-indicated such a development. We may now analyse the records
of the actual inscriptions and the accounts of the KauSikan Purinas ( myths
and legends ) to find for ourselves how they differ. Authorities on the
Indian architecture are now unanimous that the Nisik-hall belonged to the
same period as the cam-inscriptions of NPsik mentioned at the very outset
of this chapter. The Nisik hall was built by the officers-in-charge of taking
care of the Buddhist order of ~ramana( pilgrim ) during the reign of the
~iitavnhanaKing Icrishna. According to the Brihmannic Purinas ( old
legends ) these Buddhistic Siitaviihana Kings have been described as belonging to the Andhra country situated on the Eastern Ghits to the south of
Kaliiiga comprised presently by the Indian province of Orissa. Some
Puriinas go even so far as to describe the ~iitavihanasas Andhrabhltya ( the
slaves of the Andhra people ). But according to the authentic inscriptions
of the ~itavihanaKings, none of them had anything to do with the Andhra
country or with the beautiful river valleys of Godnvari or Krishni. The
only common element between the two extremes was the growing popularity of the name of Krishnii who is believed to be the author of the celestial
song absorbed in the epic of Mahiibhiirata known popularly as the Bhagavatgitii.
The list of countries forming the I<ingdom of Gautarniputra %takami,
mentioned in the NPsik cave inscriptiolls of Viishisthiputra P~liimvi( C. A.D.
149 ) does not include Andhradeia ( the country of the iindhras ). Epigraphic, numismatic and literary evidences agree that the ~iitav~hana
Kingdom originated to the north of the Deccan countries in the vicinity of the
city of Bombay. i\ccording t o Ptolemcy's geographr, thc first Sita\.ihana

King to extend his political power t o Andhrade~awas \'iishis!hil~utra
pu1~mvi,whose name appears to have become popular with the Kaudikvls
because of its association with the Brihmannic saint Vaslistha.
.. Some coins
of the Sitaviihanas have also been discovered in the Indian province of Berar.
A11 these evidences testify to the extent or the linjtation of the S ~ a v a a n a
power during the 3rd and the 4th centuries A.D., but they have nothing to
do with the country of the origin and the rise of the glorious dynasty of
the Sitavihana Kings. The KauSikans with their innate hatred against the
$aka Era seem to have confused the Sitav~hanawith Sdivihma who appears
to have adopted the Milknnia of the Sakas. This is extremely significant.
The inscription of PulPmvi under review thrours interesting ~ i d e light on the political condition of North-western India. The Sakas h a r e
been described as Khakharita ( Kshaharita ) which is similar to the term
Kiriitta, and if the expression Kiriita refers to the specific tribe or his country,
then equally Khakharita may refer to a particular tribe of the Sakas or his
tribe. The successes of the mixed tribes of the Sakas, Kasas and the Khasas
over the north-western and the north-eastern countries seem to be responsible for the conlparative insignificance of the Siitav~hana~
for many years
before Gautamlputra could establish his family's fortune. The name
Gautamlputra smacks very strongly of the tradition of S ~ k ~ a m u nini , that
Gautama Buddha derived his name from the fact that he was adopted by
Gotam! ( Prabhzvati or Prajapati ) after the demise of his AIother hIirP
Devi shortly after his birth. The expressioil (< Khatiya-dapa-rngna-madanasa " meaning the pride, honour and cupidity of the fighting classes "
occurring in this inscription definitely refers to the growing identification of
the fighting Saka tribes with the Khatrivas as they went on gaining political
power. At this crucial period the Yavanas ( the Greeks ) and the Pahlalras
( Persians or Perso-Parthians ) seem to hold their sway over the Punjab,
the North-west-frontier provinces and the Sind regions. The Hindu epics
of R&iyana and hlahiibhirata seem to be exercising a great influence upon
the Kings of South-India while they desperately fought amoilg them~el\~es
and vaguely laid their claims of suzerainty over the Deccm peninsula as
they waxed and waned in the scale of their caste and military fortune. It
would be interesting to examine a few of their inscriptions for the assessment
of their basic religious faith.
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The NPniighat inscriptions of the SPtaviihana Kings located in the
Bombay Presidency of Western Deccan, give glimpses of their immense
fortune at a time when the aka Satraps shared the sovereignty of Northern
India among themselves. At about the same period, the famous Icing
Kharvela appears to have been the sovereign of Western Deccan. TO
come now to the religious faith of these feuding southern Kings, the IndoAryan gods Indra and Dharmariija seemed to be seeking. syncretism with
such Lokapaas ( Lords of the peoples ) as Yama and V'Jsava, all of whom,
however, are separately mentioned. The boast of Briihmannic heraldry
from the four-headed Brahmii 2nd its unproductive genealogy could have
no meaning for people down on earth who demanded an answer to their
questions of life and death. We do not, however, find any mention of such
DikpPlas as VirOpPksa, Kuvera, Dhataratha and VirOlhaka. The doctrines
..
which gave an impetus to the synthesis of manifold gods
of KPrandavyOha,
of Central Asia and which influenced the thoughts of Chu-shu-lan in
China, appear to have surreptitiously entered the Brahmannic literature of
Vishnusaqhitii and absorbed the Vaishnavite pantheon of Saiikarsana, Visudeva, Pradyurnna and Aniruddha in the astropsychic doctrine of " VyGha "
( cosmic fortress ). It is wrong to assume on the basis of the following
- 4 ~m
f TWT
) as
record of this inscription ( namely arqsome scholars have done, that the doctrine of " VyGha " had developed
in South-western much earlier than in Northern India. The Saivite
Lifigas specially of Sthanu Siva and Buddhistic stone Caityas built in the
scheme of fortress representing different periods of history are too numerous
in Nepal to give credence to such a theory. On the other hand, I have
discovered quite a few Vaishnavite stone monument in the valley of
Nepal which conclusively prove that the above-said four deities of the
Vaishnavite pantheon were absorbed in the astropsychic scheme of
"Vyilha."
The great number of sacrifices mentioned in these inscriptions testify
to the influence of Vedic-Karmakiinda (sacrifices made according to the
injunctions of the Three Vedas) in the Imperial court of the Siitavihma
n~onarchs. Such international authorities as Buhler, Macdonnell and Keith
have adequately described the comlexities of the Vedic sacrifices. The extravagant accounts of the performance of ASvamedha (horse-sacrifice) in

. .
honour the Vedic gods of the sky and the huge amounts of Daksiniis
(P, p e n t made to the priestly caste of Briihmins in money or in kind)
the Siitav~hana'sbattle for status, leadership and prestige with
the $aka satraps and their rivals at the cost of the tax-payers whose spiritual needs were freedom from the thraldom of caste system, mental and physical hunger and afflictions. Basically the principles and practices of the
horse sacrifice (ASvamedha) concerned the victories of Sirnuka not only
over the Sakas, but also over the Briihmannic K k v a and the S h g a Kings
on one excuse or another. In fact, Kings Siitakarni and Krishna were the
brothers of Simuka. In this case the war of Simuka was a matter of
expediency rather than that of a principle, and the Sitaviihana Kings needed
unscrupulous BrPhmins to justify their wars and all the evils associated
with their field actions by resort to Agvamedha (horse sacrifices) in the sacred
land of MahSriistra to the chanting of such eulogies as "Ah, Briihmano
Briihmanih Brahmavartaye JiiyatPh MahirPs~re" etc. which were incorporated in the Briihmannic sacriptures for export. Thus we see how
the simple Vedic traditions of the Indo-Aryans went on gathering
corruptions as and when the Puxiinas multiplied with the advent of the
Gupta kings.

The sytetz of lar~dmanagemetilt :
We do not find the custom of land-management by the Paficas (the
five village elders), the division of land according to their first, second and
third categories for taxation and the system of land-tenure according to the
capacity oi the peasant proprietor to cultivate for himself or bring it under
his plough, as in the inscriptions of Nepal. The system of land measurement also seems to be completely dfferent from the records found in the
Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal. Here one Nivarttana of land was 240 x240
square cubits (2.975 acres) or 120 x120 Square cubits (.743 acres). The
Government owned, controlled and leased the land to the landlords who,
in their turn, gave it to the tillers. The landlords had the power of punishing the tenants for minor offences. However, the district officer did not
interfere with the administration of lands donated for charitable purposes.
But inspite of the predilection of the Siitavihana kings for the Vedic
rituals, the Buddhistic doctrine of "VpBha" appears to have preserved

Buddhism in its scheme of Kilacakra and also absorbed hIahiristrian
gods.
The fmdi/ion of Easte~rDecnirr, r T ? ~ d h ~arid
z Knliiga StllfeJ .
I have personally travelled most of the southern countries and found
that the conditions are far different from the beautiful States of \Vestern
Deccan and Mahirlstra. Here wide river valleys emerge into a coastal
plain,
where forested hills affording good sites for the traditional temples
and monasteries are few and far between. Both the Andhras and the
Kalifigas seem to be energetic seafarers and traders whose ships sailed to
Burma, Malaya, Cambodia and Annam to the East and to Ceylon and perhaps as far as the ports of the Roman Empire. About the same time as the
S~tavihanaswere building their Empire in Western Deccan, the Arya-Mahirneghavghanachedis (Chetis or the forefathers of the Chettiars of to-day)
were founding a kingdom in Kalifiga (Orissa). This Kingdom became a
considerable power between the first century B. C. and the first century
A. D. under a Jaina King known by the name of KhZrvela with its capital
of Kalifiganagara (SisupZlgarh) to the south-east of Bhuvaneivara-the
present capital of the province of Orissa in India.
The HZthigumpha Cave-inscriptions of King Khirvela lying close
to the Udayagiri (hills) in the district of Puri show that he addressed the
people in Prikrit language which seems to be closer to the Plli language of
Magadha than to the PaisPchi Priikxit of Gandhira and Central Asia. The
script is akin to the script in which the Pili Tripitaka is written. As a
devoted Jaina, Khirvela appears to have erected a huge Jaina temple
which has disappeared today. King Khirvela claims his descent from the
Ched.i (Chettiar) Kings of Upariclra Vasus and seems to believe in crosscousin marriage like the ancient $ikyas and Kolis of Kapilavastu and
RimagZma. Among the kingdom of Bhiratavarsa (northern India) he
mentions Magadha (South Bihar), Afiga (East Bihar) and gloats over the
retaliation of the ASokan conquest of Kalifiga (Orissa) by the Nandas.
Although the Jaina temple of Khiirvela is there no longer, the retreat for
Jaina Arhatas (hermits) and the monuments of his father Vadraka, his
queen and his son Vadhuka on the Udayagiri hills, some ~ i miles
x
to the
north-west of the present capital of Orissay--have s p ~ i v e to
d bear testimony to his greatness!

The inscriptions of AndhradeSa, specially those of the Ikvhvak~s
( ~ k k ~ k of
u ) the Kistna-Guntur region, is important for their mention of
virfipiikga and their claim to the title of VirtpPba-pati (Lord of Virtp a ) Contrary to the tradition of the Himdayas, V i r u p ~ k ~ina these
insuiptioils is identified with Gana (follower or subject) where Skanda
is the leader. \'(irehave already seen how VirGpiiksa is the central figure in
the transition from Dharma-cakra to the astropsychic theory of Kda-cakra.
By coincidence or by contrast the extension of the Yaksa cult of Virtpiikpa
as an Yogicara doctrine or as a doctrine of "\ryGha" or as a Dikpila (guardian) of the western region, had become a human achievement in the course
of Saka millennia. We have adequately discussed at the very outset how the
Yaksa legend of TTirtpPksa and Ht-pa was absorbed in the psychological
cult of PaSupati and of the Great Mother Goddess to give birth to the
astropsycl~ictheory cf death and also how the Indo-Greeks, the ~ a k a the
s
Pahlavas and the IhshMas interpreted it by founding the Saka Era. It is
interesting to note that these Ikshvaku Kings in their inscriptions seem to
interpret S~k~arnuni's
theory of Nibbha with the Buddhistic custom of
Nibbinasampatti which, according to their scripture of Khuddapiithaka,
llleant the attainment and the enjoyn~entof the state of Arhatship. Judging
from the contact of KhuddasvPlni in the ~icchaviinscriptions of Nepal,
we have grounds to believe that they were fairly active in their search for
knowledge in this field123. The superscriptions on their coins were just
immitations from the Roman "Dinars" (Denarious). Beyond practical
~ o ~ m e l c ipurpose,
al
the coins of the Ik~hviikusdo not seem to represent
any religious significance.
The inscriptions of King Virapurashadatta of about the second half of
the third century A. D., discovered at the historical site of Niigiirjulikonda
at the lower course of the river Kitpna (Krishni), respect the Aryan Eightpaths preached by Sikyamuni under the title of Dasavala for possessing the
knowledg of ten kinds so comnlon in Nepal and northern countries.
Alllong the countries of northern India he mentions K a s h r , Gandhira,
Cllha, Kitiit a (Nepal), Tosali (Mauryan provincial capital of D h a h near
Bhuvaneivara in Orissa), Aparinta (North Konkan), Baiiga (pans of
eastcm and southern Bengnl), T7mn~isi(ilorth I<mara country),

D h i l a (Tamil), and Yavma (Greek colonies). Evidently, the lkshv&
dynasty of the south does not seem to be aware of the vicissitudes in the
history of Nepal or in the political fortunes of the Indo-Greeks, the $akas,
the Pahlavas and the ICushinas or of the earlier tribes of the Licchavis.
This only shows that the l k ~ h v i k udynasty of the south was in no way re.
lated to the Licchavi clan of VaiSgli; it was the Gupta court poet laureate
Kdidasa's Raghuvamiam (the chronology of the dynasty of Raghu) that
had forged the link.lP4.
Judging from the ruins of the great stiipas and monasteries, the
NiigZrjunikonda valley was perhaps the capital of the Ikshvikus. They
may have originated in the region of Sriparvata in the Nallamalur range
and Mahendragiri in the Ganjam and the Tinnevelly districts. Except for
the mention of some pious donations, we do not &.d the northern concept
of Samyak society. Though Buddhists, they performed the Vedic ASvamedhas (horse sacrifices) which made them the favourites of poet Kilid h a for their role in the celebrated literature of RaghuvqSam, which is a
fantastic genealogy of the tribes of Raghu. The only common factor between the 1k;hvikus and the Guptas was their hatred for the Sakas, and
because their origin was shrouded in mystery it was comparatively easy
for KilidPsa to operate from a base which could not be challenged on historical grounds.
It would be useful at this stage to take a bird's eye view of the relia some
gious relics among the ruins of Amariivati, ~ i i ~ s r j u n i k o n dand
historical sites of the south in ordes to glean from them the medley of beliefs represented by them. Most of the ~tlipashave been utterly destroyed,
but excavators have discovered their ground plan and rescued sollle reliefs which depict not only the early Buddhistic JPtaka stories, but also the
life story of Sgkyainuni as described in Lalita~istPra. W'e have already
said that DharmaraksP was responsible for the translation of Lalitavistzra
as "P'u yao ching" at about the same period. We have also pointed out 1 1 0 ~
the hstorical Buddhas were represented by the syillbols of their trees 2nd
by their foot prints during the earliest period of Buddl~istichistory- If
the walking Buddhas of China owe their origin to the "AnBgata Boddha"
of Candakavartana (See plate XI11 with the I - I N I N ~ ~ ~~ ~ m . v e , ~ t atile
g ~ )~ a l l l e
b ' l ~ r i f i dBuddha of Lalitavistjra is now rcprcsclltcd in human ~11317e,

surrounded by hosts of gods, genii, bevy of charming girls and maids to
become at last the teacher of the astropsychic theory of Kilacaha in his
fulness of human experience, rather than of renunciation,-befo~ whom
the gods and angels of the ten thousand world systems bow down in submission. This is the Anggata Buddha (unborn or the future Buddha)
who takes the Brghmi bow before Brahmii and Indra in the attitude of describing the future with a step in the Nepalese sculpture. This again is the
Buddha of the Kushina coins and sculptutes with flames belund his
shoulders on the eve of delivering the sermon of Saddharrnapundarih
&tra (Scripture of the white Lotus aphorism of the true doctrine). Although the Ik~hvikusof the Krishna-Guntur region try to play down the
legend of Virfipiik~a,the Yaksa cult seems to overpower them with its
sexual appeal to tell them that this is the first step to Yoga (self-discipline).

~vh~~lm
dot the it~so-iptiof~s
rind d o c t , / / ~ e ~of~ tc~o r ~ ~ ~ t leyorrd
s i e ~ the bo,,dtrS u/
Itidirz iltdicafe ?
We had the occasion to discuss at the very outset of Chapter V how
the orthodox Hinayhists known as the Theravsdins (=Sthaviravidins=
upholders of the doctrines of the Elders) had invented the Confessiofides
of cause and effect (Ye dhammii hetu pabhavH (vide dl)in lieu of the concept of Sambuddha as early as the Second Buddhist Synod of VaiSdi,where
they completely broke away from the Haimavata school who advocated n
practical approach t o human problems through the path of Sensory perception. Then, too, we have discussed in Chapter VI how the great
message of hkyamuni was taken to Ceylon by the missionaries of the crthodox school after the Third Buddhist Synod of P2taliputra convened
under the leadership of Tissa Moggaliputta. Evidently it was this Third
Buddhist Council that incorporated the Hinayhist confessiofidei of "Ye
dhammi hetu pabhava" in their Magadhan court literature of Abliidharil~apitaka (basket of the doctrines of cause and effect) in p d i language, and
the Theraviidins were successful in making the Hinayinist school of Buddhism popular in Ceylon, Burma and Thailand even to our own day. It is,
therefore, easy to see why the Theravndins gave a goby to the Yogacara
doctrines' of the schismatic Hairnavata or KPSyapiya school led by Upali
with his questionnaire known as UpiliparipycchH in the very first Buddhist
Synod of R2jgfha after the Great Passing and the ~iprahav~-Buddhist-\'a~eepitaph. It is only in the records of the north-western Pakistan that wc
find the concept of Samyak-Sambuddha, and it is also mainly in Chinese
translations that such important works as ugradatta-paript.cch AjitaSatrukaukrtyavinodana, BuddhHbhasita-Aj~taSatrn-sQtra, Drums-killnarariija-paripycchi and treatises in respiratory exercises have survived.

Ceyloll deserves credit for having preserved DipavamSa and 7 % ~ ~ n l p i aand a complete rccord of thc school of Thcravlda; but the X l ~ d i y i -

kan& cave Inscription of Tissa Abaya (Epigraphia Zeylanica I p. 144) in
pl&it language and B r h m i script of the second century B. C . as well as
the Duwe Gala Cave Illscription (Ceylon Antiquary and Literary Register,
111, p. 104, Plate XX) seeill to be peculiar in their own uray for
following important reasons :1. Like ASoka the Ceylonese monarch Tissa Abhaya (77-59 B. (I.)
assumes to himself the title of Devanampiya (belojred of the gods),-but
where ASoka seems to be ccntent with the conunonplace title of "lijina"
(Rsji-king), the Ceylonese king appropriates to himself the more pretentious title of Maharaja (Afahiiriija= Great King). It is remarkable that
the Indo-Greek king Eucratides (c. 171-160 B. C.) was the first foreign
monarch to use the title of hlahiirrlji on his bilingual coins (Smith's Catalogue p. 12). This title indicates Ceylon's intercourse with the h d u Greeks, Sakas and Pahlavas of north-western Himdayan countries much
earlier than the missions of Tissa Afoggaliputta or of Aioka's son hlal~endra. We have already pointed out how sucll Royal titles of hlahirija,
R~jitirija,hlahar5jadhiraja etc. were popularised in India by the Iranian,
Indo-Greek and ~aka- alll lava kings while the titles used in l i a ~ i l a \ ~and
~tu
Srivasti were hlahamatana (hiahanta or hlahata) also found 111 the doc*ments of the Saka and Central Asiatic kings.
2. The peculiarity of Duwe Gala Cave Inscriptioil suggests that the
Brihmi script was introduced to Ceylon from the prehistoric writing of
Indus-valley long before the missions of ASoka and Tissi hloggaliputta.
Tlis Ceylonese record, like Kharosthi, is written from right to left. On
the other hand the earliest BrihmP records of the Gandaki-valley and
~riivastias well as the records of ASoka are written fionllefi to right. The
development of B r d ~ m characters
i
donot appear to be uniform in all parts
of the then known world. It is quite possible that the Brihmi alphabets,
like other Semitic writings, were written from right to left. The Cejrlonese and the Kharoghi records connect the B r b i scripts with the prehistoric writings of the Indus-valley. It is equally remarkable that the
developnlent of the cult of the Great Mother Goddess of Fertility and
Pajupati in the astropsychic scheme of Kda-cakra supports the evidences
of the earliest epigraph of the prehistoric sites of hfoheiijodao and Harappa.
hare ndequetelr discussed in pre\~iouschapters how the ideology of
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fertility and sexual symbols of the ringstone and the phallus found symbiosis with the Y a k ~ acults of hkyavardhana, VirCpik~aand H6-$a which
inspired UpZli with the impulse of the Yogkixa doctrine which led to the
schism in the First Buddhist-synod of Rijgha. With the second Buddhist
synod of VaiSdi the orthodox TheravBdins (elders) and ABoka appear to
have succeeded in driving the Haimavata school to the Himiilayas and beyond till the rise of the ~aka-kings,who founded the Saka-sam~atas(eras)
to interpret the revelation of "Saddha~ma" (true law) with flames rising
from their shoulders against the heaving background of Sumeru-culturecomples under the impact of the said Y a k ~ acults and the concept of Samyak-Sambuddha. No doubt the Eight-spoked-Wheel of Law (Dharmacakra) and the PiprahavCBuddhist-vase-epitaphwere the starting point of
a further search into the mysteries of life and death by awakening the sixth
sense in human beings with the aid of the YogPcZra doctrines propagated
by the S a i ~ a - ~ o ~ iwhich
n s , Upili adopted with his questionnaire known as
UpZli-pariprcch~. It is remarkable that the YogZcZra doctrine was taken
up in the Fcurth-Buddhist-Council of Kanishka till the Kushina King visited Kapilavastu, Lumbini and Sriivastl to start his era in the astropsychic
scheme of Samyak Sambuddha which the Licchavi kings of Nepal adopted
on the fronton of their inscriptions. Thus we see that the PaBupati-BhatPraka era gives a unity of purpose and drive to the Sumeru culture-complex
and ~aka-samvatasfrom Moheiijodiro in Indus valley to the island of
BPli in its pristine purity even to our own day.
As a basic factor in the transition from $ikyamuniYsconcept of Dharmacakra to the principles and practices of the astropsychic scheme of Kilacakra was the Sumeru culture-complex of the h d u s valley civilisation.
It would be useful at this stage to ascertain the area of the distribution of
this most ancient Hindu culture because no scholar had so far applied himself to the study of the religious and social development obtaining in the
Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal with reference to the historical link between the aka and KughZqa Eras as a practical development fronl the
l1iprallav%Buddhist-vas e epitaph and the consequetlt Nirvina Era. Quite
oblivious of the religious implication of the Nirvina and the Saka Eras,
Sir hlortiiner Wheeler in "The Illdus civilisation" wrote to say that its
urban colturc spread from thc foot of the Sinlla-hills namely, Rupaf alld

Suktagendor as far as the coast of the Arabian sea for a distance of a b u t
1,000 miles. Equally unaware of the impact of the Yaksa ~ u l t u r e - c ~ m ~ l ~
of Sumeru Professor Adolfo Tamburello extended its borders to the east
as far as Alamgirpur in the basin of river Junma (Yamuna), and to the
south into Klthiiiwid (Rangpur, Lothal, Somanith) and beyond, to the
coast of the Gulf of Cambay near the estuaries of the rivers Sarrnadg and
Tipti on the basis of the archaeological esplorations during the last decade.
This southern extension of this Indus civilisation has modfied the former
picture and increased the in~portanceof the ~t~ar~ifi~ne_lrrctot.
in the formation
and growth, and of its possible contacts which had been established with the
civilisation of ancient hiesopotamia. Under these circumstances the Duwe
Gala Cave Inscription in Prikrit language and Brihmi script of the first
century B. C. reading, like Kharosthi, from right to left, show that the
original Briihmi scripts used in the Kharosfif documents secm to be derived
from the so far undeciphered pictogranls engraved on the clay seals or
carved on hardstones or ivory in the pre-Aryan urban habitations of the
Indus valley. Thus we see that much before the spread of the Pdi language,
PrPkrit had become universal. Eminent scholars have written volumes
on the exquisite art and culture of Ceylon, which at soine remote periods
of history seem to be influenced by the lndus valley culture. The crude
engraving of a ship and ship's anchor at the right side of the inscription
indicate that the Indus valley urban civilisation had its maritime aspects.
It is evident that this interesting feature was responsible for the universal
spread of the Indus valley culture of the ringstone and phallus to the isles
of the Southern seas.
The recordr of Cerrtval A ~ i aaud Chi~aeseTr~rke~tafi
:

We have already briefly referred to the Tazila fragmentary Aramaic
Inscription, the Kharoghi inscriptions of ASoka and to the large number
of Kharoghi documents discovered by Sir Stein in his three expeditions
to Chinese Turkestan in 1900-01, 1906-08, 1913-16, beyond the NiyI river
in the regions of Niyi, Lou-lan, Inliin~Jayfar Sadiq and Endere. We have
also pointed out in Chapters VI and VII how the Chinese translations of
the "Sdtra in 42 sectionsw and other AhhHyZnist treatises were done from
l'rikrit and Sansltrit sources and not from Pili. We hare also pointed out

how the Sikyas, Kolis and teachers belonging to Suvarnagotra (Gold-nce
origin) were responsible for the spread of the Yogic practices of respiration
and DhyHna (meditative) concentratiolls among the Chinese peoples on the
trail of Taoist-teachings. Against such a historical background, it would be
useful to examine and assess the religious and social aspects of the actual
doculllents discovered by Sir Aurel Stein who has adequately described
the circumstances of their discovery in his famous works known as "hlcient Khotan (1907)," "Serindia (1921)" and "Innernlost Asia (1928)."
The records discovered in the first and second expeditions were published
by A. M. Boyer, E. J. Rapson and E. Senart in their celebrated works entitled" "Kharo~yhiInscriptions (part I, 1920) and Part I1 in 1927." The
records of the Third Expedition were published by Professors Rapson and
p. S. Noble in the same series as Part 111in 1929 A. D. It is remarkable that
1)rofessor T. Burrow has carried out researches in the language and published its results in his "Language of the Kharosthi documents (Cambridge, 1937)" and "A translation of the Kharo~thidocuments (London,
1940)." Most of these records are written with ink on wedgeshaped
wooden tablets; but some are written on other materials such as leather on
account of their inestimable worth. By and large the majority of works
are done iil Prikrit and Sanskrit languages influenced to some extent by
local languages and Kharosthi scripts of the 3rd-4th century A. D. Subsequent to this, entire libraries have been unearthed in Central Asia by
inissioils sent by the governments of the Soviet Unicn, Germany, Japan
and other leading countries of the world.
It is still difficult to ascertain how the original docunlents were recorded and taken to China for translations during the "Early and Later Han
periods." The cornl3aratively late date of the records seem to be respollsible for the many peculiarities of the Paii~ci-Prakritand trac~sitionalSans krit languages used in the documents. It is evident that both the Ceylonese
and Central Asiatic docunlents seem to be made to suit the requirement
of the local dialects.
Equally remarkable is the peculiarity of tlie Kharo~thiscripts i d catins "virtl,g" by two dots laced over the letter and the length of the
vo\vel by a slnnting curved stroke to the right of the base of a letter.
Jfodification of consonantal soul~dsis illdicated usually by a sign rcscmb-

r ( 7 here marked by a dot below thc letter u-hcreas tllc
ling tile
f d g developed Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal write 7 exactly like the subscript r without the dot). The same is true of the letters I?a ( r ), Ja ( )
and Ba ( a ). Signs for e ( T ) and length indicate ai ( ). The editors of the
Central Asiatic records have also noticed modified Ksa ( e~ ~ w ) Ga
, ( T = a)
Ga ( n = w ) , Ca (a=-), Ma (m-*), Sa ( q - w ) , Ha ( r = g ) and Sa
(q=f;l) with a horizontal stroke above them. hbdified Ka ( s-rs )
with the right arm touching the vertical base, and letters like Pha ( T,-g ),
Tha ( r = q ) may be conjuncts. The modified subscript Pa (T) is either
ya (s)or Ba (q). Hasanta Ba (9, Da (9 and Ta (7) is indicated by
a visarga-like sign put below the preceding letter (',). Then, too, there
are some peculiarities about the numerals. It is most interesting to note
that the scripts K Q( t~~ = ~ i tand
~ ) Gfia (TO),
which are common in the
Licchavi insfriptions of Nepal, appear very late in the corresponding Gupt a
Inscriptions of northern India and still later in the box-headed Brihmi
inscriptions of South-India. There could, therefore, be no doubt that the
archaic northern B r h d scripts of the Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal were
acting as a bridge between the sounds and inflexions of the trans-Himdayan and the cis-Himdayan countries.

Infhet~ceo j the t a k a uocabiclary a~jdjdjudicdicial custotl~rorr the Cet~traIAsintic
documenh and the Liccbavi inscr-iptiorrs of Nepal :
If the early documents of the Indo-Greeks, Sakas and Pahlavas bear
the stamp of the erotic Yaksa-cults and the concept of Sambuddha, then
paradoxically the Central Asiatic documents and the Licchavi inscriptions
of Nepal seem to be very strongly influenced by the vocabulary and judicial
customs of the Kushinas and Kaniska's Era. Under the overall influence
of the Kingdom of women and of the concept of "StriiSuara," the structure
of society as well as the political relatioilship and the warrant of precedence
of the BhattPrakas (Brother-kings) appears to have acted and reacted on
each other to produce a change for the better. Then, too, we find a large
number of unPriikritic and unsanskritic words and letters in our Licchavi
inscriptions which can only be explained by reference to the foreign records.
Evidently the name "Bhotta"
.. for Tibet appears to trace its origin to the
word "Boda" o~curringin the coins of Kani~hkaI. If the words ''hbl-

pots" (land-revenue) and "Kara" (tases of all forms) trace their origin to
the hialla-pota and Kara occutring in our Licchavi inscriptions, then equally
the tax-collectors were known as Sofhamga which seems to be borrowed
from "SOSTANKT\N" of the Tokhari (Tusiira) records. It is remarkable
that the word "TANKAN" for taxes realisable in hard-cash occurs in the
vocabulary of many Himdayan tribes of Nepal even to our own day. The
opening expressions on the obverse of the covering tablet from the transcript of Kharosfii inscriptions (see Luders, Act Or XVII p. 36) reading
c c hall Bhimaya sothamgay' reveal the mixture of the Iriinian, Sanskritic
7 - m -

and Tofiarian traditions, while the place names Khotam (=Kustana=
Khotan) and Ninam (Niyl-river) appear to trace their o ~ i g i nto the legend of
AIahipPna (=earth-teat suckled) and Nyiya (=justice) respectively. The
letter written by the Mahiriija to Kiiji Yitaka Tomga (transport captain=
Siirthaviiha) show that the officers in charge of the organisation of transport
occupied a v e q high position, and that the payment fox nourishing an
adopted child (specially female) even from the slave girl, had to be paid in
terms of horses. Evidently the horses, camels, yaks and other animals of
transport seem to be more important to the Himdayan and trans-Himblayan nomads than the cows and bulls to the agricultural communities
of the plains. It is thus evident that the transport animals were the basis
of barter and trade. It is remarkable that the figures of horses seem to be
nlore popular with the Saka and Khasa kings than the bulls and cows on
the frontons of the Licchavi inscriptions and coins of Nepd, where the
shepherd god PaSupati provided the bond of friendship. All cases of
disputes relating to the adoption of a child in its infancy or the stealing of a
Bactrian camel or a horse were referred to the King, discussed by their fespective advocates in the presence of witnesses and decided according tc the
law of the land. Compared with their Yak$ and Kinnari sisters of the
Himiilayan highlands, the Central Asiatic women enjoyed little freedom.
The latter, if they became widowed, did all the menial job of cutting the
wood for day-to-day use and bearing the grass for their domestic animals,
of irrigating the fields and of carrying water in pitchers on their backs from
nearby wells and watering places from morning to night each day so that
they became a part of the landscape. However, the lot of these women
seems to be improving with the growing impact of the judicial customs of
Strldjya (Kingdom of women).

According to the doculllent BRS No. 152 the mcntion of Ko13il
village seems to be as interesting as the association of the tradition of
ct~Bstana"with Khotan. Evidently the Sikyas and the Koli peoples had
settled down in these places fairly early. Then, too, the mention of
( =Aj uh or Ajava) as officers posted at frontier check-posts
to transmit information with regard to the attempt to steal camels or other
animals of transport on the way and even of infiltration and impending invasions by the enemies,-reminds us of the ancient frontier posts of Ace
from which the modern Nepalese word Ajuh derives itself. The system
of secret police seems to be very well organised. Transport animals were
preferred to fcodgrain as rent or taxes, and it was a crinle to h d e or hold
such animals from the knowledge of the Authorities concerned. Although
K5ji Nastanta is addressed as PriyadarSana Sothamga (fairseeing transport
officer), yet the orders for handing over Sramana Dharmapripa into the
hands of the Sumatas (good officers of merit with clear conscience) shows
the degraded conditions of the Buddhist monks during this period.

The emergetlce of the itlvisible brdt practical cotnmunity of Cama&
b6lieved in Saddbarma (true law) :
We have said in Chapters VI and VII how the Yiie-chlhs, Kucheans
(Kushgnas) and Suvarna-gotra (gold-race-origin) peoples were exerting
their religious and cultural influence on the peoples of China through the
many states of Central Asia. The document BRS No. 165 written by fairseeing Kiiji Kranaya and transport-officer Plipeya to a Brarnin known by
the title and name of Ogu Kirti Sum3 seems to be important for the reasons
that the privileged caste of KauSik Brihmins were now getting disciplmed
and reformed as "SUMATAS" (good and honest men with a clear conscience rather than of conventionallearning) in the scheme of "SADDHARMA" (true law). It is remarkable that the honest and militant Khotanese
peoples took a very poor view of the %kya and Koli ~ r a m ~ (Buddhist
as
monks) and entrusted them to the charge of the "Suinatas" for the &scipline of '"UPAYAKAUSALYA" (=skill in means--one of the ten perfections of the Bodhisattva) prescribed by the text oi the White Lotus Aphorism of true law" (Saddharma-pundarika sfitra). The cognomen SarmP
suggests the pursuit of a peaceful calling same as the cognomen VarmP

(TTarmma or ~ a r m i i n )is associated with the surnaille of peoples \l~ll.ho
taken military professions. Although the Central Asiatic peoples seem to
he influenced by the Siikya, Koli and KauSik Sramanas and Plmdits,
. . yet
tllc lnost important feature of their development was the steady transformation of the intellectual and social bureaucrats as useful and responsible
of society as << Sumatas". It is equally interesting to note that the
Central Asiatic peoples had organised a very sound administration based
011 law and justice.
The system of secret police as well as frontier checkposts seems to be efficient. Verbal commands conveyed by trusted messengers carried much greater weight than the messages contained in epistles. This was necessary in those unstable days when documents were dictated under pressure of pain, or for fear that the messengers may be waylaid by the enemies. Only permanent records, laws and conventional
matters were preserved in these precious documents. A a time when the
Mllava tribes of India were returning to the Vai~hnavitecults of the holy
Bhlgavata preached by hlanu and Dvaipiyana, when the prophetic teachings
of Jesus of Nazareth were being adopted by a small community in Nicaea
and when the peoples of China were discussing the abstract questions of
being and non-being and were being swayed by the anchorites and the mad
monks under the influence of the cults of the bizarre and dark learning, the
Central Asiatic peoples deserve credit for their scientific approach to the
problems of "Saddharma'' (true law) and for producing examples of the
casteless and classless communities of Clmakas who distinguished themselves by their devotion to duty, endurance and fearlessness in the face of death
rather than learning. So far the world knew very little about the re!igious
and social significance of the documents of Central Asia, some of which we
are quoting with our corresponding note for the enlightenment of our
readers125.
The consolidation of Central Asia under the concept of "Saddharma"
(true law) and in the political scheme of Bhattirakas (fraternal kings) knitted
with the bonds of SthPnu-Siva and Sam-Buddha was a very serious matter
for the sinful empires of Asia and Europe. We have already seen how a
distinct nomadic civilisation under the concept of the Shepherd gods 2nd
hlfother-goddesses was developing and spreading out from the meeting
places o f Asia, Africa and Europe ever since therise of the Sakas (Scythians)

in the political horizon. We have also pointed out in previous chapters
how difficult and confusing it is for the student of the history of the Himilayas and Central Asia to undetstand the ethnic composition of the classical Saka tribes who appear under a great variety of tribal names to oppose
the Aryan Emperors. We have also described the mass marriage customs
of the virgins of eight to the belfruit representing Suvarnakumsra (Golden
prince) which freed them from the curse of widowhood ever aftenuards.
Under the principles and practices of Gauridharma, the various tribes are
free to marry, change and intermingle with peoples of different ethruc origin without pride and prejudice. It is, therefore, wrong to regard these
nomads as uncivilised men. WTehave seen how the Central Asiatic nomads, like their aka (ASekines =ASvakinas-horse riders) predecessors,
had grown up with the camels and the horses, and developed novelty in
methods of transport and knew the arts of war and peace far better than
the urban populations of settled empires. Xaturally enough the nomads
under the discipline prescribed by the Sumatas seemto be speci&sing along
their own line and capable of supplying the rulers, priests and men of decadent empires with fresh ideas of a community of will among common
pecples in place of the old ideas based upon Aryan Revelations and slavish
obedience. After the glorious days of the Sakas and the Kushinas, there
was yet another cloudbank of the Hunas (Huns) in the Tarim basin who
were forming themselves to descend the slopes of the Kuenlua mountains
down the course of the Hwang-ho r i ~ e rto attack North-China. It was
against these Hunas that the early emperors of China built their walls to
protect their settled population. Successors of the Sakas and the K u ~ h N a s
and precursors of the Turks, Tartars and Alongols, these virile Huqas began
to drift westward and southward, mixing as they came with the ktndred
peoples of Central Asia who taught them the principles and practices of
Saddharma (true law or doctrine). Compared to the theocracia of the many
states of Central Asia under the Bha!taakas,the empires of Asia and Europe
appear to be waiting the impact of the Hui~nishhammer to split up t h e i ~
decadent. religious, political and social systems. This nomadic civilisati011 does not seem to be dected by the economic systems of Rome which
made life hardly worth-living for the slaves and poor peoples. The d e
of just icc (NJ-5va
. . = justice) prescribed esact measurement of land and the
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fixing of rent in cash and kind. The authorities concerned appear to hsvc
preserved statistical reports of the number of animals owned; and the stuldard of exchange seems to be fixed between the buyer and seller by Royal
administrators known as "Kitsaistapetayas" under the authority of the
"Sumata" or hlahata (= blah2tml =magistrate). The document NU.
BRS 661 (from A. Stein's Serindia, p. 291, plate XXXVIII) written by
the Khotanese king cif kings "Hinaj ha-deva" (commander of arlljes)
Vijitasimha in favour of one of his citizens known by the name of Svarnarsah seenis to be interesting for the determination of the price of canlels in
the presence of the various types of witnesses in accordance with Riijadharlna (king's law) and fox its recognition of the human rights of a man
known as Badhaga who belonged to the tribe of Sulika. This inscription
has two "Brihmt scripts" to show its link with the letters of the Gandaki,
and the language is entirely the Prikrit language comnlon among the peoples of the Hiniiilayas and Central Asia influenced, of course, by local
peculiarities. Any Nepali man, woman or child can make a conlparative
study of our inscriptions of various ages to find how they are epigraphically,
linguistically and spiritually related and how practical they are in the day
to day dealing between man and man in our work-a-day world. By and
large the Prikrit language of these Central Asiatic documents seems to be
a btidge between the ancient language spoken by the historical Buddhas and
the transitional Sanskrit language recorded in the inscriptions of Licchavi,
Khasa and Gorkha kingdoms of medieval and modern periods of Nepal.
As for the rule of law, the method of giving "Nyiya" (justice)
presupposes the quality of the Daniel who delivers judgment in the name
of inan and god. We can feel the same spiritual u,ndercurrent in the drive
and purpose of the docuil~entsof Central Asia and the Licchavi and Kllasa
illscriptions which have been published by Yogi Shree Naraharinitha and
Professors G. Tucci, R. Gnoli and L. Patech. The reforms carried out
by k h g Jayasthiti AIalla and King Rims Shaha bear the stamp of the
spiritual urge that characterised the development of the original concept
of Saddharma (true law) through all its different forms and manifestatiolls
across the centuries126.
On the other hand, the inscriptions of the many states of India or the
rccords of China fiom thc fitst century il. I). sccm to bc cvlorrrcd by tllc

individual peculiarities of ihe peoples and by the limitations of their tespective mythologies, so that both lack the practical aspects of the mental
and physical discipline specified in the architectural monuments, sculptures,
inscriptions and coins of Nepal from the archaeological discoveries of Kapilavastu down to our own times. In the absence of a theology, the B r a mannic saint ViitsyPyana and the Chinese saint Chi Tun appear t~ have
sufferedfrom the identical tyranny of abstract ideas to write their respective
commentaries on the Nyiiya-sBtra of Gautama, which treat of syllogism
without "Dystiinta" (examples), so that both are equally useless for practical
application. The erotic ideas of the early Yaksa cults, calculated to awaken
the sixth sense latent in all people, degenerate into sexual excesses in their
basreliefs and sculptures. Unable to understand and grapple with the
problems of para-psy chology posed by the concept of "Stri-iivata" (Twoin-one) they were not in a position to follow Yogic practices scientifically
calculated to activate the extra-sensol7 perception in the astro-psychic
scheme of death. Limited by the environment of their local culture, the
Indian and the Chinese religious leaders and patriarchs appear to have
behaved like the COMPUTERS of modern science. Although the
COBIPUTER represents an advance in man's thinking processes as radcal
as the invention cf writing in the ancient world, yet it is incapable of foll~wing the historical development of Dharn~a-cakraand Kila-cakra, of feeling
and of exercising its independent judgment. The COhIPUTER has no
sense of creativity and no imagination inspite of its fantastic memory and
mathematical ability. Thus we can see that the Indian and the Chinese
religious leaders, like the COMFUTERS, do not appear to have understood
the real significance of the symbols of the Trident and The Eight-spokedwheel of law and the milestones of mental development through the path
of sensory perception leading to " Saddharma " ( true doctrine or law )
recorded on the frontons of the ~ a k aKushwa
,
and Licchavi Inscriptions
as Samvatsaras ( Millennias ) on the wake of NirvPna Era after the Great
I'assing of SaYamuniand the consequent ~iprahavz-Buddhist-vase-epitaph
to commemorate his death. It is equally remarkable that both the Indan
and Chinese religious leaders appear to have made too much of their own
\\?heelingsystem of philosophy without adequate consideration of a human
approad1 t o " Brahmahrandhn " ( brain's neurons or grey mnttcr )

through the Yogic practices of sensory perceptions calculated to open
THIRD EYE OF INNER ILLUMINATION. Thus, though their thinking
and hypnotic processes of working gave them an impressive quantitative
advantage over the Yogic principles and practices, they were qualitatively
inferior to the Siddhas ( perfect ones ), Sumatas ( men of clear conscience
and good judgrnent ), Mahatas ( Magistrates ) and the Community of the
classless and casteless ChZmaka-manusana mentioned in these documents.
While the Chinese and the Roman empires grew rich and feasted, and when
Indian kings performed pompous horse sacrifices, the spiritual stature of
the masses of mankind over the world appears to have decayed. Quite
unknown as yet to India and Rome, the Huns and their kins, walled back
and driven out from China by the Tsi and Han emperors, were getting disciplined under the Sakas, Pahlavas and Ku~hZnasin their own religious
scheme of " Saddharma " ( true law ) and were intermarrying and mixing
with them to generate a comparatively more virile race to press westward
and southward under the name of the Hunas as the solders of God to bring
down the structures of decadent empires12'.

The 13rBhmi-script artd PrBkrit larg~cage an^ factors in spreadiing the k.torledge of Sr~~~r,em
Cr~Itt~re-Conzple.~
with the Soha Sapvatas A.Ii/Iennio
We have observed, from a brief survey of the Ceylonese and Central
Asiatic documents in the previcus chapter, how the Ceylonese Brihmi and
Central Asian Kharosihi scripts, despite their local peculiarities, do not seem
to be confined to the two countries alone. In both the cases, the prehistoric
symbolsof the Indus-valley as well as the pre-Alauryan records of the Piprahavi-Buddhist-Vase-Epit aph and of Srkrasti in Priik,rit language obtaining
in the states of the Buddhist Him~layas,appear to have provided the points
of contact as well as the points of departure in the steady development of
the psychological processes associated with the astro-psychic scheme of
Kila-cakra after the introduction of the Nirviiqa and Saka Saryvatas ( Eras ).
The development of B r h i writing, though ununiform, appears, nevertheless, to have brought about a radical change in the thnking processes
of the early Saka ( Scythian ), Indian, and Ceylonese peoples; and the Saka
hfillennia became one of the most important hinges for the renascence of
the Chinese and the South-East-Asian peoples cemented by common ideas
upon the basis of Saddharma ( true law ). These little known facts of history are stranger than the local fictions created by the ~ili-patriarchsof
Brahmanni c prophets or their Chinese translators. Divorced from the
land of its origin, the Pili-scribes and the Chinese translators, like the Computers of modern science, do not appear to have used their independent
judgment or understood the drive and undercurrent of the spiritual impulse
which led to the transition of the NirvPna, Saka, Kanishka and Nina-Dew
Samvatas ( Eras ) obviously marked out to weld the conflicting elements of
religious ideas into a happy whole progressively. Thus, if the TheravPdins
based themselves on the single-verse confessio-fidei of " Ye dhamrnd
hetu " etc. as their perfection of wisdom, the Chinese translators considered
Vimalakirtinirdeia-sfitra to be a masterpiece; and this work remained the
most venerated treatise by Chinese scholars on account of its literary qualities
and highly abstruse and philosophical disquisitions. Translated by ~ h i h

Ch'ien in about 220 A.D. this book was translated and retranslated se\ren
times with nine commentaries between the beginning of the third and the
middle of the seventh century. According to Professor E. ZurcheXChih
Ch'ien was also the first Yue-chih ( Saka=Scythian ) to translate Sukhivativy6ha ( =A-mi-t'o ching T. 185 ), which, as the fundamental scripture
associated with the meditative cult of Buddha Amitibha ( Arnitgyus ), was
going to play such a great role in the development of Far Eastern Buddhism.
Nepal has many stone Caityas to represent this pure and happy western
paradise of Sukhivati-vyaha where this Buddha of infinite light and life is
sculptured in his attitude of serene meditation. This pure and happy paradise of Amitibha was taken to be the goal of their mortal existence by the
adherents of the Pure Land School of China and Japan. We have already
observed how the cults of Vairocana and Amitibha were responsible for
the transition from Sikyaamuni's Eight-Spoked-Wheel of Law to the astropsychic scheme of Kila-cakra in Mahiyina Buddhism. It is remarkable
that even Kumirajiva found it impossible to convince the Chinese scholars
with the change that had taken place from the Nirvina to the Saka Samvatas
( Millennias ). Finally when Sikya Buddhabhadra from Kapilavastu visited
China at the request of Fa-hsien, he had a quarrel with Kumiirajiva and was
incarcerated for his attempts to preach heresies.
Much the same sectarianism characterised the Gangetic Indian kingdom of the Guptas, where the BrPhmannic influence ( briefly mentioned
in Chapter VIII ) predominated. But we have also referred to the rise
and spread of the power of the Huqas ( Huns ) and Abhiras ( Avars ) in
the political horizon of India, and how they believed in the cult of Sthinu~ i v aand Man-boar incarnation of Vishnu
. . in the scheme of Light Deities.
Except for the pilaster of Harigion and the inscriptions of kings Toramina
and Mihirakula, there are no records in the world to testify to the actual
faith of the Abhiras ( Avars ) and the H q a s . One Abhira ( Avar ) by the
name of Anuparama-gupta had put up pillar inscription surmounted by a
Vainateya ( exactly like the Garuda of the Besnagar pillar inscription of the
Greek Heliodorous ) in the suburb of Kathmandu in honour of the image
of holy V2sudeva ( vulgo Saty a-Nhgyang ). Thus, though the Greeks
and the Maukhiris of Taxila and Riijputin2, were the precursors of BhPga\.ata-dh~lrna( the doctrine of the holy Visudeva ), yet their teachers were
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the Kaulika descendents of the Brihmannic patriarch Parisara and his rn-ife
satyavati. However, the earliest record of Bhigavata-dharma, as a Smni
cornpilatioil of the Brihmannic priests and patriarchs vis-a-vis the doarines
of Saugatas, appears in the form of a prayer to Dvaipiyana over the said
pilaster of Hargbn in archaic Brihmi script and Sanskrit language influenced
by Prlkrit. A revised reading of this celebrated inscription has been published for international scholars by the ISMEO, Rome ( Gnoli No. XI, 1956 )
in its own scheme of the " Materials for the study of Nepalese history and
culture." Before we take up a brief scientific survey of this most interesting
Inscription in Chapter XlV, it would be useful at this stage to explain how
the early Greeks, MaukhZris and Abhiras understood the Vedic cult cf
Vishnu
. . ( Vhudeva ), and how they interpreted it in their Smyti-cornpilations (works based on the Recollection and Recognition of the Three
Vedas ) and how far they presupposed its link with the path of sensory perception propagated by the S a i ~ a - ~ o g i nins their own astro-psychic scheme
of Kda-cakra.
Like Chi Tun's introduction to his " Eulogy on an image of S5kvamuni ", this eulogy of Anuparama-gupta is dedicated to the image of
holy Visudeva associated with the cult of Bhigavata. We know from
relative records that Anuparama-gupta belonged to the community of
Abhhas ( Avars ), and he was a staunch follower of the Brihmannic patriarch
Dvaipiiyana who composed the Hindu epic of Mahibhirata. The " Stotra " ( prayer ), like the eulogy of Chi Tun, is devoted by Anuparamagupta to Dvaipvana who is believed to have understood the mysteries of
the Revelations of the Three Vedas ( namely, Rigveda, Simveda and Yajurveda ) and composed the epic of hlahibhiiratawith a thorough understanding
). The Three
of the Three Incomprehensible steps of TTishnu( Tr~sude\~a
Vedas, representing the Three hlvstical Steps of the Almighty Vishnu: are
the real Srutis ( Revelations ) on which the Smrti ( Recognition or Recollection ) works are based. Thus the Hindu, epics of Rim$ana and Mahb
bhhata, hlinava-dharma-Siistra ( the scripture relating to the laws for
the guidance of mankind composed by the Br~hmannicpatriarch hfanu ),
the SmirthasOtras ( brief aphorisms describing the details of domestic
rites and conventional practices ), Vedingas ( branches of ritual practices
stemming from the parent stumps of the Three Vedas) and Niti-Sistfas

( Regulations, both political and economic based upon the writings of
Vishnu-gupta
. .
Chiinakya of the court of King Chandra-gupta Maurya ) and

a11 the Brihmannic secular literature formed part of the Smriti works.
~t appears to me that both Chi Tun's Eulogy and A n ~ p a r a m a - ~ u ~ t ~ ~
" Stotra " are extremely emotional and devotional, but historically they are
uninformative and baseless. Further to Chi Tun's Eulogy, the Brihmannic
patriarchs were most subtle in producing their syllogisn~without examples
as enunciated by Yzjfiavalka in the court of King Janaka in Mithili. Unable, however, to bypass the Yogic principles and practices of mental and
physical exercises, the Brihmannic patriarchs appear to have produced the
homo-sexual images of Hari-Hara in support of their theory of androgynous
God to the exclusion of the current belief in the Great hfother Goddess and
PaSupati as progenitors. A chronological study of the early Lifigas, Caityas
and images of Nepal tend to show us the points of vanishing intesest with
the rise of new theories and concepts, and we have manuscripts copied and
dated during the regnal years of different dynasties to bear testimony to
their faith.
Judging from the vast number of Yogic and Buddhistic compilations,
the Manuscript libraries of Nepal have a very poor collection of the Vedic
works. The Brzhmanas and Upanisadas ( commentaries and elaborations
of the philosophical truth of the Vedas ) as well as works dealing with Vedic
sacrifices are few and far between. So far I have h o w n only one example
of a manuscript of " Mim&s~ " under the title of " Nyaya-ratngkara "
( Ocean of justice ) composed by Shree Chandra in Maithili script and dated
in Laksmana era, which has nothing to do with the religious development
envisaged by Anuparama-gupta's pilaster of HarigPon. On the other hand,
we have a number of examples where Nepalese scholars were being invited
by the then Indian Universities of NHlanda and VikramaSila-vihha to teach
and write books. A Nepalese Professor Ratnlkara siinti appears to have
written a book under the title of " Antaravyipti-samarthana " ( ~ ~ Y l f
m)on the six '' NyPya-tracts '' (logic) namely "NyPya, VaisPsika,
Sgmkhya, Yoga, Pfirva-mlmiimsii and Uttara-mim~msifor the enlightenment
of the Buddhist scholars of VikramaSila-vihiira. Written entirely for the
grasp of Indian students, the book totally lacks the historical frame of the
Nirvina and Saka Millennias and of the discipline of Yoga in the practical
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of justice as we find then1 in the documents of Nepal 2nd
central Asia. We have preserved this interesting palm-leaf Ahnuscript in
our Library marked 111 364 B. This unique book opens with an invocation
to Buddha, is written in transitional Licchavi script and closes with a C O ~ O $one bearing the name of the author.
GeneraUy speaking, the palm-leaf manuscripts written in the Licchavi~haractersand the transitional KutilP, RaAjanP, Bhujinlo, old Newlri,
lfaithili and Tibetan alphabets are older than the pulp-paper manuscripts
~ r i t t e nin Nandi-nPgari and Devanggari scripts. Judging from the occurrence of the earliest-Brami-scripts and PrPkrit language in the intermontane
regions of the Himdayas, Kapilavastu and ~rivasti,there could be little
doubt that the earliest Brihmi appears to have developed between the Indusvalley and the ancient Buddhist and Brihmannic states of the Himilayas.
The very cult of Sikyavardhana and Stri-iSvara among the ~ i k ~seems
a s to
have developed from the cult of the Great Mother Goddess and PaSupati
of the Indus-vaUey civilisation. The un-Sans kritic place names and customs
mentioned in our Licchavi inscriptions also seem to be a legacy of the same
Sumeru culture-complex. The earlier language and symbols of the protoAryan peoples appez to be transformed progressively by Prikrit language
and Brihrni scripts of the Indo-Aryan races. Judging from the influence
of Prgkrit language in the inscriptions of countries as far apart as Ceylon and
Central Asia, Prikrit had become universal long before Pili which was the
court-language of the kingdom of Magadha. The reformed Sanskrit
language was the direct successor to Prikrit. But Pili was painstakingly
studied by the HimPlayan peoples because much of the Lesser-Vehicledocuments were recorded in this language. Although the vast number of
our palm-leaf manuscripts deal with Saivite and hlahdyinist works, it
would be useful to take up the so far unpublished Smrti-compilations to
see how they fit into the overall picture of religious development1?'.

L~m~ti-mo~~~~rcr$tr
ba~edr@os the RecoI/ectio~zand Rec~g?~itio?z
4 the T 2h.r :
1. hfkava-dharma-Sbtra No. 1475 Ka in Nigara script is based
upon the Brihmannic laws of hlanu for the guidance of humanity, so that

men may regulate their religious, social and political functions according
to its injunctions.
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2. ~ a r ~ s a r a - s msaid
~ t i t o be compiled bj+the Brihll~alll~i~ par^Sara is written in Sanskrit language, Newiri script, complete in 12 chapters
and is recorded under NO. 1473 Pa ( d ). This interesting work describes
the solitary hermitage of saint-VyPsa ( Dvaipiyana of h n ~ p a r a m a - ~ ~ t ~
inscription of Harigion quoted above ) as being situated amid the Devadiru-iorests over the Himilayan heights. This work contains the instructions of DvaipPyana saying how men should behave with the ad\tent of
the evil cycle of Kali-yuga. This book puts the Hindu Golden Age in the
~atya-yugalong long ago, when TTishnuincarnated himself as the Man-&ar
and Man-Lion to put an end to the lives of Hiranylksa and HiranyaKaSyapa, so that the Earth may be safe for the followers of Vedic Revelations.
But judging from the opening invocation to the Elephant-headed GaneSa,
this book does not seem to represent the beliefs, hopes and fears even of
the Licchavi period. Anuparama-gupta's eulogism is nearer truth than
this work, as the former holds Dvaipiiyana ( Vyisa ) in opposition to the
doctrines of the Buddhas, which is also corroborated by the basreliefs and
images of the period anterior to the Licchavi period of Nepalese history.
3. Niiradiya-dharmaSistra ( the laws compiled by the Brihmannic
singing saint Niirada ) seems to be taken from a book known as Niradasamhiti ( collections ) forming part of the Miinava-dharma-Sbtra ( Laws for
the guidance of men ) attributed to klanu. This book is preserved in
NewZri character and Sanskrit language and numbered 1230 Yfi ( @ ). 4. Minava-n yiiya-Sistram with the explanatory title of " Brahmoktadharma-smriti " ( Religious laws based upon the recognition or recollection of the words spoken by the androgenous four headed Brihmannic
mod Brahmii ) in the very first stanza, after the colophon, seems to be a copy
6
of the book classified as Niirada-samhitii, which is a branch oi the hihavadharma-Shtra. This interesting book is numbered 1230 Ca ( a ). Nirada
is a Brahmannic minstrel popular for his songs and dances and for his invention of the musical instrument o f " VInP " with easy access to the world
of Inen and the heaven of the Vedic gods of the sky. Most of his works
are considered a s an appendix to the works of the Brihmannic Law Giver
Manu. A grandson of the androgenous Four-headed BrahmP, Manu is
the Brihmannic counterpart of the Moses of the Bible. The text is cornposed of Sanskrit with brief commentaries known as " ~y~ya-vikssini

of the point of administering justicc) by hli~likain old Sea.gri
language, which is very little understood by the present generation of the
NewPr community. This bcok was written during the reign of Kina
~ ~ y ~ s t hMalla
i t i and his wife Rgjalla Devi in Nepala-Samvata 500 corresponding to 1380 A.D. It is remarkable that Gandharva Tumburu and
are mentioned as learned men in line 27 of the Allahabad inscription
of Icing Samudragupta ( Bhandarkar, list, No. 1538 ).
The object of getting this book copied by Vajr5cPn.a Idundabhadra,
a Siikya-vik~uof the Kirtipunya Mahavihara of the city of ~ h l d ~ s o n
was
,
to bring the administration of justice in Nepal more on t h e line of Smriti
based upon the recognition of the Vedic Revelations than heretofore. The
rise of King Jayasthiti Malla with his wife Rsjalla Devi to power heralded
wide-scale reforms in all spheres of life with the object of bringing the
Buddhistic Newirs under the laws of the Brhmannic priests. On the whole,
the Book under review treats of reforms in the administration of justice
(Ny$a) on the line of the rules prescribed by the Brihmannic
law-giver Manu vis-a-vis the Buddhistic rules of life known broadly as
" Sugata-6iisana ". Evidently the conflict between the two ways of life
seem to be growing at this period and the two communities seem to be
drifting apart.
From inscriptions apart, the most ancient Manuscript of Smyti compilation extant in our library is an old, worm-eaten and worn out book
known as Ratnakiirandika compiled by a Brshmin known by the name of
Drona. This Manuscript is numbered 1636 Chha ( s ). It opens with
an invocation to V i ~ h n uand claims to describe Kriyii-vidhiina ( Ceremonial
practices ) prescribed by the Dharma-SHstras ( Religious Law Books indited
by Manu ). It is one of the rarest books dated in the ITaiSikha-iudi ( Bright
halfof the month of Vaiiiikha corresponding to April-hiay ) of the Vikrama
Samvat 1189 ( 1131-1132 A.D. ). Written in the NPgara script, it is one
of the oldest books written in non-Nepali characters and dated like the inscriptions of hiaukhiiris in Kyta-era which was not accepted by the people
of Nepal so early. The colophon claims that it is a Smyti-Samuccaya
( Collection of Recollections based on Vedic Revelations ). AS a work
dealing with KriyBvidhina, it treats of the rites and ceremonies prescribed
in a book known as Viijasaneya Saghit& We will see in our brief survey
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of the I~~scription
of Harigion that the Snllti Compilatiotls were put up
by the Abhiras against the prevalent Buddhistic rules of life. The insdpt ion of the pilaster of Harigiion mentions Manu, Yama, Brhaspati and
USanas as the Brihmannic Law-givers and Dvaipiyana ( Vyisa) as the Cornpiler of their works. On the other hand, this book mentions the twenty
Brihn~annic law-givers as follows : 1. Manu, 2. Yijfiyavalka, 3. Atri,
4. Vishnu, 5. Harita, 6. USana, 7. Aiigiras, 8. Apasthamba, 9. Yama, 10.
Brhaspati, 11. Parisara, 12. Samvarta, 13. ICPttyiyana, 14. Daksa, 15. Vyisa
( Dvaipiyana ), 16. Likhita, 17. Saiikha, 18. Gautanla, 19. Sititapa and
20. VaSista. Evidently the number of Brihmannic law-givers appear
to have increased considerably between the Fifth and the Twelveth
centuries A.D.
But as this book gives the chronological order of the Brihmannic lawmivers, we get some information about the origin and home of VyPsa ( Dvaih
piyana of the pilaster of Harigion ). As his name suggests Dvaipiyana
( Vyisa or Veda-vyisa ) was born in an island from the wedlock of Saint
Parisara and Satyavati who was the daughter of a fisherman playing her
dugout in the KauSiki ( vulgo Kosi ) river and helping the pilgrims to cross
it. The many small islands formed by the armlets and the tributaries of
the KauSiki rivers were known as Dipaka or Dvipa ( islands ). According
to Professor Rhys David's Buddhist India quoted in Chapter I, the
Brihmannic compilers of the Upanishadas lived in these solitary islands of
Benyhadipaka. The romance of Parisara with Satyavati appears to have
begun in these islands to give birth to Dvaipiyana. The forests of the
district of Dhankuti lorded over by the Sumeru ( Mt. sagarmithi or Mount
Everest region) are full of Devadiru (pine) trees. When he grew up Vyha
( Dvaipqana ) appears tc have set up his hermitage somewhere amid the
Devadiru forests at the foothills of the Mahilangur ranges of the Hime
layas. More because, this region is adjacent to the ancient Kingdom of
King Janaka where the Briihmannic priest Yiijiiyivalka held his sway. 'I'he
mention of Yijfiyivalka as the second Brthmannic Law-giver after hfanu
seems to be in keeping with the ancient Buddhistic records. It is interesting that the four names obtaining in the Celebrated pilaster of Harigzon
namely hlanu, Yama, Blhaspati and USana form part of this book though
in a different chronological order. All these evidences prove con~lusi~~ely

[hat the Videhas oi Aiithili and the Kausikans of Benthadipaka were the
authors of the Brihmannic Sinritis.
The Library also contains a liturgical hand-boo k known as DaiakarmaDaddhati numbered 1536 Ga ( ) for the use of a Brihrnannic piest
on the tell indispensable sacranlents vis-a-vis the DaSa-vala or the ten sources
uf the spiritual power of the Buddhists. This book is written in Newiri
script and dated Nepala-Samvat 296 ( 1176 A.D. ) month of Caitra ( March,\pi1 ) PBrnimP ( full moon day ). Of the twelve-century liturgical works,
we may also mention \Tivihakarmasamuccaya (collection of marriage customs ) in ten pages,-giving guidance for the performance of nlaniage
cereillonies. This is written in Newiri script and dated N.S. 235 ( 1135
A.D. ) month of Aswin ( Sept-October ) of the Bright half of the month,
\vednesday. Here Piirvati-the consort of hi-enquires of her husband in
a state of sexual ecstasy as to when and how the marriage cerenlonies are
to be performed, and Siva tells his consort in his embrace, when and how
the marriage ceremony is consu~m~ated.It is interesting to note that,
according to the story of the Briihmannic law-giver Dakg.aythe mountainGod Siva is notorious for his infringement of the BrPhmannic marital
customs. The Brihmannic ingenuity to use the rebellious Si1.a and
Piiruati to explain the marriage rules of hlinavadharma-Sistra seems to
be peculiar in its own particular way. Corning to the 13th century liturgical works in our Manuscript Library, such works as c c Ananta-vrata-vidhi "
dealing with rituals inthe observation of fasting dedicated to the Serpent
of Eternity No. 1320 Ja ( a ) dated N.S. 405 ( 1285 A.D. ) and Prati~thiipaddhati No. 1633 Jha ( s ) dated N.S. 396 ( 1276 A.D. ) deserve some
consideration for their attempts to synthesise orthodox Briihmannism with
the Tantras as of yore. The latter work opens with an invocation to ~ i v a ,
and not to the Elephant-headed GaneSa for protection and salvation and
claims to prescribe appropriate ceremonies for the esoteric practice of
Agama " vis-a-vis Nigama ( Sun-worship ). It is interesting to note that
this book is written by K i p s t h a Puq+t Dayiharshain the month of Kirtika
( October-November ) dedicated to the worship of " ibantmiga " d h g
the reign of King Ananta Malla. It consists of sixty four p h - l e a f pages.
Another liturqica] work known as Sandhyi-vidhi gives details is to
thc routine per[omlallcc of duties c\ er!- c \ cniny. l h i s is usuall) ccmmlittcd
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to memory. The AIis is numberd 1320 Gfia ( 5 ), dated N. 5. 401
( 1281 A.D. ) and is preserved in Newari script. Yet another liturgical
work known as Pdrvana ~rgddhadeals with the rituals for the propitiatioll
of the Dead-spirits during the full moon and the new moon days. This
l\lanuscript bears the number 772 Gfia ( r ), ccilsists of 14 palm leaves,
is written in old Bengali script and dated Laksn~ana~ainvat171( 1290A.D. ).
Evidently this type of work is of foreign inspiration and gives a glimpse of
the hopes and fears of the Bengali people during the 13th century A.D.
And though the Nepalese people seem to be translating works from Bengal,
there seems to be adequate contact with such Kashmiri writers as Gona
of the 11th century A.D.
Of the more important works, a palm leaf manuscript known as KriyiklndakramZvali by a Nepalese author known as Soma-Sambhu in Newiiri
script is also a ritualistic work dealing with the daily mutine of the Saiva
sect in N.S. 326 ( 1206 A.D. ). This Manuscript seems to be copied during
the reign of King Ari Malla-deva and it opens with an invocation to Siva
and proceeds with a description of the Yogic exercises tci be performed as
we shake off our slumber and wake up in the morning. The author describes himself as the disciple of a person knonwn by the name of ~ i v a
who was adisciyle of VimaleSa, and further that VjmaleSa was a disciple of
the celebrated Kashmiri writer Gona. Judging from Professor Buhler's Kasmira report (page77) the original hlanuscript of this ritualistic treatise seems
to be con~piledin 1073 by a ~ a i v aSiddha (Perfect one) known by the name
of Gona. This is a proof of the fact that Nepal had not lost touch with the
North-western neighbours inspite of the increasing influence from the south.
Sugatisopiina No. 1320 Ga ( T ) is a very important work on
Smrti ill Maithili characters copied by Thakkura ~ h r e eMati ~harmdof
Lalitapattana ( Lalitpur ) Nepal in Lak~manaSamvata 224 ( 1340 A.D. ).
Evidently the scribe hailed from the adjacent city of Janakpur and he attributes the authorship of the book to Mahlrqa Dhirija GaneSvara without
letting us know of which country he was the King of Kings. The hianuscript opens with an invocation to NZrdyana and clainls to deal with the gists
of the Vedas, Smriti and puriinas ( Briihmannic legends ) in order to counteract the infl~~ence
of the celebrated works on B u d d h ~ ~ l u s n ~ ~
current
i t i s ill
Nepal.

~hree-datta-paddhati 1320 Ga ( n ) is a Smliti work of great
3,1tiquity. It is written in Maithili character and dated L.S. 299 ( 1414
A.D. ). The book seems to be an adaptatioil by the author Shree--datta of
original work known as ekSgnidiinapaddhati ( wf.;r cr* d~
) underlining regulations for the propitiatory ceremonies and gifts of the sole pillv
of fire in our night of existence. The book opens with an invocation to
Siva accompanied by the praise of King Shree-deva Simha as a n ~ a nconversant with the Vedas, Vyikalana ( grammar ), poetics and astrology. But
unlike the ~aiviteh2~2nasrnrti-sttradealing with the technique of breathing and self-control, this work on Smtti deals with the various rituals and
ceremonies connected with Mahsdiina ( Great gifts ) of an h n - m a n with
the attendant propitiatory gifts in cash and lund to the Br5hrn.k~. On reading an account of these hide-bound ceremonies ccncerned with these
Xvasatha sacrifices, one has the feeling that the days of practical self-culture
and science, such as we find in the psychological Tantras, seem to be dead
as Dido.
On the line of Shree-datta-paddhati, we have "Afahiidiinankaya "
( vrm hnis ) No. 1114 Kha ( s ) dealing with the performance of the
siinilar type of Xvastha sacrifice known as " Tuliipurusa " ( .gmyw). The
book is attributed to Riij2 Bhairavendra under the guidance of Viicaspati. It is written in bIaithili character in L. S. 392 ( about 1506 A.D. )
and opens with an invocation to Nsriiyana. But more important than its
contents, the book is useful for the historical infornlation it provides regarding the origin of the clans of the socalled Srotriya dynasty of Alithila
and how they were encouraging the hIaithil Brihmins to write books on
the merits of the perfornlance of Iron-Man sacrifices and of making and
receiving gifts like the Yue cl~ihwith their. Golden Man mentioned in
chapter VI.
An earlier AIanuscript than the AIah~daanirnayais the Vratapaddhati
( rule of fasting ) by Rudradhara of Mithila. It was copied by Subhidhara
in L.S. 344 ( about 1458 A.D. ). This Manuscript is numbered 1583
Jha ( n). Two Smrti works ~ I O W Ias~ " Dinav2kyivd " ( ~mnm)
by Vidyiipati of Mithils deal with Samskiras " (ritual performance)
of all types. These two Manuscripts are numbered 910 Ga ( s) and 1320
I<hn ( w ) and arc dated L.5. 512 and 395 resl~cctii.cly. LA-idcntlythe

.'.laithi1 Brihmins mere itltroducing a whole crowd of astrologers, priests
and charlatans to Nepal along with these Smlti compilations.
VividhavidyiivicPracatura ( f ? f $ ~
fw7 -7 ) meaning a clever
treatise dealing with various rituals) is a complete manuscript on the
propitiation of angry Divinities and the bringing of prosperity to Inen.
It deals with the merit of performing ten thousand, hundred thousand and
a million " Homas " ( offerings of grain and ghee to the sacrificial fire with
appropriate repetition of spells ) m d concludes with the ceremonies associated with the consecration of water-conduits, ponds and weus. Attributed to Bhoja deva this Manuscript can be classified as a Paddhati de&ng
with rituals and ceremonies and dated in L. S. 372. This Manuscript bears
the number 1506 Kha (m).
Smyti-paribhis2 ( yfti -T
) meaning definition of Smrti No. 1077
Ka ( T ) dated L.S. 388 by Vardhamiina seems to be a useful treatise
which defines the technical terms contained in the ancient Smrtis (Recollection or Recognition). As a Chief-justice in the court of RZjZ Riimabhadra
of Mithila, he was competent to define the legal implications of the
technical texms in yet another interesting work known as Paribh$i-viveka
( m w f* ) or ill other words analytical study of the technical terms
and definitions.
il RIanuscript known as Vividacandra ( Rim a;z ) No. 1280 Ta ( a )
by AIisiru hIiSra seems to be in the nature of a dialectics of the Smritis.
This book is Inore important for the historical information it provides for
the origin of Ktng Harisimha deva as belonging to the srotriya dynasty
of MithilZ. This document totally refutes the genalogical table put up by
King Prat$a Malla to the effect that the fugitive King of Simariiungadh
from the attack of Samsuddin was in any way related to the socalled solar
dynasty of the I k ~ h v z k of
~ s Andhrade~amentioned in Chapter IX of this
book. The historians of Nepal have totally refuted the socalled invasion
of the valley of Nepal by King Harisimha deva of Simaraungadh and the)'
have proved that he was a helpless fugitive from the Islamic invasioi~rather
thllrr czu itwader-.
Nore because our AIanuscript Library also preserves a Smlti cornpilation k11o\\~11 as ITivZdal:atniikara( f + q ~ q7 x f ; 7 ) by (:a~!deSvarn-the
~lotoriousAlinistcr of I Iarisilllha deIra u-h,sccllls to bc r;sponsiblc for

making the confusion of the history of Nepal worse confounded by his lies.
The Vividaratniikara, which means " an ocean of dialectical hair-splittings "
is a true index to the nature of this misguided Minister of Harisimha-deva
known by the name of Candeivara.
~ m o n gcomparatively recent works of import ance may be mentioned
Nirqayirka (
) meaning the Sun of Decisions No. ( 2 ) 73 by
a Pundit of the Court of the Gorkhi King Riijendra Vikram Shah deva.
This is in the nature of legal codification undertaken by the Gorkhii Kings
Drabya Shiha and Rima Shiha. The w'ork opens with an invocation to
the Elephant headed God Ganesa and the author claims in his introduction
to have made an extensive study of Nirnaya ( f+?s ) books or in other
words, books dealing with case-decisions and codifications, such as Krtyaratnivali )-(
meaning Jewels of case-decisions, Kgla-miidhava
( m TTW) composed by Midhaviicirya ,Nirnayimrta (
) meaning
nectar or elixir of decisions and the like Sanskritic works. It was
these practical application of the Smrti works, against the background
of the tradition of Nepal, that made the principality of GorkhP and the
Gorkha Kings so famous for their administration of justice. Such Smci
hlanuscripts as Viviidacintimani ( f m f B d ) meaning w-ishfulfilling
jewel of dialectics, and Dvaita-Niriyana ( ?a mmor ) No. 1648 Chha
( 8 ) and 12 Ka (T) by Vicaspati are examples of a tendency to practical
Smrti also in Bengal. Saroja-kaliks ( d q
application of Briihma~~nic
~h
) meaning sprouting of lotus NO. 1077 ?ha (a) in Bengali
characters is unique for the reason that this Afanusaipt opens with
an Invocation to Him (Namastasmai-;rsrmir). This form of Invocation
to God without naming any Sectarian pantheon in the administration
and justice is a unique feature which has become very popular
in Nepal. All the Sanskritic expressions used in this fragment of Sarojakaliki do not seem to be quoted from any early source. This amply testifies to the fact that the work is copied from a very ancient source or that the
autl101 is extremely original.
Dhama-siira ( -i ) meaning the quintessence of religious law comPosed by P ~ r u p t t a r n aseems to be copied in Nigara characters by a scribe
known by the name of Balabhadra Ojb i and his son of the 17illagePatwdgdlga
in the Saka Saiyvata 1607 ( 1685 A.D. 1. The work opens with an inyo31

f~m

cation to the Elephant God of good omen Ganesa and seems to be based on
Sm;tis and PurQas. It is one of the earliest works on Dharma ( religious
duties as the Brihillins understood the tern1 ) with illustrations fro111 [Ile
Brihnlannic fables known as the Purinas. The author pays a tribute to
Vyisa ( Dvaip2yana)-the son of Saint Parisara and Satyavati oil the
line of the " Stotra " ( eulogy ) contained in Anuparama's Inscription of
Harigion. This work is marked No. 1403. Dharma-tattvaprakiia
( yrT. aw sr~ra-meaning the elucidation of the essence of Brihnlannic
religious law) in Nigara characters arid incorrect Sanskrit, marked
No. 1500, is a book of the same nature as Dharma-s5ra. The author known
as Sivacaturda~ais believed to be the inhabitant of Paithiina by the bank of
river Godivari in South India. This shows a close connection between the
bfaithilas and the inhabitants of the region o f Godivari, which may account
for the occurrence of South-Indian tradition in the principality of Simaraungadh.
" Dba-vikya-samuccaya " (m TIW
TWT
meaning a collection
of the wordings in the act of making gifts to the Brlhmins ) by YogiSvaxa
is a very interesting work giving details about the position of sitting, the
ingredients necessary for, the propitiation of angry planetaxy deities, and
quoting formulas for making appropriate gifts to the priestly order of the
Dvijas ( the twice-born ). The work was copied in N.S. 848 and preserved
under No. 1606 Ka ( ih ). Judging from the fact that this book was
quoted in a Manuscript known as " Bhoja-deva-samgraha "
%
meaning the Collections of Bhoja Deva ) dated aka Samvata 1297 ( 1375
A.D. ) the original may go back to the period of the Western aka lullgs
lnentioned in Chapter VIII. This Manuscript in our Collection is written
in Nigara characters.
Tithyidinirnaya ( fgprmf<f%+~ meaning the determination of the
auspicious moments for the performance of religious duties ) deals with the
rites for the propitiation of the " Pretas " ( ghosts ) on their jourlley to
Yams-Ioka ( Brihmannic version of Hell or Hades ) by resort to Dabd h a ( ra m meaning ten kinds of gifts to the Brihmins at the deathsignifying the cerebed of a patient ), and to Vrsotsarga ( E$K?FI
mony of setting the Bull at large by branding it ); and with finding auepicious lllolllcnt for the perforinancc of the like rites. Except ill the last

question of determining the auspicious date for the performance of the
ceremonies after death, the title of the book does not justify its contents.
padmanibha, the author of this book-would have done better to give the
title of " Pretakrtyanirnaya " ( k
f;rpis meaning description of the
rites for the propitiation of the Ghosts ) than the inappropriate title he
has chosen for his book. This book was written in N.S. 827 ( 1707
A.D. ) in Nigara characters. It bears the No. 1294 in our Manuscript library.
Dinapradipa ( m a4h meaning the Light of gifts ) treats of the
ceremonies concerning the gift of a city and the appropriate donations
to be made to the sacred order of BrPhmannic priests on such an occasion.
Once the principle, that the gifts made to the sacred order of the BrPhmins
on our side of the grave brought a reward in Heaven after death, was recognised, there could be no limit to the material demand of the priest:, so
that their faithfuls may merit redoubled ccmforts in the Heaven of their
fancy.This book opens with an invocation to the Elephant head.ed GqeSa
of good omen and is written in Maithila characters. The date of this bock
is missing and the author-Aiidhava by name-claims that hid forefathers
came from the Gurjira Country ( Gujerat ). The Xlanuscript bears the
Number 1238.
An accorn;t of the daily rntitze o f LiJe aasprtasmibed

the SmFi rtzakerr :

" Aciradi~aka" ( rn 8m meaning the light-finder to the
daily round of duties ) copied in Saka Era 1674 ( 1752 A.D. ) by h a dharma and BhuvaneSa in Nigara characters, deals with the daily round of
Acira ( functions ) as prescribed by the Smrti works. This Manuscript
No.1500 describes ( 1 ) the process of thinking of self with the waking at
the dawn of day; ( 2 ) the correct way of making micturition; ( 3 ) of emcuation and ( 4 ) of cleaning the teeth by linking the sacred thread with the
ear and regulating the regular calls of nature by the appropriate repetition
of spells.
On the line of " Aniipiinasmyti " ( amm;r qh ) the Book deals
with the technique of inhalation and exhalation or having b r e a t b g exercises, of having morning ablutions, of putting on the Tik5 ( sacred marks
on the forehead ), and of putting011 clothes for going about thedaily round

of duties. Then it takes up the various rituals to be perforlned at the close
of day. The book also lays down rules for making obeisances with intricate
interlacings and plays of the h g e r s and of bowing down with folded palms,
of reciting the sckiptures for heralding the auspicious moments, of the
to offer P~jiis( prayers accompailied by the sprinkling of vermillion, flowers,
rice-gain, water and incenses ) to the household gods, of the rules of reading scriptures, of the rudimentary practices of Yoga ( self-discipline),
of the rituals connected with the performance of the morning ablutions and
offering Tarpqa ( water accompanied by prayers ), of the process of warshipping the local deities, of the rites connected with the performance of
the Hcmas (offerings to the fire), sacrifices and Shtiiddhas ( in memory
of the dead ancestors) by evoking appropriate deities supposed to be capable
of communicating with the ghosts , and of all and sundry rites to be performed morning, noon and night for eating, drinking and playing. Finally
the book also prescribes rules for retiring to bed and mating and also for
getting release from the sin of contamination with women. Opening with
the usual invocation to the Elephant-headed GaneSa, the Author praises
his patron's pride of lineage and the merits of his family in the colophon and
closes with such hidebound routines as to make life impossible fcr those
who claimed to follow them. By the subterfuge of such a strange amalgaln
of religious ideas, the Br5hmannic priests made the people pay for all the
rituals and ceremonies prescribed from the cradle to the grave. 011the
other hand, it was quite common for these priests to hold extensive Birtis
( tax-free lands ), control cities, maintain harems and avoid capital punishments. The Smrti was the source for legal judgments and upon it rested
all the wisdom of the Br5hmannic scholars. Not content with nlahng
life a matter of impossible routine, the S m ~ t imakers conjured dreadful
visions of Hell, threatened the dying with the dread of further baleful
journeys to the Great Beyond after death, so that they may extort " Dills"
( gifts ) for his relief.

Criticism :
Inspite of the impact of the Smrti works, the Nepalese people preserved
their ancient heritage sculptures, bas-reliefs, and their cycles of the cults
of S t h ~ n u - ~ i and
v a the stGpa; and thcy also actively took part in the bodily

and mental exercises serving as a preparation to the various stages of Dhyina
(trances), which brought the individual with the higher stages of existence known as "Bhavigra " (m) meaning the limits of the world )
from the RGpa-dhitu (
meaning the form-world ) contained in
such works as " YogPcgrabhumi " ( d m $4 ), hlahiinidba-sfitra
(
), linipdnasmrti-sttra ( m m ; r yh 57 ), Skandhidhitviyatana-s6tra ( ~ q ~ q ~ c q ~ T?),
q a d Saddharnlaptnda-rika-s~tra(m*~k ), Usnisavijaya-dhiranl sttra ( Jfnmfirjm mvit ), the Vytha
literature such as Kiranda. vytha ( w ~6 ) and the Prajiiipirarnitis
(am
) consequent upon the impact of the Piprahavi-Buddhistvase-epitaph and the incepticn of the Saka Era with all its religious
implications. By far the largest number of monuments and the
volumes of scriptures tend to emphasise the development of the spiritual
ideas, so that the few Smrti works from without, though they ruffled the
surface, could not, however, change the current. It was because of this
undying faith of man in the ultimate best in human affairs, that Nepal has
produced examples of men in flesh and blood to defeat the unfounded theories based upon the Smrtis.
CataIogtle of a few remaining Smrfi ~ ~ o r inqort~d
ks
from trvithot~t :
Pratisthi-tattvam (
srmmaq) No. 153G Gha ( 8 ) in Bengali
characters and dated Saka year 1537 (1615 A. D.) month of Philguna
(February-March) Sukla-pratipattithau ( 3 a~f i t ) meaning first day
of lunation after the dark half of the month) Friday, is one of the standard
Smrti digests of Bengal. Raghunandana-the
author of this digest,
bases his work on the like treatise known as Haribhakti-vilisa (@ vfiir
f~ ) meaning a work dedicated to the devotion of Hari) by Gopila
Bhatta in 1562 A. D. Preta-maiijari (33 l d ) is a short digest of the
cremation practices and the funeral rites obtaining in Nepal. This
book is written in Ndgari characters, dated N. S. 827 (1707 A. D.) month
of VaiSikha (April-Mav) ~ u d i12 (Bright 12) and bears the No. 1269.
This work, though written in Nigari characters, does not seem to be based
upon any Indian works.
Brihinaniirthaprakiia (;crp~rd
No. (2) 112) by EIaradatta explains the meaning of the word "Brihmqa" in the context of the ITeTedic

literature and the Vediifigas (Branches of the Vedas). The work opens
as usual with an Invocation to the Elephant god of auspices GaneSa, and
the Autl~oridentifies his Guru, namely, Purusottama with Sara~vati--~he
Goddess of Learning, so that this treatise may have the Divine sanction
for his definition of the term "Briihmana."
Madanaratnepradipe-pr~~ascittodyotah
(W ~ i ; r~ 3 am
%h
i$3: )
No. 1236) is a complete digest of the religious and civil laws based
upon Sm~ti. Originally this voluminous code seems to be compiled
by a Gurjira Briihmaqa of the Srimiili clan. The work opens wit11
an invocation to the Elephant god of auspices GaneSa and to the Goddess
of Learning Sarasvati. It is dated N. S. 848 (1728 A. D.) month of Bhidrapada-budi (Bright August-Sept.) 12 Wednesday. The patronage of
this Manuscript is attributed to Madana Simha (Motiina Lomo of the
Annals of China). Foreign historians had speculated as to the actual identity of M o t h a Lomo till the latest discovery of scme inscriptions of the
Malla period which leaves no more ground for doubt that he was no other
than a man of Nepalese origin. In a way this Manuscript alto confirms
the record of our recently discovered Malla-period inscription as to the
actual identity of Madana Sirnha.

Manuscripts in the context of the

White Y e - v e d a : ( 3 v$)~

Vgjasaney jniimahoratrasita dharma-nivandha ( GTa*fpmc$?*
~4 f - ~ NO. 1820 Dha ( B ) is an incomplete essay of a S w t i work
dealing with the daily ritual performances of the Professors of the cult of
the White Yajurveda. The work opens with an invocation to the Vedic
God Vi~hnuof the immeasurable and unfathomable Three Steps mentioned
in Rgveda; and it is a treatise on the Vaisnavite
..
Aciira (customary practices
associated with the cult of Vi$qu).
Viramitrodayah Vyavahiirak%da ( q
kfiM
w) by hfitra
Miha is a Smrti work in Niigara characters and dated Samvat 1876
without specifying whether it is Saka or Viktama Era. Usually the Brbhrnins do not popularise the Saka Era.
Sivaritri-vidhiinam ( fqwq? fir) N ~ 1508
.
Ja (q) associated
with the observance of fasting and keeping vigil over the night
Mahgritri, is based on Padma-puriiqa (the ancient legend of the Lotus).

-

This festival falls sometime in the first week of the montll Ph5lguna (Fellrua r - ) and is celebrated with feu-de-joie in Nepal. Mahiriitri means the Great
Night, when the Saivite principles and practices of Kila-cakra was accepted
by the Vaisnavites. It was on this Great Night that the lies of the
genous four headed Brihmannic god Brahmi were detected, where K i rnadhenu (the Cow) bore false witness. Two other nights namely, Kilaritri (the Night of Kila or Time) with the advent of the Harvest festival
of Dasain and Aloha-ritri (the Night of false hopes) dedicated to the
worship of Laksmi (the Goddess of Wealth) and associated with gambling
are observed with public holidays.
Saptami-vrata-kathii ( T-TI%
im qm ) associated with the observance of fasting on the seventh day of each Pakra (fortnight both dark and
bright) recognises the blessings of fasting and abstinence to build up our
character. The peculiarity of this AIanuscript consists in the fact that
the date is expressed in Anu~tupa-metresignifying the N. S. 503 (1383
A. D.). Evidently Nepal recognised the merit of fasting and abstinence
as much in the 14th century as in the days of the Vedic saints and the
Buddhas.
This interesting Manuscript bears the Number 1645 Na ( or ).
A Manuscript known as "Shasamgra ha" ( T I T T - )~ meaning
collection of quintessences dated N. S. 375 (1255 A. D.) and No. 1330 Ka
( T ) seems to have formed part of a so-far unknown work entitled
"Veda-Vaianava-siddh~ntarahas~a" ( k h q fma TQT ) signifying
the secrets of the Vedic and the Vaisnavite principles. This hlanuscript treats of such topics as "Laksa-homa" meaning hundred thousand
offerings to "Yajfia" ( rm aacrAcia1 altar). We have already stated in
Chapter V how the concept cf Yoga (selfdixipline) and Yajna (sacrifices)
were the contributions of the Sumeru Culture Complex of the Lndus Valley
associated with the cult of Paiupati and of the Great Mother Goddess.
This book seems to indicate an important stage in the process of the absorption of the astro-psychic theory of Kila-cakra into the Revelationary cult
of Visnu. We see this process at work in very early Vai~naviteimages of
Dhumviriha (Man-Boar see Chapter XVI) and Narasitpha (Ah-Lion)
with the symbols of the Jewel and the Lotus. Such Xfanuscripts give us
the idea that the Brfihmins were relenting even in these dark periods when

we find no evidence of critical or comparative studies of the :cientific documents of yore.
~ijasaneyiniim-vivhiidipaddhati ( nm 3fmi f r 6 q ~h ) N ~ .
1634 Gfia ( r ) dated L. S. 414 in Maithilii characters, deals with the
observance of marriage rituals and ceremonies as prescribed by the professors of the School known as Sukla-yajur~eda( 9~ w+
- White
Yajurveda). This work is held in high esteem by the adherents of the
principles and practices of the White Yajurveda ( TW *T: ) in Nepal
and also all over India. This appears to be an original work executed in
the Nepalese city of Janakpur situated in the district of Mahottari (ancient
hlithilii). Agastya-vrata-vidhingm ( wrm aa f + q y ) No. 1363 Jha ( n )
is a fragment in four pages in Newiri script. It opens with an invocation
to Brahmii and deals with the cezemonial rites associated with the fast
of the pot-bellied, locust-hungry and ever-angry Brihmannic saint Agastya.
I was interested to find representation of the images of Agastya in the
Museum of Djakarta in Indonesia.
EkidaSi-vrata-mahitmyam ( p m " f aa ~ ~ " ) 1Nos.
4 1203, 1230
y a ( ri ) and 1559 chha ( s ) deal with the origin and merit of the fast
undertaken by the Hindu faithfuls on the Eleventh Day of the Dark or
Bright Paksa (every fortnight) according to the Hindu Calendar. Manuscript No 1203 expresses the date of N. S. 553 (1433 A. D.) in verse on the
principle of the dictum "Aiikasya-vimogatilf' meaning the numerals are
to be read from right to left even as the Arabic and the Urdu numerals and
charactexs. Manuscript No. 1230 +a ( b ) is dated N. S. 400 (1280 A. D.)
during the reign of King Ananta Malla and 1559 Chha ( s ) does not carry
any date of its compilation. All the three Manuscripts are written in
Newiiri scripts.
Kiinviyana-Sriddha-vidhih ( TTWW mq f+fq ) NO. 1320 Gha
(8) is a fragment in 12 pages written in Neviiri characters dealing with the
rituals associated with the performance of the death anniversaries as prescribed by the professors of the K h v a barnch of White Yajurveda
) DOrgsrcana-kalpataru (,mrn) NO. (2) 110 by Shree
Lak~mipatiSharma in Devaniigri characters is a unique work dealing in
ten chapters with all and sundry ritualistic performances associated with
Smrtis. Written during the victorious reign of the revolutionary Gorkha
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King Rana Bahidur ShPha Deva the hlanuscript opens with an invocation
to the Elephant headed god of auspices Ganesa and recounts the ancient
rituals associated with worship of Durgl-Mahisamardini-the Goddess
of War. Complete in ten Kusumas (chapters) consisting of 1,775 Slokas
(verses), this work describes the victories of King Rana Bahadur ShPha
Deva over Cina (the Chinese), hiithila (please note that the Bajjians or the
Bijis or Brijjis of the ancient Republic Bajji were treated as the same people
as the Videhas of hiithila described in Chapter I), Ksrnarhpa Afiga, Vaiiga,
Kilifiga, Kuru, hiaru and Yavana. Evidently this refers to the war of the
GorkhP king with the British power, who had held all these countries. The
Book is not correct grammatically like most of the inscriptions of the
victorious Gorkha Kings. The inscriptions of the Gorkl~aKings available to us bear ample testimony to the claim contained in this Alanuscript.
We would be taking up the Judicial reforms carried out by the Kings of
the Gorkha dynasty with reference to their inscription in the subsequent
volume of Modern Nepal.
KiilamPdhava-kPrik5-vyiikhyinam ( rn qqq - f i r ) No.
1294 by VaidyanPtha Suri is a commentary on the "KMkiis" (case
descriptions) based on the works of Professor AlidhavHciirya on the determination of appropriate and auspicious date and time for the performance of various ceremonies. The works entitled Kilamidhava may be
correctly delineated as "KPlanirnayay' dealing with the determination of
appropriate auspicious moments and dates by reference to astrology. We
know nothing about the author of these "KPrikiis" which consist of 990
verses in Nigara characters. It opens with an invocation to the Elephant
headed god of auspices "Shree hlahiganapati." Most of the prose in
which the verses have been explained is grammatically incorrect. Evidently the authors of these 'Xirikis" were practical people who had no
literary training according to the high Sanskritic standards. The colophon
closes with the glorification of the Viswaiivara-lifiga of KPsi (Banaras).
"KuSundik~" ( p m No. 1473 Na ( T ) is, perhaps the shortest work
describing in general terms the offerings of "Homa" ( 6 1 )~ for all and
s u n d ~religious ceremonies.
Vyavah~rapradipa( T
a*) No. 1412 by Krishna is a work of
elementary astronomy on the determination of the date and auspicious
32
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monlent for puncturiilg holes on children's ears, for beginning their education and the like functions as prescribed in the Smftis. Although this
is comparatively more correct grammaticauy than the "Kirikis"
described above, yet the author points out modestly, that it] such scientific
works as Jyotisa (astronomy), Tantras (psychology), Siddhintas (determination of principles) and Vaidyakas (medical practices) the accurate
expression to convey the correct meaning is more important than the
grammatical accuracy. This Manuscript consists of 1200 Slokas (verses)
in ilfaithili script.
Sudhiddipikii ( ~
r
n
wNo. 1500) is a liturgical work of little
value by Durga Datta in NewPri characters dealing with the proper style
of repeating the Giiyatri (the esoteric spell to be repeated morning, day and
night). The Manuscript opens with an invocation to Brahmii, consists of
180 verses and the author claims that it is summary of an unknown Smrti
known as Prapaiicasira ( w a r n ) .
Padmaniibhasamgraha (
+TF No. 111. 360 G ) in Bengali
language and characters by Padmaniibha deals with funeral rites and lunar
days. Dated N. S. 366 (1246 A. D.) the Manuscript opens with an Invocation to Mahiideva (the great God Siva) and the collection seems to be
compiled at Banaras with quotations from the authors of Samhitis and
Rsis based upon the Smrti works of Siktiyana and Kityiyana who do not
occur among the twenty Patriarchs of Smrti already mentioned. They are
Buddhistic patriarchs. Against the background of the Pilaster of Harigion and some references to the Vedic works in our Licchavi inscriptions,
a comparative study of this Manuscript with I11 397 D and 1294 A affords
interesting possibilities for research in this important field of Smfti works :

A com)arative rtr~dyof the workr of Yogijvara and Pad?~zntzibha :
YogiS~~ara
- Padmaniibha - Samgrahau ( s h f WN TI?@? No. 111
397 D) meaning collected works of YogiSvara and Padmanibha is dated
N. S. 540 (1420 A. D.) and copied in Newiri characters. The colophon of
hlanuscript No 1294 dated N. S. 827 (1707 A. D.) namely Pretakrtya
( amg meaning rituals to be performed for the propitiation of ghosts
written under the wrong title of Tithyiidinirnaya already discupsed) men-

tions that the work was compiled by a BrPhmin of the city of Banaras in
the united Provinces of India known by the names ot Upii&yPya padrnaniibha and YogiSvara. On the other hand, the colophon of the Manuss vulgo
cript specially the section on "SarvasOtinirqap" ( w
meaning determination of the rites of purification associated with the
birth of babies, attributes the compilation of the tests from pages 1-23
to Yogiivara. It now becomes evident that PadmanPbha and Yogijvara
jointly compiled this collection in two sections dealing with the ceremonies
of birth and death based upon ancient Smgi-samhitis. On and from palm
leaf 24 to its end the Manuscript under review describes the details of
funeral rites and death anniversaries to be performed on the basis of the
Smrti works of the Briihmannic Patriarch Manu. Judging from the arrangements of the materials, YogiSvara compiled the section asxciated with
the ceremonies of child-birth while Padmaniibha did the section on funeral
rites and death anniversaries.

w)

The mention of entireby new namer of the Patriorch~qf Smrti workr is a r~tlip~e
featwe of the works of Padmanibha alrd Yogts'vara :
With reference to Manuscript 1U 360 G we have mentioned how
Upadhyiya Padmanibha quotes such Smgi-makers as Siktiyyla and
Kiirsnijini who do not figure in the record of the Pilaster of Harigion.
Even King Vaaantadeva's Inscription of Khapinchhk Lalitpuc adds only
one name of hlahar~i(Great Sage) Vaiiampiyana to the list of ~buparama's
eulogy to Dvaipiiyana (VyPsa) during the fifth and the early sixth century
A. D. Nepal.lZ9 But YogiSvara and Padmanibha in their Manuscripts
quote from such Authorities of S q i as (1) Pracetiih, (2) Vrddha Pracetih
(Pracetiih the Elder), (3) Garga, (4) KPrsnijini, (5) Bhrgu, (6) hlkici, (7
Pula~tpa, (8) Siiktyi y h a and (9)Virtikakara. None of these Smi-makers
appear in the list of Anuparama or of the twenty Smrti-makers mentioned
by Yiijiiavalkya.
It is interesting to note that Anuparama in his inscription of the
pilaster of Harigiion opens with an attack upon the scientific and atheistical
paths prescribed by the SaugatPb (the historical Buddhas) on the historic
basis of BhPrata compiled by Dvaipgy.yana (Vyisa). The other categorical
reference of the Ve&c Maharsi (great saint) is to VaiSampPyma who is

believed to be the pupil of DvaipZyana (Vylsa) and is credited with the
composition of the eulogy to Devi Bhagavati Vi jaya Shree.130 Except
for the categorical mention of the Vedic literature in these two inscriptions
the vast number of sculptures and literature represent mostly Saivite,
Buddhistic and Vedic deities within the framework of the psychological
cult of the Jewel and the IJotus. Evidently the Saivite and the Buddhistic
period appears to have preceded the Vedic period of Nepal The chronology of Nepal and the vast collection of the Sai17ite and Buddhistic literature, monuments and sculptures prove conclusively that the Smrti
works appear to have followed rather than preceded Saivism and
Buddhism.
From a comparative study of the Manuscripts of YogiSvara and
Padmaniibha namely 111,360 G copied in N. S. 366 (1246 A. D.) the paper
Manuscript No 1294 copied in N. S,827 (1707 A. D.), and 111 397 D copied
in N. S. 540 (1420 A. D.) by the Nepalese scribes at different periods) w
get the impression that the Nepalese people were making piecemeal digestion of the Smrti works with the strongest admixture of the Saivite and
Buddhistic Creeds. Except for the broad ethical impact of the rambling
epics of Rlmlyana and AahPbhiirata, we can hardly speak of any definite
creed propagated by the Smyti-makers themselves. Sheer attack on the
atheistical teachings of the historical Buddhas in the Pilaster of Harigbn
or the invocation of the terrors of Hell and the pleasures of Heaven do not
seem to have affected the Nepalese world-view and their concept of spiritual
value. Even the misery and chaos in the different periods of our history
do not seem to have deviated the Nepalese people from their faith in the
Perfection of Wisdom achieved by their fore-fathers. On the other hand,
a few of the following manuscripts reveal the transforming force of the
Nepalese creed of astro-psychc theory and practice of K~la-cakraon the
Indian BrPhmins. Pujiipradipa No 111 375 consisting of 3700 Slokas
(verses) in N e w ~ r icharacters is a liturgical work for the benefit of the
Brihmins themselves, who are either called PiincopPSaka or SmPrta to indicate that they were non-sectarian and unorthodos in their concept of
Smrti-works. This interesting work seems to be composed by Mahgmohapidhyiya Govinda at the request of Bhavbanda who is described in
this work as a l7oet and a conqueror. This Bhavananda may be founder
-

of the Nadia family. The author's father is given as KeSa~a,whose object

and ambition it was to compile a non-sectarian work.
h Slllrti work by HarinPtha is dated L. S. 377 1491 A. D.) during
the reign of Doyen King Rtpa NPrByana of Tirhout with its capital in
Simaraungad. Extensive works on Smjti Nos 308 and 395 dated L. S.
341 (1496 A. D.) in lllaithili characters by the same author are preserved in
our Manuscript library. illthougl~the Doyens claimed themselves to be
the Simaraungad version of the South Indian Hindus, yet our records
of the period show that they destroyed and set fire to our temples
and pillaged Church-properties unlike the Khasa f i g s of Western
Nepal.
Vlstu-ilstra (No ILI. 397 A.) in Neviri characters deals with architecture, engineering devices for town-planning and building of palaces and
with religious rites associated with the consecration of houses and housewarming feasts. There are ample references to the making of bricks and
building materials in the White Yajurveda. Judging from the large variety
of brick-works on the foundations of ancient monuments in Kapilavastu
and Iiatl~mandu,this unique AIanuscript, wl~ichopens in the form of a
Tantra with the descriptjoil of a beautifully situated hermitage by the
bank of a fast-flowing river over the Himalayas, seems to be based on the
indigenous principles and practices of Nepal. hiore because the & d o p e
on the subject of architecture occurs between Vrddha G a g a (GPrga the
elder) and Jaksuki.
Vratapaddhati In. 404 A) by Rudra-dharah dated L. S. 286 and
written in Maithila characters deals with the principles and practices of fasting. Tirthavidhi (111404 A.) by V~caspatideals with the merits of visiting
such holy places as Puru~ottai~~a,
Bhuvaneivara, Birajaksetra, GaiigP (the
river Ganges), PrayBga and the confluences of the river Gqdaki. But
the work totally lacks geographical information to be useful. wyakalpataru ( ~ c q a c l n ~meaning
)
the tree of ritual practices as old as the
Eon) by Laksmidhara is one of the oldest manuscripts in Nigara characters
dated Vikrama Samvat 1233 (1176 A. D.). The author is supposed to be
the Chief Minister of King Govinda Candra Deva of Kanauj, who made
extensive con~pilationof this work based upon ancient Smrtis. K e have
preserved o n l ~thc
~ "~riiddh;1-liiii~~al11"
me;llling the Chapter dealing with

the rituals and deities associated with the perforn~al~ce
of death anniversaries
This is the oldest work of Laksrnidhara known to us so far.
Dinaviky Zvdi in Ahithila characters misdated the month of Kgrtika-badi (Oct-Nov dark Paksa or half) L. S. 139 which corresponds to
1300 A. D. when the compiler flourished. Commensurate with its title
the hfanuscript deals with the various religious expressions appropriate
to the nature of gifts to be made to the Brahmins. There are some settions in the book under the title "Dra~ya-nirnayo-niima-nighantu" meaning
the Chapter dealing with the determination of the monetary or material
gifts in Newiiri characters. In such cases the Sanskrit original is accompanied by a running commentary in old Newiri language. Evidently the
Newar conlmunity of Nepal seems to be increasingly influenced at this
period by the authors of SimarZungad.
Nitya-prayoga-ratnikara (No. III 260 E) by Prenmidhi Sharmi of
the district of KumZon deals with the daily duties due to the Briihmins every
day. The work opens with an invocation to Kiirtaviryarjma as a divinity.
The author seems to have acquired his education in Banaras. The name
of NZgZrjuna is very popular in Nepal as a philosopher and a physician
while Bhi~niirjunais the name of one of our Licchavi Kings. Against
such a historical background, the deification of KZrtaviryirjuna by the
author after his education in Banaras seems to be interesting.
Caturavargacint2mani (
fsmrh III 265 A. ) by Hemidri is
divided into two K h a d a s ( parts ) namely PariSesa-khanda and
Kilanirnaya-kh~d. Both the parts have been published by the Bibliotheca
Indica. They are written in Neviri characters and they deal by and large
with the determination of the appropriate and auspicious time by reference to astrology for the performance of religious duties by the four castes
of Peoples.
hladanaratnapradipe-priiyaScittodyota (sm c;r 93% am^^^^:
In. 305 Folio 215 wrongly marked by Professor H. P. Shastri No. 163 in
his Catalogue of Palm-leaf and selected Manuscripts Volume 11 p. 178)
is the second Udgota (volume) by Madana Simha ( M o t h o Lomo) of the
work already discussed under the number 1236. But while the former
manuscript is copied in Neviri characters and dated in the Nepiila Sapvat%
~ l l i sollc is \vrittcn in Niyara c l ~ . ~ rTIle
~ ~ t ~ ~n~atter
~ , is tllc same 3s
- ,

that of the Manuscript 1236. We have now discovered inscriptions to
pmve that XIadana Silnha Rami (Afotino Lomo of the anflals of China) 2nd
the author of this Manuscript WAS entirely a different person from Jladana

simha-the son of Sakti Sirnha-f
Delhi. It is now absolutely necessary
to correct the error made by Levi in his Le Nepal to the effect that the socalled hIadana Simha of Delhi held the reins of Government in Nepal when
the Chinese Mission visited our country. These manuscripts and the
lately discovered inscriptions prove conclusively that bIadana Simha Rams
(hlotina Lomo) was a Nepalese and not an Indian.
PriyaScitta Prakaranain (LII. 305 B.) by Bhava Deva describes the
rigorous practices of purification for the five major sins, of which the killing
of a Brihmana under any circumstailces is accounted as the most lleinous
crime under the sun. This hIanuscript opens with an invocation of Vishnu,
and as a treatise based upon the Brhn~annicLaw-giver Alanu it was natural for the B r h i i > s to claim exemption from capital crime and also
prescribe inlpossible practices of penitences for the infringement of the
rights and privileges of their priestly order. The Buddhist monks and the
priestly order of all religious believers have claimed the like privileges from
the common people in their heydey of prosperity. This hlanuscript is
copied in Neviiri characters and it consists of 1700 verses.
About the auth'or Professor H. P. Shastri says that Bhava Deva's
"Paddhati" is regarded as the standard work of the Sima-vedi Brihmins
of Bengal; and that the author was a minister to King Harivarmi Deva
in the coastal c o w r y of Bengal during the 10th centur). A. D. An inscription cbmposed by Viicaspati hIisra in the temple of Ananta Viudeva
of the city of BhuvaneSvara describes the author Bhava Deva as "Baa
Viilabhi bhujanga."
DZnaratn5kara (111 306) is a long tiresome book dealing with the
merits of the dderent categories of gifts and the religious rituals associated with them. The author is CagdeSvara-the Minister of f i n g H u i
Simha Deva, both of w11om took refuge in the village of Dolakha in East
No. 2 district of Nepal consequent upon the attack of general Smnsuddin
LIohamnlad from Bengal.
Mah5dhanirnaya (111 307) by Vscaspati is copied in Neviri charactcrs dealing with the auspicious occasion, the lllerits and the rituals asso-

&ted with major gifts. There is no date in this Manuscript, but another
Afmuscript attributed to the same author under the number 1214 Kha (v)
in hlaithili characters bears the L. S. 392.
Putra-Dinakarodyotah (111. 310) in 3200 stanzas in Neviri charaaers
and dated N. S. 794 (1674 A. D.) dedicated by ViSvebara Bhatta to his
father Dinakara, deals with such works of public utility as the digging of
wells and ponds. More interesting than its contents is the history of
ViSveSvara Bhatta,
.. commonly known as GP GP Bhatta, who is believed to
have otfciated in the enthronement of the celebrated hlahrattha Enlperor
Sivaji who had a meteoric rise to power against the Mongol Emperor Aurangzeb. Judging from the selected works of Smrti copied or translated
at this period we gather the impression that the Nepalese Kings got the
jobs done with a view more to keep abreast of the social, political and intellectual developments in India, Tibet and China than for the contents of
the books themselves. On the other hand, it is commonly believed that
i power was the
the motive force behind the revolutionary rise of ~ i v a j to
resurgence of Tintric ~aivismin which the Alahrattha King believed. At
no period of history Nepal seems to have lost her contact with the Northwestern countries of India or with Tibet.
It is interesting to note that some Bengali authors were getting to
study the tradition of Nepal represented by the festival of Indra-yitra.
We must congratulate Mr. Sakti Ballabha Bhatticfirya for writing an account
of the tradition associated with the erection of the Pole of Indra-yitra,
However, it would be too much to expect from this Bengali author as to
the psychological significance of the Statue of Indra-nima-divlkara of Tibahd set up by Guha hIitra way back in Samvat 402 (480 A. D.) in King
Maria Deva7s scheme of Bhaimvi-cakm.131 But the very fact that this
Bengali author does not write about the merit of making gifts to his cornmunity speaks a great deal for his changing outlook.
The festival of I~dr.iz-y~t/i~
as the Berrgali rv/.ite/*J'fi kti Gu/hbhli Bh~ztttfiijy(l
fot~ld it ill his own the :
Indra-dhvajotsava-kathiniim ( 5% cq&na rqm- 111. 320 ) in Niigari
characters deals with the various local legends, ceremonies and rituals
associated with the erection of the Pvlc
thC :talldard of Indra ill

four hundred verses. The author appears to have lived in Kathmandu
during the first half of the 19th century A. D. to write his impressions as
follows :
1. The origin of the story relating to the Standard of Indra.
2. Determination of the auspicious moment for the Erection of
the Pole of Indra which is the Himslayan version of the May-Pole.
3. The religious ceremonies connected with the placing of the
images of Sakra (Indra) with outstretched arms over the many poles md
sanctuaries of Indra-gyha ( 5s 5 ). It is interesting to note that the
Capuchin Fathers in the 17th century mistook these statuessof Indra with
outstretched hands for the icons of the crucifixion of Lord Jesus Christ.
4. Some thoughts about the morning functions.
5. Some thoughts about the Lagna (the right mcment for ushering
in the main function).
6. Considerations for the conclusion and the disposal of the Indrayitrl festival.
Although the author does not seem to know much about the historical antecedents, yet the book describes all the functions faithfully.
Sqvatsarahtya-prakssa (111 320 C) by BhPskara Bhakta is a comprehensive compilation consisting of 2800 verses describing the duties due
to a Hindu during the entire Calendar Year. This bhuscript is written
in Nigari characters and dated N. S. 885 (1665 A. D.).
Viramitroda~a by hfitra hlisra is a comprehensive compilation of
Smrti works in 12 volumes. A long introduction to this bbok gives a
complete list of the Kings of Bundelkhand from Madhukara Shaha to
Yasovanta Shaha. Vira Simha, under whose patronage SLitra bIisra compiled and named these works, was the son of hladhukara Shaha. Historically, the murder of the celebrated blongol historian Abul Fazl is attributed to Vira Simha under the inspiration of Jehangir-the son of the
hlongol Emperor Akbar the Great. Writing about his ou-n origin, hlitra
Misra traces his lineage to the Citpivana family to which the celebrated
Peshwas appear to have belonged. The author claims that his greatgrandfathel- hailed from Konkan and that his father was a medical practimer (of Ayurveda) fro111 Banams. The Manuscript reveals another
i~lterestin~
historical fact to thc e&ct that as late as the Se\-enteenth ccn33

ciated with major gifts. There is no date in this Manuscript, but another
,\lanuscript attributed to the same author under the number 1214 Kha (q
in Maithili characters bears the Lo S- 392.
Putra-Dinakarodyotah (111. 310) in 3200 stanzas in Neviri characters
and dated N. S. 794 (1674 A. D.) dedicated by ViSveSara Bhatta
.. to his
father Dinakara, deals with such works of public utility as the digging of
wells and ponds. More interesting than its contents is the history of
ViSveSvara Bhatta,
.. commonly known as GP Gg Bhatfa, who is believed to
have officiated in the enthronement of the celebrated Mahrattha Emperor
Sivaji who had a meteoric rise to power against the Mongol Emperor Aurangzeb. Judging from the selected works of Smrti copied or translated
at this period we gather the impression that the Nepalese Kings got the
jobs done with a view more to keep abreast of the social, political and intellectual developments in India, Tibet and China than for the contents of
the books themselves. On the other hand, it is commonly believed that
the motive force behind the revolutionary rise of Sivaji to power was the
resurgence of Tiintric Saivism in which the Mahrattha King believed. At
no period of history Nepal seems to have lost her contact with the Northwestern countries of India or with Tibet.
It is interesting to note that some Bengali authors were getting to
study the tradition of Nepal represented by the festival of Indra-yiitra.
We must congratulate Mr. Sakti Ballabha Bhattlciirya for writing an account
of the tradition associated with the erection of the Pole of Indra-yitra,
However, it would be too much to expect from this Bengali author as to
the psychological significance of the Statue of Indra-niima-divikara of Tibahd set up by Guha hlitra way back in Sa~nvat402 (480 A. D.) in King
hiana Deva's scheme of Bhziravi-cilkra.131 But the very fact that this
Bengali author does not write about the merit of inaking gifts to his corninunity speaks a great deal for his changing outlook.

The fesliviil oJ Irni,*u-y~t~.~z
ns the Belrpli write, S ~ L LG~d/dOi,d
I'
Uhdlici~;yd
fofliid it i/l his nlvn ti~ne :
c q h q ~ m m IlI.
. 320 ) in Nigari
Indra-dhvajotsava-kathina~n (
cl~aractersdeals with the various local legends, ceremonies and rituals
associated with the crectiun of the Ijolc
the :tandai-d of Illdra in

four hundred verses.

The author appears to have lived in Kathmandu
during the first half of the 19th century A. D. to write his impressions as
follows :
1. The origin of the story relating to the Standard of Indra.
2. Determination of the auspicious moment for the Erection of
the Pole of Indra which is the Himilayan version of the May-Pole.
3. The religious ceremonies connected with the placing of the
images of Sakra (Indra) with outstretched arms over the many poles and
sanctuaries of Indra-grha ( $3i c ). It is interesting to note that the
Capuchin Fathers in the 17th century mistook these statues,of Indra with
outstretched hands for the icons of the crucifixion of Lord Jesus Christ.
4. Some thoughts about the morning functions.
5. Some thoughts about the Lagna (the right moment for ushering
in the main function).
6. Considerations for the conclusion and the disposal of the Indrayitri festival.
Although the author does not seem to know much about the historical antecedents, yet the book describes all the functions faithfully.
Sarpvatsarak~tya-prakiisa(I11 320 C) by Bhiiskara Bhakta is a comprehensive compilation consisting of 2800 verses describing the duties due
to a Hindu during the entire Calendat Year. This Manuscript is written
in Nigari characters and dated N. S. 885 (1665 A. D.).
Viramitrodaya by hfitra hiisra is a comprehensive compilation of
Smni works in 12 volumes. A long introduction to this bbok gives a
complete list of the Kings of Bundelkhand from hladhukara Shaha to
Yasovanta Shaha. Vira Simha, under whose patronage Mitra hiisra compiled and named these works, was the son of hiadhukara Shaha. Historically, the murder of the celebrated Mongol historian Abul Fazl is attributed to Vira Simha under the inspiration of Jehangir-the son of the
Mongol Emperor Akbar the Great. Writing about his own origin, XLitm
Xlisra traces his lineage to the Citpiivana family to which the celebrated
Peshwas appear to have belonged. The author claims that his greatgrandfather hailed fro111 Konkan and that his father was a medical practimer (of Ayurveda) from Banaras. The Jlanuscript reveals another
llllcrestillg historical h c t to thc effect that as late as the Se\-enteenth ccn33

tury,the Kings of Bundelkhand bore the titular title of KiiSiSvara (sovereigns
of Banaras) and GiihareSvara conferred o n them by the Hindu dynastyof
Kmauj. Mitra Misra seems to be equally disturbed by the length and
volumes of such Smtti works as Dvaita-nirnaya and Udira-sggagara. In
order to encourage the author Vira Simha-the patron-appears to have
asked him to compile a digest of the Smrti works, which hlitra Misra did
under 37 different heads beginning with the rites and ceremonies to be
performed during the hlala-misa (leap months) and ending with the rites
to be performed in the Tirthas (Holy places of pilgrimages
and
after the necessary ablutions).
Vyavahiiriiloka or Vyavahiiriitatvaloka ( z ~ q - c r ~r;hor zsqn
a?sr~~ibi
111, 329 A.) by Gopala Siddhantaviigiia Bhattiiciirya in Sanskrit
langu~ge,hfaithili characters and dated N. S. 773 (1853 A. D.) is a conlprehebsive work on Lawer's Law. This hfanuscript deals with the classification of the cases of dispute, the statement of a witness, consideration of
Kraya (purchase) and Vikraya (sale), determination of a case and the consequent application of the law. It also discusses disputes regard-ing the
boundary of landed property and the method of accusation in the case of
stealing, and defines the bond of Dharn~a(fidality) between man and wife,
the limitations of the functions of the Jury, the decision of the Judge
and the administration of justice. Krtyarnahiirnava (-pi? I11 332)
by blahariijadhiriija Hariniiriiyana of the Brsl~nlanadynasty of Darbhanga
consists of 3200 stanzas and is complete in 8 Tarangas (chapters) ullder
the following headings : 1. Jirtya (rites), 2. Aciira (customary duties),
3. Viciira (right thinking), 4. Vyavahha (dealings), 5. Adina (give
and take), 6. Suddhi (rites for purification), 7. Sdddha (duties to be perforined out of affection like offerings t~ the dead ancestors) and 8. Xiiscellaneous functions. Copied in NewHri characters in N. S. 820 (1700
A- Do) the Manuscript is unique for its reference to the ancient dynasty of
the Abhiras of Nepal (Nepalese Inscriptions in Gupta characters by R.
G o l i No XVI page 23).
Pitrbhakti-tarangini (fm. vfm a ~ f ~ 111.
f t 350) by Vicaspati Alisra
makes a detailed study of the rituals with reference to the performance of
the Sllraddhas (death anniversaries). ~t is interesting to note that this
blalluscript writtell in AIaithili characters is dated both in jaka year

and the NepPla Samvata 784 (1664 A. D.). Evidently, the author does not
seem to be aware of the fact that the Nirvfqa Samvata, the Saka Samvata,
the h l h a Deva Samvata and the Nepala Samvata are interrelated in the
religious scheme of Dharma-Cakra, la-~akra and Bhairavi-Cakra rnillennlea.
Compared to the vast number of the T a t r i c and the Buddhistic
Manuscripts, the Smrti works in the Durbar library so far housed under
the Clock Tower near Ranipokhari are, indeed, very few and far between.
Recently His Majesty King Mahendra has acquired the private Library of
late Gururaj Hemaraj Pandiji for the people of Nepal. Very few scholars
had access to this private library so that a great deal of spade work may be
necessary before all the Manuscripts could be classified and dated properly.
Unfortunately, I could not have access to the private Library of the late
Field Marshal General Kaiser Shumshere Jung Bahadur Rana for a survey
of the Smvi works obtaining in them. But before we return to a brief
comparative survey of the Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal and the Gupta
inscriptions of India, I should like to mention the list of Smrti-works obtaining in the library of the late Guruji since acquired by His hlajesty's
Government of Nepal in the following Chapter XII.

List of Sn/fli wo?.ksin Gz~rzy'iHema I b j a ' ~library with a rt~nt~ilrg
cen~metttary:
Nos.
1.

2.

3.

Title of the
hianuscript :
hlanusmrti

Authors

Subject

Bhrgu

Smrti

Manwartha mukt avalin5mni
RIanusmgi

Kuluka

Yamasmlti

Yama

Script

Number
of Pages
Deviiksara 1-144

1-167

1-19

Other
details
Complete. Bhrgu is
mentioned by yogiSvara and Padmau
nstha Ms. Et.360 to t
G\
'3
Chapter XI
Incomplete. Kuluka
is a well-known author on Smpi.
The name of this
author occurs in the
Pilaster of Harigiion.
Complete.Thisname

occurs in the list of
20
Smgi-makers
mentioned in Chapter XI.

yy

4.

Visnusmrti
VaisnavadharmaSPstramva

7.

Gautamasmrtitika
hiitaksara
Haradatta
This commentary
is famous in Hindu
law.

.8.

Niradasmyti
Vyavahiira
Prakranam

Vi snu

1-19

Yy

1-19

9y

1-56

This has a running
explanatory notes in
Newhi language
Newiri

1-104

Complete. Both the
names occur among
the list of 20 S m ~ makers mentioned in
Chapter XI
It is natural for the
authors to take their
name after the god
of their faith.
Incomplete. Gautanla
is mentioned as the
Second Brahmannic
ipariarch after Sampanaya in the White
Yajurveda
VaqSa.
Gaut ama
ocalix
among the list of the
20 patriarchs of Smgi
Although the name of
Niirada does not occur among the Patriarchs of Smgi we
have made a reference t o NiradaSamhitii as a branch
of 'the hfiavadharma-sbtra in Chap
ter XI
Manuscript
No. 1230 Ca ( T ) .

Fa

Most of the works of the
celestial musician NHrada
are considered as an
appendix to R/Ianusmrti.
Please refer to our nbtes
on
Niiradiya -dharma Siistra. However, the
Allahabad
Inscription
of Samudragupta ( Fleet
Covp. Ins. Ind 111,
p. 6 ft ) mentions Gandharva Tumburu, Niirada
and Brhaspati as the
teachers of the Vedic
King of gods Indra.

.9. Smrti-samgraha

Mrsiinkha

or collec't ions
from the works
*ofBrhaspati,
Devala, Buddha,
VyPsa, Daksa,
and Siititapa
made by MrsHnkha
10. Smrti-samgraha
Compiler
and Smrti
unknown
samuccaya claimed
to be the digest

Select works
of Smrti

A Digest

DevTiksara

1-60

1-31

Brhaspati is the second
patriarch after Manu and
Vyisa (Duaipiyana) according to Inscription XI.
Daksa and SHtHtapa occur
in the list of 20 names
mentioned in Chapter XI.
Devala and Buddha are
popular names.
Here also Brhaspati heads
the list.
Pariisara is
said to be the father of
VyZsa (DvaipHyana). Sam-

N

of the Smytiworks of Byhaspati, BhPradvija,

varta, Shiitapa and Daksa
occur among the list of 20
names of Yiijfiavalka Bhaadviija is a popular poet
rather than a prophet.
BhPradvajiputra occurs, in
the white Yajurvedavamia
same as ~ i r b s a r i putra,
Giirgic putra, hibdavi putra
andBhiraduPji putra. These
metronyms are extremely
interesting.

tapa and Daksa

11. hlanusmrti

Compiler
and
unknown
YajAavalkasmrti.
,
Both the works
are written in
beautiful Newiri
scripts.
9

12. Parisarasmrti
Compiler
13.
unknown
14.
In three volumes
15. Vrhatparisaria- Compiler
DharmaSZstranl : unknown
16. Parisarasm yti
7y

y9

32

Smrti

,

9

New Pri

1 9

,

1-44

9

Devkksara

1-26
1-23
1-50

Manu is believed to be the
first Brihmannic Patriarch.
Complete. Y iij iiavalka figures
in the court of King Janaka
and also occiurs in the
Chronology of white Yajurveda. According to Brahmannic legends,DvaipPyana
(Vyisa) was the teacher of
XraisarnpPyana and the latter
was the Guru of Yij Aavalka.
Huband of Satyavati, ParPSara is said to be the
father
of
JXaipPyana
( \'edayIsa )

o
N
\

t,

Nos. Title of the
Author
Manuscript
17. PariisarasmrtiMiidhava
vyiikhyii
18. Yiijfiavalkasmyti Yiijiiavalka
19. Vyavahiiriidhygya
mitram
20. ~iijfiavalkasm~tiVijfianeSvara
vyiikhyi (~litiik- Vikzu
sara)

Subject

Script

Smti

Newiri

yy

Deviksara

Commentary
on the work

Deviiksara

Pages

Other details

1-66
.

1-42

Second Chapter complete.

1-1 05 Aciiriidhyaya. The work
is incomplete.

VyavahSiriidhyiiya. The work
is complete.
1-244
PrSiyascitt adhy iiya.
The
work is complete.
1-71
Aciiriidhyiiya complete.
1-137
Vyavahiiridh yiiy a complete.
1-1 66 Priiyascittadhyiiya complete.
Deviik~ara 2-177
The first page of Aciriidhyiiya is missing. The
text continues as far as
"DravyaSuddhi-prakarana
Consist- As a whole the work
ing of consists of Ac5riidhyiiy-a,
41-144
Vyavahiiriidhyiiya and Prii
and 167 yascittiidhyiiya.
pages respectively.
yy

1-126

yY

Unknown
Y>

YY

YY

YY

22. Yiijfiavalkasmyti Unknown
TTyiikhyii

Yy
YY
YY

Commentary
on the work

23. Yiijiiavalkasmrti
,,
Vyiikhyii (Mitiiksara)
(Kha v) in three
volumes The hls. is
old and tattered.
Y

>

Laksmidevi

yy

yy

yy

y>

1-130

This A c i i r ~ d h ~ i i is
~ a incomplete which
stops
midway with the ceremony
of \rr~otsarga.
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Nos. Title of the
Manuscript

Author

37. Smrtidarpana
38. Dandaviveka

Rabiiomayiiji
h o n ymous

39. Prapaficaszraviveka

Gangiidhara

.40. Yogiivara
salngraha

41. DharmaSPs tri ya
VacanZni
42. Aniindhya Smrti
samgraha
43. Smrtisamuccaya
Ratnakgrandika
44. Smctiparibhiisg

Anonymous

Subject

Script

Mirror of Smni
Considerations Devik~ara
for punishments
Considerations
on the gist of
Prapafica .
Both the Authors quote
Smrti Patriarchs
who do not
occur in the ~ i laster of ~ & i g b n and mostly
in the Chronology of the
White Yajurveda.
Dictums of
DevGksara
DharmaSiistra
Collections
y,

Pages

Smti
Gist of Smrti

Jy

)J

details

1-26
1-28
1-83

We have taken up the
works of YogiSvara
and Padmaniibha in
Chapter XI.

2-9

Definitions
of Smrti
Govindargjii
Anonymous

Other

1-125
1 -5

79

49. Viviidacandra
Mishra
50. DevadiisaprakiSa DevidaSa
51. PumsPrthacintP- Visnubhatta
mani KPlakheda

99

Collections of
gists

MaithilPksara

1-23

Dialectics

Deviksara

1- 4 5

55. Nirnayinlg arn

y9

99

1-313
1-399

9y

1-166

97

9,

Astrological
chapter
Nectar of decisions

54. NirnayamrtedravyaSuddhi
prakar anam

1-114

A chapter, de-

,

1-25

No doubt this chapter
discussing the p u ~ i fication of monetarv
and other gifts formcd part of Nirr;la~iirnrta.

1-264

Judging from a single
copy in N e d r i script

1-215
Newiraksara 1-120

all these are very late
compilations

9

voted to the
Discussion of
the purification
of gifts
Much the same
as 53.
,9
39

,,
,
9

Author
Nos. Title of the
Manuscript
58. Nirnayasindhu
Kamaliikara
(Nirnaya Kamali- Bhafta
kara)
Nirnayasindhu

Subject
Ocean
of decisions

Script
Deviiksara

Ocean of deci- Deviksara
sions

Tik-Sindhu
dipiki

Krishna Sarma

Dharma-Sindhu

Kishi Nitha

Notes to throw
further light on
"The oceans of
decisions
Ocean of laws.

,,

Pages

1-389

Other details
This is a big leap forward from the ambrosian drops to the
nectarine Ocean.
The volume of the
works increases and
notes multiply. The
original concept of
Dharma in the sense
of the sustaining N
0\
power of Nature loses w
its significance in the
complexity of Smgimakers.
The inner relationship between Perception and Revelations
loses its trail.

The few Smrti works mentioned in Chapters ).;I and MI show how
they developed in the different epochs of our history. It is because 01 the
complexity and contradictory e ~ o c h sof our history that Nepal developed
the Salnvatas (the Eras) as beacons to throw light on the night of life. But
because there is the landmark of Anupararna's Pillar inscription of the 5th
centuqr, it is possible to check the parallel development of Buddhism in
China and of Briihmannism with the Gupta inscriptions of India. We
have already dealt at some length in previous chapters how ~aivismand
Buddhism, aiming as they did on the psychological perception and
Buddhistic meditation (DhyZna), did .not confine themselves to human
frontiers. In process of time they became universal in their scope and
appeal. Apart from the negligible number of Smrti works quoted above
Nepal preserves the Prajiiiipiirainita (Perfection of wisdom) and all the
ancient manuscripts mentioned in the Chinese, Central Asiatic and Pakistani documents. We can only access the true significance of the Nepalese
Saqvatas (Eras) when we put all the documents in order, establish the
system they follow and lay bare their trends so as to find the inner relationship between the human factor and the events. That is the main and
most dificult problem, and we can find examples in flesh and blood only
when we make a comparative study of the materials at our disposal. In the
following chapter XI11 we would make a comparative study on the 4th
and fifth century documents of Nepal, India and China.

CHAPTER : XIII

A comparative stti4 of the divisions atld coalescences of power in tja Hinlilayatz confederatior of I-'aiupati-Bba.t.tZra&s, Indian Parama-Bhigavatas and the
H . ~ , r i caad Tibetat] k i p duri~gthe fourth arid f i t h century :
Against the background of the Vedic and Buddhistic patriarchs mentioned in the preceding chapters XI and XII, it would be useful to examine
the Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal" vis-a-vis the Gupta Inscriptions of
India and the documents of China throughout the fourth and the fifth centuries. The Licchavi dynasty ruled in Nepal from the middle of the fourth
to the last quarter of the eighth century under the haloed title of PaSupatiBhattirakas. \Ye have already pointed out how the republican tribes
of the Licchavis were the most progressive and colourful peoples of NorthBlhar with their capital of VaiSili during the age of SikYamuni. The main
sources for the history of the Licchavis is a relatively rich epigraphy which
is amply supported by the central Asiatic, Chinese and Tibetan evidences.
According to the coin of Chandragupta I and the Allahabad Inscription of
Samudragupta, the Gupta kings appear to have received the kingdom of
Magadha as a dowry for princess Kumiradevi from the Licchavis who
were in possession of north-Bihar during the early years of the 4th century.
It is remarkable that the Brihmannic Purinas recognise early Gupta rule
over Siketa (Ayodhya) and Prayiga on the banks of the rivers Sarayu
and the Gafiges respectively. Although Samudragupta seems to be deeply
influenced by the Smrti-compilations of B~haspati,Tumburu and NPrada
and by the legends of the epics of RZmPyana and Mahiibhiirata, yet his
Licchavi mother I<umZradevi appears to have initiated him into the belief
that the clear water of the Gaiiges flew down from the matted locks of
PaSupati froin his abode of Icailasa for the salvations of the Three Worlds
(viz. Heaven, Earth and Hades) as the legend is represented on our basreliefs of Umi-AlaheSvara. He seems to believe in the Divine Rights
of Icings and the countries of AryZvarta or the land 'of the Aryans
~ropagated by thc Brihnlant.~ic ~atriarch Manu, which, no doubt,
mas a later phase tha11 the concept of Janlbudvipa of the ~ISoliulinscrip-

tions. Totally unaware of the Xbhirean chronologies and peoples in
pal, Samudragupta mentions the Xbh.iras side by side with the Yaudheya
and Miidrakas within the framework of the confederation of Saka-nlurunda
..
as the King of kings. In his bird's eye view of the patchwork of the Hirniilayan and Indian states he mentions the kingdom of Kepal as being smdwiched between Kiimarfipa (Gauhiti it.1 Assam) and Kartripura comprised
by what is today Kumaun, Garhwal and Rohilkhand.
So far as China is concerned, the region of Ch'angan was ravaged
by the Huns and the Tibetans after the death of Tao-an in 385 A. D. The
times were out of joint, and in such ditjicult periods of political turmoil,
the oHicial career was beset with hardships and dangers. The Buddhistic
monasteries offered hiding places, not only to tax-evaders and homeless
vagrants, but also to the intellectuals who tried to keep clear of the onerous
official career. Under the circumstances, it was impossible for the Chinese
peoples to keep abreast of the spiritual development that was taking place
in Central Asia p d e r the impulse of Saddharma (true law). To the traditional motive of escape from the trials and tribulations of life, the Buddhist
commullity added a new type of justification namelv, the noble life of a
Srarnal?a (pilgrim) who, like a recluse, keeps away from the bustle of the
world in order to work for the ellmcipation of all beings.

A coqarotive sttlaj of the dyiartic hirtwy of the brtthet. kings of the illscr$tio~zr o j the Liccbavi K i ~ g sof N@/ ajzd tbe Grqta iitscriptioirs of India :
At the very optset of this book we have traced the origin of the republican tribes of the ~ i i k ~ athe
s , Bulis, the Br2hnlins (KauSiks), the Kolis,
the hlallas, the hlauryas, the Licchavis, the Bajjis and the Vaidehas of the
Himilayas, and also how Siikyanluni delimited the frontier of the Him5layan "Janapadas" (Republican states) vis-a-vis the kindom of blagadha
to King Bimbisira in his capital of Rgjjgyha. Like the sikyas and the
Kolis, the Licchavis appear as one of the most nilitant and volatile peoples
of the Buddhist Himdayas where the second Buddhist Synod appears to
have been organised in their capital of VaiGli. With the rise of the political power of,the Saka peoples in the horizon of Asia, these f a i r - s h Licchavis appear to have intermarried with the Yak~isand Kinnaris of the %ngdoill of woinen (Stri-r~j
ya) and forllled an e tlmic bridge of Suvar~agotra

(peoples of Gold race origin) between the Him5layan tribes and the Western
Sakas (Scythians). It is a cominon knowledge that the Mauryan kings
of India intermarried with the Indo-Greek and the Saka princesses on equal
terms. After the downfall of the second dynasty of the Kirlnti-kings, the
Licchavis appear to have made a confederation with the lunar dynasty of
the Sakas (~aka-haumavargih)and emerged with the cognomen Gomi or
Gomins (=Perfect moons) till the Kuph%as visited Kapilavastu and Lumbin1 under King Kqishka. Judging from the discovery of a large number
of Kanishka's coins in Kapilavastu, the Varmrna kings of Nepal appear to
have accepted the system of Kuphiina coinage and Ka$shkaYs Era started
by him in 78 A. D. After the decline of the political power of the Kushiqas, the re-emergence of the Licchavis as Pabupati-Bha~tbrakas(brother
kings of the order of Pabupati) with the Saka system of coinage and the
Saka-samvata (~aka-era)on the fronton of their inscriptions makes one of
the most glowing chapters in the history of Asia. Evidently, the Licchavis were the most durable of the peoples of the Buddhist Republican States
and with the growing popularity of the scripture spoken by the Licchavi
householder Vimalakirti and the travels of Fa-scien, Hsiian-tsang and Wang
Hiuan t'se the Licchavis find frequent mention in the annals of China. It
was while Fa-scien was travelling north-India that the Licchavi king of
Nepal, Vrsa-deva and king Candra-gupta of Ayodhya appear to have seen
the light of day. The records of Fa-scien tend to show that northern India
during the first quarter of the fourth-century was a patch-work quilt of
states don~iilatedby the MPlava aristocracy as far as Patna and Banaras.
On the other hand, the chronology of the Licchavi kings, Vrsa-deva,
~afikaradeva,and Dharma-deva open with accounts of brilliant military
expeditioils and "YGpas" (pillars erected to commemorate victories) till
king hliina Deva claims signal success over the capital of the mallas in his
victory pillar of CHiigu-NZriiywa way back in 464 A. D.
The cotltemporary inscription of King Samudragupta in the fort of
Allahabad mentions, like the inscription of King Nina Deva, exactly four
kings namely, Shree-ppta, Shree Ghatotkaca-gupta, Shree Candra-gupta
(husband of Licchavi princess Kurniira-devi) and ~ h r e eSamudra p p t a
wllose boast of hcraldry seems to be based up011 his birth from his I.ic~ha\~i
mothel.. T ~ inscription
c
on the Liccl~a\ricoil1 of l<ulnjra-dc\ri and Caodra-

gupta (Allan's Catalogue, p 80 with an adaptation of Pallas Athen= for
AmbikZ seems to be an inlmitation of the Indn-Greek coin. On stylistic
grounds, this Licchavi type of coin and the corresponding claim of Samudra-ppta to Licchavi lineage on the side of his mothcr, prove conclusi\relg
that the kingdom of Magadha was more n matter of inheritence than of
conquest. The inscriptions of Samudraaupta show a medley? of beliefs,
though the dominating faith scems to be Bhiigavata-dharrna propagated by
the Brihmannic patriarchs Byhasl~ti,Tumburu and N5rada. So far there
is no mention of DvaipPyana as the compiler of the epic of the hlahlbhirata. However, the title of Parama-bhiigavata assumed by the Gupta
kings prove conclusively that they firmly believed in the cult of thc holy
TTiisudeva at the outset of their political career. What is most significant
is the fact that the title of "Paramabhattiiraka" is given to Samudra-gupta
by Tila-bhatta who was the king's Mahiidanda-niiyaka (chief of police
probably with power to judge criminal offences). Unlike the PaSupatibhattlrakas bound in brotherly bonds of a common faith, the title of
"Parama-bhaitiiraka" implies overlordship which is contrary to the concept
of the Himdayan "Janapadas" (republican states).

Historical as~e~st~zettf
of the I~~scripiiuns4 the I t ~ d i ~ ~Napolena
u
tunzelJ
Satlilt~dragrpta :
The Allahabad inscription of Samudragupta (C. 330-375 A. D. i)
in Sanskrit language and Briihmi script of the northern class is inscribed
on a pillar which also bears two ASokan records. Judging from the fact
that Sikyamuni was taken to Krnlivarma for initiation into the art of
writing "Brlhmi-lipi" and that the records anterior to the inscriptions of
ASoka have been discovered in Piprahavii and Sriivasti, the association of
the dynastic name of Gupta characters applied to the Nepalese inscriptions
by R. Gnoli do not appear to be satisfactory. The text of Lalita-vistafa
mentions sixty-four Brlhmi scripts without enumerating them and the
Brihmannic granm~arian Plnini (6-3-36) mentions Brihmi-scripts in the
contest of Vedic letters. As a matter of fact, there is a great deal of difference between the letters of ASokan Brihmi and the Kushiina Br&mi.
The Licchavi-Briihmi scenls to be more archaic in its form than the GuptaBr5hmi. Dr. Buhlcr and other authorities on Jndian paleography quote
35

Niirada-smrti (IV-70) and Brhaspati to the effect that the Briihmannic god
BrahmI had created the BriihmE-scripts. But both the authors do not appear
before the records of Abhira Anupararna-gupta of Nepal and Samudragupta
of Allahabad. The Chinese Encyclopaedia Fa-Wan-lin also records that
the Briihd lipi was invented by Brahml. But all these works were considerably later than the Life of Buddha and Lalita-vistara, which attribute the
knowledge of Briihml-lipi to LIPYACARYAS (Professors of scripts)
Kyimivarmiin and ViSviimitra respectively.
To return to king Samudragupta's concept of Aryiivarta (land of the
Aryas) his random mention of countries, kings and tribes give us an impression that India was a patch-work of states and races where the common
peoples did not count. According to Manu, the holy land of the Aryans
was bounded by the Himllayas to the north, the Vindhyii mountain to the
south, the Arabean sea to the West and the Bay of Bengal to the east. The
h g claims to have treacherously captured a prince of Kota-family of
Ujjayini while he was playing happily in the city of Piitaliputra (Patna).
It is commonly believed that the Guptas were descended from a Viceroy
of the Kota-dynasty of the city of Ujjayini. Then, he mentions a few
musical instruments and implements of war and proceeds with the names
of countries, lungs and races in the following order : 1. Kauiala (south
KoSala with its capital of Shreepura, modern Raipur-Sambalpur-Bilaspur
region supposed to be home of the IksvPkus, and not the old KoSali with
its capital of Sriivasti mentioned by ~ i i k ~ a m u ntoi King Bimbisiira); 2.
MahZkiintiira is a large forest which cannot be identified. 3. ~ ~ ~ g h r a r i j a
is identified by competent historians with Vyaghra-deva who, according
to the Nachna and Ganj inscriptions, was a feudatory of the Viikiitaka king
Pythvisena; 4. Kauriila is possibly the Kollair lake near Ellore in the
district of river Godiivari; 5. KottQra is possibly Kothoor near Mahendragiri in the district of Ganjam; 6. Pi~tapuramay be modern Pithipuram
in the district of God~variwhere reigned king Mahendragiri; 7. Vi?hFgopa is a Pallava lung of Kiiiichi; and 8. Hastivarman is a Siilanki~ana
king of Vengi. 9. Palakka Ugrasena may be the lung of Palakkada in
the Nellore region. 10. Daivariistraka Kuvera may be the king of the
Yellamanfichili region of the modern district of Visigapatam. 11. Kusthalapura and Eransdapalla have been identified with north ilrcot 2nd

some localities of the Ganjam and Vizigapatam districts respectively.
It is remarkable that Samudragupta identifies the above kinRs and
countries as forming part of Dak~hinipatha( I'eninsular h d i a ) to the
south of the Vindhyi range and outside the palc of the Land of the
Aryas.
Among the kings of the land of the Aryas, Samudragupta mentions
Rudradeva, Ahtila, Niigadatta, Candravarmnla, Ganapati-nip, Nigasena,
Achyuta, Nandi, Balavarlmna and others without specifying thc area of
their territories. Indian historians have identified Rudradeva with the
V~kiitakaking of Berar, Rudrasena I who belonqed to the Peninsular
India and not to the land of the Aryas. A centen-lporat-y seal found in
the Bulandasahar district of the United Provinces of India mentions Aiattila
who may be identified with Xlatila of Samudragupta's inscription. Nigadatta, Ganapati-niga and Nigasena may be NPga princes who ruled
from their capital of PadmPvati in the ancient kingdom of Pawiya (Pivi)
in the state of Gwalior of Central India. The Nigas are mentioned in the
inscriptions of the Indo-Greeks and the $&as. According to the 13ur@as
(legends of India) Padm~vatiwas the centre of Niga-power where the coins
of king Ganapati-niga have been discovered. The life of Harsa (Harsacarita) mentions the death of Niigasena in the city of Padn~ivati. If G q a pati-nlga and Nigasena belonged to the same place, the record of Samudragupta seems to be mentioning the names of the prominent men of
NPga-dynasty Candravarmiin as well as the NPgas CandriimSa occurs
in the Susuniyi record of Milwa. The district of Delhi appears to have
formed part of his kingdom. According to the chronicles of Tibet and the
inscriptions of Nepal the dynasty of Nlga riija ruled in Tibet and Nepal
with the 11th century A. D. The coins of a king known by the name of
Achyuta have been found in the ancient city of Ahichhatra conlprised presently by the city of R m a g a r in the Bareilly district of the United Provinces. It is difficult to identify Nan& whereas Balavarnma may be identified with the statue of Balabala or Afahiibala sculptured during the reign
of king Biliircana deva in Nepal (See Plate XVII).
Side by side with Nepal and her immediate neighbours described
~
above, Samudragupta lllentions Samatata and Devika ~ r e s e n t lsituated
in the Tipperah district of South-east Bengal a ~ l d Naogong district of

Assam respectively. According to Professor N. K. Bhattasali the country
thus corresponds to the valley of Kapili-Yamuni-I<olang rivers,
Then, too, he mentions the Mdavas, Yaudheyas, MHdrakas, Abhiras
Prirjunas, Sanakhikas, the Klkas and the Kharaparik~sas among
ancient tribes without mentioning the names of the countries where they
existed while Samudragupta was ruling. This catalogue of ancient peaples together with his respect for the son of God and king of kings
murunda
. . show clearly the divisions and coalescences of these ancient
peoples during Samudragupta's reign. It is remarkable that the Abhiras
(Avars) appear much earlier with their historical monuments in Nepal than
the Hunas (Huns) who seem to be converging to a symbiosis in matters of
their faith before they emerge as factors in the history of mankind. Now
we know that the Avars of Europe, sometimes called "pseudo-AvarsW,
were Himiilayan peoples akin to the Yue-chin, Huns and the mixed tribes
mentioned above. Against the historical background of Samudragupta's
inscription, it would be useful to identify the like tribes mentioned in the
context of Nepal and her neighbours as buffer states between the Kingdoms
of Saka-murundas (Saka-overlords) and the Gupta kings. We have already said elsewhere how the Milavas brought the knowledge of ~aka-era
from their origin'al home in the Jhang district of the Punjab to Riijputina
before the time of Saka Usavadita (c. 118-23 A. D.). The coins of the
hlilava tribes and the Saka dynasty of Chastana prove that they believed in
the concept of Janapadas (republican states) and in the Saka-era and were
akin to the Sakas in their ethnic origin. During the period of Samudragupta, the Milavas probably lived in the Mandosar region of Mdlwa in
Central India. The mixed tribes of the Yaudheyas lived in the Bijayagarh
region of the state of Bharatpur and in the state of Johiyiwa on the banks
of rivet Satarudri (~atadru-~atlaj or Sutlej). The Mddrakas were the
descendents of the Indo-Greeks and ruled the Panjab with their capital in
Sialkot. Judging from their chronology and historical monuments in
Nepal, the Xbhiras (Xvars) were spreading westwards and had established
themselves in North-Kon kan. Then, too, Samudragupta in his sweep-net
gathers the mixed tribes of the Priirjunas who, according to Kautilya's Arthaibtra, belonged to the Narasinghpur district of Central Provinces; the
mukinlkas prohnbly lived with the hIgla\ras in East hliiln-5 \vith its capital

thi

of ITidiSP; and the Kiikas probably lived in the Siifichi regioll

Bhopal
State known then as KikanPda-Bhoga celebratcd for its Buddhistic rnonuments since the time of the Indo-Greek king Menander. It is remarkable
that the word "Bhotta" in the corresponding Nepalese inscriptions scems
to tracc its origin to the word Ebda for Buddha of the Ku?hPt!a inscriptions and applies to Tibet. It is equally interesting that hc classes all these
tribes with the Kharaparikas who belonged to the same Suvarna-gotra as
the Saka-viceroys, and who seem to be forming themselves under the banner
of the Huns and Avars as the soldiers of God in a decadent world. On
reading Samudragupta's inscription, one has the feeling that it is a copy of
the Junagarh Rock Inscription of Rudradiiman (Ep h d TJIlI). It is remarkable that, though Samudragupta does not seem to know about the
Hunas (Huns), he seems to be well informed about the intellectual activities of the Abhiras among the mixed tribes under the leadership of Sakamurundas, of which the word "SVAMIN" of the corresponding Licchavi
inscriptions seems to be its Sanskrit rendering. Equally the neo-Sanskrit
expression of Bhattiiraka does not imply the fraternal bonds of PaSupatiBhattiirakas, t h u g h Samudragupta has accepted Palupati as the root- cause for the salvation of mankind through the agency of the river Ganges.
Nepal has a number of basreliefs of different ages to prove that Sunudragupta borrowed the ideas from Nepal. The mention of the In&an colonies
of Ceylon and the Far East seem to be conventioi~alin view of the poor
social and political structure of his kingdom. Among the officers of state
mentioned in his inscription are Ayukta (a treasury officer like the Yukta
of ASoka's inscriptions), Khiddyitta-piikika (superintendent of the Royal
kitchen), hlahiidanda-niyaka (possibly chief of the police with power of
judging criminal offences), Sandhivigrahika (a minister of peace or war)
and Kumiiriimatya (a minister of the states of the king's younger brother).
In Nepal the title of Amitya is used in the context of a Minister for the
administration of Dhiirmarijikis (Religious establishment^ entirely unlike
the Dharmariijikas of ASoka). It would be idle to quote the political
and economic organisation from the spurious inscriptions of SamudraGuPta, which paleographically are believed to the later than the inscriptions
of Kings Harshavardhans (Sil~dit~~a),
Bhiskara-varmh and Adit~asena.
A comparative study of the deep respect for the common people ir.d their
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and the warrant of preced.ence and the judicial custonls and orgallisations nlentioned in the Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal vis-a-vis
Gupta inscriptions at once reveals to US the point of contact and departure
frt;m the ancient civilisation of Buddistic Janapadas (Republican states)
and Ganarijays (peoples' republics) of the Hjmllayas and the clictator~llip
of I n d a r e s p e c t i ~ e l y . ' ~ ~
Tje tradition of K i g r Rit~~ng~qtcz
~dChntzdragr~~t~z
II ( I'ikron~idit~t
G) :
we come to one of the most interesting figures of the Gupta
dynasty in the person of King Rgnlagupta whose moral weakness has b;en
the subject of serious controversy. According to the drama of Devichandragupti, this king is said to have succeeded to Samudragupta and was
ousted by his brother Chandragupt a 11 (Vi kramPditya). Dr. Bhandarkar
has identified the inscriptions on the coins of IGcha with the first issue of
RZmagupta's reign. The tradition recorded in the drama saying that
Sharmagupta (alias Rimagupt a, Devagupt a or DevarPj a) was compelled to
surrender his wife Dhruvgsvamini to the Sakas in the Himalayas has now
found support by the contenlporary epigraphic evidence of Vijapasvin~ini's
inscription dedicated to Devi Bhagavati Vijaya Shree and the Bhogini
coins of King Mina Deva I. Mighty inilitary achievements have been
attributed to Chandragupta I1 (376-414 A. D. i) who is said to have annihilated the Saka satraps of western India in a loilg can~paignand probably
invaded Afghanistan. But the coalescences of the power of the ~aivite
Kidiiras, who were in possession of the Hindukush mountains and of the
Licchavi PaSupati-Bhatt~rakasof Nepal tell a different story. We are now
in a better position to assess the power-alignment of the Saka-murundas,
Kidiras, Abhiras (Avars), Hunas (Huns) and Khasas with reference to the
large number of Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal than by the confusing
evidences of the Gupta inscriptions of India. It is now evidellt that
Chandragupta I1 (Vikramiiditya) formed matrimonial alliances with the
Vaishnavite Viikitaka kings of the Deccan against the northern coalition
of the PaSupati-BhattPrakas and claimed in his MathurZ Inscriptions and
coins, to have founded the Gupta Era of the Bhigavata kings in lieu of the
~ a k a - ~ adopted
ra
by the confederation of the ~a~upati-Bhattarakas.It
is remarkable that the Gupta Era of Chandragupta 11 is the earliest genuine
date, because Al-Biruni in the 1l t h century accepted the epoch of the

" ~ ~ ~ t ~ - kasi lthe
a " "Era of the wicked and powerful people". And as
the Guptas identified themselves wit11 the cult of holy Bhigavata and perfornled h orse-sacrifices according t~ t he injunctions of the Vedas, the
Bdhmins interpreted the Gupta-Era as the Era of Vikramiditva (the sun
power) in place of the Saka Era of low-born slaves. Under the circumstances ~ r i h n ~ a n nhistorians
ic
have made ample attempts t o prove that the
coronation of their hero, Chandragupta I, took place in 57 B. C. or 20,
272 and 320-21 A. D. But judging from the evidences of \'ijayas\liminips
inscription of Nepal and the accounts of the most moving dramas of Devicandragupti, Harsa-carita and Kivya-mimimsl with reference to the
disastrous campaigns of Rimagupta against the Sakamurundas and Khases
of the Himilayas, we may have to reexamine the veracity cf Gupta Era and
place king Rimagupta's dethronement by Chandragupta I1 somewhere
between 476 and 477 A. D. Equally Vikramlditya's conventional claim to
world-conquest after his rescue and marriage of his sister-in-law, Dhruvasvimini, is now open to question. We are referring our readers to the
historical, social, political and religious implications of Vijayasvin~ini's
inscriptions and the Bhogini series of hlbniifikas (coins of king hliina Dera 1)
in Chapter XVI, which will speak for themselves.
The inscriptions of Chandragupta I1 show a medley of beliefs, where
the Brihmannic patriarchs seem to be 10 generations removed from Bhagavat KauSik (poets Bilmiki or TTiSvlmitra said to be the compilers of the epic
of Rimiyana) and four generations removed from saint Pariisara who,
according to the Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal, was the father of Dvaipiyana (Vyisa commonly believed to be the compiler of the epic of hlahbbhirata). It is equally difficult to identify such teachers as Kapila-ITimala
or Upamita-Vimala and their disciples who had the Saivite Liigas of Kapileivara and UpamiteSvara erected to ccmmemorate them after the funeral
customs of Nepal. We ha1.e already pointed out in Chapter I1 how Sikyamuni's philosophy of life bears the stamp of the atomic theories of Kanakamuni and the evolutionary theory of Kapilamuni, and also how the name
of the ancient city of Kapilavastu traces its origin to the name of Kapilamuni. But these names of Vimala with the support of ancient tradition of
Kapila and Upamita were Saivites rather that) followers of the Bhiigavata
cult of the Vedic god Vishnu in three Incomprehensible steps. Judging

from the evidences of the inscriptions of the Gupta kings in Western India,
the cult of hlahe5vara (God of gods) seems to be predominant in the city of
hiathurii. More because, the letters of the record resemble I<ushjna script
and the peculiarity may be due to the religious inclination and locality of
the scribes and the existence of a cursive script calculated to exprers the influence of Pr~kriticlanguage and culture. The U d a y a g i r i - c a v e - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ tions of the time of Chandragupta 11 show that the tribes of the Sanakinikas
were Saivo-Buddhists and that they make no reference to the huge imageof
the Man-boar incarnation of Vishnu believed to be set up by the Gupta
king in order to commemorate the rescue of his sister-in-law Dhrulrasv;mini from the clutches of the Hunas. Similarly, the Siifichi-stone-Inscription seems to be peculiar for the mention of the "l'ancha-nlandali" (the
village jury of five persons) in order to regulate the contributions made in
terms of the Roman dinars, though the coins of Chandragupta I1 still sllow
traces of Greek characters and describe him as Paramabhigavata" (the
follower of the cult of Visudeva). We find a tinge of the Brihmannic
laws in the description of the five major offence? (Paficina~~tarya-dharnu
namely, matricide, patricide, the killing of an Arhat or a Brahmin, shedding
the blood of the Buddha and causing division among the Buddhists; at--d
also the six A b h i ~ h i ~ ~ofa sthe ASokan inscriptions) when it includes the
killing of a cow in the same category of crimes. The correspollding
Licchavi inscriptions differ entirely from the Gupta inscriptions in the
categorisation of the "Five deadly-sins" and PaficaSila. However, the mention of the village jury of five elders seems to be a legacy of the village Panchayiet which originally formed pan of the 18 Guilds of artisa~smentioned ir: the early records of the HimZlayan Janapadas (Republican states)
and the Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal. Mysterious inscriptions in the
neighbourhood of Delhi under the name of Chandra and with the conventional claim of world conquest in the fifth century have been attributed t~
Chandragupta 11, but it is remarkable that Chandra-Gomi, Chandra-Varmin and ChandriimSa-Niiga occur in the corresponding records of the
Milava-Gana-rijyas (People's Republics of hlPlw2) and Nepal to challenge
the claim. The distinguishing feature of the Gupta dynasty of India was
their devotion to the cult of holy BhZgavata and their patronage of the intellectual conmunity of Briihmins including Kalidisa who flattered their
(6

boast of heraldry by writing such exquisite poetical works as RaghuramSa
on the basis of the Hindu epic of RPnGyana indited by the KauSikan poet
B5lmiki. During his stay in Ujjain Chandra-gupta appears t u have rallied
round him the greatest intellectual figures, artists afid architects who built
the Gupta tcmples, small shrines of Yakgas, Yakpis, Siva, VPsudeva and
Devis which appear to have imparted a distinctive feature to the sculpture,
architecture and literature of the Gupta period. Most important historical
event mentioned in the works of KZlidPsa is the rise of the Hunas in the
political horizon of India. The Abhiras (Avars) and Hunas (Huns) impart
to Nepalese and Indian history a universal character.
However, we find the growing influence of the Briihmannic revival
In the art and culture of Kunlira-gupta under the direct inspiration of
~vaipgyana'sSmrtis (laws). Like his forefathers he is proud of his Licchari
lineage through Dhruva-devi and claims to be a follower of the TTaishnavite
cult of holy Bhigavata. For the first time we find the mention of "Saddharma" (true law) and MPlava-era in Gupta inscriptions. There is a pun
on the name of Dhruva-Sharmma in connection with the building of a temple
in the Bilsad Etah district of the United provinces of India. The two
names Dhruva-devi and the rnemorial to the achievements of Dhrurafharmma give a clue to the episode of Dhru~asvPmini3r.d Cha~dra-gupta
11. The name of a Brahmin known as TTiiriihasvlmi in the copper plate inscription of Kumaragupta (BhandPrkar, List, No. 1267) links it directly with
VirPhasvPn~iUmPsoma mentioned in the Inscription of Jignugupta (Gnoli
LIX p. 79). We have explained the religious and historical significance of
the image of hian-boar (T'iraha) incarnation of Vi?hnu in Chapter XVI
which will speak for itself. The rural and social life cf the people is now
controlled bv the Astakulas (the representatives cf eight aristocratic families)
in place of the Paiicamandali (the electire body of five village elders), under
the jurisdiction of their own Adhikaranas (Judicial courts) charged with
the administration of justice, law and order.133
A comparative study of the Licchavi Inscriptions cf Nepal and the
Gupta Inscriptions of India reveals that, though Dvaip~yana,Vai5ampayma
and Anupararnagupta had done their share of introducing the cult of the
36

11oly Viisudesa, the Licchavi kings appear to have formed part of the conwith strong Bud.d.histicpredilections
federation of the Pa~upati-bhat~irakas
which tended to even the rough. edges of Brihmannic or tho do^^. in the
c h a ~ ~ g i nworld
g
of the Abhiras (Avars) and Hunas (Huns). In this trarsition, the coinmoil peoples themselves appear to have played a great role,
The protocol of the gods of different faiths, theil: festivals and religious
processions a: well as those of the officers c f state and common people
seem to be inspired by the idea of improving human behaviour and attaining higher spirituality and perfected humanity in and through the practices
of "I<Prana-pQjPs" in every home. The chronological order of the Brihmannic and Buddhistic patriarchs mentioned in the Nepalese inscriptiors
seem t o be sanctioned by the usages of the trar.s-Himilayan and Indian
peoples. Unlike the mention of hlanu and Dvaipiiyana withdivine attributes in the Gupta inscriptions, the Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal put thein
up as the opponents of the religious paths prescribed by the Buddhistic
Saugatas and work out a compromise between them in their new scheme
of Bhairavi-cakra through the agency of VaiSarnpiiyana. In th.e detached
way of the scientists, the inscriptions of the Abhiras (Avars) probe into
human behaviour, customs, traditions and beliefs, and gain a close insight
into the mentality of the mixed peoples of Asia on the eve of the adventures
of the Huns and Avars in Europe and India after their subjugation of China.
Unlike the confusion in the expression of religions faith with the 17arying
doctrines of Gupta-Inscriptions, such. leaders cf transport and trade as Guhamitra, Ratnasaiipha and Prabhusafigha in the contenlperary Nepalese inscriptions freely and firmly subscribe to King hZHna Deva's philosophy of
Bhairavi-cakra by erecting images and Lifigas over ring-stones as a spiritual
prescription and therapy against human sufferings. The address to the
Paficas (elected village elders of five) is most polite and the functions of the
various Adhikaranas (Law-courts) seem t o be very well defined, SO that
they may not infringe upon the jurisdiction of the village elders. The
army and police seem to be very well organised with apprcpriate laws of war
and peace and with a warrant or precedence rarely seen in the corresponding
inscriptions of other parts of the world. As to econcmic organisation, the
Licchavi kings appear to have followed the ~aka-systemof coinage which
gave them a direct link with the rising power of the Huns and Avars, while

the Dinira (gold coins) of the Gupta kings was a feeble copv of the Roman
Denarius stamped with some local dynastic peculiarities.

A cot~Qarutiveitridy of the 13-us udopted 19 the Licchmd Li~zgoj N e p i u~ld
the Gr!f,ta Rj~gsof Indid.
Further to our brief observation at the outset of this chapter as to thc
veracity of the era adopted by the Guptas, it would be useful to state zt this
stage how the historical, religious and social implications of the Era cf King
MPna Deva I follow as a practical sequel to the NirvPna, Saka and King
Kanishka's
. .
eras in the contest of religious transition from Dharma-cakra
to Bhairavi-cakra through the agency of the astzo-psycllic scheme of Kilacakra. We have already pointed out with reference to the Piprahavi-Buddhist-vase-Epitaph how the Greek king hfenander and the succeeding Saka
and Pahlava kings were responsible for the introduction of their eras in the
wake of the Nirvina Era. Then, too, we have said with reference to the
Ydpa I~scriptionsof the mixed tribes of the A4aukhPris dated Krita year
295 (238 A. D.) how the Gana-rljyas (People's Republics) of hiilava-pecples
imported it to Rijputinl from their original home cf the Punjab in Pakistan
before the age of King Saka Usavadita (C. 118-23 A. D.). After the development of the Briihmannic legend of Vikramiditya (the Sun of B r a mannic power) in the city of Ujjain, the intellectual community of Brshmins
appear to have given Chandra-gupta I1 the title of Sakiri (enemy of Sakas)
and associated him with t1i.e vague Vikrama-era over the ashes of what they
called the Era of the slaves.
A scientific survey of the dates used by the Gupta kings tend to show
that the Gupta era, which became connected with the name of Irikramiiditya
about the 8th century A. D., was earlier known as the KytayQga in
the inscriptions of Alllava-gea-riijyas ( People's Republics of hlilava
tribes ). The inscription of Amiuvarmin ( Gnoli : XXXV line 1 p. 48 )
faithfully follows the same spelling of Kyta-era. As regards Kga, we have
also the spelling Krita in early records, which was misspelt as Krita (bought)
and used the expression Kyita-yuga as the era of the foreign slaves. We have
pointed out how Hsiian-tsang quotes the Buddhist traditions of Madhyintika, who preached Buddhism in Giindhira and KHshmira, to the effect that
the orthodox Buddhist teacher built 500 monasteries and bought foreign

slaves to serve the monks. Sometimes after his death these slaves became
the rulers of the country; but as some of the reactionary Brlhnlannic states
despised them as low-caste peoples, they preferred to call the cra brought
by the AIilava-peoples as the Krita-yiiga or in other words, the era introduced
by the slaves. Judging from the mention of A~Suvarmiinin the records of
Hsiian-tsang and the former's spelling of Kyta-ySga, exactly, as it is spelt
in the earlier inscriptions of the mixed hlilava peoples, we do not h d the
same prejudice against the Milava-era of the Maukhiris in the Nepalese
inscriptions as do the inscriptions of the Gupta kings. Unaware of tile
Suvarnagotra (Gold-race) origin of the Saka and the allied Scytho-parthian
and Indo-Greek tribes, the orthodox religious leaders appear to have branded
the mixed peoples as low-born slaves. We have discussed the ethnic origin
of the Gold-race peoples in Chapter X and amply explained in note127
how these so-called slaves of history were basically the Suvarnagotrapeoples
who were opposed to caste or class prejudices and who went ahead to emancipate mankind from caste, colour or credal prejudices on the basis of
their faith in " Saddharma " ( true law ). The fact that this Krita-yGga
is a continuation of the Saka-era is proved by the Takhti-vihi inscription of
Gondopharnes ( Gandaprana ) who was a contemporary of the Christian
saillt Thomas in the first century A.D. The vagaries of the era used by the
Gupta kings can be seen in the Eran Stone Pillar Inscription of Buddhagupta ( Fleet. Corp Ins. Ind. 111, p. 89 ) where the date ir T ~ z I N I S ~ J216
J]IN~~
Gllpfllgear165. For all we know, Varihamihira w ~ the
s earliest astroilomer
to popularise the week-days in India. The influence of the works of the
Greek astronomer Paul of Alexandria of the last quarter of the fourth century and other Greeco-Roman authors on the works of ~ariillmihiraknown
as Pauliia-siddhiinta and Romaka-siddhiin t a, is acknowledged by Indian
astronomers. We do not find the mention of week-days in the ~icchavi
inscriptions of Nepal. It would be diflicult to identify the Gupta-year
165 with 464 A.D. because the works of Variihamihira appeared only in 587
A.D. Such an early use of the name of the week-days in the inscriptions
of king ~uddha-gupta,ifthe date is cor~ectlyinterpreted, cannot be explained
otherwise.
The Ma~~dasor-stone-inscriptionof Kunliira-gupta I and Banauvarman (Fleet, Corp TIIS Ind, 111 p 81 f f ) occurring in what is today the

Gwalior of Central India show that the People's Republics o f the Xiilavas
were now under the occupation of the Hunas. Both Professors Fleet and
~handarkarare at their wit's end to account for the actual date of the cfa,
If the date of the inscription is to be expressed in terms of the ~aka-era(as
Professors Fleet and Bhlndarkar believed it to be), the date of hlPla\va jGrur
496 would work to about 573-574 A.D. and not 436 A.D. as some schc;lars
have presumed. Paleographically this record belongs to the last quarter
of the 5th century which perfectly accords with VijayasvPmin's Inscriptions
of Nepal. It is also difficult to explain the paradoxical date of 529 occurring in the same Inscription. Judging from the contemporary evidences of
the Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal, Bandhu-varmln was very much alive and
independent and he does not acknowledge the overlordship of King Kumlragupta while he was reigning. Then, too, the inscription of King Kumiragupta show clearly that a struggle for the throne of the Gupta kings sccms
to be going on during the early years of his reign. \Ve have explained in
Chapter VIII and note"' the close connections existing betwecn the Licchavi kings of Nepal and the Varmin kings of the Alllava-janapadas ( Republican states of hlilwii ) which appear to have modelled themselves upon
the early Buddhist republican states of the Himdayas mentioned at the very
outset of this book. Like the contemporary Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal,
the Inscription under review shows the looseness of the bond of caste
restrictions in Central India vis-a-vis the rigid division of caste system obtaining in the courts of the Gupta king in Bihar. We hare also adequately
discussed how the Huna kings of India believed in the cult of PaSupati as
Sthlnu-Siva. The Abhiras of Nepal namely, Paramibhimini and Anuparama-gupta, appear to have held a sober view in their assessnlent of the
Buddhistic cosmology and meditation vis-a-vis the dogmatic doctrines of
the Brhmannic patriarchs ( AIanu and Dvaiplj~ana),while Xbl~iri,judging
from her inscription ( Gnoli XVI p. 23 ), appears to have believed in the
Piiupat cult of sensory perception and erected the phallic symbol of Anuparameivara to commemorate her dead husband, who was the author of
the celebrated inscription of the Pilaster of Hari-gPon. The laboured diction
and rhetoric of the Gupta Inscriptions do not match the dignit!. and reality
of the corresponding Liccha\ri inscriptions at a period n-hen the Hunas and
the Abhiras seerll to be converging to a synthesis in Central Icdia and Central

Asia. Already with the dramatic works of Kiilidisa, we have heard about
the inroads of the Hunas on the kingdom of the Guptas. If we interpret
the Milava-year 529 (=472-73 A.D.), the occupation of Central India by the
Hunas appears to have thrown the Gupta kingdom h t o a state of terror and
confusion. We have already seen how the Hunas had shown greatest migrative activities in Europe during the 4th and 5th centuries, when they tried
to pull down the structures of the Roman and other European kingdoms
under their leader Attila (406-53 A.D. ). However, Kilidba places the
land of the Hunas on the Oxus. At a time when there was a tug-of-war between the Varmiin rulers of the republics of Central India and the Gupta
kings of Bihar, the Hunas appear to have knocked at the Western Gates of
India and ultimately succeeded in establishing an empire which extended from
Central Asia to Central India with the Gurjiira peoples as their allies.
Against such a historical background, the Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal,
bearing ~aka-eraand the title of PaSupat-bhaytiirakas and the basic faith of
the Abhiras ( A ~ a r )s and of the Hunas ( Huns ) in ~ t h i ~ u - ~(iPaSupati
va
),
seem to be very much more important from the point of view of world-history
than the rhetorics of the Gupta inscriptions with their conventional
claims for world-conquest and universal reign of the Almighty Vishnu. Despite the claim of the success of the Gupta-kings over the Hunas, the latter
appear as a political power in the history of India till the 12th century when
they are finally assimilated into the Hindu society as the 36 clans of ~ a j p u t s ' ~ ~
On the evidences of the Tibetan documents Professor G. Tucci in
his " Tombs of the Tibetan kings (Rema 1950 pp. 63-64)", writes to say
that T'o yo gon, T'u yu hun and A za were the same people as the H u ~ s
whom the inscriptions of Nepal identify with the country of Bhoita ( Bods).
But as A za claimed to be the ruling clan over the peoples known as T'u
yu bun and T'o yo gon, we may see traces of this internal dissension in the
facts recorded in the Annals of China to the effect that So-110-kuei, who
was the chief minister of T'u yu bun, fled to T'u fan and divulged all their
weak points SO that the T'u fan succeeded in destroying the state ( Bushell,
P 447) In " Documents de Tousen Houang relatifs a l'historie du Tibet
( edited by J. Bacot, F. W. Thomas and Ch Toussaint on 1940 in Paris ),
there is inention only of the " A za" IS being the highcst dignitary of the
Tibetan state known as Dar rgyal to the total neglect of the illass of

known as T'u yu hun. It is also seen from a scientific analysis of
the Licchavi inscriptions that the relation of the masses of the Hunnic pea~ 1 of~ Tibet
s
and Central Asia to the betraying tribc of the A za was not
friendly and peaceful. Unacquainted with the history ~f the Abhiras and
the Hunas, Samudragupta merely mentions the Abhiras without identifying
them with the kingdom of Nepal, while Kllidiisa and Harqacarita ( the life
of Harsa ) put the land of the Hunas ( Hunavista ) somewhere on the banks
of the river Oxus and the Punjab respectively. Professor Bailey suggests
very rightly that the syllable Hun of the word T'u yu hun was the basis of
the Sanskrit, Khotanese and Tibetan word H q a . The contemporary literature of Tibet, Central Asia and China seems to be aware of the Licchavis
and Gomis ( Xbhiras ) as the teachers of their mixed peoples as far as China.
According to the chronology of the Xbhiras obtaining in the Licchavi inscription of Nepal, they appear with the cognomen Gomi or Golnin which
is translated as the " Perfect Rloon " in the trans-Himilapan documents.
Sylvain Levi has very ably discussed the significance of this cognomen
" Gomin " without knowing that they were of the origin of the Xbhiras.
Unlike the h k y a s and Kolis of solar dynasty, the Abhiras claim lunar
origin in the footsteps of the Sikas who opposed Darius, Xerxes and
Alesander. That explains the mystery as to the origin of the Xbhira
dynasty of the Nepalese chronology and generally of the Xbhirian peoples
mentioned in Chapters I & VIII and the corresponding notes 115 and
116. Thus when the tribal masses of T'u yu hull seen1 to be forming
themselves under the abbreviated form of Hun or Huna, the religious
teachers of these interesting peoples were the Gomins u-ho were of
Abhlrian origin. The Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal are positive that
the Abhiras, despite their Vedic and Vaishnavite predilections, appear
with the title of PaSupati Bhattiirakas side by side with the Licchavi
kings. This accounts for the basic faith of the H q a s ( Huns) who
appear to have believed in ~thiqu-Sivaor Paiupati on the eve of their
great adventures in the decadent empires of Asia and Europe. ,Against
such a historical background the chronology of the Abhiras conlprised by
ParamHbhlm~, hliinagupta, Anuparamagupta, Bhaumappta, AmiuvarmHn, \7ibhuvarn12n, Jishnugupta and TTishnugupta in the Licchari
inscriptions of Nepal need a close hard prying. These Gonlins were

Abhiras and they have nothing to do with the cc.ntenlporary Gupta
kings of India. The religious, social, judicial customs and economic systems
described in their inscriptions do not show any link with th.e Gupta insniptions bf India. Every evidence of this formative period in the Hin1ilayas
and Central Asia tend to the conclusion that the fourth and the fifth centuries,
which were centuries of disaster and retrogres~ionin India, China md
Europe, were most prolific spiritually in the Himiilayan and Central Asiatic
Republican States leading to the emergence of the Huns and Avars as factors
in world h i ~ t 0 r y . I ~ ~
Assessment of the in~criptiotzsof King Skanda-gfiipa :
The Juniigarh rock inscriptions of king Skandagupta, discovered in
the JunZgarh state of KZthiZwiir and dated Gupta year 138, invokes the
midget incarnation of V i ~ h n uas Vimaila for the overthrow of king Ba]i
from power for the restoration of the Vedic rights of Indra in his heavenly
abode inhabited by 330 million subject gods. Unlike the historical link
of king Miina Deva's inscription of Vlmana with the ASokan inscription of
Lumbinl( see Chapter V ), Skand a-gupta's inscription thanks Vi~hnufor
the victory of his local governors who, like so many Garudas ( mythical
mounts of Vishnu ), used their authority in the capacity of " Nirvisi
( Himalayan herb used as antidote against snake poison) the snake-like and
hostile Mleccha kings ( low-caste kings cutside the pale of the Brihmannic
fold ). He describes his time as wicked, abject and full of vice and is afraid
of appointing governors to the western countries, where the Hullas and the
Gurjiras contended their power with the Gupta kings. In his own way
Levi finds a parallel for " Nirvisi " in the expression of " nirbhil; sipha "
( intrepid lion) occurring in Manii Deva's inscription of Chingu Nirvana
( Gnoli I : Face IIJ line 16 p 4 ). It is remarkable that the jackal-like-lion
at the right foot of the image of Durgii VijayaShree and superinscribed in
the Bhogini series of hiihiifika-coins ( see Chapter XVI ) as well as the powerful story of Queen Rijyavati and Miina Deva-appear to have illspired
Skanda-gupta with the legend of Krishna-Devaki in his ~hitari-stone-pillar
Inscription (Fleet, Corp. Ins. Ind., 111, p. 53 f ).
The times are dificult and the rival Guptn 11o~sescontcndcd for power,
while the Huns and the Gurj~rasdisciplined by the Ahl~irasnlade repeated

incursions upon the Gupta-kingdonl. Unable to find reliable men to take
care of their jobs in his difficult time, he contents himself with prayers to
the Vgmana incarnation of Vi ghnu in his THREE INCOMpREHmSIBLE STEPS and in imagining the character of a powerful md capable person who could rise up to the occasion, quell the revolts of the peoples md
deal firmly with the new situation that has stared the country in the face.
In his dilemma Skanda-gupta does not find a General or a Viceroy to take
care of the Hunnic invasions, and he offers himself and his Crown-prince
as examples of men endowed with a solid physical frame, handsome feature,
selfsontrolled and self-possessed and inspired with faith for the all-pervading
and omnipotent incarnation of Viphnu as the Midget who b d l e d king BaJi
by his subterfuge. Though a follower of the cult of the holy Visudeva at
the outset of his dificult career, we find a steady change in his faith for the
cult of the Great Mother Goddess under the influence of saint VaiSampiyana.
He appears to have begun with the worship of the Seven Divine Mothers
(namely, Brihmi, Mheivari, Kaumiri, Vaighnavi, hliihendri, Virihai and
Cimwdii). Then he seems to have fumbled on to the worship of the
Eight Divine Mothers led by Cmdi ( namely, Brhmi, MiiheSvari, -6,
Virghf, Vaighnavi, Kaumiri and Cacciki: ). Then progressively he appears
to have adopted the worship of " Nava-durgss " ( Nine Divine hiothers )
and finally raised the number of the Divine Mothers to 16. In the inscriptions
of the Ruyal dynasties of the Kidamvas and the Cilukyas, these Divine
Mothers are mentioned side by side with Mahiisena ( the war-god Skanda ).
Then, too, we find mentions of some concrete constructive works for
his people in the repair of the breach of the Sudarsana lake caused by
floods. Professor Fleet believes that the embankment of the lake, originally
built to help the cultivators of the Junagarh region, " was 100 cubits in
length, 60 cubits in breadth and 7 men's height in elevation. This is the
first mention of beneficent activities for the people in the inscriptions of
the Gupta kings. He also appears to have respected the Yak~a-custom
Ak~yanibi( permanent endowment of land ), the income from which could
be applied to the maintenance of a lamp dedicated to the worship of the Sungod. We also find the increasing influence ot the concepts of Bhadrz
( PPrvati ) and Alabelvara and of Samyak-sambuddha on the inscriptions
of the period of Skanda-gupta.
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The coirrr fkki, Jkmdagr,pta

:

From representations in Allan's Catalogue ( No. 454, Plate XX, N ~13 ~ .
ff)dated Gupta years 146 and 148, the silver coins of king Skand.a-gupta
are still feeble copies of the Roman Dinars. On some specimen we see the
Nandi ( bull) of Siva ( as in the Licchavi coins of Nepal) while the Gamda
show Vedic burning alters in the centre. The obverse shows the bust of
king to right with traces of Greek legend, while the reverse shows the
Vedic burning alter at the centre with the legend in Gupta characters as
follcws : " ~aramabhii~avata-ShreeVi kramiiditya Skanda-gupta " meaning
" the follower of the cult of the Great Bhiigavata Sire sun of power
Skanda-gupta. The legends differ in different specimen to show that various
religious, political and economic influences seem to be working during the
reign of king Skanda-gupta, and that he had not been able to shake off
foreign economic domination during his time.
Scholars have laboured hard to notice a similarity between king
MPna Deva's Pillar Inscription of Chiingu.NHriiyana dated Saka year 386
( 464 A.D. ) and king Skandagupta's inscriptions of the village of Bhitari,
which is located near Sayyidpur in the Ghazipur district of the United Proviilces of India. Much confusion was created by the misdating of the
Licchavi era by Professor Levi who thought that the starting point of the
era used by king Mina Deva was 110 A.D. It has now been established
by eminent Nepalese scholars and Professor Luciano Petech on the basis of the multiplying evidences of Nepalese inscriptions h t the starting point
of the era represented on the victory pillar of Mlna D e ~ a ' s Inscription was
the continuation in progressive religious setting of the era of king Ka~ishka
in 78 A.D. We have adequately pointed out elsewhere how the Inscription
of Vandhuvarmen and Kumiiragupta I have much more in common with
the Nepalese Inscriptions in archaic northern Briihmi characters than the
inscriptions of King Skandagupta. The discovery of the coins of Ka~ishka
in Gandaki have now established that the starting point was the Kanishka
era. The real theme of Queen Mother Rzjyavati's attempt of self-iinnlolation on the death of king Dharmma-deva depicted in Nina Deva's Inscription presents a contrast to the cheep legend of J<yishna-Devaki borrowed from the Life of Krishna ( Krishna-cnritl ) which seems to have develop

The most unique image of Adokitdvam set up by PrativH Dharmma
Jtvah and dated during the Em of King kUna Dcwr I in the heart
of mtpur.

jn India with the SHtavihana kings.

The story of a brave hlother inspiring
her son has been a favourite subject for poets and dramatists from the time
of Alexander the Great. Skand-agupta's account of his war against the
Hunas as well as the legend of VikramGditya ( sun of power) depicted in his
Silver coins throw light on the tradition of king RPrna-gupta and Vijayasvlmini ( Dhruvasvimini or Dhruvadevi) contained in the fragmentary
drama called Devicandraguptam discovered by Sylvain Levi and Sarasvati
in 1923. According to " The ocean of story " ( N.M. Penzer \To1 111 p.
290 ), the traditional Vikranlgditya was known as the protector of ladies '
honour. In addition to the inscription of the coin of KIcha, the existence
King Rlmagupta, as a successor to king Samudragupta, is further attested by some copper coins of hfnlwi, which bear the legend of " Rimaypta "
in the normal Gupta characters. Skandagupta's assumption of the title
of " Paramabhigavata Shree Vikram~ditya" may be a garbled version of an
earlier tradition of DhruvasvPmini and Rimagupta which recalls the Saka
or Khasa conquest of Western India described in the fragmentary drama
composed by the dramatist ViSikhidatta. The tradition of Vikramzditya
assumed by Skanda-gupta after his war with the Hunas definitely seems to
be a later tradition as the Hunas were not known to Samudragupta as political factors in the politics of Indian subcontinent.
Mr. S. N. Mukherji in his able article known as " The tradition of
Rirnagupta and the Indian historians " observes : " Most Indian historians
reject the story of RHmagupta as unhistorical. The real difficulty of the
Indian authorities in accepting the historicity of the story is connected with
the Indian national movement. The nationalist historiahs in tqing to
restore national prestige, which was humiliated by foreign rule looked back
upon a golden age '. This ' golden age ' was found in Gupta Inscription.
The Guptas were depicted as Liberators from foreign rule, and Candragutpa
11Vikram~dityabecame a national hero. In this cult of the 'golden age'
the historical figures are distorted by the projection of modern ideas of a
hero on them. Hence it is difficult to believe that a son of Samudragupta,
the Indian Napoleon would kill his brother and marry his brother's wife.
Professor R.C. Majumdar finds, that, the killing of a brother and the marrying of a brother's wife, 'c]nshes with our cherished notions of morality and
decorum, Professor hlajumdar forgets that his cherished notions of xorality

belong to the nineteenth and twentieth ceritury Hindu hliddle class, ~h~
fraternal affection and the motherly love a of sister-in-law is an ideal of
Hindu family life. There were so many novels written on that theme in
the early years of this century. A King of Kings of the fourth century
could hardly be judged by the moral standard of modern middle class. Raychowdhury also suffered from the same difficulty when he tried to explain
that the word 'bhrlta' and 'bandhu' do not necessarily prcve that Rimagupta
was a brother or a step brother of Candragupta, as the word may mean a
cousin relation or f~iend. This point becomes clear, when we find that the
18th century Brlhmin-pundits, did not find it difficult to believe that Vikramiditya killed his brother. He viewed the past with a different set of values.
The Guptas were not thenational liberators that some nationalist historians
would have us believe. In fact according to the informers of Alberuni thev
were a very wicked people. Their history was quite forgotten until the
reading of the Allahabad pillar inscription in the 19th century. Thus the
nationalist historians are unable to believe the story as it would not fit in
with their concept of Gupta history. The myth of the 'golden age' served
a great purpose in the liberation of India from foreign rule. But when that
end is achieved the work of the nationalist historians becomes a part of the
study of historiography, and here they follow the same fate as the Whig
historians of England. "
The story of Dhruvbvirnini and Rimagupta has been embellished by
the celebrated Indian poet Bina in his Har~acarita( Life of Harsa) on the
basis of the drama of Devicandraguptam composed by ViSlkhidatta. We
have no means of ascertaining the date of the dramatist Vijlkhidatta who
may be " KautsaSSiva "( KauSik poet ) famous for his knowledge of @ammar, logic and of the world referred to as a Minister of ~ a n d r a ~ u pTIt ain
the Udayagiri Cave inscription No 2 ( Bhandarkar List 1240 and 1561 stanza
4). Another title known as Mudririik~asais also attributed to ViSikhidatta who relates the same story in the context of changing loyalties with
the change of Master. He belonged to Payaliputra ( Patna). It was this
KauSik poet who associates Candrappta I1 with the tradition of Vikramiditya where a Buddhist Sodhala has put up a sister inscripti011 coilsecrated
by the Buddhistic form of donation. Sodhala claims to belong to the
tribe of Sanakznika, and judging from the title of AIahjraja associated with

his forefathers Cl~hagalagaand Vi~hnudisa,Sodhala appears to have tried
to include Candragupta I1 as the chief of the federation of the Bhattiirabs
..
( brother kings). A comparative study of the two inscriptions gives us the
impression that the KauSiks had now effected a compromise with Saivism
in their attack against Buddhism professed by the tribes of Sanaklnikas We
thus see that the two inscriptions of Udayagiri show the conflicts in the
minds of the KauSiks of Patna and the Sanakinikas of Central India. The
faith of these peoples and the thoughts that influenced them on the eve of
the H u ~ i invasion
c
of India is much more important than credulity of
the nationalist historians, that the dynastic history of the Guptas was free
from dynastic disputes, and that Candragupta I, Samudragupta, Ramigupta,
Vikramlditya, Kumiragupta I and Skanda-gupta conquered the Licchavis,
Abhlras, Sakamurundas and Hunas at one sweep and established their undisputed empire from the fourth to the sixth centuries. There could be
no doubt that this particular incident gave rise to a great literary activity,
and according to S. Levi and Indian Antiquaries ( 1923 p. 181 ) the story
of the drama together with other traditions can be surnmarised as hllows :
There was a king called Ramigupta who was weak, impotent and incapable.
His kingdom was invaded by a powerful Saka or Khasa king after the disaster of his army in the Himdayas, and Rimggupta's capital was besieged.
As a reprisa1,the Saka or Khasa king demanded the hands of his wife Dhruv3
svimini and RamPgupta surrendered her with a view to save himself and
his subjeas. Ramigupta's younger brother Candragupta I1 ~ i k r a r n ~ d i t p
protested against this act of dishonour and offered to go to the enemy's
camp in the guise of his sister-in-law, and kill the Saka ruler. Candragupta 11
succeeded in his plan and Dhruvasvimini and the citizens became indebted
to him at the expense of his cowardly brother. At this, king Ramigupta
became suspicious of his brother leading to open hostility between the two.
Finally Candragupta I1 killed his brother Rimigupta, took over the kingdom and married his siter-in-law Dhruvasvimini."
The poet Bina only tells us a part of the story to the effect that Candragupta 11in the guise of a woman killed a Siikadhipati ( =Sikarnuwda=
king of the Sakas ) but he does not tell us who he was and what name
the Sikamurunda bore. From the Journal of the Bihar and Orissa
Research Society (\To1 XI11 pp 230-231 ) we know that the name of the

queen was Dhruvasviimini and that she was the sister-in-law of Candraypta
II. But Bina's work leaves out the other part of the story of the drama
Devicandraguptam to the effect that Candragupta Vikramiditya kiUed
his brother Rimagupta and married his sister-in-law Dhruvasvinlini.
According to the Harsa-carita ( Life of Harsa edited by F.B. Cowel, L ~ ~ don 1897 pp 192-194 ) the reference to this story is made by HarsaPsgeneral
Skandagupta who related it as an example of the danger of not being on
guard against the enemies from the north. From H s ~ a n - t travelr
~ ~ ~ ' ~
we know that the traditional Vikramsditya was as famous for his gifis
as Sil~ditya( king Har~avardhan) had been when the Chinese pilgrim met
him. We find the full account of this story of a Gupta king who killed his
brother, took over his kingdom and married his wife in the RPstrakGta
..
copper plates of the 9th centmy. It is remarkable that the poet RijajaSekhara,
in his work known as Ksvya-rnirniimsii, gives a very authentic version of
the story which finds its echo in the 12th century Persian work hlajmmluttawarikh to the effect that Barkamiiris ( Vikramiiditya ) killed the enemy
of the family in the guise of a woman and later killed his brother and mariied his wife. According to the Jain tradition, the 96 ~iihiscaptured the
of Ujjain with the help of KPlakasuri who took his revenge against
King Garadabhalla for eloping with his sister Sarasvati who had become a
nun. It is equally interesting that the NIungher inscription of the Bengali
king Devapiila followed the Gupta inscriptions in the use of the title ot
Sakadvisi for Briihmannic hero Vikramiiditya.
But the real fact behind these legends was the social revolution that was
being effected in the BrZhmannic world of the Guptas by the ~ i n of
g the
Sakas on the principles and practices of Suvarnagotra which they claimed.
We have already pointed out how the Vedic saints of the ~imilayashad
no scruples in marrying such low-caste Yaksis as Arundhati and Sivili
and fisher-women Satyavati. We have also explained how the invasion of
Virudhaka upon Kapilavastu was responsible for the dispersion of the aristocratic solar race of the Sakyas, and the consequent transformation of their
idea of marriage and remarriage after the impact of the Yak~acults. With
the growing influence of the Yaksis and the in naris of the ~ i n g d o mof
women, the cruel Saka marriage customs gradually gave way to the impact
of the Suvarnagotra-peoples as and when they accepted the marriage princl-

pies and practices of the Gold-races. As a progressirely impro\lln race,
the Sakas did not condemn wornell if they left their cowardly husbands for
brave and war-like mate. The Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal ( GnoliYs
LWpp 76-77 ) show how the wives of the warriors were protected at home.
With the impact of the Sakas on India the same marriage custom appears to
have infiltrated among the trading communities where, for example, Samdeva does not betray moral indignation against hliinuhiri who left her husband Art halobha for an adventurous husband Suddhadhana as it is described
in a book known as " Sarita-siigira " ( The ocean of story ).
According to the inscriptions ot Samudragupta, the Sakamurundas
were most powerful, though he does not seem to know their relations with
the Licchavis, Abhiras and the allied tribes who seem to be forming themselves to torge ahead in the history of mankind. As with the Licchavis,
Samudragupta appears to have arranged matrimonial alliance with the Sakas
whom he acknowledged as the Son of God and the King of Kings. There
is no indication anywhere that Samudragupta was in a positicn to join issue
with the Saka-chiefs and defeat them in open engagements.
The peculiarity of the Inscriptions of the Gupta kings consists in
the fact that they do not mention the ancient aristocratic tribes of the Slkyas, Kolis and Kiriintas who occur side by side with the Licchavis and the
Abhiras in the corresponding inscriptions of Nepal. If we notice the
trahsformation of the Himslayan society with the marriage of virgins to
Suvarnakumgra under Gold-race-principles, the Gupta kings seem to be
inclined to the God-race origin propagated by hfanu and claimed ~ e d i c
rituals in nuptials and Vedic rights on the marriage custom of "Kanyiidiina"
(the ceremony concerning the giving away or the gift of a girl). Indeed,
there was a thawing in the attitude of Samudragupta with the acceptance
of the cult of PaSupati and the Gafiges represented adequately in cur basreliefs of Ums-MaheSvara and he had arranged a matrirr.onial alliance with
the Sakas in order to placate them. But under the religious pressure of the
reactionary KauSiks, there was a difference betwen the Sakamurunda and
Samudragupta over the agreement of Kany iidiina (the gift of a girl according
to Vedic rites) and ''UpPdiina" (the acquisition of a bride under the princC
pres and practices of Suvarnagotra) . After itLe death of sarnudrag~pta
there was a war between the Sakamurunda and Rsrnagupta a-here .the

latter was defeated and the drama of Devicandraguptam fabricated in
favour of Candragupta I1 Vi kranlsditya by the Kaugik poet Vij&idatta
On the other hand we have presently discovered the Inscription of
Vijayasvimini dedicated to Devi-Bhagavati-Vijaya-Shree in king hlina
Deva's religious scheme of Bhairavi-cakra which gives a true versicn of
the story of Dhruvasviimini and her projeny in the dynastic history of Nepal,
This human drama of Vijayasvgmini and Mina Deva I solves the mystery
of the drama of Deviacandraguptam which has deeply stirred the imagination of the peoples of the fifth century and has found expression in
dramas, coins and Inscriptions down to the 12th century It was because
king MZna Deva put love and reason above the Vedic injunctions of the
KauSiks of Piitaliputra (Patna) that the Brihmins used their ingenuity to
avoid the name of the Saka king whom Candragupta I1 Vikramiditya mu*dered and rescued Dhruvasviimini from his clutches. This discovery also
repudiates the speculation of the Indian historians that the giant statue of
Viiriiha (Man-boar) in Udayagiti was erected by Candragupta I1 Vikram&
ditya in order to commemorate the rescue of Dhruvasv~mini.
O n the whole, we can consider the Inscription of Vijayasviimini
(=Dhruvasvimini) against a very wide religious, social and mental canvas
of world history, when we have, for examples, such monumental works as
the Inscription of Harigion to the credit of the Abhiras and such achievements as the transition to Bhairavi-cakra in the fifth century in succession
to Dharma-cakra and the astro-psychic system of Kila-cakra. From the
point of view of Nepal's religious, social and mental history, a complicated
psychological situation appears to have developed in our scheme of the
astro-psychic scheme of Kila-cakra with the resurgence of Vedic ~ a u i i k s
with their cults of holy Bhlgavata. As a consequence the astro-psychic
system of Life and Death based upon Saivism and Buddhism needed a new
drive and direction specially when the Brihmins tended to ally themselves
with the cults of Umi-MaheSvara to isolate the rational approach of Buddhism for the realisation of hwnan values. Seeing how the common men
could be made to believe in the foundationless legends of HarivamSaand
RaghuvamSa indited by such clever Brihmannic patriarchs as Manu 2nd
Dvaip~yanawith a view to justify their Vedic revelations, an aberration in
the principles and practices of the Yogic exercises and sacrifices associated

with our "Kirana-pQji" was bound, sooner or later, to lead our people
astfay from attaining the ultimate best in the direction of human affairs
here and now. In the name of truth, the KauSiks had tried to impose
some Revelationary convictions with absolute claim of correctness on the
sedulity of the peoples ot Himilayan Janapadas (Republican states) which
tended to influence their mental attitudes and affect their human social
relations.
The mental make up of the Abhiras and the Hunas, as they are reflected in the Licchavi inscriptions of Nepal, seem to be such more imponant
than the bone-dry chronology of kings who appear as fireflies in the night
of Indian history. In the following Chapters XIV-XVI, we would explain
the religious implications of the Inscriptions and sculptures put up by the
Licchavis and the Abhiras and interpret the significance of the blina Deva
Era on the eve of the debut of the Abhiras (Avars) over the stage world
history on the wake of the Hunas.

The tradition of Kumriragtgta I, I1 6 111and other Gupta kings :
Historims have found it difficult to identify the periods of Kumiira
gupta I, I1 and 111 as well as Budhagupta, Puragupta, Narasitjlappta
and Vishnugupta during the stormy period of Hunnic invasions. We
have already explained how the G o d s of Nepal were of A b h h origin and
also how they had become intellectual leaders to the Hunnic tribes. The
dynasty of Gomis claimed lunar origin as the descendents of the S i k a
Haumavargis (the Sakas belonging to the lunar clan) mentioned in the
Akhaemenian Inscriptions. Although these Abhiras of Nepal also bore
the second name "Gupta", they have nothing to do with the Gupta dynasty
of India. We find the second name "Gupta" associated ajitb the names of
the proto-Kirinta Abhira dynasty of Nepal and also with the Mauryan
king Candrappta and his Brihmannic teacher Vighnugupta (Cwakya)
which does not seem to have anything to do with their respective castes.
Generally speaking the second name Sharma for men of peaceful calling
and Varma or V a r m h for the people who wore armour to fight and defend
themselves have been consecrated by long usages in the Chronology and
Inscriptions of Nepal. The second names Pda, Jivas, Lila and Raksi
seem to be reserved for the names of the Siikyas and Kolis of Buddhist
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Hinl~layas. Similarly, the second name "hlitra" seems t o be reserved for
traders and organisers of transport.
Subsequent to the chronology of the Abhiras with the cognomen
Gomi who play their part in Central Asia, Tibet and China, Ravigupta and
Bhavagupta appear in the capacity of Chief of Police and Master of Ceremonies (Sarvadandaniyaka-Mahipratihaa) in the Inscriptions of king
Vasantadeva. After the inscription of the Pilaster of Harigbny Virocana-gupta appear? as "Yiijfiika" ( performers of sacrifices ). In either
case, the caste of the Abhlras are not mentioned, though their job-&scriptions are clearly defined. If Anuparmagupta most ably put up the thesis
of such Brihmannic patriarchs as Manu, Yama, Blhaspati, USanasa and
Dvaipiyana, as a refutation of the atheistical doctrines of the Saugatas, we
do not find in his inscription any reference to the dictum as to the irrevocality of land granted to the Brihmins. The address to the village elders
and the 18 guilds of artisans is most polite. The Brihmannic dictum, when
it appears in the inscription of King Vasantadeva, is qualified wiih the
word " ~ h u k t i " which guarantees human rights of possession in lieu of
"Datti" in the sense of a gift of land without compensation made to the
sacred order of the Brihmins as the representatives of Brahml and TTishnu
on earth, which are found from the time of Siitavihanas down to the period
of thewGuptakings of India. We have adequately discussed the religious
implications of this formulary attributed to MPnava-dharmailstra (the irrevocable laws guiding the behaviour of men) attributed to the Brihmannic
law-giver Manu in our Notes 45 and 46. After his victory over the
Mallas king MPna Deva politely asks his pious Queen-mother Riijyavati
to make a voluntary gift to the Brihmins with a happy heart. But when
this abject formulary lays down, on the authority of the acts of the legendary king Sagara that the person, who confiscates or abets confiscation
of land donated by self or by others, is condemned to the suffering, along
with his ancestors, as worms in the dung-heap, we notice violent opposition to the dictum of Dvaipiiyana from the common peoples. For, this
form of Brahmannic formulary is contrary to the spirit and content of the
Buddhistic formulary of donation of "Deyadharmmoyam" etc. which
implies the idea of disinterested charity in conformity with the Buddhistic
rules of life. The dictum of Dvaip~yanaintroduces a sense of creeping sin

and an element of helplessness in the face of destiny to the otherwise robust
peoples who accepted the challenge of life and faced death withnut the
fear of Hell and the prospects of I-Ieaven. It is a cry of despair from down.
trodden h d i a and the very first example of the encroachment of the j m pending doom of the evil cycle of Kali-yuga vis-a-vis the hopes of the
Human Millennia held out by the Nirvbna, Saka and Mina-Deva eras.
Professor S. Levi establishes that these abominable formularies of
;he Brhmannic Dharmaibtras (laws of scriptures) appear considerably
=arlier in the protocols of India than in the Inscriptions of Nepal. Although
king Vasanta-deva introduced this dictum with adequate safeguards, the
peoples of all walks of life fought hard to change and refute the very content of the dictum in succeeding generations which led to revolutionary
teligious developments. By contrast, not without reason, the epjgnphical
records of Central Asia follow the religious concept of "Saddharma" (tme
law) under the leadership of the Gomis, which the records of IndoChina
totally ignore the usage of the consecrated dictum of Dvaipiyana as a sacred
literature. For one thing, however, the impact of the BhHgavata cult of
Dvaipdyana appears to have driven a deep wedge between the descendents
of Queen K~emasundartand Bhogini Vijayasvimini in the dynastic disputes
of the Licchavi kings of Nepal with disastrous consequences on the political
coalascences of power in the H i r n i i l a y a ~ . ~ ~ ~
A coqarotive st~rdyof the coalescences and dil,iriotls of the Pait'pati Uattdr..
akzs obtai~iingin the Licchavi Itlscriptions of Awl arzd the Grpta bsm;Ptions of

India :
The chronologies of the Licchavis, Abhiras and other brother-kings
obtaining in the 4th-5th century Licchavi Inscriptions of Nepal would help
us to understand the religious, social and political situation of the Himilayan, trans-Himilayan and Indian states much better than the Gupta inscriptions of India. It is most fortunate that, after the discovery of the
Inscription of Vijayasvamini, the related Inscriptions of her daughter
Vi j ayavat l and Virtta Devaldbha (hiahideva), TTirnanadeva Bhiravi (AlanaDeva 11) and Bhauma-gupta have been recently discovered which throw a
flood of light on the political situation of the period. Unlike the Gupta
inscriptions of India, the Licchavi Inscriptions do not mention the Hunas
as their enemies. A number of names appearing in these Inscriptions are

mentioned in the records of Tibet, India, Central Asia and China. The
Licchavi dynasty during the 4th and 5th century yields the following
names of her kings :
V~sa-deva,
Biilircana-deva
Safikara-deva
Dharma-deva (Rijyavati-the sister of Milava King Naravarma)
M b a Deva I (Ksemasundari, Gunavati and Vijayasvimini).
The corresponding dynasty of king Mahi-deva who married Vijayavati-the daughter of Vijayasvimini and Mina Deva, yields the name of
Bhattiraka Mahiraja Vasurija. King Mina Deva appears to be in power
from 464-503 A. D. After a very short reign of Mahi-deva and Vijayavati, king Vasanta-deva and his sister Vijayasundari, who were the offsprings of Ksemasundari and MPna Deva, appear to have succeeded to the
throne of Nepal.
Vasant a-deva
Vimana-deva*
Rima-deva
With the backing of the lunar dynasty of Gomis, Bhiravi-the son
of Vijayavati and Mahi-deva, appears to have returned to power as Mbadeva I1 in 550 A. D. In this line of Mahi-deva and Vijayavati king Ganadeva appears to have ruled from 560 to 567 A. D. with Bhaumagupta as
"Svimivirta" (Prime-minister). The lunar dynasty of Gomis yield the
following names of illustrious religious leaders and administrators of
Abhira origin :
Paramibhimhi Gomi
Minagupta Gomi-Anuparamagupta Gomi
~ h a u k a ~ u Gomi
~ta
AmSuvarmiin (He drop the cognomen Gomi)
Vibhuvarmin
Jishnugupta
Vishnugupta
Other names found in the early Licchavi Inscriptions are Kinnaravarmin, (who was the father of Gunavati), Naravarmzn, Jayavarmin and the
like who claimed to be the relatives of the Licchavis. Among the traders

md transport organisers we find such names as Ratnasafigha, Prabhusaiigha
Bhruvasafigha and Gunamitra who, judging from the size, nature and contents of their monuments and contributions, seem to be as important people as the Licchavis and the Gomis. Devapiila, Dharmapiila, Balavala,
Mahivala, Priyapda and others are the names of the celebrated tribes of
the Sikyas who claimed to belong, like the ruling tribes of the Licchavis,
to the solar race. Unlike the Indian Inscriptions which regard Manu,
Bharata, Alarka and Miindhatii to be universal monarchs, the Nepalese Inscriptions mention Manu, Yama, Byhaspati, USanasa, PariSara, Dvaipiyana
and VaiSampiyana as the Kauiikan patriarchs, and such B r h i n s as Viprasena, Dhruvasena, Vrddhisena and Vedabhatta as their followers who
are allowed to perform Vedic sacrifices along the developing line of ''Kireapfiji". Unlike the Gupta lnscripuons which waver in their faith from the
cults of the holy Bhiigavata to PaSupati and AvalokiteSvara, the Inscriptions
of king hlZna Deva show his understanding of Bhigavata-dharma and
Paiica-iila (five disciplines) namely, Sila (morality), tyiiga (renunciation),
Dama (fidelity). Upaviisa (observances of fastings) and Ekinta (solitude)
with the purest of motives when he ventues on his new religious scheme
of Bhairavi-cakra. When there is a deviation frcm the historic development during the reign of kings Vasanta-deva, Vaiiampiyana and Dhruvasaiigha revolt against the B r i h m q i c revival and bring Vedic sacrifices
to conform to the rules of the esoteric worship of "KiiranapfijjP" with the
Five Ms as the five bases of psychic power. The supreme attainment with
the transition to Bhairavi-cakra is no longer a matter of disquisition of the
Revelations of the Vedas or of the superknowledges of Prajiia (gnosis) but
the practical and universal development of our physical and mental vigour
by the proper use of Miimsa (meat), hladya (hot drinks), hiaithun (ncltchings),
Mud12 (physical attitudes or exercises) and hiantra(breathing spells). It
is remarkable that the Dimodar copper-plate Inscription of Budhagupta
introduces the ceremony of "hfadhuparka" by providing cow's milk, animal offering, oblation of rice boiled with honey, water and cow's urine as
the five sacraments (Pafica-gavya) though the forms of worship seem to be
the same on the surface. Different illscriptions of different Indian kings
give different assessment of the five sacraments. The same is true of the
assessment of the Five Deadly Sins in the Licchavi Inscriptions of Nepal

and those of the Indian kings. A comparative study of these inscriptions
yield positive results as to the religious views held by the kings of Asia
when the Abhiras and H w a s emerged as factors in the history of mankind.137
We have extensively quoted HsBan-tsang's accounts in our note 16
where he mentions Amiuvarmin of Nepal as well as the Indian kina Sa.
kmditya, Budhagupta, Tathigatagupta, and Vajra as some of the patrons
of the Buddhistic University of Nilanda. The contemporary inscriptions
of Nepal do not mention the Empire of the Guptas while such names as
Mahlrija Mahisimanta Kramalilah, Khuddasv~mi, Kumirimitya Priyajivah and the like give indications that Nepal had become a bridge between
Kashmir and Khotan, Central as well as the Peninsular India. But a Manuscript known as AlaijuShree-millakalpa in our library gives the names of the
Gupta kings of Magadha as Vilikhya, Viliiditya, KumPra and UkirPkhya
in chronological order and describes their caste as Vaiiyas (traders). Professor Raychaudhari relies on the Life of HsBan-tsang which suggests
that Budhagupta was succeeded by TathPgata-gupta and VdPditya. Actoring to the Buddhist tradition, the Huna king Mihirakula invaded king
Viliditya's kingdom, took the Gupta king prisoner and set him free at a
ransom. There are a number of Inscriptions of Kumira-gupta Budhagupta, Vainya-gupta and BhPnu-gupta which have been widely discussed
and variously interpreted and dated by Indian nationalist historians. But
the mention of Dhanyavishnu in the Eran Stone Pillar Inscription of Budhagupta dated Gupta year 165 (Fleet, Corp. Ins. Ind., 111, p. 89 line 8) show
that he was a contemporary of Huna king Toramiina. For, the Inscription
of Torarnica and Dhanyavishnu dedicated to the worship of Man-boar
Incarnation of Vishnu in Udayagiri prove conclusively that Central India
was conquered by the Hunas, though Harsacarita ( ~ i f of
e ~ a r ~ suggests
a)
that the Guptas regained power in East M ~ l w after
i
the short rule of the
Huqas and Yaiodharman.
At this period, the various Inscriptions of ~ o r t h - B i h a rand Bengal
mention such names as Bandhu-mitra and Vasumitra as the heads of the
mercantile corporation of transport as in the earlier Inscriptions of Nepal.
It is remarkable that such names as Bibhu-piila and Dhyti-pila are nleiltioned as Sreshthins (artisans) while Vipra-y ;la, Simba-pHla and Skanda-

pilaare mentioned as the KPyasthas (scribes).' We have already pointed
out how the Licchavi Inscriptions of Nepal associate the cognomen Pila
with the names of the Sikyas. Similarly, Varadatta and Matidatta are
mentioned as Kulikas. The mention of donation of land to such-gods 2s
~ o ~ m u k h a s v i mand
i
Svetavarihasvimi over the Himil ayan heights
indicate that the cult of the Man-boar at the confluence of the river Kok;
and KauSikf along the modern barrage of Virihaksetra in the district of
Morang, seem to be getting popular in the countries of the Gupta kings.
litasena and Sintideva are described as the Professor of Sikyabhiksu of
Mahiyiinic sect, and there is mention of the Mahiyiinika-vaivartti ka-bhik?sangha who worshipped AvalokiteSvara. Most unfortunately these
Buddhistic teachers and schools had, by the jugglery of two dishonest
words, changed the very content and context of the ~uddhisticformulary
of consecrating voluntary gift of "Deyadharmoyan" implying in Nepalese
inscriptions, the idea of disinterested charity, into "Dharma-diya" o r
"Dharma-deya". so that the gift made according to the Buddhistic laws of
donation was made obligatory to the followers of Buddhistic "dharma"
as Bihar and Bengal interpreted the tern1 at the time. Equally Veda\~yPsathe son of Pariiara, is made into an incarnation of Vishnu and the dictum
of the Brihmannic Dharmaiistras used most indiscriminately and selfishly
to secure the proprietary rights of the priestly order. It m-ould be useful
at this stage to make a comparative study of the Licchavi Inscriptions
of Nepal and of North-Bihar and Bengal which will speak for themselue~.
It is remarkable that both the Buddhistic and Brihmannic dictum of donatioh are used with great reservations and circumspection in the Licchaii
Inscriptions of Nepal. We are quoting the relevant inscriptions in our
corresponding note as they have not been published in the text of the Nepalese Inscriptions in Gupta characters by Raniero Gnoli.l3
More important than the political history cf India at this confused
periods of Hunnic conquests is the random mention of the names of the
religious teachers of the University of Ndandi by HsQan-tsangwhich seems
to give the Indian religious history a universal character. Apart from thenames of gods and religious teachers n~entioncdin thc Inscriptions of the
Gupta kings, the mention of such scholars as Dharma-pHla, Chandra-pda,

Gunamati, Sthiramati, Prabhi-mitra, Jina-mitfa, Jriana-chandra and $,labhahra in connection with the University of NPlandi give us a true pinure
of the religious situation at the period. %la-bhadra was the abbot of the
University in the direct line of trinsmission from the sages Asvlga md
Vasubandhu when Hsiian-tsang visited it. We cannot confuse this Sflabhadra with ~ila-varminwho was responsible for writing an account of
the spread of Buddhism in Tibet during the reign of king Sroiisiiigimpo.
As regards the Buddhas (Buddhist scholars) who rendered services to the
University of NilandP, we have lately discovered a Licchavi Insniption
dedicated to the memory of Dharma-pila by his concubine Mfgini in the
heart of Lalitput which we are quoting for the enlightenment of our readers to speak for itself. According to our Licchavi Jnscription he was of
Sakya origin and, judging from the records of China, he appears to have
died in the 5th century.139
We have already stated elsewhere how Gunamati's works were translated into Chinese way back in 400 A. D. and how Sthiramati was his contemporary. Evidently, Hsiian-tsang appears to have learnt the names of
these Buddhist savants from the records of Fa-scien and quoted their names
in association of Nilandi. Judging from his distortion of history in his
accounts of Magadha (see note 16), HsBan-tsang does not appear to know
that the University of Nilandi had not come into existence when Fa-scien
visited the locality. As regards Chandra-pila, Jriana-candra, Prabhimitra
and Jina-mitra, the last named was the author of a valuable compendium of
the Vinaya of Sarvisti-vidins which is contained in I-ching's translations.
I-thing mentions Jfiana-candra as "one of the famous brethren of West
India attached to the Tiladha monastery. Nothing seems to be known about
Chandra-pala and Prabhimitra.
The devehjkzent of the c& qf Avalokitelvara with the glattcitrg look of con-

passion :
As regards the images of AvalokiteSvara and other ~uddhisticdeities
described by HsOan-tsang in his account of Bodhgaya and some of the
monasteries of Nilandii, they appear to be entirely newand not consecrated
by a long usage as in the case of the images consecrated by our ~nscriptions
quoted in Chapters V, VI, VII and VIII and accompmicd by the corresponding notes 41, 69, 95 and 120. Since the publication of a few of

the Buddhistic Inscriptions by R. Gnoli in his 'Ncplese Inscriptions in
Gupta cllaracters,' we are also bringing out a number of sculptures of
Siva-vairocana, Buddha-vai rocana, Maiiju-Shrec and \Tala-vala or MahZVala traced with Licchavi characters which givc us a punriew of the lost
horizon of religion. The starting point of all these inscriptions are the
Seven historical Buddhas known as the Tathigatas where Siikyamuni is
described as the saint of saints. It is remarkable that the atheistical Saugatas follow as a practical sequel to the philosopl~icalspeculations of the
Tathigata. Then we find the Buddha Alessia to come (Aniigata-buddha)
in his attitude of describing the future with a step. With the impact of
the astropsychic scheme of Kila-cakra, Mafijuihree-dharma appears to
have emerged which had its influence of China and of the H ~ a s .Like
the Mafichus in a different historical setting, hiunzuk the father of Hunnic
king Attil2-appears to have derived his name from Alafijuihrte. The
icons of sun-like Vairocana and Amitibha appear in our religious scheme
of Sukhivati-vyfiha (the pure and happy fortress) breaking the darkness of
"Bhava" (cosmos) with his great gnosis (Mahiiprajfii). With the introduction of the system of Bhairavi-cakra, hlahPsth2ma emerges as the
Bodhisattva of power to destroy all our fears on this side of our grave.
What is most interesting in our Licchavi Inscriptions is the fact that the
Buddhistic and Brihmannic gods appear to be welded into a harmonious
whole of KPranapfijii. All these inscriptions provide us a clue as to how
and in what historical sequence the Saivite, Vedic and Buddhistic pantheous
developed and grew from the concept of Great hlother Goddess, PaSupati
and ISvaradeva and converged to a symbiosis in the scheme of KPr+apbji
with the introduction af the new religious scheme of Bairavi-cakra.
We can also study the historical development of the early stilpas and
stone-caityas where, for examples, the stone-caitya of Svayarnbhunitha
shows the impact of the concept of Sambuddha on the atheistical Saugatas.
If the insaiptions on the four cardinal compass comers of the stone-caitya
of Tyigal-tola (69) write about the development of the laws of hlafijuhree (AlaiijujuShreedharma), Mahisthiima, Tathsgatas and Siikyamuni, then
equally a stone-caitya in the quadrangle of Ohq-vahil in the city of Lalitpur
gives us the genesis of the cult of the five Dhyini (Celestial) Buddhas, which,
contrary to the so far accepted convention, has Amitiibha, Ratnasanlbhava,
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Aksyobya and Amogha~iddhaon the western, southern, eastern and northern cardinal compass corners respectively. The reigning Buddha on
all the four cardinal compass corners, however, is a Buddha in the intrrIspective attitude of Bodhi-jfiana-mudrZ (vulgo- : Bodhinga-mudri) or in
other words, Dharma-cakra-mudri describing the Eight-spoked-wheel
of Law with eight of his fingers. It is remarkable that all the Saivite, Brihmannic or Buddhistic Inscriptions open up with the mystical syllable
"OMN" which gathers in its net of "KiranapOjZ" the differing doctrines
of varying ages. Then, too, where are a large number of basreliefs and
image of S ~ k ~ a n ~ flanked
uni
by Padmapinis (Lotus-holders) in Koli-caps
(See Plate XXI) as the lieutenants of Amitibha or as an independent entity
who led the van of the Celestial Buddhas or the newly emerging pantheons
of Bhairavi-cakra.
Unlike the Seven historical Buddhas or the Buddhas of self-perfection and the Buddha Messias who multiply likeUthesands on the sea-shore,"
images of Avalokiteivaras traced with Licchavi-scripts of different periods
appear in all our important temples and monasteries during the fifth century. It is remarkable that a beautiful image of Avalokiteja dedicated by
Dharnlajiva in the 180th year of King Manl Deva's Era bears ample testimony to this undeniable fact. This interesting image of Avalokiteivara
with the glancing look of compassion wears "Yajnopavita" (sacred thread
worn by the twice-born initiates of the Br~hmanniccaste-system), Vedic
ornaments and Dhotis instead of the Buddhistic robes of the earlier Buddha
images. Like V i ~ l ~ nheu wears a three-petalled crown bearing a miniature
icon of Amitsbha in his attitude of serene meditation (iinta-jfi~na-mudr2)
at the centre. The traditional Great PviIother Goddess Shree and the consecrated image of Vasumati (Earth-goddess) submit in supplication over
lotus pedastals on the two flanks of this Avalokiteivara as Dispassions.
'T'he supplicating Shree sends up a Lotus stern to his right hand which
flowers into an adamantine jewel over his outstretched palm, while he holds
the stems of lotus sent up by Vasumati which flowers into full blossom
over his left shoulder. This type of basrelief of Avalokiteivara during the
early period of the Licchavis seems to be calculated to esplaill the true significance of the sis-syllabled mystical spell of ''Oml? rnal~i13admh him''
(I am in the Jewel and the Lotus), of which mally corrupt versions alld still

more incorrect interpretations are to be found among the Indian, Chincse,
Tibetan, Mongolian and Japanese sources. In short, this sir-syllabled mystical spell with its syrnbol of the Jewel and the Lotus represents the gist of
the volunlinous texts of the Yrajfiiipiiramit~s(Perfection of wisdom or
full understanding at its summit) as a result of the vast and various spiritual
of the Saivite Yogins, Vedic Patriarchs and the four categories
of Buddhas. King MPna-deva I appears to have given his royal recognition to this category of Avalokiteia as the fact is verificd by Dharma jiva's
inscription, so that the Brihmins also accepted him as the sixth Incarnation
of Vishnu after the Fish, Tortoise, Man-boar, Afar,-lion and the Midget in
Three Stqs 140. (see also Plate XI).
The origin and the development of the cult of Avalokiteivar with
the fifth century seems to be very much more interesting than the rise and
fall of empires. The impact of this cult is now perceptible in the White
Lotus Siitra Manuscripts of Eastern Turkestan and in the inscriptions of the
Gupta kings who now waver in their faith between Avalokitivara and
Vighnu. As a result of the growing influence of this sex-affirming cult of
Avalokiteivara, the Gupta inscriptions seem to be inclined to draw a line
of distinction between Hinayiina and hlahiiyiina (the paths of the Lesser or
Greater Vehicle of Buddhism). Unaware of the development of the cult
of light deities in the Saivite scheme of the Two-in-one (DvaradhanPriisvara, Stri-iivara or VPmadeva), the Gupta as well as the Kalgchui and
the ChPlukya records describe hlahiideva, Vimadeva and Nfigadeva as representing one and the same worship as they were being interpreted by the
SPkyabhiksus of the order of the h~ahi~inikavaivarttikabhiksu-sa8gha,
who
worshipped AryPvalakiteivara in their VihPras. If the Abhiras of Nepal
enunciated the Revelations of the Three Vedas on the basis of the laws of
holy BhPgavata against the background of the many decadent rnedtational
paths prescribed by the Saugatas in their Buddhinusn~ritis,the corresponding Indian Inscriptioils and sculptures do not so n~uchas give us au indication of the links in the cl~aillof religious developn~entfrom the PiprahalrfiBuddhist-vase-epitaph to the Inscription of the pilaster of Harigion. If
the coilfessio-fides as ell as the dictums of the TTedicand the Buddlistic
laws in Liccl~aviIllscriptions are consecrated by long usages, their quotations in the inscriptions of India appear to be insipid and languid. The

composition and authorship of the Vedic and Buddhistic laws differ from
inscription as a cry of despair from the down-trodden Indian peoples who
were out to secure their earthly possessions by such invocations and curses
in the teeth of major political upheavals in the eastern part of CentIIndia, to which the Inscriptions of the Hunnic kings Toramlna, Dhanyavishnu and Mihirakula testify.
A comparative st& of Greek astroflo~zicalinfluences on the M a n ~ ~ j ~oj~ ; P t ~
N e l and India :
We have already referred to the economic impact of the Roman
Dinars and the Greek astronomical influences on the Inscriptions of the
Indian kings. In our Manuscript library the earliest work bearing Greek
influence based on the astronomical works of Paul of Alexandria(578 A. D.)
and Varlhamihira is known as "Khanda-khldyam" attributed to Professor
Atya-bhatta. This work opens with an invocations to the Sun and seems
to be copied in old Neviri-script in N. S. 470 (1350 A. D.) from an earlier
Licchavi manuscript att tibut ed to Brahma-gupt a Gomi. According to
the Inscriptions of Nepal, the Brlhmins with the cognomen Bhatia appear
as the disciples of the Brghmannic saint Vaiiampayana with the Inscriptions
of the period of king Vasanta-deva. The chronology of the Abhiras shows
that Brahma-gupta and V i ~ h ~ u - g u p were
t a the so~lsof Ji~hnu-guptawho
have many Licchavi Insc~iptionsto their credit.
Subsequent to the above manuscript we have still another work
known as Bhojad eva-samgraha dated Saka-era 1297 (1357 A. D.) containing Bhojadeva's works on astronomy-astrology based upon the works of
Vaiiharnihira. It is remarkable that the compiler Dimodara, though he
claims to have consulted the works of YogiSvara, bases himself completely on the works of Varihamihira in all essentials. We have dealt in
Chapter XI about the nature of the works of YogiSvara and ~admangbha
and the entire gamut of the Brhmannic patriarchs they claimed to have
consulted. It is interesting to note that another elementary treatise on
astronomy with a few chapters on astrology attributed to the same author
( D h o d a r a No. 1167) seems to be copied in N. S.850 corresponding to a
date as late as 1710 A. D. Contrary to the contents of ~hojadeva-sam@a
this work makes an attempt to reconcile astronomy with the cheap legends
of the Brihmannic PurPnas. Quoting from the ~ r ~ h m a n n iastronomer
c

Garga, the work tries to bypass the NirvPna and Saka millennias by saying
abruptly that the Era of the legendary king Yudhis!hira will continue for
3,044 years; then the era of Vikramiditya will follow for 135 years. Then
commence the era of the Sakas which will continue for 1830 years.
After this king NPglrjuna will appear on the scene, who will put an end to
the reign of the Mlecchas (people beyond the pale of the Briihmmic religion and culture) and lay the foundation of an era which will continue for
four hundred thousand years. Then will Dharmargja start an era which
will continue for 10,000 years. Finally when the world will be peopled
by the Buddhists and theMlecchas once again, the last incarnation of Vi~hnu,
as Kalki the killer, will appear on the scene to destroy them in a matter of
81 days. Thus we see that the era of the Sakas is identified with the era
of the Mlecchas and of the Buddhists vis-a-vis the socalled era of Vikramiiditya which does not seem to have any historical foucclation. The introduction of the four "Yugas" (cycles of time) with their accounts of the stunning and brutal incarnations of Vishnu in terms of aeons is calculated to
defeat the practical millennias envisaged by the Nirv%a, Saka and PaSupatibhattlraka eras with the object of achieving an all-round development for
the progressive future for man kind.
The peculiarity of these Briihmannic works consists in their careful
selection of all matters relating to "Arista" (evil influences of the.planets)
from the original "HodiiSistra" (the principles axd practices of astrology
learnt from the Greeks) with a view to impose these ideas upon the masses
of Indian peoples and exploit the weaknesses of human nature. A striking
example of such an astrological hlanuscript jn our library is know as
"Ari~~avanitavyiikhyL"in Neldri characters dated N. S. 8CO (= 1680 A. D.
and numbered 1306). It is a commentary on the astrological work entitled
"Arigavanit a" by the Indian author known as Navanitarat tana-kavi who
seems to have based himself upon the astrological works of the Greeks.
This commentary, which opens with an invocation to the Vighnas (obstacles to human life as a result of the evil influences exercised by the stars),
consists of six chapters dealing with ordinary evil influences, evil influences
concerning mother, evil influences concerning father, evil influences concerning everything, evil influences concerning the birth of a son and religious measures calculated to counteract such evil influences. It is interest-

ing to note that the coinmentator Sridllara is quoted, at least, twice by Professor BhHskariicZrya in his Vijagwita (Algebra).
hlarriage relatiom bettveen the Licchvi, ki~g.sof Nepd nud the +lflJgo~

Adityasena

:

After many changes in the tides of the political fortune, the later
Licchavi kings of Nepal and the Maukhgris, according to the Inscription of
Jayadeva already qucted (Gnoli LXXXI pp 115-119) and Aphsar Inscription of Adityasena, seem to be bound in bonds of marriage. The Hariha
Inscription of the Maukhlri king ISina-varmnla and his brother Bhogavarmma were the conten~porariesof king Kumiragupta. We can safely
quote the name of Vishnu-gupta from our chronology of the Abhiras, who
may provide a clue to the missing link in the chain of Maukhlri dynasty.
Judging from his long absences from Nepal on his missions to China in
643 A. D., Vishnu-gupta was one of the most enterprising men during the
first half of the seventh century. From the period of King Mina Deva I
to AmSuvarmrna, the religious and official protocol of Nepal was much the
more pretentious than the Gupta protocol as the former was sanctioned by
the long usages of the Slkyas, the Sakas and the Licchavis in their scheme
of the Nirviina, Saka and Mina Deva Eras. The gulf seems to be narrowing down, though the dates of the Vikramiiditya, Yudhisthira, Nanda or
Maurya Eras may have to be revised as they never existed except in very
elementary treatises on astronomy of a very late period.
We also notice a large-scale borrowing of the judicial customs and
expressions from the Licchavi Inscriptions of Nepal. But while the Licchavi
inscriptions open with the haloed greetings of "Opn SvastiUas a practical
sequel to the tradition of "Saddharma" (true law), the Gupta inscriptions
in their dilemma seem to open with the greeting of "Svasti." We have
briefly discussed the implications of the impact of the BrHhmannic laws on
the Licchavi Inscriptions in our note 46 and in Chapter XII. The language used in our Licchavi inscriptions is chaste Sanskrit influenced largely
by the Prikritic language of the Buddhistic Himiilayas, and the script is an
archaic form of Briihmi of the northern class which is said to be much older
than the script used in the corresponding 1nscriptic.r s cjf Tr di a. 3 1 c
of the Gupta kings is addressed through the G r ~ m i k a(Government officer

in charge of the village) to the hlal~attarawho appears to be the headman of
the village. Unli&e the Nepalese counterpart of the village Jury composed
of five elected elders who supervised the works of the villagers all by themselves, it was the duty of the Mahattara to regulate the sale of the commodities according to the prevailing custom of the village, determine the area
of rent-free land (samudyav8sa) and non-transferable property (Aprada)
measured by rods 9 x8 cubits in length (Pratyadeksastaka navaka naliibhyiimaya biccha) and realise the dues in terms of Diniira (Roman currency)
by the watchman (Sthinap~la)under the eye of the village officer (Grimika)
who represented the king in the local administration. Each chart of the
Indian kings of the period closes with the abject formulary as to land-grant
attributed indiscrimately to hfanu, Vyiisa (Dvaipsyana) or Dharma-S~stra
(laws of Briihmannic scriptures) purporting that "the person who confiscates or abets confiscation of lands given by self or other peoples is condemned to the sufferings in hell for a term of sixty-sixthousand years along with
his forefathers, where as the donor is assured the corresponding years of
happiness in heaven. Unlike the circumspect formulary of king Vasantadeva respecting the rights of possession, the baseless chronology of king
Sagara is taken for granted and the legendary stories of his gifts are quoted
as historical examples to impose upon the credulity of the invaders. The
insecurity and uncertainty of the period seems to be very well reflected
in these abject formularies which base themselves on the legendary dynasty
of Manu as a universal Emperor and on the Revelations of the Vedas and
the Sm~tisto protect the priestly order of the Br?ihmins and their possessions
through threat and fear.

A comparntive st114of the official protocol of the Licchavis ond the Gfrpfo~:
The official protocol of the Licchwis shows the expression of PaSupati-Bhattgraka irrespective of whether the king or his fellow kings concerned were Saivites, Buddhists or Vaishnavites. Kings VasurPja or Abhira
Paramgbhimani or Kashmiri Kramalila or the South-Indian KhuddasvZmi
or Khotanese KmPrPmitya Priya-JEva or Dharma-Jiva seem to be knitted
together in the political scheme of brother-kings as brother kings. There
is no doubt, therefore, that the Huna-kings Toramha and Mihirakula belonged to the same fraternal bond envisaged by their faith in PaSupati and

Sth~nu-Siva. If the Hunnic king Rlanjuk (Munzuk =father of Attila) believed in hlafijushree-dharma allied with the concept of Saddharlna (true
law), the later Hunnic
. . invaders of India appear to be no exception to the
early faith in the new scheme of PaSupati-BhattPrakas with the inception of
the new system of Bhairavi-cakta by king M h a Deva in the wake of the
astro-psychic system of Kiila-cakra. The impact of the change can be seen
in the worship of Kiirana-pdjL with the Five Ms. in marriage customs and
in the laws of adoption of babies and persons from different families. As
for examples, such expressions as "Tadpidaparigrhita" indicates acceptance
of an official position and "Anudhyiitay' indicates favoured by appointment.
The terms "Parigrha" and "AnugrhaYyhave specific legal significance in the
Licchavi Inscriptions of Nepal, as the former implies the admission of a
person into a family from a different family by adoption, while the latter
implies appointment to the official position by regular rules of dynastic
succession. Such expressions as "Mahiidevap~diinadh~iito"in the religious
sense of devotion to (meditating on or favoured by) Siva appearing in the
inscriptions of the Indian kings,-do not occur in the Licchavi Inscriptions
of Nepal. If king Vainyagupta tries to enhance his prestige by addressing
some of his feudatories of Bihar and Bengal as ''Mah~riija" and degrading
them as his serfs to serve his feet (Pidiidka or Upacirika), the "Prasasti"
(Royal protocol) of the Paiupati-Bhatt~rakasof Nepal regard the fraternal
kings, officers, Paficas and the peoples with great respect. Unlike the
Indian kings who waver in their faith between Mahiideva (god of gods
Siva) and Avalokiteivara despite their quotations from the scriptures of
Bhggavatadharma propagated by Manu and Dvaipiiyana, such titles as
<c
MiheSvara" and c'ParamarniiheS~arayy
assumed by the ~a~upati-Bha!tifakas seem to be derived from the tradition of the Saka kings who, in their
turn, borrowed the title from the ancient Siikyan worship of Igvaradeva
and Sskyavardhana. It appears to me that the term "Mafiju" held a strange
fascination for the H u ~ n i cking Mafijuk (Munzuk-father of Attill) 2nd
later for the Mongolian dynasty of Mafichus, who extended their power
over the world in the name of Mafiju-Shree. The faith of the HW~C
kings Toramiina-s2hi Dhanvavi~hquand Mihirakula in Paiupati, SthinuSiva and Man-boar Incarnation of V i ~ h q ushow that they believed in the
influence of the cult of Light Deities as the factors for transformation of

thenew doctrines of Sam-buddha and Bhiigavata dharn~awithin theframeof the old order of the Great Mother Goddess atld the Shepherd god
pagupati. In a word the doctrines of Maiiju-5hrCe and ~th%u-Sivafollow
as a practical sequel to the progressive concept of Saddharma (true law
or doctrine) as opposed to the "SanZtana-dharma" (irrevocability of the
vediclaws) propagated by the Briihmins. In the scheme of "Saddharma"
progress is thelaw of life and man's self is not yet man; while "Sanitanadharma" accepts Vedic Revelations and Smrtis as absolute. The inscriptions of Amiuvarmsn (Gnoli : XXXV and XXXVI pp 48-51) are cases
in point, in which the Gods, Goddesses, Buddhistic VihZras, cfficers, men
and professions are organised under a very sound warrant of precedence
and where Shree-devi (the great Mother Goddess) and PaSupati (the shepherd
god of MohefijodZro) lead the procession. It is remarkable that AmSuvarmZn was a contemporary of Srofisi.ngZmpo and Alihirakula who
professed the same faith as he did in king Aha-Deva's scheme of Bhairavicakra. Judging from the Tibetan, Chinese and Indian records AmSuvarm b seems to be known and respected universally.
On the whole the Licchavi monuments, sculptures and Inscriptions,
as we have illustrated and quoted them, are signposts to guide us in the lost
horizon of Asia from the fourth to the sixth centuries. More because, our
Inscriptions throw adequate light on the early life and faith of the hbhiras
and Huqas who played their role in the history of the world as the allies
of the peoples whose rulers they invaded, and finally dissolved among the
common peoples without founding their dynasties. It is the most unique
feature in the history of mankind that all these nomadic tribes of Central
Asia and the HimZlayas had believed in the faith which was blazoned by
the primitive concept of Mother-goddess and Shepherd-god of the Indusvalley in transformation after the impact of the Vedic, Buddhistic and other
thoughts in the meeting ground of Central Asia, where the East and West
confronted for a military show-down and finally submitted to the dawn
of better hopes for mankind with the inception of the Nirvwa and Saka
millennias successively. After the impact of the cult of Bh~kutiHaritgrg
on the court of king SrofisingZmpo, there are evidences in the Tibetan
Inscriptions which conclueively prove that they followed the Nepalese
protocol of AmSuvarmiin, where Nepalese teachers held very important
40

positions in the warrant of precedeilce of Tibetan hierarclly. In this
weeping history we have examined the stages through wh.icll Saivism,
vedic Briihmannism and Buddhism, in contact with the Semitic and early
European philosophy; attained its groowth among the peoples of Central
Asiatic countries before reentering India through the backdoor and also
before gaining acceptance by the Chinese peoples. w e have also depicted
the role played by Yakga Slkyavardhana 2nd P i p r a h a v H - B ~ d d h i ~ ~ - ~ ~
epitaph upon the symbol of the Eight-spoked-wheel of Law during the
period of its widest acceptance in its new astro-psychic scheme of Kilacakra. The Saka kings proclaimed the new concept a: "SaddharmaH
(true law) with flames rising from their shoulders, and founded the Saka
era, in lieu of the Nirvlna era, as a milestone in man's spiritual attainments,
Soon after that peak, orthodox sectarians emerged to work their havocs
and sap the intellectual and literary vitality envisaged by the Saka Millennia.
When the inward dynamism declined, notwithstanding the outward symbols of "Saddkarma," The KushPr;las held the banner aloft, convened the
Fourth-Buddhist-Synod and founded Kanishka's Era in 78 A. D. which
the Licchavi kings of Nepal appear to have accepted and developed with
the aid of the Abhiras, Kashmiri, Tibetan and Khotini peoples. In the
foregoing we have examined the impact of the doctrines of Dvaipiiyana on
the Licchavis, Abhiras and Gupta kings of India, which appear to have
built a bridge of marriage relations between the Licchavis, Guptas and
MoukhPris. But more durable than marriage relations are the mystical
couplings of the gods and goddesses in the new scheme of Bhairavi-cakra
and Kiirana-pCji which are intended to remind the initiates of contending
creeds, that the possibility of penetrating the veil of death and achieving
the ultimate best in human affairs, consisted in the recovery of the Two-inOne within the framework of the concept of Sthiinu-Siva. We have painted out how this concept of mystical couplings was getting universal acceptance at this period.
The Licchavi Illscriptions and sculptures from the fourth to the
sixth centuries are positive that the cults of the Tathiigatas, S~kyamuni,
Saugatas o r Pratyeka Buddhas (Buddha who sought self-perfection for
themselves), Ansgata-Buddhas (the walking Buddhas or the Buddha
Messias to come for deliverance of mankind) o r the celestial Buddhas like

filafiju-Shr6S, BIahiisthiin~aor the five Celestial Buddhas led either hy
Sikyainuili or Amitibha in their respective attitudes of Dharma-cakramudri(described by the interlocking of the eight fingers to signify the concept of Eight-spoked wheel of Law) or of serene meditation f ~ l l o wa
scheme and a limit. Like the six Incarnations of Vishnu, all these images
and basreliefs of the historical and Celestial Buddhas represent mystical
visions or liturgical treatises traced, in some cases with their prayers which
speak for themselves. If the basrelief of Viimana (see Chapter 19 represents a revolt against Vedic Revelations AvalokiteSvara represents the
syncretism of Buddhism and Briihlnannism as the sixth lncarnation of
Vishnu in Aliina Deva's scheme of Bhairavai-cakra. What is most remarkable is the fact that the five Celestial Buddhas are identifiable at the centre
of the Crowlls of the large number of bas-reliefs of Avalokiteivara of the
fifth century, some of whose pedastals are traced with Licchavi scripts.
Unlike in China we do not find in these images of AvalokiteSvara the
episode of the shadow of the Buddha and the visualisation of the Bodhisattva Sadiiprarudita nor do they represent the concept of hliyi (Illusion)
taught by the Siikya-bhiksu-saiigha in order to appeal to the taste cf the
Gupta kings of India. The vast number of basreliefs of Avalokiteivara in
Nepal show that they are created to provide a link in the long chain of
religious development with the inception of Bhairavi-Cakra. The basreliefs of Vimana and Avalokiteivara are now brought nearer to the concept of the primeval androgyne in the form of "Dvardhaniriivara" who
represents the One in the indivisible union of two contradictory md yet
complimentary principles, from whose united action the " White Lotus
of True Law " flowers, fades and also concretises in the shape of an adamantine Jewel .I41
The Inscription of Buddhajiva inscribed at the base of his Avalokiteivara provides a meeting !ground between the "Priijfiika" (the School
which believed in the p o s i s of the Perfection of wisdom) and "KPrmika"
(the School which believed in the personal worship of KiirwapBjii) Schools
who contended respectively that the true Dharma (Law) was a sheer energy
of nature in the sense of Diva-nature, and that the White Lotus of the True
Law could concretise in the shape of an adamantine jewel as the result of
sheer Human Perception through the pursuit of the cult of the Five MS.

Unlike the Inscription of Vainyagupta who associates Vedic Smftisas the
basis of the worship of AvalokiteSvara, both the Prijfiika and
Schools of the Hilnllayan and trans-Hin1Playan countries reject Vedic
Revelatioils as the sources of human laws except as system of ethic-. we
do not find here the high level of abstraction which c h a ~ a c t ~ rthe
i ~ ~cond
temporary Chinese concentrations on the icons of Amitibha as the result
of their subtle dialectical philosophy and their traditional concrete and
empiric ways of thinking. If the concept of Arnitibha or Amitiyus had
become more and more Sinicized and abstract as much as to put the concepts of Buddhnnusmrtis beyond the reach of the common peoples in
China, then equally the anti-social and anti-family concepts of early Buddhism
seems to be modified by the impact of Bhigavata-dharma (the laws of
holy Bhggavata) in Gupta India. At every step the Indian and the Chinese
thinkers, in adjusting the concept of AvalokiteSvara to their own special
religious environments, had deviated from the practical path prescribed by
the basic text of Saddharma-pundarika-siitra (the white lotus-s8tra of the
true doctrine), so that a new fire and drive was needed to render the true
doctrine dynamic in the scheme of Miha-Deva-hlillemia and bridge the
chasm that was opening to swallow up the trend of the true Doctrine in
the scale of time. It appears to me that ~ r a t i v aDharmajivah of our Inscription seems to be a successor of KumirPmitya Priyajivah, S~garajivah
and the celebrated Kuchean teachers Buddhajival! and ~umlrajivawho
played such a great role in the spread of MahPyPna Buddhism in China.
More because, the mention of AvalokiteSvara outside of Nepal in the fifth
century, occurs, for the first time, in the Manuscripts of Eastern Turkestan
under a wrong spelling which was wrongly translated and interpreted by the
Tibetan, Chinese and Japanese sources till Hsiian-tsang corrected the name
along the Licchavi line.l42
In the succeeding chapters we will describe the general religious
atmosphere of Nepal with reference to the relevant ~ i c c h a v iInscriptions,
sculptures and monuments to show how the conflicts in the minds of the
S~ivite,Vedic and Buddhistic patriarchs ushered in the transition to Bhairavi-cakra.

CHAPTER XIV
The Inscriptions of ABqarama-gupta Gonls over the pilaster of Harigzoon
is a landnark of BhZgavatadharmma (Lawr coaceming the worrhip of de h o b
Vistldeva) againrt the background of the lawr o j Saugatas (atheistical Bziddhists)
in the f q h centr49 A. D.
We have pointed out in Chapter VII and the corresponding note
*94 how the earliest record of the worship of the holy VQsudeva after the
concept of the Almighty Vishnu in Three Vedic Steps, occurs in the Besnagar Garuda Pillar Inscription of the Indo-Greek Ambassador Heliodoros
in what is to-day the Gwalior state of Central India. We have also discussed how the KauSika were active in propagating the cult of holy lTbudeva
in the district of Rijputiina during the reign of king SarvatQtaand how the
descendents of GPrgl seem to be combating the doctrine by putting up
identical pillars in favour of Buddhism. It was the MaukhPris of the Punjab who appear to have associated the worship with the aka Era consequent upon the confederati~n~of
hliilava tribes begirnjng from 57 B. C.
In this context we have also tried to explain the mysteries of the overstrikes
of the coins known as "Soter megas" by reference to the exprcssior.~occurring in the Inscriptions of the Indo-Greek king Antialkidas. This brings us
to a very interesting stage in the developing cctncept of "Dharmma" (Law),
as it was being interpreted by the f~llowersof the Vedic ar.d the Buddhistic
Patriarchs during the fifth century A. D.
Against the above historical background, the chronological tables of
the Licchavis, the Abhiras and their fraternal kings, such as u-e have worked
out in Chapter XIII, throw a flood of light on the religious, political and
social conditions of the Himilayan and trans-Himilayan countries. It is
a matter of international intetest that the author of the Inscription of Hariis now known to be Anuparama-gupta Gomi who was of Abhira (Avar)
origin. The orthodox KauSik Brd~minscondemned the Yavanas (IndoGreeks and Saka-pahlavas), Khasas and Abhiras as outcaste. Count Gnoli
has publishcd a reviscd edition of our Inscription under review in his
c<
Nepalese Inscriptions in Gupta characters : (IX pp. 14-19). According

to Professors S. Levi and R. Gnoli "the text consists of 34 stanzas and they
have identified the metres. The date oi this inscription is missing, but the
form of its characters reveal that it dates back to the time of Mina Deva,"
It would be useful to state that the pilaster surmounted.by the figure
of a Vainateya (Man-bird Garuda kneeling in supplication with folded palms
and his wings clasped in repose at his back) stands within the quadrangle
of the temple and faces the image of VBsudeva known popularly as Satya.
Niiriiyapa and worshipped as such to our own day, The image of Visudeva within the temple is worn out with age and worship and seems to be
considerably older than the Inscription of Amparama-gupta, Judging
from the style of sculpture, this image of VPsudeva may be the earliest and
the nearest approach to the image before whom the Greek Ambassador
Heliodoros put up his pilaster surmounted by the figure of Garuda way
back between the second and first century B. C. To the south of this temple, there is another Saivite temple of Dhiirg-MineSvara consecrated by
the Inscription of Bhiiravi who appears to have dedicated the water-conduit
to the memory of his grand-father M a ~ aDeva I who had set up the image
of ~thiinu-Sivain order to countermand the worship of Visudeva. Then,
too, we have discovered a number of the images of Saugatas, PratyekaBuddhas and deities of other pantheons to bear witness to the conflicts in
the minds of the Nepalese peoples in the fourth and the fifth centuries. What
is of utmost interest from our human point of view is the fact that a man of
the origin of Abhira was responsible for giving an authentic account of the
conflict between the Saugatas (the socalled atheistical Buddhas who aimed
at self-perfection) and the Briihmannic patriarchs, which finally led Dvaipiiyana to compile the records of Manu, Yama, Brhaspati, USanasa and the
like in order to create the historical basis for Bhirata. Judging from the
recently discovered Inscription of King h I h a Deva in a locality laown as
Kelatola of Kathmandu, he seems to be influenced by the "shruti-dharmaSPstras" (Brihmannic laws based upon the Vedic Revelations) at the outset
of his career.'"
The Abhiras were no exception to the influence of the
Vedic revival. But the Briihmannic saviours, on the basis of the Vedic
Revelations, did not seem to have an easier time than the Saugatas as their
succeeding Inscriptions and icons suqgest
their growing spiritual maturity.

Anuparama-gupta Gomi opens with a ruthless attack upcm the arduous
paths prescribed in the Buddhinusn~ritisby the selfish Saugatas for their
self-perfection to the neglect of the deliverence of masses of mankind.
Without naming the fallen idols of the Saugatas, the author denvunccs them
as deeply engrossed in heresies, as false thinkers and wrong logicians and
opposed to the injunctions of the Three Vedas. Unlike the myths surrounding these very B r i h a a n ~ i cheroes in India, Anuparama-gupta considers that
the KauSikan Patriarchs hlanu, Yama, Brhaspati, Ulanasa and his like are
the expounders of the Smrti-works based upon the Three 17edas. We have
adequately discussed in Chapters XI, XI1 and XI11 the nature of theVedic
Revelations and how the Brihmannic revivalists surrounded the Patriarchs
with Divine myths by their jugglery of expressions in order to justify the
Smrti-laws (Recollection laws) which had no historical examples to serve as
their basis. After the 34th stanza, we find a single-line colophon which
designates the entire Inscription as a "Stotra" (hymn) dedicated by h u p a rama to Dvaipiyana who had indited Bhirata out of the murks of the contending creeds in order to guide the paths of the faithfuls of the Three
Vedas. Unaware of the chronology of the Abhiras (see C h a l ~ e rXIII),
Professor Levi appears to have interpreted the name "ilnuparama" to nlem
"without a stop", but the number of Inscriptions to the credit of the Golnins
and particularly, the nature and content of the Inscription of Anuparama's
wife hbhiri at the base of a Siva-lifiga (phallus of Siva) known as AnuparrmeSvara (Gnoli : XVI p. 23) to the memory of her husband on his death,tend to show that the cult of PaSupati and Great Mother Goddess had become a bridge of understandingbetween the Vedic Briihmias and the atheistical Buddhas. We now see the reason why the Liccl~avikings of Nepal
had assumed to themselves the title of PaSupati Bhattiraka calculated to
bind the Abhiras, H w a s and KauSiks in bonds of a common faith. It is
remarkable that the Buddhistic Stone Caityas of this period tend to assume
the shape of the symbolical phallus of Sisa with his image on the northern
cardinal compass corners in some cases. I have not seen this phase of development in any country I have travelled in my brief career save Nepal.
Who ruar this Dvaip@aru ?
We have adequately discussed the chronolo~qof the lTedicand the
Buddhistic patriarchs as they occur in the Skandllaka and Stnfti Almuscripts.

According to the Brihmannic epic of Mahiibhiirata, Dvaipiyaa and
VaiSampiiyana are some of the names given to the authors of the work,
As he spent his life in a "Dvipa" (island) the faithfuls of the creed
him
"Dvaipiiyana" or a man who was bbrn and brought up in an island, we
have already pointed out with ieference to the distribution of the ashes of
Siik~amuni,that the Briihmins from Vethadvipo had arrived at the scene of
the Great Passing for their share of the Great Pilgrim's monal relics. We
have also explained how the term Vethadvipo applies to a country or COWtries where the Vedic God V i ~ h n uwas worshipped. During the Buddhistic period, Videha and Dhankutii situated over the hilly and forested slopes
of the Himiilayan foot-hills by the banks of river KauSiki seem to be the
strongholds of the Vedic Briihmins. And because they lived by the banks
of river KauSiki (Kosi or Khusl) they came to be h o w n as KauSiks who
played their part as great intellectuals in ancient history. Seeing how
"Ratnadvipa" (island of jewel) is applied to Nepal in the Tibetan and Chinese scriptures, theword does not necessarily apply to an island in the sense
we understand the term in modern vocabulary.
Dvaipiiyana was the son of Satyavati and PariiSara. Satyavati was the
daughter of a fisherman, who survived by ferrying travellers across the
KauSiki river in her dug-out. It was while Satyavati was ferrying him
across the KauSiki river, that Pariisara conceived a passion for the fisher-girl
with the smell of fish on her. It was a love at the first glance for the sexhungry ParsSara who is said to have helped to improve her make-up and
smell and had intimacies with Satyavati. Then the pair loved and lived on
one of the islets of KauSikl where Dvaipiiyana was born. It is remarkable
that Saty avati is one of stars in the galaxy of such women as ~rundhati,
Siviili, Giirgi-lopii, Chulla-Kokii, PrabhPvati, Miya-devi,Yasodhari and all
the Yaksis and Kinnaris who set examples of Motherhood and for the emancipation of women in the ancient world. According to the evidence of
some of out: Manuscripts, Dvaipzyana, as he grew up, moved over to the
Himilayan region where he put up his hermitage amid the forests of Devadlrs (Deodars trees). It was here that he compiled the legend of the Bhirata on the basis of the Three Vedas, and he came to be know11as Vyasa or
Veda-vyiisa for his incisive a~~alysis
of the Vedic works. At several places
in the epic of Alahibhirata, Vyiisa is known as Krisl~t~a
Dvaipiiyana wlle'e-

as the Life of Buddha contain.ed in the Vinaya of hlGlasarvbtiv~dinsmentions the same name in the course of a narration, where his black colour
disappeared and he became Suvarna-Dvaipiiyana in the content of his Suvarna-gotra (gold-race) origin. But the words Krsna and Suvarna are
adjectives to Dvaipiyana (an island-born) where the form can be traced to
the word "Dvipa" (an island). But the two surnames Krsna or Suvarna
taken as a kind of organic unit to the name Dvaipiiyana, the term loses its
faculty of independent inflection. Evidently, these are examples of synchronic etymologies where the subsequent authors of the said Brihmannic
and Buddhist texts were using the outstandingnan~eof Dvaipiiyana to their
own advantage. Anuparama's inscription does not mention the surnmes
Kr~hnaor Suvarna in connection with the name of Dvaip2yana. It would
not be uninteresting to note from the point of view of Sanskriticliterary
history that all the passages of the texts of Tantra-viirttika quoted by Biihler
in his essential account of the history of the epic of hiahlbhiirata (Vienna
1892) the authors ate designated as Viilrniki, DvaipPyana, Vaiiampiiyana and
the like who were KauSiks in their origin. The etytnological explanations
of the later works do not, therefore, appear to be historical, though they
may be appealing to the traditional story-makers who tried to exploit-the
eminent name of Dvaipiiyana to their own particular sectarian advantage.
Judging from king R l k a Delra's and Anuparama's Inscriptions, the period
seems to be characterised by great intellectual activities. Roughly about
sixty years after Anuparama's Inscription, king Kramalila of Kashrnir
appears at the court of the Licchavi king Vasanta-deva and continues on to
the reign of king RPma-deva. Sometime after the appearance of Kramalila, the celebrated Kashmiri poet Kumiiralila makes adequate mention of
DvaipPyana as the person responsible for the composition of the epic of
Afahiibh~irata.lar
Asrersr?~entof A~///pavi?r~'s
Itiscriptios over the piluster of Hori-gictz :
Except for the colophon, the entire inscription consists of thirtyfour stanzas in seventy three lines of archaic B r ~ h m icharacters. C O U ~
Gnoli has testified to the freedom of versification and skill with which
Anuparama has used the Sanskritic metres. The entire Inscription bears
the stamp of epical sublimitv like Alilton's Paradise Lost, and enriches the
dictionary of Sailskrit language by a nu~nbcrnc\v words, which are faultless
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in their formation and are found nowhere else in the whole gamut of Sanskritic literature. On the whole, the composition is correct and perfect.
which speaks for the intellectual capacity of the Abhiras on the eve of
debut over the international stage of history.
Anuparama does not pay DvaipPyana a disinterested hornage. ~t is,
as though the son, who desired the success of his father in his new venture
against the dialectical hairsplittings of the Saugatas, was invoking the epica1 protection of the Brihmamic prophet in favour of the Revelations of the
Three Vedas to the effect of compiling the Smgis (Laws based upon Recollection) for the guidance of mankind. Unlike the Divine origin attributed to Suvarna Dvaipiiyana or Kyshna-dvaipqana in the Vinaya of MQll
Sarviistivada and Indian Inscriptions, DvaipPyana is cot here the equal of
Nara, NPriiyana and Sarasvati. Like the opposite number of Buddhistic
Saugatas, he is purely and simply a BrPhn~annicprophet in flesh and blocd
in the chronological order of the Vedic patriarchs known by the names of
Manu, Yama, Byhaspati, USanasa and the like.
It is regrettable that much of the Inscription is mutilated, but, judging from the nature of the help expected by Anuparama from Dvaipiyana,
the author was trying to find a historical framework of peoples' law (Lokadharmma) in the context of the epic of BhPrata, so that he may combat the
evil contents of the Buddhinusmrtis and psychological Tantras indited by
atheistical Saugatas and psychologists who opposed the Revelations of the
Three Vedas. But the ultimate basis of his faith is evident from the phallic
symbol of AnuparameSvara dedicated by his wife Abhiri to the memory
of her deceased husband Anuparama to the effect that the PPSupata-yogins
as well as the atheistical Saugatas had believed in the examples of ha-lifigas
and Caityas as the right road to universal salvation rather than the precepts
of the Three Vedas. There is no doubt that the PPSupaticiiryaes and Saugatas had their own historical chronicles to challenge the very basis of the
Divine origin of the Vedic patriarchs, prophets and kings.
111 the

eyes of Anuparama, the compiler of Bhirat was not so 111ucll
a Prince of poets as he was a Prophet, who had arrived at the disturbed religious scene in order to disclose the secrets of the Three Vedas and rekindle
tllc abyslllal path t o ll~uaandeli\,erancc and uni~.ersal
sal\.ation by amore prac-

tical approach than the metaphysics of Upanisadas of the subterfuges of
the Three hfystical Steps of Vishnu which defied logic and psychology. On
2nd from Stanza twentythree Anuparama states categorically that the B r a mmnicPatriar~hs" Manu, Yama, Byhaspati, USanasa and his likehave given,
it is true, a code of laws based upon the Revelations of the Three Vedas. "
But " Dvaiplyana," according to the twenty fourth-stanza, " has carefully
studied the historic basis of the chronology of the kings in order to find
a logical ground for his conclusions and indited the epic of Bhlrat for the
instruction and guidance of human beings. " Evidently, Anuparama-gupt a
Gomi challenges the historical basis of the chronology of kings mentioned
in BhPrata against the background of the Abhirian and Kirinta chronicles
of Nepal. We have also pointed out how the Life of Buddha challenges
the veracity of the Brlhmannic chronicles of XiahHbhirata and RaghuvamSa
based more on the etymological formation and inflexion of words than
on the facts of history. We can see through the lines of Anuparama's
" Stotra " that Dvaiplyana had put up a hollow chronicle of Kings without
the rationality of a common dialogue between the Patriarchs and the peoples. It is more in the nature of a dream of the good deeds of King Sagara
and his like who were Emperors of the Universe, dug the earth in their search
for the sacrificial horse hidden by ~ a ~ iand
l a thus created the ocean and performed " ASvamedhas " ( horse-sacrifices ) and placated the Brhmannic
priests with their gifts which were irrevocable. The prospects of the pleasures of heaven and the sufferings of Hell in return for these meritorious
sacrifices and vice-versa do not appear to have represented a rational approach
to the concept of Dharma ( Law ) as they were being understood by the
PPSupatacPryas ( Professors of practical psychology ) who pursued the
path of perception through Yoga ( self-discipline) or by atheistical Saugatas who aimed at self-perfection on this side of the grave. Through the
mutilated lines at the outset of the Inscription, we get the impression that
the cult of the Light Deities seem to have influenced Vedic Smgi-cornpilations, so that Anuparama was now trying to find on the basis of Vedic
Revelations an answer to the path of self-perfection pursued by the Saugatas
on the basis of the meditative practices prescribed by Buddhiinusm~is.
Could he accept the Vedic Revelations as eternal as the laws of nature for
the welfare of the peoplc who claimed to follow nature under his own diffi-

cult conditioi?~? How else could he find apremise to recogilise the historic basis of the chronology of the lungs mentioned in the epic o f u ~hp,,~,
and its concept of " Dharmma " ( Law ) in his attack upon the heretical
Saugatas, unless they are supported by concrete examples by practical people
who have made an objective study of science and history for its own
~Inuparatnacould recognise the laws of Bhirata as eternal and unchaUengeable and as an epic for the teaching of history to mankind only when it is
attested by scientific proofs as the result of an objective study of history.
On and from stanza 26th Anuparama discusses the practical aspects of
the Five sensory perceptions in his assessment of Dvaipiyana's stories of
Bhlrata in the context of the Buddhistic works of the Saugatas who are
condemned as atheists by the Brihmannic patriarchs. In any case, man was
not an automation and that he had a soul. Evidently, Anuparama seems
to support Dvaipiiyana's thesis of human soul vis-a-vis Sikyarnuni9sdiScussions of" A t t i "( soul ) and " AnZtti "( non-soul ). Then the Nepalese
poet praises Dvaipiyana as an advexsary of vice, and in this context he
concedes victory to the Brihmannic teacher over the heretical Saugatas who
did not believe in human soul ( Atman ). How could the Three Vedas
justify themselves as examples for the peoples of the world to follow them
without the backing of the legends of Bhirata which enunciated the principles
and practices of the Smrtis (Laws) based upon the Vedic Srutis (Revelations)!
It is remarkable that h u p a r a m a , though he refutes the " Anitti"
( non-soul ) theory of the historical Buddhas, equally questions the validity
of Bhiirata as a historical document calculated to teach history to mankind.
However, he is inclined to feel the validity of the path of Yoga ( self-discipline ) by the practices of sensory perception as a possible compromise
between the contending Vedic and Buddhistic traditions. It appears to
ine that the Inscription of the Pilaster of Hari-giion is one of the most
precious docunleilts of an Abhira which shows the intellectual capacity of
the remarkable Avars who were playing such important roles in world
history together with the Huns and the Licchavis at this period. In this
ever-widening gulf between the traditions of the Vedic ~rlhrniils2nd the
atlleistical Saugatas, Anuparama, by one stroke of his pen, reaflirmed the
validity of the Yogic path of sensory perception as the bridge between the
Vcdic 13atriarchs and the liuddhistic Saugatas.

Thus we see that our Inscription, under review, cor.firn;s by an authentic document of the fifth century A.D. that the epic of Bhirata, in the context ofthe religious development of Nepal, was considered to be a recollection of the Vedic Revelations based more upon traditional legends than on
the facts of history. In other words, the Smrti-compilations were considered to be didactic treatises illustrated with morals and intrigues to suit
the needs of the Vedic Prophets. Guided by its instinct or mcre properly
by virtue of the unconscious Vedic traditions that had accumulated through
the centuries of Indo-Aryan propagation of the worship of the Gods of the
sky and of the Three Incomprehensible Steps cf the Almighty Vishnu,
Dvaipiyana's talent had forged the legendary link tc proclajm the educative
value of Bhiirata, where the historical Buddhas had risen to refute the Vedic
Revelations. It is now easy to scan the lost horizon of Religion with the
aid ofthis precious document specially as it comes from the pen of the talented
AbhOas who nevertheless, did not recognise the dictum of Dvaipiiyana
as to the invcluntary and compulsive gifts in the name of Briihmannic
Dharmma ( Law ) vis-a-vis the voluntary nature of the Buddhistic formulary
of donation. The subsequent Licchavi Inscriptions show how the peoples
of Nepal violently opposed the formulae of Dvaipiyana even when king
Vasanta-deva introduced it with proper safeguards. Anuparama is inclined
to believe that the concept of heaven and hellis a fiction, and although
Dvaipvana has annihilated vice by his own indivdual example of good
character, the Vedic Revelations and the resultkg laws of recognition
have not been able to define the nature and form of desire which
leads to the flood of passion, lust and sensuality as the root-cause of sin.
The poet feels that Dvaipiiyana has fulfilled his duties according to the
injunctions of the Three ITedas, but he is reticent whether such a
solitary example is adequate to combat the teachings of Saugatas as
the right way to the attainment of " Amna " ( the nectar of esistence )
by expounding the intricate theory of "Atman" (soul) in the context
of universal salvation among the masses of peoples who are tossing on
the ocean of existence under the weight of passions and sins. No
doubt, Anuparama thanks Dsaipiiyana for his skill in using the casehistory of the legendary kings rnenticned in the treatises of hianu,
Yams, Byhaspati, USaj-iasa and his like, so that the adherents of the Three

Vedas may perform their duties and discharge their responsibilities
according to their castes. But the subtle interpretation of the casehistorg of kings described in Bhirata would be difficult for the cornprehension of mankind until such time as we accept the infallibility of
the Vedic injunctions. But objective science and judgment cannot penetrate the veil that links the subtle theory of the transmigration of soul associated by the vedic Patriarchs with the Divine origin of the super-castes
and their parallel claim for special privileges and rights in a progressi~e
society that was tending to be classless by self-culture.
On and from Stanza 30, the Inscription takes the form of an eulogy of
Dvaiplyana couched in contradictory terms which appear profound on
the surface but baffle scientific analysis and definition. A comparative study
of the Saivite, Vedic and Buddhistic monuments and Inscriptions of Nepal
show how the concept of " Saddharma " ( true law ) developed after the
impact of Dvaiplyana's epic of Bhirata, though politically it was most disastrous as it led to dynastic disputes between the progeny of Vijayavati and
Mahideva on the one hand and Jayasundari and Vasanta-deva on the other.
The impact of the Inscripton of Anuparama-grrpa Gomi on the inscr$tio~~~
of Indian kings and Sanskritic hteratgre in general :
We have tentatively discussed the religious and political significance
of the Royal title of Paiupati-Bhattiraka
..
and Pararna-Bhiigavata assumed
by the Licchavi kings of Nepal and the Gupta kings of India in their respective protocols. S. Levi seems to be inclined to feel that, after the publication of Anuparama's Inscription, the immitation of the Nepalese model
is to be found in the Indian Inscriptions and literature. We have also discussed how and in what way the formulary of Dvaipiyana differs in its content from Inscriptions to Inscriptions of Indian kings and peoples. Then,
too, we have indicated how the scripts engraved and traced on our Pilaster
is Briihmi of the Northern class of about the fourth and fifth century A.D.
In the absence of a precise date, the palaeographical data and the language
provide a substantial clue to class it with Mgna Deva's Pillar Inscription in
the courtyard of the temple of Chifigu-Nhlyana and the series of Inscriptions founded during his reign. S. Levi, Gnoli and Nepalese scholars have
adequately discussed the characteristics of the archaic letters ahich baffled
Bhagabanlal Lndraji and Fleet by their uniqueness,

The discovery of the name of the Kashmiri king Kramalila connects
this inscription directly with the celebrated poet KumPralila who mentions
Dvaipiiyana as the author of the epic of Mahiibhiirata with the set purpose
of justifying the marriage of Draupadi with the five P%davas in contradiction to the Briihmannic tradition. Whereas Anuparama has singled out
DvaipPyana with the set purpose of arraying the Briihmannic Patriarchs
against the Saugatas, KumPralila has singled out the same person as the
author of social intrigues under the name of Kysnadvaipiiyana and Vyiisa.
But both the Nepalese and the Kashmiri poets do not invoke Dsaipdyana
in the capacity of the Briihmannic gods as done in the epic of Mahdbhaata
and in Gupta Inscriptions of India. It is remarkable that the K a s h r i
poet Ksemendra, when he composed a digest of the epic of hlahdbhiirata
in the 11th century, quoted adequately from Anuparama's Inscription to
designate VyPsa as a talented poet. Thus we see that the Pillar Inscription
of Harigiion stands as a land-mark in the development of Bh~gavatadharma
in transition from the cult of Heliodo~osand hands down to Sanskritic
literature a useful and precious document.
More important than its literary contributions is its impact upon the
developing religious history of Nepal, specially when we consider the contents of this Inscription with the Inscription of the victory pillar of h l b a
Deva and the Buddhistic Inscriptions of the period. After his preliminary
experiments with the Smgi-laws, hI&a Deva's Inscription of Chdiigu-Niriyana dated Samvat 386 ( 464 A.D. ) opens with his prayer to his ancestral
God represented by Hari in the holy of the holies of the sanctuary. AS a
devoted wife of king Dharmmadeva, Queen hlother Riijyavati was obsessed by the thought of her unworthiness as a sinful woman before her
ancestral God after the death of her husband. No routine of the Buddhistic
practices of PaficaSila ( five moralities ), renunciation, fidality, penances,
abstinances or solitaq confession could mitigate her spiritual anxiety short
of self-immolation with the corpse of her spouse in the fire as " Sati. "
This is the earliest example of the voluntary practice of Sati, after the legend
of Daksapraj~pati,where queen Riijyavati tries to break the link " with the
chain of hope strung together by the infinite variety of pleasures in our
mirage of life. " But, unlike Akbar the Great under similar situation, king
M h a Deva falls at his mother's feet and changes his mother's behaviour

Pattern by telling her that he could acquit himself to the brave tradition
of his forefathers by the baptism of a Ksatriya as a member of the military
clan who protected the peoples and brought happiness to them as a c t Riji n ,
With the conclusion of his victorious campaigns to the East and West it
was king Nina Deva who won his mother from her cruel obsession by re4 uesting her to make voluntary gifts to the Twice-born ( Br&mins ) with
a happy heart. The shape of the pillars of Chlfigu-Niriyana and Hariggon are sinlilar though the size of the former is by far the larger. Paleo-

graphy, as already discussed, assigns the two Insctiptions to the sameperiod.
But while the Inscription of Anuparama focuses our attention on the religious differences between the Vedic Brihmins and the atheisticalBuddhists,
King MPna Deva's bscription seems to follow the tradition of the Buddhist
HimPlayas even in his prayer to his ancestral god Hari. If the inscription
of Anuparama ends up with an eulogy of Dvaipiiyana, Mina Deva appears
to have studied and analysed the Vedic and the Buddhistic traditions to
arrive at his own conclusions as to the evaluation of duty and out actions in
a spirit of sincerity. It is not so much by the magnitude of our mortifications
and practices of the five moralities, as by our spirit of sincerity and our devotion to duty, however humble in o r station and sphere, that we could
acquit ourselves to man and God.
Under the influence of the learned works of the celebrated Indian
leaders BilagangPdhar Tilak and Mahiitma G ~ d h iI, hacl written a rambling
article on the doctrines of the holy BhPgavata in my tentative conlpilations
of the " Countries and the Peoples of the world " at the outset of my career.
After a mature study of Anuparama's eulogy to DvaipPyana, I made a comparative study of the sentiments of the Licchavis, Abhiras and the sikyas
obtaining in our Inscriptions which opened to me a new vista in the lost
horizon of religion. Of the four Vedic authorities mentioned by Anuparama,
the epic of Mahibhirata ( XIII, 2239 ) designates Brhaspati, Manu and
USanasa as the compilers of the Brlhmannic laws while the Celestial song
of Bhagavadgitii ( Chapter X Stanza 37 ) mentions USanasa as the Prince
of poets of the same category as Krsna himself. The epic of Mahlbhirata
(XIII, 2477) associates the ancient " Kirtana giithls " ( traditional songs)
with the name of Yama. Eminent authors have written ~~olumes
on the
role of the devotional doctrines of BhPgavata on the peoples of India. From

the starting point of the Rgvedic "Three Incomprehensible Steps of the
Almighty Visbu," the Indo-Greeks appear to have developed the cult of
the holy V~sudevaalong with the KauSiks where we also find the reaction
of the rival cult of Sam-buddha propagated by the descendants of Girgilop^. We have already pointed out, how the Gupta kings of India assumed
the title of Paramabhngavata in deference to the same creed, while the ~ j
chavis continued with the tradtional title of Paiupati-Bhattirakas, notwithstanding the inscriptions of h1i.m Deaa, Anuparama ard Dharn~a-pila
before the icons of their special ancestral gods. But the atheistical Saugatas
and the Brihnlannic patriarchs in our hscriptions are not associated in a
common homage with S~kyan~uni,
AIafijuihree, AIahPsthima, Hari or
Vlsudeva, as DvaipPyana o r LTyPsa find identical mention in each great
division of the epic of hlahabhlrata. The invocation to NPrPpana, Nara,
Sarasvati and Vydsa in a ~ o m m o nworship, in Professor Buhler's judgment,
demonstrates that the Hindu epic is a Smrti-compilation of Dvaipiyma
where the author and hlanu are regarded as the descendents of androgenous
Brahmi. We are thus authorised to suppose, without fear of contradiction,
that Anuparama's hymn to the saintly DvaipPyana offers us the first historical
document of Bhigavata worship against the over& background of the development of the doctrines of the Saugatas in the fifth century A.D. Our
Inscriptions are deeply human where they discuss the problems of war and
peace and life and death dispassionately. The wind of change takes the form
of erotic phalluses of Siva over ring-stones or stone-Caityas which tend to
assume the form of Siva-lifiga. On the death of king hiina Deva, Anuparama
and Dharrna-pila, their wives (Ksemasundari, Gpavati and ITijaya-sviimini
or Abhlri or hlfgini ) dedicate the phalluses of ~ i v accompanied
a
by the
worship of Kiraqa-ptjP to commemorate their husbands irrespective of
their faith while they lived. These erotic s~~mbols
and couplings represent
the indefinable mystical experience of our mixed peoples as to the beginning
and end of all creation. The possibility of overcoming Death lies ultimately
in the recovery of the Indivisible Siva-lidga over the ring-stone.
If we do-not understand the significance of the Two-in-One, our religion becomes " at once a religion of sensualist exuberance, and a religion
of sdf-tonuring asceticism; a religion of the Lifigum, and of the Juggernaut ;
the religion of the monk and Bayadere.
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The political cot~ditionsof Central Asia and northern In& accordingto
A111tnls of Chitla altd the Itiscrpiionr of tbe contempornries of the cupakiw o/
Ifldicl :
We have discussed the political, religious and social excitementof
the volatile period of King Miina Deva's long reign with particular reference
to theInscriptions ofthe Abhiras and the Saugatas. The aesthetic experience
of the Siikyas, Kolis and Licchavis seems to be reacting upon the mental
and spiritual horizon of the Gomis, hlitras and Safighas who appear to have
provided the points of contact between the Himdayan peoples and the
trans-Himiilayan Hunas, Chionites or Hepthalites who were rising as factors
under the laws envisaged by Mina Deva's Era of Bhairavi-cakra which made
a revolutionary impact on the old order of things. Nevertheless, the religious situation was far from being easy, specially as the Brhiimannic and
Buddhistic intellectuals went on creating their respective cuiirents and cross
currents of cults under their own prophets and patriarchs who had their
own patrons and faithfuls in various circles of the restlessHimiilayan aristocracy. The birth-pangs of hldna Deva's Era of Bhairavi-cakra are evident
in their Inscriptions, arti-facts and their articles of worship. It would be
useful at this stage to record the evidences of the Annals of China against
the background of the great archaeological discoveries of the Soviet peoples,
which have opened a new window on the several Apir or Aviir ( Abhira )
tribes who belonged originally to the Iranian stock and lived in the region
to the north of the Oxus ( Amudaria ). What is most tantalising is the fact
that the earliest nlonument representing the religious faith of the Abhims
is located in the heart of Nepal.
In his Introduction to " Northern India according to the Shui-chingchu," Professor Petech says that " the travels of the Chinese Buddhist pi]grims to India have always drawn a good deal of attention from western
scholars ;so have also the accounts of India and its kingdoms found scattered
in the twentyfour dynastic histories of China. But, strange to say, there
is one Chinese text which has not received its due consideration, as far as
India is concerned.. ....... . " Although the Shui-ching-chu was compiled

..

at the beginning of the 6th century A.D., " all of these materials are much
older. Fa-hsien is probably the latest, and the rest go back to the 4th or
even the 3rd century A.D. Political conditions at the time of the compilations are wholly ignored. When Li Tao-yuan was writing, modern Afghanistan belonged to the Chionites or Hepthalites, wrongly also called white
Huns. They were divided into two blanches; the one ruled a mighty state
north of the Hindukush and for a time imposed. tribute on the Sassanid Empire; the other held sway south of the mountains, with their centre round
Ghazni ( Zabulistan ) and extending their rule over Kipidi and Gmdhira.
But when the Shui-ching-chu comes to describe the lands north of the Hindukush, it merely repeats the old tales on the Yuch-chih and Sai-wang, going
back to the time of the Han. For the lands south of the Hindukush, it
brings nothing but religious matters; Fa-scien reigns nearly undisputed. Jn
India proper, the kingdom of the Imperial and the later Guptas are wholly
ignored (as indeed it is by Fa-hsien ), and political informatior! is practically
lacking. We may conclude these remarks by saying that the material of the
Shui-ching-chu on India is nearly exclusively Buddhist and of religious
character, and is older than Shui-ching-chu by at least a century.
We have already pointed out in previous chapters how the early books
translated into Chinese as well as the names of gods and men occurring in
our Licchavi Inscriptions have a tendency to tally. In one form or another
our Manuscript libraries have preserved with meticulous care all the works
translated by the Chinse peoples on and from the first century A.D. The
relative Inscriptions, icons, stone-caityas and such names of Buddhistic
patriarchs as Dharma-pila and hlahivala testify to the fact that there was
a regular traffic between Kapilavastu and China through Central Asia after
the dispersion of the Sikyas and Kolis from Kapilavastu.
To proceed with Professor Petech " The hydrography of Northem
India is largely fictitious. The Ganges of the Shui-ching-chu is not so much
a real river, as a thread in the narrative, by which the places and regions
described are somehow brought into relation with each other. Li Taoyiian or his sources have not much regard for geographical facts, and sonietimes the bearings are interchanged, as when the Ganges is made to flow
north of VaiSili, Sdketa and Kapilavastu, or when in Alagaaa it flows from
east of west simply because Fa-hsien happened to travel in that direction*
y9

The fictitiousness is the main reason why 1have preferred to study the text
quotation by quotation and not as a whole, even if this may appear to hinder
a proper appreciation of Li Tao-yiian's work. But in this chapter it is the
alone which offer some interest; the slender contribution of Li
Tao-yuan in the way of connecting test can be safely left out of consideration,"
Evidently, the Chinese had obtained the names of the ancient cites and rivets
of the Buddhist Himilayas from the Sikya and Koli emigrants after the Dispersion. The occurrence of such names as Sumeru ( M e r ~ = K ' ~ n - l ~ ~ ) ,
Kailba, Sindhu, Bhida ( river Bheri ), Yao-nu ( Karn5li ), Hiranpati
( ~ a c d a k),i Rlo-ho-la ( hfallapuri ) forming part of the Janapada (Peoples9
Republics ) of hfahiir3t7 A-mu-ta, Chi-pin, Ku-stana etc. could be easily
identified with the ancient sites of Sumeru-culture-complex and how it spread
in Central Asia.
Except for the vague hydrography of the Himilayas done on the basis
of ancient tradition of Sumeru, Kailiisa and A-nou-ta, the Chinese texts of
the Hou Han-shu and the Wei-liieh of the third century A.D. do not mention the routes taken by the ancient Himilayan tribes on their wiy to Central
Asia and China. There is also no mention in these texts of the routes taken
by Fa-hsien and Hsiian-tsang from Khotan, Kuchii 2nd Kashgar. We find
vague geographical terms such as Chi-pin ( Indra-grha ), Ta-hsia ( Bactrianl ),
~ a o - f u( Kabul ) and T'ien-chu ( India ) which could be interpreted any
way we like. All these countries are regarded as the subjects of the Yuechih ( the Sakas ) of Suvarnagotra ( gold-race-origin ). We have pointed
out in Chapters VI and VII how these were the periods of immense religious
activities. With the invasion of the Hunas, China broke up into two halves.
of which the southern half lost touch with the centres of Mahiiyinic Buddhism in Central Asia, so that Southern China developed contacts with Himyiina Buddhism through the corridor of what is Vietnam today. Northern
China was torn by unending wars between short-lived dynasties though wit11
pretentious Imperial titles which signified nothing. During the entire Chill
period ( 265-420 A.D. ), China appears to have lost all political connections
with the countries cf the Yiie-chih, except for a brief record in KO-i-kung's
Kuang-chih saying that " the large dogs of Chi-pin were as big as donkeys,
From a distance of various Li, thenatives used to shake the tambourings in
order to -11 them. " A,s a geographical term Chi-pin may refer here to

the land ot Indra which may be Indra-g~hao r lndra-pura where thc cult c,k
Indra was developing to work out a synthesis of ~aikisrn,Brihmannism u.d
Buddhism along the cross-roads of Asia. Nevertheless the stray mention of
Chi-pin in this confused period of history is a reminder of the fact that relimion, rather the politics, was a factor between Chi-pin and China.
a
Northern China was finally unified under the W'ei dvnasty ( 386-534
A.D. ). It was only during the last years of the W'ei dynasty, when the capital was moved to the classicaI Loyang in 494 A D . that tke Chinese secrn to
have heard new names for the old countries which 'practically rendered their
classical geography of the Former-Han-Times obsolete. According to
Petech the following Embassies are listed in the Annals of K'ei-shu ( ch 8
and 9 ) :Chi-pin ........................... 451, 502, 508 and 507 A.D.
Chia-pi-sha ........................ 503 A.D.
Pu-liu-sha ........................ 511 A.D.
K a - t a ........................... 511 A.D.
Chia-chih-nli ..................... 511 A.D.
The mention of the first Chinese hlission to Chi-pin as early as 451 A.D.
brings us to the period of King RIdna Deva when there uTasalready a confederation of the PaSupati-Bhatfdrakas in the Himilayas and beyond. Chipin apparently refers here to the federation of the fraternal kingdoms of the
H q a s ( the Chionite state of Zabulistan, the Abhiras and the Licchavis which
were the only strong powers in the Himilayas and north-western India at
the time. A comparative stud.y of early Chinese contacts ccntained in
Chapter VI with the hydrography of Northern India according to the Shuiching-chu would help us to identify some of the bewildering 1-arietr c,f
names appeating with the later annals. Apart from Chi-pin, Chia-pisha
may be ancient Kipisha. Similarly Pu-liu-sha, Kdnta and Chia-sl~ih.mi
may be ancient Purusapura ( Peshawar ), Gandhira and Kashnir respectively. The despatch of three Alissions to Peshawar, Gandhira md
Kashmir in 511 A.D. tend to the conclusion that these countries were getting
united under the Hunnic kings TornlQa and hlihirakula. Evidently, the
Capital of Gnndhira was l'eshau~ar which belongs to Pakistan to-dl!.. The
faith of these Hepthalite kings it1 PaSupati and Alan-boar Incarnation of
\'igh~u, 2nd the part plajrcd by liromalila in spreading the knou ledge of

Anuparama's comparative stud.^ of the doctrines of the Saugatas and ~
~
P5 p . ain Kashmir-all these are proofs that the Hunas ( Hepthalites or Chionites ), Tokh arins and Kuccheans were being influenced by the thoughtsof
the Licchavis, Gomis ( Abhiras ) and Saugatas. This lends importaneeto
the protocol of PaSupati-BhatiPrakas assumed by the Licchavi kings and
also
the religious and social significance of the PaSupati-Bhattiraka
..
Era. The new religious and social concepts that rejuvenated and united
these tribes and helped the H w a s and Abhiras to establish the largest confederation of Brother-Kings and world community,- seems to be much more
important from human point-of-view than our petty disputes about the
confusing chronology of the Universal Emperors*

It~scriptior~.
of the cor~temporarie~
of the G@ta kingJ with
Ijamer and cognornerz of the persotzs who bore them :

t.ejieyenCe
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We have explained in Chapter VIII what such cognomen as Sikyas,
Kolis, Licchavis, Gomts, ~harmrna,Varmma, Gupta, DPsa etc, connotein
the Inscriptions of Nepal and generally in the northern Inscriptions. After
their d-ispersion from Kapilavastu, the Sikyas and Kolis are to be found
as religious teachers from Central Asia down to Central India. Because
the S~kiyanaristocracy claimed solar origin and created Vlsala (bastards)
they had to bear the brunt of the attack of Virddhaka. But while the
s;kyas changed their caste, creed and solar pretentions, the Vedic Briihmins
succeeded t o the super-race theory and used this instrument to exploit the
weakness of human nature to control the peoples of the lower castes. But
the ~ h a r n m aVarmmas,
,
Gomis, Guptas and Diisas in northern Inscriptions
connote their callings rather than their caste. The Kiriintas and the ~ a k a s
claim Suvarna-gotra ( gold-race origin ) as a mixed tribe. The northern
L~scriptionstook a poor view of the Guptas because they were Vaisyas
(traders ). With the Licchavis of Nepal the cognomen Varnma becomes
synonym of the fighters while the Abhiras appear with the second name
Gupta and cognomen Gomi ( Gomin ). However, the dynasty of ParamibhimPni reject the cognomen Gomi with AySuvarmiin, so that the second
name Gupta becomes Synon).mous with Varmiin as the equal of the ruling
race of the Licchavis to the rejection of the cognomen Gomi. Contrary to
the assu113~tiollof Dr D.R. Regmi, these Abhiras havc no aff?liationwit11

~

kings of Jndia. Professor S. Levi notices the change in the spellthe
ing from Var-a
to Varmin in AmSuvarmin's Inscriptions to condude
that it represents the change of the role of succession from the Licchavis
to the Rajput Thakuri dynasty in Nepal. It is yet too early to think of a
Rajput Thakuri dynasty in Nepal, as the title was given by the KauSik
Bramins to the Hunas when they settled in RPjputiina. The claim to
Ksatriahood by no less a person than king hl?ina Deva was bccause he tcvk
the oath of a fighter before his Mother and acquitted his duties to hjs
fore-fathers by fighting and winning wars as they did. In the same way
the term " Dvija " ( twice-born ) in Mgna Deva's Inscriptions applies to
these people who had distinguished themselves by their achievements to
become " Pitras " ( worthy recipients like the plates ) after they took baptism in their respective fields.
The same seems to be true of the glorious race of the Abhiras who were
judged and classified according to their callings. very much like the
Abhiras in the courts of the aka kings, the Xbhiras in the court of the Licchavi kings were proud and talented people who distinguished t h e r n s e l ~ c ~
as great thinkers and writers, Royal delegates, Police chief with judicial
powers, performe~sof sacrifices in the new scheme of the worship with the
FIVE Ms and officers and prime-ministers. The second name of " Gupta "
does not also classify the Abhiras with the trading communities as in the
case of the Guptas in the Central Asiatic documents. We hare traced the
origin and rise of the race of the Abhiras from their far away home to the
north of Amudaria as far as the HimPlayas and what part they played in the
courts of the Saka and Licchavi kings and also how Samudra-gupta classified
and assessed them without the least knowledge that they were playing a very
important rcle in neighbouring Nepal which he has mentioned. Lilie the
Sakas and the Licchavis, the Abhiras with the cognomen Gomi had become
a factor as teachers of the Central Asiatic and Tibetan tribes before the debut
of the Hunas in the international forum.

The 1,ar,wii kNg.r of \i Iz/.G a~jdUe~ga/
d~uitgthe Licchnti nt/d G~@ta~err'ods
:
Now that we ha\ie discussed the inscriptions of the Aryan kings Cacdra
Varrniin of Bengal and Nara\~armPnof AIalwa with reference to the Allahabad
Illscription of Samudra-gupta, it ~ ~ u bel duseful to discuss thc Inscriptions

of Nara-var~lmma(N.I.IV) dated Saiy\rat 388 ( 466 i1.D. ), KSenla-sundati9s

Insctiption dated S q v a t 390 ( 468 A.D. ) and G u q a ~ a t i 'Inscription
~
dated
Samv a t 41 9 ( 49 7 A.D. ) dedicated t o her father Kinnara-varmpn which
throw a flood of light on the religious, social and political situation of the
period of kirg AIdrM Devt~.~
l5 All these Inscriptions are inscribed afomd
the ring-stones supporting the phallus of ~ i v within
a
what is the Lijanpat
area of about one square mile close to Mina Deva's caricature of the basrelief of Vishqu in Three Tncomprehensible Vedic Steps. It appear- from
the Inscriptions of Ksemasundar i and Gunavati that they were the wives
of King Mina Devii. Evidently K~ema-sundariwas the mother of King
Vasanta-deva and his sister Jaya-sundari. Judging from the antecedents
of the Inscriptions of Naravarmma and queen Ksema-sundari they appear
to be related. The father of Guqavatl is known to be Kinnaravarmin.
We know from the Inscriptions of Maw%that king Nara-varmiin was
the father of Visva-varmh and the grand-father of Bandhu-varmin, The
references to Kailasa as the abode of Pasupati as well as to the worship of
the image of D o l i ~ i k h a r a s v ~( nChiiigu-Niiriyqa ) and the vocabulary
of the blscriptions show very close connections with the inscriptions of the
period of king AIiina Deva. By the second half of the fifth century A.D.
the whole of Asia appears to have been stirred up like sediment. Thefundamental unity of the Inscriptions of the H w a , hIPlava and Licchavi kings
is real ( See Chapters VIII and XI11 and the corresponding notes ). Unlike the rambling Inscriptions of the Gupta kings of India, such names as
" hlayurfiksa ", " Vrsa " and " hIlna " occurring in the Inscriptions of the
Varmiin kings of Miilwa and the Licchavi kings of Nepal show that they
had introduced new terms to the Vocabulary of India. We have also pointed
out how the Inscriptions of Naravarmiin and Vandhu-varina paleographlcally belonged to the last quarter of the fifth-century. Subsequent to this,
the Inscriptions of AmSuvarrniin spell the Saka Era as " Krta-yuga " ( W )
which is iden tical with the spellings of (a) Nara-\rarm2nys Inscription dated
AIilava-years 529 and 463 discovered in the state of Gwalior; (b) lTisvav a r m a t ~ 'Inscription
~
dated Klta-yuga 480 in GangdhPr Jhiiliiwar state of
Central India; and (c) hIaildosar Dasapura Inscription of ~andhu-varmjll
and I<umBrappta,--all of which we ha\le discussed adequately in Chapters
Ilov
\'I11 and XI11 with correspondit~gnotes. \ye ha1.c also pointed

the ancestral and the esoteric worship represented in their Inscriptions is
similar to the worship of the Licchavis, Abhiras and the Huqas. It would
be useful at this stage to discuss the Inscriptions of the Hunnic Kings Toramwa S h h i and Mihirakula in greater detail th.an heretofore.

It may ncjt be useful to discuss whether the Huna kings were Chionites
or Hepthalites. But if Manjuk ( hlunzuk)-the father of Attila, followed
the hiafiju-bhree dharma as the Gomis taught him, the Inscriptions of Toramiqa Shiihi and Mihirakula very closely pursue hfafiju-Shree-dharma ( the
law of hiaiiju-bhree ) in the overall religious scheme of Pabupati-Bhattiiraka
..
Era. As to the ethnic origin of these particular Huna-kings, it is pointed
out that the name ToramNa is dervied from the Turkic word " Turaman,
Tureman or ToramNa " which means a " Rebel. " It is remarkable that this
rebellious king assumes to himself thetitleof Shihiafterking Kqishka whose
coins are inscribed with the title of " Shiihho Shiio. " We can very easily
trace the origin of the title t o the old Persian title of " Khshiyathiyiiniim
khahiipthiya " found in the Bistun Inscription of king Danus ( DPrd C 522486 B.C. ) and the Persepolish Inscription of king Xerxex (Khshayarsha
or Khiir-khiin C. 486-465 B.C. ). It is remarkable that the Sakas, Kushiiqas,
Hunas, Rajput, Khasa and p a k u r i kings of Western Nepal and Western
Tibet inherited the same title. The Mongol Emperors of India adopted
the same title in the form of " S~hhu-$Phi" (m )
exactly as
the Rajput Thakuri kings of Western Nepal spelled and used it. Finally the
present Rajput dynasty of the kings of GorkhP have adopted the same
title in the modern Iranian form " Shiihan Shiih. " Thus we see that the
combination of the " Ksiittra, Shah and Deva " associated with the Gorkhd
kings of Nepal seems to be sanctioned by a very long tradition and usage.
Then, too, we have explained the significance of " Janapadas " and " G q a riijyas " which were the most ancient versions of People's Republics and
how the fraternal kings formed a sort of confederation from Kuchii to Kapilavastu with the rise of the Kushiinas to power. Our latest discovery of the
coins and monuments of King Kwishka in L e b i n i Sisahania and Sravasti
lea~reno grolu~dfor doubt that 11c founded his era froom Kapila\?astu in the
43

wake of Nirvlna and Saka Eras, which the Licchavi kings adopted on tilc
frontons of their Inscriptions along with the Saka system of coinage,
Since Toramlna has styled himself as a " Jaubla " ( -)
derived
from the Turkish word JVL meaning falcon on an Inscription discovered
in the village of KurP ( Salt range in the province of the Punjiib ), Professors Biihler and Kielhorn were inclined to reject the theory that he
was the father of king Mihirakula. According to paleographical evidences,
scholars have attributed this particular record to the fourth and the Hth
century. It must be remembered that the title " Jaubla " may also refer to
Toramina's faith for the Holy Land of Jambhala in the valley of Nepal,
where originally the Revelation of the astro-psychic theory of Kda-cakra
took place with the symbol of the Twelve-spoked-wheel of Law in lieu of
the eight-spoked wheel of Dharma-cakra. Subsequent to this transition,
the name Jarnbhala o r ~ambhalabecome associated with the Holy Lands
ot Urgyan, Orgyan o r Uddiyina-pitha where the astro-psychic theory ot
death was symbolised by a Wheel with twelve spokes. Briefly this astropsychic E ystem of Kila-cakra was calculated to produce an immediate revulsion in the primary consciousness of the Yogis (mystics ) by its classification of the twelve mental conditions with its new approach to the " Yogic "
goal of spiritual asceticism known as K~la-grisa( m
r
r ). KPla-grPsa
means the devouring activity of Time which defies the concept of
Aryan Eight Paths of Plain Living and High Thinking as a system capable
of activating our spiritual consciousness by progressive stages ( Krama )
through the path of sensory perception.
According to the evidences of Tibetan scriptures, this Uddiyirna-pitha
has now been identified with the valley watered by Swat river in what is
Western Pakistan today. We have already discussed how the ancient cult
of Yoginis was associated with the esoteric worship of the Pifhas as a sequel
to the development of the theory of Two-in-one ( Ardhanlriivara or Striigvara). Then, too, we have a large number of the stumps of SthWusiva ( PaSupati-lifigas ) with four faces carved on the four cardinal compass
corners in order to represent the syn~biosisof the gods of ~aivism,BrPhnlallnisln and Buddhism along with the face of half-man and half-woman on the
northern cardinal compass comer as an exposition of the concept of the
T w o - i n - ~ l ~ c\Y'
. c lalow fro111 thc Inscriptions oi Toralllzl!a
hlihirak~lla

that their heads never bowed to my other than Sthiqu-iiva, which, no doubt,

was this type of the stump of Stl~inu-ii\~a.This represented a development
from the basic cult of the Great Mother Goddess and Paiupati in the astropsychic system of Death. Thus we see that this faith of the Hwnic kings
gives a new perspective to the I.ndus-valley-culture and the cult of the Great
Mother Goddess and the Shephered god PaSupati in the new scheme of the
astropsychic system of KPla-cakra. It is remarkable that the development
of Uddiyina-krama ( the system of KPla-grPsa, as it was developed in the
Swat-river-valley ), is adequately codified in such manuscripts as Tantrlloka, Tantrii-siira and hfahiiyiina-prakiSa.
We have seen how Uddiy iina ( Swat ), situated strategically between
Central Asia and Pakistan along the ancient trade-routes, profited immensely
from the traffic of a wide variety of peoples during the confrontation of the
Sakas against the Persian Greek and Chinese generals. The religious, social
and political conditions prevailing in such a prosperous country were very
favourable for the convergence of ideas from different sources. Much
earlier than this period, Uddiyina had supplied religious leaders for the
Fourth Buddhist Council convened by Kanishka. According to Professor
G. Tucci the valley of Swat is a prosperous country even to this day.
Situated as it was on the margin of the great thoroughfares which brought
the West into contact with the East,
contiaues the same author, " with
Central Asia and India, and where met, not to repel but to appr~achone
another, the most active religious of these times : Buddhism, Mmichaeism
Nestorianism, each laden with the intellectual and spiritual traditions of its
country and of its adoption. " During the invasion of China by the Hunnic
( Chionite ) king hlfgaSikha in the first half of the sixth century A.D., the
Annals of China give account of the visits to the capital cf Loyang by such
Buddhist teachers as Seng hla-lo,\Ti.nitaruci,Narendrayasah and other Buddhist
monks and architects from the valley of Swat. It is now known from the researches of Professor G. Tucci that the celebrated teacher ~admasambhalrawas
born and brought upin Uddiyha. It is now easy to explain these events
with reference to the actual Inscriptions of king Tclraniina and Xlihirakula.
The nl&ioz/~
crigt~ifia~~ce
of the s~orcrhipof I'ohfiti (~thi?~t~-Sivn),
L<-irih
( Afanboar 11lror11ntio1~
6f Tyi:rhttr,)and AfnhijZ~~ic
deities in the 1~~scr;Pfionr
of kirgf
Torclmit~nnun Alibi?-clkrrllr :
66
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We have adequately discussed the Inscriptions of the contemporaries
of Torarnina and Mihirakula in Chapter SrIII and the corresponding
notes 117 to 119 against the background of the Licchavi Inscriptionsof
Nepal. It would be useful at this stage to consider the Inscriptions of
TorrnZqa and Mihirakula on their own merits, as they express a medley of
beliefs in the overall developn~entof the religious concept of "Saddharma"
(true law). Like the contemporary Licchavi Inscriptions, the Inscriptions
of these Hunnic kings open with the mystical symbol or syllables of "ohl
svasti." ~ n ' h i sInscription of Eran of the SPgar District of Central pro. .
vinces, Toramina opens with a prayer to the Man-boar Incarnation of Vishnu
"who caused a tremor over the mountains by the hard blows of his tusks
and snout," and attributes his military victories to Him. Evidently, this
is a prayer to the Man-boar Incarnation of Udayagiri in Central India. AS
for the actual development of the cult oi the Man-boar Incarnation of Vishnu
in the Scheme of Light Deities, the Nepalese Inscriptions and Sculptures are
much more illuminating than the Viiriiha image of Udayagiri.
Great importance is attached to the Man-boar Incarnation of Vishnu
of Udayagiri by Indian historians who say that the image was founded by
Chandragupta I1 (Vikrimsditya) in order to commemorate his exploit of
the rescue of his sister-in-law DhruvZsvamini from the clutches of the
Sakas, Khasas or Huqas. We have already discussed the historical aspects
of "The tradition of kings Rba-gupta and Chandra-gupta I1 in Chapter
XIII. Before we take up the essential contributions of the system of Bhairavi-cakra to the inheritence of mankind in the following chapter, it may be
useful a t this stage to make a comparative study of the concepts underlying the worship of Man-boar in the Licchavi Inscriptions of Nepal and
of the H e i c kings Toramina and Mihirakula. We have a number of
the images of Man-boar Incarnation in the valley of Kathmandu and Virihak ~ e t r ain East Nepal. In Nepal the development of the cult of the six
Incarnations of Vi~hnufollow in the chronological sequence of the Fish,
Tortoise, h1a-n-boar, Man-lion and the Midget in three Steps till they find
their symbiosis in the cult of Avalokiteivara (Buddha). Judging fro111
the Licchavi-period basreliefs of the Man-boar and Man-lion, I am inclined
to feel that they may be BrPhmannic developments from the Zoroastrian
Zur\.an. 'I'he notion that Tirlle was bivalent is well Iil~ownto early Ira-

nian speculations. It implies an astronomical entity with the impact of
the cult of the Light Deities on the theory of the Jewel in the Lotus. The
basreliefs of the Man-boar, Man-lion and the Midget in Three Incomprehensible Vedic Steps (See Plates concerned) are all founded on the principles and practices of Kaulikiicara and Klrana-ptjP in Nepal's scheme of
~hairavi-cakra. It is an attempt to assess Eternal Time and Time on the
scale of Nature.146
The Indian prototype of the Viirahi of Udayagiri in Gwalior State,
as it is illustrated in "A history of fine art in India and Ceylon (Plate 58 C),
seems to be founded on the same principle of the Jewel and the Lotus theory.
The mystical symbols and syllables preceding the Inscriptions of Torm%a
and Mihirakula give us an idea of Time as a pure notion beyond any comparison, and a time which is being actuated in the day to day events of out
ephemeral existence. In this religious scheme, the lady hanging from the
tusks of Viiriiha of Udayagiri is not Dhrurasviiminl but the sublirnited
form of the Earth-goddess Miirici-vajra-vgrai as the Goddess of Dawn.
Somehow the Indian sculptor of the Vsriiha (Man-boar) of Udayagiri appears
to have missed the trail of the cosmic water and the rescue of the Earthgoddess from the clutches of HiraqakaSyapa who is a golden eyed demon
of the Brshmannic age of Truth (Satya-yuga).
On the other hand, the basrelief of Dhqviiriiha in Nepal is founded
on a simple myth of the Himslayas as follows : The legend goes that the
golden-eyed demon Hiraqyiik:a had propitiated the shephered god Siva
as Samvatsara by his penances and obtained such boons and benedictions
from him that he could not be killed by man, bird, beast or by the weapons
known to the time. Intoxicated with power he defied the Vedic gods and
stopped Briihmannic sacrifices which deprived them of their share of sacrificial offerings and oblations made by the faithfuls of their creed from the
produce of the earth. The atheistical theories and practices of Hirqy*a
so disturbed the Vedic gods thatethey repaired to the abode of the Almighty
Vishnu and prayed to him that He might rescue the Earth from the dutches of the golden-eyed demon who had gone to sleep with her in the Hades.
In response to the appeal of the Vedic gods, V i s b u assumed the i n m a tion of a hfan-boar, fought Hiranyiik$a for a thousand years with his tusks,
killed him by the hard blows of his snout and rescued the Earth as the

goddess of dawn on the tip of his elbow froin the cosmic watcr of Hell
that engulfed her. The pre-Licchavi and Licchavi period bas-reliefs of
Man-boar in Katlzmandu or Viirha-ksetra at the confluence of rivers
KauSiki and K o k i follow a pattern based upon the well-founded TPntric
dictum :
"Vishnorviihulatii kaphoni-Sikhare noddharitii Medini. "
The aphorism means that the sinking earth was rescued on the tip
of the elbow of the embracing arm of Vishnu. It is remarkable that the
expression "Latii" or creeper in the sense of a paranormal levitatior! seems
to be common between the concept of the H u ~ i king
c Toramina and the
sculptor of the image of Dhumviirha (Man-boar) of Nepal. Evidently
the Dhumviirgha of Nepal and the Man-boar images of Virihaksetra or
Udayagiri have nothing to do with the rescue of DhruvasviiminE from the
clutches of the Hunas.
The worship and festival of the Man-boar is attributed to a person
known as Umisoma in an Inscription of Jishnu-gupta (Gnoli : LIX, p.
79) dedicated to an image of CandeSvara with a pazasol in the temple of
Pagupati. The image of ~hhatra-~a;deSvarao r CandeSvara with a parasol
(see Plate XXII) is an image of Sambhu (Siva) who is said to have incinerated Madana (Cupid) by belching forth fire from his Third Eye. Judging
from the nature of the prayer of Jishnu-gupta, this type of image with a
parasol is sculptured to proclainl the universal reign of Siva from his home
among the troglodytic caves of Kailisa situated over the summits of Sumeru. We notice the impact of the cults o i Light Deities on the images
0f Siva-ravilo cana or vaiIocana (see Plates XXIII) where Time is considered
as limitations of the Y a k ~ alegends of Viriipiiksa
1 and HQ-sa when they were
absorbed in the early cult of ISvaradeva in the astro-psychic scheme of K h cakra after the Piprahavii-Buddhist-vase epitaph. When Buddha Kanakamuni started the cosmic theory and Kapilamuni came out with his mathematical model of the Universe, Siikyamuni tried to work a conlpromise
between them with his Eight-spoked-wheel of Law. We have adequately
discussed the schism that followed in the first Buddhist council of Rllg!ha after the Great Passing and how the conflict gave rise to the Himavata
or Kgsyapiya school of Buddhism. During the consequent transition from

Plate No. XKll

.

The image of Chhattra-caqdeSvara or the Victorious image of
Siva with a parasol who was claimed by the AbMms to have incinexated Vir6piha by beiching forth fide from hi5 Third Eye. judgiag
from Bhiinavi's refutation of the d t a d jigfiqu-gupta'~datbd image
with a pmyq dris seems to be a hre myth bmmed by the
to d&t the coilapt of A t d h h d v a a r ( ~ b 4 h e )

~h~j-ma-cakra
to Kila-cakra, the Indo-Greeks and the Sakas interpreted the
concept of ~ambuddhaand Saddharma (true law) against the background
of the cults of Light Deities of the Persians and Greeks. In this transition,
the sense of the evolution of time became inherent in the highest of the
Himilayan peaks, Sumeru (Meru, Sagarmit hP = A l t . Everest) from where
Siva and Pirvati (Himagiritanayi=the daughter of the snows) ruled over
the universe. The ancient Ganas (tribal peoples of the Himilagan Ganarijyas) believed that the Sumeru (Meru) in theHimilayan chain of mountains
was the "a-xis mundi" which divided the four continents of the Earth. Conversely, Sambhu and his consort in their abode of Kailisa over the summit
of Sumeru became the pivot round which the sun: moon and the planets
revolved in order to accomplish their evolution of the sense of time.
The Inscription of Jishnu-gupta shows that Siva could reveal himself in many forms and aspects and also absorb the visible universe in his
"Viivarfipa." In process of time and particularly at this stage, the image
of CqdeSvara seems to be a development from the Yaksa-cult of VirSpPksa
consequent upon the impact of the Light Deities which gave rise to the
concept of Ravi-locana (Siva with the Third eye of the Sun) and anticipated Buddha Vairocana. On the last analysis the Saka-samvata (Era) was
the result of the contact cf the Saka peoples with the Greek astronomy and
astrology. From the point of view of Sumeru-culture-complex, as it developed with the impact of Greek astronomy, the sun and moon signify
the time nature of Siva. This was acknowledged even by the poet Kdiddsa in his Introductory stanza of the celebrated dramatic work of Sakuntali, as those two forms of Siva calculated to signify the bivalence of Time.
But we do not find any mention of the Man-boar of Udayagiri or of the
cult of Vlriha in the works of Kilidisa except for the mention of the incarnation of TJi~hnuas the Midget in the Inscriptions of KurnBragupta under
an entirely different religious setting and context from that of Nepal.
Consciously or unconsciously Kdlidiisa seems to be aware of the concept
of Sambhu as the ruler of the planets (as Siva-ravilocana or TTairocma)
which was very popular with the Indo-Greeks, Sakas and Pahlavas. It
is remarkable that there is no mention of the six incarnations of Vishnu
in the whole gamut of the RaghuvamSam in the wag they are being represented in the Inscriptions, sculptures and basreliefs of Nepal.

Unaware of the overall development of the concept of
(true law) with the impact of Greek astronomy, Professor H. Goetz thinks
that "The K w i ~ h k aReliquary", found in the foundations of the gigantic
Shahji-ki dheri stOpa, is a golden cista, encircled by a frieze of livelyErotes
holding a garland behind which the meditating Buddha (Vairocana), the
sun-god and moon-god and minor deities appear scattering flowers. Infront Kqizhka himself is standing. The garland frieze is very similar to
the angel-frieze at Miran. Around the lid there runs a frieze of flying
swans, while on its top the figures of two Bodhisattvas (Candta-prabhn and
Sfirya-prabha) flank the preaching Buddha (Vairocana)." Both the reliquaries are very well illustrated in Plate 57 of "A history of fine art in India
and Ceylon (Third Edition).
Speaking about the same Kanishka's casket, Professor G. Tucci says
that the "Sun and Moon have had a very long connection with Buddha
(Casket of Kani~hka),so that sun-light and moon-light were hypostatised
as two Bodhisattvas SOrya-prabha and Candra-prabha." In the absence
of historical datas, both the authors miss the links in the long chain of the
development of concept of Dhama (Law) based upon a confused foundation of conventions, arbitrary assumptions and working fictions about the
relationship of man and God. Like the author of the Inscription of Hari@on, Jishnu-gupta is an Abhira who has entered the fraternity of the
PaSupati-BhattHrkas like Toramina and Mihirakula. A comparative study
of the Licchavi, Abhirean and Hunnic
. . Inscriptions tends to show how the
whole system of Dharma (Law) was being recast in the light of a well-developed science of social psychology in accordance with a scientific conception of human society as one developing organisation and in definite relationship to a system of moral and intellectual education propagated concurrently by the S a i ~ a - ~ o ~ iVedic-patriarchs
ns,
and ~uddhisticSaugatas.

CHAPTER

:

XVI

Historical asrcssment of the Image of Dhtinl-viro'ha and a few dated Images
of the Fifh Ce~ztti?-yA. D. in Nepal's rel&iom schen~eof Bhairavi-cukra :
We have discussed the political conditions of Central Asia and Sorthern India with the rise of the Abhiras and the H+as to power. These
nomads were not barbarians and the faith that moved them was not idolatry or Sharnianism but "Saddharma" (true law) based upon a well-developed
science of social psychology that had its beginning in the Indus valley.
The concept of the Great Alother Goddess and Pabupati is as c.ld as the
Indus valley culture. The conflict in the minds of the nomadic Kirintas
and the Indo-Aryans gave rise to the revolutionary Buddhas who defied
the Vedic Revelations under the religious inspiration of the Solar dynasty
of the S~kyaswho had already accepted the Yaksa cult of ISvaradeva or
Sikyavardhana. With the passing of &ikyamuni, the Indo-Greeks and the
Sakas reinterpreted the record of the Piprahavii-Buddhist-vaseepitaph
against the background of the Light Deities and Greek astronomy and recast the concept of Sambuddha and Saddharma in accordance with a scientific conception of human society as one developing organisation based
upon Yogic system of social psychology. The impact of the cult of the
Light Deities had its effect upon the Vedic Briihmins who recast their Revelations of Vishnu in the new garb of the evolution of the Fish and the
Tortoise Incaranations to which our sculptures and Inscriptions testify.
Evidently, the evolutionary concept of the Fish and the Tortoise Incarnations were associated with the Briihmannic myths that Vishnu assumed these
forms in order to survey the depth of the ocean and then support the rod
of Surneru on its back so that the gods and demons (Asuras) may churn the
ocean for creation. These simple myths, though they were conceived to
defeat the cosmic theories of Buddha Kanakarnuni and the SQmkhya-spstern of Kapilamuni, were not adequate to meet the challenge of the atheistical Saugatas. The KauSiks had to come out with something more tangible and powerful than the myths of the Fish and the Tortoise. The third
and the fourth Incarnations of the Almighty Vishnu as Man-boar and hfm-
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lion, judging from the basreliefs of Nepal, were conceived to defeat the
atheistical theories of Hirqyiksa and Hiranya-KaSyapa who were no
than Buddhas Iiafiakamuni and KaSyapa of Suvarnabh-i
(Gold-countrp).
Further to the myth of the Man-boar described in Chapter XV, it would be
useful to interpret the image of Dhumviriha and what it represents.
Our image of Dhumviriha is housed in a small brick-templepresently
overgrown with a wide-spreading Peepul tree upon a spacious lawn close
to the village of Ciandul where our Department of Archaeology has uncovered exquisite images and potteries of our Licchavi period. About half
a man in size, this robust statue nearly occupies the entire sanctuary of the
temple. The style of the sculpture is similar to the style of the statue of
Bala-bala (vulgo Balbal see Plate XVII) which, according to our chronology, was sculptured during the reign of king Bilircanadeva when the
principles and practices of the Saugatas were being attacked by the followers of Dvaipiyana. In fact, the Brihmannic demons, such as VirGpiiksa,
~ i r a n y i k s a ,Hiranya-KaSyapa and king Vali can be easily equated with
PaSupati, Kanaka-muni, Buddha KaSyapa and king ASoka who defied the
Vedic Revelations. In each case, these demons of Br2hmannic primordial
age obtain the boon of imn~ortalityfrom Siva to work their havocs, but
they are defeated by the tricks of the Almighty Vishnu. It is said in the
Purwas that teachings, rituals and sciences taught by these demons of the
primordial age (Satya-yuga) with the blessings of Siva have ceased to be
effective for a humanity living in the epochs of Brihmannic revival. The
Paurwic pattern provides that the Earth feels oppressed by the heretical
preachings of these demons and repairs to the abode of Vishnu accompanied
by Indra and other Vedic gods with her burden of complaints, so that He
conceives his own strategy to defeat the heretical Tathagatas and Saugatas.
The basrelief of Narasin~ha(Alan-lion see Plate No. 7 ) shows positively
that its victim is a Sflzgntcl.

The Dhumviiriha of Kathmandu has a semi-nimbus round its head
and it wears a sacred thread and Vedic ornaments like bracelets, snake-like
armlets and wristlets and also a loins-girdle under his waist. Withhis left

hand on hip to gather momentum, he lifts the earth-goddess over the
elbow tip of his right hand grasping the Thunderbolt (Vajra) firmly within
the fingers of its palm, where she sits in supplication with folded palms.
The Five-headed Niga holding the fornard foot of D h ~ r n \ ~ i r i hseems
a
to
signify the five elements of the cosmic waters of the Netherworld and the
limitations of the powers of Vishnu in thc triple Universe made up, according to Rgveda (14, 42, 4), of the sky, atmosphere and earth inspite of his
immensity of size. Very simple in conception and esecution, the Dhumvirlha, as the first prototype of Zurvan sin our country, anticipates the
basreliefs of Narasimha (&Jan-lion)and theVimana (Midget) Incarnations of
Vishnu till such time as the cult of holy Visudeva found synthesis with
Buddhism in the image of AvalokiteSvara whom the Vedic Briihmins
appear to have recognised as the sixth Incarnation of Vishnu. A comparative study of our basreliefs and sculptures gives us, therefore, glimpses
of the lost horizon of religion on the eve of the transition to Bhairavi-caha.

Description of the Va'riba (Ah-boar) of Udayagiiri :
On the other hand, the pattern of the Man-boar of Udayagiri is similar to our basrelief of Vlr2ha presently housed in the temple of ~ i k h i Niriiyana. Instead of the sacred thread worn by Dhumvgrlha, these Manboars wear garlands, and the ornaments are much more complicated. In
place of the loins-girdle of the original, these statues wear a Dhoti. Unlike the robust and stocky figures of Dhurnvgriiha and Bala-bala, the >fanboars of Udayagiri and Sikhi-Ngriyana are stalwarts; and both have one
arm on hip and another on their thigh which do not describe the idea of
levitation. But like all the images and basreliefs of Nepal conceived in
the scheme of the Jewel and the Lotus, the Great Mother Goddess sends
up stems of Lotus which flowers into lotuses over the heads of these Alanboars. Historically this feature is connected with the characteristic revolution of Bhairavi-cakra which began in Nepal during the hfrh centur);.
However, the artists in India and Nepal at a later phase of development
appear to have lost the idea of levitation, so that the Earth hanging helplessly down their tusks or the figures with folded palms over the heads of
the Eleven-headed Ananta-nzga (Serpent of Eternity) can be interpreted
only in the context of the texts of Taittiriya-samhitii and not Rg~redawhich

is believed to be composed outside of India. For, according to Taittitiya.
s a m h i t ~(7.1.5.1.), "Prajipati assumed the form of a Man-boar, and he
plunged into the waters (of the Hades) and extracted as much mud as his
mouth could hold. This was the Earth." According to the tens of
Taittiriya Brihmana (I. 1.3.5) "water, flood was all this in the beginning,
Prajipati was, therefore, tired (and said) 'HOW can this be ?' He saw a
lotus-leaf swimming on the surface of the waters. He thought : 'This
really is where it can stand.' He changed himself into a Boar, and p!unged
dow1l. He licked the Earth, then having grasped her, he came back to the
surface. Then he spread her on the Lotus-leaf. The wind tossed her here
and there, and he fixed her with pebbles." We do not have in these latef
texts of Samhith and Briihmanas the original fire and drive of the impact
of the thoughts of the historical Buddhas and Saugatas over the concept
of Rgveda on creation.
In the Man-boar of Udayagiri, Vishnu is the Being (Puru~a)who
created the Earth (Prakriti) out of his own volition and spread her on the
Lotus-flower and fixed her with pebbles. Here we do notfind the concept
of the sacred nuptial of the Earth and the Sky (Dviiva-prthvi), as it is being
portrayed by the inverted cups of our dated sculptures and bas-reliefs of the
fifth century A. D. Then, too, we do not find the impact of the legend of
Hiranyiksa on the Man-boar image of Udayagiri. These contradictions
in the Vedic concepts of creation are irreconciliable even in the late texts
of Atharvaveda and in the Gupta Inscriptions which do not so much as find
a mention in Anuparama's Eulogy t o Dvaipiiyana (vide Chapter XIV).
One of the characteristics of Nepalese scriptures, and monuments
consists in their claim to offer a formulation of the traditional doctrines in
transition with the different epochs and variability of human nature represented by the landmarks of the Samvatas (Eras) with the changing tide of
Time. Notwithstanding the importance of the source materials of Indusvalley culture, the western scholars, when they assess Vedic Brihrnanism
and Buddhism or any other religion of the East, seem to lose sight of the
fact that the Sakyas of Kapilavastu worshipped the Yaksa god Iivara-dell2
or Stri-ihara or Sikyavardhana which already were developments from
the ancient worship of the Great Mother Goddess and the shephered God
pagupati. It was against such a religious background that Sikyamuni con-

cei\red of his syn~bolo f the Eight-spoked-wheel of Law. Judging froIn
devotion of the hcretical Buddhas to the Yaksa God Iivaradcva, t l ~ c
Vedic Briihmins discovered that Saivism was emerging as the strongest
factor in its support for Buddhism. The knowledge and the technique ot
the Saiva-yogins and the historical Buddhas were better calculated to achieve
the supreme goal of man through the practice of the everdeveloping
"Saddharma" (true law) than the conditioned Revelations of the Vedic Commandments and injunctions. As a subterfuge, the Vedic KauSikans imputed it to ISvaradeva (Siva) that he bestowed his boons indiscriminately to
the believers and the unbelievers alike. As the powerful Indo-Greeks,
Sakas and Pahlavas accepted the syncretism of all faiths in their theocrasia,
the KauSiks, too, had no alternative but accept ISvaradeva as their god of
gods and adapt their unscientific concept of creation on the line of the cosmic theory propounded by the historical Buddhas Kanakamuni, KaSyapa
and Kapilamuni. The Vedic Briihmins tried to change the very content
and context of the theory of evolution by fabricating the legends of the
Fish, and the Tortoise, and by reviving the myth of the Alan-boar on
Rgvedic roots. But while the Gupta Inscriptions (of Damodar copper plate
Inscriptions of the time of Buddha-gupta edited by R. G. Basak Ep. Ind
XV and others) trace the origin of the cult to the White Man-boar of Viriihakset~asituated at the confluence cf the rivers KokH and KauSiki a t the foot
of the Himidayas in our district of hforang, the worship implied with the
oblations of the Five Ambrosia (Parica-gavya) seems to be cut of line with
the worship of Toramiqa and ]i!h?nr-gupta. 14'
The Sveta-viiriha-sviimi mentioned in the Gupta Inscriptions is, no
doubt, the Rlan-boar of our Viirihaksetra. It is remarkable that a Tirtha
( sacred place of ablutions ) known by the name of Koki-mukhi is mentioned in the epic of hhhibhiirata ( Mbh, 111, 84, 158; and X U , 25, 52 ). In
the eulogy to Durgii (Durgii-stotra) contained in the epic of Mahbbhfirata
( VI, 8 ) the goddess Durgii-mahisamardini ( the killer of the buffalo demon
of Mortality ) is called Kokii-mukhii as the Shakti ( activating authority and
power) of ~ i v a . We have already stated elsewhere how the Brihmannic
saint VaiSampPyana was the author of this eulogy and how his name is
associated with Nepal's worship of " Kirana-pnji with the Five MS in
our sclleme of Bllairari-cakra. The antiquity of the name of Koki 2nd the

association of the name with the cult of the Yaksa god S ~ k ~ or ~
ISvaradeva or Stri-iSvara can be imagined from the occurrence of the name
of the Yaksi-goddess Chulla K o k i in the Inscription of Bhabut.
A comparative study of the Licchavi sculptures and Inscriptions with
the Inscriptions of Toramina, Mihirakula and the Gupta kings of India show
that Sambhu over the sununits of the Himilayan mountains was being recognised as the Master of the Planets in the evolution of the concept of the
Sveta-viriha-kalpa ( the White Boar E r a ) by the head of the transport
organisation known as Ribhupila who had founded the phallus known as
Sweta-variiha-svsmi. Very much unlike the tradition of the PaSupati-Bhattirakas of Nepal, this Lifiga ( Phallus of Siva ) does not seem to be erected
to commemorate the death of Ribhupila. The two names Kokimukhasvtmi and Sveta-viriha-svimi appear to refer to the Man-boar image and
the Siva-lifiga respectively of Viriha-ksetra situated at the confluenceof the
rivers Koki and KauSiki at the foot hills of the highest summits of the
Himilayas. I have personally travelled through Viriha-ksetra to the
district of Bhojpur and back through Dhankut: to learn that this region
actually comprised the geographical division of the ancient Vetha-dipo
at the foot hills of the hlahtlangur ranges lorded over by Sagar-!#ithi
(iZ.lt.Everest).I48
The name Koki for the rivulet which meets KauSikf at this point to
make it a Tirtha( sacred place of ablutions ) may mean a she-wolf which may
be the early Indian interpretation of the hian-boar or by inversion to the rivulet by the bank of which the temple of the Man-boar was founded. On
the other hand, the word Kokii also refers to Siva or Vishnu or to a ruddy
goose, cuckoo, frog or a lizard. The confusion of the Gupta Inscriptions
of India can be resolved solely by the sculptures and Inscriptions of Nepal
with reference to the hlan-boar Incarnation of Vishnu
. . which seems to have
appealed to the I-Iunnic kings and the Gupta kings against entirely a different
religious setting. If the KauSik Brihmins founded the baseless chronolog~
of king Sagara and the like, they had also to find a baseless Era (Kalpa)
in the name of Sveta-v~r~ha-svimi
in support of their claim. How else
could they support Vedic Revelations ? The whole picture of religious
d e v e l o p ~ ~ ~of
c nthis
t period could be seen in proper perspective by a comparative study of the relative Il~scriptionsand ~ c z ~ & f ~ ~ r e s . ~ ~ ~

~

I need not, perhaps, reiterate that thousands of pears ago the Saiva
and the historical 13uddhas had discovered that the speed of hwnm
was faster than the speed of the Lightnings. This probe into the
mysteries of the human mind has been progressively discovered among the
materials for the study of Nepalese history and culture from Kapilavastu
to Kathmandu. Among the vast multitude of materials at our disposal,
Ihave selected afew representative inscriptions, symbols, coins dated images,
basreliefs and manuscripts and reinterpreted the mysterious language
of the confessio-fides, myths and legends, through the medium of which
our remote ancestors have communicated their spirutual messages to us.
I have also taken care within the bounds of my limited knowledge to describe our ancient heritage and our racial ties, not only with the Indus-valley
Kirintas and the Indo-Gangetic peoples but also with the early Assyrians
(Asmas), Persians, Indo-Greeks, Tibeto-Burmese and Chinese peoples
and how the early Yaksas, KirPtas, Kinnaras, Sakyas, Kolis, Licchavis, Sakas
and Abhiras adopted the foreign pattern or religious and social thinking to
add to the sum total or their spiritutal experience.
Thus we see that the hian-boar and the Man-lion are not isolated exanlples but a link in the long chain of religious development on Saivitic roots
handed down from the Indus-valley culture. These are solar deities in
Nepal's religious scheme of the astropsychic scheme of Kda-cakra with the
impact of Greek astronomy on the concept of Zoroastrian Zurvan. Our
basreliefs are executed under the religious impulse of the Jewel and the
Lotus, and the rescue of the Earth-goddess by Dhunlvaiha on the tip of
his embracing elbow provides an esample or paranormal levitation as they
were being interpreted by the followers of the cult of Bajrebvara in Nepal's
new scheme of Bhairavi-cakra. On the last analysis, Dhun~vZxiihais a Vajrayhic deity on the traditional line of Siya Ravi-locana or Buddha Vairocana
as Grahapati ( Master of the Planets ) with ~~~rici-\~ajra-\~SrShi
( the Earth
as the Goddess of Dawn ) for its consort.
From a metaphysical point of view, the Divine Couple is a symbol
of the two principal aspects of every cosmic principle. Here ~ i v arepresents the unchangeable transcending and unchallengeable aspen while PPrvati or Sati represents the will arid the motive force for the active principles
of our esistcncc. T11e appearalce of the Goddess of Dawn in the llem-

scheme of Bhairavi-cakra, apart from its popular and devotional fornls,represents a barometrical sign of the transitioll in beliefs frolll the astro-psychic theory of Kiila-cakra to M h a Deva's new system of Bhairavi-caba,
This system totally breaks away fro111 the formulations of the doctrinesof
the White-Boar-Era and their utilisation in general metaphysics of the four
Yugas as it was being conceived by the Brihmins of Gupta India. Nature
is no longer an illusion ( Miiyii ), but a Shakti made up by the manifestation
of her will. She is awake whether she manifests herself in rational and merciful or demoniacal, unchained, savage, elemental and irrational aspects.
There are motives in the new conceptions of Bhairavi-cakra which can act
as a mirror to the nightmares of modern civilisation in their most problematic forms. What other point of view could be more fascinating for the
westerner's vocation than the one for which, according to De la Vallee
Pousin, "the same Absolute Self ceases to be an aesthetic reality to become
sotnething that he, who has seen the light, can grasp and master ?"
In the adept, in the Siddha and in the Vira " according to J. Evola
the Tiintric Kaula exalt the individual who is superior to every couple of
contraries, is free from both good and evil and whose law is only his will
( svecchiciiri ), thus going much further than Nieztsche's '' Superman ".
By following this road, the asceticism of a mortifying type is replaced by
Hatha-yoga techniques which tend to rule the most inner forces of the body,
together with a wisdom which proclaims, together with Kuliirnavatantra :
The body is the temple of God and the living conscience ' Jiva' is the
eternal ~ i v (a ~adii-Siva). The ritual T a t t i c secret ' Pancatattava ' proclaims the non-existence of the anti-thesis between asceticism and enjoyment, between Yoga ( Discipline ) and Bhoga ( enjoyment ). It promises
the possession of the one and the other, pointing out that the place of liberation is in this world and not in the other one (Yoga bhojite mokshyate
samssral?). The observance of moral rules as well as of visible rites is,
in such circles, declared to pertain only to paSu, t o the man bound, obtuse
and resetnbling an animal, while Tiintrism promises the esoteric knowledge
which makes one free and breaks all chains.
" On the basis of this, one might be tempted to speak of a 'modern'
Y I eve11
~
a '' Western " Tiintrism. And yet in doing so a inisunderstanding
mould certainly irise. Convergences are not of s u d ~a kind as to prejudice
"
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Only by acknowledging it, it would be possible to admit that Tbtrism may lead the way for
a Western elite which does not want to become the victim of those experiences whereby an entire civilisation is on the verge of being submerged.
" The values belonging to the highest spiritual realisation, such as the ancient Hindu metaphysical tradition conceived, are maintained. The actual
problem of our age is to find the method to carry it into effect. This method,
justly compared to the 'riding of a tiger,' may be summed up in this principle :
' In order to obtain freedom one must employ those same forces which have
led to the downfall.' In the absence of historicaldatas and examples, J. Evola
is unable to find the right way, and he bases himself on the conclusions of
Sir JohnWoodrufTewhom he considers to be greatest mthorirj.on Ta'ntri~m.~bO
Under the circumstances it may be useful for us to review the religious
and social situations with reference to the Inscriptions and artifacts on the
eve of the transition from Kiila-cakra to Bhairavi-cakra.

A considei-don of the dated inr'age~o f Nepal :
Judging from their artifacts, the Licchavis, the Abhiras and the H ~ a s
appear to have viewed the past with a different set of values which are completely lost to the modern world. As we have made a comparative survey
of the documents of the Sakas and the KushPnas side by side with the corresponding Inscriptions of India and the scriptures of China, it is now easy for
us to establish the art-historical position of the symbols, sculptures and basreliefs which have assumed a universal character. We have seen how the
Vedic KauSiks and the revolutionary Saugatas followed a progressively
competitive trend in their religious and social discussions and how they
employed competent artists to express their ideas through dated images and
basreliefs. These artifacts have survived the ravages of time to give us
their messages more eloquently than the Indian and the Chinese works which
are colouted by local traditions and prejudices. Though the Sakas and the
Yue-chis were responsible for the proliferation of those mighty ideas, it
was Kanishka who visited Kapilavastu to reassess the religious situation and
start his Era.16l
The resulting conflict in the religious gnosis and practices can be clearly
observed in the Inscriptioi~sof the b~dinnkings. On the other hand, the
4s

Chinese translated the " SQtra in forty two sections ", '' The white L~~~~
siitra of the true law " and " The Life of the Buddha Alessia to come by
Lalita. We can very easily trace the sources of these books to the battered
basreliefs of Sakyamuni flanked by Koliyan Padmapeis ( see Plate =I )
and to the Buddha Messia in the attitude of describing the future with a
step ( Plates XIII & XIV ). We have already stated in Chapter- VI and
VII how the Chinese have attributed the translation of the White ~~t~~
satra and the Lalita-vistara to KiSyapa MZtang andDharmarak;~respectively.
I t is now possible for us to trace the origin of the so far unexplained Walking Buddhas of China to our AnZgata-Buddha of Lalitapur, who is in the
attitudeofdescribingthefuture with astep. Evidently the Walking Buddhas
of China were sculptured by the Chinese artists on the basis of their translation of the text of Lalita-vistara as P'u yao-ching. Our basrelief showing
the Buddha Messia in the act of taking a vow before Brahm~and Indta occurs on the western cardinal compass corner of a Sthpa situated in an obscure place between Konti-vahi and the temple of KumbheSvara. The
Buddha Messia is in the attitude known technically as " Bhavi~ya-vygkareamudrii " which is an attitude of describing the future with a step ( See Plate
XIV). The ancient text of Lalita-vistara has it that the name of the place
was " Anuvaineya " and the pilgrim had to cross the territories of the Sikyas,
Kolls ( Krodlya ), Mallas and Maineyas to reach the Holy of Holies. The
only other basrelief of this type occurs in an obscure niche of a stone Caitya
within the quadrangle of the Northern Whpa of the city of Lnliiap~~ro.
Among the many interesting basreliefs and images displayed in this Prabhuvihiira is a basrelief of Buddha Vairocana flanked by Bodhisattva Sfiryaprabha and Candra-prabha on the line of the Casket of K a ~ ~ i ~ h k : a(.see
l~~
Plate XXIV ).
The place names occurring in the Nepalese Inscriptions and Manuscripts
are very reliable in helping us to identify these haloed spots, though foreign
traditions appear to have associated the myths and names of the Hirnnlqan
holy places to their local mountains and places. The Tibetans remember
this particular holy spot as M'cordten-mam-dag. It is most remarkable that
the ancient city of Lalitapura has preserved the most ancient Stcpas, stone
Caityas, Buddhistic basreliefs of the historical Tathiigatas illcluding Slkyamuni, images of the forlor11 Saugatas, ilniigata-Buddhas, Amit5hha, MdJu-

ghree, Mahiisthiima, Samantabhadra, Vairocana, all the Celestial Buddhas
and Avalokiteivara in chronological order. Against the background of the
Brihmannic revival, our Buddhistic Inscriptions and basreliefs reveal the
crisis of religious conscience with Saivism as the bridge between.
The primitive symbols of %a's phallus and ring-stones, when it
absorbed the Yaksa cults of Sikyavardhana and VirBpiksa, appear to have
given a new psychological dimension to the rational and scientific approach
of the historical Buddhas whom the Vedic BrPhmins condemned as heretics.
With the growing popularity of the Divine race theory propagated by the
Vedic Brillmins upon the free marriage customs of the Himilayan and the
trans-Hinlilayan tribes, the deeply pathetic story of Sati and Siva and the
tragedy of king Daksa-prajiipati at the Vedic-altar appears to have vindicated
the esoteric worship of the " Pithas " which classified our mental conditions
and regulated our will by the path of sensory perception and Yogic exercises in their own particular way. The Himilayan king-cobra that rears
to sting the loving Sati to death after her demented dance in the presence
of the drooping Siva, consequent upon the rejection of his suit by his wouldbe father-in-law (Dak~a-prajipati)and also the basrelief depicting the judgment of Siva, evoke the memory of the all too common human tragedy in
our everyday drama of love engendered by the caste taboos and race-hatred
( See Plate VIII ). We can understand the drive and fire of the Yaksa-cults
in eradicating the sense of guilt in sex relations and the basic causes of crimes
which have become the nightmares of modern advanced society. But as the
psychological system of " Krama " by steady Yogic exercises develops with
the esoteric worship of Kirqa-pujii in the Pithas, there is an immediate revulsion in the primary consciousness of the person who follows the practice
in the new scheme of Bhairavi-cakra. This new system, therefore, established
a definite difference between the modern horizons of psychology and
the practical aspects of Tintrism which blazoned the paths of the Siddhas
( Perfect ones ) and Bells in the Ears Professors of practical psychology
(See Plate XXV ).
known as the Gha~zta'karg~1~.l63
Before the impact of the cults of Light Deities on Saivism and
Buddhism, the ancient world had accepted certain symbols to express their
concept of Time and Triple space. As for examples, the Snake ( N i g a )
represented the concept of Tinle, the Inverted cups siglified the nuptial of

the Earth and the Sky, the Gazelle or deer stood for man's longillgs for the
good things of life, the adamantine Jewel or Thunderbolt and the L~~~~
stood for the Male and Female members. The syncretism of the Two-inone was symbolised by the mystical syllable Omn ( a ) followed by the
word Svasti with which our Licchavi Inscriptions as well as those of the
H u e i c kings open. As the Yogic disciplines along this new line developed,
the King-Cobra and the Thunderbolt, which represented Time and the conquest of the sense of Time respectively are used as the ornaments of SthinuSiva whom the Licchavis, the Abhlras and the Hugas accepted as the basic
articles of their worship ( See Plates of Sthiiqu Siva XXVI ).
We find the growing influence of the new system of B h a i r a ~ i - ~ ~ k ~ a
where VajreSvara assumes the principal role as the Death of Deaths. This
is a development from the Yogiicira doctrines of Kiila-cakra where the
Saivitic counterpart of Shakti becomes one with ~ i v as
a Ekajati or Ardhaniriivara (Two-in one). This aspect of the Two-inane is completely
missing in the modern views of western activism. Here the Purusa (the
Male principle) and Prakriti (Nature) possess the gift of light and existence
where Siva wears the Thunderbolt (Vajra) as his ear-pendant as the most
active principle of lightning. The West has discussed the Shaktic element in its lowest, irrational and materialistic aspect to understand the true
spiritual virility of the concept of VajreJvara which is closely connected
with the dynamism of human tendencies, sciences and values. The West
has taken it as abstract speculation whereas the Licchavis, the Kbhiras and
the Huqas appear to have accepted the values of PaJupati or ~ t h u u - S i ~ a
as a realisation. It was this realisation that made Attila or Mihirakula so
fearless and ruthless in their adventures as individuals without the paranoiac
and xenophobic acts based upon the cult of personality, who dissolved ~ i t l l
the peoples they conquered. The strangest phenomenon in human history
is the undeniable fact that the nomadic Hunas and the Abhiras founded
the largest of Empires bound in fraternal bonds known to mankind ullder
the spiritual impulse of Stl,i?it~-$ivr orrd ~\ln~~i-ihree.~jl
And because Nepal has preserved the legends and n~onumeiltsof the
Yaksas, Kinnaras, Kiriitas, Sikyas, Kolis, Liccl~avis and Abhiras, it is
possible for us to explain the eroticism in Nepalese art which the West has
condenmecl a profanities. The co~lccptof Sl~aktiin its nudc, boildless
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destructive forms have such a nature as to be simultaneously the deities of
pure transcendence and internal liberation. They are above the bonds of
~harma(Law),but without their Shaktic counterparts, Siva would become a
Sava which, in modern scientific terminology, would be a dead heap of organic entity. The Saiva yogins appear to have discovered very early in
history that life was full of contradictions, but that poles trembled for contact by their mutual attraction and love. The god of love (hladana) was
the foundation of human society and it was impossible to reject him whether in life or on our death. There were no two ideas among the Saivayogins and the Buddhistic protagonists of the Yogiiclra doctrines that the
Jewel and the Lotus of our real and sensory existence could find its highest
realisation in the Siva-lifiga as hlaheSvara (God of gods) after our demise.
The commemorative inscriptions around the phalluses of Siva dedicated to
the memory of king Miina Deva o r Anuparama-gupta and their contemporaries bear testimony to the fact that they survived on the basis of these
human values and died in this faith irrespective of caste, creed and colour.
Thus we see that, if the revolutionary Buddhas gave the greatest altitude and width to human landscapes and visions, the S a i ~ a - ~ o ~imparted
ins
the deepest insight into human passions, which gathered fresh momentum
when it broke away from the rigid religious, political and social isolation
imposed by the Vedic Briihmins. In and amid the collision-collusion of the
Himiilayaa and trans-Himilayan peoples, the historical Buddhas had succeeded in breaking down the barrier of Vedic Revelations based upon
unfounded concepts of Heaven and Hell and upon their history of kings
without examples. But because the Vedic Brlhmins had composed the
history of the solar and the lunar races without historical examples and
parallels, it was still possible for them to impose such beliefs upon the
credulity and vanity of the fighting castes who had the Alnlighty TTi$bu
for their ancestral worship.
It is now clear as brook that, although the esoteric worship of the
Licchavi Kings and Abhiras of Nepal was MaheSvara after ISvaradeva or
Sikyavardhana, yet they seem to have recognized Vishnu, Hari or ITisudeva
as their ancestral god. With the impact of the cult of the Light Deities on
the KauSiks, they appear to have taken advantage of the symbols of the
Jewel and the'Lotus to back the Vedic Revelations at the expense of the

rational paths prescribed by the Saugatas. Unlike the Saivite and the
Buddhistic Thtricists, the BrZhmannic priests believed in the theory of
reincarnation to the rejection of the T b t r i c theory that every human person was the temple of God, round which our religious, social, political
philosophical, psychological and rational lucubrations revol\red. In this
~ ~ n n e c t i o nthe
, sacrificial tendency of I<iiranapOj5 associatedwith
traditional worship of ISvata-deva o r Stri-ISvara is the real transformillg
factor in the concept of the Universe as Power. It is not just the glorification of human person or the training of pure will-power in order to bec o q e a superman. If we consider the basreliefs of Man-boar and Alan-lion
as the third and the fourth Incarnations of the Alimighty Vi~hnuseriously,
their spasmodic appearances in order to put an end to the lives of Hirqyaksa
and Hirwya-kagyapa, who represented rationality in the Brihmannic Golden Age, give us an idea of the limitations of the Vedic Revelations which
ultimately lead us to a blind alley. This drift from the Nirviiqa, Saka and
Kushiqa millennias had resulted in the conundrums of the Man-boar and
Man-lion, which king M%na D e ~ alike
, the modern positivists, appears to
have defined as the Era of Obscurantism and Darkness. The KauSikan
adherents of the doctrines of Dvaipiiyana had relentlessly attacked the
rational Saugatas, so that Anuparama could produce nothing better than an
eulogy t o the saint's memory inspite of his best efforts.
Nepal does not seem t o have doubted the good faith and intentions
of the Abhiras who had brought their concept of the Man-boar and Alanlion from their far away home along with new bronze-casting techniques of
the Abhirian goldsmiths who embellished our images. But wealth and
power had their own logic; and the political power of the H ~ a under
s
the
religious inspiration of the Gomis (Abhiras) had become so great that it
was getting more and more difficult to resist their logic. This logic that
led the Hunnic kings Attila, Toramina and Mihirakula to exercise their
will and power for world domination under the inspiration of the cults of
~afiju-Shreeand Man-boar was found t o be contrary to the philosophy
of Saddharma (true law) by the PaSupati-bhatt~rakas,
..
so that king
Deva's basrelief of the Midget in Three Incomprehensible Vedic steps (see
Chapter V) was a signpost to guide and warning to heed as much from the
precepts of the Eight-spoked-wheel of Law as from the perilous drift

of the Man-boar and the Alan-lion, as both lacked the drive and fire of the

path of sensory perception prescribed by the images of
sthPnu-Siva. In order to arrest the dangerous drift propagated by the
followers of the doctrines of hlafiju-ghree, Alan-boar and Man-lion, the
Nepalese religious leaders of the fifth century appear to have emerged with
the images of AvalokiteSvara as the Sixth Incarnation of Vishnu. A large
number of basreliefs of AvalokiteSvara are now represented frontally in the
"Samapada" (leg together) attitude of immobility flanked by Shree (the
Great Mother Goddess) and Vasumati (the Aryan Earth Goddess) as Vitarigas (Dispassions) who, nevertheless, seed lotus stems over their arms
which flowers into an admantine jewel over the outstretched palm of this
deity. All the figures of such basrelifs stand upon Lotus pedastals while
the icons of Sikyamuni o r Arnitibha (the Buddha of Infinite Light and Life)
or AnPgata-Buddha (the Buddha hlessia to deliver mankind known commonly as the Walking Buddhas) occupy the centres of the crowns of such
AvalokiteSvaras according to the faith of the doncrs. The popularity of
this cult in the fifth century can be imagined from the occurrence of a large
number of images of AvalokiteSvara practically in every ancient VihPras
traced in some cases with Lidmi J I C $ P . ~ . ~ ~ ~Then, too, we have published Dharmajiva's basrelief of AvalokiteSa dated on the 180th year of
M&a Deva's Era in the previous chapter which will speak for itself. It is
remarkable that the Nepalese people absorbed the Vedic god Vishnu in
their scheme of KPrqaptjP by the simple act of investing AvalokiteS\wa
with the sacred thread of the Twice-born (Dvija).
Thus we see that the cults and doctrines of ISvaradeva and Stri-iivara,
gathering variations from the cosmic theories of the historical Buddhas as a
revolt against the TTedicRevelations, had been enriched by the cult of the
Light Deities from Persia and Greece, and had, in the intervening thousand years of SPkyamuni's demise, developed into the cult of Sth@udiva
as a bridge of compromise between the Abhiras and the Saugatas. If the
Saugatas preserved much of the moral beauty and sublimity of the teachings
of Sikyamuni in the basreliefs of AvalokiteS\*ara,the Vedic Brihmins equally
bowed down to VajreSvara as the Deliverer. Many people, who have no
intellectual grasp upon the meaning of "Salilanidhana" or "An~dinidhula,"
have, nevertheless, the ability to appreciate the beauty, sublimity and reality

of the images of TTajreSvara and AvalokiteSvara. At the start every religion has produced the purest and the noblest of teachers, but it is not
through reason alone that the latent response to nobility is aroused in our

minds. These doctrines spread not because they were rational but because
they had the adaptability and capacity to develop and grow amid the collision and collusion of different races on the basis of "Saddharma" (true law)
which was uiniversal in its scope and appeal.

On the validity of the tratzrition from the mtro-pychic the69 of Kdll-c~~kril
t o the princ;Pler and practicer of Bhaimvi-cakra by rqerence t o the NepaIese ilges
dated dwitzg the rec~ndhalf of the Fifth-centmy A. D. :

We have adequately discussed in previous chapters how the transition from Dharma-cakra (Eight-spoked-wheel of Law) to the astropsychic
theory of Death, and from Kila-cakra to Bhairavi-cakra was the result
of more than one millennium of spiritual development with the basic impact of the Yaksa-cult of Siikyavardhana upon the record of the Pipahave
Buddhist-vase-epitaph. During the intervening period, the Buddhist
synods, ASoka, Menander, the Sakas and Kanishka had playedtheir roles
for a better understanding of the concept of Dharma (Law). In the resulting theocracia, where different religious schools continued concurrently
in competition, the sectarians had enlightened peoples or led them astray.
Some of them had strengthened peace among mankind while others precipitated wars. Some of the people, who professed to be Saints and claimed to search for truth, encouraged their disciples to find a thousafid way
of lying. Worst of all the dogmatic sectarians founded false eras ar,d made
deliberate inventions, omissions and fabrications in order to give a wrong
drift to the religious and social impulses and rational thought movements
of the awakened Yaksas, Kinnaras, KirPntas, Sakyas, Kolis and other peoples of diverse origin who claimed Suvarnagotra (gold-race origin).
If the rational historical Buddhas, with their emphasis on the objective observation of Nature, revolted against the Vedic Comnlandn~ents,the
adherents of the Yaksa cult of Sikyavardhana further absorbed the story
of Viriipik~aand HB-SHas the primordial factor in creating "TTirfip5%?akZma-jatllatl" or in other words ViriipPk~asex complex as the root cause
of our original sin. The Saiva Yogins made a renewed attack upon this

weakness and sin complex inherent in human nature by harking back to the
psychological impulses engendered by the symbolical phallus of PaSupati
and female member oi the Great Mother Goddess in order to cradicate the
the
sense of sin from our guilty memory. The Vedic Revelations
Pauriinic fabrications as well as the Buddhistic logic and reason hnd alike
led to the blind alley of devotion or atheism which lost sight of the spiritual goal. If atheism is destructive of human values and. if devotion is the
highest form cf human enotions, the dishonert intellectuals in a11 agcs 2r.d
of all climes, for their own selfish aims a d e ~ d s have
,
played upon thc
psychic faculties of their faithfuls, so that the credulous con;nc,n pcople
have fanatically followed their dogmas and frantically died in the heat of
their impulses without seeing their goal of salvation. 3 hat is the
ULTIMATE BEST in tbe direction of human affairs ? How could
men conquer the psychosis of Death ? What was the Third Eye of
Siva ?
From our overall survey of the religious monuments, Inscriptions
and images of the various creeds, we are now in a position to say how the
basic spiritual value developed amid the collision-collusion of the protoAryan and Indo-Aryan religious beliefs along the cross-roads of Asia.
Lndeed, there were tendencies among the acolytes to mislead the faithfuls
of the rival creeds, but because the centre was very well-established in the
Himilayan homes of the historical Buddhas, the main religious current
flowed on with the tide of the Indo-Greeks the Sakas and the K u s h i ~ ~ a s
after ASoka the Great. If the Buddhistic rationality with its emphasis on
science and logic led on to the insatiable longings for the good things of
life, then paradoxically, the Vedic revival under the borrow-ed feathers of
the Jewel and the Lotus yielded visions of Vishnu's savage incarnations as
the Man-boar and the Man-lion who performed the miracle of destroying
the spirit of scientific enquiry, logic and reason heralded by the atheistical
Buddhas Kanakan~uni ( HiranyPkga ) and KaSyapa ( Hiranya-Kajpapa )
despite their "Syntopicon" of Great Ideas. It was being painfully realised
in the fifth century that the Buddhistic paths prescribed by the atheistical
Saugatas and the Vedic Smgis based upon the morals of Dvaipiiyana's epic
of Bhiirata had reached a dilemma, because both could not probe into the
dimension in depth of our guilty memory of "Salilanidhana" in their quest
46

for the goal of "Anidinidhana" which was the state of Tiil~clessnes~
beyond
the pall of Death.

The conqfrsst of the prychosis of Death throrgh the Third Eye of Inncr IN^minatio~~
:
We have discussed in Chapter VI how the foundation of our civjlisation was built over the ashes of hfohefijod8ro. But unlike the Chinepe
and thd Egyptiai~swho have turned their land into a vast necropolis, our
religious leaders appear to have associated the biological force of sex and
the mystery of Death with the worship of "KPrana-pfijii" by the Five his
granted t o every man and based on the Third Eye of Siva. They seem to
be aware that the religious thinkers of other parts of the world had sculptured the statues of Sphinexes, Hades, Cerburases, Mithras and the Sungod Be1 in order to conjure up the vision and cope with the dreadful and
perplexing fact of death. European philosophers as far apart as Socrates
and Karl Jaspers have held that the essence of philosophy is preparation
for Death. The Vedic Briihmins and the Greeks had opened Pandori's
boxes telling about the pleasures of the Paradise and of the punishments
in the purgatory because the Dead men told no tales. Then, too, they
had created rockets of the sun-bird Garuda, Pegasuses and Vimaas (airvehicles of the gods), so that the gods of their fancy may lise above the
conjunctions of the Planets to the workshop of God where Death did not
occur. But the growing astronomical knowledge as to the infinity of Tjme
and the immensity of space defeated their idea of Immortality. Purely from
our religious point of view, the KauSiks appear to have borrowed their
Arya and Sfirya-siddhiintas of astronomy from the Babylonian AnahitaCybele prostitution cult of all the Heavenly bodies or from the Roman-lranian cult of the Mithras in its association of Sol Invictus7so that the followers
of the cults of Man-boar and Man-lion seem to be trying to give a wrong
drift to the psychological concept of the Jewel and the Lotus in Nepal's
scheme of the Third Eye. We have already pointed out how the KauSiks
had saturated their concepts of Viiriha and Narasimha Incarnations of
V i ~ h n uwith the primitive concept of Zurvan adopted by the pre-Zoroastrim Iranian folk during their decadent period. But our Saugatas and
Yogins condemned such religious concepts as deceptions and imposed their

limitations on these savage-incarnations with the new theory of the Goddess
of Dawn. The Saiva-yogins and Saugatas had discovered very early that
~ o was
d attainable here and now through the esoteric pursuit of sensory
perception rather than through the amorous actions of the distant Heavenly
Bodies. In such a context, the basreliefs of the Man-boar and hfan-lion
made cowards of us by engendering the fear of Death rather than ~anquish
its psychosis. Inspite of the best efforts of Professors Um5soma, \'irHhasviimi and Aciiryabhagavat Pranarddanspriina KauSik, the Nepalese calendar of the Licchavi period does not make use of the Week days founded
in the names of the amorous Heavenly bodies. On the other hand, our
Inscription clearly shows that the Dharma (Law) of VHrhasvPmi formed
part of the esoteric worship propagated by the order of Xfundaimkhalika
under the direction of PiSupatPcPryas (Professors of practical Pvchology),156

The ~ i r i t ~~ignificance
~al
of the icon of Vajrcivara occ~irritrtgofi the so~them
cardinal conrpass corner of the stump of Sthint-4-Jiva whom de H~~nnic
kings ToramZna and Mihirahla worshipped :
Unlike the prehistoric inhabitants of Mohefijodiiro, for whom life
seemed alive and death an unthinkable anomaly, the situation was reversed with the appearance of the historical Buddhas who proved that life
was a brief flash amid dead matter in the inter-stellar dark which destroyed
the power of the Vedic faith to confront death. Beyond the doubts of the
revolutionary Buddhas, and on a plane of thought beyond either denial and
confirmation by logic and science, the Saiva-yogins brought the concept
of the conquest of Death on our side of the grave and not a flight to the
Great Beyond. Thus we see that in Nepal's quest of the Third Eye, there
were limits as much to the rationality and scientific approach of the historical Buddhas to the mental problems of our existence, as to the 17edic
balloons of the KauSiks who believed that their Re~elationsand Commandments were the fountains of human laws. It was increasingly realised that
the concept of Time, Space, Matter and AIotion was a "MQ~" (a dream or
illusion) in God's manifestation of a quantitative and a material world of
appearances, by the sight of which we may be either enlightened or deluded
according to the degree of our maturity. High upon the vadt of om

brain there was thc Brahmahrandhra (the most active and s c l ~ s i t cells
i~~
of the grey matter), where our perceptions, sensations, recolleaions and
memories wove their own rainbows and stained the "White Ray of
Eternity ." If properly regulated by Yogic disciplines, the "Brahmahrmdhra" was the only source through which the individual could create his
own rainbow of vision to transcend the bounds of Time and Space.
There have been examples where Socrates died without regets by
drinking a cup of hemlock, while Lord Jesus felt the agony of the Crucifix
with his deep human cry for desertion and loneliness, which has survived
to wipe out the guilt lurking in our consciousness, and salvage mankind.
In our own time the hlah2yiinist monks and nuns have soaked themselves
in kerosene or gasolene and burned themselves to death in the name of their
religion in Saigaon, while the peace-churchmen have exhibited their imolation to prove that they had lived up to Christ's injunctions.
The mnemonics of the sense of Sin, Destiny and Death have bee11
the subjects of the tragic flaws in the Aeschylean tragedy of Oedipus and
Jocast a and of all the Shakespearian tragedies, where Heavens themselves
are hoarse over the murders o r suicides of their heroes and heroines while
the soldiers of God are killed like flies. The Time and Newsweek (Novenlber 12, 1965 and October 3, 1966 respectively) published grim stories of
Self-immolation and of American nightmare in their columns on Religioll
and Crime. In the former case, Norman hiorrison, 31, his clothing dmsed in kerosene and his youngest child, 18 months old Emily cradled in his
arms, stood outside the river entrance to the Pentagon and burned himself t o death. Fortunately, the army officers, who had seen the Mahiyinists incinerate themselves on the streets of Saigon, grabbed the innocent
child away from the flames, while hIorrison died protesting against his
Government's deep involvement in Vietnam. On the other hand, the brutal and seemingly senseless murder of bliss Valerie Percy at the gatherillg
crest of her career by an unknown murderer while she was asleep,-pfesent a sad contrast to bIorrison's psychosis of suicide which ~efirand
Russell and Karl Aiarx would find it impossible to explain by their sweeping description of religion as 'the opium of people.' These incidents of
life are much more complex than the air, sea and land disasters which are
ordinarily attributed to mechanical failures. If the atheists of nodern

world have introduced the thermonuclear era, their political ideas have gcllcratcd Inass hysteria and cngcndered the ps)*chosis of mass-unil:ilation
where individuals do not count.
Judging from the Inscriptions of the Liccha~ris,the Xbhiras arid the
Hunas, it appears to me that the fifth century A. D. was much more dynamic spiritually than the age we live in amid conflicting ideologies which
are full of sound and fury and signify nothing for the individual human
person as "The temple of God." How could man progress constantly
to higher level of spiritual attainment on to the goal of "Anidinidhana"
(state of Timelessness) beyond the pall of death ? We can explain what
the era of Bhairavi-cakra means t o modern civilisation only when we are
able to interpret the spiritual significance of the images and basreliefs dated
in the scheme of M3na Deva's Era. hiore because all these dated images
are inscribed with prayers, like Anuparama's eulogy of Dvaipiyana or
A h a Deva's criticism of the Incarnation of Vishnu as the Midget in Three
Vedic Steps, which tell us what spiritual motives inspired them. At the
outset, I give a free translation of the prayer dedicated to the icon of VajreSvara which give us the reaction of PPSupatPciiryas (Professors of practical
psychology) to Anuparanla's predilection to the cult of the holy Viisudeva
vis-a-vis the atheistical Saugatas as follows :
"All animate and inanimate manifestations including the androgenous
Brahml, who are bound in bonds of craving, ignorance and gravitation
and subject to decimation and death in the scale of Time, can be categorised
as the mortal and brutal creations of God. Victory to the immortal spirit of PaSupati (the Master of the Gazelle and TTirtpiiksa or Oedipus complex), who, as the storm god Rudra and the Lord of Lightnings and Thunderbolts, is the holder of the eternal libation of life and deliverer from the
dread of damnation as the Death of deaths. ,,
This prayer is generally dedicated to the image of VajreSvara who is
acknowledged to be principal deity in the scheme of the cults of Vajrayaa
or Sahajayha. It is interesting to note that such a stump of sthinu-%a,
with the icon of VajreSvara on the southern cardinal compass corner as the
Death of deaths, occurs within the compound enclosing the temple of
Vssudeva before Anuparamays pilaster of Hariglon. We have discolrered
a number of Buddhistic icons ill the same area a-hicll give us an idea of tile

faith professed by the Saugatas whom Anuparama condemnsas heretical
and dialectical theologians. Judging f r ~ m
the Inscription of Bhiravi dcdicating a water-conduit to the memory of his grandfather king M~~
Deva dated Saqvat 472 (551 A. D.), I have no boubt that the stump of
s t h ~ u - S i v awithin the enclosure of the temple of Visudeva before the
pilaster of Harigion is the same icon mentioned by ApSuvarmin as hi^^hl2neSvara (N. I. XXXVI her,es 12-13).l67 This water-conduit is still
extant which proves that the image of Dhira-M&eSvara was set up by
king h i a a Deva 1 as a reply to Anuparama's Inscription dedicated to the
worship of Visudeva. It is equally remarkable that AmSuvarmh gives
the palm of victory to PaSupati in his warrant of precedence of the Vedic
and the Buddhistic deities of his period. Conceived in the traditional religious Scheme of a Vyfiha (fortress) this stump of Dhiira-Mheivua
(sthinu-Siva) has four faces on the four cardinal compass corners as their
rulers known technically as Dikpilas calculated to express the syncretism of
the complex religious situation of the fifth century. The Nepalese artist,
as the relative plates would testifp, has expressed the beauty and sublimity
of the concept of "Yuganaddha" (Two-in-one) by carving an icon of fikajar2 (Stri-iSvara or ArdhanPrisvara) on the northern cardinal compass
corner as a factor in conquering our guilty sense of Schizophrenia. Sirnilarly the ichtheological concept of Vi~hnu'sfirst Incarnation as fish has been
combined with the cult of Indra t o evolve the most popular deity known
as Matsyendra in our scheme of Miihiiyha Buddhism as a development of
the concept of the Ati o r Mahii Kiirunika on the eastern cardinal compasscorner. The nude VirCpaksa is now crowned with the sun-bedecked crown
of Siva-ravi-locana on the Western cardinal compass corner, so that he
now emerges with his new gnosis as Grahapati (Master of the planets).
Finally the icon of VajreSvara as the Master of the Lightnings and Thunderbolts is endowed with all the symbols of Death as ~ h o r i ~ h o r % ( cruelthe
ties in the Scheme of Time and the State of Timelessness) on the southern
cardinal compass corner, so that Inen may get rid of the dread of death
and becolne Timeless on our side of the grave. This composite concept
of s t h i n u - ~ i v aseems to be executed with great precision and detail with
a view to reeducate human beings in the development of real spiritual
vdues 2nd restore the equilibrium between the purely devotional aspects

of ~ e d i Brihmannism
c
and the rational aspects of Buddhism by the psychological approad1 inm~anentin the ancient cult of the Great hJrjther
Goddess and PaSupati to the religious and social problems of the fifth century. (See Plate XXVI).
Thus we see that the one reality, according to our PPSupatgcivas,
was the pall of the all-consuming Death that shrouded the visible mmifestations of Nature who was as much a source of e n e r g (Shakti) as she was
to the same extent an illusion (Miiyi). This vital distinction of Nature as
the source of energy and power, and Nature as an illusion had to be visudised, sculptured and presented to the world of common men for their education and understanding. We have already pointed out hc w the Nirvina,
Saka, KushNa and hlina ~ e v Eras
a represent a revolutionary change in the
mental outlook of men which went on gathering momentum and widening human vision. And because Nepal has been able to preserve the h i vite, Vedic and Buddhistic monuments intact, we can follow the educative
processes of different ages in the sacred art of Nepal. It is remarkable that
the ancient kings of Nepal, unlike their counterparts it1 other countries of
the world, have not left behind "storied urns or animated busts" to comrnemorate themselves or their deeds. The unique feature of the sacred arts
of Nepal lies in the fact that the ancient patriarchs and kings have left behind the monuments of their faith which provide the links in the chain of
the lost horizon of religion.
We have made a comparative study of the vast number of the images
of S t h w u - ~ i v asculptured at different periods of our history to notice slight
modifications in the execution of the details in each of them; so that there
was, indeed, a long period of discussion and criticism anlong the faithfuls
of the faith before they finally decided to execute this particular icon of
VajreSvara as the Death of deaths. To the ancients the fastest visual object of energy and power was the flash of Lightning which produced the
Thunderbolt from the blue. But the Professors of practical psycholog
conceived that faster than Lightning was the speed of human mind. The
"Vajra" in the hands of Hiranya-KaSyapa is not the sword o r axe of the
Hades, but the "Syntopicon" of knowledge with which he hits back the
blind and brutal power of Nara-simha (Man-lion) (See plate V). The conflict ill thc minds of the heretical and dialectical Saugatas and the Vedic

patriarchs is very well reflected in this bas-relief. Against such a religious
background Albna Dclra's bas-relief of the hIidget in Three L I C ~ ~
sible Vedic Steps (vide Chapter V, Plate XI) serves as a warning where
the icons of Dharii-miineivara provide the psychological guide-lights of
"Saddharma" on a benighted world.
We have already pointed out in Chapter XIV how the wornout image
of Vasudeva before Armparama's eulogy of Dvaipiiyana represents a very
ancient worship of the principal Vedic Divinity known as Vishnu. It
was, perhaps, to an identical image of Viisudeva in Besnagar (Gwalior
State, Central India) that the Indo-Greek Ambassador Heliodorous had
dedicated an image of the sun-bird Garuda way back in the first century
B. C. A great deal of patient and comparative study is needed to reconstruct the parade of sculptures and reliefs before it is possible for us to assess
the real spiritual significance of the icon of VajreSvara. The prayer dedicated to the VajreSvara-aspect of PaSupati in the Vyhha-scheme of S t h ~ u Siva represents a refutation of Anuparama's eulogium to DvaipPyma
where we find an attempt to change the very concept and context of
"Saddharma" (true law) as spasmodic Revelations based upon the Three
Vedas rather than as a historical development from Dharma-cakra (eightspoked wheel of law). It is remarkable that the Buddhistic school of
Vajra-yina follows as a practical sequel to this concept Vajreivara in king
MPna Deva's scheme of Bhairavi-cakra. I t may be useful at this stage to
take up and consider the images and basreliefs dated in Miina Della's Era.

The I-cliefof Urdhrlkeia Bhairava dated Sa~zvat399 (477 A. D.) :
This interestillg relief (see Plate XXVII) occurs in,the forecourt of
the temple of Tundiil-devi whose foundation is dated S a ~ v a t399 (477
A. D.) lllonth of Jayaigha (May-June)-second day of lunation. The
period seems to synchronise with the dramatic episode of h l a a Deva
and Dhruvasvanini. Judging from the discovery of coloured potteries
and images in the sprawling village of Ciandul (wlgo Candol) with the
temples of Tul?dil-devi and Dhum-viriiha (Man-boar), the area appears
to be important during the Licchavi period of our history. The divinity
represented in our relief is known technically as "UrdhakeSo Bhairaw"
robed in the tyl~icallyI<iriinti-costume of a tiger-skin loin-girdle(Kacc11ira)

after the style of Siva-krttivdsa, and like its source model the figure h a two
hands. This figure has a round face over a short conch-shell like neck,
which resembles the feature of Buddha Vairocana in Lungmen (China).
It wears a three-petalled crown like other images of the period, and the
hair-raising at the back of its crown is indicative of the spiritual reawakening,
which accounts for its peculiar name of "UrdhakeSa-Bhairava." The looming figure of Death taking a step towards this figure beyond its left shoulder is a skeletal KafikPli, who seems to represent Prakgi (Nature) as hliiyii.
(Illusion). The Snake of Time wreathes its breast and it holds the "Inverted Cups" of the Earth and Sky close to its heart in the characteristic
attitude of Bhairavi-cakra. It wears a short "Kike" (ancient version of
Kukri such as the Gorkhd wears even today as his weapon of battle-readiness) on its hip-belt, which holds together the tiger-skin waist-girdle hanging down with its head and paws complete with claws around his thigh
as far as his knees. The style of dress, as already stated, is characteristic
of the costume of the Kiriintas and their divinity known as Siva-kntivisa
( h a in the leathery habiliment conlplete with hair of a Kirinta). This
figure of UrdhakeSa Bhairava is frontally represented and its two legs stand
together under the ancient canon of "Samapada" (legs together) immobility over the corpse (Salilanidhana) of what is k n ~ w nas Vetila (the Spirit
or Ghost of the Crematorium or the Grave). But unlike the image of
VajreSvara, this relief of Urdhakeia-Bhairava has the candle of seance over
its crown rather than the icons of Siva-ra\7i-1ocanay Vairocana, Ak~yovya,
Amitdbha or Aniigata-Buddha to light its path beyond the pall of Death.
Thus we see that this relief of UrdhakeSa Bhairava gives us the results of that deification of particular moments, events, situations, specid
hair-raisings and vocal aspects of Bhairava, upon which the dogmatics of
the Saivite, the Vedic and the Buddhistic schoools seem to be insisting at
this phase of religious development in the fifth century. I had the feeling,
when I saw this relief for the first time, that it rejected the theories of spiritual
progress from the sure steps of the Walking Buddhas or wild and powerful steps of the Man-boar and the Midget in Three Vedic Steps who had to
move down with Hiranyiksa ( the ,golden-eyed demon of the Gold-count~)
or with king Vali and live with them in the Nether-world. This means
that the Brihi~~annic
collcepts of the Alan-boar and hlnn-lion, as the Third
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and the Fourth Incarnations of the Alixigl1.t~\Ti~hl?u,have been defeated
in the scale of Time and Space.
The lone Pitha of TundP1-devi, with this relief of UrdhakeSa-Bh.airava
has preserved its human aspects in that our Bells in the Ears Professorsof
Practical psychology ( PPSupatPcPryas ) known as the Podeys survive with
us in full exercise of the psychic powers of the Five hls provid.ed by Kiranapujs, and presides over the festival of Vishnu-devi as the goddess of dawn
( hiiirici-vajra-varahi ) in the capacity of a living and breathing representative of the deity as much as to be free from the sense of sin and guilty memory
to out own day. It is in this biological sense of our race that the PiSupaticPrya ( Podey ) attains immortality. The supreme spiritual achievement,
henceforth, is no longer dialectical discussions of super-knowledges and
perfections of wisdom at their summit, but the development of the physical
and mental vigour on the five bases of psychic power in our day to day existence, so that the lowliest among us may emancipate themselves by the dlsdplines prescribed by KPrana-pujii to deserve our worship on this side of
our grave.

The hmge of Indronrima-diuikara ( the S14n of S ~ i r i t z ~ aPower
l
mder the
mnte of Indra ) :
Three mystical years glide by in this deeply religious fifth century,
when another landmark is being created in the teart of Kathm=du in order
to herald the dawn cf the system of Bhairavi-cakra during the reign of King
Mina Deva I. As the name of the deity testifies, this 34 (three half) feet
statue of the Sun of spiritual power under the name of Indra ( the Vedic
king of three hundred and thirty three million gods ) seems to be yet another
landmark, after the Midget in Three Itlcomprehensible Vedic Steps, set
up n the new scheme of Bhairavi-cakra by Guha-mitra, whose cognomen
indicates that he is familiar with the cult of Mithj-2~.This statue is dated
Sam\rat 402 ( 480 A.D. ) on the fifteenth day of the bright half of the month
of r f r h ~ d h((me-fib
i
).Is9
This is a thick-set figure with an out-of-thisworld cast of countenance, which the will of man does not succeed in work;llg a modification. ( See Plate No. XXVIII . . . ). hlodelled upon the
on its lock of hair matted
c ~l~cept
of Vajreivara, which wears lIluuan
over by a braid of the Himilayan king cobra, this eerie image wears 1 crown
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This statue of Indro-nHm-divZka(the sun of spiritual power under
the name of In&),
with n m i n k t u ~
icon of t%L9Brnuni (Ak~yobhya

of human skulls under the jnuflence of the school of Mundabr~khaljk~
. .
pigupatgciryas with an icon of Aksyobhya at the centre of its r r o u a . 1 ~ me
occurrence ofthe Celestial Buddhas so early in these statues is auniqucfeaturc
of Nepalese sculpture of this period. We also notice its Third Eye opening
at the centre of its forehead directly under the miniature icon of Aksvobhp
on its crown. It wears round ear-pendants composed of sixteen brzds of
Rudriksyas ( angiosperm) which means that its meditations are ~ o d e l l e d
upon the image of VajreSvara. Its two eyes, nose, chceks and chin are so
chiselled as to make it look grotesque and aweful. Its lips open at a queer
angle to indicate that it is making Lion's Rour of T/ictorj..l6l It has a rhort
neck indistinguishable from it robust trunk, which wears the necklace of
Three Jewels. It holds the " Inverted Cups " indicating the nuptial of the
earth and the sky close to its heart ad.
describes with his fingers the attitude
of" Bhairavi-cakra " under the coil of the endless serpcnt of Time. It holds
an adamantine " Vajra " ( thunderbolt ) under its armpit to show that the
mind of man is the master of the lightning. It wears an overall garlad of
human skulls between two hems of its robe which hang down to its anklets.
This feature further confirms the growing power of the hlwdairfikhali ka
Professors of practical psychology on the execution of this statae, which
totally transcends the suggestion of science as to its vague concept of immortality.
. r

Like the relief of Urdhakeia-Bhairava, this jet-black statue is erected
frontally over the " Salilanidhana" ( dead corpse) of a Vetlla under the
ancient canon of " Samapada " (legs together) immobility, so that it may
transcend, through its internal discipline of Yoga and intense c~ncentration
of Akshybhya, the mirage of nature s h r ~ u d e din the shadows of death on
its great adventure to the bourne of " Anidinidhana " ( state of permanent
and perfect beatitude and Timelessness ). It is, therefore, called hlal-~Pfikila
or the Death of deaths in our scheme of immortality. This sj.n~bolicsublimation of all that is earth earthy by recourse to accepted symbols handed
down from the ancient Theocracia seems to be a very unique contribution
of the Nepalese sculpture in the fifth century. We have adequately discussed
earlier how these symbols were the heritage of the Indus-valley-cul-ture influenced largely by the Assyrians, Egyptians, Persians, Indo-Greeks, Sakas,
Chinese and the Iiushlt~astill such ti~neas the Liccha~isand the Abhiras

accepted then1 in their own scheme of Sumeru-culture and reinterpretc.
them as representing basic human values for universal consumption. hly
scientific explorer may examine these Nepalese sculptures and basreliefs
to trace them to their sources and satisfy himself how the Nepaleseanists
adapted them to new environments surcharged with the hopes and fears cf
the new races who emerged and imparted to them wiversa]
as
they went on conquering and to conquer. The ideas that germinated
among the states of the Vggwati, KauSiki and Gandaki river valleys,when
they came into contact with the more virile people, materialise and acquire
universal values with successive waves of invigorated races. In fact, our
dated images in the scheme of Mina Deva's Era give us glimpses of the
whole great drama of evolution moving toward the making of free persons
with free intelligence capable of seeing God's great purpose under Nature's
own conditions and sharing that great purpose here and now. It is $ernarkable how our artists borrowed all the significant symbols from foreign
sources, so that they may enliven the dead mass of abstract ideas in order to
add to the sum total of human knowledge and culture with the object of
cultivating spiritual values and making it available to the masses of man
through Sahajayiina ( easy and cultivable way).
As Indra is still a subordinate but universally popular deity in the
Saivite, Vedic and Buddhistic pantheons, the artist does not follow rigid
liturgical rules to explain the sublimity of the concept of hfahlfikila (Death
of deaths ) by weights and measurements or by anthropomorphic, etheromorphic or theromorphic norms. Neither do we find here the search for
movements, as in the case of the basrelief depicting the death dance of lovelorn Sat! to the gaze of drooping Siva, nor do we find here the foreshortening of the powerful statue of Dhumvldha, so that he may gather momentum
to dive under the watery cosmos and rescue the still timid and supplicatillg
figure of Earth from the clutches of Hiranyiksya and bear her on the tip
of his embracing elbow as the Goddess of Dawn. Then, too, we do not
find here the yearning of our artist to combine all the manifestations of
creation with the on and up sky-towering form of ViSvartpa, which loses
the drive and purpose of the dimension in depth underlying the psychological concept of Bhairavi-Cakra in its around and around multiplicity of
animal, human and di~rinefomis. ( See Plate . . . S S I X . . . ).
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It needs a great deal of patient observation and imagination to understand and appreciate the dimension of spiritual development in its depth
and to find out how the Nepalese artists of the fourth and the tifth centuries
A.D., with their astonishingly creative genius, triumphed oiler the petty
iconometric rules laid down by the competing religious creeds and ruled
out their contradictions by creatingthese transcendental masterpieces which
went forth, as hiafiju-ihree, Avalokiteivara or Bhaira~a,to influence masses of mankind over the world. No doubt, all such images, with the Third
Eye of Siva-ravi-locana o r Buddha Vairocana or with the icons of Akshyobhya, Amitibha, o r the Buddha hlessia to come over the centre of their
respective crowns, are so many examples of the refutation of the complex
of Light cults propagated by the astronomer, Varhanlihira ar.d the authors
of the Siirnba and Saura ( solar ) Puriqas, who had their schools in hlultln,
hiirtand, Modheri and Konirka in India. It is remarkable that Apiuvarmh, in his warrant of precedence of the gods of Nepal, places the god
of Simbapura below MineSvara, and he does not make use of the 'Week
days in his calendar. As already stated, the spelling of Kga-yuga in AmSuvarmin's insctiption and his system of dating reverts back to the Saka,
KushMa and hlina Deva's scheme of providing dates for our hanrest and
religious festivals with such seasonal variations in the Calendar as are peculiar to the climatic conditions of the countries to which they are to be
applied. This peculiarity has baffled international scholars by the uniqueness of our calendar.
Strictly from the point of view of Saddharnla ( true doctrine ), the
change over from the Caitrndi ( hJarch-April ) hka-era after the official
acceptance of Buddha Vairocana as Sam\-atsara in 78 A.D. by king K@shka-to the Kirtikidi ( October-No\r~mber) hlina Dera Era with the
basrelief of the hIidget in Three Steps may be attributed to the latter's
association of the festiIral of Indron~ma-div&ara( the sun of spiritual power
under the name of Indra ) with the month of ~hidrapadaiudi( Bright half
of the month of Bhidra ) in contravention of the tradition of the l r ~ l a n a
On a day known techilically as Vklana-dvidasi which faus ever). rear on
the second day of lunation of the month of Bhidra ( ~ugust-Spetember)As a Practical sequel to the caricature of the Vedic concept of Vishnu in
Three Incomprel~ensiblerTedic Steps, the procession, in honour of the Sun

of Spiritual Power under the name of Indra, starts from Indradaha (lake
ot Indra) lying over the summit of Indra-parvata (mountain 01
and goes round Indra-grha ( the telllple of h d r a know11 c o m m o l ~as
l ~yefi-

gila ), which housed this bizarre image, in its circumambulation to the
companiment of timbrels, incences, victuals and ancient chants. This
festival of Indro-nima-divikara heralds the dawn of the Era of Bhairavaicakra, which seems to account for the difference in the calculation of Professor L. Petech162. We do not need to repeat what we already wrote
about the interliniking of this Miha Deva Era with the traditional Nirvina,
Saka, Kushina and Milava Eras and how finally it was associated with our
harvest festival of Dasain recorded in Chapter V of this book in some
detail.
&ha-mitra, who set up this eerie statue, appears, like his contemporaries Ratna-safigha and Prabhu-safigha, to have belonged to the family of
traders and was the manager of the mercantile corporation of transports
all by himself. Deeply devoted to king hlina-deva, Guha-mitra had a wide
experience of travels, and judging from the monuments of these trading
corporations and their lavish material contributions, they h.ad amasscc! a
large fortune at the period. Acknowledged as the king of 333 millions of
Indo-Aryan gods, Indra was a favourite of Guha-mitra under the influence
of the cult of the Light
Deities of the Syriafis, the hdo-Greeks and the
Persians. To judge the position of Indra in the hierarchy of the Saivite,
Vedic and Buddhistic pantheons, he is a subordinate deity. We have seen,
with reference to the Nepalese basreliefs anterior to this statue of the Sun
of Spiritual Power, how Indra offers the articles of K~rana-pQji
to the victorious Siva-tripurlntaka ( GaneSa ) or sends up a parasol over the head of
the Anigata-Buddha ( the Buddha Messia in the act of describing the future
with a step ) in acknowledgement of his universal reign, or sh~werssweetsmelling flewers from his abode on the sky over the Man-boar and &fanlion Incarnations of Vishnu after their victories over the derr.ons of Brasmannic cycle of Satya-yuga namely, Hiranyiksa and HiranyakaSyapa fespectively. Among the legends of the epic of hlahibhirata and the Brhmannic Purinas, it is Indra who listens to the petition of Earth in the disguise of a COW with regard to the depradations of the heretical RPksasas
consequent upon the boon of Siva, and who bears the tale of the defiance

of the Vedic injunctions to Vishnu, so that he assumes thc incamations of

the hfan-boar, the Man-lion or the Midget in l'hree \'edit steps t o defeat
the atheists and evil-doers by recourse to subterfuges. Against such a religious background, the emergence of Indra as the Sun ~f spiritual power
under the guidance of Akshyobhya-vajra within the framework of the religious scheme of sthinu-Siva is a very unique feature of this particular statue.
What is most remarkable is the fact that there is no attempt at proselytizing among the followers of the PPSupat, Vedic and Budd.histic creeds
of Nepal. Guha-mitra does not seem to belong to any particular scb..col,
but under his guidance a subordinate deity is here transforn-Ledwith the
aid of the Professcrs of practical psychology as much as to accept Akshyeobhya-vajra as the god of dawn in Nepal's scheme of B11airal.i-cakra, so that
tE.e statue, as a whole, may transcend the dictates of orthoc'ox~-,on which
the meditations of the KauSik-BrPhmins and the Buddhistic Saugatas a-ere
fixed so far. Under the religious impulse of Bhairavi-cakra the faithfuls of
Dvaipiyana's Bhigavata-dharma and heretical Saugatas reach a compromise
on the universal ground of Esoteric Kirana-pujl through the pursuit o f
the faculties of sensory perception propagated by the Professors of practical
psychology,
The dtvelo~metltof the crrlt of Mitzehari as Aprqifi (pere~tnialbT , i ~ Judging from the names of king M h a Deva's daughters such as JaTasundari and Vijayavati respectivelyc, the old concept of Jaj-a ar.d \Tijaya
was getting transformed into the Tintric cults of Jayi ( \Tictorious one ) and
Vijayi ( Victorious Lady ). With the growing importance of Usnisa-vijagadharani, the Saugatas had developed tb.e concept of U:nisa-\'ijaj.P from the
ancient roots of Ajimg as the vile outcart h:otl-.er Savari for itore dountrodden in life who may progress towards the state of A n ~ d i n i ~ a n( the
a
state of Timelessness ), aggjnst wb.om the orthodox Vedic Brit-mains had
barred and bolted their doors. Before the complete merging of the Briihmannic and the Buddhistic civilisations, the goddesses of the astropsychic
scheme of Kila-cakra were the objects of beauty and joy holding lotuses in
their hands to inspire the incarnations of Vishnu or hiafiju-6hree and Aralokit eivara. Though the Saugatas and the Abhiras made an independent

study of a particular religious and social situation, their works have a tendency t~ dovetail from different angles the problems of the contact and interpenetration of two distinct ideologies and ways of life. After the tragic
basreliefs depicting the trial of Sat! and Siva and the death dance of demented
Sati in the presence of love-lorn and drooping Siva, it is these lovely goddesses who inspire with their Lotuses the amorphous forms of lTcdicand Buddhistic gods calculated to harmonise the overt dichotomy of the Vedic and
the Buddhistic social attitudes in their confrontation.
The quest for universal values needed a psychic revolution and the
skeletal MineSvari from the traditional Jaina concept of Yogin! was beinq
revived as the Skeletal Kafikili or Kubjiki in order to inspire the bizarre
manifestations of such deities as MiineSvara, UrdhakeSa-Bhairava or Indroniima-divikara. The acceptance by the Licchavi Royal Household of Minesvarl as their goddess of esoteric worship appears to have started tb.e psychic
revolution of Bhairavi-cakra for the achievement of inter-ethnic and intercultural harmony and congruence between caste and class-status. The
ultimate goal before this transformation of social and religious attitude was
the conquest of the lurking fear of death which was as common and universal among terrestrial beings as the impulse of love represented by Manmatha.
It is remarkable that this new system of Bhairavi-cakra follows as a historical
sequel to KHla-cakra and Dharma-cakra progressively. In this sense the
NirvHna, Saka, Kushina and MZna Deva eras are complementary, and this
worship of LfiineSvara and hfineivari impart a new meaning to life 2nd
a fresh impetus to the spiritual progress started with the impact of the Y a k cults of S~kyavardhana, Stri-iSvara and Virtipiksa upon the Pipra1lalriBuddhist-vase-epitaph. Though Anuparama tries to undermine the impact
of this psychic revolution by investing his Vainateya over the Pilaster of
Harigion with the symbol of Vajra in his ears even as VajreSvara, his wife
and descendants affirm the validity of the psychic revolution of Bhariavicakra by erecting the phallus of AnuparameSvara and by adopting the oficia1 protocol of PaSupati-Bhattiraka. These are significant changes in the
multi-ethnic society of the fifth century Nepal, which provides one of the
most ancient examples of the assimilation of the urban civilisations of hlohefijodiro by a less sophisticated but more dynamic porulation of nomads. If
the glory of the urban population lay in the patronage of religion and art.

the Kiriintas, Siikyas, Kolis. Sakas, Licchavis, Abhiras and Hunas cncelled
in the organisation of the pyramid of the Panchiyet and government in the
political scheme of the PaSupati-Bhattirakas, so that the Hunas and the
Abhiras carried the spirit and fame of their religion as far as China m d
Europe. We can see from the relative docun~entsof the period that Sanskrit served as the lingua franca in this great nomadic movements across the
great empires, where these nomads never bou-ed their heads t o any In-,pcrial
power save Mafiju-Shree and Sth%u Siva.
This dynamic spiritual power, which carried the Licchavis, Abhiras
and Hunas to political and linguistic supremacj9,can be correlatrdwith the
specific features of their social structure based upon the principles aad
practices of their Suvarna-gotra ( gold-race ) origin. The features, which
favoured the spatial expansion and rapid conquests of wide areas, was their
faith in the new religious system of Bhairavi-cakra and Vajra-yina which
gave them independence from the local gods and local ties of Imperial and
Urban populations. While the Roman, the Chinese and the Styhian Empires were still blind to the need of any universal mental empire, the
Kuphiinas, the Licchavis and the Abhiras had conceived advanced theorirs
of the universal reign of Siva and Sambuddha based upon social justice,
which recognised the ritual equality of all children born from rnised marriages. K'e have already pointed out in Chapter \TI11 and the corresponding
notell* how it was this new sentiment of love, chivalry and social justice
that impelled Princess Honoria to send a ring to Attill calling upon him
to deliver her when the H q a s expanded into the Capital of the Eastern
Roman Empire.
The t q r t e l j T ' ~ g ~ ~ s v i t nIti~cr@tion
i ~ ~ ' r of the ~illugeof l'alriirrh~s~
A urid
the ituage of Dei)i Bhaguvati T l ~ ~ l u - S h r (e eSee Plate . . . S
T -111 . . . ) :
We have discussed the antecedents of the great drama of Dhruv2svimini with reference to the Indian docun~entsin Chapter XUI. K e
would now conclude our Judicial Customs of Nepa1;Part I by quoting the
freshly discovered Inscription of TTijqasv;inini dedicated to the image of
Devi Bhagavati Vijaya-Shree and some Bhogini series of the copper-coins
known as the hlinifikas, which completely disprove the theories advanced
by Professors Shankar, Dr. Jayaswal and Dr. D. W. hlacdowall as
to these coins being nlillted during the administration of Amiuyarmk.
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The Inscription reads as follows :-

1. Sa~pvat 400-20-5 migllaSuklapaurnanl6sy~ a s y P n d i ~ r a s a p G r ~ ~ ~ + i
Bhattiraka-mahPrPja
..
Shree MPnadevasya

2. sigram varsaSatam6jiilpayatah samridgrahapates patnyii Vijayasvifinyi
pratigh5pit 6 Devi-Bhagavati Vijaya Shree I I
Rendered into English the Inscription would read as follows :1. Sarpvat 425 ( 503 A.D. ) month of Magha ( January-February ) full
moon tithi; during great King of fraternal kings Shree MPna DevaJs

2. Era Exceedhg one hundred years, when the Emperor exercises his
effective authority as the Lord of the Planets, this is ( the image of)
Devi Bhagavati Vijaya Shree dedicated by his wife Vijaya-svimini.
This inscription is engraved on the pedastal of the image
is
now detached for its preservation and erected at a prc,mine~tplace, so that
everybody may read and assess its historical value. The characters are
archaic northern Briihmi of the series of M h a Deva's Inscriptions. The
exquisite image of Devi Bhagavati Vijaya S h r ~ eis about 34 ft. ~2 ft and
74 ins. and the stone pedastal is exactly of the size to hold the image, The
language is Sanskrit under the influence of PrHkrit. Unlike the Gupta
Inscriptions, it does not mention the name of the week days according to
the practice of the solar calend.er popularised in Indian states by the Alexandrian school of Greek astronomers. Unlike Samudragupta's Inscription
of Allahabad the term Bhattiiraka MahsrZja shows that king MPna Deva was
acknowledged to be the leader of the Republican States of fraternal kings
known as Ganar2jyas. The expression "Siigramvarsa-Satam" etc. occurring
in line 2 refers to the Era of Bhairavi-cakra started by king Mina Deva
in the wake of the Era of king Kanishka. The cryptic expression " ~anirid
grahapateh " refers to the universal reign of PaSupati as the Master of the
Planets. We have adequately discussed the significance of Siva as Grahapati in the sense of the Master of the Planets in Chapter VIII and how the
cryptic expression signifies a change in the religious and social attitudes
with the change of Samvatsara, where the shepherd god ~ i v plays
a
the principal role from his abode of ICailisa believed to be situated over the sunmits
of Sumeru,

After the discovery of this Inscription of Palinchourk in the district
of East NO. 1, our celebrated historian Yogi ~ h r e e~araharinithahis adequately quoted from ancient artifacts and Manuscripts to prove that the
patron of the immortal statue of Vijaya Shree and the authoress of the
inscription namely, Vijaya-svimini,-was actually the heroine of the drama
of Devi-candraguptam which agitated the minds of the pe~plesof the fifth
ceptury from Iran t o Lndia. S. Levi has most competently u)mrnented
upon the term " Bhogini " as being the concubine of king h l a a Deva,
but he was not in a position to account for the reason why the " Bhogini "
series of Miniiikas were struck in the mints of Nepal to comrnelr.orate the
victory.

Who was this Bhogini Vjjayasv~dzi,tiwho clainrcd to be the uli/e oof king hlitza
Deva I and set t$ the irnage of nevi Rhagavati V v a j a three ?
We have adequately discussed in Chapter XIII Mr S. hl. hlukherji's
article on " The tradition of Rimagupta m d the Indian historians " with
reference to the fragmentary drama of Devi-candraguptam discovered by
Professors S. Levi and Sarasvati as early as 1923. We have indicated how
Vijayasvimini appears to be an Indian counterpart of Hnnoria. The Inscriptions of Queen Ksema-sundari dated Samvat 390 (468 A.D. ) found
inscribed around the base of a Siva-liiiga and dedicated to king Mina Deva
shows that the king had gone out on a war-like adventure and that the news
of his death appears to have filtered through to the capital. To judge from
the Wordings of Ksema-Sundari's inscriptions his wife at home erected
the phallus of Siva and the temple to his memory. Judging from the adjacent Inscription of Naravarmma dated Samvat 388 ( 466 A.D. ) also inscribed at the base of Siva-lifiga, Ksema-sundari seems to be related to the
Varman kings of the Milava-gana-r~jyas already discussed. NO doubt,
queen Ksema-sw-dari was the mother of king Vasantadeva and his sister
Jaya-sundari. About the same time MZna Deva's basrelief of the Aiidget
in Three Vedic Steps is erected at the same spot in Lijampi!. All these Inscriptions from Samvat 388 (466 A.D.) to Samvat 390 ( 467 A.D. ) seem to
be packed with great thrills and this period may be associated with the
world-shaking episode of V~~~ya-svdmini."~

Further to the Inscription of Ksema-sudari, we have discovered the
Insctiption of Gunavatl inscribed at the base of a Siva-lifiga which is dedicated to the memory of her father Kinnara-varmma. This Inscription
is dated Samvat 413 ( 497 A.D. ) where Gunavati also claims to be the wife
of king Allna Deva. To judge her from the name of her father, Gunnvat! was a Kinnari . To judge him from such unions, hliina Deva did not
accept the Brihmannic ideal of caste endogamy, and he seems to have entered into marital union with the daughters of the hIilavas, the Kinnaras
and the Abhiras who assumed the title of Varnuna because they took the
vows of Ksatriya to fight as he did. We do not find the intolerant attitude
to inter-ethnic, inter-cultural and inter-religious unions and contacts in
the inscriptions of the PaSupati-Bhattirakas. Whatever their family faith
o r fealty in life, they achieved unity at their death when their wives, or
descendents erected Siva-lidgas o r stone-caityas in their respective names
to commemorate them. The occurrence of a number of Siva-lifigas with
the images of Vishnu on the four cardinal compass corners or the occurrence
of the image of Siva on the northern cardinal compass corner of a Caitya
tend to show that the Vedic Briihmins and the Buddhists were converging
to a symbiosis in saivism which rejected caste o r colour prejudices propagated by those who claimed to be twice-born. Membership of a Ksatriya
community seems to be dependent upon the vows to fight rather than on
caste and class as categories by themselves.
We have worked out the chronologies of the Licchavi and of the
Abhira dynasties in Chapter XIII. Before we discuss the social and religious impact of the episode of Dhruvasviimini, it would be useful to discuss the Inscriptions of Princess Vijayavati who was the daughter of King
AIlna Deva through Bhogini Vijayasvamini. It was this lady who set up
the image of Devi Vijaya Shree way back in 503 A.D. We have already
pointed out in Chapter XI11 how Vijayavati mentions the name of her husband as TTiirttal? Devaliibha. But because he ruled over the basins watered
by river hlahi, he was known as hfahi-d.eva. According to the Inscription
of Kevalpur ( N. I. LIV pp. 71-72 ) we find yet another dynasty of fraternal
kings known as Bhatt~rakaMahiirlja Shree Vasuriija. In this line we find
the mention of kings Shree Mani-deva, hIiina-deva ( I1 ) and Shree Ganadeva among the list of former kings where ~ h r e eB h h ~ a g u p t ais also men-

tioned. Evidently, Alahideva was married to Vi jayavati who set up the phallus
know11 as Vijayaivara to the memory of her husband dated S m l ~ a 427
t
(505 A.D. ). Evidently king hlahideva had passed away by 505 A.D.
During this stormy period of the history of Nepal our noble research Worker
Shree Nayarfija Panta claims to have seen an Inscription of Bhiravi dated
Samvat 472 ( 551 A.D. ) which gives a clue to king hlinadeva 11 who was
the father of kirrg G a ~ ~ a - d e v aAll
. ~ ~ ~these inscriptions are fundamental
in helping us t o understand the fire and drive behind the episode of Vijayasvimini and the start of the system of Bhairavi-cakra. We are quoting these
Inscriptions in the accompanying notes which will explain the coalescences
and division of power in the Himdayas with the rise of the Hepthilite king
Toramina Shihi and AIihirakula when the Kashniri king Kramalila appears
at the court of king TTasantadeva.
A manuscript known as " Sarit-sigara " ( The Ocean of story \lola
IX, p 290 ) tells us that the Saka-murundas were the most powerful enemies
of the Indian Napoleon, Samudra-gupta. Despite the growing influence
of the Bhiigavata-dharma at his court, Samudra-gupta7sLicchavi 1nother
appears to have initiated him into the cult of PaSupati whom the Licchavis,
Abhiras and H q a s seem to be worshipping at the period. We have already
said in Chapter XIII how Samudra-gupta had arranged a matrimonid al.
alliance with the Suvarqa-gotra ~ a k a sin order to bring about a reco~lcillation with them at the expense of the Briihmannic caste-system. Notwithstanding these hopeful developments, the orthodox Brihrnins had manipulated the etymology of Siirya-gotra and I k ~ v i k u sso egotistically that arguments were useless and a war broke out between the ~ a k a and
s the Guptas
over the ceremonial rites of Kanyii-diina ( the gift of a girl ) and " U p i d h a "
( the acquisition of a bride ). The implication of this ritual of giving away
of the bride explains why a woman could be formally married only once
in life. According to the Vedic Brihmins, the girl, like any other object
of sacred gifts made to the sacred order of priests, was an irrevocable act,
and not a contractual relationship by mutual love and consent. There was
also the question of " U p i d h a " which meant that the bridegroom was
entitled to receive dowry in the shape of movable and immovable property
along with the gift of the bride. This system ran counter to the " Gotra "
alliliation of the Himllayan peoples which exceeded the c l u ~ class
,
md caste

limits set up by the peoples who claimed solar origin. In the Himilayan
system of Suvarna-gotra, there are no elements of stratification or ranking,
where wealth o r political power can give us a position in the sacred order
of a super-race.
Professor Haimendorf in his " Caste and Kin in Nepal, India and Ceylon " observes : "No THAR is inherently superior or inferior to any
other Chetri clan, and no lineage within a clan has precedence over other
lineages. The prominence attained at various times by individual Chetri
families, and the reflected glory enjoyed by other members of their lineage,
is the prize of success in the political field, and is not inherent in the ( Social )
system. The most obvious example is the widely ramified RInP family,
which sprang from the Chetri clan of Kunwar ( Kamar ), but on gaining supreme political power-changed the name to Riini, and for nearly a century
overshadowed all other Chetri clans. Yet, even at th.e time of RPn2 rule,
the Kunwar class as a whole was not considered superior to such clans as
T h i p i o r Bista, and it was only members of the dominant R2ni family who
claimed a status equal to that of Thakuris and achieved alliance with the
Royal house."
'I'his reminds me of the ridiculous marriage agreements of the members
of the ruling Rin2 families with the feudal high-caste princes of India under
Brihmannic influence in order to secure table and kitchen status with them
by resort to special nuptial rites, so that they may be entitled to accept the
" Pindas " ( offerings of rice balls to the deceased ) after they were dead.
There could be no end t o the manufacture of such lies, if we dependend
upon the Brihmannic S m ~ t i sas the basis of our laws to the neglect of the
tradition of th.e fifth-century Ksetriyas who created the concept of Varmma
( Varmiin ) or! the sole criteria that the kingdom that stops producing brave
men ceases to be a nation. The behaviour pattern of the Rani hierarchy
underwent a change even as those of the decadent Licchavis, once they admitted the validity of the Brihmannic chronologies which were without
historical examples and parallels. That is exactly what seem to have
happened between the progressive Saka-murundas and caste-dominated
Guptas when they differed over the questions of Kanyi-dina and U p i d a a .
But when reason failed to guarantee the sanctity of the human emotions
of love and when the ladies longed for a change, the last appeal, as ever,

lay to the sword for a decision by force, where brave men decided the issue
" to deserve the fair ." The Sakas, KushMas, Licchavis, H w a s md
Abhiras stood in a long line of Varmma ( brave men ) who were armed to
the teeth and could fight against all odds under the inspiration of KiranapdjP common with the peoples of all races and dissolve with them. Today
when the world is faced with so many human problems, it may be useful
to bringout the significance of the system of Bhiiravi-cakra and acknowledge that what M h a Deva achieved in the fifth century was worth the
price.
Eminent scholars have discovered the uniqueness of marriage customs
obtaining among the different communities of Nepal and have painstakingly
made anthropological field researches in areas where Hindu and Buddhist
civilisations dovetail and merge. We have explained how real Hindu
Civilisation stemmed from the Indus-valley complex of the Great Mother
Goddess and the shephered god PaSupati. From a comparative study of
the Inscriptions of the Vedic and the Buddhistic patriarchs, a complicated
religious and social situation appears to have developed during the firth
century. More important than the accounts of the H w n i c wars are the
reasons why th.e Licchavis, the Hunas and the Xbhiras fought their wars.
The entire picture ot, the world history can be seen in proper perspective,
when there are Inscriptions and documents to testiiy to the fact that these
wars were fought to ameliorate human rights and guarantee the equal rights
of women by reference to the sterling characters of the galaxy of unique
S3kya, Koli, Yak$, Kinnari, Licchavi and Abhiri ladies who have left behind monuments of their faith for the benefit of mankind. I have reason
to hope that an independent and scientific study of the subsequent Licchavi
Inscriptions ( particularly XVII, XVlII and LVII in G.N.I. ) would throw
a flood of light on the ethnic and social situation, as it developed with the
overt dichotomy of Brihmannic and Buddhistic religious attitudes, where
Saivisrn served as the bridge for the contact and interpenetration of two
distinct ideologies and ways of life.

iinpresrions of a uiJit to the trlit~d-ru~ept
uiiiaqe of Paldichowk or1 the njizmil of Kibh t -e hiNs of the hfabibhirata rmqe, where the image of DevY-BhagouatfVi/,lyn-ihr.ee 11,~~s
at I@ by J/'i~rrjva~ivit~~M
& 503 A.D. :

The village of Paliinchowk clings precariously to the sunlmit of the
fast-eroding Kiibhre hill which rises steeply from Dolalghiit in the district
of East No. 1 along the Ksthmandu-Kodlri highway about 30 miles to the
east of the present capital of Nepal. Judging from the size and the dwindling population of this dry and partially deserted village, the small threestoried pagoda-temple built to house this exquisite image after the great
earth-quake of January 15, 1933 A.D., stands in a quadrangular courtyard
paved with moon-wise cut stones and Koli-bricks of standard size as vestiges
from the successive ravages of nature and time. It is a miracle that the
image of Devi Vijaya ~ h r e ehas survived with the Inscription of Vijayas v ~ m i n to
i give us the true picture of the great human drama of the fifth
century which agitated the minds of men from one comer of the world to
the other. The succeeding ~ a i v i t e Vedic,
,
Buddhistic and TZntric sanctuaries, images, basreliefs and monuments within the compound of the temple
aqd amid what is t o day a village of sixty houses, are as exceptional in their
variety as they are unique in their execution, which speak for the importance
of the site during the fifth century. Indeed, a great effort of imagination is
needed to visualise the loftiness of the ensemble which gives us an idea of
the vissititudes in the fortunes of the Licchavis, the Abhiras, the Hunas
and the Guptas when they travelled through the Nirvina, Saka and KushQa
Millennias to the Era of king hliina Deva, which marked the reawakening
among all classes of women and their innate feeling towards brave fighters
and adventurers, rather than towards their cowardly and egotistical husbands who claimed to possess them by the flimsy bonds of nuptial rites pjescribed by the priestly order of Kauiiks.
Here Vijayasvimini does not pine her life away to become a nun like
Yasodhara after her desertion by Sikyamuni, nor does she disappear like
Sit2 into the bosom of Earth in order to avoid the aspersion of a washerman,
nor does she commit suicide like queen Jocasta. On the other hand, lTi'ijayasviimini survives the ordeal of war to obliterate her guilt complex of the
Brihmannic " S ~ I A R T A" laws in the Tiintric Bowl of vijaya-~hreewho
is the Goddess of her vision obtained through her union and orgasm on the
embracing arms of Mina Deva in the new scheme of Klranapujl, which is
celebrated with the worship of Jayii, Vijavl and Apnrajitii during thcpcriod
of Dasairl even t o our own dav.

We have already observed how the concept of the Earth-goddess and
hcr relation to the king of Gods is a11 Indo-Aryan concept of ITedic origin.
Here vijaya-Shree, as a DurgB-mal~isa-mardini,is a fifth-ceotury development froin the cult of the Great hhther Goddess of h k ) h ~ i i j ~from
d~~~
whose body the tree of life bursts forth. Symbolically, the worship of
the phallus of PaSupati over the ring-stone as ISvara-deva or hlahcivara
(god of gods) is the most impcrtant article of this psychological appronch
to the realisation of the vision of the Almighty God on our side ofthc grave.
Vijaya Shree, as a Shakti and maoifestaticn of Nature as Energy, is responsible for killing the fear of Old Mortality represented bv the Buffalo demon
who is the mount of Yamarija ( the Briihmannic king of the Tnfcmo ). Thus
we see how Vijayasvimini follows the links in the chain of historical situations in her confirmation of the new scheme of Bhairavi-cakra where Sira
is recopised as the Master of the Planets ( Grahapati ). The human drama
of king hlPna Deva and TTijayaslrimini provided the background material
for the impending transiti~nto the Era of M h a Deva which deeply stirred
the poets, dramatists and the people of the fifth century with its echo to
our own time.
In view of our iconographic observations of the images and basreliefs
dated in the scheme of Bhairavi-cakra, we have pointed out how they mark
a turning point not only in style, typology and costume, but also in their
spiritual content. There is a growing emphasis on the efficacyof the FnTE
h4s as the true base of spiritual power in place of the Five Moralities
( Pafica-Sila ) and Five Ambrosias ( Pafica-gavya ) propagated by the Buddhists and the Brahmins respectively. This anticipates a real revolution in
the spiritual outlook of man under Nature's own conditions, for which the
Buddhists and the Brahmins have bypassed king Mina D e w I in their chronologies. This factor, therefore, establishes a definite departure from the
BrPhmannic and Buddhistic h ~ r i z o n sand those belonging to the higher
form of T h t r i s m which Dhruvasvimini accepts as the Victorious Lady.
Because Devi Bhagavati Vijaya Shrce represents the realisation of her vision,
she assumes the name of Vijayasvimini to proclaim the victory of her
brave h ~ s b a n d 'concept
~
of the new system of Bhairavi-cakra as the real
discipline to shake off the lurking fear of death and infernc on our side of
the grave.

We can iillagitle the reason why the Buddhists created the basrelieb
of AvalokiteSvara with the sacred threads of the twice-born ( Dvija ) and
why Vijayasvimini created the image of the bond-frcc Vijap shree, who
was beyond all laws, when we know how the Briihm.ins tried to change our
social system by making the legend of Siva at.d Sati the targets of their attacks. We have explained the religious implications of the i ~ h t h ~ ~ l ~
concepts of the Fish and the Tortoise as well as of the Man-boar, Man -lion
and the Midget in Three Vedic Steps till the Buddhists rationalised them
by creating the basreliefs of AvalokiteSvara as the sixth Incarnation of
Vishnu. But the sacred threads, with which these AvalokiteSvaras were
invested, still served as the bonds oi caste -system with the smirk of xenophobia which stood behind the Vedic reviavalists who preached unquestioned allegiance to their Bhiigavata-dharma. However, the Brihmannic
caste-theorists seem to be disturbed by the legends of Stri-iSvara and
Viriipgksa which provided the basis for the transformaticn of the social
system in the Himiilayas. The KauSiks seem to have found it impossible
t o change the meaning and context of the Saivite pantheons of Siva-ravilocana and Vairocana, specially because they had provided the basis for
the start of the Saka and Kushiina Millennias expressed in tern~sof concrete
Eras as landmarks in man's steady spiritual realisation. The Man-boar and
the Man-lion had to yield their pride of position to the basrelief of Vishnu
in Three Vedic Steps as they could not provide a basis for the Briihmannic
Smytis ( Laws ) for the men in the street out of the sky.
I should like t o illustrate the audacity of the Brthmins to change
the context and meaning of mountaineers' love of freedom by reference
to the legend depicted in a basrelief within the compound of the temple
of Pajupati, which presents the trial of Sati and Siva in a Dharmiidhikarana
(Court to deliver justice prescribed by the Dharma-Siistras) for their elopement. This interesting relief depicts the Day of Judgment, when the
Daniel of Yarnarija (the Briihmannic king of the Inferno) occupies the
throne, which is supported over the horns of a buffalo (Yama's mount as
well as his agent of death). There is the scale of justice before Chitragupta
(the scribe of Yarnariija) who records the statements of Siva while Sat!
droops down with her baby born out of her love with Siva as defendants*
The plaintiffs are Sati's parents, Daksa-prajiipati and Aditl, while the

younger sisters of Sat;, who are married to thc Brihmannic gods
of the
sky according to the rites of Kanyi-dba (gift of a bride in marriage by
parents indepeildcnt of her cm~scnt),look down upon thc Glurt-sccnc in
derision. There is no date in this basrelief, but judging from the Courtscene of the Dharmidhikarana, the theme and the costumes of the peoplc,
this relief seems to rcprcscnt tlle worst phase of Brihmannic revival, whlch
provided the background matcrial for the death-dance of dcmented Sat1
before thc dnjoping ~ i v and
a paved the way for hlina Dcva's episode with
Vijayasvimini and the consequent image of \'i jaya jhree. The ingenuity,
with which the KauSiks make their Yan~arYaoccupy the Throneasthe king
of Law and arbiter of the destiny of men in life and after death in a trial,
which involves the Himilayan Shephered god and his consort,-determines the legal and constitutional foundation for the Briihmannic concept
of Dharma in an age when the adherents of Dvaipiyana were condemning
the Saugatas as heretics. We can read the great religious tussle of the
fourth and fifth centuries in this particular basrelief where the Vedic BrPhmins ruthlessly attack the Yogic path of sensory perception and the
Buddhistic path of rationality, both of which refuted the Vedic concept
of Heaven and Hell and asserted that God was attainable here and now
through Yogic practices of self-discipline and " B ~ d d h ~ n u s m ~ ibased
s"
upon meditative practices under the guiding light of Akshyo bhya-vajra
or Anlitibha. It seems to have become clear to our ancestors of the fifth
century that men and women must makegood in this life itself, rather than
look beyond the grave for the pleasures of Hearen or the punishment of
Hell or the treadmill of transmigration for their deliverance. To say that
doing good to the priestly order of whatever denomination could make it
possible for us to get a passport to Heaven or the refutation of the Vedic
laws would transport us to hell,-was a hard lesson to learn, and it was
equally a hard conclusion to admit because the dead men told no tales and
because the ghosts were so erratic.
In an atmosphere surcharged with such currents and cross-currents,
Vijayasviimini appears to have fixed her concentration on the bond-free
Durgi hlahisamardini as her symbol of destroying the lurking fear of
Yamarija's agent of mortality and as her esoteric deity of pure transcendence for her internal liberation from guilty memory. In this connec-

tion, the sacrifice of the Buffalo-demon of nlortality and the transforming
moment are to be found in the inverted cups of Vijaya Shree over which
the Devl describes the attitude of Bhairavi-cakra with her fingers. It
would be useful at this stage to describe faithfully the legend of our Victorious Lady, which our artist works out with the genius of his chisel to
bring out symbolically the characteristics which bring about the essential
and ontological change in the nature and mental attitude of Vijayasviimini calculated to deliver her from the dread of inferno and its
damnation.

The legertd o j Devi Bhapvati Vijaya fbree
The legend depicted in this image of Vijaya ~ h r e e(the Victorious
Lady) is entirely different from the legends of the Man-boar and the
Man-lion, where the Almighty V i ~ h n uplays his part under the inspiration
of the Jewel and the Lotus to upset the efTects of the benedctions of Siva
which make the Golden-eyed demons (Hirmyiksa and Hirqya-KaSyapa)
invincible. In this basrelief of Vijaya Shree, S u ~ b h aand Nisulybha are
two brothers who have obtained the boon of immortality from Siva-Rudra.
But unlike the figure of Buddha KaSyapalying helpless on the lap of the Manlion, Sumbha and Nisuqbha have the mien of men wearing crowns of
hooded Himilayan king-cobras. The legend depicted is that Sumbha and
Nisumbha engage hlahi~isura(Yamiraja's Buffalo of mortality) as their
general t o let loose diseases and deal death and damnation among men
and gods. Deeply oppressed the gods including Vishnu and Brahmz
proceed to Kailisa to inform Umii-MaheSvara as to the havocs of the Frankensteins who were undoing all the good works of the creator. At this
Siva asked all the Vedic gods to join him in Yogic concentration, so that
they may by their common efforts create a Shakti who materialised into
this vision of Durgi-mahi~amardinias the Victorious Lady. The legend
proceeds that the Durgii went out to sing her song of love from the summit of this mountain which attracted the attention of Sumbha and Nisumbha, both of whom became enamoured of her beauty and grace and coveted t o possess her. But the Durgi replied that she could consent t~
marry the person who could win a victory over her in the battlefield.
So, they commanded AIahisiisura to offer her the battle the Durgi wanted,

while the two brothers fell out between themselves for the prize m d destroyed themeselves.
It is interesting how the Nepalese artist of the fifth century depicts
this metaphysical battle between the Durgi and tbe Buffalo Demon
hlortality. As the relative plate would show, this Durgi wears a fivepeaked crown studded with skulls according to the principles a d practices of Munda-Srfikhalika Pi5upatHciirya. We can see the intense concentration of this Durgi over the inverted cup of skull f d to the brim
with the ambrosial cor.tents of the Five Ms, which she holds near her heart
and describes the attitude of Bharavi-cakra with her fingers. Her gorgeous ear-pendants are inscribed with the symbols of the Thunderbolt
after the image of Vajreivara. She wears the most delicate ornaments
characteristic of the fifth century she represefits. Her waist-band is a
zibm2 (skirt) in three pleats held together at the centre by a Garuda-beaked
belt. Nonchalantly, she holds the Buffalo-demon of hIortality by its
tail with one of her left hands, strikes it dead by the trident supplied by
her male counterpart Siva and tears out the lurking fear and figure of
death from its lifeless trunk, so that men may be free from the fear of
Yamarija's Last Judgment and the murk of Hell engendered by those who
staged the trial of Sivi and Satl. This symbolic sublimation of our sincomplex and the dread of death renders this unique sculpture an instrument of transformation for an objective change of plule. And it is this
victory of the Durgi that Nepal celebrates with the traditional worship
of Apariiitl, Jay2 and Vijayn on a day known as Vijayidasami associated
with our harvest festival of Dasain to our o n n day. (Rend Chapter 19.

The sujberrcriptiorrs orz the BhogitaT series

of AIitzitiirka

coim :

One of the matters of great historical significance in this superb
sculpture is the foreshortening of the heraldic Lion of the $skyas before
the right foot of this Dutgii in the attitude of making a spring upon its
prey hiahisiisura. This Lion is strikingly similar to the heraldic lions
inscribed on the reverse of the Bhoginl" series of coins k n o m as the AlPnifikas. Judging from their protocol, the SHkyas of Kapilalrastu made
use of this type of Lion as the mount of their Stri-iSvara who was the fe-

male counterpart of Iivaradeva o r hkyavardhana whom they worshipped.
This Durgii is the fifth-century development of the Grcat hlnthcr Goddess
Sirillli or ~ h r e ewho was the female counterpart of PaSupati seen on tllc
ancient figures of MohefijodPro. This heraldic Lion of the Siikyas was
adopted by the Licchavis as the symbol of their Nirbhih-simha who was
capable of neutralising the poisonous bite of the cobra-crowned Sumbha
at its back. The chemical properties of the Himalayan drug of Nirbisi
as an antidote against snake-bite seems to be associated with the concept of
"Nirbhih-simha", which has more medical significance than metaphorical.
If this "Lion's Yawn" is interpreted in the sense of "Viskandhaka-samidhi"
in the case of the statue of the Sun of Power under the name of Indra, this
very heraldic lion has been made into the mount of the Durga for the purposes of this image.
The PaSupati-coins of Nepal have a very long history, as they seem
t o be directly related with the symbols and figures of MohefijodPro which
the Sgkyas, the Sakas and the Licchavis adopted as their heritage. We
have already seen how these doctrines became a part of the psychic life of
the Himalayan peoples, which helped them to interpret sill and guilt as
well as goodness and redemption. At the earliest phases, we find the
Trident of Siva as the symbols of the coins of Kapilavastu. We have
already discussed the superscriptions of the image of Siva (Oesho) on the
coins of the Sskas, the Kasas and the Kushanas and how they were being
copied by the Licchavi kings of Nepal. The characteristic feature of all
PaSupati coins is the representation of two or four-armed Siva, standing
or sitting and holding a PaSu (brute usually represented by a M x a or deer)
and PPSa (noose or Gordian knot symbolising human complex which bind
the terrestrial beings in bonds of mortality). For their own intemational reasons the Sakas appear to have clothed the nude form of Siva in
tiger-skin or the habiliment of the country concerned and made him Sivakrttivasa in order to serve the purpose of superscriptions on their coins for
international use. The Coat of arms of the Kingdom of Nepal used the
image of four-armed PaSupati with the traditional symbols of the Live-deer,
the Gordian knot, the hand-drum and the Trident cum Battle-axe, since
replaced by the pagoda-temple in place of this Guardian deity of Nepal
since time immemorial. The revelse of Pajupati coins of different periods
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bear the imprint of such heraldic and pastoral animals as the Bull, the GIw,
the Lion, the Elephant and the fantastic winged-horse and the u-ingedLion along with the Symbols of the Ishtar (Tiri) of old-world vintage from
the Babylonian city.
Judging from the coin-types obtained from our excavations of Kapilavastu down to the Licchavis, a truly deep study of the various symbols
and heraldic animals may be necessary for the factual assessment of the
coins of Nepal, which typologically are so similar as to mislead the researchworkers in this field. As the via-media of trade between India =d Central
and Western Asia, the Nepalese coins had to conform to standard weights
and measures and also adopt universally popular and acceptable spiritual
symbols without losing its national identity in the confederation of fraternal kings. Of this the Walking Lion, seen of the Bhogini series of
Mjniiikas, is a case in point (See Plates XXX).

The trlolkirg Liort of ihe S~kjlasand the Lirrhutlir :
The heraldic Lion of the Sikyas and the Licchavis is very much
unlike the British version of the Lion-ranipant modelled upon the realistic
representation of the Lion in the Greek sculpture. Because of the total
unfamiliarity of the Nepalese artists with the African kings of Eeasts, the
Walking Lion, appearing at the right foot of the Durgi as well as the superscription of Lions over the Bhogini series of hfiniiikas, s e e m to be the
figures of ambling jackals of Nepal. This Walking Lion has nothing in
common with the Man-lion, which, as we have pointed out, is
upon the Zurvan. Evidently, the Walking Lions of Nepal is a figment
of Nepalese artists' fancy based upon their knowledge of the ambling jackals
(Jam bukas) which find mention in the chronologies of Nepal. The solar
dynasty of the Sikyas of Kapilavastu, comprised by the ruins of Tilauriikot
within what is today the district of Pdhi-m~jhakhandin western Nepal,
regarded the Lion as the Queen's Beast and used the animal to explain
the Samadhi (concentrations) associated with their worship of Sikyavardhana and Stri-iSvara. Consequently, the Buddhistic scriptures tell us that,
immediately before his Great Passing, Sikyamuni entered into a concentration, which was like the Lion's Yawn. Among the early sculptures in
the suburbs of Kathmandu, I have discovered a few examples of these Ja-

ckal-like lions couchant literally with a yawn. Because of the uniqueness
of Viskandal<a coi~centration,these jackal-like lions appear to h.ave provided our artists with the inspiration to explore the psychic p l ~ e ~ . o n ~by
,efi~
these lithe and elastic Walking Lions SO that they may explain the
experience of extra-sensory perception by their unpredictable movements.
After all that, I have seen of the so far unexplained Walking Liens of China
I feel convinced that the Jackal-like lions of Nepal seem to be evocative of
the ancient concentration of "Vi~kandaka" which, in this sculpture of DurRi
as well as in the superinscription of the Bhogini series of Mlniiika coins,
represents the crowing assault upon Mahisiisura (Yamarqa's Buffalo of
~?zortalig)5.
A coinparative study of the Walking-lion of the Bhogini series of
Mbifikas and of the winged-lion appearing on some of the Paiupati coins
struck during the admipistration of AmSuvarmBn, shows that the latter
was a further development of this supreme world of imaginative art from
the most remote period of recorded history. It is equally remarkable that
the "Two-niiga kings of Ano-u-ta", since supplanted by the symbols of the
Double fish, the Sun-bird Garuda, the Winged Lion and the Monkey god
Hanumiha form part of the Heraldic Beasts in the monarchical tradition of
the Kings of Nepal as they go on gathering corruptions even to our own
day. The same is true of the Fish-tail flag and the symbols of the Eight
Auspices, which have become universal in their scope and appeal.
The thousand years between the fundamental teachings of Sikyamuni with his concept of Dharma-cakra symbolised by his Eight-spokedWheel of Law and the Indo-Greeks, the Sikas, the Kushinas, the Licchavis
and the Abhiras, as it is now being made plain to us by the study of the
original sources, is clear and simple and in the closest harm-ony with the
lives of the peoples who emerged as factors in the history of mankind.
The achievements of the Buddhistic and \Tedic saints against the political
background
of the rise of the Indo-Greeks, Sakas, Ku~hBnas, Licchavis,
Abhiras and Hunas seem to be the results of the most penetrating intelligences the world has ever known. But when we come to the matter-offact existence in our work a day world, the Vedic Revelations and Buddhistic
rationality and science cannot explain the mental agony of mankind all by
themselves. And the more Brihmannism and Buddhism escaped from
-

-

their Gandakian and KauSikan setting into the broader world of Central
Asia, the more it turned to the quest of universal ujncepts and universal
idioms to convey its central truths. We have explained how the Sikya,
Saka, Kushina and Licchavi millennias had arrived at their own respective
spiritual insights into the meaning of the words a d deeds of their prophets
and patriarchs. But each new interpretation of the record of the PiprahaviBuddhist-vase-epitaph had generally been in the direction of less literal
and more symbolic truth based upon the concept of saddharma (true law).
If the Vedic patriarchs, for example, interpreted Vishnu's promise of reincarnations, the atheistical Saugatas, with their own knowledge of science
and cosmos, obliterated the supernatural dimensions of the Brihmannic
gods of the sky. Nevertheless, our Saugatas of the fifth century were not
like the modern astronauts who did not encounter God in the interstellar space but they created the image of AvalokiteSvara. The Vedic Brihrnins and the heretical Saugatas appear to have admitted that the right approach to God was psychological rather than physical. As a result, the T h tric theories grew and flourished; each new step, each new hypothesis, demanded another in the astro-psychic system of Time known as Kda-cakra;
until Vijayasvhini and hlina Deva gave a fresh start to the new system
of Bhairavi-cakra.
Deva was a great warrior in the wake of the Saka-nluru~das
and the Kushanas. It was his wars that started hlina Deva thinking again
i-ibout the big question of the Five Ms beyond the narrow bonds of the
Paw-filas (Five moralities) and Pgnca-gavyas (Five Ambrosias) in his
quest for the Ultimate Best in the direction of human affairs. One winter
day when 1visited the stfipa of Name-Buddhiya (vulgo : Nnnlnludn), (where
the Dina ~ i l Bodhisattva
a
who gave his life to feed the old hungry tigress
and her litter of seven cubs is believed to be buried), I was overn-helmed
by the beauty of the hoary Himilayas which extended fro111 the peaks of
Gauri-Shaiikar to Sagar-nliith~(Ah. Everest). '%%en I was returning, I
saw the temple of Palhchowk from where, I was told, I could c~rmnanda
better view of the Himdayan region and the sources of the Iiauiiki river
systems. After the discovery of Vijayasvimini's Inscription of ~ a 1 a c h o a . k
I was personally keen to visit the site and was enthralled by the bcnuty of the
image of the Durgii and the intellectual sophistication and breadth of the
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adjacent basreliefs and relics amid a mixed population in the surrounding
country. Here, for the first time, I felt that much of the dogmatic doctrines
embedded in these stepas and images needed to be den~ytholi~ed,0,
examining the image with reference to the inscription, I had the feeling that
the myth of Vijaya ~ h r e was
e far stronger than reality, and I congratulated
Vijayasvimini and Mina Deva for choosing the site of Palinchowk to explain their new system of Bhairavi-cakra in the wake of Dharma-cakra and
Kila-cakra. We have indicated how there were iconoclasts even during
the third and fourth centuries A. D., but Vijayasvin~iniand her consort
appear to have realised that without these symbols, forms and myths, it is
impossible t o continue with our faith in life and affirm that God is alive.
The Inverted cups in the hands of Vijaya ~ h r e contain
e
the divine message;
and the spiritual quality behind the inscription of Vijayasv~ministill has a
historical meaning which bears testin:ony t o the importance of the image
to the human psyche of the multiethnic society of Nepal.
We have given a description of the political events which led to the
conquest of a very ancient and highly sophisticated urban-civilisation of
hlohefijodaro by llomadic and rustic Aryans, and how our primary historical
sources give us adequate information about the mixed peoples of the Himilayan "Janapadas" ruled by the various dynasties which wielded power in
the political scheme of fraternal kings. The survival of the cerenlony of
Samyak and the Eighteen Artisan Guilds, though interpreted in a different
context today, is a feature which is unique in the history of mankind. We
have also seen how the religious history of Nepal cannot be studied in isolation. The historical documents of the ~ik);as,Sakas, I<ushanas, Licchavis and Abhiras tend to be purposeful, specially when they convey the convictions of their developing faith of Saddharma with the interaction of
disparte ethnic groups under heterogenous cultural traditions. I would
insist that our researches would be without singnificance, if u-e cannot
retrace the long road we have travelled in quest of the eternal human values
and the ultimate beat in the direction of human affairs. We are now in the
first decade o f ' t h esixth century A. D. and we have still a very long way 10
travel in our historical pilgrimage t o rnoderil Nepal.
111 conclusion, I would like to close this yolumc with a quotation
from Professor G. Tucci as follows : << Fartl~ermore,Nepal is not suspen-
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ded in a void; it is a part of that complex of Asiatic cultures which from the
dawn of history has been linked with Europe by enduring bonds and by
trade to such an extent that it has created a unity of all the ancient ui,tlrl,
which I would call a Euro-Afro-Asiatic unity, woven of invasion and resistance of trade and of competition, of mutual expansion and withdrawal
but, precisely because of its variety and cohesion, its participation ar,d separation so actively creative that only in this triune continent, diverse and
yet united, the greatest adventures of the mind and the imagination have
taken place."
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392.
Bnddhism, ASokan, 110.
Buddhism Chinese, 131, 136, 269.
Buddhism, Far Easrern, 125.
B:lddhism, Hinayha, 39, 64, 111, 116, 124,
126, 128, 129, 133, 177, 307.
Buddhism, R!IahPyBnic, 102, 104, 106, 107,
115, 116, 118, 122, 151, 153, 167, 182,
230, 307, 316, 332, 364, 366.
Buddhism, popular, 118-120.
Buddhism, Sgkyamuni's, 66.
Buddhist Annals, 8.
Church, 127.
Council (synod), the first, 99,
108, 135, 156, 173, 216, 218, 342.
Council (synod), the second, 100,
,,
101, 216, 218, 271.
,,
Council (synod), the third, 67,
101, 104, 157, 216.
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Buddhist Council(synod), the fourth, 132134,136, 140, 181, 183, 218, 314, 339,

,,
,,

,,

,,

Indian, 139.
Rain Retreat, 112.
SQtras, 115, 176.
text, 6, 47, 68, 116, 123, 129, 176,

321.

Buddhistic burial ceremony, 24.
chronicles, 86, 87, 105, 113.
,,
,,
civilisation, 38, 138.
,,
coins, 198.
free thinker, 34.
inscriptions, 191, 202, 305, 306.
Y
355.
JPtaka story, 50, 51, 214.
Y,
yY
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laws, 2, 27, 308,
missions, 101-104, 113.
,
patriarchs, 250, 317.
record of the Western World, 94.
,,
relic shrines, 53.
,
safforn robe, 94.
schools, 100, 102, 175, 369.
,,
scribes, 90.
,,
Scriptures, 48, 115, 119.
,,
stQpa, 66, 147.
,,
teachings, 103, 132.
Buhler, Professor, 238, 321, 329, 338.
Bulis of Allakappa, 10, 11, 52, 271.
Bunka, KirPnti King, 45.
Burrow, Professor T., 220.
Bussagli, professor Marlo, 131.
Butwal, 6-8.
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Calliops, 164.
CPlukyas, 289, 307.
Camaka, the practical community of, 223,
224.

Candesvara, 240, 255.
Candra-pala, 303, 304.
Candra Varman 89, 199, 275, 280, 335.
CPiigu, 199.
Capuchin Fathers, 257.
Carakas ( wandering physicians ), 191.
Carpentiar, 86.
Carthaginian coins, 205.
Caturavargacintamani by HemPdri, 254.
Cerburases, 362.
Ceylon Antiquary and Library Register,
212.
Chai Jung's monastery, 119.
Chai Jung, the notorious War-lord, 119.
Chitauni-ghat of Gandaki, 23.
Chaityas, 34, 152, 200, 210, 319, 322, 354,
355.
Chakravartin ( the World conqueror ), 55.
Ch Zmaka-manusana, 228.
ChPmakhalaka, 3, 4, 70.
Chinakya, Vishnu Gupta, 238.
Chanda Kavartana, 115, 118, 214.
Chandra G o d , 280.
Chandra Gupta I Maurya (Smdrokottus),
55, 56, 63, 77, 147, 201, 204, 205, 232,
270, 272, 278, 279, 293, 297.
Chandra Gupta I1 ( VikramPditya ), 197,
198,205,278-284,291-296, 340.
Chandra Gupta, inscriptions of, 278, 279.
Chandra, Shree, 232.
ChandrHmsa-NHga, 280.
Chang Ch'ien, 113.
Channa, Gautama's Charioteer, 37.
ChHrumati, ASokaYsdaughter, 62, 89.
ChPrvPkas, 81.
Chastana, independent King, 187.
Chedi dynasty 148.
Che-shu-lan, 201, 210.
Chevannes, 176.
Chhagalaga, 293.

Chhatracande~vara,178.
Chih Chicn, Indo-scythian profasor of
Buddhism, 124, 125, 228.
Chih Fa-ling, 128.
C h h Tun's teachings, 135,231.
Chin period, 332.
Ching-lu, the Chinese envoy, 115, 176.
Chinese Buddhist Verson of Dasaratha
Jataka, 50.
Chir StOpa inscriptions, 170.
Chitavan, 6-8.
Chi Tun, Chinese saint, 227, 232.
Cholas, 96.
Christian saints, 159.
Christianity, 18, 176, 188, 192.
Christianity, Era of, 176.
Chronology of the Early Inscriptions of
Nepal, 110.
C11 Toussaint, 286.
Chulla KokH, Tree Goddess, 150, 320.
Chu Shill-hsing, 127, 129,
Chung-pen-ch'i Ching, 115, 118, 214.
Cina, 15.
Citpivana family, 257.
Confucian pattern of thinking, 113, 139,
145.
Confucian Sl~ibboleths,123.
Constantine and Charlemagne, 97.
Comrell, F.B., 294.

DaivarPstraka Kuvera, King of the Yellamanchili, 274.
Dajapatisrlja, 189.
Daksa (Duskam or Skandhara in some
Chronologies), 73, 236, 237.
Daksaprajipati, 327, 355, 386.
Dakshina Koli-grlma 5.
Daksinagiri, 53.
Dalton, 28, 30.

DHmodara, Compiler, 308.
D;ina-VPkya-samuccaya 242.
"D~na-Vakya\lali", 239, 254.
Diinapradipa, 243.
Diinaratniikara, 255.
Dandika forests (Dandakaranya), 50.
D l n g , the regal title of, 8, 154.
Dadoria ThPrus 8, 51.
Darius, 15, 16, 104, 176, 181, 183.
Darus King, 337.
,
' , Bistun inscription of, 337.
Darwin, 30.
DaSa-dlna, 242.
Dasain (Dussera in India), 72, 247.
DaSakarma-paddhati, 237.
Dasaratha, King, 49, 50.
Dasaratha JPtalra, 49, 50, 60, 143, 144.
Dasavala, 213, 237.
Davids, Professor T.W. Rhys, 6, 7, 11,
47, 236.
Dayiharsa, KHyastha Pundit, 237.
"Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire",
191, 366-368.
D e la Valee Pousin, 352.
Deo-daha (Lake of the Gods), 5, 6.
Deva, the title of, 17, 39.
Devagupta o r Devarija, 278.
Devanggari, 233, 248.
DevHnHmpiya (beloved of the gods), 87,
143, 217.
DevPniimpriya, King, 80, 83.
DevapZla, 5, 62, 89, 118, 294, 301.
Devapiila Mungher inscription of, 294.
Deva Patan, 62, 89.
Devi Candragupta, 279, 291-296, 379.
"Deya-dharma", 184.
"Deyadharm~~am",303.
Dhamma (a scientific law), 38, 39, 40, 6466, 80, 96, 98, 135, 159, 183.
Dhammapada or Dharmnpada (Attakatha),
)

82, 124-128, 134.
D h a r ~ ~ n l aVijaya (Victory of tcnclling),
93, 101.
DhHrH-MiineSvara, Saivite temple of, 318.
D I ~ a r n ~(cosmos),
a
31.
Dharma (laws), 1, 27, 29, 38, 60, 66, 77,
79, 90, 140, 150, 177, 178, 201, 242, 315,
317, 324, 325, 344, 357, 360, 363, 387.
Dharmabhadra, Parthian teacher, 13.6.
Dharma Cakra (the eight spolted \vhecl of
law), 13, 29, 35, 38-40, 42, 45, 53, 63,
75,81, 84, 88, 123,129, 130, 138, 171,
174, 196, 213, 218, 227, 230, 259, 283,
296, 302, 314, 338, 342, 343, 349, 358360, 371, 376, 392, 394.
Dharma-cakra-mudri, 306, 315, 316.
Dharma-cakra-pravartana, 38, 140.
Dharmadatta, 200.
Dharma-dPya (Dharma-deya), 303.
Dharlna Deva, 90, 272, 290, 300, 327.
Dharmaguptaka, 99, 126-128.
Dharmajiva, 306, 307, 31 1.
DharmakPla, Sakya teacher, 126-128.
Dharmakzya (Buddha's body as the essence
of the Dharma), 139, 140.
Dharmapila, 5, 62, 115, 118, 119, 155,
201, 202, 301, 303, 329, 331.
Dharmirija, 66.
DharmarPja LokeSvara, 200, 210, 309.
Dharmarajikiis, 66, 277.
Dharmaraksi (Fa hu 266-308 A. D.), 131,
354.
Dharmaratna (Fa-hu or Dha~maraksi),
115, 118.
Dharma-siira, 24 1, 242.
Dharma-Siistras, 235, 299, 303, 311.
Dharmasatya, Parthian teacher, 126.
Dharmas thiliis ya, 160.
'Dharmata' (true nature of the jaw both
human and devine), 140.

Dhanadeva, 149.
Dllanyavislir~u, 302, 308, 312.
Dlliritri (the supporter), 71.
DllarmatattvaprakHsi, 242.
Dhattaratha, King of the East, 47, 210.
Dhruva-devi, 281.
Dhruva sangha, 301.
DhumvHrHha ( man-boar ), 247, 341-347,
351, 368, 372.
Dhyana (Concentration), 116-118, 126,
141, 220, 244, 272.
DhyHna-sOtra, 118.
Dhyini-Buddha, 200.
Dialogue of the Buddha, 47.
Dikpglas (the guards of the four cardinal
Compass corner), 34,89, 90, 210,213, 366.
Dipa-vamsH, 52, 204, 216.
Dithi (empirical opinion), 36.
Diva-nature, 315.
Divine Mother, Seven, 289.
Divine Mothers, Eight, 289,
Divine hlothers, Nine, 289.
Divyiivadana, 92.
Doyens, 253.
Drabya Shaha, 241.
Drangania, 167, 169, 170.
Dravidian tribes, 69.
Dravya-nirmaya-namanighantu, 254.
Drona, 23, 52, 235, 388-394.
Dr~makinniirljaparip~cch~,
125.
Dudubhisara, 102.
Dulva, 204.
Durbar Library, 259.
Dlirgiircana-Kalpatnru by Shrec Laksmipati
Sharma, 248.
Dlir ga, the cult of, 154, 388-394.
DOrga-Mal~isamardini(the goddess of War)
249, 350, 385, 387, 388.
DuwC Cala Cave inscription of Ccplon,
217-219.

Dvaiplya~~a
( Brillmanic saint Vyisa ), 21,
34, 145, 148, 20.1, 233, 23J-236,24?., 252
273,279-282, 9 6 - 3 0 3 , 31 1-314, ~ I H - ~ ? c ) ,
334, 346, 348, 358, 361, 365, 368, 375,
387.
Dvaita-Nirsyana, 241.
Dvaita-nirnaya, 258.
DvHpaiaydga, 29, 200.
'DvardhanHriSvaraY, 31 5.
Dvijas (the twice-born), 242, 335.
DvirQjya (Brother-Kings), 104, 159.
Dwayam (second class), 85.
(

E)

Earth Goddess, 68, 73, 108, 181, 185.
Eight Arms of Vi hnu, 92.
Eight Buddha Vitarigas (the Eight Buddha
representing dispassions), 62.
Eight Fold Path, Eight Aryan paths or
Aryan Eight Paths (Astanga), 13, 29, 3439, 55, 65-68, 74, 80, 82, 84, 96, 97, 109,
111, 201, 338.
Einstoin, Albert, 29.
EltgdaSi-Vrata-Rfal~Ptayam,248.
Eka-Jati ( a4rdl~aniiri<\~ara
), 48,49,356,366.
Ekbatania (palace), 15.
E.np~doclcs,29.
Epigraphia Eeylanacia 1, 21 7.
Era, Kaligata, 88, 109.
Era, ~lahii-SakarHja,109.
Era of Laksmana, 232, 238.
Eras ( Samvatsara ), the concept of, 87,
90, 94, 217, 348, 378, 379.
Era. Sudraka, 88, 109. Era, Vickrama, 283, 308-310.
Era, Whitc-boar ( Swcta-~araha-KaIpa),
349-352.
Era, Yudhisthira, 88, 109, 309, 310.
' Etudes Asia ', 93.
Eucratides, Indo-Greek King, 217.

" Eulogy on an imagc of ;5Lyamuni ",

213, 283, 331, 333.
Gandhiri, the mother of Kauravas, 16.
231, 232.
Gandharva Tumburu, 235.
' Evola ' J., 352, 353.
Gandhi, Mahatma, 328.
Existentialists, atheistical, 28.
Ganesk, Elephant headed, 185, 234, 237,
(F)
240-246, 249.
Fa-hsien, Chinese pilgrim, 51, 53, 64, 128, Ganeivara, Mah~rZjadhirHja,238.
137, 138, 183, 272, 304, 330-332.
Ganikis ( Courtesans ), 189-190.
Fang Kuang Ching ( the scripture of the Ganja ( treasury ), 48.
emission of rays ), 131.
Ganj inscription, 274.
Fa-War-lin, Chinese Encyclopaedia, 274.
Garadobhalla, King, 294.
Fjnno-Dravid KirBtas, 22, 24.
Garga the elder (vrdhha Garga), 253, 309.
Finno-Dravidian, 24.
GZrgi Lopa, 21, 31, 320, 329.
Finot, 93.
Garuda, 92, 158, 186, 197, 205, 230, 290,
Five Ambrosia ( Padca-gavya ), 349.
318, 362, 392.
Gasti, King, (son of King Patuka), 87.
Five MS., 315.
Fleet, Professor, 285, 289.
Gauridharma, 169.
Former Han times or period, 114, 117.
Gautama, BrPhmanic law giver, 236.
Frauwallner, Professor E., 99-102, 135, Gautamiputra Siitakarni, King, 207-210.
Ghantgkarnas, 355.
136.
Ghatotkaca-gupta, 272.
Freud, 159.
Ghosal's Hindu Revenue System, 84.
Fu Chien, 137.
Gibbon, 191-194.
Fiihrer, Dr., 82.
Giriji, 61.
(GI
GirnZr, Rock Edict ( Hultzch), 304.
Gita-mitra, 128.
Gali, King Jitadasti's son, 45, 48.
Gnoli, Count, 321.
Gana Devah, Licchavi King, 185, 300,381.
Ganapati-nZga, 275.
Gnoli, R., 26, 226, 231, 258, 273, 295,
Gana-r2jyas (people's Republic), 272, 276,
303, 305, 310, 313, 318, 326.
278, 283, 337, 343, 378.
Goetz, Professor H., 344.
Gandaka ( gold token from Gandaki ), 147. Gokarna, the fortress of, 87.
Gandaki, 1, 7, 8, 13, 14, 19, 20,22-26, 28, Gold-digging-ants, 24, 26.
29, 31, 33, 34, 38, 45, 51, 60, 61, 66, 67, Golden Gazella (Mrga), 46, 47.
69, 78, 82, 102, 103, 106-110, 112, 118, Gomi ( or Gomins ), 272,287, 297-301,330,
334, 335, 358.
133, 134, 142, 149, 152, 154, 163, 166,
Gona, Kashmiri Writer, 238.
167, 192, 213, 226, 253, 372.
Gondophares (Gandaprana), 163, 165-171,
Gandaki Civilisation, 191, 204.
Gandha (smell), 82.
176, 284.
Gandhsra, the kingdom of, 15, 16, 20, 23, Gondophares 11, 170.
24,' 101, 105, 164-166, 169, 170, 212, Gorkha Kings, 241, 249, 337.

Gosainthan, 23.
Go Sringl (Samyangu), Hill, 79.
Gotami ( l'rabhiivati or PrajHpati ), 209.
Govinda Candra Devah, King, 253.
Govinda, MahPinohapPdhyHya, 252.
Grimika (Government officer in Charge of
village ), 310.
Greek Characters, 205, 280.
Green Eyed God, 76.
Greek influence, 54.
Greek inscription, 171.
Greek Kingdoms of the Diodochs, 101.
Greek Princess, 56.
Gridhrakrita (Vulture's Hill ), 53.
Guhamitra, 113, 256, 282, 391, 370, 374.
GujP, KirHnti King, 87.
Gunamati, 393, 304.
Gunan KirHnti King, 87.
Gugavati, 300, 329, 380.
Gunavati, inscription of, 336.
GundH Stone inscriptions, 196.
GuptH dynasty, 201-205,280,297.
GuptZ inscriptions, 198, 204, 221, 259, 269271, 277-282, 285, 286, 288, 291, 294,
295, 299, 307, 310, 348-350, 378.
Gupta Kings, 186, 193, 198, 202, 276, 279,
283-289, 294-298, 302-304, 307, 314, 315,
326, 329, 330, 334, 350.
Guptas, 214, 230, 274, 283, 291, 294, 302,
314, 331, 334, 335, 381.
Guptas, Era of, 204, 279, 263.
GupteSwara, 87.
GurjHtas, 288.

(HI
Hades, 362, 367.
Haimavata Civilisation, 105, 107.
Haimavata-KISyapiya School, 135, 136.
flaimavata Schools, 100, 104, 113, 116, 118,
124, 126, 134-135, 138, 151, 175, 182,

Han Emperors, 119, 228.
Han Empire, 123.
Elan General H a Ch'u-ping, 113.
Hang, tlie regal title of, 154.
Han time translations, 116, 23.0.
Han times, 122, 197, 331, 333.
Hanumina, 50, 392.
Haraivati, 16.
Harappa, 217.
"Haribhakti-vilha" by Gopala Bhatta, 245.
Haridatta Varmln, 88, 199, 200.
Hari-Hara, 24, 232.
HPrigHon, 230-236.
H~rigPon,Inscription of the pilaster of,
196, 236, 242, 250-252, 285, 296, 298,
307, 317, 321, 324, 327, 344, 366, 376.
HarinHtha, 253.
Harisimha deva, 240, 241, 255.
Harita, Brahmanic law giver, 236.
Hiiriti, the Great mother Goddess, 162, 177,
181, 199.
Harivamsa, 204, 296.
Hari VarmZn, 88, 199, 255.
Harsacarita, 275, 287, 292, 294, 302.
Harshavardhana (Silnditya), 277, 294.
Hastivarman, Salank~yanaKing, 274.
Hathigumpha Cave inscription, 212.
Heliodoros, 158, 318, 327, 368.
Heliodoros, Besnagar Garuda pillar inscrip
tion of, 148, 230, 317, 368.
Hellenic Contributions, 18.
Hellenistic Esyptian symbolism, 108.
Hellenistic mausolsa, 182.
Hemaraj I'anditji, late Gururaj, 259.
Hephaestion, 162.
Hepthalites, 104, 107, 330, 331, 337.
Heracles, the Greek God, 108, 154, 158161, 171, 180, 182, 199.

Hermacus (Hcrn~aious),the last Grceli Icing,
56, 160, 161, 164-166.
IIcrnlann Goetz, professor, 105.
Herodotus 111, 14.
Iierodotus, the Greek historian, 17, 24,
161.
Hethalite King, 205.
Himavant, 6-8, 10, 25, 34, 55, 98, 102,
119.
'Hinajha-deva', 226.
Iiin5yiina texts, 135.
HinayPna-Mahgy2na Confrontation, 127.
I-Iinygnic theory, 118.
Hinayinist Community, 67, 177, 21 6.
Hinduism, 18.
Hindu legislation, 1.
Hippostratus, 162.
Hiranya-K~Syapa,21, 1 16, 234, 341, 345,
346, 358, 361, 367, 374, 388.
Hirapyaksya, 13, 21, 234, 341,342, 346, 358,
361, 372, 374, 388.
Hiranynvati-N5rayani (Gandaki), 14, 25,
332.
"History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon,"
344.
"History of Indian Literature" 50.
Hobbes, 2.
Hodgson, B.H., 1, 2.
Homas ( offerings t o the fire ), 244, 249.
Honoria, Princess, 194, 379.
Horus, Egyptian, 162, 199.
Hou-Han-Shu, the Chinese text of, 159, 332.
Hsiang K' ai's memorial, 115, 116,120, 122.
Hsiu-hsing Pen-Ch'i Ching, 119.
Hsiian-tsang, the celebrated Chinese pilgrim, 51, 53, 64, 79, 94, 137, 182,
272,284,294,302-304, 316, 332,
Hua hu theory, 123.
Huang-lao, 121.
Hui-yuan, 138-141.

I-Iultzsch, 86.
Ilun King, 113, 270, 337-340,
362.

350, 355,

Huns ( H u m s ) 193-198,203, 205,225,228,
230, 276, 278, 281-293, 296, 297, 302,
305, 319, 325, 330-337, 340, 342, 345,
353, 355, 356, 358, 377, 384.
Hdsa, 45, 50, 61, 63, 68, 78, 105, 110,
126, 150, 159, 172, 199, 213, 218, 342.
Hydaspes, 169.
Huviska, King, 163-186.
(1)

Icingla, 199.
Iching, 304.
Ids, the great Mother Goddess, 127.
Iks,?kus ( Il<liSk~so r Ilcchvakus ), 71, 208,
213-215, 274, 381.
IkshvPku dynasty, 214, 240.

IkshvSku
z13.
Indo-Aryan, 19-22, 24, 26, 27, 30, 34, 38,
39, 45-48, 54, 60, 61, 71, 73, 74, 76-78,
86, 94, 106, 117, 134, 140, 144, 159,
168,233,345,361.
Indo-Aryan Civilisation, 19.
Indo-Aryan Invadors, 99.
Indo-Aryan Invasion, 35.
Indo-Aryan Sons, 48, 60, 68.
Indo-Aryan Vedas, 65.
Indo-Europeans, 77.
Indo-Greek, 104, 105, 132, 142-159, 162,
166, 173, 178, 180-185, 193, 195, 213217, 221, 272-277, 284, 317, 342-345,
349 , 351, 361, 371, 374, 392.
Indo-Greek Civilisation, 196.
Indo-l'arthians, 105, 108, 109.
Indo-Scythian, 146.
Indus ( Sindhu ) river, 54, 56.
"(Tl~e) Indus Civilisation," by Sir
Wheeler, 21 8.

Indus Valley, 9, 11, 23, 24, 76, 109, 133,
158, 164, 186, 196, 217, 219,229.
Indus Valley Civilisation, 3, 16, 18, 22,
38, 63, 77, 83, 144, 159, 173, 175, 218,
233.
Indus Valley Culture, 39, 219,339,345,351,
371.
Indus Valley phallic and ring-stone symbols,
3 8.
Indian dynasty, 203.
India-dhvajotsava-KathHnim, 256.
Indra-grha ( Indra-pura ), 257, 333, 374.
Indra-nima-divikara, 113, 256, 370, 372,
374, 376.
Indta, the Indo-Aryan King of Gods, 29,
71, 7 9 , 168, 171, 185, 210, 215, 257,
354, 370, 372-375, 390.
Indra V a r m ~ n ,164.
Indra-Yiitra, 256.
" Innermost Asia (1 928)", Stein's famous
work, 220.
Iranian Aryans, 129.
Irinian-Grcek, 105.
Iranian-Indian, 105.
Iranian Kings, 129.
Iranian Light Deities, 108.
Irano-Aryan, 108.
IiHna-Varmma, hlaukhari King, 310.
Isis, the Egyptian, 162.
Islam, 176.
Islam, Era of, 176.
Iivaradeva, 99, 161, 172, 179, 201, 305,
312, 342, 345, 348-350, 357, 385, 390.
ISvarascna, 195.

(J)
Jadin, 104.
Jaina Arllatas ( hermits ), 21 2.
Jainas, 18, 19, 157, 177, 376.
Jainism, 18, 19, 22.

.

Jain Tirthankaras, 159.
Jaliiayana-image of Vi!hnu, 2 0 .
Jambudvipa, 5, 9, 10, 61, 67, 74, 87, 96,
270.
Jambuka DobhHni ( hillock of the Jackals ),
87.
Janaka, King, 10, 21, 27, 49,148,232,236.
Janapadas, Buddhistic, 8, 40, 149, 184,
271, 273, 278, 280, 297, 332, 337, 394.
Jaspers, Karl, 362.
JHtaka Attakathi, 9, 45.
Jltaka Story, 50, 185.
Jitakas, Buddhist, 75.
Jayi, 128, 375, 384, 389.
Jayadeva, inscription of, 310.
Jayasthiti hlalla, 226, 235.
Jayasundari, 128, 300, 326, 336, 375, 379.
Jaya Vartnma, 300.
Jehangir, son of ALbar, 257.
Jesus Cllrist 188, 190, 195, 257, 364.
Jesus of Natarcth, 224.
Jewel and the Lotus, thc symbols of, 22,
118, 247, 252, 306, 341, 347, 357.
Jina-mitra, 304.
J i ~ h n uGupta, 107, 287, 300, 308, 342-344,
349.
Jitadasti, thc Kirinti K n g , 43-45, 61.
Jitasena, 303.
J G n a ( Knowledge ), 2.
Jfiina-Candra, 303.
Jii~naprasthina,136-140.
~
~ of the~ Asiatic
~ Society
~ ", 85.
a
l
" Journal Asiatique ", 128.
Judicial Customs of the Himahgu, 13.
~ ~ ~ a rock
~ a inscription,
r h
193, 277, 288Jyestha Vermin, 89, 199.
6.
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Kacchcapa (the tortoisc ), the incarnation
of Vishnu, 92.

( Kicha, 278.
KQdambas, 146, 289.
Kadaphes, 171.
Kaiser ( Caesar ), 184, 188, 192, 195-197,
205.
Kaisher Shumshere, late Field Marshal, 259.
Kiilasa, 185.
Kaka Varmma, Nimisa's grandson, 88,
104.
Kakas, 276, 277.
Kakusandha ( Krakuscanda ), Buddha, 22,
27, 33, 64, 98, 103, 116.
KHla-Cakra (Twelve-spoked-Wheel of Law),
the astropsychic Cycle of Death, 11, 13,
29, 45, 53, 60, 61, 67, 68, 74, 75, 81-84,
87, 94, 105, 106, 110-112, 118, 122,
123, 129-131, 134-138, 145, 150, 157,
161, 166,171-174, 179-181,195,205, 21121 9, 227-231, 247,252, 259, 283, 296-297,
305, 311, 314, 338, 342, 351-356, 359,
375, 393.
KHla-Cakra Era, 88, 105, 106.
Kalichuri, 307.
KPla-griisa, 338.
Kglakasuri, 294.
Kila-miidhava, 241, 249.
KHlamHdhava-Kiivika-VyPkhyiinam, 249.
"Kilanirnaya ", 249.
KZla-pisa ( noose of time ), 108, 110, 171173, 180, 187.
Kila-purusa, Briihmanic, 113.
Kila-ritri ( night of Kila or time ), 247.
" Kalasa ", 122.
KalidHsa, the Gupta Court poet Laureate,
71, 194, 214, 270, 280, 281, 286, 287,
343.
Kili-Gandaki, 1, 14.
Kilinga, Kingdom of, 96, 101, 212, 229,
249.
KaliyOga 88, 234, 299.

Kalki, the last incarnation of Vishnu, 309,
KQmadhenu ( the Cow ), 247.
KimarQpa, 249, 271.
Kiniikherii Stone inscription, 193.
Icanakmuni, ( Konigatnana ), 6, 13, 22, 23,
25-33, 41, 78-82, 84, 98, 103, 140, 320,
342, 345, 346, 349, 361.
K'ang Meng-hsiang, Sogdian, 119.
K'ang Sing-hui, Sogdian professor of
Buddhism, 124, 125.
Kinishka I, Era of, 167, 176,183, 221,229,
272, 283, 314.
K~nishkaI, Emperor, 94, 95, 106, 116,
132,-137, 140, 160, 171, 174-184, 190,
218, 221, 272, 290, 337-339, 344, 353,
360, 373.
Kgnishka 11, 183.
Kanishka inscription, 174.
Kankiilis, the Concept of, 159, 369, 376.
Kanthaka ( Gautama's favourite horse ), 37.
Kiinva Kings, 145, 148.
Kinviyana-Sriddha-Vidhih, 248.
Kanyiidina, 295, 381, 383, 387.
Kao-Seng Shuan, 126.
Kapsas, 161.
Kapardin, 172.
Icapilamuni, saint, 5, 6, 22, 26, 71, 78, 81,
84, 98, 103, 139, 279, 342, 345, 349.
Icapilamuni, Sinkhya system of, 6, 27.
Kapilavadi or Kavilavai or ~apilavattlla
( Kapilavastu ), Himalayan ~ i n g d o mof, 5,
6,9, 10,20,22, 24, 29, 30, 32, 35, 42, 45,
47, 51, 52, 55, 63, 64, 78-81, 98, 999
102, 103, 108, 118, 119, 123, 124, 129,
131, 137-143, 147, 162, 172-177, 197-206,
212, 217, 227, 230, 233, 272, 279, 2949
332, 334, 337, 348, 351, 353, 389-392.
Icapila-Vimala, 279.
Kara ( taxes ), 84, 222.
Karddamaka Satraps, 208.

KHranda VyQha, 90, 92,94, 200, 210, 245.
KiranapCjH, 205, 282, 297, 301, 305, 312,
314, 315, 329, 341, 349, 355-362, 370,
374, 383,384.
KarasanHjini, 251.
KHriyap, Commander-in-chief, 44.
Kirikss, 249, 250.
Karma ( law of fate ) 27, 33,40, 66,74,78,
103, 176, 196.
Karma-Saciva (Executive officer ), 193.
KarmaviicanH, 124, 126, 128.
" Kiirnlika," 315.
Karnili, 1, 20, 24, 45.
Karnharandhra and Brahmanhrandhra, the
mystery of, 82, 92.
Kirtaviryarjuna, 254.
Kartripura, 271.
KHrttikeya, 186.
Kasas, 1, 11, 15, 60, 102, 105, 142, 143,
151, 161, 209, 390.
KSisi, the principality of, 42.
Kassapagotta the mission of, 101, 102.
KaSyapa, (Kassapa) Buddha, 22, 26, 27,33,
53,64,98,103, 116, 140, 148, 190, 346,
349, 361, 388.
KTiSyapagotra, 102, 103, 110, 116,146-150,
198.
KHSyapa MHtang ( She-mo-t'eng ), 115-119,
155, 354.
KHSyapi, Aryan Earth Goddess, 150.
Kiisyapiya School, 116, 135, 152, 342.
Katpatuka, 24.
Kiityiyana (Kity~yaniputra),136, 140, 236,
250.
Kaulikicara, 34 1.
Kauravas, 16.
KauSik, Bhagavata, 279.
KauSik followers, 21 31.
KauSik intellectuals, 203.
KauSike, 144-152, 178, 203, 210, 271, 293,

296,317,319,321,329,349,350,353,362,
363, 384.
KauSikan Briihmins, 22, 39, 104, 116, 129,
190, 335.
KauSikan Devakulas, 102.
KauSikan PurPnas (myths and legends), 336.
KauSikan Sungay 148.
KauSikans,26,31, 51,105-107, 116, 134, 142,
157, 209, 236.
KauSiki-got ra, 102, 103, 110, 146-149.
Kauiiki-putra (son of Kauiiki ), 149.
KauSiki, rivcr, 1, 20, 22, 33, 38, 110, 142,
152, 154, 236, 342, 349, 372, 394.
Kautilya, 84.
Kautilya's Arthai5stra, 276.
Kivya-minGmsa, 279.
K'ch'en, 136.
Keith, 210.
Kekayi, Junior queen of King Dasaratha, 49.
Keng Ch'ung, Yu Chi's disciple, 122.
Kesa-Kamvala, 3 1.
KeSava, BhavHnanda's fathcr, 253.
Kesu, Kiranti King, 87.
'Khandhaka', the earliest Buddhist literature
of, 98, 100, 134.
Kharapatrikiis, 276.
Kharosthi Characters, 172.
Kharosthi monograms, 172.
Kharosthi script (Buhler Ep., ~ n I1
d p.
246 f ), 96, 115, 128, 143, 158, 160, 167169, 217-220.
Kharrosta, Area's son, 163.
Kharvela, Jaina King, 210, 212.
Khasa inscriptions, 226.
Khasin, 104.
Khasas, 1, 11, 15, 26, 53, 60, 102, 104,
107, 142, 151, 161, 169, 193, 195, 198,
209, 222, 226, 253, 278, 317, 337, 340.
Khotan, 223, 332.
Khotanese people, 223, 314.

Khuddapithake, 213.
Khuddasvimi, 213, 302, 31 1.
Kichakas, 178.
Kidiras, 104, 108, 274.
Kielhorn, professor, 338.
Kinnara-varmma, 301, 336, 380.
Kinnaras, Kinnaris, 11,25, 60,61, 107, 151,
161, 169, 271, 294, 320, 356, 360, 383.
Kirlta ( Nepal ), 213.
Kirintas, 1, 2, 10, 15, 17, 22, 25, 38, 43,
44, 47, 55, 56, 60-63, 70, 77, 87, 88, 104,
106, 107, 154, 162, 195, 198, 209, 295,
334, 345, 351, 356, 360, 369, 377, 380.
Kirintas, Finno Dravid, 9, 24.
Kiriinti Riijiis ( Kings ), 87, 272.
" Kirtana-giithis "(traditional songs), 328.
Kirtil~unyqhiahivihiira, 235.
"Kitsaistapetayas", 226.
Klu, 76.
Koltiimukl~asviimi,303.
Koli ancestors, 119.
Koli-caps, 306.
Koli clan, 20.
Koli-griima, 5, 24, 43, 51, 83, 113.
Koli people, 5, 6.
Koli priests, 4.
Koli princess, 5, 6.
Kolis, 1, 5-11, 22, 32, 43, 44, 50-55, 60, 64,
85, 102,104, 107, 119, 127, 142-144, 152,
175, 212, 220-224, 271, 287, 295, 297,
330-334, 351, 354, 356, 360, 376, 383.
Koliya village, 222.
KO I King's Kuang-Chih, 332.
KoSala, Kingdom of, 19, 45, 148, 274.
Koiali, 6, 20, 32, 42, 61, 147.
Kot5-family, 274.
Kramalilih, 302, 311, 321, 327, 333, 381.
Kranaya, Kiiji, 223.
Krimivarman, Lipyiiciirya, 274, 328,
Icri.;hl?a, SPtavihana King, 208, 210.

KriyBKPndakram~vali,237.
Kriyii-vidhina, 235.
Kr.l;~ladvaipiiyana,204.
Krtyakalpataru by Laksmidhara, 253.
Krtyamahirnava by Mahiirajiidhiriija Hariniriiyana, 258.
Krtya-ratnivali, 241.
Ksemasundari, inscription of, 336, 380.
Ksemasundari, Queen, 299, 329, 336, 380.
Ksemendra, Kashmiri poet, 327.
Ksetrapas ( Satrapa-Viceroys ), 193.
Kshatriyas ( warrior Caste ), 16, 146, 209,
328, 380.
Kuan-Yin, the cult of, 199.
Kulinchi Tolas, 4.
KumPra, 186, 302.
Kuiniirdevi, Licchavi princess, 204, 270-273.
Kumiirnmntya, 302, 311, 316.
Kumiirgupta I, 206, 281, 290, 293, 297,
302, 310, 343.
Kumiir Gupta 11, 297.
Kumir Gupta 111, 297.
Kumirgupta I, Copper plate inscription
of, 281.
Kumiirgupta I, hlandasor-stonc-inscription
of, 284, 336.
Kumiirjivah, Buddhist missionary, 131,135141, 151, 155, 176, 230, 316.
KumbheSvara, 354.
I<umhiis ( KulPla lolia ), 6.
KurmapurPna, 190.
Kurram-Coypcr Casket inscription 178.
Kuru, 249.
Kushiina Coins, 129, 205.
Kushiina Confederation, 178, 198, 204.
Kushiina Emperors and Icings, 120,132.
KushPl!a Era, 174, 177, 196, 218, 221, 358,
367, 374, 376 384, 3%.
Kulihann Inscriptions, 17.1, 196, 202, 227,
277.

Laukika , 154.
Ixmark, 30.
"Le Nepal" by S. I,evi, 255.
Levi, Sylvain, 25, 100, 104, 112, 114, 12.4,
128, 255, 287, 288, 293, 299, 318, 326,
335, 379.
Liaka Kusulaka, 162.
Licchavis, 1, 10, 23,42, 104, 142, 198, 203,
208, 214, 270-272, 293-300, 306, 310-314,
317, 324, 328, 329, 333-337, 351-356,
371, 376-384, 390-395.
Licchavi Bhattarakas, 205.
Licchavi Characters, 169, 233, 305.
Licchavi coins, 205.
Licchavi Era, 105, 174, 290.
Licchavi inscriptions, 4, 5, 8, 10, 21, 43,
51, 62, 85, 95, 109, 178, 195-203, 211,
213, 218, 221, 222, 226, 233, 250, 259,
270, 271, 277-287, 295-305, 307-316, 325,
331, 339, 344, 350, 556, 365, 383.
Licchavi
Kings, 134, 140, 142, 173, 1 9 6
Licchi, 4.
198, 218, 254, 271, 282, 287, 299, 310,
" Laksa-homa ", 247.
314, 319, 326, 335-338, 357, 390.
Laksmana ( King Rama's brother ), 49.
Licchavi period, 85, 234, 341, 345, 363.
Laksmi, Visnu's Consort, 92, 247.
Licchavi sculptures, 92, 313, 350.
Lak~rnikfimadeva,King, 113.
Licchavi Sanskrit, 17.
Lalita, 354.
Light Deities, 153, 181-183, 203, 230, 312,
Lalita-Vistara, ( the very first Sanskrit text),
323, 340-345, 357, 374.
34, 115, 118, 131,214.
Likhita, 236.
P'u-yao-ching (Chinese translation of
Limbuin, 104.
Lalit-vistara), 34, 354.
Lingums (phallus), early religious s ~ ~ n b o l s ,
Lalitapura, the city of, 83.
12, 22, 30, 39, 48, 68, 75, 129, 172,
Limaist tradition of LhHsa, 200.
199, 218, 232,
Landon, Perceval, 4, 82, 120.
Li Tao-Yuan, 331, 332.
"Language of tf e Kharoshti Documents Lokaksema, interr.ational scholar, 117-118,
(Cambridge 1937)", 220.
125, 127, 138.
Lao-Tse, 114, 118.
Lokapalas (lords of thc peoples), 210.
Lao-Tsu, 120, 121.
Lokayata (existentialist), 81.
Latin Civilisation, 196.
Lokottaraviidins, 67.
Lauhitya, 31.
(White) Lotus, Aphorism, 223.
Kushiina Kings, 129, 134, 147, 150, 175,
182, 186.
KushPnas, 104,106-109,115, 118, 133, 134,
142-153, 160, 166, 167, 169-182, 186-197,
201, 205, 207, 213, 218, 223, 225, 228,
272, 314, 337, 353, 361, 371, 377, 383,
390-395.
KuSinagara, 53.
Kusinara or Kasia ( t h e place of Buddha
Gautama's passing ), 24, 52.
'KuSundiki', 249.
Kutila 233.
Kuvera, King of the north, 199, 210.
Kuvera Varmin, 89, 104, 199.
Kuzula Kadphises, 159-161, 165-171.
Kwannon, the cult of, 199.
Kyirong, 25.

iii

Lotus- Tcwel symbolism, 120.
(\Vhitc) Lotus, the scripture of, 122, 130,
135, 160, 354.
(White) Lotus Siitra Manuscripts of Eastern
Turkestan, 307.
Lotus, the theory of, 27, 29, 131-134, 161,
166, 315.
Luders, H., 102, 222.
Lck, Kiriinti King, 87.
Lu Kuang, Fu Ch'ien's General, 137.
Lurnbini ( birth place of Siikyamuni ), 7 , 9
10,24,29,35,51, 52,64,78,82,85,86,90,
92-94, 98, 99,107, 120, 143, 147, 177,272.

Macedonian phalanxes, 18, 54, 56.
Macedonian Satraps (Ksetrapas-viceroys), 56
Macdonnell, 210.
Madana or Kima-deva ( g o d of love),
129, 342, 357.
Madanaratnepradipe-Priyascittadyotah, 246,
254.
Madana Simha, Rama, 246, 254.
Madana Simha, son of Sakti Simha, 254.
Midarakas, 271, 276.
Magadha, the Kingdom of, 10, 20, 21, 24,
42,44,55,211,233,270-273,331.
Midhava, 243.
MidhavPcHrya, 241, 249.
Madhukara Shaha, 257.
Madhuparka, the ceremony of, 301.
Midhyamika Commentaries, 132, 136, 140,
Madhyzntaka, Buddhist traditions of, 283.
Malwa (ancient Pawaya), 25, 187, 205, 207,
275, 276, 302.
Milavas, 25, 224, 272, 275, 276, 285, 336,
380.
hlilava tribcs, 11, 20, 26, 44,45, 185, 187,
276, 317.
hfiilava Emperors, 17.

hlilava people, 25, 283.
hliila~a-~al?a-r;ij~ns,
280-284, 379.
hfallas, 1, 24, 25, 42,43, 45, 272, 298, 354.
Mallas of Ancient History, 20.
Mallas of Kushiniira, 9, 23, 52.
Mallas of Piipii (Pava), 10, 23, 52.
Malla-patakara (PvIiilpota), 25, 222.
l'ota (land revenue), 84.
Mahendra, ASoka's son, 217.
Mahendra Giri, Icing of I'istapura, 274.
Mah~bala(Chu Ta-li=Kshtriya), 118, 155,
h{ahsbh~rata, ( Indo-Aryan Epic ), 16, 24,
43,45, 47, 48, 50, 61, 71, 73, 80, 187-190,
203-209, 231, 252, 270, 279, 319-333,
326-329.
M~idhammaralrkl~ita,
101.
Mahiidina ( Great gifts ), 239.
hfnhidanclaniiyalia, 193, 277.
"Mahidiinanirnaya", 239, 265.
Mahadeva's mission, 101.
hlahii-KaSyapa, 53, 99, 116.
Mahiiksctrapas, (the great governor), 190,
193.
Mahalliliiipariprecchi, 125, 173.
Mahiimagana (Mahiimatana-Vulgo Mahato
or Mahatasa), 146, 154, 163, 217, 227.
hfahsmatas of Sriivasti, 147.
Mahiimayii, 61.
Mahiiniima ( a Sakya Chief), 20, 42.
hlahinidiinasiitra ( Jen pen yu-shing Ching),
117, 245.
Mahiinksla, 371
Mahiparinirvina sutla of Dighanikya, 6 ,
51, 52.
MahL pu~usayajda,55.
Mahiirakkhita, the mission of, 101.
Mahiiriitri, the night of, 246.
Mahii-Samaya-Suttanta, 29, 47, 68, 129MahiisHmghika, 53, 99, 126-128, 138.
hlahiisena, 186, 289.

MahPfhramaca (!bkyamuni), 41, 44, 84,
126.
Mahisthama, Celestial Buddl~a, 3 15, 329,
355.
RIahHsthPn (Pundranagara, Bogra District,
Bengal ), 147.
MahHvala (Balabala), 201, 202, 275, 301,
305, 331, 346.
Mahiivania, 52.
hlal~iivnstu,53, 92.
Mah~vibhnSafa~tra,
136.
Mal~ivihiiras,53.
Mahiivira, 19, 37.
Mahattiira ( headmen of the village ), 311.
MahlyHna Gnosticism, 114.
Riahiiyiina-sQtra, 132.
Mahiiyiinic Mandalas, 205.
hlahHyLnika-vaivarthilra-bhiksusafigl~a,303,
307.
hiahiiyiinis t Writings, 133, 136, 190,233.
Maheivara ( God of gods ), Indo-scythian
cult of Siva, 146,280,289,312,357,385.
Mahi, 26.
hiahideva I1 (Vartta Devalabha), 299, 326,
380.
Alahipina, 62, 67, 198, 204, 222.
hfahisa, 101.
M a h i s ~ ~ a k99,
a 138.
MahislsQra, 388, 392.
hfaineyas, 22, 354.
Maithilas, 242.
hfaithili Characters, 238, 243, 248, 253-259.
Maithili script, 232, 250.
hlaj jhantika, the mission of, 101.
hlajumdar, Professor R.C.,291.
Riakao Grottoes of Tunhung depicts, 113.
hiana Devah I, King, 13, 27, 90, 93, 94,
110, 173, 194, 205, 256, 272, 278, 282,
288, 296, 298-301, 307, 312, 318, 321,
337-336,
352, 357-359,
365-374,

378-387, 393.
Xiana-dcva IT (Uhiravi), Inscription of, 299,
318, 366, 380.
hlHnadeva Era, 90, 94, 206, 223, 297-299,
306, 310, 359, 365-372, 376, 38-4.
MLna Dcvah's inscription of Chiingu NirC
yana, 288-291,327,335,381.
Managupta, 287.
I\fnnamati, 62.
M5nPnkas (Coins of hI;tna Dc-vah I), 279,
288, 314, 387.
AIPnasarovara, 24.
Manaslu, 23.
hfPnava-dharma-iistra, 231-238, 298.
Manchu, Mongolian dynasty of, 312.
Mandasor-stone-inscription, 284.
hlnndhntn, 301.
Mandodari, 50.
hianefvavi, the cult of, 375,
Manichaesm, 18, 339.
Rlani ka, 235.
Rlani-yogini, 202.
hlanuja, 204.
ManjuihrC2-Bodhisatt17a~113-115.
hiaiijuShrCC, celestial Buddha, 311-315, 329,
354, 358, 373, 375.
MafijuShrCC-dharma, 114, 305, 312, 337.
MafijuShrCC-mGla-kalpa, 302.
hiantras ( incantations ), 144, 301.
hianshci-a (Buhler, Ep. End. I1 ), 82.
Manu, Brihmannic Saint, 21, 39, 85, 184,
188, 224,231 -237, 255, 274, 282,296-300,
31 1, 318-328.
hianusamhit& 184.
Rlanusmyti, 190, 261.
hianu, the codes of, 85.
hlznushi Buddha, 79.
AIao (Persian moon God ), 108, 180.
3liirici, 251.
;?Isrici-vajra-~irihi,
Earth Goddess, 341,351

Maru, 249.
Marx, Karl, 365.
Matsya (fish), irlcarnation of Vishnu, 92.
Matsyendra, 120, 201, 366.
Materials for the study of Nepalese IGstorySi

works, 124, 149, 156, 157, 173, 178.
Milton, poet, 321.
Minda, King, 55.
Ming dynasty (1368-1643 A.D.) 114.
Mitaka (Nimisa's son), 88
C~:lture"publishcdbyIS~fEO,Rome,231.
MithilP, 21, 22, 26, 28, 32, 51, 148, 185,
Alathurii inscription, 146, 162, 184,272.
231. 237. 239. 248.
Mati-saciva or Dhi-saciva (Counsellor), 193.
Mithras, 362, 370.
Mattilla, 275.
Mithraism Vis-a-vis Briihmanism,
Maukhk-is, 150, 231, 235, 283, 310, 311,
Mithuna Couples, 150, 330.
317.
Mitra dynasty, 147-149.
Maurya Era, 88, 109, 310.
"Miscellenous Essays" 1.
Mauryan Court of Magadha, 17.
Mlecchas (outcasts) 142, 288, 309.
Mauryan Emperors, 17, 95, 111, 143, 148.
Moga (Maues I), first Salra King,
Mauryan Empire, 96, 101, 148.
163, 177.
Maurayan Kings, 56, 59, 145, 272.
Moha-rstri (night of false hopes) 2
Mauryan
- -period, 69.
Mohefijo-diro (the city of the dead), 2,11,
Maurya-Varna Vihiira, 202.
16, 48, 68, 70, 71, 86, 87, 288, 377, 385,
Mauryas, 59-61, 63, 64, 95, 102, 142-149,
157, 207, 271.
390, 394.
Mauryas of Pipphalivana, 10, 24, 55.
Moksala, Khotanese monk, 128, 138.
Miya 71 , 74,185,190, 199,315,352, 363-369. Mongolian tribes, 69, 193.
May2 Devi, mother of S a l ~ ~ a m u n5-9,
i , 30, ~
~193.
~
~
~
67, 120, 185, 209.
Moriyas, 60, 63.
Mazdaism, 18.
Morrison, 364.
" Mediaeval History of Nepal ", 110, 112.
M~~~~of the Bible, 234.
Megasthanes, Greek Ambassador, 84.
Mother Earth, 69-73.
Menander, Era of, 177.
Mother Goddess, 69, 72, 81, 92, 108, 313.
Messia, Buddha,
202, 2149
3059
314, (Great) Mother Goddess, 29, 69, 70,75, 77,
354.
86, 87, 99, 127, 129, 144, 305, 313, 319,
Mihira-Helios, the Almighty sun god, 145.
339, 345, 347, 359-361, 367, 383.
Millirakula, the Heptllalitc King, 202, 230, (Great) Mother Goddess Shree, 306.
302, 308, 311-313, 337-344, 350.
(Nude) Mother Goddess of Fertility, 12, 19,
Mihira-Mitra, Irano-Aryan God, 108, 182.
22, 38, 48, 61, 68, 70.
Mihira, persian sun God, 180.
Mother Mary, 189.
hlilarepa, World famous Tibetan poet, 25.
Mrga ( gazclle ) 46, 110, 181.
hlilinda (Menander), Greek King, 95, 107,
Mrgadaha ( Szranith ), 40, 45.
147-1499 155-1583 162, 166, 173,178, 182, Mrga$ikha, Hunnic King, 339.
207, 277, 283, 360.
hlrgasthali, 46.
hfilindal~aiillo, Pali translation of early Mygin!, 329.
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Mukherji, S.N., 291.
Mukuta ( Crown ) 114.
MQla-SarvPstivPda-Vinaya, 43, 51, 321.
MundaSriikhalika, 363, 371, 389.
Munda tribes, 69.
Munujuk, 305, 312, 337
Mura, 55, 60.
Muslim Invasion, 1.
Muslim of Djakarta, 248.

(N)

Nandi-nagari, 233.
NQrada, Brahmanic singing saint, ZW, 261,
270, 273.
Nirada-samhita (collections), 234, 261.
Nlrada-Smrti, 274.
NHradiya-dharma Sistra, 234, 261.
Naraharinith, Yogi Shrw, 226,
Narasimha (madion), 21, 92, 200, 247,
307, 33-1, 340, 345-347, 351, 358, 361,
367, 369, 374, 385, 388,
Narasimha Gupta, 297.
Naravarmma, 300, 335,
Narain, l'rofessor, 156,
Narendra Devah, King, 114.
NirPyapa, 14, 21, 69, 204, 238, 322, 329.
Niriyana, Ananta Jalasayana, 90.
Nirlyana, Bisankhu, 90, 199.
NirHyar.a, Ichahgu, 90, 199.
Niiriyana, Sikhi, 347.
Niiriyana, Vulgo-Changu (Dola-Sikhara
Svammi ), 90, 199,272, 326,336.
NHrHyani, 14.
Nisik Cave inscription, 208,
NPsik-hall, 208.
Nastanta, Kazi, 223.
Nistikas (atheists), 81.
Navanitarattana-kavi, 309.
Nebuchadnezzar the Great, 161.
Nepala-Samvata, 235, 237, 258.
Nepalese Chronicles, 86, 87, 104, 105, 113,
142, 154,
Nepalese Chronologies, 95, 200, 287, 297.
Nepalese inscriptions in Gupta characters,"
110, 135, 141, 146, 169, 174, 202, 258,
273, 277, 281, 284, 290, 295, 297-305,
317, 340, 354.
Nepali Era, 94, 100, 259.

Nibhaka and Nibhapamti or Nabhati, 96,101.
Nachna inscriptions, 274.
N~iga,76, 120, 148, 153, 178, 186, 347,355.
Nsgadatta, 275.
Niigadeva, 307.
NQga dynasty, 275.
NHgara characters, 241-249, 253, 256, 257.
NHgara script, 233.
NPgHrjuna, Yogacara master, 135, 151, 177,
184, 254.
NPgHrjunikonda, the historical site of, 21 3.
NPgasena, King, 275.
Nigasena, Buddhist monk, 149, 151, 155,
157, 173, 178.
Nsga-h!dn (Niga-Daha), 77, 103, 198, 205.
Nigavisa(present valley of Kathmandu), 29.
NPhapha, 186, 191.
NaivPsika, 154.
Nilanda, Indian University of, 232,302,303.
NPnHghat inscriptions, 210.
NPna, Kiranti King, 87.
Nana, Persian Mother Goddess, 180-182.
Nanda ballads, 51.
Nanda dynasty, 55,212.
Nanda Era, 88, 109,310.
Nanda King, 55.
Nandanagar, 23.
Nestorianism, 339.
Neviiri,
4, 233-235.
Nandi (Bull), 108, 172, 202.
Nevnls, 4, 5, 26, 169, 235,254Nandi, King, 275.

Nc\r;?ri script, 237, 248-253.
Neyari Characters, 252-256, 258.
" New contributions to the Problems of 1 ' ~ Hinya~istBuddhism", 98.
Nibbiina, 38, 39, 66, 68, 98, 111, 213.
Nibb~na,pada, 39, 74, 135.
Nibbiina sampatti, 213.
Nicaea, 224.
Nidiinas, 117.
Niddesa, Pali translation of early worlrs, 124.
Nigama, vedic, 79.
Niglihava, the forests of, 6, 12, 13, 29, 64,
78, 79, 84, 98, 99, 107.
NikZyas, 138.
Nimi- Jat aka, 154, 198.
Nimisa, King, 88, 104, 133, 142, 154,
178, 198.
Nirnayimrta, 241, 267.
Nirnayiirka, 241.
Nirviina, 36, 79, 82, 88, 100, 109, 114, 123,
139, 156, 170, 173, 230, 232.
Nirvsna Era, 88, 100, 101, 105, 106, 109,
112, 114, 135, 140, 150, 156, 162, 167,
174-177, 196, 206, 218, 227-230, 259,
283, 299, 310, 314, 338, 358, 367, 374376, 384.
NishZda, 187.
Niti-Siistras, 231.
Nitya-prayoga-ratniiliara by Prem Nidhi
Sharma, 254.
Noble l'rofessor, P.S., 220.
Northern School, 124.
Nynya, 3, 222, 125, 232, 235.
Nyiya-Ratnikara Mimginsa, 232.
NyZya-sQtra of Gautama, 247.
Nyiya-Tracts ( logic ), 232.
Nyiiya-viliiisini, 234.
(0)

Oetlla (llmi, Uma or Ajiln L), 2.

Ocdilms and Jocasta, 45,48,110,181,364.
Oesllo (Siva with I~isbull ), 145, 180, 390.
Ogu Kirti Sarma, 223.
Oldcnbcrg, l'rofcssol-, 61, 176.
Omn
37, 39, 48, 108, 306, 340.
"Omn Mani Padme Hum", 39, 306.
Orithagncs, 165.
Orodes I, 167.
O ~ l a g n o(V~tagllnaor Ballram), the War
God, 180.
Oxford Editors, 85.
Osus, river, 203, 286, 330.
,)I:.(

Pabhosii Cave inscription, 150.
"Paddhate" by Bhava Deva, 255.
Paderia, 11.
Padmanavha, 243, 250-252, 308.
PadmanHvhasan~graha,250.
Padmapiini, LokeSvara, 200.
Padmapiinis (Lotus-holders), 306, 354.
Padtnapurana, 190.
Padmasambhava, 128, 339.
Pahirado, Asura ( Assyrian ) prince,
99,
124, 128.
Pahlava Era, 17, 167, 170, 174, 176, 283.
Pahlava rulers, 170, 178.
Pahlavi inscriptions, 170, 174, 175.
Pahlavasa, 142-147, 153, 157, 163, 165, 169,
173, 180-184, 193, 209, 213-217, 221,
228, 343, 349.
Paisiichi l'riikrit, 212, 220.
Paltorcs, King, 170.
Palakka Ugrascna, 274.
Paliinchok inscription, 201, 393.
Pali, 17, 124, 128, 133, 173, 212-220, 229,
233.
Pili Dhammapada (tthakathii), 124.
Piili-patriarchs, 227.
Pnli tcst, G.

P2li Tripitaka, 212.
I'5li-Vinayas, 134.
Pallas Athene, 158, 168, 171, 272.
Pincila ( Uttar Pradesh), 16, 20, 50.
PiincHli (Draupadi) Wife of I'ii~~dnvas,16,
20, 50, 327.
Paiicas ( five village elders ), 31 1, 28, 231.
Paiiciinantarya-dharma, 286.
l'aficatatva (fire, water, ether, wir?d, space ),
81, 352.
PaiicavjmsatisPllacrikH PdjiiHpHramiti, 132.
Paiichiyiiet, 280.
ccPaficl~a-man~ali",
280, 281.
l'aiicha Sila, 122,280,301,327, 385, 393.
I'aiichika, Yaksa, 177, 199.
PiincopHSaka or SmHrta, 252.
Pindavas, 16, 20, 50, 327.
Pandyas, 9G.
I'iinini, Briihmanic grammarian, 273.
"Panna" (true Wisdom), 36.
PHpP o r PPvP (Pawaya), 24,25, 52, 53, 275.
Pgradas, 193.
Parama-BhPgavatas, 270,280, 289, 326, 329.
ParamHbhimHni, 285, 287, 301, 311, 334.
Parama-Mahesvara, 172, 312.
ParsSara, BrPhmanic Patriarch, 21, 231,
234, 236, 242, 279, 301, 303, 320.
ParHsara-Snyti, 234, 262.
Parba, Kiranti King, 45.
ParibhHsii-viveka. 240.
Pariyatra, 187.
Pnrsavas, the early Persians, 15.
Parthian missionary, 116.
Parthians, 16, 115, 118, 145, 155, 161, 167,
193.
"Paruvarn Daira" (Purva Dcvah), 16.
Pii~vanaSriiddha, 237.
PBrvati the Consort of h a , (Gauri), 169,
185, 237, 289, 343., 351.
PiSupat cult of perception, 11, 19.

PHSupat principlcr , 12, 68.
l';l<ul'ata~"ryas, 3?2, ?G3-370, 381.
I'ijupata yogins, 26-28, 33, 35, 322.
PaSupati coins, 199, 390.
I'aiupati, Indus valley cult of, 70.
I'aSuyati Mantras ( spclls ), 89.
Pasupati Nltha, the national shrine of, 89,
112, 202.
1'aSupati-prasasti ( Protocal ), 112.
PaSupati, the master of Brute Creations,
(the shepherd god), 2, 12, 19, 38, 39,
46, 47-49, 61, 62, 68, 77, 78, 87-91, 94,
112, 129, 142, 144, 152, 153, 159, 171173, 181, 194, 193, 213, 217,224, 231233, 270, 285, 305, 311-313, 319, 333,
339, 342, 345, 349, 33G, 365-368, 378386, 390.
Pasupraksa deva ( great grandson of King
Nimisa ), 89, 104.
PPtaliputra (Patna), 56, 61, 63, 67, 74, 82,
101, 133, 138, 148, 157, 203, 216, 274,
296.
Pztanjali ( l3riihmanic priest 1, 27, 59, 95,
107, 111, 145.
Patharkattas, 6.
Patika (Patub), King, 87, 154, 162.
Pati Varmma, 90.
Patna Image inscription, 152.
Patra, 94.
Paul, Greek Astronomcr, 251.
PauliSa-siddhinta, the work of Varahamihra,
284.
Piyisi, 31.
'l'eepal' tree, 37, 72Penzcr, N.M., 291.
Petech, Professor L., 88, 110, 112, 226,
290, 330, 374.
Pere hfenasche, 170.
Perso-Aryans, 169.
l'halg-udeva, father of I'ushyamnitra, 143.

Phrates IV, 165.
Pharisees, 188.
Philosenus, 164.
Phulpiiti (flowers and leaves), 73, 75.
"Piedmont", 28.
Pingali-Vihlra, 202.
Piprahava-Buddhist-Vase-Epitaph, 13, 45,
49, 53, 63, 64, 66, 84, 95, 99, 100, 106,
109, 111, 112, 123, 126, 129, 135, 140,
145, 146-150, 156-162, 167, 170, 173,
177,183,198,216-218,227, 229,245,283,
307, 314, 342, 345, 360, 376, 393.
Piprahava-Buddhist-Vase-Inscription, 11,25,
86, 273.
Pithas, 46, 355.
Plato, 30, 63.
Pliny, 54.
Plipeya, transport officer, 223.
Podeys, 4, 5, 70.
Podey-Tola, 91.
"Porana Pakiti" (the ancient laws of nature ), 98.
Prabhusangha, 282, 301, 374.
Pracetih, 251.
Pracetsh, the Elder (Vyddha Pracetah), 251,
Pradyota, King, 20, 44.
Pradyumna 210.
Prajapati (Prabhavati or Gotami), 6, 9, 10,
62, 209, 320.

Pranaya and Pritidana, 193.
Prapaiicaszra, 250.
Prlrjunas, 276.
Prasenjit, King, 20, 42-44.
Pratlpa Malla, 240.
Ptatimoksa, 99, 124, 126, 128.
13ratistha tattvam, 245.
Pratistha-paddhati, 237.
Pratyantas, 201, 204.
Pratyeka-Buddha, 79, 126, 314, 318.
Priyaicitta Prakaranam by Bhava Deva 255.
13re-Aryan, 69-73, 76.
Pre-Indo-Aryan Psychic Cult, 68.
"Preliminary Reports and Studies on the
Italian Excavations in Swat", 110, 130.
"Preliminary Report on two Scientific
Expeditions in Nepal," 14.
Pre-Mauryan inscriptions, 146, 229.
Pretakrtyanirnaya, 243.
Preta-maiijari, 245.
" Pretas " (ghosts), 242.
Prithvi or Urvi (the earth goddess ), 66,
71. 76.

Prithivisena, VPkHtPka King, 274.
Priyajivah, 302, 311.
Priyapila, 5, 62, 118, 301.
Prthvivarmln, 199.
Proto-Aryan peoples, 233, 361.Ptoleiny I1 Philadelphos of Egypt, 96.
PrajnP literature 137, 139.
13udgala or Kana ( atoms ), 81 82, 109.
PrajnipPramita 114, 127-129, 245, 269, 307, pujl, 3, 244.
Prajiiika, 315.
Puj~pradipa,252.
Priikrit, earliest, 30, 100, 156.
13ulamvi, Independent King, 187.
Prakrit inscription, 170, 174, 175.
Pulastia, 251.
Prnkrit language, 6, 12, 17, 93, 96, 115-117, Pu~nnadeva(PSrnadeva), 115.
119, 123, 134, 146, 147, 157, 160, 167- Pundarika-sQtra (Lotus sutra), 128.
169, 212, 216-220, 226, 229, 233, 280, Punyadhana, Kllotanese monk, 129.
310.
Puragupta, 297.
I'rakriti (Nature), elemcnts of, 80, 356, Pu~anas,184, 21 1, 238, 242, 270, 275, 346,
3G9.
373, 374.

Puras (fortified towns), 19.
Pururva (l'oros) King, 18.
"P~rusamedha'~,72.
Purusottama, 241, 246.
PQrva-mitnHmsP, 232.
Pushka, KirHnti King, 45, 87.
Pushyamitra, 61, 95, 102, 144, 148.
Pusltlavatl 155, 165, 169, 171.
"Putra-Dinakarodyotah", by ViSvcSvara
Bhatta, 256.

RHma Shah, K i g , 226.
RgmPyana, Hindu epic of, 19, 21, 22, 25,
43, 49-52, 61, 71, 95, 133, 143, 185, 189,
203,208, 209, 231, 252, 270, 279.
Rana Bahadur Shaha Deva, Gorkha King,
249.
RPni pokhari 3.
Raiijani, 233.
Ranjuvula, Saka King, 163.
Rapson, E.J. 220.
Rana ( taste ), 82.
Rkttraklita Copper plates, 294.
Ratnak~randika,235.
RHghavadeva, King, 112.
Raghunandana, author of I'ratistha-Tatvam, Ratnakara Santi, A Nepalese professor, 232.
Ratna sambhava, 305.
245.
Raghuvamsa, 114, 204, 214, 281, 296, 323, Ratnasaiigha, 282, 301, 374.
Ravana ( ten-headed demon King of Idanki),
344.
50.
Rahula, 12, 37.
RHja-dharma (King's law), 226.
Rajalla devi, 235.
Rajas, 61.
RHjaSekhar, poet, 294.
Rajendra Vickram Shah Deva, 241.
RHjesvari-GhIita, 91.
Rajgyha, 6, 10, 20, 32, 44, 52-55, 63, 99,
108, 116, 126, 135, 156, 216, 271.
Rajput Thakuris, 203, 286.
~ a j ~ a v a t90,
i , 91, 288, 290, 298, 327.
Riksasis ( demonesses), 52.
Rgksyasas ( demons ), 48, 52, 59, 374.
RPma ballad, 50-52.
R~mabhadra,240.
RHma-deva, 300, 321.
RHmagHma, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 51-53, 60, 63,
64, 85, 139, 142, 175, 212.
Riima Gupta, 278, 290-296, 310, 379.
Rima, hero of the Hindu epic of FGmHyana,
19, 21, 22, 49-52, 61, 143.
Rima JHtaka of the Attskathi, 49, 50.
RIma, King of Virinasi, 6, 7.

Ravigupta, 298.
Rawilson, Sir Henry, 15.
Rxy-Chodllury, 292, 302.
Reid, 2.
Regnii, Dr. D.R. 334.
Revato ( monk ), 100, 102.
"Report on Buddhism", 113.
Ribhupnla, 350.
Rigvcda, 21, 65, 70, 93, 246, 347.
Rigvedic thoughts, 21.
Rigvedic Revelation of Karnahrandhra, 9294.
Ripu hlalla, Khasa kin^, 107.
Roman Civilisation, 190, 196.
Romaka-siddhinta, work of Varihmihira,
284.
Rudra dHman, 191, 193, 277.
Rudra deva, 275.
Rudradhara, 239, 253.
Rudra deva Varmma, 90, 200.
Ruira' sena 1;-275.
Rudra Sim1l:i I, 195.
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Rudra Simha 111, 194.
Rudra, Vedic storin God, 3-1, 39, 11 1, 129,
388.
Rdpa ( sight ), 82.
Rilpa-dhr?tu ( thc form-lvorld 1, 245.
Rlipa Nsdyana, Doyan King, 253.
Russell, Bertrand, 364.

87, 88, 90, 94, 105, 109-112, 114, 115,
140-142, 156-163, 173-182, 168, 192-1'18,
203-206, 213, 218, 229-235, 2,Il-246,
259, 272, 276, 279,283-286, 299, 30s-317,
336-338, 344, 358, 367, 373, 37G, 354,
386, 393.
"Sakah Haumavargah", 16,87,104,272,297.
Sakah tigrakhaudiih, 16.
Salia inscription, 227.
Saka King, 195, 205, 212, 293, 300, 335.
Sabbakgrni ( monk ), 100.
Saka Kshaharata (satrap), 207-211.
Sabda ( sound ), 82.
Saka murunda 271, 276-279, 293,-295, 381.
Sabdags, 76.
Saddharma ( truc doctrine ), 171-196, 262, Salia-~ahlavas,54, 56, 63, 104, 105, 107,
132, 148, 161, 217, 317.
223, 281, 284, 299, 310, 314, 326, 340Sakas, 11, 14-18, 24, 45, 47, 53, 54, 56, 63,
345, 349, 358, 368, 373, 393.
87-89, 92, 95, 98, 102-112, 129-184, 189Saddharma Pundarika SGtra ( Lotus Si~traof
228, 272, 275, 283, 287, 294, 308-310,
true doctrine ). 122, 129-135, 141, 161,
334-354, 361, 371, 377, 381, 390-394.
172, 213, 223, 316.
~
a
k a s ,Amyrgian Skythian, 16.
"Sad Urvih" ( six cspansions ), 72.
Saliastll~na45, 104, 105, 159.
Sagara, King, 298, 311, 323, 350.
Saka Usavadata, King, 283.
Siigarajival?, 316.
Sahajayzna, 365, 372.
Saketa (Ayodhya), 32,45,61, 95, 127, 133,
S a i v a - ~ i d d ~ a238.
,
157, 270, 331.
Saiva or Saivite Tantras, 117, 130, 358.
Sakhavi, a merchant, 111.
Saiva-Yogins, 112, 140, 218, 231, 344, 349, Sakriditya, 302.
SPkt~yana,250.
357, 362.
Sgivas, 37, 128, 130.
:Sakti, 71, 352, 356, 367, 385.
Saivism, 90, 104, 106, 111, 116, 122, 128, Salrti Ballabha BhattPciirya, 256.
130, 160, 168, 178, 252, 269, 293, 296, Siikya-bhiksu-Safigha, 315.
Siilcya clan, 8, 20, 42.
314,333,338,349,355, 380,383.
Sikya King of Kapilavastu, 7, 8.
Saivism, tgntric, 256.
Siikyamuni, Great Passing of, 23, 45, 47Saivite Coins, 198.
Saivites, 2,65, 99, 100, 103-109, 111, 118,
49, 52, 74, 95, 100, 105, 10'1.
122, 129, 132, 157, 177, 189, 200, 233, S;ikyamuni (Siddh~ratl~a,
Gautama Buddha),
311.
6-10, 14, 19, ,20, 22-25, 27, 29, 31-48, 52Saivo-Buddhistic literature, 134.
55, 59-68, 71, 71, 77-78, ::?.-$G, 95, 96,
Saivo-~uddhistreligion, 143, 280.
99-103, 105, 109-113, 116, 118-130, 123,
Sai-wang, 331.
129, 133, 138-140, 146-153, 157, 162,
170, 173, 177, 182, 185, 188, 194-199:
Sakadvisi, the title of, 294.
Saka Era or Saka millennia ( K r t a - p ~ a ) ,
204, 209, 21 3-21 9, 257, 270-2743 279,

Grahapati ), 182.
305, 314, 320, 324, 329, 342-345, 349Sa~!~vatsarakrtya- prakssa
Ijy R h b k a r a
354, 358, 384, 391.
ljhalrta, 257.
!kikyan Solar dynasty, 102.
Samyak-Sam-Uuddlla, 149, 155-163, 175,
&kya princess, 7, 8, 42.
178,196, 224, 230.
h k y a Simha, Buddha, 43, 39.
Samyak
Society, 214, 394.
S:kyavardhana, Yaksa god, 68, 99, 103,
138, 141, 146, 150, 152, 161, 173, 218, Samyengu (Chaitya dedicated to thc first
historical Buddha Vipassi), 29, 62, 79.
233, 312, 348-350, 355-360, 376, 390,
Sikyas, 1, 5-7, 9-11, 20, 31, 42-44, 50- Sanaba~csI, 170.
55, 59-63, 66, 67, 78, 95, 99, 102, 104, Sanabares 11, 170.
107, 118, 119, 138-144, 152, 155, 162, Sanalciinilcas, 27G, 280, 292.
L C Saniitana-dhalma ", 313.
173-178, 198, 2'35, 212, 222-224, 233,
271, 287, 294-304, 310, 328-334, 345- Sanavasi (monk), 100, 101.
SHfichi, 34, 184, 187, 193, 277.
350, 377, 383, 389-394.
SPficht Stone inscription, 280.
Sikyas of Kapilavastu, 78, 85,89,39.
SandhyP-Vidhi, 237.
391.
Siiligrama ( ammonite stone ), 21.
Safigha deva, Kasmirian teacher, 136-140.
Sangharaks~,
117.
'Salilanidhana ' (Corporal remains), 111,
Sanghas, monastic seclusion of, 37, 38, 140.
112, 146, 149, 157, 198, 369, 371.
Safighavarma, Sogdian teachcr, 126.
Samiidhi (mental concentration), 391.
SaijgrPma hfalla, Khasa King, 107.
Samantabhadra, 355.
SaiikarPc~rya,202.
Sambhava, 128.
Saiikara, Himalayan God, 73.
Sambhuto (monk), 100, 101,121.
Safikaqana,
210.
Sam-Buddha, 170-180, 183, 194, 216 313,
Saiitha, 236.
329, 343, 345, 377,
Saiisa, Kiliinti King, 87.
Simlchya (mathematical calculation), 81.
Siimkhya system of philosophy, 6, 7, 22, San lun, 140.
Sin1a-jiiana-mudrii (meditation), 306.
6'6, 71, 84, 111, 140, 178.
SnmsPra (Endless round of rebirtl~sin the Santideva, 303.
Sapedanes, 166, 169.
world ), 71, 139.
Saptami-vpta-Kathii, 247.
Samskiiras, 178, 239.
Saptarsis (seven Vcdic saints), 21, 50.
Samsuddin, 240.
Samud~aGupta, 201, 204, 271-277, 287, "Sirasamgraha ", 247.
Sa~asvati(hlincrva), 246, 322, 329.
291-295, 335, 381.
Samudra Gupta, Allahabad inscription of, Sarasvati sister of Kilakasuri, 294.
Sarayu, o r Mahi, 14, 19, 45, 147, 270.
235, 262, 270-277, 292, 378.
"SarbasCtinirnaya ", 351.
Samvag~a(Sarpvargas), 147, 149.
" Sarira-StCpa " of Kumlrjii-a, 141, 196,
Sam\r;irta, 236.
205.
~ a ~ v a r t a - n a n d(Savatananda),
a
Yaksa, 150.
Samvatsaia (master of the planets namely " Sarita-SIgara " 295, 381.

Saroja-KalikP, 241.
Sarvls~ivida,133-138, 178.
Sarviistiviidin, 99, 304.
Sarva Varmln, 89, 199.
Sasan, 166, 169.
Sati, 73, 327, 351, 355, 372, 386, 389.
Satakarni, King, 186, ' 191, 21 1.
SiitPpatha briihmana, 66, 75.
Sntgtapa, 236, 261.
Satwa, 30.
Siitaviihana culture, 207,-211.
Siitaviihane dynasty, 149.
Siitaviihana empire, 208.
SPtaviihana kings, 196.
Satavahanas, 207-212, 298.
Satavastra, 166, 169.
Satya (truth ), 64, 65, 70.
Satyavati, 10, 16, 148, 231, 236, 242, 294,
320.
Satya-yQga, 200, 234.
Saubhuti King, (Sophutou in Greek character, Sophutes of the Greeks ), 154.
Saugatas ( Historical Buddhas ), 90, 231,
251, 282, 298, 305, 314, 318-329, 314348, 354-368, 375, 393.
Savant Vasu-mitra, Buddhist, 133.
Savaris, 11, 25, 375.
Savayamateva-bhumi, 201.
Schayer, Professor, 98.
Sc~thians(Sakas), War like tribes, 18, 108,
161, 224, 272.
Scytho-Parthian, 284.
Selucid Sovereignty, 18.
Selucos Nikator, 55, 56, 63.
Semitic City of Babylon, 15.
Semitic concept, 60.
Semitic Origin, 176.
Semitic Revelations, 39.
Semja, 14, 24.
Scnart, N., 220.

Scrapis, Grceli god, 108.
"Serindia (1921)", Stein's famous work, 220,
Shamsuddin, Mohammad, General, 255.
Shankara Devah, King, 90, 202, 272, 300.
Shirkis, 4.
Sharma, 16, 151, 223, 334.
Sharmag-upta, 278.
Shiistri, Professor N.P., 254.
Shinkot-casket-inscription, 149, 156-159,
166.
Sl~riiddhas,244.
Shramana (pilgrim), 116, 126, 208.
Shriimnera (novice) for Shami, 116, 192.
Shrivaka (Ordinary disciple), 125, 131.
Shravana Kumar, the Brahmanic boy, 50.
Shruti-dharmaigstras, 318.
Shrutis (Vedic Revelations), 2,32,231,224.
Shun, Emperor, 122.
Shuhsiang monastery, 114.
ShrCC dhara V a r m ~ n ,193.
ShrCC-datta-paddhati, 239.
ShreC deva Simha, King, 239.
ShrC@-gupta,272.
SlirCC Mahiiganapati, 249.
Shui-Ching-Chu, 330-334.
Siddhas (perfect ones), 183, 228.
Siddhivarmiin, 199.
Sijjgpatis (Semjapattis) 14.
Sila-bhadra, 303.
Sila-varmiin, 304.
Sim (third class ), 85.
Simonetta, Professor Alberto M., 105, 156159, 162-170, 174, 177,183.
Simulra, 21 1.
Sinhalese chronicles, 101.
Sino-Kharosthi coins, 197.
~ i r i - r n(Oemii,
~
Amz, Ajimn, or Shree-devi),
150, 390.
Sistcr-States (Sistan, Jadan, Khasan, Khambuan, Bodan ) 159.

Sitii, 10,21,49-51, 61, G6, 71,186,384.
Siva (I1aSupati), the cult of, 22, 34, 35, 46,
105, 106, 108, 111, 130, 152-185, 195,
237, 238, 250, 281, 312, 341-346, 350357, 372-379, 385-390.
Siva-caturdaia, 242.
SivPji, Emperor, 256.
SivHlf, Queen, (Wife of King Janaka) 21,
152, 294, 320.
S i v a - ~ r t i v ~ s11
a , 0, 172, 368, 390.
Siva-lings (phallus), 46, 122, 210, 319, 322,
329, 336, 350, 355, 357, 379.
h a , pinski bow of, 21, 51, 185.
Sivar~tri-vidh~nam,
246.
Siva Ravi-locana, 108, 127, 128, 181-183,
342-344, 351, 366, 369, 373, 386.
Siva-Tripur~ntaka,185, 374.
Siva-vairocana (three headed Siva), 108,
127, 128, 181-183, 304, 386.
Siva Varmiin, 90, 200.
Siva-~rddhiVarmgn, 90, 200.
Skandha, 181, 186, 213.
Skandha, the five, 117.
Skandha-dhPtvHyatansutra (Yin-Ch'ih-ju
Ching ), 190, 245.
Skandhagupta, Bhitari-stone-pillar inscription
of, 288-290.
Skandhagupta, king, 288, 289.
Skandhakas, the Buddhistic, 112, 319.
SleshmHntalia, 46, 181.
SmHrthasQtras, 231.
Smith, V.A., 80, 85, 86.
Smith's catalogue, 157-159, 168, 171, 180,
217.
Srnriti-compilations, 231, 234, 239-241, 244
257, 270, 323, 329.
Srnrti-paribhiiy3, 239.
Smyti-samhitiis, 251.
Slnrtis (rccollcctions), 2, 190, 231-256, 311,
316, 319, 322, 327, 361, 382, 386.

Smrti Works in Guruji licma Raj's lihtary,
261.
Smytyupasth~na,the four, 117.
Sobhgvati, the city of, 29, 78.
Sobhitiiriima, 29.
Socratos, 159, 262-264.
Sodhala, A Buddhist, 292.
Sogdians~118, 128, 155.
Sollo Kuci, Chief Minister of T'u Yu bun,
286.
Soma ( a kind of fermented liquor made of
Kphadra Gcvardiana ), 27, 205.
Soman~th,Saivitc temple, 187.
Soma-Sambhu, 238.
Somavaini Saka, 87.
Somavamsis (Descendants of the Saka Saumavargah), 87.
Some (moon), 185.
Sopl'loclean tragedy, 48.
Sophocles, the greelc tragedian, 45, 50,71.
"Soter Megas" 170, 317.
Sothemga, 222.
Spalirises, 163, 165.
Spalyris, 165.
Sparsa (perception), 31, 82.
Sphinxes, 362"Sraddha-kandam" 253.
Sramana Dharmapriya, 223.
Sramanas (Buddhist monks) 223, 271.
SrHvasti 6-8, 19, 20, 32, 42-45, 53, 64,
136, 138, 147, 163, 178, 194, 217, 218,
229, 233.
Srenis, 184.
Sridhar, commentator, 310.
Srimsli class, 246.
Sronsangampo, King of Tibet, 25,304, 313.
Srotriya dynasty of hfithila, 239.
Stein, Sir Aurel, 115, 220, 226.
Stella ~ a r i s 199.
,
~thznu-Sira,199, 203, 210, 224, 230, 285,

287, 312-318, 338, 355-358.
Stllaviras ( t h e cldcrs ), 93.
StllR\..ir.~sAlahak:tbyapa, 52, 99.
Stlla\rir,lv>clin or Thcraviidins (Orthodox
school elders), 67,110,110,157, 216-218,
230.
Sthirmati, 303.
Stilicho, 194.
Strabo, 63.
Strato, 155, 163, 193.
cLStri-i;vara" (Dvaradhan~risvarao r Viimadcva ) the conccpt of, 221, 227, 233, 307,
338, 348, 358, 366, 376, 386, 391.
Stririijpa (Kingdom of women), 14, 23-27,
47, 102, 149, 158, 163, 205, 222, 271.
StGpa, Sllahji-ki-dheri, 344..
StOpas (Edukas), 62, 80, 86, 102, 116, 147,
152, 182, 200, 207, 214, 354.
Sudarsanii, tree goddess, 150.
Sudarsana-cakra ( in lieu of Dharma-cakra ),
92.
Suddhodhana of ICapilavastu, 5, 7, 23,
30, 31, 134, 198.
Sudhidhara, 239.
Sudhidipika by Durga Dutta, 250.
S u p , Kirinti king, 87.
'Sugata-siisana ', 235.
Sugatisopina,238.
Sugriva, monkey Chief, 50.
SukhBvativydha, 125, 131, 199, 230, 305.
Sulilca, the tribes of, 226.
Sumatas, 223-228.
S ~ m ~ e ror
u Meru (Mt. Everest), 33, 140,
150, 161, 163, 181, 194, 332, 343-346,
378.
Sumeru-culture complex, 161, 163, 173175, 198, 296, 218, 229, 233, 247, 332,
343, 372.
Suna, sun god, 182.
Sun Hao, 120.

Suiiga dynasty, 61, 95.
Suiiga Icings, 117, 21 1.
S~liigaRlastcrs, 95.
Sufigas 102, 108, 132, 144-148, 157, 307.
Sunya shree-misra, 200.
Sunyaviida, 136.
Suiangamasamiidl~isi~tra(the scripture of
mental concentration), 125, 131.
Shrya-gotra, 382.
Sdryasomn, a royal prince, 136.
Sdrya, vedic god, 145.
Susa palace inscriptions, 15.
"SQtra in Forty-two Section", 115, 116, 120,
121, 125, 174, 220, 354.
SQtra-pitaka, 128.
Siitras-115, 117, 122, 138-140.
Suttanipato, 6.
SuvarnabhGmi (gold co~lntry),14, 25, 46,
48, 75, 102, 103, 107, 115, 116, 124, 133.
137, 142, 143-151, 158, 163, 167, 177,
192,195, 204, 346,
Suvarl?advaipiiyana, 204, 321.
Suvarl~agotra(goldcn race) 14, 25, 26, 47,
48, 87, 94, 102-104, 107-110, 116119, 123, 146-151, 158-170, 174, 189,
193, 198, 203, 220, 223, 271, 277, 284,
294, 320-332, 331, 360, 382.
Suvarna Kumiira (golclcn princc) 225,295.
Suvarnaprabhisnsiitra, 130.
Suvarnapuri ( g ~ l d e ntown), 89.
Suvar~?asah,226.
Suyarma, Kiriinta King, 45.
Sup-dynasty, 197.
Svarga (I-Ieaven) 66, 74, 82,
Svasthini, 73.
Svayambhu-sti~pa,202, 305.
Swabhiiva, 81.
Swibhiivika B~~cldhas,
79, S 1.
Swananda, I<irinti Icing, 45.
Swat Inscriptions 162.

Swcta-vsriha-sviimli 303, 350.

(T)
Tabiti (Fire God), 1.45.
T'ai-P'ing Chjng, 122.
Taittiri ya-samhita, 347.
Takht-i-bihi inscription, 167, 176, 284,
Tamas, 30.
Tamburello, Professor Adolfo, 219.
Ta ming-tu Ching (T. 225), 125.
Tang periods, 197.
Tantras (Tantriyzna), 122, 137, 168, 183,
239, 250.
Tzntricism, 128, 352, 355, 393.
Tintric Pithas (Psychic temple), 4.
Tintric terms, 118, 342.
Tao-an, 117, 271.
Taoism, 121-123, 139, 152.
Taoist Pattern.. etc. 113, 114, 118, 122,
123,. 130, 220.
Taoist School, 114.
Tao-shih, the compiler of the Faiyuan Chulin, 113.
Tkii 46-50, 391.
Tara-Sulda (Sukla-Tara), 190.
Tarpana 244.
Tartar girls, 60.
Tathlgata-gupta, 302.
Tathlgatajii~namudr~samidhi,
125.
Tathigatas (thus gone), Revolutionary, 2, 6.
Tathigatas, seven historical Buddha ( hllnu:hi or Swlbhivika Buddha) 27, 33, 35,
39, 67, 79, 305, 314, 346, 354.
Taxila (Takkhasilla) 20, 132, 143, 166, 169,
230.
Taxila-copper Plate inscription, 156, 162,
163.
Taxila Fragmentary Aramic inscription,
147, 219.
Taxila Zihonika or Zoionises, 164.

..

Tcl-Kosi (river of oil) 9.
Ten G~rnn1andtn:nts 39.
Thsrus, 5, 6, 9, 26, 44, 51, 60.
Third Eyc of Inncr Illu~~linarion,
46, 122,
228, 342, 361-364.
Tholto, Icirinti Icing, 87.
Thomas, F.\V., 286.
Thomas. saint, 11, 85, 167, 284.
Thor, Klrinti l h n g , 87.
Thrcc Jcwcls, tile cult of, 39, 63, 68, 93,
371.
Thrce Kingdon~s,the period of, 123, 197.
Three Lokas (three world namely, the
Heaven, the earth and the nether-world
of Hell ) 91
"Three Treatises", the title of, 134, 140,
181, 183.
Three vehicles of the Buddha, 140.
Thunko (Shunlio), KrPnti King, 45, 61,
62, 86, 87.
Thupavatnia, 52, 204, 216.
T'ien-Tai School, 132.
Tiki 3, 243.
Tikhya Laliylli, 62.
Tilak, Bilagangidhar, 328.
Tilaurikot of Taulihawa, 10, 19, 24, 47, 51,
391.
Tiridatcs II 165.
Tirtha, 190, 258.
Tirthavidhi, 253.
Tirthikas (pilgrims) 113.
Tissa Abaya, Andiya-kanda Cave inscription of, 216, 217.
Tissa Abaya, tlle Ceylonese monarch, 217.
Tissa hloggaliputta, 101, 216.
TithyPdinirnaya 242, 250.
Tokharo (TusPra) records, 222.
Tokl~ariantraditions, 222.
Toramana, King, 263, 302, 308, 311-313,
337,-344, 349, 358, 363.

T'oyo gon, 286.
"(A) Translation of the Kharosthi Documents (London 1940)", 220.
TratHrasa (Devavytasa), 168.
Trident, the symbols of 227.
Trigangii (Tri-junction), 90, 91. .
Tripitakas, 133.
Tripuriisura, 185.
Triiula, 172, 181.
TriSul-Gandaki, 14, 15.
Tsi Emperors, 228.
Ts'ung-ling, 113, 114.
Tsung-li- Chung-Ching mulu (comprehensive catalogue of SOtras), Buddhist
Bibliography, 117.
Tucci, 1)rofessor G., 14, 76, 110, 120, 130,
152, 162, 286, 339, 394.
Tucci's "Tombs of Tibetan Kings", 286.
Tumbure, 262, 273.
Tund~l-devi,368, 370.
T u ~ k s ,203.
T'u fan, 286.
T'u yu hun, 286, 287.
Twelve-spolied-wheel of Law (KHla-Cakra)
338.
Tyiigal-tola, 305.

Ubalika, 83, 84, 92, 93.
Ubalika Kate, 84.
Udaka, Sunga King, 149.
Udiira-siigara, 258.
Udayagiri-cave-inscriptions, 280, 292.
Uddiylna-pitha, 338-340.
Udyin, King, 55.
Ugradattapariprcch~,117, 125, 173, 216.
UkBrHkhya, 302.
UmH or BhavBni, 73,172.
Urn:-MaheSvara, 270, 296, 388.
UmPsoma, Professor, 363.

"Universal value of Nepalese Aesthetics",
123.
'Upiidina', 295, 381.
Upagiti or Udgiti 12.
Upa Gupta (ASoka's precepter), 62, 74,
86.
Upili (favorite pupil of Siikyamuni), 99, 100,
109, 117, 126, 129, 133-137, 140, 149,
173, 216.
"UpBli PariprecchH", 117, 126, 137, 149,
156, 173, 216-218.
UparicBra Vasus, 212.
Upasakas, 180.
Upasikas
Upanishadas, 21, 28, 35, 65, 111, 232, 236,
322.
UpiyaliauSalya (expediency in means), 139,
223.
UrdhakeSa-Bhairava, 368-371, 376.
Urna or Usnisa (Circular bump of hair over
Buddha's forehead ), 106, 131.
Urvi ( the wide one or the broad one ), 71.
Uiana, BrPhmanic law giver, 236.
Ushas, 26.
Usnisavijaya-dhiirani-shtra, 245, 375.
USnasa, 235-237, 298, 301, 318-328,
Ushavadita, 186.
Uttara-mimiimsii, 233.

Viicaspati, 239, 241, 253, 255, 258.
Vadhuka, 212.
Viido ( V i t a ) , the wind God, 180.
Vadraka, 212.
Vigawiiti, 16, 22-25, 33, 38, 46, 61, 66,
69, 77, 78, 87, 89, 91, 103, 106, 111, 142,
152-154, 202, 278, 309.
Vahanas (mounts), 86.
Vainateya, 186, 230, 318, 376.

Vainyagupta, 316.
Vairocana, a monk, 127, 343.
Vairocana Gupta, 298.
VaiSali,
VaiSainpHyana, 251, 281,289, 301, 308, 320,
349.
Vaishika, 232.
Vaishnava-siddhlntarahasya, 247.
Vaisahnavite Acnra, 246.
Vaiihnavite monuments & temples, 29,199.
Vaishnavite Sarvatata, son of Plrlsari, 148.
Vaishnavites, 177, 186, 210, 224, 311.
Vaiirvana, 199.
Vaisyas, 184, 302.
Viijasaneya Sarnhitl,
Viijasaneyiniitnahorltrasitadharma-nivandha.
Vljasaneyiniim-vivll~?idipaddhati,
Vajrlciirya Lundabhadra, a %kya Viksu, 235.
Vlj ra Vaidehj, Queen,
Vajraylna, 365, 368, 377.
Vajra-Yogini, 200.
VajreSvara, 356,363-365, 369-371, 376,389.
Viikltaka King, 275, 278.
Vlmana, the fifth incarnation of Vishnu,
91, 92, 288, 315.
VPmana Dvidasi, 91, 373.
Virnana-Kunda, 91.
Vaiiga, 249.
Varaha (man boar), 13, 21,92,200,234, 280,
281, 296, 302, 307, 312, 333, 339-342,
345-351, 358, 361, 369, 375, 386, 388.
Vlrihakietra, 303, 340, 349.
Varlhamihira, 284, 308, 373.
Viiriihasvirni, 281, 363.
Vardhamina, 240.
Varmma, 16-18, 24, 56, 104, 151, 223, 224,
272, 334, 380-383.
Varmma, Chronicles, 133.
Virtikara, 251.
Varuna (the Vedic god of rain), 26.
v

Vitaditya, King, 302.
Vatakhya, King, 302.
Vasanta Varmma, 90, 200.
Vasanta Deva, 251, 299-302, 308, 311, 321,
325, 336, 379-381.
Vasantadeva's inscription of Khapinchhe,
Lalitpur, 251, 298.
Vlsava, 210.
Vashisthiputra Pulamvi, 208
Visiska, King, 183
Vasista, 236.
Vlstu-Slstra, 253.
Vlsudeva, 21, 167, 184, 197, 199, 210, 230,
273, 280-282, 289, 317, 329, 347, 357,
365-368.
Vasumati, 70, 71, 306, 359.
Vasumitr5, 155, 302.
Vasurlja, King, 311, 380.
Vasuvandhu, 135-137.
Vatsyiyana, Brahmanic saint, 227.
Vedlngas, 231, 246.
Vedas, 17, 68, 72, 231, 238, 301, 318-326
Vedic belief, 41.
Vedic cosmography, 72.
Vedic gods, 26, 144, 234.
Vedic hymns and spells,
Vedic-Karmakiinda, 2 10.
Vedic language, 27, 66,67, 71, 190
Vedic religion, 38, 39.
Vedic Revelations, 2, 19,22, 26-28, 31-33,
39, 48, 77-79,109,112, 144, 152,234,296,
315-325, 345, 350, 357-361,
Vedic rituals, 27, 211.
Vedic speculations, 33, 34.
Vedic Yoga practice, 122, 144.
Vedism, 168.
Vegetation Goddesses, 74.
Vethadipo, 22,26, 28, 32, 33, 52, 148, 320,
350.
Vibhisana, 50.

Vibhu\rar~nln,287, 300.
Videhas, 1,21, 22, 26, 33, 49, 142, 237, 249,
271, 320.
Vidynpati, 239.
Vighna, a Br,~hmin,specialist in thc esoteric
worship of Agamas, 124-128, 309,
Vihnra, 29, 200, 307, 313, 359,
Vijayii, 128,375, 384,389.
Vijayamitra, 164.
Vijaya-sambhava, King, 127,
VijayaShree, Devi-bhagavati, 204, 251, 278,
288, 296, 377-388, 394,
VijayasvPmini (Dhruvasvzmini), 112, 194,
204, 278, 290-296, 2'99, 329, 341, 378387, 393,
Vijayasviimini's inscription, 278, 279, 285,
296, 299, 377, 393,
Vijayasvara, 112, 381.
Vijayavati, daughter of Vijayasvgmini, 112,
128, 300, 326, 375, 380,
Viji~asi~!ll~n,
226.
Vikramsila-vihsra, Indian University of,
232,
Vimalakirti-nirdeia-s ttra, 114, 125, 131, 229
Vimalaliirti, the story of, 114, 272.
Vimalesa, 238
Vinasana, 187.
Vinaya (monastic rule or discipline), 98100, 102, 109-111, 116, 126, 128, 133,
144, 175, 304,
Vinaya Gupta, King, 312.
Vinaya School, 133, 137
Vindussra, King, 17, 57.
Vipassi, Buddha, 27-29,33, 35, 62, 79,
Viramitrod ayah VyaviiharakHnda by Mitra
hlisra, 246, 257.
Virapurashadatta, King, 213.
Vira Simha, 258.
Vir;jtcSvara, 202.

Viru?haka (Virudhamba) Crown prince of
Kosali, 5, 20, 42-45, 48, 51, 55, 142, 194,
210, 294, 334.
Virulhaka, King of south, 47.
VirQpPlzsa-pati (Lord of VirGpil;sa), 213.
V i r t p ~ k s athird
,
eye of, 145, 153, 154.,
Vi~fipsksya, 45-50, 59, 61, 63, 64, 68,
70, 75, 78, 79, 105, 106, 108, 110, 112,
123, 126, 129, 130, 135, 146, 150, 160,
172, 173, 181, 199, 210, 213-218, 342,
346, 355, 360, 365, 376, 386.
Vrsa Deva Varmma, 90,200,272, 306.
Vrsala (Concubine), 42, 44, 55, 75, 334,
Vrsotsarga, 242.
Vislkha (Bizago), 186.
Visnkhndatta, 291, 292, 295.
Visl~~!u,Briihmanic law giver, 23G.
Vishnudisa, 292.
Vishnu, Fish and the Tortoise Incarnations
of, 345, 316,349
Vishnugopa, l'allava Icing, 274.
Vishnu Gupta, 297, 300, 308-310,
Vishnuksaya-Vih2ra, 202.
Viypdrundjn Record, 146.
Vi5hnu-tirtha, 112.
Vishnusamhita, BrHhmanic literature of,
190, 210.
Vishnu, third incomprehensible step of or
three Vedic steps or threc wide strides of,
21, 27, 31, 59, 65, 91-93,139, 233, 242,
280, 289, 307, 317, 323, 325, 329, 33G,
341, 359, 365-375, 386,
Vishnumati (rivulct) 112.
Vishnu, Vedic God, 13, 21,27,41, 51, 90-9.4,
121-145, 148, 174, 185, 230-235, 246,
255, 286, 298, 303, 307, 320, 336-350
357, 365, 368, 370, 3% 385,
Vistaram (the inverted cups), 71.
Visti, 193.
Visvadevn, son of ('Targi ( I ~ O ~ ~148.
I),

Viiwimitra, compiler of epic of R5m2yana, 279.
ViSviimitra, Lipyscirya, 274.
'Visvarhpa', 343.
Visva-varmin, 336.
Viswabhuva, (tathigats), Buddha, 33.
Viswaisvara Bhatra (GZ G HBhatta), 256.
~iviidacandra,240.
VivHdacintimani, 241.
Viviidaratnikara, 241.
Viviihakarmasamuccaya, 237.
Vividhavidyiivifiracatura, 240.
Vratapaddhati, 239, 253.
Vylgl-rr~riija(Vyiighrahadeva), 274.
Vyavah5rPloka or VyavaharPtalviloka, by
Gopila Siddhantav~giia,258.
Vyiivahiirapradipa by Krishna, 249.
'Vyfiha' (Cosmic foxtress), 199, 210-213,
366-368.

(y)

"Yal~ani", 60.
YPgas, 144.
Yajfias (sacrifices), 2, 4, 22, 34, 46, 66, 67,
70, 73,77,133, 84, 122,144, 247.
yzjiiavalka, BrPhmanic priest, 31, 232, 236,
251.
Yajfiopavita (sacred thrcad), 92, 306.
Yajurveda, the white, 246-748, 253.
Yaksa, 11, 68, 99, 10G-108, 129, 130, 133,
146, 151, 158, 161, 177, 184, 189, 212,
351, 356, 360.
Yaksa cult, 68, 108, 141, 145, 150, 156,
159, 172, 175-179, 183, 213, 215, 221,
227, 294, 355.
Yaksa hosts, 47.
Yaksa legends, 45, 46, 57, 112, 135, 213,
342.
Yaksi Bicchika, 120.
Yaksis, 11, 25, 60, 61, 105, 150, 169, 189,
271, 281, 294, 320, 383.
Waldscl-rmidt, 53.
Yama, 26, 66, 185, 210, 235-237, 298, 301,
Wang Hsuan-ts'e,
the famous Chinese
318-328, 346.
Envoy, 114, 272.
Yama-lolca, 242.
'Water-lily Cave', A Chinese booklet, 122. E'amBnta1,a-Agama, 200.
Wci dynasty, 333.
Yao Hsing, Tibetan rulers, 137.
Wei-liieh test, 176, 332.
Yao Sung, 139.
Wheeler, Sir Mortimer, 21 8.
Yasodha~a (Wife of S ~ k ~ a m u n i5-8,
) , 32,
Wliite Horse hionastery at Loyang, 115-117.
37, 61, 320, 384.
Wima ( Bhima ) Kadphises ( hiaheswara ), Yaiodharman, 302.
160-172.
Yaudhayas, 193,271, 276.
Winternitz Maurice, 17, 50.
Yavana (Grcek colorie~),213, 249.
Woodruffs, Sir John, 353.
Yavana Era, 156.
Yavanas, inhabitants of Gandhira, 96, 142,
145, 193, 209, 317.
"Ye dhammH hetu pabhavi ( the confessioXenopl-robia, 204.
fides of cause and affect ) Chapter V,
Xcrxex, l'ersopolis inscriptions of, 16, 337.
Xerxex, the first Aryan King, 104, 176,
216, 229.
Yen-chih t'ui (531-595 A.D.), 113.
181, 183, 195.

YogiSvara-padmanibha-satngrahau, 250.
Yen-Shill Cllia-haun XVII, 113.
Yin-ch'ih-ju-Clling (Taisho Issaikyo 1964)) Yonis, early religious symbols, 29, 39, 48.
Yonaka Country (Iranian Frontier), 101.
125.
Yonaka dhammrakshita, 101.
Yitaka Tomga, KPzi, 222.
Yuganaddha
(two in one), 48.
Yogas ( self-control ), 2, 19, 22, 35-39, 46,
58, 59, 67, 68, 70, 77, 83, 99, 108-112, Yue-Chih (Yii Chih), 104,107, 113-115,118,
125, 126, 155, 165, 174, 181, 193, 197,
114-118, 122, 125, 126, 134, 144, 152,
223, 230, 239, 276, 331, 353:
155, 215, 232, 247, 309, 352.
Yue Chi, Taoist magician, 122.
Yoga schools, 106, 107.
Yogicara doctrine, 98, 99, 109, 110, 118, Yiie Chins, 171.
126, 129, 133-137, 151, 173, 183, 213- 'YOpasY (Pillars ercctcd to comrncmorate
victories ), 272.
218, 357.
YogHcHrabhOmi (Tao-ti-Ching), 117, 125, Yfpa insctiptions, 283.
245.
(2)
Yogis, 34, 152, 222.
Zagros, a huge tablet, (Hall, A.H., N.E.,
Yogis, Saivite, 130, 144, 351.
7th edition p. 57 ), 15.
Yogic perception, 48, 70, 92.
ZHii-Zufi, 14, 17.
Yogins, 37, 363.
Zeus, the Greek God, 108.
Yogins, Himalaya, 34.
Yogins, Pzsupati, 33, 38, 39, 49, 67, 68, Zoroastrian, 105, 108, 340, 351, 362.
Zurcher, Professor E., 120-123, 129, 140,
74, 95, 107, 109, 123.
230.
YogiSvara, 250-252, 308.

